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FOREWORD
This volumecontainsthe proceedingsof the EleventhAnnualConference
on ManualControlheld at NASA-AmesResearchCenterfromMay 21 to 23, 1975.
The programagendaand formatare generallyadheredto in thisreportwhich
containscompletemanuscriptsof most of the paperspresentedat the meetin_
Thiswas the eleventhin a seriesof conferencesdatingback to
December1964. These earliermeetingsand their proceedingsare listed
below:
FirstAnnualNASA-UniversityConferenceon ManualControl,The
Universityof Michigan,December1964. (Proceedingsnot printed.)
SecondAnnualNASA-UniversityConferenceon ManualControl,MIT,
February28 to March 2, 1966,NASA SP-128.
ThirdAnnualNASA-UniversityConferenceon ManualControl,University
of SouthernCalifornia,March I-3,1967, NASA SP-144.
FourthAnnualNASA-UniversityConferenceon ManualControl,The
Universityof Michigan,March 21-23,Ig6B,NASA SP-Ig2.
FifthAnnualNASA-UniversityConferenceon ManualControl,MIT,
March 27-29,1969, NASA SP-215.
SixthAnnualConferenceon ManualControl,Wright-PattersonAFB,
April 7-9, 1970.
SeventhAnnualConferenceon ManualControl,Universityof Southern
California,June 2-4, Ig71,NASA SP-281.
I EighthAnnualConferenceon ManualControl,Universityof Michigan,
Ann Arbor,Michigan,May 17-19,1972.
NinthAnnualConferenceon ManualControl,MassachusettsInstituteof
Technology,May 23-25,1973.
TenthAnnualConferenceon ManualControl,Wright-PattersonAFB,
April 9-11, 1974.
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MULTIVARIABLE MANUALCONTROL WITH SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL
ANL AUDITORY PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION*
By Hartmut Uhlmmann and Georg Geieer
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Instttut for Informattonsverarbettung
in Techntk und Biologte, Kerlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany
SUMMARY
Multlvarleble manual compensatory tracking experiments were
carried out in order to determine typical strategies of the human
o_erator and cond4.rions for improvement of his performance if one of
the visual displays of the tracking errors is supplemented by an audi-
torv feedback.
Experiments with one, two and four zero-order systems show that
the operator's performance is only improved through use of ccmblned
presentation of one tracking error if
- at least two systems are to be controlled,
- the visual displays are separate,
- the visual display which is sudltorally supported represents only
one system.
Because the tracking error of the system which is only visually dis-
played is found to decrease, but not in general that of the auditorally
supported system, it was concluded that the auditory feedback un!mads
the visual system of the operator who can then concentrate on the_z_- _,
malning exclusively visual displays.
This conclusion was confirmed by further two-axis experiments with
variable lateral angular distance between the two visual displays, the
right one of which being audltorally supported. Due to the changing
strategies of the operator the auCltory aid has little influence if the
two visual displays are close to_sther (_20°), whereas the trac<lng
error of the solely visual display _scrsaass if the angular distance
between the two visual displays is enlarged. In the case of tracking
signals wlth low cut-off frequencies (e.g. 0.0_ red/s) the trsckin 9
error of the auditory supported system else decreases slightly, but
for higher cut-off frequencies (e.g. 0.6_ rod/s) there exists el, angu-
lar range where the audttorally supported display leads to • tr3cktng
error which is higher than that which occurs without support.
,i i
'This research was supported by the German Fedora2 Ministry of Defence. :
?
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INTRODUCTION
The human operator of a technical process often has to accomplish
several tasks at the same time _ith a high degree of precision. The
information needed is presented to him :rostlv by visual LiSplays; the
cockpit of an aircraft or the control room of a nuclear power station
ere impressive examples of the great number of parallel displavs which
are often required.
In multivarisble manual control tasks several displays must be
read sequentially by the human operator, end corresponding reactions
must be carried out. In critical situations the visual channel may be
overloaded. Therefore the question is whether the human operator's
performance may be improved if the visual channel is unburdened bv
means of comblnin9 visual and auditorv presentation of information.
In the past, several studies dealt with this question; however,
the earlier studies gave more qualitative than quantitative results.
In recent years a few detailed investigations have been published, some
of which arm discussed below.
VinJa and Pitkin (Ref. 1) posed the question of whether for single
axis tracking tasks the human control characteristics change ulth a
combined visual and auditory presentation of the control error as
compared with eithsz a visual or auditory presentation alone. The
control tmsk was one-degree-of-freedom compensatory tracking. The input
was Mc Ruer's "sum-of- sine-waves" function with variable ban_Idth.
Different system _nemice were used. For audltorv control the trackln9
error was conveztsd to the frequen[_ of a specific auditory signal and
presented using s one-ear and • two-ear display. On the visual display,
which was deliberately adjusted In order to correspond with the auditory
dlsplmy, s dot moved along one of two separate vertical paths. The
magnitude of the tracking error was indicated by the vertical position
of the dot, and the ai9n of _he error determineO on uhlch path the dot
moved. The authors report _hat for the task considered humans can
perform equally well wlth auditory or visual displays, providing the
auditorv and visual pressntmtione contain equivalent information on
tracking error. Furthsz_ora the operator's performance wtth _na- or
two-ear displays ia equal end the combined visual end audltaty Dtemen-
ration improves the operator's performance allghtly.
Thls slight improvement was axlmined by the authors in a further
study (Ref. 2) where they used four different vIIual dlaplayo and the
two-ear auditory display of the preceding study. By means of the criti-
cal tracking tank according to Jsx at el. (Raf. 3) the crltlcsl temcking
parameter as an Indicator of the operator's effective time delay was
measured for each of the five different dleplsy_ 8nparstely _nd also
for the four combinations of auditory end visual displays. In evsrv
4
i
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case the value of the critical tracking parameter increased a statisti-
cally significant amount uhen one of the visual displays uas used in
combination uith the auditory dlsplay. It uas concluued that the opera-
tot's inherent processing delays uere reduced uhen operating uith a
combined display.
A further study uas conducted by Vinje (Ref. 4) using a difficult
six-degree-of-freedom ho_er control task of a simulated V/STOL aircraft
in turbulence. A single-degree-of-freed.m auditory display substituted
or supported one visual display. The results shoued different perfor-
mances of the subje:ts, but in general the tracking error uas least _
uhen a combined display uas used. Furthermore the subjects could
control an auditorally displayed function _nd another visually dis-
played function better th_n if the tuo functions uer_ both presented
visually on separate displays. They also commented that the uorkload
uas reduced uhen the auditory displays uere used.
The decrease of uorkload and the improvement of performance just
mentioned may be explained by the assumption that the auditora!ly
supported or replaced display has to be looked at rarely or not at all.
Thus the subjects soend more time on the other displays uhile stil _
receiving the auditory information.
Larg_ and slgnificant differences hetueen visual and combined
dlspl_y of tracking information are shoun by the study of Mirchandani
_Ref. 5) undgr different experimental conditions. The subjects had to
control • dual-axis compensatory tracking task with the primary task
of controlling a second-order plant, and the secondarv task of con-
trolling a first order plant. The tracking error of the primary task
uas presented by the displacement of a vertical line on an oscilloscope,
the display for the secondary task uas a separate oscilloscope uith a
horizontal line. In a number of the experiments the visual display of
the secondary task uas supplemented by an auditory display uhich indi-
cated the trackin9 error by the pitch and the volume of e tone. Mirchan-
dani reports that the tracking error decreases slgnificently if the
secondary task is supplemented by an auditory displ_. The tracking
error of the primary task also decreases to some extent in this case.
; From these studies it may be concluded that different results have
been obtained concerning the effect of the combined presentation of
control error. Because of different experimental conditions general
design rules for applications can hardly be derived. Therefore further
experiments have been carried out, some of uhlch are discussed belou.
These experiments uere undertaken not to evaluate the operator's des-
cribing function under the condition of combined presentation of infor-
mation but to develop practice-oriented rules for the use of combined
presentstion of trackin9 error.
S
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THE EXPERIMENTS
The two experiments which are reported in this paper we_a under-
taken to answer especially the following questions:
- How does the number of simultaneous tracking tasks influence the
effect of the combined presentation of one control error?
- What are the strategies of the operator as a function of the anl_ular
distance between two visual displays, one of which bein 9 auditorslly
suppbrted?
In the first experiment the tracking performance for one-, two-
and four-degree-of-freedom tracking tasks uas investigated. The
tracking error uas displayed visually; one of the visual dlsplavm
could be supported audltorally.
The second experiment was carried out with a two-degree-of-freedom
tracking task uith two separate visual displays, one of which was audi-
totally supported. The tracking error uas measured as a function of the
lateral angular distance between the two separate visual displays.
Both experiments usre carried out uith the same experimental setup,
uith which up to four independent systems can be used. All experiments
were compensatory tracking tasks uith zero-stOat systems. Fig. I shows
a schematic diagram of the experimental setup where for simplicity only
two of the four possible systems are presented. The experimental rune
were controlled bv a process computer uhich also generated the input-
signals of the systems bv use of a program. These input-signals uere
sample functions of white noise which passed through a second-order
linear filter with adjustable cut-off frequency.
The visual displays of the tracking error were shown on different
oscilloscopes. For the one- and two-degree-of-freedom tracking tasks •
vertical line moved horizontally on a cathode ray tube (Tektronix 5103N);
the four-degree-of-freedom tracking task was visually displayed by two
points, each of which could move in two dimensions on the same CRT. The
test series with variable lateral angular distance betueen the two visual
displays of s two-degree-of-freedom tracking task ware curried out with
two o_cilloscopes (Tektronix RM 503). The controls of the system were
one or two joy-sticks with movement directions compatible with the
correspondin 9 visunl display.
The auditory display which could be used a_one or Bs a supplement
to a visual display consisted of a voltage-amplitude converter trans-
forming the error-voltage to the volume of u tone of BOO cps. In this
way the volume of the tone wee zero if the control error was zero, and
according to the sign of the error the tone usa heard in the right or
left earphone. In previous experiments this kind of auditory display
turned out to be the best of u number of ultsrnutlveu.
6
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The input-signals ond the control error uere stored digitally on
magnetic tape. The dependent variable of the trials was the rms tracking
error, normalized bv relating it to the rms value of the corresponding
input-signal. Each session consisted of five trials of appzoximatelv
100 s duration. After each trial the bandwidth of the input-signal was
increased bv a factor of 2.
The subjects uere colleagues of our institute uho have participated
for several years in such experiments and mav therefore be regarded as
trained operators.
_. EXPERIMENTS WITH ONE-t TWO- AND FOUR-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM TRACKING TASKS
In our experiments the rms tracking error with auditory presen-
tation alone was alwavs much greater (approximatelv twice the amount)
as with visual or with combined presentation. Therefore the results
with auditorv presentation alone are not discussed in the following.
In Fig. 2 the rms tracking error of the one-degree-of-freedom
tracking task ulth visual and combined presentation is plotted for
different values of the bandwidth of the input-signal. Each point is
the mean of 26 trials. These results do not confirm the conclusion of
Vinje and Pitkin (Ref. I) that for single-axis tracking tasks the com-
bined auditorv and visual presentation of the tracking error improves
operator performance. The results change if there are two axes to be
controlled (Fig. 3). Both trackin9 errors were displaved visuallv on
one oscilloscope b_ two vertical lines uith a lateral angular distance
of 4° as seen bv the subjects. The error of the first svstem was dis-
plaved bv the position of the right line, and control was affected bv
means of a compatible jov-stick with the right hand. This displav was
partlv auditorallv supplemented. For the second svstem the left line
and another Jov-stick for the left hand was present. This svstem was
visuallv displaved onlv. Compared with the trials uith one axis the
bandwidth of the input-signals wee reduced.
The points of Fig. 3 are the mean of 10 trials. The upper part
shows the rms trsckin9 error of the first svstem with visual (circles)
and combined (triangles) presentation. The latter improves operator
performance slightlv for lou bandwidths of the input-signal. The re-
sults of the second svstem ere plotted in the lower pert of Fig. 3.
Here for eli bandwidthe of the input-signal the trackin9 error decreases
if the first svstem is sudltorsllv supported. The amount of the improve-
ment must be seen in relation to the absolute value of the tracking
error without auditorv aid. In general the combined presentation of one
svstem's tracking error improves the error of the other system which ie
not auditorallv supported. This does not coincide with the results of
_'_ Mirchandsni (Ref. 5) obtained with an asvmmetricsl dual-axis trsckin 9
_ _@sk.
• _:
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Our results confirm the hypothesis already mentioned that the
combined presentation unioads the operator by reducing his visual
scanning mctivity. Because the fixation rate of the euditoraIly
supplemented visuai display can be diminished the operator gains time
for fixation of the nther visual dlspiay. Consequentiy, the control
error of the not supported system decreases.
For further investigation of this hypothesis four-degree-of-freedom
tracking tasks were carried out. Here the dispIay was an oscilioscope
with two points (angular distance 5o) moving in two dimensions, and the
controls were two compatible joy-sticks. The axes were numbered 1 to 4
and attached to the directions of the moving points of the display and
to the joy-sticks according to Fig. 4. The resuits (means of 12 triaIs)
are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. Compared with the two-degree-of-freedom
tracking task the rms tracking error of the four-dimensionai task has
not increased. There are two reasons for this:
- Between these two experiments the subjects participated in further
manuai control experiments which are not reported here. Through these
their training levei was further improved.
- Furthermore it has been shown by Levison and Elkind (Ref. 6) that the
manual control of two systems is hardly more difficult than of one
system if the two systems are symmetrical, if the control error is
displayed by one point, and if the control is one compatible Joy-
stick.
The upper part of Fig. 5a shows the rms trackin9 error of the first
svstem which was displaved in part visually (circles) and in part as a
combined system (triangles). Here, in accordance with the other authors,
a slight improvement for the combined display system can be seen,
uhereas no effect is indicated for the third system uhich is displayed
(visuallv only) bv the same point and controlled with the same jov-
stick (Fig. 5e, lower part). Contrary to the experiment uith tuo dimen-
sions the auditory support does not influence left hand controlled
system 2 and 4 which are only visually displayed (Fig. 5b). This is
explained by the fact that the operator's fixation activity is not re-
duced if the auditorally supplemented visual display is an ints9rated
Jisplsy for another system. For the control of the four dimensions the
operator has to scan the tuo points equally uhether there is an audi-
tory support for one dimension or not.
The results of these experiments confirm the hypothesis which was
inferreO from the literature: The combined presentation improves the
operator performance only if there is more than one system to be con-
trolled and if these systems have separate, not inta@ratad displays.
$
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TWO-AXIS EXPERIMENT WITH VARIABLE LATERAL ANGULARDISTANCE
BETWEENTWOSEPARATE DISPLAYS
A further experiment uas undertaken in ordel to evaluate the in-
fluence of the lateral angular distance betueen tuo separate displays.
Only tuo systems uere to be controlled, and the control error uas dis-
played visually on tuo oscilloscopes by a vertical line. Again the
right visual display uas partly auditorally supplemented. The lateral
visual angle betueen the tuo visual displays uas variable, beginning
at 20o.
Flg. 6 shous the rms tracking error as a function of the lateral
visual angle for three values of the banduldth of the input-slgnal.
The results uere gained from 8 subjects uho carried out three sessions
on different days. Because the exclusively visual presentation of the
tuo dimensions results in symmetrical curves they are summarized in one
curve (circles). In this case the rms tracking error increases for all
three cat,off frequencies uith grouing lateral angular distance betueen
the tuo visual displays.
Because of symmetry the subjects shared their fixation activity
equally on both visual displays. As the distance betueen them is In-
creased the tlme lost by fixation changes betueen the tuo vlsuel dis-
plays also increases, therefore decreasing the control performance.
If a combined display is used the curves of the auditorally supported
system (triangles) and of the merely visual presentation (squares)
diverge. Up to 200 the fixation activity is partitioned equally bet-
ueen the tuo visual displays. If the values of the bsnduidth of the
input-signals are large and if the angle betueen the tuo visual dis-
plays is greater than 300 , the subjects' strategies tend to concentrate
their fixations on that visual display uhlch is not audltorally supple-
mented. The other system ulth combined display is more and more con-
trolled by means of the auditory display. Therefore the control error
of the system uith visual display only decreases, and that of the system
uith comblrsd display increases. Beyond a certain angle the trackin 9
error of the combined display system is only read from the auditory pert
of the display. In that case a further increase of the an91e has no in-
fluence uhersss uith visual presentation alone the control error con-
tinues to increase ulth increasln9 angle. Consequently, there is an
angular distance beyond uhich for combined presentation the control
errors of both systems are louer than those corresponding to visual
presentation only.
This effect is not distinct for Input-si9nals uith lou cut-off
frequencies. There is sufficient time to change the fixations hatuesn
the tuo visual displays. Therefore the auditory support leads only to
a slight improvement in operator performance.
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CONCLUSIONS
Together uith the previous studies from the literature the experi-
ments described above lead to some rules for the practical use of com-
bined displays for manual controi:
1. If the operator has to contrsi severai systems, visuaI dispiays are
to be recommended. These displays are to be posltlonned cIosely to-
gether; in generaI, integrated displays are highly uitable.
2. If it is not possibie to arrange the dispiays ciosely together, the
auditorysupport of a peripherally located visual display has the
follouing effects:
- If the input-signal varies elouly the control error of both
systems decreases.
- For higher cut-off frequencies of the input-signal there is an
an9ular range from approximately 20° to ?0° uhere control error
of the peripheral display increases, uherses the performance uith
the visually displayed systems in the centre increases markedly.
- Beyond an angle of ?0° the auditory support Is to be uncondi-
tionally recommended.
3. In eny case the visual displeys a_e Ln_isper_able.
_. The auditory support should be attached to the least important
control system.
5. The auditory supplemented visual dlsplly a_t not be 1nitrated uith
other visual displays.
I0
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KEY TO LETTER DESIGNATION OF THE CURVES AND DISPLAYS
c _ combined visual and auditory presentation
v _ visual presentation only
e.g.:
C@VV _ four-degree-of-freedom tracking task with
L combined presentation of the first dimension
and visual presentation of the others;
plot of the results of the second dimension.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite a vast accumulation of operational experience with the conduct of
low visibility instrument approaches, little is understood about the decision-
making behavior of pilots who fly these approaches. Likewise, there is little
information regarding the man, system, and task-related factors which influence
this decision-maklng behavior. Such information is essential for the rational
design of new systems, or for the redesign of existing systems in order to
correct known deficiencies.
A major problem which has inhibited the study of pilot decision-making be-
havior in the laboratory has been the unavailability of tasks which incorporate
the essential cognitive features of the real task, and which include those
motivational or stress-induclng features known to influence decision-making
performance. This paper describes a task which was designed to simulate the
cognitive features of low visibility instrument approaches, and to produce
controlled amounts of subjective stress in pilots serving as subjects in exp-
eriments using the task.
Pilot behavior during low visibility instrument approaches can be analyzed
into at least two major categories: one is the continuous closed-loop manual
tracking behavior necessary to control the aircraft, and the other is the cog-
nitive, decision-making behavior required to make the decision to continue the
approach and landing, or to execute a mlssed.approach. It is the aecond cat-
egory of behavior with which we are concerned here.
The difficulty of a declsion-making task is, in part, determined by the
uncertainty of the data used to ma_:ea decision. For example, the decision to
"go around" is a relatively easy one if, at the missed approach point, there
is nothing to be seen outside the aircraft, c" if the approach lights and
runway have been clearly visible for the le_: two miles of the approach. It is
when the approach lights or runway are barely visible, and then only intermit-
tently, that the decision-making task becomes more difficult.
A second class of variables which are known to influence the outcome of
decislon-making tasks is best illustrated by the various kinds of psychological
stressors acting upon the pilot. Of particular interest here are the pressures
perceived by the pilot to complete the approach, to make an on-time arrival,
to save fuel, and even to save "@ace".
We havc assumed that it is necessary to use a simulation task which incor-
porates both kinds of _ariables, informational and psychological, to success-
fully study pilot decision-maklng behavior in the laboratory. The task below
was designed to meet those requirements. This paper describes our preliminary
experiments _n the mc,_surement of decisions _nd the inducement of stress In
simulated low visibility approaches.
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METHOD
A sch_matlc of the apparatus as seen hy the pilot-subject is shown in Flg.
I. The buttons available to the subject are RVR (to request an RVR reading),
turn rate buttons (left, 0, or right), and GA, the go around button to initiate
a mis_ed approach.
In the central portion of the CRT !s a plan view of the approach. In the
lower part of the screen are three dots corresponding to the position of the
approaching aircraft (present position, position one second ago, and position
5 seconds ago). In the center of the screen are two pairs of dots correspond-
ing to the middle marker location, equivalent to the 200 foot decision height
for a Category I approach. Farther up the screen are the runway outline,
threshold, and three pairs of approach lights or lead-ln lights. Above that
are scores posted for the results of any one trial: on this approacil the sub-
ject would receive I00 points for a safe landing and -40 points for a missed
approach. On the left of the screen is an RVR scale with two indices corres-
ponding to 0 RVR and that for the legal minimum (2400 feet). On the right
side of the screen is an altimeter which has a dynamic range of 0 to 220 feet.
The oointer indicating altitude is pegged at the upper right until the aircraft
nears the middle marker; as the aircraft pas;es through the mlddle marker, the
indicated altitude passes through 200 feet.
A _ndom wind disturbance from the side (correlation time of 50 seconds) is
intro( .ted to provide a moderately easy contrcl task for the pilot. Control is
maintained by pushing one of the three turn-rate buttons. The aircraft has
the capability of being in ei her the 0 turn rate (constant heading) or a stan-
dard turn rate to the right or left. The pilot's task in these approaches is
to "fly" the aircraft through the gate, over the approach lights, and on to
the runway. (The aircraft's position shown lnFlgure lis close to the initial
condition point.) Only lateral position is important, for if the pilot crosses
the extended threshold llne, but Is not over the runway a crash Is :ecorded.
If at any tlmc before the aircraft crosres the extended threshold line, the
pilot hits the go-around button, a standard rate left turn is initiated until
the heading reaches 60° from "North" at which time the computer program assumes
that a missed approach was made.
_e runway and approach lights may appear either to the right or left of
the middle marker center line, and may be closer or farther away than the nom-
inal position to represent electronic guidance errors. This is theapproprlate
alrcraft-centered view, and simulates the case when one is flying the ILS wlth
needles exactly centered, but finds the runway to the left or right when break-
our occurs, and the case when one is either high or low of the indicated
altitude.
The slant range "visibility" is included in the program, even though the
intensity in the C_T has only two values (on, off). There are 5 "characters"
drawn by the PD_-I2 graphics system under visibility coptrol: the three pairs
of lead-ln lights, and the right and left halves of the runway/threshold lights.
Should the center of any of these five characters be within a square (centered
at the aircraft position) whose half-width is the slant range visibility, then
this character will be turned "on" and will be visible. The approach lights
are turned off as one gets close to each pair, to simulate their passing
20
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underneath the nose of the airplane; this also prevents th_ subject from ob-
taining unrealistic lateral guidauce information.
A computer program was written to generate files of approach trajectories
and currently has a catalogue cf nine approach trajectories. Five of these
trajectories have constant (but different) slant range visibilities leading to
the following effect: when the middle marker is passed, nothing is in view;
soon the first approachllght appears, followed by the second and then the thild;
as the first approach light is neared, it disappears (passes underneath), and
then the runway/threshold lights suddenly appear and a safe landing ran be
accomplished. The decreasing slant range visibilltylnthis group of five tra-
jectories is such that one must proceed farther and farther beyond the middle
marker (or below decision height) before the first approach light is sighted.
The fifth of these five trajectories is zero-zero visibility, so the approach
lights and runway/threshold lights never appear. The other four trajectories
correspond to:
(I) a high visibility approach (runway _nd approach lights are visible as
shown in Figure i at all times)
(2) an extremely optimistic RVR reading, but very low slant range
visibility
(3) passing through a fog bank after initial acquisition of the approach
lights: the approach lights and runway lights "drop out", only to
reappear after three to four seconds
(4) fog bank as in (3), but the approach and runway lights do not
reappear.
PROCEDIYRE
In the c'ast set of experiments, we had the following objectives:
(i) structure the experimental setting to make the pilot as aversive
J a crash in the simulator as he would be in real llfe
(2) __ alter the decision strategie_ by manipulating the relative values
of a landing and a missed approach.
The first objective was desirable to make the decisions as meaningful as pos-
sible. After "sacrificing" several pilots, we flnally arrived at the following
procedure.
As the subject is led into the experimental chamber, he is shown a poster-
sized list on the wall of people who have previously been subjects in the exp-
eriment. Each subject is listed by name, organization, and score (the total
number of points accumulated over the 50 data trials). The first subject on
the llst was a fictitious one (in this case) and in place of his point score
was the word CRASHED in bright red letters. The experimenter writes in the
subject's name and organization (e.g. Joe Jones. TWA) and leaves the score
column blank. The subject is told at that time that should he crash during
the data trials, even if on the first data trial, his services are no longer
required. That is, in terms of the experiment, he is "dead".
It was obvious to the subject at this point that he was committed to follow
through the experiment, and the idea that he might crash _nd have the event
recorded for all to see had a very noticeable effect on almost all the subjects.
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Each of the pilots was allowed a total of 25 practice approaches, the first
I0 of which were high visibility approaches so that he could become familiar
with the dynamics of the simulation, the wind and turbulence levels, and the
layout of the approach lights, runway, etc. After a brief rest period, the
pilots participated in the 50 data trials -- it was during these trials that
a crash would mean immediate dismissal.
The _0 data trials were composed of six "wild card" approaches, e.g. the
approach lights dropping out and then reappearing, or approach lights dropping
out and not coming back. The remaining 44 trials were the ones examined for
pilot decision-making behavior and consisted of eleven replications of four
meteorological visibility levels of O, 20, 30 and 40 display units, where a
visibility of 50 corresponded to ha_ing the first a_pro_n light come into
view as decision height was reached.
These 44 approaches were assigned go-around scores of i00 points for the
highest vlsibillty down through -80 points for the lowest visibility and were
not assigned randomly, but in a manner which we though would make the decision
most difficult. In general, a negative score corresponded to a low visibility
approach and a high positive sccre to the high visibility approaches.
The data recorded during each approach consisted of a "frame" composed of
the current x,y position, the displ_yed RVR, the state of the turn-rate control
and the state of the go-around button. These frames were recorded whenever a
control action was executed, an RVR request made, and when the go-around button
was pressed. From these data, we can infer the number of times the RVR was
requested, the control activity, and the altitude and cross track error at the
time of go-around should one be requested.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Thirteen pilot-subjects participated in the test and completed a question-
naire, but as the simulation was changed after the first three pilots, they
were not included in the data regarding the simulation itself. Of theremainlng
I0 subjects, fiare airllne pilots and 2 are IFR rated NASA employees.
The questionnaire consisted of 3 major parts: recent experience in low
visibility approaches and missed approaches; fidelity of the decision simula-
tion; and stress ratings for actual low visibility approaches and the simula-
tion.
Recent Experience
Of the i0 pilots completing the questionnaire, 7 had made a total of 37
Category I approaches within the last 12 months (six of these 37 approaches
were military approaches). Only 2 missed approaches were made by these 7
pilots. When asked what were the most common causes for executing a missed
approach (based on their experience), the 3 most frequently mentioned items
were
runway alignme_t/crosswlnds 7 times
visibility 5 times
other traffic 3 times
22
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Simulation Fidelity
The _ubJects were asked to comment via the questionnaire about the slmul-
ator fidelity only with respect to the decision of whether or not to continue
an approach. This was done both on a semantic dlfferential scale (Totally
Unlike - Completely Identical) and by soliciting comments on the similarities
and dissimilarities of the simulation to an actual low visibility approach.
The ratings of the subjects are shown in Table I where it is seen that the
mean fidelity rating is 5.2 with a standard deviation of 1.87, indicating the
usual dispersion in inter3ubJect ratings.
Comments on the similarities of the simulation to a low visibility approach
detailed the assimilation of information through different sources (RVR, altl-
tude, and runway alignment). _len commenting on the dissimilarities, 3 pilots
mentioned the lack of danger ("one will not die if you miss", "... lacks the
element of danger"). Two of the pilots mentioned that in a real approach more
reliance would be placed on decision height, i.e., that it is a cut and dried
decision (a go, no-go situation). Another commented that he felt the reward
structure was not correct because in actual flight the rewards for going
below minima may be the loss of Job, etc, wherea_ _ewa_d here is a higher
point count.
There were other comments made about dissimilarities of the simulator and
the actual approach: three pilots mentioned that the visual cues were differ-
ent, and one pilot mentioned the fixed turn rate characteristics of the simu-
lator. Those were offered even though the question specifically asked about
the similarities of decision making; either the questions were misunderstood
or these factors really do influence the decision. In either case, we felt
that these latter two factors are of secondary importance in the light of the
other dissimilarities mentioned by the pilots.
Stress Ratings
The pilots were asked to rate the stress of the experimental task and an
actual low visibility approach on a semantic differential scale (Not at all
stressful - Extremely stressful); the results are shown in the other columns
of Table I. We have added columns showing the difference in stress rating,
and the simulator stress (rating) as a fraction of the actual stress (rating).
Of these i0 subjects, three felt that the simulator was at least as stressful
as an actual low visibility approach. At the other extreme, is subject number
six who reported that the simulator "lacks the element of danger".
RESULTS
One pilot misunderstood the instructions because he initiated a missed
approach after safely crossing the threshold many times during the 50 data
trials and therefore received less than full point score. His data were not
analyzed.
Learning
A statistical test was used to ascertain whether or not a learning effect
was present for the subject group by performing an analysis of variance on the
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pull-up altitude for those ii approaches made under zero/zero visibility
conditions. This analysis of variance included the approach number as a co-
variate and, if significant, would suggest a linear trend in pull-up altitude
with trial number. The results of thls analysis of variance indicated that the
covarlate of approach (trial) number did not contribute a statistically signi-
ficant linear component to the pull-up altitude. Thus the linear trend was
ignored in the remainder of the analyses.
Classification of Approaches Into
Land/Go-Around
The 44 approaches for each of the 9 pilots were examined for classification
into the classes of land/go-around using a stepwlse discrlmlnant analysis pro-
gram (BMI)07M). The variables included for the selection in the stepwlse dls-
crimination were the following:
(V/VMAX)n n = 1,2,3 Actual visibility on the approach
(0 _ VlVMAx _ l)
(S/SMAX)n n = 1,2,3 Score increment for selecting a go-
around
(-0.80 _ SlS_,x! 1.0)
(VlVm%x)(SlSMAx) Interaction between visibility and
score
LOC Visible localizer deviation at
go-around
The linear, quadratic, and cubic component of vlslbll_ty and go-around score
are self explanatory and the interaction term was included to test for its
significance. The locallzer deviation was also included and taken to be the
maximum visible localizer deviation. It was set to 0 on the 0/0 approaches
since it would not be available to the pilot, and was also set to zero on the
approaches which were successfully completed.
The significant variables selected by the stepwlse dlscrlminant program
are shown in Table II for each subject; these coefficients have been normal-
ized so that the coefficient of V/VMA X is u:llty. In this table, an increase
in the discrlminant function will put the approach into the "land" class.
The resulting classification using this dlscriminant function is also show_ in
the table and it gives very good results on thes_ data (although one must be
cognizant that the classification is performed on the data from which the dis-
criminan_ function was determined.)
mhe major points to be ascertained from the table are first, the go-around
score was almost useless as a basls for discriminating among approaches with
the exception of Subject number 6. (This particular dlscrlmlnsnt function
must be treated with care since it incorporates almost all the variables and
includes a sign of V/VMA _ which is opposite from all the other discrimlnant
function_.) The secon_oint of interest is the nearly equal coefficient on
the quadratic component of visibility, indicating the decrease in effective-
ness of actual visibility in classifying an approach into "land". Thus the
24
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contribution of visibility to the discriminant function varies from 0 (for
V/VMAX of 0) to 0.4 (for V/VMA X = 1.0) for most subjects.
The coefficient for the )ocalizer deviation can be used to determine the
sensitivity of the cross-track error in classifying approaches into "land" or
"go-around". This result is shown in the right hand column of Table II and
is the localizer error (in degrees) which has the same effect on the discrlm-
inant function as a full-range change in slant range visibility. This gives
the importance of localizer error relative to v_sibility in determining the
classification.
A DYNAMIC DECISION MODEL
In this section, we briefly describe a declsion-theoretlc approach to the
modelling of pilot declsioos during the simulation of low visibility approaches.
A straightforward application of the Subjective Expected Utility (SEU) theory
is complicated by the dynamic character of the decisions since the theory re-
lates to static decision alternatives, rather than the everchanglng situations
experienced by pilots. Nonetheless, we have developed an extension (based on
SEU models) which appears to be plausible, and it is one which we think will
be a valuable tool in further investigations.
The dynamic decision model is based on the assumption of the existence of
a decision function which can be written
D(V,S,L,h) = _LAND - 0GA (I)
where D is the decision function, an explicit function of visibility (V), go-
around score/incentlve (S), the cross-track or locallzer deviation (L), and
the current altitude (h). This decision function is the comparison of the SEU
for 0TA_n and the SEU for making a missed approach or a go-around 0cA. Under
the a_[_ption that the utilities for landing, crashing, and going _Yound are
independent of the probabilities, Subjective Expected Utilities take the form
_LAND = PLAND (V'L'h)U(L_%ND) + PCRASH (V'L'h)U(CRASH) (2)
DGA = I'U(GO AROUND) = U(S) (3)
where P and PP, A_H are the subjective probabilities for landing and crash-
ing andLAND U(')v_" the corresponding utility. These expressions show the
dependence on the approach variables V, L, h and the incentive for going
around S.
A schematic plot of the decision function and how it might change with
altitude is shown in Figure 2. We have displayed possible varJatlons of 0_A_,
during an approach and its comparison with O.. which remains constant throhg_ _
out the approach. If at any time the SEU of_alandlng becomes less than that
of going around, the decision is made to initiate a missed approach.
A missed approach, denoted by the solid line of Figure 2, is a sketch of
how the SEU of landing might behave during an approach for which the approach
lights are never sighted. The SEU of landing decreases with altitude beca,_e
the subjective probability of landing is decreasing (and that of crashing is
increasing) until, at point A, a missed approach is initiated. The SEU of an
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approach shown by the dotted llne starts out higher than the previous approach
(perhaps because of a larger reported RVR) and it, too, decreases until point
B when the approach lights are sighted. This causes an immediate Jump in the
probability of landing (hence the step change in SEU of landing) and from this
point gradually increases until poin_ C when the landing is successfully accom-
plished. If,on the other hand, the aircraft starts deviating from the local-
izer (say) at point D, and the pilot has difficulty in stabilizing the approach,
then the subjective probability for landing will decrease causing a decrease
in the SEU for landing until point E where a missed approach is initiatled
because of mlsallgnment with the runway.
The point of greatest interest, of course, is at the instant of deciding
to initiate a missed approach. At this instant the SEU of landing and go-
aro,,nd are equal, i.e.
ULAND(V,L,h* ) - UGA(S) (4)
where h* is the altitude at which the go-around decision was mmde and is
written
h* = E(V,L,S) (5)
To test for the possible exlstance of such a relation, we performed a stepwise
regression (using BMD 02R) on the go-around score (S/S_av), score/vlslbillty
interaction (S/SMAx)(V/VMAx), and the locallzer deviato_ (L). The main
effects of meteo_-Ioglcar_islbillty were not included because the majority of
the go- round decisions were made under 0/0 visibility conditions. Table III
shows the regression coefficients selected by the stepwlse regression program;
those coefficients which have a non-zero value as indicated by Student's t
test are indicated with an asterisk. Note that the data for subjects 2,3,4
are not included because the stepwlse regression program did not find a slgnl-
flcant regression on the varigbles indicated. The multiplu regression coeffl-
cienc is highest for those cases for which few go-arou, d decisions were made
during approaches when any visibility existed (recall that Ii of the approaches
shown were made under 0/0 conditions). While the coefficients indicate the
type of behavior one would expect, e.g. sn increased decision altitude due to
increased go-around scores, these data must be considered preliminary because
of the experimental design (see the discussion section).
These results are quite encouraging and indicate that the subjectively
expected utility model proposed here may lead to a valuable viewpoint from
which to examine pilot declslonmaklng during low visibility approach.
SUMMARY
Stress
One of the major goals outlined for this preliminary set of experiments
was to investigate methods of applying psychological stress analogous to the
stress of an actual low visibility approach. It was found that the stress
rating in the simulation, as reported on semantic dlfferen_iol scales, was an
average of 0.8 times the stress rating of an actual low visibility approach.
The success in applying the stress was not uniform, however, for several
26
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subjects reported they "would not die" if they crashed in the simula_lon.
Other subjects remarked that descending below the decision hel_ht Jt 200 feet
would result in censure by regulatory or company authorities; this seemed as
important to them as the prospect of an (unlikely) crash. Thus it may be
meaningful to include another penalty in the simulation; if the subJect_ are
"caugh +''descending below minimums, they will be penalized (say) by a score
equivalent to two or three landings.
Go-Around Incentives
The range of go-around scores did not induce as much behavloral change as
was expected, and the results of the experiment indicate that considerably more
score differential will be required to induce pilots to initiate a missed ap-
proach. For e_ample, when offered I00 points for the no-rlsk go-around or i00
points for a successful landing, most pilots initiated the approach and almost
all continued until touchdown, even though a riskless go-around was available.
This suggests that th_ utility of landing is strongly affected by the accom-
pllshment of chls feat, or that the level of risk taking in a go-around is too
low and this alternative does not present enough of a challenge to the pilots.
Behavioral Models
One model of behavior which may apply here is the Theory of Achievement
Motivation (Atkinson, 1964). This model is of a form similar to the SEU model
described above except that the utilities depend on the subjective probabili-
ties: for example, the utility of succeeding at an easy task is low, while
succeeding on a difficult (high risk) task is high. Conversely, the utility
of failing on vn easy task is low (one loses face), whereas there Is no dls-
utility (loss of face) on failirg to succeed on a risky task. Risk taking
behavior is said to be determined by two personality traits; need for achieve-
ment and test anxiety. The Theory of Achievement Motivation predicts that
those individuals with a high need for achievement and a low test anxiety wlll
tape an intermediate level of risk, whereas individuals with a low need for
achievement and high teJt anxiety will take extreme levels of risk: a low
level of risk to insure success, or a high level of risk in which success is
not really expected. Atkinson draws analogies to aspirations In employment as
well as more quantitative behavioral tests such _s the "ring toss" experiment.
We have conducted some informal experiments at MIT using a ball-toss paradigm
involving two levels of difficulty; the results of this undergraduate student
project wlll be reported elsewhere.
A preliminary attempt was made to apply the Theory of Achievement Motiva-
tion to the experimental results described above. An obvious measure of test
anxiety is the stress ratio recorded by the subjects (stress in the simulation/
stress in actual low visibility approach). Measures of success and need for
achievement are ambiguous, however, since point score and number of landings
may be considered as measures of both.
Nonetheless, if one considers (e) the final score as a measure of success;
(b) the stress fraction as the measure of test anxiety; and (c) the number o¢
landings as the measure of the need for achievement (e.g. sticking wlth an
27
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approach through approach light dropout, etc.), then classification of the
pilots on this basis (b) and (c), indicates the following: the pllots with the
lower success level (lower score) exhibited a low need for achievement and high
test anxiety (as the theory predicts), but the pilots with a higher success
level (higher score) exhibited not only a hlgh need for achievement but a
higher stress level (rather than the theoretically predicted low stzess).
Although there are not enough subjects to validate this conjecture statistic-
ally, it may well be that the Theory of Achievement Motivation is not applicable
in those cases where the result of the failure is catastrophic, and that mod-
ification to the theory may be required for situations such as are considered
here.
In summary, both a dynamic verston of Subjective Expected Utility Models
and (a modified) Theory of Achievement Hotivation m_y be useful in 4escrlbtng
decision behavior of pllots in a simulated low visibility approach.
REFERENCES
Atkinson, J.W. An Introduction to Motivation, Princeton, N.J.:Van Nostraud,
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Subject/ Simulator Stress Stess
Organiza- Fidelity Rating Rating --SsI-----_"
SSIM-SAc T
tiou Rating -Actual Simulator SACT
Approach
I/A 7 3 2 -1 .67
2/B 7 4 6 2 l.50
3/C 3 7 3 -4 .43
4/B 3 8 5 -3 .62
5/B 7 8 6* -2 .75
6/A 4 7 2 -5 .28
7/_ 7 6 6 0 1.00
8/C 6 • 5 5.5 5.5 0 1.00
9/D 2.8 7 4 -3 .57
10/D 5 8 6.5 -1.5 .81
---- -- . -- ---- --am ---- ,m -- -- -- -- --
Hea;I 5.23 6.35 4.60 -1.'/5 .763
S.D. 1.87 1.73 1.73 2.01 .344
m
* Indicated a chanEe to 2 later in the trials
TABLE I Semantic differential ratings of simulator fidelity
and stress
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SUB COL_SL _S (_-'_ (--_S V_AX)
s_e_x ) ,,,_s )SMAX SMAX
1 g8.6 124" 45* -106" 9,,. 1
Q
5 17.3 -143.3" -136.7" 318"
6 44.9 30.6 6b.5" 19.7 -62.8
7 101.0 245* 41.3" -185"
8 71.3 111.6" 10.1 -93.6* -140"
9 -17.4 -78.5 79.1_ -44.4*
. _ . ,. _
. . . I I| !
MULTIPLELOCALIZER 0 N
0 e
,L ,"! _ ' t'r I I I
i i.41. O.77 16.i 21
5 -0.070 O.92 i0.5 14
, =,, , ,
6 0.69 26.5 21
• • -- , J,,
7 -3.83* 0.97 5.0 15
8 -0.32 O.91 I0.5 17
• ,' • _.1_
9 1.02 0 •94 6,2 14
TABLE III Regression coefficients for altitude of go-around decision
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TRACKING PERFORMANCE UNDER TIME SHARING CONDITIONS
WIT" A DIGIT PROCESSING TASK: A FEEDBACK CONTROL THEORY ANALYSIS 1
By Daniel Gopher and Christopher D. Wickens
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn
ABSTRACT
A one dimensional compensatory tracking task and a digit processing reac-
tion t_me task were combined in a three-phase experiment designed to investi-
gate tracking performance in tlme-sharing. The two tasks were compared when
performed singly and in combination both with equal sub-task priorities, and
with different combinations of unequal task priorities. Adaptive techniques,
elaborate feedback devices, and on-line standardization procedures were used
to adjust task difficulty to the ability of each individual subject and
manipulate time sharing demands. Feedback control analysis techniques were
employed in the description of tracking performance. The experimental results
show that when the dynamics of a system are constrained, in such a manner
that man-machine system stability is no longer a major concern of the
operator, he tends to adopt a first order control describing function, even
with tracking systems of higher order. This particul_r linear strategy
may reflect the low level of practice, or limited system knowlfdge of the
current subjects. It is accompanied by a second non-linear _crategy which
appears as a component of high frequency remnant power, and seems to be
adaptive, in the sense that it reduces tracking error. When attention is
divided between tracking and a concurrent task, tracking gain appears to
decrease by a magnitude that is proportional to the amount of attention
diverted to the concurrent task. Attention diversion to a concurrent task
leads to an increase in remnant level, or non-linear power. This decrease
in linearity is reflected both in the output magnitude spectra of the
subjects, and in the linear fit of the amplitude ratio functions. Processing
time does not appear to be affected in any consistent manner by performance
requirements on the tracking task, although it is affected by the change of
demands on the concurrent performance task.
i
Contractual support for this project was provided by the Life Sciences
Program, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Contract Number
F44620-70-C-0105. Dr. Charles E. Hutchinson was the scientific monitor
of the contract,
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INTRODUCTION
In real world situations, a manual control task is only rarely per-
formed in isolation from other tasks that may be imposed upon the operator.
Furthermore, in these situations, _he priorities and demands of the con-
current performed tasks are frequently shifting, contingent upon the dynam-
ically changing operational environment. The present study investigated
tracking behavior in dual-task situations and utilized feedback control
analysis, coupled with new experimental procedures to manipulate time
sharing priorities, In order to specify the nature of time-sharing decrements
in tracking performance.
While feedback control analysis has proven to be of great value to the
human factors engineer, allowing the specification and prediction of sta-
bility and performance characteristics of manually controlled vehicles, it
has also proven to be of interest to psychologists. This is because many
of the parameters that are measured in the transfer function, or describing
function of the human operator, appear to have very real psychological
meaning; that is, these parameters correspond to processes, such as reaction
time, and information transmission rate that are important aspects of human
information-processing behavior. Given this correspondence between the
describing function parameters on the one hand, and behavioral phenomena
on the other, along with the increasing ease of measuring the describing
function parameters, as new algorithm, are developed, it is of interest to
the psychologist to observe the changes in these parameters that take place
when various experimental conditions, such as stress, practice, or time
sharing are manipulated. In this manner, indications of the fundamental
changes in human information processing that underlie such manipulations, can
be revealed. Furthermore, a knowledge of tbe specific processing changes
underlying performance i,Amulti-task environments, may have important
implications for the design of systems, particularly if these changes lead
to an overall deterioration in system performance.
Although a large volume of research has been conducted concerning
feedback-control analysis of human tracking behavior (i), and an equally
voluminous amount has utilized the tracking paradigm in some aspects of
divided attention research (2), relatively few studies have systematically
examined the effects of divided attention on the specific performance
parameters of tracking that are revealed by a "eedback control analysis.
Furthermore, no study has coupled such an analysis with a careful experi-
mental control and manipulation of the allocation of attention between
tracking and a subsidiary task.
Those studies that have examined the effects of divided attention on
tracking unanimously reveal that tracking performance, as assessed by such
global measures as mean-squared error, or time-on-target, deteriorates
under time sharing (divided attention) conditions. However, beyond this,
there seems to be little cousistency concerning the specific parameter
changes underlying this increase in tracking error. Since increases in
, error may theoretically be proouced by increases in tlme-delay or remnant,
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decreases in tracking gain, or a change in the form of the transfer function,
any of these parameter changes could plausible underlie the divided attention
increase in tracklng error.
In the psychological research on attention, the effect upon information
processing that is most commonly attributed to the division of attention,
is an increase in processing time, or time-delay. Thus it seems reasonable
that divided attention in tracking should produce an increase in the
measured parameter assumed to correspond to processing time: effective time
delay, or _e" An experiment by Cliff (3) obtained this effect when tracking
was performed concurrently with an auditory shadowing task, while a variety
of research performed with the Critical Tracking Task (4), has obtained
consistent decreases in the stability parameter %(corresponding to an inverse
measure of the subject's effective time-delay) under divided attention
conditions (5, 6).
In fact, McRuer (7) has found that this measure correlates quite highly
with the subjectively rated difficulty (the Cooper-Harper rating) of a
concurrently performed task and has therefore argued that tracking time-delay
(as assessed by the Critical Task) is an accurate predictor of "reserve
processing capacity" -- the amount of attention or capacity "left over" to
devote to the critical task, after an amount of attention has been channeled
to the primary task to maintain some fixed performance criterion.
Despite these findings, however, the occurrence of processing delays
in tracking under time-sharing has not been universally observed. For
example, Watson (8) found only very slight increases in processing tlme
(as assessed by open-loop operator phase lag) when subjects were required to
perform auditory and visual secondary tasks, and Levison, Elkind, and Ward
(9) similarly obtained little increase in phase lag with time sharing, as
additional tracking tasks were required to be performed by their subjects.
Wickens (I0) found no increase in the measured parameter T^, under time-
sharing, although he obtained a clear performance decremen_ in mean-squared
error when the secondary tasks (signal detection, and application of a
constant force) were required.
A more robust effect of time sharing on tracking appears to be an
increase in remnant, or output power _ncorrelated with input, which has
been obtained, in one form or another, in many of the dual-task tracking
studies (8, 9, i0, II). Although remnant may arise from a number of poten-
tial sources, some of which may in fact be adaptive or beneficial to
tracking performance (i.e., discrete, or "bang-bang" control responses),
Levlson et al. (9) have argued that the remnant increase resulting from
their tlme-sharlng conditions is a non-adaptlve, perceptual-motor "noise,"
added to the tracking signal and is the major contributor to the decrement
in performance.
Four studies have also identified clear and consistent decreases in the
open-loop gain parameter, under time-sharin_. Wickens (10) and Baty (ii)
both found a large, significant decrease in crossover frequency, as
secondary tasks were introduced, while data .rom Levison et al., (9) and
35
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Cliff (3) indicate that the overall open-loop amplitude ratio function is
reduced when additional tasks (concurrent tracking, and auditory shadowing
respectively) are imposed.
Finally, without the benef_L of a formal feedback control analysis,
Fuchs (12) observed, using an analog model matching algorithm, that subjects
give relatively more weight to lower derivatives of the error signal under
time-sharing. Fuch's finding may be interpreted as indicating that a change
in the overall form of the transfer function (adjustment of lag or lead
constants) results f_om divided attention, in addition to any shift in
operating parameters that might take place.
The above studies provide varied, and sometimes conflicting findings.
The current research is an attempt to identify more precisely what parameter
changes do occur in tracking under tlme-sharing. Furthermore, it was hoped
to identify which, if any parameters are sensitive, not only to the presence
or absence of a second task, but to the amount of attention allocated to the
tracking task. (Conversely, assuming a limited amount of attention, the
amount of attention diverted to a second task.)
The design of the experiment is based on a method developed by Gopher
and North (13, 14, 15) for the evaluation of operator attention capacity
and task load in time-sharing conditions. The method originates in the
tradltional secondary task approach (16, 17). However, major modifications
of this paradigm are proposed. In the present method, palrs of tasks are
compared in single- and dual-task combinations. Adaptive techniques, on-
line standardization procedures and elaborated feedback devices are
utilized to adjust task difficulty to the performance ability of each
individual subject and manipulate inter-task priorities in time-sharing.
The method allows the examination of three separate questions: (i) The
ability of subjects to perform a single focused attention task with gradual
increase of difficulty. (2) The general ability of subjects to cope with
time-sharing requirements in dual-task configurations. (3) The ability
of subjects to mobilize and readjust the allocation of attention with a
change in task priorities. In the present experiment a one-dimenslonal
compensatory tracking task was combined with a digit processing reaction
time task.
Identification of parameters which would quantitatively reflect
attention allocation as related to the above three aspects would not only
provide valuable information concerning the nature of attention in informa-
tion processing, but also might suggest predictive methods of monitoring
momentary fluctuations of operator attention via on-line measurement of
performance output. This could provide a valuable feedback loop, to alert
the operator if attention (as measured by the parameter in question) falls
below a specified value.
36
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METHOD
Subjects
Twenty-four naive subjects participated in the experiment. All were
males, students, with no previous experience in flight or laboratory
tracking tasks. The average age of the subjects was 22 years ranging
from 18 to 28.
Apparatus
Figure 1 presents the general experimental layout of the study. The
equipment included a Raytheon 704 digital computer which generated inputs
to a cathode-ray tube (CRT) display and processed signals from a decimal
keyboard and a manual tracking controller. The computer provided digital
signals to a symbol generator that converted them to analog inputs to draw
displays on a Hewlett-Packard, 4 (10.0a cm) x 3-(7.56 cm) inch, Model 1300A
CRT for the digit processing and tracking tasks. A llght-touch 4 x 3
matrix keyboard produced digital signals for direct input to the computer.
The controller used in the tracking task was a spring-centered, linear dual-
axis hand control, that required a 23 oz. breakout force and 30 oz. pressure ',
to maintain a full deflection. Only lateral control motion was involved,
and the range of possible lateral deflection was ±35 degrees (controller
gain in the present experiment was 10°/l cm. for unit gain). An auditory
warning device generated two distinct tones to provide performance feedback
for the individual tasks. The display and control devices were located iF
a sound-attenuatlng performance booth with controlled ventilation and
lighting.
Peripheral devices used to input subject information and experimental
conditions and to print out information on subject performance included a
magnetic taye drive, a card reader, a Gould 4800 electrostatic llne printer,
and an on-line ASR-33 teletype.
The computer program included three modes of operation. In mode i,
identification information for each subject and the selection of the ex-
perimental phases were input via the teletype and card reader. Mode 2
included the generation of the displays and processing of subject performance.
Mode 3 generated plots and tables on the line printer. At the termination
of this sequence, the program returned to mode i for further instructions.
Three real-time cycles in mode 2 included one of 20 msec. to refresh the
display; one of 60 msec. to process inputs from the keyboard and manual
controller and to calculate information used in the refresh cycle, and a
one-second cycle to keep track of elapsed time in each phase, to terminate
the session or make an appropriate change in conditions during a phase, and
to record performance information calculated during the 60 msec. cycle.
37
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FigureI. Equipmentinterfacesin the experiment.
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Procedure
Phase i tracking. ThE subject performed a one-dlmenslonal compensatory
tracking task for a four-minute period during which system dynamics were
adaptively manipulated to increase and decrease task difficulty. This was
accomplished by adjusting the relative portions of first and second-order
determinants according to the error output of the subject. This adaptive
variable was originally suggested by Ince and Williges (18) and has been
applied to adaptive training by Gopher, Williges, Willlges, and Damos (19)
and to adjustment of task difficulty by Gopher and North (14).
The subject was asked to ke_p a moving circle in the center of a
horizontal bar by left-right movements of the controller. A random-noise
band-limited disturbance with a cutoff frequency of two rad./sec, was added
in parallel with the stick inputs (disturbance frequency was controlled by
a fifth-order digital filter which created a -6 dB/decade slope within the
bandwidth and -20 dB/decade slope above the cutoff frequency).
Figure 2 presents a block diagram of the tracking system. The figure
shows the first and the second integrators and their respected gains and
the values a and 1-a which determined the relative portions of first and
second integrations. Each integrator was followed by a limiter which
constrained its maximum output such that the tracking symbol could not go
off the screen and could not exceed a certain velocity. The system was
thus inherently stable. This was necessary to protect the continuity of
the experiment and constrain the task to the general ability of the naive
subjects. Within the limits the system revealed the characteristics of a
linear first order, second order or mixed system. Error tolerance was .lO
of scale absolute error. The step size of the adaptive variable a w._ .0005
per 60 msec. cycle. After four minutes of adaptive adjustment _
was fixed at the value reached by the subject, and he was given an additional
two minute period of tracking during which PMS errors were recorded over
l0 sec. intervals. Data points for the contrel feedback analysis were
recorded before the operator and after the controller to model the subject.
Phase 1 d.igit processing. Random slngle digits between zero and nlnc
were presented on the CRT display and were cance!led by the subject by
pressing the corresponding digit on the keyboard. _len a digit was correctly
cancelled, a new digit immediately appeared as generated by the computer
(delay was 60 msec.). Average latency was computed for successive blocks of
five trials. The subject was stopped as soon as the difference between two
successive five trial blocks was less than five percent, but not before the
subject performed a minimum of 20 trlals. Average and standard devJ tion
were computed for the final ten trials of this task. Values for both
tracking and digit tasks were stored in the computer for use in Phase 2.
Phase 2. In Phase 2 (five minutes) the subject was instructed to
perform both tesks simultaneously to the best of his ability with equal
task priorities. The acceleration percentage of the control stick and the
generation rate of new digits (in the case of no response) _ere those that
39
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SYSTEM
Figure 2. One-dlmenslonal, adaptive, compensatory tracking system.
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were obtained by each subject in the single task performance. In addition
to the tracking display and the digits, this phase included a visual feed-
back indicator for each task which appeared as a bar graph varying in height
contingent upon performance. This performance bar could move vertically
from a zero point toward the top of the display. The desired level of
performance was indicated by a short horizontal llne positioned about half
the distance from the zero point to the top of the display. This line repre-
sented the average of the single-task performance recorded in Phase 1 for
each subject.
Thus, if this average is regarded as an estimate of subject's maximum
ability, Phase 2 imposed a double-load on the subjects. The distance on
the display from the zero point (no bar graph showing) to the desired
performance llne was 2.5 standard score units, computed by subtracting the
momentary tracking error score, or digit latency response in Phase 2, from
the average score of Phase I and dividing this difference by the standard
deviation about the subject's own mean in Phase i. The performance bar for
the tracking represented integrated error over ten second periods, while
blocks of five trials were averaged for the digit task performance bar.
Figure 3 depicts the general form of the display in this phase.
In addition to the visual feedback, an auditory warning was used to
indicate an error score or a latency score 1.65 standard units below Phase I
performance. Separate, highly discriminable tones were used to signify
degraded performance on each task. Performance measures were stored by the
computer for tabular and graphical output and used in Phase 3.
Phase 3. Phase 3 was identical to Phase 2 in task structure. However,
the desired level of performance and standard deviation used in manipulating
the performance bars and auditory warning now reflected the performance in
Phase 2 instead of Phase i. An additional manipulation in Phase 3 included
the presentation of different desired performance levels by changing the
height of the desired performance line on the display. The investigation of
the effect of these changes was conducted in five sub-phases. Increased
requiremcnts, indicated by a higher desired llne, actually required the
subject to perform at .53 standard units better than his average performance
in Phase 2 (20 percent increase in performance), while decreased require-
ments, indicated by a lowered desired llne, required a performance .53
standard units below his average (20 percent decrease in performance). The
five experimental conditions in this phase included increased demand on one
task with the other remaining at the Phase 2 average level (two conditions,
labeled 3B and 3C), and increased demand on one task with decreased demand on
the other (two conditions, labeled 3D and 3E). The fifth condition (3A)
represented the equal performance demand situation, and was identical to the
display in Phase 2. The order of presentation of conditions 3B, 3C, 3D,
and 3E was counterbalanced among subjects.
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Figure 3. Subject's display in Phase 2 (equal task priorities).
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RESULTS
Single Task Performance
Table i presents the averages and standard deviations of the main
performance measures on the two tasks in the slngle-task condition.
Table I
Measures of Single-Task Performance
Average SD
Tracking - Percentage Acceleration 80.75 13.57
RMSE (last 2 mln ) 158 036
Digit Processing - Response Latency (sec) 902 142
Both the acceleration percentage measures cf tracking performance and the
latency of correct _¢s_onses in the digit processing task indicate a rela-
tively wide range of individual differences in the performance of these
tasks. A low and stetlstically nonrellable correlation was found between
subjects' performance scores on the two tasks (r = .096, _ • .05). This
result implies that the two tasks represent different abillty dimensions,
although both are composed of visual processing, motor response and
reactlon-tlme pressure. Major differences between the two are that the
tracking is externa]ly paced and continuous while the digit task is self
paced and discrete. Based on preliminary testing, it was determined that
the four minute adaptive training would be sufficient to adapt subject to a
stabilized level of performance on the present tracking task. It was
expected that thi_ method would equalize subjects with regard to tracking
errors during the last two minutes of this phase, and as a result the
correlation between percent acceleration and RMS Error would be negllble.
This correlatlon was indeed low and non-rellable (r = .17, E • .05) con-
firming the success of the adaptive manipulation.
Time-Sharlng Performance
Digit processing. Three major component scores have been developed
to evaluate digit processing performance in time-sharin& The first is
the average response time (ART), which represents the average latency for
all the responses made by the subject The second is the response interval
(RI), computed by dividing the total time of the session by the total
number of responses. This score is different from the average response
time because some of the digits were totally _Issed The last score is the
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correct response interval (CRI) computed by dividing the total time of the
session by the number of correct responses only. The differences between
RI and CRI provide estimates of speed accuracy tradeoffs. The differences
between RI and ART allow a distinction between the average time of a single
stimulus-response cycle (ART) and the frequency or rate of these cycles
(RI). Table 2 presents the averages of the three measurer in the various
time-sharing conditions. The horizontal axis of the matrix represents the
tracking task demands. The vertical axis represents the digit processing
Table 2
Performance Measures of Digit Processing in Time-Sharing
Tracking Demands
.3 .s ,7
,|
3E
ART i. 12
m .3 RI 1 24
cRii.6
3_AA 3._CC ART - Average
response
c ART I.11 ART ].i0 time
m .5
m RI 1.24 RI 1.23 RI - Response
CkI 1.43 CRI 1.42 intervalo
O • , i CRI -- Correct
s. 3D 3B response
-- -- interval
•,_ ART . 994 ART I.Ol
.7 RI I.II RI i.I0
CRI 1.26 CRI 1.24
Phase 2 (Equal Priorities, First
Presentation) ART 1.11
RI 1.39
CRI 1.72
demands. The cells within the matrix are the various tiue-_hartng con-
:itions. Table 2 rasults show the expected improvement of the average
measures as the d_aan_s ou the digit task are increased. There is a
slight deviation from this trend in condition 3A which can probably be
accounted by practice effects, because this ccndition always preceded
the other four conditions. (The order of presentation of the latter was
counterbalanced across subjects.) This iuterpretation is further supported
if the results of Phase 2 and 3A are compared (_ 3A-2A, RI • 7.57,
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£ < .001; CRI = 8.32, _ < .001, df 23; no reliable difference in ART). The
general improvement of digit processing perfor,.ance with increased demand
was highly reliable in analysis of variance (ART, F = 20.55, Z < .001; RI,
F = 16.0_, _ < .001; CRI, F = 12.72, _ < .001; df for all comparisons 2/46).
Note thaL the major change occurred when demand was increased from .5 to
.7. Tl-_se results are typical for high ability subjects (as these subjects
were in general) and are related to the experimental instruction to keep
the level of performance at the desired performance line or above (North
and Gopher (15)).
Trackin$ performance. Prior to the detailed description of t_king
performance as manifested in the feedback control analysis, it might be
instructive to present an ove_Tiew of the manipulation as reflected in the
general Root Hean Square (RMS) error scores. Table 3 presents the average
PJ4S error scores in the various time-sharing condition_ and in single-
task performance.
Table 3
Tracking RHS Error Scores (Percent of Scale) i._ Time-Sharing Performance
Tracking Demands ._
.3 .5 .7
W
3E
m .3q
.375
3A 3C
.5
• .477 .385¢J
O i , ,
3D 3B
0_ 491 .481
Single-Task Performance = .158
Phase 2 (Dual-Task Equal Priorities) = .502
Table 3 results demonstrate the success of the experimental manipulation.
First, there is a large increase in the average RMS scores from single to
dual task performance. Secondly, within the dual-task conditions the scores
reveal the expected _onotonic decrease of RHS errors as the demands on
tracking increase. This effect was highly reliable in an analysis of
variance (F ffi 17.42, _ < .001, df 2/46). No_e again that the difference
between the .5 and .7 levels is much larger than the difference between .5
_nd .3 deznands. Holding constant the tracking demands and increasing the
demand on digit processing (3E-3C, 3A-3B), produced an increase in the
45
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average RMS score, although this increase failed to reach the common levels
of statistical reliability.
Feedback Control Analysis
Symbols and Abbreviations
e(_) Error signal (displayed input) in time domain
o(t) Operator stick output in time domain
HFM Average high frequency output magnitude (3.3-10 rad./sec.)
LFM Average low frequency outpu_ magnitude (.24-3.3 rad./sec.)
RMSE Root Mean Square Error (percent of scale)
S LaPlace operator
@ Fourier transform of error signale
* Inverse Fourier transform of error signale
Fourier transform of output signalo
* Inverse Fourier transform of output signalo
T Effective time-delay
e
0 dB crossover frequency
Kc Controlled element percentage acceleration, (a)a
On each tracking trial, the displayed error signal e(t), and the
subject's output signal o(t) were sampled at a frequency of 13 Hz for a
period of 123 seconds, or a total of 2048 samples. Employing the Fast
Fourier Transform of these signals, the quantities _ , _e*' %o' and @ *
were then obtained. From these quantities, Bode plots oL the phase a_d
amplitude ratio characteristics were constructed for each subject in each
time-sharlng condition (20). Since subJ=ct output, rather than system
output was measured, the Bode plots represented the open-loop dynamics of
the subject alone, rather than those of the man-machlne system, reflecting
our concern with human, rather than man-machlne system behavior. Because
the parti=ular system dynamics employed, containing limiters that
guaranteed system stability, were unlike those normally used in engineering
oriented tracking research, no prior assumptions were made concerning the
form of the operator describing functio,ts, and no attempts were made to
fit the tracking data to any specific quasi-linear model. The main objective
of the analysis was to determine the changes in parameters that assessed
tracking time-delay, gain, and remnant or noise, under various time-
sharing loads, rather than to determine the agreement of these parameters
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with the predictions of any particular model. Furthermore, because data
points were not calculated for the low frequency region -- a region that
was not of great interest in our research -- no effort was made to determine
a complete describing function modeling the subject's tracking behavior.
Gain parameters. Linear regression lines were fit to the 29 amplitude-
ratio points of the original Bode plots, for each subject in each condition.
Figure 4 shows an example of the amplitude ratio and phase lag plots of
the outputs of two subjects in Phase 3E (dual task performance: trecking .7,
digits .3). Note that the two subjects have very different portions of
first and second order elements _n system dynamics (.600 and .986). The
linear fit for the amplitude ratio functions of the two subjects is quite
satisfactory especially in the crossover region.
The two Bode plots are typical to the behavior of all subjects in all
condltions, lncludlng single-task performance. The linear correlations of
the regression lines were unlformly high (average r ffi-.81) and the goodness
of fit of the lines increased with increased demands on the tracking task.
The slopes uf the amplitude ratio functions were found to average
slightly over -20 dB/decade and it was therefore assumed that subjects were
responding approximately as a first order (k/S) system. Given thJ_
assumption, two general gain parameters were extracted: the intercept of
the regression llne (technically the subject's log amplitude ratio at
I radian/sec.), and the 0 dB crossover frequency of the subject alone. These
are both parameters that would be assumed to covary positively with subject
gain. In addition, because the system gain varied from subject to subject
according to the percentage acceleration, it was felt that the combined gain
of the man-machine system may represent a parameter that is less sensitive
to variation in system dynamics. Thus the man-machine crossover frequency (_c)
was adapted as another measure of system gain. _ was computed by combining
the known amplitude ratio function of the systemC(within the constraints),
with the empirically derived function of the subject, and determining the
resulting frequency at which log (AR) ffiO, _ . Table 4 presents the
amplitude ratio parameters in the various experimental conditions, ordered
according to decreasing priority on the tracking task.
Table 4
Amplitude Ratio Parameters of Tracking Performance
Intercept Operator Operator(dB at i tad.) _ (,'d.) Syst m _ (tad.)
c c
Linear Fit
SD X _D X SD (Median Correlation)
Single Task 17.15 1.78 4.59 .73 3.91 .34 .88
Phase 3E 15.50 3.85 4.04 1.02 3.66 .21 .87
Phase 3C 14.66 3.00 4.13 .80 3.76 .39 .79
Phase 3A 13.47 3.18 3.74 .55 3.57 .30 .79
Phase 2 12.71 3.35 3.69 .68 3.49 .19 .78
Phase 3B 13.23 2.98 3.80 .87 3.64 .43 .76
Phase 3D 13.43 3.79 3.69 .55 3.51 .19 .78
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Figure 4. Time-sharing, amplitude ratio and phase laK data, of two
subjects controlling systeus with different percentage
accele_aL_on (Ks).
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As Table 4 shows, there is a monotonic decrease of all the gain
parameters as the demand on the tracking task decreases. The largest de-
crease occurs in the transition from single to dual-task perfrrmance. These
results correspond with the RMS analysis presented in Table 3. Note that
the correction for system dynamic by computing the operator-system w
" C'
reduced considerably the standard deviptions of the average estimates. The
analysis of variance of these differences proved the decrease of gain with
decreased demand on the tracking task to be statistically reliable.
(F ratios for the various measures are: Intercept, F = 10.85, _ < .00];
Operator w , F = 10.74, _ < .001; Operator-System _ , F = 13.73, _ < .OO1;
df for allCanalys_s were 3/69). The differences between the conditions
remained statistically reliable when single-task measures were removed and
dual-task, time-sharing conditions were compared within themselves. In
this second analysis the operator alone _c parameter reached only the I0
percent level of significant (primarily dua to the large standard deviations),
while the intercept and the combined operator machine _c reached .02 and
.04 levels of significance respectively.
A further clarification of the amplitude ratio results can be gained
if we examine the amplitude ratio functions averaged across subjects, as
presented in Figure 5. Figure 5 presents the average functions for the
major four experimental conditions. The large difference between single
and dual-task conditions is very clear. Within the dual-task conditions
the differences are larger in the low frequency as compared with the high
frequency regions. Subjects appear to introduce larger gain compensation
in the low frequency region. Figure 6 shows the effects of practice on time-
sharing performance comparing Phase 2 (the first dual-task condition) and
_hase 3A (the second replication of equal task priorities). The effects of
increased practice are similar to those of increased demand; higher inter-
cept, and higher crossover frequency.
Another trend that can be observed in Table 4 is the increased linear
fit of the regression line extracted for the amplitude ratio function with
increased demands on tracking. This trend was statistically tested by sign
_ts, which compared the regression coefficients of the subjects for each
pair of experimental conditions, and pro,-ed to be atatistlcally reliable (_<.05).
The difference between Phases 3E and 3C was also reliable, i.e., when
tracking demands remained at .7 level and the demands on digit processing
were increased from .3 to .5 there was a decrease in subject's linearity
(_ < .02).
Time delay measures. While the amplitude ratio data for all
subjects produced relatively linear, organized, and consistent sets of
results, the Bode plots of the subject's phase data indicated much lower
consistency and increased deviation from strict linear predictions. For
example, linear correlations batween phase lag and frequency (predictably
high and negative for a pure time delay), were generally low, rarely
reaching reliability. A part of this difficulty is probably attributable
to the use of a random, as opposed to a deterministic process to generate
the input signals. This factor, coupled with the limited amount of mea-
surement data (2 minutes) used to generate each Bode plot, made it unlikely
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Figure 5. Operator's amplitude ratio functions In four experimental
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that all measurement frequencies would be adequately represented in the
input signal for a given trial, thereby producing noisy data. An additional
contributing factor may be the subject performance included intermittencies
and inconsistencies under time-sharing effecting primarily _lk_ phase data.
(This possibility is enhanced as a result of the inherent stability of the
controlled element.) Typical examples of phase lag data can be observed in
the Bode plots of the two subjects in Figure 4.
Despite the reduced quality of the data, an effort was made to obtain
general time-delay measure3 of subject's performance. One measure was the
average, overall time lag of the response (including equalization factors
and effective tlme-delay). This measure was computed by dividing the phase
shift of each data point by the corresponding frequency and averaging across
frequencies from 1.4 to 9.5 Rad./Sec. The second measure was the effective
(pure) tlme-delay. To obtain this measure unconfounded with the phase lag
contributed by the subject's equalization strategy (in this instance,
normally approximating the behavi,_r of a single integrator), the equaliza-
tion factor was first inferred from the slope of the amplitude ratio data
for each subject. This factor was then transformed to a constant phase
equalization (normally around v/2 radlans), and then subtracted at each
measurement frequency from the total phase lag, to reveal the component
of phase lag due to pure time-delay (i.e., that component unassociated with
equalization elements). The effective time delay measure was then obtained
by dividing the phase shift at each measurement frequency, by measurement
frequency, and averaging across the 21 data points from 1.4 rad./sec, to
9.5 rad./sec.
Finally, it was desirable to define a measure of the consistency of
subject behavior because linear flt measures were un_qtlsfactory in the anal-
ysis of phase data. It was determined to adapt the standard deviation of the
effective tlme-delay measure across the 21 data points as an estimate of the
subject's consistency.
Table 5 presents the values of the three tlme measures in the various
experimental conditions. As the table shows both the overall time-delay
and the effective time-delay do not exhibit much variatJon in the different
experimental conditions, including slngle-task performance. The average
effective time delay decreases as tracking demands in the dual-task
situation were increased from .3 (3D) to .5 3A) to .7 (3E) but these
differences did not reach statlst_cal reliab_llty. The only reliable
differences in the average time measures is the increase of the effective
time-delay from 3E to 3C (holding high demands on the tracking constant
and increasing digit processing demands; t = 2.103, dr= 23, _ < .05).
The consistency measures in Table 5, however, do manifest the effect
of the manipulation with increased consistency as tracking demands increase.
These results correspond with the results of the amplltude ratio analysis
and were statistically reliable (sign tests for the pairs, 2A-3A-pL'actlce
effects, 3E-3A, 3E-3D, 3C-3E, 3E-3D, all reached .01 levels of slgnlf_cance,
and the slngle-task performance had reliably the lowest variability)
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Table 5
Operator Time Delay Parameters in Tracking Performance
(average across frequencies)
Te Consistency,
Overall Time Lag Effective Time-Delay SD Within Subjects
(sec.) Te (sec.) (sec.)
Conditions
X SD X SD X
I 1.13 .07 .337 .118 .192
3E 1.07 .12 .181 .140 .203
3C 1.06 .12 .355 .156 .264
3A 1.04 .13 .346 .174 .326
?A 1.04 .13 .365 .169 .333
3B 1.06 .14 .365 .161 .351
3D 1.06 .16 .353 .207 .358
Magnitude spectra. The third aspect examined tn the feedback control
analysis Was the subject's output magnitude spectrum, _ * ¢ . For the
purposes of the analysis, this spectrum was divided into°two°reglons: the
range from 0.24 rad./sec, to 3.3 rad./sec., encompassing the power within
the input signal bandwidth, and the range from 3.3 rad./sec, to i0 rad./sec.,
representing only power beyond the cutoff frequency, and therefore the power
generated only by the subject. This latter component the- represents the
high frequency portion of remnant power.
An estimate of the mean magnltude/rad./sec, in each of these regions was
then obtained for each subject and condition, by averaging the magnitude
values across measurement frequency. Separate measures were employed for
later analysis of the mean low-frequency magnitude (LFM), and the mean
high-frequency remnant magnitude (HFM).
Table 6 presents the output nagnltude measures of the two regions for
the different experimental conditions. There is a general increase of the
output magnitude in the dual-task conditions as compared with the single-
task condition. This increase is much more pronounced in the low frequency
region. Within tlme-sharlng conditions, if the three major conditions are
compared (3E (.7) - 3A (.5) - 3D (.3)) an interesting reversal is revealed.
While the low frequency magnitude is negatively related to increase in
tracking demands, tracking demand and average magnitude are positively
related in the high frequency region. The interpretation of this outcome,
which is believed to be related to the general strategy of the subjects
in the performance of the present tracking task, is postponed until the
general discussion section.
Figure 7 presents an example of the magnitude spectra of subjects 3 and
8. Subject 8 results are presented for both slngle-task and tlme-shartng
53
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Figure 7. Output magnitude spectra of two subjects in slngle and dual
task performance.
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Tab!_ 6
Operator Average Output Magnitur_e in Low and High Frequency Regions
Low Frequence Magnltu,ie aB High Frequence Magnitude aB
(.24 - 3.3 Rad./Sev.) (3.3 - 10 Rad./Sec.)
Conditions
SD X SD
Single-Task 31.34 7.98 11.89 4.94
3E 52.81 18.4 16.56 7.61
3C 57.53 15.23 14.94 5.31
3A 58.47 21.27 16.83 7.52
2A 55.32 21.10 13.85 6.11
3B 54.26 17.64 13.16 5.54
3D 59.91 18.82 14.07 5.44
performance. Note the difference in the output magnitude of subject 8
in single and dual-task conditions, and the difference between the two
subjects (with different system dynamics). Subject 3 reveals higher
response magnitudes in the low frequency region, while subject B is higher
in the medium and high regions.
Correlation of feedback control parameters with RMS errors. Subjects' jJ
performance in the various tlme-sharlng conditions revealed relatively large
variability of performance effectiveness as defined by the overall RMS error
scores. It may be informative to examine the relation between these scores
and the feedback control parameters. These correlations are presented in
Table 7 for the main feedback control parameters. The table indicates that
Table 7
Correlations of Feedback Control Parameters
with RMS Error Scores in Time-Sharing Performance
Amplitude
Conditions/ Ratio Intercept Subject Overall Effective
Parameter (i rad./sec.) _ Time Lag Time-Delay LFM HFMc
Phase 3E -.276 -.443* -.185 .039 .599** 53 **
3C -.68 ** -.36 -.18 .332 .700** 406*
3A -.529** -.491" .03 .499* .66 ** 383
2A -.33 -.244 -.166 -.02 .220 198
3B -.662"* -.62 ** -.168 .172 .483* 329
3D -.53 ** -.13 .056 .446* .522"* 135
s$
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the best predictors of RMS errors are the_low frequency magnitude scores
(positive correlation) and the amplitude ratio ;mtercept (negative correla-
tlon). The first can be regarded as an estimate of the subject low frequency
remnant, while the second represents the low frequency gain. Note that high
frequency magnitude is mostly uncorrelated with RMS error. Another inter-
esting result is that there are two reliable correlations of effective time-
delay with R_ error_-tCoth are in conditions that include high demands on
the digit task wh_l_ tracking is lower or equal.
The effect of the adaptive manipulation. The last group of results is
concerned with the adaptive adJtxs:ment of control dynamics to the abilitl
of each individual subject. With Jncreased portions of second order
integrations in the controlled element dynamics, subjects were expected
to introduce increased lead to compensate for the increased lag of the
system. In a pure second order system subjects were expected to act as
a diffe_entlator (20). However, it has already been shown in previous
sections that the linear portion of subjects behavior can best be
approximated by an integrator. This behavior is most salient in the Bode
plots of subjects 3 and 8 (Figure 4) in both the amplitude ratio and phase
lag data.
In both plots the contribution of x is evident at high frequencies.
However, the equalization factor of the _wo subjects appears to be in the
opposite direction from that which would be predicted from the dynamics
of the system being controlled. Sublect #3, controlling " system that is
a mixture of first and second order elements, shows a phase lag of approxi-
mately 2.3 rad./sec., while subject #8, controlling what is essentially a
pure second order system manifests a re_e_r phase lag, approximately
3.1 rad./sec. The data thus suggests that subjects did not adapt their
equalization strategy to the dynamics of the system, but rather, compensated
for the greater difficulty of the higher order system by some other
strategy (it should be remembered that the stability of the system was
protected by the llmlters).
To identify the feedback control correlates of the adaptive manipula-
tion the percentage acceleration measure was correlated with the feedback
control measures in both single and dual-task conditions. The percentage
acceleration score did not produce reliable correlations with RMS error
scores in single or dual-task performance. The main feedback control measure
which showed reliable and relatively high correlations with percentage
acceleration throughout the experiment was the high frequency magnitude
measure. In single-t_sk performance this correlation was .515 (_ < .01)
and in Phase 2 r = .658, _ < .01. This pattern of correlations repeated
in other tlme-sharlng conditions (3A, r = .423, _ < .05; 3B, r = .452,
< .05; 3C, r - .475, _ < .05; 3E, r = .447, _ < .05). The correlations
between percentage acceleration and low frequency magnitude were always
lower and mostly nonrellable. These correlations suggest that subjects
were compensating for increased percentage acceleration bv a non-llnear,
high frequency strategy (such as "bang-bang" control) which was manifested
in the HFM data.
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DISCUSSION
The current results may be considered along two different dimensions;
the main effects of the attention manipulations on tracking performance,
and the between-subject correlation effects. The first dimension consists
of those control theory parameters that show systematic shifts in their
value as a function of increasing or decreasing demand on the tracking
task. The second dimension included the correlational e_fects obtained
between various experimental variables. These correlations provided conflr-
mative or supportive evidence for the conclusions drawn from the main effects.
In the fo]low_ng discussion, these two dimensions will be treated in
parellel.
In the first place, clear evidence was provided that the overall
measure of tracking performance (RMSE) was sensitive to the experimental
manipulation of attention allocation. RMSE rose monotonically as less
attention was required of (and presumably devoted to) the tracking task.
Furthermore, for equal tracking demand conditions, RMSE rose as more
attention was demanded by digit processing.
The feedback control analysis of subjects' tracking behavior revealed
that this behavior can best be approximated by a k/S system, and that the
goodness of fit of this approximation increased with increase of tracking
priorities. This behavior clearly deviates from the strict predictions of
McRuer's _._dely accepted crossover model (21) which requires the operator
in a second order system (k/S2) to respond as a kS or a differentiator, such
that the joint transfer function of the man-machlne system will become k/S.
The deviation of the present experiment from these predictions can be
accounted for by two major factors, the nature of the system, and the ]ack of
experience of the naive subjects.
An impr 'rant feature of the present tracking system was the inclusion
of limiters chat guaranteed the stability o¢ the system. These iimiters
were necessary to avoid abrupt discontinuities of the experiment when the
subject temporarily lost control over the situation, in particular under
time-sharing conditions. Without the limiters, the tracking symbol
could go off the screen for relatively long periods and return to the
screen from an unexpected direction. In turn, such an event could upset
the subjects, interfere with the continuity of the experiment and create
difficulties in the measurement and interpretation of resu!_s (this is
especially true for naive and unexperienced subjects). The limiters can
therefore be perceived as created to satisfy "Psychological Reality," In
the present context this requirement result d in a controlled element
which differs from similar systems employed in control theory research.
Given the stability of the controlled elements, where the effects oF large
errors are tempered, the subjects adapted a response mode which hat _een
shown to be appropriate to an unconstrained position system (21), _.e.,
their rate of response was proportional to the position of the tracking
symbol on the screen.
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This mode of response caused an increased mismatch between system
dynamic and subject behavior with increased percentage acceleration,
because within the constraint the present system revealed the ch.racteristlcs
of a linear _ystem. To compensate for this mismatch subjects appear to
employ a second, non-llnear, high frequency response strategy, such as
"bang-bang" control or s_milar behavior. This interpretation is supported
by several experimental indications. First, a positive correlat ....was
shown between the percentage acceleration scores and th,= high frequency
output measures of subjects' performance, while no systematic correlations
were found between the above two variables and RMS error scores. Hence,
the high frequency output magnitude scores seem to include an effective
response strategy which is related to the order of the system, or to the
degree of mismatch between the linear response mode of the subjects and
the actual system dynamics. Secondly, increased demands on the tracking
task in tlme-sharlng produced a monotonic increase of the high frequency
magnitude average (Table 6), without changing the pattern of correlations
with RMSE. The subjects, therefore, appear to use both linear and non-linear
response modes to correct errors, compensate for system lags, and improve
performance with increased demands.
The major objective of the component analysis of tracking behavior in
time-sharing, was to determine what specific processing changes underlie
changes in RMS errors, as revealed by the fine-grained analysis provided
by feedback control theory. Table 4 suggests that a fundamental effcct of
attention demand occurred in the measures of tracking gain. The two
parameters that would normally correspond with a measure of overall
subject gain, the i rad./sec, amplitude-ratlo value (intercept) and the
subject crossover frequency, both are monotonically and reliably
decreasing as less attention is deovted to tracking. That this effect
is one that is responsible for the overall decrease in RMSE, is given some
support by the fact that the correlations between RMSE anA intercept, and
between RMSE and crosso',er frequency are uniformly negative and in most
cases relatively high and st_:istically reliable. Thus subjects with high
gain values are found to be better trackers, while the gain v_lue for all
subjects tends to decrease, along with increased RMSE,with decreasing
attention. This relation between g_in and attention is similar to that
obtained by Wickens (i0) and Ba=y (ii), who found gain (as measured by the
man-machine Wc) to decrease significantly from single to dual task condi-
tions.
The current results suggest further that gain is a parameter that may
be adjusted continuously, in accordance with relatively subtle cognitive
priorities and demands, a lability which was previously de_onatrat=d by
Rupp (22). The view of tracking gain, as a parametpr that directly reflects
the amount of attention allocated to a task, and thus _epresents some qort
of a measure of "effort," receives support from a number of converging
sources. Kahneman (23) has argved that attention and effort may
be conceptualized as closely related internal processes. Since mean-
squared control velocity, and therefore physical effort or exertion
increases monotonically with gain, anJ gain here is found to increase with
attention, it may well be that physical effort (gain) and mental effort _
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fattention) are, in fact closely interrelated in the present manual control
task.
A second parameter that appears to be affected by the attention
demands of the second task is the measure of tota_ low-frequency output
magnitude (power below 3 rad./sec.), referred to as !.FM. A comparison
between the single-task condition level and the mean time-sharing levels of
the LFM parameter revealed a significant increase when the secondary task
was required. Furthermore, as tracking demand decreased within the time-
sharing conditions, LFM appeared to increase still f-rther. It should be
noted that the components of LFM come from two sours=s: the error-correlated
power, and the subject-injected remnant power. However, since the error-
correlated compunent would decrease as gain decreased, and a large drop in
gain was obtained, both from single to dual task performan,,e, and _
tracking demand decreased in dual task conditions, it is clear tha. an
increase in the injected remnant component rather than the correlated power,
was responsible for the increase in total LFM, as the time-sharing task was
added and as demand for tracking decreased. The between-subject correlation
data suggest that this remnant increase was "non-adaptive," in the sense
that it contributed to an overall increase in RMSE, since the correlations
betwe=n LFM and RMSE were uniformly high and positive acros_ all conditions
(average correlation = +.530).
Further evidence that remnant power reflects qualitatively the amount
of attention devoted to tra king is provided by the results that the linear
fit of the amplitude ratio _unction decreases systematically as tracking
demand is decreased. This linea" fit, reflecting the subject's degree of
linearity, could be expected to decrease as more remnant power is con-
tributed by the subject. The notion that remnant level (at low frequencies)
is reflective of attention demands receives support in the experimental
literature from the researLh of Levison, et al. (9), Wickens (i0), and
Baty (ii). Specifically, Levison, et al. obtained similar results to the
findings reported here, that remnant level reflects in a quantitative
manner, the amount of attention allocated to a tracking task (in their
case, manipulated by adding one, two, or three concurrent tracking tasks).
The above discussion of attention-related increases in remnant power
re_erred only to power within the low frequency region (LFM). Although an
increase was also observed in HFM from single to dual task performance,
it should be noted that this was not statistically reliable, and _urthermore
may well have been attributable to the subject's adaptive non-linear control
strategies described in previous sertions.
The curren_ results indicated an absence of an observed effect of
attention demand on the measure of processing time delay, _e. This is
surprising, in light of the general association in psychological research,
of time-delay and attention (24), and the fact that some manual control
studies have directly observed an increase in time-delay (o_ an equivalent
measure) as a function of the presence of a secondary _ask (3, 5, 6, 7).
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It may be argued, of course, that the current phase lag data were
sufficiently noisy so as to preclude obtaining consistent, sensitive
measures of time-delay, and this, of course, is a realistic possibility.
However, four factors negate this argument. In tile first place, the
results are consistent with those obtained by Wickens (i0) and Levison,
et al. (9), who also found divideo attention effect_ localized only in
gain and remnant measures. In the second place, at least one experimental
manipulation in the current experiment, the attention demanded by digit
processing when tracking demand was held constant, did significantly affect
the mean level of the measured T parameter. Thirdly, in time-sharing con-e
ditions where digit processing priorities were equal or higher than those
of the tracking task, significant correlations were found between T and
RMSE in the expected direction (subjects with higher RMSE scores tr_cked
_ith greater • ). Finally, the consistency of the T measures reliablye
increased with increase in the relative priorities o_ tracking. This
suggests that the experimental measure of • was in fact a behaviorally
real one, which was relatively insensitive To experimental manipulation.
Together, the results of the analysis for the gain and time-delay
parameters suggest that the voluntary adjustment and re_llocatior, of
attention is primarily accomplished by changes in the operator gain parameters.
Time parameters, though contributing to the overall efficiency of performance,
are not as readily adjusted in time-sharing performance. Instead, however,
tracking processing delay is influenced _ndirectly by the attention demanded
by the digit processing task. As the demand for the digit task increases,
for a given level of tracking demand, the time to process the tracking signal
increases. Thus there appears to be a clear asymmetry between the effects of
manipulating demands on a given task and changing the demands of a con-
currently peTformed task.
It is interesting to note that, with the exception of Cliff's study (3),
those tcacklno _tudies that hav_._eobtained an ir_crea_e in processing time
under dual-t conditions have all employed the critical (or subcritical)
task, requir_.g the subject to track an unstable system. This system is
unique in that it constrains, or forces the subject to adopt a minimum time-
delay in order to maximize single task performance. In tracking an in-o
herently stable system on the other hand, as used by Levison, et al. (9),
Wickens (i0), and Baty (ii), a subject can maximize performance (minimize
RMSE) either by reducing T , or at a given level of T by increasing gain
to a maximum value. In th_s two-degrees-of-freedom s_tuation, if the
subject chooses to maximize single-task performance by a gain increase,
rather than a T decrease, then T may not necessarily be at a minimume
single task value. In this case,eli _sould not necessarily be expected to
show increases when secondary tasks are added. Therefore, unlike the
unstable critical task, the T effect would not necessarily be obtained.
In the present _tudy, time-sh_ring requirements do not seem to effect the
latency or the frequency of the operator responses, but the quality and
consistency cf these responses.
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CONCLUSIONS
I. When the dynamics of a system are constrained, in such a manner that
man-machine system stability is no longer a major concern of the
operator, he tends to adopt a first order control describing function,
even with tracking systems of bigher order. This particular linear
strategy may reflect the low level of practice, or limited system
knowledge of the current _ubjects. It is accompanied by a second
non-linear strategy which is reflected in a component of high frequency
remnant power, and seems to be adaptive, _n the sense that it reduces
tracking error.
2. When attention is divided between tracking and a concurrent task,
tracking gain appears to decrease by a magnitude that is proportional
to the amount of atteLAtion diverted to the concurrent task.
3. Attention diversion to a concurrent task leads to an increase in
remnant level, or non-linear power. This decrease in linearity is
reflected both in the output magnitude spectra of the subjects, and
in the linear fit of the amplitude ratio function.
4. Processing time does not appear to be affected in any consistent
manner by performance requirements on the tracking task, although
it is affected by the change of demands on the digit processing
task.
5. One final poi:,t should be made concerning the present experiment and
analysis, which is that our perspectives are those of psychologists,
rather than engineers. Therefore, given that our interest is
primarily in human tracking behavior, including the process of practice
and training, and the effects of attention on the parameters describing
that behavior, rather than in the total man-machine system, our
analysis has focused specifically upon human parameters, instead of
those of the man-machine system. This bias resulted in a particular
system in which man-machine system stability was guaranteed. Thus,
what is in many studies the primary reason for adopting a man-
machine system approach, was in the current experiment eliminated.
What ue hope we have accomplished in this study is an integration of
a concern for behavioral phenomena, with the techniques and perspectives
of control engineering, and a demonstration of the value of such an inte-
gration for human factors research.
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TIME ESTIMATION AS A SECONDARY TASK TO MEASURE WORKLOAD
Sandra G. Hart
University of Cahfornia
Berkeley, Califorma*
SUMMARY
Variation in the length of time productions and verbal estimates of duration was investigated
to determine the influence of concurrent activity on time perception. The length of i 0-, 20-, and
30-see intervals produced while performing six different compensatory tracking tasks was signifi-
cantly longer, 23% on the average, than those produced while performing no other task. Verbal
estimates of session duration, taken at the end of each of 27 experimental sessions, reflected a paral-
lel increase in subjective underestimation of the passage of time as the difficulty of the t'_sk per-
formed increased. These data suggest tl_at estimates 2f duration made while performing a manual
control task provide stable and sensitive measures of the workload imposed by the primary task,
with minimal interference.
INTRODUCTION
Inasmuch as variation in subjective temporal experience has been associated with the percep-
tual, cognitive, and motor load of concurrent activity (ref. i ) it is conceis able that variation in the
estimates of duration made by pilots flying different simulations could be used to evaluate the work-
load imposed by different cockpit displays. It is often difficult to infer the relative merits of one
cockpit display configuration over another from performance measures such as RMS errors. The
fact that equivalent performances are observed in simulated flights using different display param-
eters does not necessarily imply that pilots find the cockpit displays to be equally useful or equally
desirable. Pilots frequently report otherwise.
Many secondary tasks have been developed to evaluate the workload imposed by a task of
interest. These tasks are olten designed to increase the overall workload in order to measure the
amount of residual capacity for work still available during performance of the main task. The as-
sumption is that processing resources of the operator are limited and that his performance will
deteriorate when several activities compete for the same resources (ref. 2). A secondary task may
interfere with perform'"ce on the main task if it employs the same sensor_-motor pathways as the
main task or interferes functionally with it (ref. 1). An alternative type of secondary task is one
that does not interfere functionally with the main task but does require some atten,' "m. As atten-
tion required by the primary task increases, performance on the secondary task deteriorates provid-
ing an indirect measure of primary task demands. The latter type of secondary task was considered
optimal for judging the workload imposed by different simulation configurations.
*Thtsresearchwasconductedat NASA-AmesRe._archCenterunder NASAgrant NCA.2-OR.050-503.
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Time estimation has several advantages as a secondary measure of primary task workload. Tile
duration and regularity of temporal estimates has been associated with the workload mlposed by
concurrent acti,,ity (refs. 1,3). Since cockpnt dtsplays are designed to reduce distraction, silo,s, and
perceptual and motor load, it is possible that variation in the duration and regularity of time esti-
mates made by pilots while flying different sHnulation configurations might provide ,, sensitive
measure of how different displays affect pdot effort. Time estimatton does not app.ar to mterlere
functionally with, nor use the same sensory-motor pathways as, piloting tasks. Michon (rcf. ! )
demonstrated that primary task performance was not affected adversely by concurrent tinting tasks.
To the contrary, it was performance on the secondary timing task that suffered _hen primaxy task
demands increased. Temporal estimation is an activity that is normally performed in flight, and is
therefore acceptable to pilots, and can be presented as an integral part of a manual control task so
it is not perceived as an additional task. Time estimation tasks can be learned easily and arc rela-
tively stable across time with respect to learning effects, and can be implemented and scored easily.
If time estimation is to be used as a secondary task, some consideration should be devoted to
the processes involved in human time perception. Although time perception is not based on any
obvmus external stimulus dimension, as visual and auditory perception are, humans ant"able to deal
effectively with the concepts of simultaneity, succession, and duration. They are able to estimate
the duration and sequence of past events and produce comparatively accurate intervals of time. Al-
though chronometers provide objective standards to which subjective temporal experiences can be
referenced, it should be emphasized that objective clock time ix not directly equivalent to psycho-
logical or subjective time (ref. 4). External timekeeping mechanisms simply provide generally agreed
upon names for different durations and make precise synchronization in the temporal domain pos-
sible.
There are many other physical phenomena that are also used for timekeeping (ref. 5). William
James (ref. 6), and more recently Ornstein (ref. ') and Frankenhaeuser (ref. 7) have suggested that
the mental content of intervals produces the subjective experience of duration without reference to
any physiological processes.
Many recurring physiological processes can also serve as subjective clocks against which the
duration of stimuli or activities can be compared {ref. 8). These arc biological clocks in the sense
that repeating cycles of a biological process may be used to measure off intervals of commensurate
frequency. However, it is not possible to designate any one of these processes as the organ for tune
perception (ref. 9). Attempts to show that such biological processes as alpha rhythm (ref. 10k
heart rate (ref. ! !), body temperature (rcf. 12), or respiration (ref. 13) serve as the biological clock
have failed. It is more likely that humans learn to equate the period and frequency of these anti
other recurring physiological and environmental processes to specific external tnmc standards.
The current work is based on the above mentioned hypothesis that any experience that has
been timed against some external standard can be used as a "subjective clock" for timckcepmg.
Humans learn from everyday experience how long different activities last and how regularly they
recur. They are able to generate (from memory) examples of processes that take approxmaately a
second, an hour, a day, and so on, and they are also able to equate the duration of activities that
take about the same time. Wt',en asked to estimate the duration of an interval, an indnvidual com-
pares the current time sample to a set of remembered temporal equivalences or prototypes whose
duration has been equated to standard units cff time. Short intervals may be processed as single
units in short term memory, whereas longer intervals may be evaluated by counting (in long term
65
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memory) repealed segments that have more manageahlc lengths. When ,t._kedto I_roduce a ,,pcclflc
interval of time, individuals may etll,cr rehearse a ,,equenc¢ of "'tHnmg" ¢vent._ m memor3 or mom-
for repealed occurrences of a physiological (e.g.. ar:enal I'ul_e) or environmental proces_ (e.g., di-
urnal variations) that represent ._uhjccti_c clock tllllt._ of" appropriate durat_¢m.
These temporal prototypc,_, or ,,uhjcctivc _l_)ck_, ale _,)ulslantly compared with and adJusted
to external clock time, as mdiwduals are rcwardcd for conforming wilh tile temporal conventions
of their culture. Itowever, suhjcctivctemporal units are not exact nor accurate with respect tolhc
standard clock ilor perfectly con.,,,stcnt, tllu._ tmac cstmlatcs do show variations. Factors that all\'ct
the rate of biological rhythms serving as ,,ubjectwc ch_ckr,..,,uch as stress, drugs, illness, and fatigue
have also been shown to affect the duration of subjccttve estimates based on them I refs. 3.8.9. 10.
1I, 12, i 3). Increasing or decreasing the amount and complexity of mlormat_on presented ma3
also affect subjective temporal experience because a particular amount of mental processing and
storage had been associated with longer or shorter presentation times in the past (ref. 41. Time
estimates may vary because repeated events are ,,ampled regularly or counted incorrectly. For
example, if successive "ticks" of a subjective clock go unnoticed or uncounted, the objccuvc tmw
taken to produce an interval lengthens and the subjective mapression undcrest,mates the actual t,me r
elapsed. If the conscious rehearsal of remembered equivalences for units of trine requires attent,on.
timing may be disrupted by concurrent tasks that also require attention (rel._. 1, 14. 15). S,ncc
tmlekeeping most likely involves multiple processes/rcf. 1_), an individual may have to cope w_th
discrepant information produced by his various subjective clocks. He may decide to discount the
output of one or more of the subjective clocks entirely and intellectually reassess subjective impres-
sions of duration on the basis of other sources of information, resulting in random or systematic
errors if the correction factor is inaccurate or applied incorrectly.
Tile integrated output of subjective clocks is tile onl._ aspect of tile human tmling mecham._m
available for experimental evaluation. Tile period and frequency of ._ubjectlve clocks, their con-
sistency, the regularity with which they are sampled, their appropnatene.,,s, and any intellectual
reassessment applied to their output call only be inferred. The underlying processes from wluch
estimates are derived are difficult to mc_sure, but something can bc said about the obser_ablc
behavior. That is, tel,able vanations in temporal estmlates can bc related to Sl'_ecHic environmental
manipulations, and predictions can be made about the perceplion of time in analogous situations.
This study was designed to examine the effect of concurrent manual control actlvlt._ on thine
,'.,tmlatlon. It ,s assumed that tmle estmlatlon ts an attentive process (rel_. 1, 14. i 5) that tnvolves
lllental rehearsal of some sequence of events t]lat represents subjective eqtuvalcnccs for units el"
clock trait. Distraction provided hy a concurrent ta._k hm_ts the amount of attention that can I_e
de_oted to tlllle estin_alion. As ;dtention is diverted from tlnle estlnlatlon, whether by tll_tn_ctltm
or leduction m alertness, tile sub.icctivc mq_rcsslon of how much tm_c ha._ nassed drops progrc_._cl._
behind the measurement of elapsed time provided I_, an external clock (rcf. 14). because obloct_;'c
tmw is continuous whereas the experience of time may hc subject to lapsc,_. Thus, under d_tract,ng
conthtions, it _sexpected that the objecttvc time taken to produce an interval will increase, and
._,tl_jects will underestimate tile pa._sage of lHue m retrospect. If such a relatmnshJp _sfound. _t
would provide further evidence that wriat,on m tile perception of tmle could provtde a ._t'ns_t_c
measure of tile workload Zmposcd by ,nanual ,'ontrol task,, using different display configurations.
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METHOD
Subjects
Nine commercial airline pilots participated in this study as paid volunteers. The men were
32-40 yr of age and held the position of first officer.
Apparatus
This study was conducted in a dim sound-attenuated experimental chamber at NASA- Ames
Research Center. Subjects were seated in a comfortable reclining chair with the cathode-ray tube
(CRT) used to display the time estimation and tracking tasks located at a viewing distance of 92 cm.
The presentation of experimental conditions and data acquisition were controlled by a PDP-I 2
computer. Lateral and vertical errors on the tracking tasks were sampled 20 times per sec, and time
estimates were recorded to the nearest 0.05 sec. RMS error and temporal estimates were analyzed
off-line by a Xerox Sigma-9 computer.
A two-axis, low-inertia, lightly damped Kraft sidearm controller was mounted on the right arm
of the pilot's chair. A molded handgrip was mounted on the shaft of the controller, and a response
button used for time estimation was located beneath the subject's thumb. An intercom system
allowed communication between the experimentor and subject.
Time Estimation Task
The pilots were asked to estimate elapsed time by two methods, production by the re.cans of a
response button and verbal estimation of session length. The time production task required that
subjects produce one of three standard intervals (10, 20, or 30 sec) 7 times during each of the 21
experimental sessions that involved time productions. Subjects were instructed to press the response
button once to begin their productions when the message "EST .... SEC" appeared on the CRT,
and to press it again whenever they felt that the specified amount of time had elapsed. Fcr three
sessions, producing lO-, 20-, or 30-see intervals was the only task. For 18 other sessions, 10-, 20-.
or 30-see intervals were produced while performing ,_ach of six compensatory tracking tasks.
Pilots were also asked to verbally estimate, in minutes and seconds, the length of each of the
27 experimental sessions immediately after each session ended. Session length varied from I to 6
min depending on the length of the standard interval to be produced during the session and the
accuracy of productions.
Tracking Task
Six levels of a compensatory tracking task were developed to produce progressively greater
degrees of distraction from the time estimation task. The tracking tasks consisted of a CRT display
upon which was displayed a i.26 cm stationary cross that pilots were told represented the nose of
an aircraft, and a ! 2.7 cn' moving horizontal and/or vertical line that pilots were told represented
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the glide slope and Iocalizer, respectively, in an actual piloting task. The maximu,a travel of the
two moving lines subtended a visual angle of 0.14 tad (7.9 degrees of arc).
The pilot's task was to keep the vertical and/or horizontal lines centered on tile rel'ecence cross
using the sidearm controller to compensate for the random perturbations produced by one of two
forcing f,mctions. The display had an inside-out, fly-to arrangement so that the controlled elements
(vertical and/or horizontal lines) moved in a direction opposite to stick displacement. That is, if the
driven lines were to the left and below the reference cross, controller movement to the left and
forward was the correct response.
The output of a random number generator provid "da rectangular distribution of frequencies
simulating white noise with a bandwidth of 62 rad/sec. ";'hissignal was passed through either of
two second-order filters having a damping ratio of 0.707, with a natural frequency of 0.5 tad/see
(tile "easy" task) or 1.5 tad/see (the "hard" task). The forcing functions were chosen for their
"easy" and "hard" characteristics on the basis of data from a preliminary study employing three
subjects. The standard deviations were 2.10 cm for the easy vertical and horizon' J forcing functions
and 2.58 cm for the hard vertical and horizontal forcing functions (see fig. 1).
FORCINGFUNCTION KINESTHETIC COMPUTER
+---7 _ r I
I 2NOORDER DISPLAY OPERATOR| I PLANT IFILTER
I RANDOM / CONTROLLER I IST ORDER I
NUMBER DAMPING / I MAX. STICK
I GENERATOR====.,4FACTOR=0.707 _ _ MAXIMUM
I St ,ULATES NATURAL i'_ I -- _-0 STICK _ DISPLACEMENTMoVESI
I 62 red/see FREQUENCY: '  ,I DISPLACEMENT I CONTROLLED I
,) 0.Sradlmc ' _ i 73_ I ELEMENT Ib) 1.Stad/me -- : ZS.4cm/_
L , i I] t, VmUAL t 1I I
IRFFERENCEI I I ERROR I
I MEJ._URE I
I i
I C'aT_s °l l l
l J
FigureI.- Blockdiagramof experimentaltrack,ngtasks.
The first-order plant was programmed such thai maximum displacement of the controller, 23_
from neutral in any direction, produced a maxim,m controlled element velocity of 25.4 cm/sec.
Maximum controller throw corresponded to a 3.8 cm movement of the subject's hand at the position '
of his middle finger (fig. ! ).
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tExperimental Design
Pilots were instructed to perlorm each tracking and time estimat,on task as consistently and
accuratel_ as possible, although they were not given performance feedback for any of the tasks.
They were asked to make verbal estimates and productions based on their subjective impression of
elapsed time, without counting. Following instructions, subjects were familiarized with the equip-
ment by a series of practice sessions that involved time production alone, tracking alone, or time
production while tracking.
During the first three sessions, pilots were required to produce seven lO-see intervals, then
seven 20-sec intervals, and finally seven 30-sec intervals. Time production and verbal estimation of
session length were the only tasks performed during these three sessions (fig. 2a).
a TIME PRODUCTION
ONLY SESSIONS
(7 ESTIMATES/SESSIt ' ) b. TRACKING ONLY SESSIONS
m TRACKING AXIS AND DIFFICULTY
Z 10O 2 AXES
tic 1 AXIS 1AXIS (VERTICAL &
*'_ I _ (VERTICAL) (HORIZONTAL) HORIZONTAL)O
O
¢ 20 EASY HARD EASY HARD EASY HARD
u. le¢
O
t-
O 30Zta N¢
-J c. TRACKING AND TIME PRODUCTION SESSIONS
(7 ESTIMATES/SESSION)
TRACKING AXIS AND DIFFICULTY
1AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXES(VERTICAL &
(VERTICAL) (HORIZONTAL) HORIZONTAL)
EASY HARD EASY HARD EASY HARD
10(n
I
L .j
,,. ,. Figure2. Experimentaldesign(n--t)).
Subjects experienced each of the six tracking tasks during the next six sessions. They were not
required to produce intervals of 10, 20, or 30 sue during these six sessnons, although they were asked
to verbally estimate the duration of each sessio: at ils conclusion. Trackin_ only sessions were ran-
domly varied in lenPth front 2 --4 rain (fig. 2b).
During the last 18 sessions, subjects were asked to produce seven estimates of either i0, 20, or
30 sec while performing each of six tracking tusks (fig. 2c). Each pilot participated in all 27 experi-
mental sessions. Althot,gh a preliminary study indicated no order effects lbr the time estimation
tasks, st,oh effects were found for succe_ive levels of the tracking tasks. Therefore, experimental
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_essions were presented m a quasl-randonl order so that no level el ;.he _m-,¢pr,)ductlon or tracking
tasks were repeated twice in a row. The last 18 sessions were presented n a dlfl'erent order to each
_uhject.
An mtertnal l_terv;d randomly varied +-1.0 sec around a mean el 10 scc occurred after ¢'Jch of
tile sew:n producti.. -is made within a session. A 3-ram rest interval followed each of the 27 expcn-
mental sessions. Subjects were asked t,, verbally estimate tile duration of the mmlediatcly preced-
ing session during this period. A 10-rain rest period was given every 30 mm during which subject_
were allowed to leave the experimental chamber. The entire ¢×periment lasted about 2.5 hr per
subject, although the exact length depended on the length of time productions made by individual
subjects.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TracLing Task Results
Pilot performance on the tracking tasks used m this study indicated that tile different con,l_-
tions represen'ed different degrees of (tifficulty. Tracking performance improved between tracking
only and tracking with concurrent time production sessions, indicating that subjects had not
reached asymptotic performance levels (table 1). The ratios of RMS error to RMS input for the s=x
tracking tasks were significantly different (F = 144.74; .If = 5,40; p < 0.001 ) as a function of the
number of axes controlled simultaneously and the difficulty of the forcing function (fig. 3). There
were no apparent differences between performance measure_ on the velticai and horizontal axes for
either the easy or hard forcing functions, so they were combined for tabular and graphic presenta-
tion. There were also no significant differences in tracking performance due to session length
(F = 2.70; df= 2,16; p > 0.10). Relative RMS error increased from 0.24 to 0.30 as subjects were
required to control one axis at a time or both
simultaneously, and from 0.22 to 0.31 a_ the
difficulty of the task increased from the easy
to the hard forcing function.
RMS error scores were significantly dif- 3
ferent for successive segments of each session
(F = 2.68; df = 6,48; p < 0.05). This differ- ;. i!_i_!.ii(!i
once did not reflect any consistent improve- ,.= ....::"
Z
ment or decrement in performance, however, F_ '_ .:?:.i:!i.
but indicated that RMS error scores did not = ..:::.::if,
provide a stable measure of monlcnl-to- ._
nlonlcnt w,'_rkload. Tracking perforlnancc = '.. !
1 .:, :
: IIIC;.IStiD'S wL're thus not very us,,,['ll] IIi ptOvltt- _ .:
mg z,_i:_dl_,alionof task difficulty for rela- '_ :.:.,...""
tively short periods of time. ';'..'_::;:.:1
The time estmaation task did not app,;ar __a_s 2Ax_s _Ax_s 2Ax_s
,_.mmm.m_% ,,-'_mmllm.-
to degrade performance on the tracking task. _Asv HARt_
The relative RMS error was somewhat higher r_c_,_G TaSKP_R_:TE_S
for ,_e._sionsin wluch tra,,'king wt:s tile only
t,=sk than for _essions in which time intervals i tgure3. MeanrelativeRMStrackingerrm It,r
were produced while tracking (table I ). It =s sessionsv,ith concurrentume production In =_ )
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TABLE I.- RELATIVE RMS ERROR
[RMS Error/RMS Inputl
Tracking with concurrent
Tracking only time production
Difficulty Easy H_:d Easy Hard
No. Axes ! 2 ! 2 I I 2 I 2I
1 0.07 0.16 0.22 0.29 O.lO 0.16 0.18 0.27
2 .27 .39 .34 .52 .23 .33 .31 .45
,_ 3 .26 .42 .32 .46 .13 .19 .23 .27
J _ 4 .23 .28 .34 .35 .19 .31 .27 .34
5 .11 .24 .25 .33 .13 .15 .24 .30
6 .18 .31 .37 .59 .19 .23 .23 .29
7 .37 .40 .28 .42 'Q .36 .29 .4.';
8 .30 .48 .52 .49 _5 .39 .52
9 . :2 .58 .24 .32 ., .18 .28 .28
ii. .i
?dean .21 .36 .32 .42 .18 I .25 .27 .35
St. Dev. .09 .12 .09 .10 .06 .08 .06 .09
also possible that tracking performance improved during later sesqions because subjects had not yet
reached asymptotic performance levels and that the effect of concurrent timing tasks on tracking
performance cannot be clearly determined from this study.
Time Production Results
It was observed that successive productions within each session were not significanhy different
from each other (F = 1.54; df = 6,48; p > 0.10), confirming McGr.'..thand O'Hanion's (ref. !/)
conclusion that subjects make repeated estimates under similar .:ircumstances with a high degree of
cons;stency. This indicates that the duration of single productions, representing brief periods of
time, might provide a more stable measure of moment-to-moment workload ,reposed by concurrent
activity than RMS error measures, which are only meaningful over periods lastir,g several minutes.
A convenient way to depict variation in tile sutjeetive appreciation of duration as measured by
the length of productions (i.e., the subject's effort to delineate operatively a given interval o;
time) and verbal estimates of duration is to form a ra'io between the length of st_,Jjective estimates
and the interval of clock time that they represent. Productions that Ins', longer than the in:erval
,_,_clock time that they represent, and verbal estimates that are shorter than the amount of elapsed
time measured by the clock, represent equivalent lengthening of subjective units of du-ation relativt-
to clock units. For exan,ple, if an individual's subjective units of duration are half again as long as
8 71
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objective clock units, he would take 18 sec to pro- z
duce a 12-see interval, and would verbally estimate _ 1.4
that at. interval that actually h,sted 12 sec, lasted o
only 8 sec. The 18-sec production and 8-see verbal _"2
O
estimate in this example reflect an equivalent ratio 7- 1.3 -
between subje_.tive and objective units of time <
equal to 1.5. r,
o
uJ 1.2 -o
Productions of 10, 20, and 30 sec were q,,ite ta
accurate with respect to the clock, on the average, oa,.
during sessions in which time Froduction was the *"u. 1.1 --
only task (fig. 4). However, the characteristic o _']
length of productions made by different subjects f- i I<represented different degrees of accura"" with " 11.0
respect to the clock (table 2). Th: r_tio I s.:t_lcc- TIMEPRODUCTIONTI IFPHODUCTION
ti.,, to objective duration for IC, 20-, an,! 30-se,: ONLY WHILETRACKINC
productionsrangedfrom 0.8 ! ( 19%shorter than TASKPERFORMEDDURINGSESSION
the standard) to !.77 (77% longerthan the stand- Figure4.- Averageincreasein subjectivedura-
art,) for individu .I subjects, tion asconcurrentaskloadincreasedfrom
time productiononly, to time production
As attention was diverted from time estima- while t_cking; time productionmeasure
tio_,, the av,;rage length of productions increased (n--9).
23%, on the average _._.rossall tro .ing conditions.
"l'i_eaverage ratio ofsubie ":.vetc ,jective time
ranged from '.02 '2%,: t thai, the standard) to
1.82 (82_ longer _._.r." ' "ondard) during the
most difficult tracl, ing tas,, for individual subjects. _.e -
"[hisincrease in the length of subjective units of
duration with increasing distraction was statistically ",- \< 1.5 -
significant for l 0-, 20-, and 30-s_.t productions ,, \\_ ,.oouer,on w,r,z AXIS '4ARDTRACKINg;
,,¢
(F--8.61; df=6. ,_, p<0.001), g \x
"_ 2 1., - --\\
-- \
Tl'e relative lengti, of subjective units of dura- o \ \
tion increased by 20% with a concunent single ._w
axis easy tracking task, and by 25% with a _oncur- _ __ - \ "'x
rent t_o axis hard tracking task relative to the 8, PROOOCrION¢.r,
length of productions made while performr.g no _ 1.2 - 1axis EASYTRACKING
other task (fig. 5). This increase in the length of
productions with concurrent distraction was nearly
_ PRODUCTIONAtt, I_,
"'vice as great for subjects whose baseline p,,_duc- o __ - _-- -- --_....
: t,ons were equal to, or shorter than, the length of ,-
the in'erval specified (Subjects 2, 5, 6, and 7), than
:br subjects whose baseline productions were 1.0 ..... ._L. 1 J10 20 30
, air' ady considerably longer tnan the inter_alsp('ci- ;NTERVALTOB(PRODUCED(_c)
fled (Subkz ,3, 4, 8, and 9). If an lndlv.,_uals
subj..c:ive -,,its of dura;ion were alr_:)dv cc,_sider. Figure5.- Averageincreasein subjectivedura.
•. ab,; !on,'e, than external dock units upder condi- lion a,.concurrentaskdifficulty increased;
lions involving minimal d;straction. !t appeared time productionmeasure(n---9).
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TABLE 2.- TIME PRODUCTIONS
[Length of Estimates/Standard ]
Activity Time production while Time production while
during Tnne production only performing ! axis performing 2 axis
session easy tracking hard tracking
Length of
production I0 20 30 Mean !0 20 30 Mean I0 20 30 Mean
! I. 13 0.89 1.00 I. i0 1.72 i.07 1.17 1.32 1.89 1.39 1.08 1.45
2 .85 .84 .85 .85 i.28 !. 13 I. !4 I. 18 1.34 1.23 i .29 1.29Im
._ 3 1.28 .98 1.02 1.09 1.20 _.28 1.35 !.28 i.53 !.33 1.72 1.53
4 1.09 1.74 1.77 !.53 1.95 1.52 1.62 1.69 2,00 !.93 ! .53 1.82
= 5 i.02 1.00 !.03 1.02 1.21 1. l I .82 1.05 !.78 i.55 .90 1.4!
6 .79 .80 1.00 .86 1.46 1.14 .95 1.18 1.02 1.32 I. i 3 I. 16
_" 7 .91 .73 .79 .81 i.07 1.17 1.06 i.10 1.25 .67 1.14 1.02
uu 8 !.57 1.33 1.30 1.40 1.34 1.6C 1.20 1.38 1.46 I, 15 ! .33 1.3I
9 1.43 1.12 1.20 i.25 2.22 1.25 1.75 1.74 1.47 1.48 !.1 i !.35
Mean 1.12 1.05 I I I !.10 1.49 1.2,_ 1.23 1.32 1.53 1.34 1.25 1.37
St. Dev. .25 .30 .28 .24 .37 .18 .28 .23 .30 .32 .24 .2 I
1 I
TABLE 3.- VERBAL ESTIMATES OF SESSION LENGTH
[Length of Im_'rval/Length of Estimate l
Activit7 T_ckin$
during Timeproductiononly only Timeproductionwhileperforming
session
! axis 2 axis 1 axis 2 axis
easy hard easy tracking hardtracking
Lengthof I0 20 30 :Mean - - I0 20 30 Mean i0 20 30 Mean
production II 1.36 1.38 1.22 1.32 1.83 1.22 1.09 1.29 1.09 I.16 1.39 I.I2 I 29 1.27
2 1.14 .81 .94 .96 .94 1.64 1.10 1.58 .93 1.20 1,87 1,38 1.45 1.57
,_ 3 i.20 i.22 1.10 1.17 1.01 .61 1.06 1.10 1.00 1.07 2.13 1.78 1.27 1.73
4 1.04 .76 .76 .85 1.43 I 29 1.65 1.95 1.13 1.58 1.62 1.25 1.13 1.33
g 5 1.26 1.05 .99 1.10 1.22 1.36 1.07 1.2_3 1.03 1.13 1.52 1.39 .89 1.27
6 1,04 .72 1.14 1.03 1.04 .96 I.t0 1.38 1.58 1,35 1.03 1.38 1.55 I 327 .89 .74 .7(' .78 1.3G 1.34 1.01 1,23 I,I I I, 12 1,57 1.02 1.51 1.37i
8 1.62 .76 1.03 1.13 1.80 1.75 1.41 1.67 1.86 1.65 1.49 1.33 ] 1.49 1.44
9 1.84 .80 1.32 1.32 1.34 .82 1.67 1.05 1.42 1.38 1.20 ] 1.57 1.48 1.42
f, Mean 1.27 .94 1.02 1.07 i.32 1.22 1.24 1.39 1.24 1.29 1.54 1.3t_ 1.34 1.411
1
St.l)ev. .28 .22 .19 .18 .30 .35 25 .27 .30 .20 .31I 21 .21 14
i
I0 7.3
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that he truncated the length of his productions under distracting conditions so that they rarely
exceeded twice the length of the interval specified. This could be due to intellectual reassessment
applied to the subjective impression of duration, or reflect an upper limit in the range of durations
considered subjectively equivalent to 10, 20, or 36 sec under differe,lt conditions.
The length of 10-, 20-, and 30-see productions relative to the length of the standard interval
being estimated was approximately the same when time estimation was the only task. There was a
significant difference in the relative length of 10-, 20-, and 30-see productions across all experimental
conditions, however, (F = 7.48; df = 2,16: p < 0.01), because 20- and 30-see productions were
relative'-, more accurate than 10-see productions when there was concurrent distraction. Although
lhe length of all productions increased as attention was diverted by tracking tasks, this effect was
most pronounced for lO-sec productions (fig. 5). The length of 10-see productions increased 35%
on the average, relative to the length of productions made without distraction, whereas 20- and
30-see productions lengthened only 23% and 12%, respectively. Since sessions involving 20- and
30-see productions lasted longer than sessions involving 10-see productions, it is possible that sub-
jects might have had more time to become accustomed to the current tracking task parameters.
Thus, performing the concurrent tracking task might have been relatively less distracting during
longer sessions. If this was the case, it would have had the effect of increasing the amount of atten-
,ion that could be focused on time estimation, thereby increasing the accuracy of estimation.
Sinc_ the ratio of subjective to objective time was approximately the same for 10-, 20-, and 30-see
productions made without distraction, it does not appear to be characteristic of the intervals
estimated per se.
It is also possible that longer sessions were more stressful, even though RMS error on the
tracking tasks was not affected by session lengtil. Hypothetically, stress would tend to reduce the
length of subjective units of duration (ref. 3) thereby reducing the length of productions. It would
be necessary to standardize session length, rather than the number of productions made per session
as was done in the present stady, to further investigate this phenomena.
Variabilit ' among the sere _,productior_s made during each session increased as the difficulty
of the concurrent tracking task increased. This is consistent with Michon's (ref. l) suggestion that
irregularity of timing responses reflects the perceptual and motor load of concurrent tasks. For
example, the squared deviations of individual 10-see productions from the mean length of produc-
tions made during different sessions increased from 3 sec2 (when time production was the only
task) to 8 sec2 (for productions made while tracking a single-axis easy task) to i0 sec2 (for produc-
tions made while performing a two-axis hard task), averaged across subjects.
in conjunction with longer objective time taken to produce intervals under conditions of
increasing distraction, increased variability between successive productiom, provides further support
for the co_lclusio'a that time estimation requires attention for accuracy and consistency. The regu-
larity with which attention could be directed to the timing task varied from session to session as a
function of the amount of attention required by concurrent activity. Estimates were internally
consistent and relatively accurate with respect to the clock under low distraction conditions. As
attention was diverted from rehearsing or monitoring the events used for subjective timing, the
regularity with which estimates were made decreased and subjects took longer to produce 10, 20.
and 30 sec estimates during sessions in which they were also performing a tracking task. This increase
in variability and length of productions occurred for all subjects.
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Verbal Estimate Results
Subjects tended to verbally estimate session length in round llumbers (e.g., 2 min and 15 see),
resulting in less precise measures of subjective duration than the length of time productions, which
were measured exactly by a clock. Despite a relative lack of precision, verbal estimates of session
length also reflected the degree to which attention had been diverted from timekeeping 4uring tile
preceding session. The length of verbal estimates decreased significantly with respect to the actual
length of sessions as the amount of distraction during the preceding session increased. This Pecrease
in the length of verbal _stimates relative to elapsed time indicates that subjective units of duration
incr._aeed in length as distraction increased. This reflects the same increase in the length of subjec-
tive units of duration that was indicated by the length of productions made during the session.
,_ i.s - Three types of task loads were pre-
i.-
sented in the 27 experimental sessions.
In three sessions, time production was4lJ
1.4 - the only task. In six other sessions,
m
,, _ tracking was the only task. In !8 ses-
> sions, time production and tracking were0 1.7 --
_" both required. As the task load in the
D-
O preceding session increased from timeZ
1.2 - production alone to tracking alone, sub-
Z
o jective units of duration measured oy the
length of verbal estimates relative to ses-
_. 1.1 - sion length increased by 19%. As theO
o ["--] [ task load inc;eased from time production
J I ' alone to time production whde tracking,
1.0
TIMEPRODUCTIONTRACKINGTIMEPRODUCTION ,:-.b;cctive units of duration measured by
ONLY ONLY WHILETRACKING t]',__eneth of verbal estimates relative to
TASK PERFORMED DURING SESSION
session length, increased 26%. On ale
average, subjective units of duration also
Figure6.- Averageincreaseinsubjectivedurationas task increased as the difficulty of the tracking
loadduringprecedingsessionincreasedfromtime task performed during a session increased,
productiono,ly, to trackingonly. to timeproduction
and tracking;verbalestimate measure(n=9). but only for sessions in which time pro-duction and tracking were both required
(table 3). There was a significant differ-
ence betwee:: the length of verbal estimates made of sessions involving minimal distraction {time
production alone) and those involving maximum distraction (time production while tracking) for
sessions that involved 10-, 20-, or 30-sec productions (F = 7.14; df = 6,48; p < 0.001). There was
no difference in _.herelahve length of verbal estimates as a function of the length of productions
mad_during the preceding session, however (F = 3.77; df = 2,16; p > 0. I0).
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Concluding Remarks
These data lend support to the hypothesis that concurrent tasks reliably di._tra_t subjects from
time estimation. The duration of subjective time estimates appears, to be a useful measure of the
workload imposed by a manual control task, providing a more stable indication of task load from
moment to raoment than RMS error. As workload increases, humans seem progressively le:.s able
to attend to timing tasks, thereby increasing the length of their temporal productions relative to
the objective standard and verbally underestimating the passage of time relative to measurements
provided by a clock. It has been shown that time estimation, as employed here, does not appear to
conflict with performance on a manual control task, rather that time estimation accuracy suffers
when primary task demands increase. It is anticipated that the duration and variability of time
estima,'es during complex control tasks, _uch as aircraft simulations, will reflect the perceptual and
motor load imposed by a prima.rytask. To the extent that different displays reduce perceptual load
and usefully integrate information for pilots, reliable variations on a concurrent time estimation
task are predicted.
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FAILURE DETECTION BY PILOTS DURING AUTOMATIC LANDING:MODELSAND EXPERIMENTS *
Eli G. Gai R.E. Curry
C.S. Draper Laboratories Man Vehicle Laboratory
Room DL7-173 Room 37-219
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ABSTRACT
A model of the pilot as a monitor of instrument failures during automatic
landing is proposed. The failure detection model of the pilot consists of two
stages: a llnedr estimator (Kalman Filter) and a decision mechanism which is
based on sequential analysis. The filter equations are derived from a simpli-
fied version of the linearized dynamics of the airplane and the control loop.
The perceptual observation noise is modelled to include the effects of the
partition of attention among the several instruments. The final result is a
simple model consisting of a high pass filter to produce the observation resi-
duals, and a decision function which is a pure integration of the residuals
minus a bias term
The dynamics of a Boeing 707 were used to simulate the fully coupled final
approach in a fixed base simulator which also included failures in the airspeed,
glldeslope, and local_ _r i_dicators. Subjects monitored the approaches and
detected the failures; their performa,_ce was compared with the predictions
of the model wlthgood agreement between the experimental data and the model.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the "all weather" automatic landing system changes
the role of the pilot during landing. Under normal conditions, the pilot is
not in the control loop, but his main task is to monitor the proper operation
of the automatic system. This, of course, shifts his role from manual con-
trcller to decision maker.
The problem of modelling the pilot as a controller has been addressed by
several researchers, and satisfactory models exist using classical control
theory (I) or optimal control theory (2). Models for the pilot as a failure
detector have only recently been addressed (3), and some conjecture has been
suggested (4).
In this paper, a model of a pilot as a monitor of system failures is pro-
posed and applied to an automatic landing. The model consists of two stages:
I a linear estimator and a decision mechanism. The linear estimator is the Kal-
man Filter which is slm_lar to that used in the optima] controller model; the
outputs used here are the meas_ement residuals rather than the estimates. The
decision mechanism is based on sequentlal analysis (5) modified for the spec-
ial case of failure detection (6). Experiments were designed to validate the
proposed model in which subjects monitored failures in simulated automatic ILS
*Sponsored by NASA Grant NGR 22-009-733, NASA Ames Research Center
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approaches in a fixed-based jet transport cockpit. The res,,]t_ of these exp-
eriments are then compared to the prediction of the model.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SIMPLIFICATION
A functional block diagram of the failure detection model is shown in
Figure I. A basic assumption in the structure of the first stage (the estima-
tion) is that the dynamical characteristics of the system that produces the
input signals are known by the observer Therefore, before the modelling of
the failure detection system, we wi]l discuss the model that the pilot has In
mind (the internal model) for the airplane dynamics and control loops.
The true airplane dynamics, when angular accelerations are neglected, can
be defined by nine first order nonlinear differential equations. Twodecoupled
autopiiots are used to regulate the vertical error between the aircraft posi-
tion and the glideslope beam, and the horizontat (angu!_r) error between air-
craft position and localizer beam. In addition, a third control Ioop controls
the aircraft airspeed. This configuration was used i" the simulation that
automatically Ianded the Boeing 707 dynamics used !n our experiments (7).
Since the pilot is outside the control loop his inputs consist only of
the displayed variables on his instrument panel. If the control system is de-
signed properly, these displays will show nominal values with variation due t,_
outside perturbations. It s_ems reasonahle to assume that the pilot will use
the linearized version of the automatic syste:, around the nominal values. In
addition, we wilI assume that the longitudinal and lateral dynamics are de-
coupled in the pilot's model. The blo. k diagrams :_f the three control loops
are shown in Figure 2, and the basic configuration was taken from ref,.re,,ce 8.
Therefore the three closed loop transfer functions arc given by
}uu_: lO(S+O._) (t)
6u (S'8.8)(S+ .98)(S+0.13)
n where: u - velocity
31.3 y - flight path angle
= -_-_-r O - pitch (2)
_0 (S+0.5)(S+5.5)(S'-+_._5S+11.43
n _ - heading
_n (s2+llS+DS)(S_-fTTi'5s+0"81) (3) l
The letter _ i_ used to identify tho inputs as perturbations rather than com-
mands, and the outputs are the responses to these pert,,vhn,!,,ns. "l'hu sub-
script n is used because the input pcrturbatl,m_ are modelled as zero mean
white Gaussian processes. The s(_.rce for these perturbations ts usually the
wind gusts, and therefore the inD:ts to tht' NdtIs,Nt,'III all'L" correlated and are
derived from the amplitude and dirccttm_ of tilt, st, gusts. Two oi t_v ",bow
subsystems are of fourth order and one is of third order. Another integration
of each subsystem output is llceded i,_ o|_t.itll tilt' aircraft posltl,.m. 'there-
fore, '.e assume that tile pilot uses ,,n v the dominant poles, namely the ones
79
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with the longer time constants. The finai model that _s used in the pilot
model is
.... 1/(s+l) (4)
'3U
I]
6/ _-I/((S+0 5)(S+2 7)) (5)6C_ " "
FI
= I/(S2+i. 5S+0.81) (6)
6_n
Note that the steady state gain and the steady state varlanco of the response
to a stationary random input were kept the same as in the original systems.
Having three decoupled systems, we can define 8 state variables by trans-
forming equations (4) to (6) to their state space format. Define
xI = f_u x2 = 5u x3 = f6"_ x4 = 6y (7;
= 0.5856Cx x 6 = f6_; x 7 = 6w x 8 = gS¢/V 0X 5
The dynamics in matrix notation are:
X = FX + GU (8)
where
F1 0 0 _ 0 I 0
:0l
F = 0 F2 0 F1-- !0 1I F2 = 0 0 I
0 0 F3 0 -1.35 -3.2
PO ] 0 _ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 0 0 1 UT 6f!n,5'_n ' == _ _ = i6u ; GT ; 0 .3 0 0 1.35 0 0 0,
iO -0 81 -i 5 n' 1. . _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.811
The perturbations in the aircraft position in terms of the above state varlubles
are _iven by (using the fact that ,_c i_ small]:
_x = cos_,0xl - v0sin_0x_
3y = siw.;ox: - v0cos_0x6 t9_
,tZ --- 3XI + VjX_
wi_ere the >:ubscrtpt 0 desig,_ates r,um_nal valuus,
ALl the variables that are displayed to the pilot can now be rep.-esentvd
as linear functions of the state v=riable.:
i. (;llde.qlopeIndicator: yl = (-cos_o/XN+YO/XN)X:+Vo×3/XN+VOsln_ox_/x N
" • __ "+_in_o/(l.23-x N)]xl2. Loc,.lizer : y2 [coskO0/(1 2 3-xw) _ '
+ [vocos_,o/(i.23-XN)-VoSlW_o/(i. 23-XN) _]x_
3. A_rspeed indicator, y_ = x_
Y
8O
J
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4. Altitude indicator: y_ = x_ + xs/O.5R5 (pitch)
y_ = v0x_/g (roll angle)
5. Horizontal situation display: y6 = x?
6. Altimeter: Y7 = _0x1+ v0x3
7. Vertical speed indicator: YB =Ycx2+ v0x_
t_ in the above equations is the nominal value in the x direction which IS
me varying.
THE FAILURE DETECTION MODEL
In the last section we suggested a simplified linear model which the pilot
is assumed to use as a model for the instrument outpu, dypamics. On the basis
of these dynamics the failure detection model that was suggested by Gai (6) is
used. As mentioned before, the model consists of two stages: a linear estl-
mator and a decision mechanism. The linear estimator, the Kalman Filter, is
shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that due to the time dependency of the
measurements the Kalman gain K(t) is time varyin The filter produces esti-
mates for the state _(t) and the measurements _(_) as well as tIe measurement
error (residual) _(t) which is defined as
e(t) = y(t) - 9(t) (10)
Any of these three quantities ca, be used as an input to the decision mechanism.
The observation residual is preferred for the following reasons:
i. The state variables are non-unique varlab]es that can be defined in
many ways, while the observation residual is unique and we11-d=flued for
the subject.
• 2. The dimension of the state is in general larger than the dimension of
the residual.
5. The residual is more sensitive than he observation to the effect of
the failure _9).
4. The residual is a zero treanwhite process (i0) in the unfailed mode
so successlve observations are independent for Gaussian processes.
In the instrument failure mode, we will assume that a deterministic mean is
added to the measurement so that the residual i_ still white Gausstan with the
same variance but with a non-zero mean.
Since the pilot is using 3 instruments the problem of sharing of attention
has to be accounted for. This is done through tht+ measurement noise in the
observer model (11). If the pilot is observing more than one instrument, his
observation noise for each observation is increased by a constant factor that
is inversely proportional to the fraction of attention that he spends munJtor-
ing that specific instrument. Final]y, it should be noted that although the
state equation are decoupled, the Ka!man Filter is a coupled 8 dimensional
system because of the coupllng through the measurements. ]'hemodel of the
estimation scheme is _hown in Figure 4.
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The decision mechanism is based on sequential analysis (5). Theclassical
sequential analysis uses the likelihood ratio %(m) asadecislonfuncLion after
m observations. _wo criteria levels, A and B, are chosen, and the declsJon
rule is
if £(m) > A choose "failure"
if £(m) < B choose "normal"
if B < £(m) < A take another observation
A and B are determined by the desired probability of fa]se alarm P(FA) and the
probability of miss P(M_) follows (5)
A = (I-P(MS))/P(FA) B = P(MS)/(I-P(FA)) (ii)
Since in oor case, both distributions are white Gausslan with equal variances
and means zero and 8 1 (failure), the decision function (for @l > O) is (6)
m
_(m) = I {Ei - @I/2} (12)i=l
the upper criterion level is (InA)/@ l (13)
and the lower criterion level is (inB)/@1 (14)
The classical theory cannot be applied directly to the failure detection
problem because the basic assumptlou in the derivation was that the same mode
exists du lug the entire period. A failure detection problem is characterized
by a transition from the normal mode to the failure mode at some random time
tf. In order tc overcome this difficulty, we followed Cheln (12) by:
i. Resetting the decision function to zero whenev&r _(m) is negative.
2. Using only an upper criterion level AI which is modified to keep the
same mean time between two false Plarms as before including the
resetting.
The value cf AI is related to A and B in equation (ii. by the equatloa
Al - inA1 - 1 = -{InA + (A -I)InB/(I-B)}
The modified decision function is shown in Figure 5 and the block diagram
of the basic decision mechanism is shown in Figure 6. For the case @I < 0, the
decision function is
m
_(m)- _ (_i+ e_/2) (15)
i-i
and only the lower crltet!on level is used. This criterion level is
-(l_ )/e, (16)
The final block diagram of the Gecislon m_chanlsm is shown iv Figure 7.
The operation of the pro:,osed model is actually qui_ simgle in principle.
Its basic properties are:
i. A high pass filter as a firs, stage to obtain th= residuals
2. Integration of the residual aa4 comparison to a fixed threshold as a
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decision mechanl_m (6).
3. Only three parameters control the performance of the model:
a. The parameter designating the mean of a "failed" process, _
b. The signal to noise ratio of the observation nelse in the
Kalman Filter
c. The probabilities of the two types of error P(FA) and P(MS).
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Method
The Adage Model 30 Graphics Computer was used to simulate the non-linear
dynamics ot a Boeing 707 and the control loops (7). The output variables were
fed into the instrument panel of a fixed based Boeing 707 simulator.
The simulation included the last five minutes of flight prior to touch
down from i0 miles from threshold and at 2500 feet altitude; the approach and
landing were fully automatic. The failures that were used were instrument
failures, so that they affected only the output variables and were not fed back
to the syst¢,n. In order tc limit the experimental requirements, we considered
only failures in two instruments, the glldeslope (GS) indicator and the airspeed
(AS) indicator. Four levels of faiiur_s were incl,_ded for each of the two
instruments. All failures were deterministic step changes that were fed into
the instrument through a single pole low pam_ filter with 0. i second time con-
stant. The magnitude of the failures for the AS indicator were
c I = 20 c2 = 30 c 3 = 40 c_ = 5_ (17)
V V V V
and for the GS indicator
cl = oGS c2 = 1.5oGS c3 = 2oGS c_ = 2.5oGS (18)
where o and on- are the stdndard deviations of the perturbation from the nom-
_v _ einal o_ the dlsplay d variable on the AS and GS indicators respectively. The
cutoff frequency of these perturbations were z/6 radlans/sec. Two random num-
ber generators were used to choose the failure in each run; one ]etermfned
the instrument and the other the size of the failure. In additlon, a third
random number generator was used to determine ttle time of failure, tf"
There was a single failure in 90% of the runs. The high percentage of
runs with failures was chosen to provide enough data in a reasonable experi-
mental time. There was _o feedback to the pilot concerning hi_ performan_'e
because it was felt that such feedback would bias his decision, by drlvin_hlm
to try tc compensate for previous errors, or to overrelaxafter several correct
decisions.
Each subject participated in three experimental sessions each of which
included 16 runs, or a total of 48 runs. When the pilot detected _ fal]uLe,
he pressed a button a,d the run was _erminated. Other,,Ise, the run would _o
until touch down. After termination of each run the subject was asked to fill
out a form in which he stated which ir!strument falled and how he detected the
failure.
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At the begiLming of each session, a set of instructions was read to the
subject. In particular, he was told that failure would either be in the AS
or GS _ndicator, but that he could use other instruments for verification.
Results
The experimental results for two , jects are summarized in Table i. The
tabel shows the mean and standard _viation of the detection time for failures
in the two instruments. The results are also shown in Figures 8 through Ii.
These figures include the mean detection times that were p_edictedby the model.
These mean values were obtained by the use of a Monte Carlo simulation, with
the same number of runs as _._ the experiment. The values f6r the three mod_l
parameters _ere:
SNR = 36 P(FA) = P(MS) = 0.05 _i = 0.25 (19)
The level of P(FA) was de_ermined on the basis of the actual false alarm rate
that was found in the experir "_tai data For both subjects, the predicted
results seem to fit the experimental data well. Of course, bett_r fit could
be obtained by change of the parameters in equation (19).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a model for the p_rformance of a pilot as a
failure de of instrument failures during an automatic landing. The
model consists of two stages: a _inear eqtimator and a decision mechanism.
The linear estimator is the Kalman Filter which is determined froma simplified
model of displayed-variable dynamics that are used by the pilot. The filter
also accounts for the pilot's fine sharing between [n-;ruments through the
observation n ise. The decision mechanism is based on classical sequential
analysis with some modification for the failure detection case.
An experiment designed to test the validity of the model is described. !_
this experiment, subjects had to detect failures in the glideslope and air-
speed indicators during a simulated landing i_ a Boei,g 797 fixed base simu-
lator. The results show that the predicted detectio- times fit the experi-
mental aata well. It should be remembered, however_ hat only instrument
failures in the form of a change i, the mean were discussed. Additional
work Is needed to verify the mod 1 to .nclude failures that involve dynamic
changes as well.
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FIGURE 8 DETECTION TIMES FOR GS FAILURES (FIRST SET, SUBJECT B.M)
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FAILURE DETECTION TIMES (SECONDS)
_UDO_.(.L INSTR MAGNITUDE C1 C2 C3
E(td) 20.8 13.8 10.8 6.3
AS
Otd 5.9 2.7 2.1 2.7
B.M [ ....
E(td) 16.4 9.8 7.7 5.98
GS ..............
Otd 3.6 4.9 2.4 i.1
(
E(l:d) 25.4 20.8 16.9 8.2
AS
oz:d 5.9 4.0 2.5 2.8
C.C ...............
E(td) 14.0 6.9 6.3 5.0
6S .......
Otd 2.8 ].0 0.9 0.9
TABLE I SUBJECTS PERFORMANCE IN EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS
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HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH PROBL_4S IN ELECTRONIC
VOICE WARNING SYSTEM DESIGN*
By C. A. Simpson and D. H. Williams
NASA Ames Research Center
SUMM_RY
The speech messages issued by voice warning systems must be carefully
designed in acco-'dance with general principles of human decision-making proc-
esses, human speech comprehension, and the conditions in which the warnings
can occur. The operator's effectivenesz must not be degraded by messa@es that
are either inappropriate or difficult to comprehend. Important experimental
variables include message content, linguistic redundancy, signal/noise ratio,
interference with concurrent tasks, and listener expectations generated by the
pra_natic or real-world context in which the messages are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The human factors engineer has often been called in to patch some control
or display system that was found to be unworkable as originally produced.
This usually results in compromise designs, and requests by the hmnan factors
engineer to be placed in the design cycle earlier.
A new class of devices is being developed and produced, for which manu-
facturers may welcome some design guidance; these are _o_ wur_g devices.
Such devices have seen limited use due to the expense and complexity of the
required analog storage and playback system. Now digital techniques can store
digitized speech (using approximately 3000 bits of memory per second of stored
speech) or codes for synthesized speech segments (i00 bits/see) in read-only
memory chips; digital synthesizers coupled with a small computer can create
human-sounding speech rapidly and reliably. The Job of human factor, engi-
neers and applied psycholinguists is to s_ecify the content and format of
these voice messages before they are programmed into the device.
This paper reviews past research that is relevant to the problem of syn-
thesizer voice warning message design, discusses some issues relevant to the
choice of a voice warning system, and lists some of the known hu_an factors
and linguistic design criteria. General areas in which further research is
required are discussed usin6 specific examples taken from requirements for
cockpit voice warning systems.
*This research was performed while the authors held _RC resident research
associateships at Ames Research Center.
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VOICE WARNING F_SFARCH TO DATE
A number of evaluation studies have been performed on human voice warning
systens to study the overall effectiveness of voice warning systems in various
military aircraft (refs. 1-4). Comparisons have been made among visual warn-
ings, auditory nonspeech warnings, and voice warnings (refs. i, 3, and 4) with
the general findings that auditory warnings elicit corrective action faster
than visual warnings (refs. i, 3, and 4) and that, as flight task loading
increases, pilots responded faster to voice warnings than to nonspeech audi-
tory warnings ; they did not scan the annunciator panel when given a voice
warning whereas they did check the panel visually before responding to an
auditory tone (ref. 3).
To our knowledge, little research has been done on the linguistic struc-
ture of voice warning messages, except for the phonetic confusability of mes-
sages (ref. 2). Research is now underway to define more general principles
for the length, content, and structure of these messages, but until much more
work has been done in this area, past empirical and theoretical work in psycho-
linguistics must be extrapolated to cover the design problem in question.
SOME ISSUES WITH CURRENT WARNING SYSTEMS
At the present time, both auditory and visual signals are used for warn-
ings. Tactile warnings (such as stick shakers) are less generally used and
are most useful when the_ can be associated with a particular control that is
being grasped when the warning is possible. The visual channel in airline
operations is currently heavily load£d much of the time - most heavily during
: landing operations. Similar visual loadlngs occur i_,other complex man-
machine systems such as nuclear reactors.
The auditory channel can also be quite heavily loaded in aircraft because
of radio communications and by intracockpit communications. However, if
research shows that pilots have difficulty attending to voice warning mes-
sages superimposed or. a background of competing verbal messages, then much of
this background could be blockgd electronically for a message of lifesaving
priority.
Ambiguity becomes a problem if auditory warnings are restricted to tones,
for it is known that, for simple tones, coding by frequency yields about five
reliable discriminations (ref. 5). A two-dimensional coding of tones (such
as frequency end intensity) can give eight discriminable tone warnings. Even
when discriminable tone warnings are used, reliably associating a large number
of them with the correct responses can be a problem.
Voice warning systems have been offered as a solution. Obviously, the
number of possible _arnings codable in human speech is essentially infinite,
and the only practical limitation is the cost and weight involved in carrying
extra IC chips for each additional message. However, in developing a voice
warning system, great care must be taken _o make it compatible with the total
9S
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man-machine system it serves. Voice warnings may not be appropriate in all
situations. Research is needed to determine the best sodality for various
warnings. The set of warnings given verbally must then be designed to be
unambiguous, accurate, es_,ilyperceived and interpreted, and satisfying other '
human factors criteria.
Obviously, it is impossible to specify in detail an all-purpose warning
message set. Situations that trigge_ u.arniugs must be defined, and if voice
warnings are being considered, then th_ human factors and linguistics inputs
are appropriate.
EXAMPLE OF VOICE WARNING
To illustrate the problems and factors that must be considered in the
message design process, a specific example was chosen: the ground proximity
warning system (GPWS) now being installed in commercial airliners. In all
cases, the warning is: MHOOP, WHOOP - Pull up! _ll up! This warning will
be given when the following flight situations occur (ref. 6):
i. Excessive desc¢ _t rate below 2500 ft above ground
2. Excessive closure rate with rising terrain
3. Descent during takeoff up to 750 ft above ground
4. Not in landing configuration below 500 ft above ground
5. Excessively low on the glide slope
The case for voice w_rnings was strengthened after a recent crssh despite
the fact that a radio altimeter sounded 800-Hz tone warnings several times
before impact with the ground (ref. 7). In this instance, it would seem that
either (i) the crew d/d not hear the tone, or (2) they disbelieved it, or (3)
it took them too long to decide what the tone meant, or (4) they misinter-
preted the meaning of the tone. Problems (i) _nd (3) are common to all warn-
ing systems. They involve -,asking noise, habituation, and false alarm rates
and require well-known human factors analysis techniques. Problems (3) and
(4), which involve fast and accurate comprehension of incoming information,
might be solved by giving the pilot a voice warning. Flashing lights may
divert visu&! attention from flight tasks and pilots might have difficulty
remembering the meanings of different tones, clackers, beeps and buzzers. A
speech message uses an extremely familiar code and the pilot need not divert
his visual attention.
HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN CRITERIA
A warning must always result in timely action. ,f one were absolutely
sure of the correct action in all circumstances, and if there were no chance
of a false alarm, then the obvious thing to do would be to take the man
entirely out of the loop and install actuators to take the correct action when
the problem warn first sensed. An example is the stick-pushers 'Asedwhen some
modern Jets approach a stall. Actuators are arranged so that, unless the sys-
tem is disabled or overpowered, the _Irplane will not let itself h_ stalled.
i
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Since the consequences of a stall in these aircraft are so severe, end the
prevention so easily accomplished, a stlck-pusher was chosen. If a warning
can be connected to some control or combination of controls that will always
prevent accidents, and will malfunction at a rate less than the current rate
of those accidents, then it should be installed. As will br shown later, the
situation is not nearly so simple in many cases.
If a stick-pusher or its equivalent cannot be used to avoid accidents,
there is then the problem of placing the man in the loop with m_ximum effec-
tiveness. A possible design philosophy would be to tell the operator what to
do, rather than what is wrong. This would honefully allow almost instant cor-
rect responses, since no human processing tip. would be required to decide
the action to be taken. When a deeper analysis is made, it becomes clear that
this philosophy will _,e difficult to implement, and it may not have the
desired effect.
First, it must be remembered that all the operators in the GP_ case are
(necessarily) airline pilots. Before they initiate a violent maneuver or
decisive action (such as pulling a fire bottle in their aircraft at the behest
of an automatic system), they will almost certainly check all information
available to them to verify that a critical situation exists. In the case of
a GPWS, if a single warning such as "pull up" is given, the pilot must remem-
ber which kinds of situations are likely to trigger this warning, then begin
checking for these situations. This will probably take at least as much time
and probably more time than if the system had announced the condition that
initiated the warning.
After the pilot is notified that some undesirable condition exists, it is
necessary to ensure that he take the proper corrective action. For example,
assume the GPWS alarm has been triggered by an excessive sink rate below 2500
ft AGL. This could be caused either by (I) insufficient airspeed (settling
rapidly) or (2) a high-speed dive or spiral. If it was an insufficient air-
speed problem, then adding po_ter and pitching down, possibly adding takeoff
flaps and cleaning up any spoilers, landing gear, etc., would be appropriate,
all depending on any airframe damage or known malfunctions (i.e., one would
probably not elect takeoff flaps if there was known hydraulic system damage).
If the problem wa_ a high-speed dive, then one would reduce power (or even use
reversers if allowed), level the wings, and pitch up gently, depending on air-
speed. It would be very difficult to specify actions to be taken in Just this
one example, with so many possible actions and so many decisions to be made.
When all possible situations that would trigger a GPWS are considered, and all
the possible courses of action are described and the decisions enumerated, an
instruction set of staggering complexity results. Even if the hardware could
be designed to give the pilot all relevant flight information and required
corrective actions, it is difficult to make an a pr_or_ decision as to Just
how much of this information should be given to the pilot. Similar problems
would be expected to emerge when warnings for other complex systems are
considered.
Leaving the operator as much flexibility as possible in the decision proc-
ess permits him to make the kinds of decisions humans are better at making
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than computers, those requiring integration of u_expected information to find
novel solutions for unique situations. On the other hand, in Just those situ-
ations when the operator has forgotten a normally routine operation, perhaps
due to high task loading as a result of fatigue or an emergency situation,
etc., it might take him longer than usual to decide the proper action to take.
To speed the operator's decision process, perhaps the voice warning should
also tell him what actions the computer thinks are required. This would work
well under normal operating conditions. But when some systems are malfunction-
ing, for example, the operator would have to make a unique decision based on
all available infoxm_tion and the particular situation. In such situations,
it is possibls that he would ignore the recommendations of the voice warning
system. Designing the system to announce the problem rather than issue a com-
mand would avoid this. Co_uaa_dsversus advisories must be submitted to experi-
mental Test. One cannot predict the particular set of tradeoffs in response
time, accuracy of decision _nd control movements, and flexibility of the
operator to respond to abnormal and often unique situations.
Future technological developments may provide a way to implement a
requirement for a large set of warning messages. Speech synthesizers are now
being developed which can create an unlimited message set when driven by a
rather small computer. In some future system then, warning messages may be
able to tell the operator what is wrong and indicate what he should do about
each situation. In the sink rate example above, the computer could check air-
speed and aircraft configuration and say either (i) "aircraft settling - add
power, wheels up, spoilers retracted," or (2) "high-speed dive - power off,
l_vel wings_ pitch up," or the appropriate emergency checklis_ items for the
aircraft involved.
Note that this system would satisfy all the general _-equirementsfor a
warning system - it is unambiguous; the pilot knows what is wrong, and is
advised what to do in each different situation, thus ensuring that the warning
is effective. Since the warning is auditory, his vision is not distracted
from crucial instruments, thus making the warning compatible with continued
visual monitoring of glide slope, attitude displays, etc. Of course, research
must be conducted to deter-minewhether voice warnings adversely affect
performance on visual flight tasks.
For lower-cost situations or more immediate applications,we must con-
sider what sort of warnings should be provided, given the current state of the
_rt. The current GPWS system, for example, gives a single voice coz_aand-
"pull up.'° It was argued above that "pull up" may not be the best warning in
many cases. If we cannot give the ideal warnings, that is, an analysis of the
situation and the emergency checklist items appropriate to that situation,
then what is next best?
Since the GPWS is designed to know the mode it is in when it was trig-
gered, that is, it can distinguish between "excessive sink rate" and "glide-
sloTe deviation," then it should be able to provide separate outputs for each
ws_ning situation. Thus, we could generate a different warning, either tac-
tual, tone, visual, or spoken, for each critical situation. It was argued
above that _peech might be the most suitable mode for such warnings, so the
98
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question is: can speech messages be designed to tell a pilot what to do in
each warning mode? It seems likely that the answer is no, not without sensors
not presently fitted to aircraft. Discriminating between the low-speed set-
tling case and the high-speed dive should be no problem, but the out-of-
configuration, glide-slope deviation and sinking-after-takeoff warnings could
be due to such a large variety of causes that no single action or set of
actions can be specified which would always be appropriate.
The best form for warnings, then, would seem to be to tell the pilot what
the GPWS thinks is wrong and let him decide, based on his knowle_e, what to
do. Thus, if he is at FL 390 in clear bright sunshine and hears "ground warn-
ing," (i) he looks out the window, (2) checks the radio altimeter, finds that
it is reading i000 ft and acting very erratic, and (3) pulls the circuit
breaker tb get rid of the warning.
The problem remains: how should the messages be worded to ensure fast
and accurate comprehension? The speech message must be designed as carefully
as the hardware.
LINGUISTIC DESIGN CRITERIA
The numerous variables found to affect the reception of human speech mes-
sages by a human listener can be grouped into five general categories:
Physical Environment:
•Signal/noise ratio
•Noise characteristics
•Masking by other signals
Characteristics of Transmission System:
•Frequency response
•Signal/system-noise ratio
•Spatial separation of competing messages
Pragmatic Context:
•Listener expectation from real-world situation
•Type and complexity of response
Psycholinguistic Factors:
•Phonetic confusabillty
•Number of syllables
•Natural frequency of usage
•Number of message repetitions
•Repetition rate
•Syntactic context
•Semantic context
•Complexity of syntactic structure
•Complexity of semantic structure
Listener Skills and Training:
•Practice with message set
! .Familiarity with phraseology type
i .Familiarity with real-world message context
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•Familiarity with a specific acoustic distortion
•Familiarity with a particular accent
Aspects of the physical environment that affect speech recognition and
comprehension are signal/environmental noise ratios and the masking of signals
by other signals (refs. 8-15). The churuoteristics of tra_sm£sslon systema
include the frequency response of the system, the audio level of the output,
the signal/system-noise r_tio, the number of repetitions of a message• the
choice of output device, for example• speaker versus headphones and, in the
case of competing verbal messages • monaural versus binaural versus dichotic
presentation• differential filtering, spatial separation• differential voice
qualities, and sequencing versus simultaneous presentation (refs. 8 and 16-18).
Effects of the linguistic structure of the material include the listener's
expectations derived from phonological, syntactic, and semantic context; the
number of possible responses_ for isolated words, the number of syllables• the
phonetic confusability of the possible responses, the frequency of occurrence
of words in natural usage• grammatical form class_ cognitive difficulty of
processing specific syntactic and semantic sentence structures (refs. 8, 13,
and 19-35). The pragmatic context in which messages are received and acted
upon also affects the listener's comprehension of them. His expectations,
given a particular real-world situation, can limit the alternatives he con-
siders in processing a verbal message. This is one of the least studied areas
of speech perception but some work has demonstrated the existence of such
effects (rep's.36-38), and linguistic theory is currently providing quantities
of theoretical discussions on the subject. Another pragmatic variable that
affects speech comprehension is the type and complexity of the responses
required of the listener (refs. ii and 39). In a thought provoking article,
Chapanis (ref. 40) cited the following example to illustrate how complex syn-
tax or word order, together with a lack of consideration for the pragmatic
context in which a message is to be used, can result in poor message
compreh ens ion:
NOTICE: This radio uses a long life pilot lamp that may
stay on for a short ime if radio is turned off before
radio warms up and starts to play.
The intent of the message is• according to Chapanis,
NOTICE: Don't worry if the pilot lamp should stay on
for a little while after you turn the radio off.
To most readers, the second version is roach easier to understand. Chapanis
mad _.two types of changes. First, he reduced the number of clauses or
sentence-sized ideas from five to three. His other change concerns the prag-
matic context in which the message is to be used. The message user will not
be a radio repairman nor an electronics engineer. There is therefore no need
to include in this message any of the technical reasons for the pilot lamp
remaining on after the radio is turned off. In the new version• the radio
user has all the information he needs and none of the unessential distracting
ideas. Finally, we must consider the Zistensr's skiIZs _ tralnlng. Fletcher
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and Steinberg (ref. 8) found effects for listener familiarity with the distor-
tion type of a particular transmission system. Familiarity with message sets
of words and the interactions with S/N ratic and word frequency has been
studied by Pollack, Rubenstein, and Decker (refs. 41-43). We know of no
research other than that of Simpson now in progress on the effects of famili-
arity with a particular type of phraseology learned prior to and independently
of the laboratory test experience. In addition to familiarity with message
sets and formats, we can expect the listener's prior training for performing a
particular real-world task (such as flying an aircraft) to affect his comure-
hension of flight-related messages.
The effects of the above variables are not always obvious since we tend
to take for granted our ability to speak and understand speech. But we can
expect them to play a role in an operator's comprehension of synthesized speech
messages presented by a voice warning system. Their effect may be even ATeater
than for human speech to the extent that the synthesized speech is less intel-
ligible overall than human speech. The added context of a specific real-world
situation in which warning messages will be presented will also have its
effects. Most of the research on speech intelligibility, articulation values,
and speech comprehension has been divorced from any particular pragmatic con-
text such as the cockpit environment. The only exception we know is the body
of research done on competing messages which used simulations of air traffic
control (ATC) co-,,unications(refs. 9, ii, 16-18, and 39).
Message optimization will require analysis of the gain and penalties
obtained from a number of factors. Within a specific real-world context, some
of the psycholinguistic variables mentioned above may have little or no effect
on message comprehension - others may be extremely important. Given listeners
(say airline pilots) highly trained to perform a specific task (flying an air-
craft) and therefore familiar with a specific body of terminology (ATC phrase-
ology, routine checklist items, navigation terms, emergency checklist items),
we need to assess the effects of such linguistic variables as length of
uttexance, number of syllables, syntactic and semantic context, voice pitch,
intonation contours, rate of speech, message repetition, and rate of repeti-
tion on the speed and accuracy of the listeners' comprehension. These vari-
ables must be tested both in single task mode with the listener merely attend-
ing to the warning messages and also in flight simulation where the effects of
task loading, unexpected events, time sharing of attention, and situational or
pragmatic context can be introduced. We may find that synthesized warning
messages that are always comprehensible to a practiced listener pilot sitting
in a sound booth go entirely unnoticed or must be repeated several times when
the same listener pilot is flying a simulated approach on the gauges and not
expecting a warning message.
Using a GPWS as an example, we can examine the interactions between vari-
ous linguistic and human factors variables in voice warning system design.
For voice warninc messages in the cockpit, we will need to study different
wordings for the same information to see which wording produces the fastest
and most accurate control responses by pilots. Suppose the system decided the
aircraft was too close to the ground in cruise configuration. Such a condi-
tion could arise on an approach in which the pilot had neglected to lower the
I01
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flsps and landing gear. If we essume that a future system would be able to
distinguish between this situation and a similar one in which the pilot in
cruise configuration accidentally flies too close to the terrain, we would
want it to issue a mes_ "ge telling the pilo_ the problem and perhaps also to
get the gear and flaps down. One of the speech comprehension factors that may
affect pilot response times to such a message is the redundancy in the encoding
of the message. We can choose a wording that is extremely economical in terms
of the number of words in the message: L_ing - Flaps - Gear. If the pilot
misses any of the words in this message, hc also misses the information con-
veyed by those words and cannot get that information from any other words in
the message. The pragmatic context in which the message occurs, namely,
approach for landing, will help the pilot decide what the message might have
said, but that process also takes time. ESther the pilot will have to perform
visual checks on various systems that could have failed and/or he will wait
for the voice message to be repeated.
If the messages are worded using a normal sentence structure, they will
be longer, but each part of the information in the message will be conveyed
by more _uan one word. Then if the pilot does not hear one of the words in
the message, he can reduce the number of possible choices, using the words he
did understand. For the message about the gear and flaps, a more redundant
wording would be: Youtre on final approach. Put the ._Zapsand landing gear
down.
Note that one needs to hear only either put or down to understand that
something (flaps, spoilers, or gear) must be extended. If one hears either
lansing or gear, he will realize that the message is about the landing gear.
Note also that the beginning of th_ ncz_age gets the pilot's attention so he
will be listening when the critical part is said.
The effects of different sentence structures must be studied to see which
structures are most quickly understood with the least amount of misinterpreta-
tion. The shortest version in terms of number of words and pronunciation time
may not be the most effective.
Once we have determined what information to give the pilot and the best
syntactic structure to use, tb_ semantics of the message must still be con-
sidered. This is another aspect of sentence wording. Syntax deals with the
order of the words in the sentence. Semantics deals with the meaning of the
words in the sentence. It is important to realize that the meaning of a word
is always partially determined by its syntactic and semantic relationships to
the other words in the sentence. Word meanings are also partially determined
by the real-world situation or pragmatic context in which they are said. All
of these factors combine to determine which of several possible meanings a
particular word or sentence has. If you hear the word slip, you may think of
a piece of paper. If you hear it in the sentence "You will zeed to slip the
C_b into this short mountain strip," you are unlikely to think about pieces
of paper. If you hear "Be careful not to sli;_ on _,hewet floor," you probably
won't think about pieces of paper or airplanes [n understanding the meanin_ o£
the word slip.
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We saw above that the message "pull up" was not always appropriate for
situations that trigger the GPWS. In this case, the pragmatics of the flight
situation actually contradict the semantics of the message. If we choose _;he
wording of a message so that it can have different meanings in different flight
situations, we can both economize on the totsl number of messages and give the
pilot the flexibility of responding appropriately to different situations.
For example, "climb immediately" could be interpreted as increase thr_mt and
angle of attack, or increase thrust and lower the nose, or increase thrust and
hold pitch constant, depending on the context.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
These examples illustrate the kind of analysis and research which should
be done to design effective voice warning systems. While the example was
specifically for a GPWS, the same considerations would apply to a voice warn-
ing for other kinds of complex systems, in vehicles or fixed installations.
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A DECISION AND CONTROL MULTI-AXIS PILOT MODEL
BASED ON AN URGENCY FOR ACTION CONCEPT
J. J. Pollard, Capt USAF
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dr. R. A. Hannen
Wright State University
SUMMARY
An all digital multi-axis, multi-input, multi-output pilot model flies
five different tasks in aircraft of different classes while encountering
turbulence represented by _he Dryden spectral model. Six degree of freedom
ltneazized aircraft equations of motion are used together with a generalized
stability augmentation system.
The pilot model consists of two parts: (1) a decision maker and (2) a
control action implementer. This decision maker selects the critical vari-
able and predicts the error at action implementation. The control action
implementer decides the maguitude of control to be applied and applies it.
This system has been successfully compared with hybrid/analog man-in-
the-loop simul_tion_ of the F-5, A-7, T-33, and 707 aircraft, thus validating
the all digital simulation and the decision and control pilot model.
INTRODUCTION
This paper will report the modelling of the function of the human pilot
in complex multi-axis, multi-input, multi-output aircraft tracking tasks.
Single-axis tracking tasks have oeen studied extensively [1, 11] and,
generally, the concepts postulated for the multi-axis pilot function are ex-
tensions of single ax_ theory which assume the pilot is capable of active
control of multiple axes simultaneously. Simulation data collected within
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory and also by Northrop [2] will not support this
hypothesis. Rather an urgency for action concept which implies control
_ction on the axis most in need of correction seems more applicable. To test
and demonstrate this concept, an all digital simulation of manned flight in
turbulence employing this approach was developed. Thi_ required a ssquen-
tial two part pilot model capable of decision making and control action.
Of necessity, this introduces a non-linear, non-continuous, and time varying
element as the model of the human controller. The analysis and simulation
was quite extensive and included the pilot performing five specific tasks in
different classes of aircraft. Just an overview of the pilot model and
simulation will be presented in this paper which is a summary of one of the
author's dissertation research [5]. A representative example of the
107
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si_lation is given for the landing task for the Boeing 707.
I. Aerodynamics
The equations of motion for the aircraft were represented by linearized
perturbation equations written with respect to stability axes for the simu-
lated aircraft. These equations and the definition of terms have been
developed in many other sources [3, 4, 5] and only a representative set are
presented here.
Q@
u - Xu + xa - gecoseo
= +Z a + 6e - _sin 0 +qZuU a Z_e u o
0
- _u +_ +._e_e+.qq
_-q
,s
9 = P + r tan eo
: (1)
_' _ = r sec 0 0
B " YV_ 4" Y6 6a 4" Y6_Sr 4" U_ cos $0 UJ_sin 80 - r
o o
! ! I
- ._ +.pp+.;r +.&6a+._rSr
11. The StabillCy Augmentation System and Physical Actuators
I_, many aircraft the above alr_rame equaClons yield lightly dJmped and
even unstable characteristics. To bring the aircraft _r£chln 8785 [8] specl-
ficacions, a stability augmentation system is provided to improve basic
! system characceristics and responses. Conslder_.ng Sec, 6a c and 6r c as the
_, commanded surface deflections, the pilot and the au_ntation systea Join to
yield
i_ Sr c = 6raus + Srp
Sa c - 6aaus + 6ap (2)
Sec - 6eau 8 + Sep .
Here Srp, Sap, and _ep are the pilot's co_snds and Sraug , Saaug, and Seaug
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are carefully chosen and blended feedback compens_tlon. Baadiiy _easurable
variables such as 0, q, q, n , r, r, p, _, a and others [5, 6, 7] are
Zgenerally used. The actual surface deflections often _re obtained by feeding
the commanded deflections throuah electro-mechanlcal seato actuators which
are modeled by a first order lag such as
T T C
and similarly for 6e and 6a.
III. The Turbulent Environment
To provide a quasi-realistic envi_o_ent for flight, turbulence is
introduced by using the Dryden Spectral Model given by [8] with implementa-
tion by Heath [9] and special considerations for implementatiov by Pollard
and _bmnen [10]. The recommended values t f intensity were implemented as
well as other desirable multiples to yield lisht, moderate, heavy and thunder-
storm turbulence.
IV. A Decision and Control _h_lti Axis Pilot _del
A. The DecisionNaker
Pigure 1 shows a block diagram of the functions performed by the digital
pilot during the decision _king process. As can be seen the pilot scans his
instrument di_lay and notes the variables critical to his task and the rates
at which they are changing. From this infore_ion he is able to predict
(lead) the errors at some future time; in so doing the pilot accounts for the
maKnltudes of displacements he observes on his instruments and normalizes the
results. After considering the relative time since he last acre4 on each
variable, he ranks the variables as most critical independent of cask. Task
dependence is then added by relatively weighting each of the errors and
finally the critical variable is chosen by relative comparison. Figure 2
shows the detailed diagram of the decisio_ making procass.
B. Control _tion Implementation
The control action take_ by the pilot is deterained by Judicious appli-
cation of the initial value t_eorem and consideration of t_ physical charac-
teristics of human process control. Fisure 1 shows a general block dia_ra_
of the control action implementation. After the magnitude of control action
is determined by the IVT, compensation for the aircraft being flown, which
is in the form of a scale factor dependent on s ° _craft _ass, is introduced.
The failure of the pilot to accurately implement his desired control action
is considered by much the sa_. method as Kleinman, Baron, and Levison (ll],
although a minimum threshotd value for the rum value of the remnant is intro-
duced. The esti_ated value is then checked by a liaiter for physical realis_
and the control action applied aider s pure time delay and accounting for
I09
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q Generation zatlon
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Figure i. General Diagram of the Pilot Model
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ifor pilot lag. Figure 3 shows the typical control action sequence for an
elevator comz_and:
, e
I ; I _ I ,
A B C D E time
A - Instruments scanned; decision making process begins.
B - Decision process complete; control action begins.
C - Desired control action initiated at B achieved; however
further control action is still required.
D - Sufficient control action observed; decision to return
to trim complete.
E - Control sequence complete; elevator returned to trim.
Figure 3. Control Action Sequence
Figure 2 presents a more detailed representation of the multi-axis control
action implementation.
The initial value theorem is used as the primary method for control
action determination. *This theorem is applicable because the aircraft is
kept in a transient state by the discontinuous and frequent control actions
taken as the pilot divides his time among the axes.
The actual application of the initial value theorem is demonstrated
here for a case where the pitch attitude has been determined the critical
variable. An appropriate transfer function for _/6e is given by [12].
__L___'. (M6e + z6e M_)s + (Z6eMw - M6eA w) (4)
6e(s) (s2 - (UoM_+zw + Mq)s+ (Mqzw - Uo_)
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The Initial Value Theorem states
llm f(t) = lla 8F(s) if the limit exists. (5)
So equation (4) becomes
svCs)- _ _ (N_+z6J_)'_CZse%-M6eZ)S
and taking the limit
ql6elt_OI " H6e + Z6e_ " (7)
i
For most aircraft M6e >> z6e _ so that
ql6e I =t ä M6eor q z N_e_ e (8)
Now under the assumption the pilot wlshes to reduce his pitch error to zero
over the time t*,
t_
0e = " f qcdt (9)
0
where _
0e is the pitch error predicted
qc is the commanded pitch rate (assumed constant over the time
interval of interest)
and
t* is the total time o£ application
Thus
Oe
m
qc " t_ (i0)
2
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From (8)
M6e6e " - 8
e/t * (Ii)
and so the pilot's command can be expressed as
6ec = _ 8e/(M6et,) (12)
Discussion of the determination of t* and other factors involved are given
by Pollard [5].
V. The Time History Generation
The models of the aircraft, stability augmentation system, environment,
and pilot model were integrated using a Cyber 74 digital computer. The state
time history produced was sampled at a rate of 8 per second and time average
statistics, plots, and maximum and minimum data points generated. A sample
of the one page statistical output is given fn Figure 4 for the 707 in power
approach.
VI. Comparison of the Digital Simulation with a Hybrid Man
in the Loop Simulation
Several landing approaches were made of each of two USAF pilots using a
hybrid simulation at the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in a 707 simu-
lator cockpit with simulated 707 aerodynamics. The results of the 707 study
are thoroughly presented in Gressang, et al [13].
Of interest were ten flights by each pilot under IFR conditions with low
turbulence present. The average standard deviations of each of the states
for each pilot are shown by the triangle and star on the bar graphs of
Figure 5. Additionally, ten approaches were made independently using the
' digital simulator and pilot model of this paper. These ten runs are shown
by the circles on Figure 5. The tic marks represent actual extremes in the
manned simulation. Agreement (verified by use of non-parametrlc statistical
testing) is good except for q, 6e and 6r. The value of 6r differs because
the human pilots we:e trained to make lateral corrections using only aileron
inputs while the digital pilot used both the rudder and aileron. The
longitudinal problem is discussed in [5].
VII. Other Aircraft Considered and Other Applications
The model was also used with A-7, F-5, F-4, YQM-98, _-33, and DC-8
aircraft with good consistent results matching various hybrid and analog
man-ln-the-loop simulations [5].
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Other applications considered for the program include aerodynamic data
package checkout, stability augmentation system preliminary design and
checkout, choosing and delimiting proposed manned simulation conditlons, and
the test of different aircraft under identical repeatable conditions.
VIII. Conclusions and Future Research Areas
All digital multi-axis, multi-input, multi-output piloted simulation can
be performed readily and relatively inexpensively using the program developed.
The need for expansion to include visual, aural, and kinematic effects is
clear and proposed for future consideration.
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DISCRETE TIME MODELIZATION OF HUMAN PILOT BEHAYIOR
byDanielCAVALLI andDominiqueSOULATGES
Office Nati_al d' Etudes et de Recherches Aerospotiole$ (ONERA)
92320 Ch_tillon (France)
SUMMARY
This modelization starts from the following hypotheses : pilot's behavior is a time discrete
process ; he can perform only one task at a time ; his operating mode depends on the considered
flight subphase.
Pilot's behavior was observed using an electro-oculometer and a simulator cockpit, in the case
where the vehicle model was a simplified Lunar Module.
A Fortran program has been elaborated using two strategies. The first one is a Markovian pro-
cess in which the successive instrument readings are governed by a matrix of conditional probabi-
lities. In the second one, strategy is an heuristic process and the concepts of mental load and
performance are described.
The results of the two aspects have be_n compared with simulation data.
INTRODUCTION
A modelization of the human pilot has been undertaken at ONERA. Its purpose is to improve
safety in flight. This ,_oal led J.C. Wanner [ 1] to this classification of troubles in flight :
- perturbation sensitivi:y troubles,
- handling troubles(whenever a correction man, aver _nduces an unexpected deviation on
another parameters),
- pilotability troubles (whenever pilot's workload prevent.: him to operate : overload or under-
load with vigilance loss).
Perturbation sensitivity and maneuverability levels can be evaluated at a very early stage
(i.e. : draft) of a new aircraft design. However its pilotability can only be estimated by use of a
flight simulator, which often means that it is quite too late for any change. This is why we hope
to be able to test pilotability as early as the draft phase of the design.
This aim implics two major requirements. On the one hand, the robot will have to cope with
any type of draft. Therefore it will have to be a learning program. On the other hand, as pilotabi-
lity assessment is the desired result, pilot workload has to be mathematically formalized.
Following J.C. Wanr,er, flight may be divided into a sequence of "phases', the aim of each
phase being a "long term" aim. Let us take for example the "climbing" phase : starting from 50 ft
above ground, the aircraft, which has just taken of, has to reach its cruising altitude, fr,llo*ing
a given ground path.
Each phase itself may be divided into a sequence of "subphases", the aim of each being a
"short term" aim. For example the ILS-descent phase may be divided into the following sequence
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of subphases : localizer beam enga-
gement, glide beam engagement, wa._rq
push over and final descent [fig. 1]. _//._
For each subphase, a nominal _/
flight path can be selected by the v. r_m ,,,,,_m;ararat" or r_ Ax'2*.'° ta_$ . I-I ."/t'
pilot, taking into account atmos- .t_,_ Jt,,,at_
phere, aircraft anti pilot status, at_tr_
/ts the objective of a subphase
is to enable correct execution of
the following subphase, (short term AC/ff/ff/ff "_mmw'' //.5 Ai_I_;_CH
safety concept), this objective is . _ _/_v'__lcJ [#v -- --expressed in terms of constraints ,OHA_
and relations upon a subset of
flight parameters : the nominal flight
path is given to the pilot by nominal
vah.es of these barameters which are l.andin_ ._t;r'lp t_ s_mmmO
called t,ere "princiFal parameters" of
the subphase. We have [1] nominal Fig. 1 - A mission for the humanpilot.
values of principal parameters for the
final descent subphase which is the example to test the Fortran program. Nominal values for
principal parameters and related admissible deviations are therefore selected by the pilot m the
beginning of the subphase.
VEHICLE MODEL
In order to work on simplified equations, the vehicle model selected for this study is not a
plane but a simplified Lunar Module so that the aerodynamics effects are absent.
The vehicle has an axial thrust, F being the thrust level and mg its weight.
F e 0c _t
I q._r. o
r, Cr.t_
t#
Fig. 2 - Simulatedvehicle, m_
Oxyz is an inertial reference frame, Oz positive do',nwards, ILS beam being in the xOz plane.
y and z represent lateral and vertical deviations from the ILS beam, Vo is the desired velocity.
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Gxty, z, is a vehicle frame where _ is the yaw angle, 0 the pitch angle, _ the roll angle, gl. 8m,
8n directly control, p, q, r velocities through controls efficiencies Cp, Cq, Cr.
p, q, r being roll, pitch and yaw velocities in Gx ! ylzx axis.
For the altitude control, an automatic pilot is used which makes it possible to directly select
_ from the throttle 8z, through the F thrust and taking into account a given time constant r.
HYPOTHESES AND EXPERIMENTATION APPARATUS
In this presented we did not use classical assumptions of the continuous pilot represented by
transfert functions, we adopted another approach of a discrete behavior.
Human pilot behavior
The analysis of human pilot behavior shows that the pilot collects trajectory and immediate
security data such as aircraft position, altitude, etc.. These data are accessible to the crew hy
various means :
- some of them can be read on the display,
- others are directly accessible to the pilot (for example : aircraft position with respect to
landin_ strip when possible).
All these informations are collected by different sensors : eyes, ears, arms, legs, etc.
Eyes are double sensors : the central vision collects few but precise data while the peripheric
vision collects numerous but not precise data.
From these elements an interpretation of human pilot behavior has been proposed by J.C.
gannet [ 1].
One datum collected by a sensor is used if and only if the brain asks for the information. This
means that collecting simultaneol.sly several informations is impossible, the brain asking only
one or another at one time. Collected data are transmitted to the brain which, either by direct
comparison with known situations or by computation using memorised programs, comes'up to a
decision.
This decision can be :
- to call for a new information,
- to act on one control,
- to wait.
The pilot's behavior is a time discrete process ; he can perform only one task at a time :
instrument reading, decision making or action on one control.
For this study we shall exclusively take into account the central vision, which means that
only one sensor will be used to collect informations from the display board.
Simulator cockpit
The requirement, for this study of knowing at any time which information is sought by the
pilot has imposed the realisation of a _mewhat peculiar display board. Some of the instruments
have been split into several parts in order to associate only one information to a line of sight.
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, (For example : for ILS, the two informations have t---"----__ _ _ • _"_been separated). The electro-oculometer (EOM), , , ,which detects the eye's position in his orbit,
enables us to know the line of sight on the condi- _...._ _
:ion chat the various instruments are sufficiently
far apart. As a consequence, the display board J]r : _ V
must be of relatively large size.
This display board includes seven dials rela- _f"_
• 'd to the final descent subphase, g
yaw indicator _, roll indicator _, pitch indica- Display_ =
altitude deviation indicator z, lateral deviation _---__._
indicator y ; "n..,,. _h_ t:_-
- a speed indicator V, an altimeter h. _eat.
The simulator cockpit includes also a seat
four controls : _1 : lateral control, _m : longitu- Fig. 3- Simulator cockpit.dinal control, 5n : rudder control, _z : trottle.
EOM equipment
Eye motion can be followed with an EOM equipment which includes seven electrodes an
box with battery and amplifiers. EOM measures voltages which are function of the relative posi-
tiL.n of the eyes with respect to the skull
EOM signals are plotted into two graphs : one corresponds to vertical eye displacement, the
other to horizontal displacement. In both cases the measured voltage is proportional to the sine
of eye rotation angles. Analysis of the two i:!ots provides the identification of the dial read at
any time.
EXPERIMENTATION
As a first experimental step, the simulated vehicle has been piloted by about ten (human)
subjects. For this experiment, they did not know the meaning of each indicator or control. The
only instruction they had was to set to zero deviations on the principal parameters indicated to
them.
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As soon as they were able to perform this, they _ere asked to explain by a graph how they
thought O vehicle was.
Each of them explained his operating insight in terms of differentiation relations betwee,,
parameters and between parameters and controls.
Then a second group of four subjects was selected. After a learning phase with tutor 30 ques-
tions were put to them [fig. 4]. The question was : "Hnw to set the speed indicator to the right
position Vo ?". The answer ir.terpretation is given in terms of differential relations. These relao
titus obviously agree well with linearized equations of motion [fig. 5].
- 0U£87"/_, • Nowk y
............. -11 1"
Oxlsi's_ answ°_6_e.tn£Jvr wlr_ _$1
Fig. 5. Opernting insight (_L
Fig. 4
The result of the questionary for four subiects was expressed in terms of ratio of answers
agreing with linearized equations to total number of possible answers. These ratios are high.
Therefore the robot will be able to use the linearized equations. Note that there is no coupling
between these four families of parameters.
Levels in operating mode
I.[VEg _J'lNcr tON AiM COST
Previous studies have led to sNosrrT(Jm _ay_. L¢_
the classification into three acti- ST_TESY ¢aO_ OF'r_'r_cs S_'ETY (OfClsiON)
vity levels in the pilot's behavior.
This classification is only a war- ncms _memiag _mc_ m_om_ n_aT_._0_0
king hypothesis which seem', close ofa_ _oas. _r_w (.tmmsav,oa)
to the observed reality.
|LIgMF.NTARY.REJ_ INDICATORS Iq_ICAL LCM_D
.klAI1ACTIONS
,ACT ONCOI_TROLS
Fig. 6 - Levels in operating mode.
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Data processing
_, tr_dro madmt_r
W/Df_dW:_ y • • v Y Y ,m
The first data processing _.onsisted Y i1_--7 .__ -__,..,
into a reduction into tactics of thue- recorded 0_=__'- ._ __:- -_'_'_'*"
• " i ',_oa m/ _o.
actions on controls and EOM s, gn.,.s. .... _ l, _ _l_ ,_idu_ _ )a ._.a..
For example, tacttcs on lz:eral dev,a- 7/ _ |il_,_ _ _I /_
,ion y, altitude deviation z, and speed 0 _ _ _,_,_---T_-
V can be seen on the figure 7. _f i ii_- _ ,_i_'-_'_l[_, ! /_f^s. oc °ds,op.too.. i.,io. ': , i _ .
time on indicators, _equences of fixa- "*'_! i 1 ]I iI J
tion reading, indicators frequency, "_:_i I, | _ _ 'I t
deviations on principal parameters _l_ "- 1 _ : i
and action laws on controls were men- .sin _! '_._A. IAA,
sured, o :v " v _ -- -
-$tm
' i
Fig. 7 Subdiv;sioninto tactics. _Wl t
" "_"_ A,_ _me0 _ | | .m-
MODELI3ATION
Program description
A robot program description is shown on
the figure 8 where we can see the three
levels of actions : strategy, tactics, elemen- [mnaaaA'mN_]
tary actions.
After initializations, the robot selects,
using a strategy logic, a tactics to
be executed, th,,t is a parameter correc-
tion algorithm or the reading of an indicao
lot.
a ..,equenc.: of elcme.tury actions, which
are executed : read an indication, wait,
act on control.
In fact, while the robot is waiting, it
can begin the execution of another tactics
before the end of this waiting period, no
The number o( memorized actions to he
ext'¢uted is considered as a memorization Fig. 8 - Program execution.
,# load indicator.
,/
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Time increment dT induces on the one hand a change in the robot's memorized situation
according to the linearized equations (operating insight), and on the other hand a change in para-
meter values according to exact equations of motion.
This progrr has been run using two different strategies. The first one is a Markovian ._trategy,
the second one a heuristic strategy. These two aspects will be described after the tactics pr,-
sentation.
Correction tactics modelization
!
Fig. 9 - Settingparameterx to desiredxD
(tucticson x).
.
A unique algorithm is used for all parameters. This is possible because each integration level
is apparent, there is no damping and no coupling between families of parameters in the operating
; insight.
Then, to set any parameter x to desired value XD, the sequence of elemen:ary actions is the
following :
- read x,
- compute Ax = xD - Xread,
compute i D(A x) (control law),
set (recursively by the same algorithm) x to xD,
- wait until x is near xD,
- set (recursively) _ to zero,
- read x to know whether the correct result is obt,.!qet_ or not.
Modeling of the Markovian strategy
For this strategy, reading of instruments depends upon two random processes as far as nume-
rical simulation is concerned. The sequence of looked up dials is regarded as a Markov chain and
the time interval between two successive readings is governed by a Poisson process.
Th¢: sequence of looked dials is governed by a ma,,-ix of conditional probability ro read on
instrument after another.. This matrix is called here switch matrix. After every instrument reading,
the value of a random variable determines, taking the switch matrix into account, which din! will
be read next. This process is called switch law.
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Reading of the dials has a variable rythm which obeys to a law of Poisson, Mean Time
Between Switches being noted MTBS. This time interval corresponds to the looking-time necessary
to the simulated pilot to acquire one datum.
As regards parameters y and z it is necessary to evaluate their derivatives is order to elabo-
rate an order. For this purpose, a second reading immediately follows the first, thus enabling a
finite difference derivative computation. The time interval between the two readings obeys to a
law of Poisson, Mean Time Between Reading being noted MTBR.
Let us come back to the switch process, which wt. _aid to ix- random. This i,', not al_ay.,, the
case, as whenever one or several parameters exceed or have already exceeded, at reading time t,
the respective preassigned levels, a deterministic process is used.
if only one parameter is in violation the switch matrix is temporarily modified so ,, to read
the corresponding dial next.
Tacbcssv,t_ _tr,x
If several parameters are simul- (.,_,.e,,,_,.d e._; t.,,_ .M _ x_< LL
taneously in the red, several dials .,-d,._ a_, _,.th,.) ,,..l_t ,_,_,,,_ j,. q_..,,,d
are in competition : the detected f _, _ _ta, ,,a_.
one corresponds to the one having [
the highest probab;.hty of reading y 0,_igtsI_ut io,,t !_']°'w T0,n 60WI_ pa,c.cto. gg :_Lg
in the initial switch matrix. IF ktt 0a;io, wlo,_loatlo., l_,
v., uP o,eso,_ U, .,_]o,. ._--. _,,_t.,.o x,_L,The following phenomenon can
be observed when using such a T opjlo,_t _ea oa_ _ 0 /_g .,_ _ ,,Fx_ _ t,N a,,
policy : the simulated pilot con- i_ t,_'_ tat o,_ 10,_ 0,n] o I_tY _' a_ _ _,i,¢
centrates upon one parameter. $ o,_ _ o,s_o,_]o,te _la, et L, t._ 1proi, _ f.,' _n,
letting others shift and diverge, t_ to_ e.,, to, 0,.llo._ _ql_; la_aa, aqThis behavior is confirmed by e',-
perience on human pilots whenever X ._ .t .t -_ .t ._ .t
a parameter goes off-bound, his I_a,_t_ _ ten _
attention usually goes to the car- Fig. l0 - Markovlan strategy.
resl?onding dial , as his peripheric
vision enables him to stmuitaneousty and approximately monttor all other axats ; whenever seve-
ral parameters simultaneously diverge, a human pilot takes first care of the one which he thinks
has a priority and meanwhile let others shift away•
The switch matrix has been experimentally elaborated using the simulator cockpit and the
EOM equipment, in the final descent subphase case.
rleuristical stragety
• hdlm_s _ Amwmt
The robot has no access to the e
real shape and real situation of the .__[ _ _ G(tl. H., _'l _ d,_r,*_ {_,
vehicle. Its operating insight is only {1 it._,_..di.l.ti--s i.,
in agreement with iinearized equa- ätions of motion. _a; _]ll - tw,tdqd m
-overlooking the display, _Z],_l_i'_\ _'_J'
- acting in order to keep the subphase • • (t). _ _"
principal parameters within their J tJ'tl /" _(K)
admissible range around the nomi- , Sa.r.IM la_h: _ d
nal vehicle flight path. d_ Iw_ Esm o.
Fig. 11 - Ileuristicol strategy : choice of o tactic.
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From admissible deviations the robot computes strained deviations on principal parameters.
It " SIt is then possible for the robot to compute an m. tantaneous seriousness index". This index is
the sum of two terms :
- the first one is the maximum ratio over principal parameters of estimated deviations to
strained deviations ;
- the second one gives an idea of misinterpretation of the actual situation using standard
deviation of a Brownian motion. Positive hx represents the importance of x indicator reading.
Misinterpretation grows with elapsed time since last reading time since last reading time of indi-
cator.
These hx and strained deviations have been experimentally computed during the experimental
phase.
Let So be the memorized situation within the oj_erating insight at time to. Th e robot can then
use linearized equations of motion to obtain predicted situation S1 at time tl = tO + Atl.
This prediction may be a conditional prediction. The robot is able to imagine that during the
time At ] it will execute tactics K setting to zero the deviation on parameter x.
Then, situation S'I is identical to S1, except for x which is now corrected and we have to
read the indicators used by K at time tl.
Now, we are going to see how the robot uses these r.otions of seriousness and prediction in
order to select the Wbest" tactics to be executed at anytime. Its choices are aimed at preserving
short-term safety.
The robot is able to unfold a _tree in which :
- root is an estimated status (of operating insight) at the present dine.
- other nodes are predicted situations,
- arrows are heuristically pre-selected tactics.
Instantaneous seriousness index can be computed at each node.
Considering a constaat predicted situation during time Atl elapsed from l's predecessor
, until I, the robot can compute short-term evaluation of any path from the root to any terminal node
by weighting with a function of elapsed time the inverse of instantaneous seriousness indices.
The path corresponding to the best evaluation can then be selected and tactics related to the
t_
_, first arrow can be executed.
t Short term evaluation is then used to compute a strain coefficient defining the work speed of
I the robot (Le. control laws, mean fixation time). This strain coefficient is constant upon the next
short-term evaluation (using the strategy).
1
• Co_d/klon, t prebal)ilil:y J .9/yen Z:P
J , p('al,)- ..g.O.Z_
t t'to
i """ _(')" ,t_ea,'(,tz) t*fe 4, _) Fig. 12- tteuristicol strogegy :/ x I decision load.
• 0) !
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Following Kalsbeek [21, a decision load measure can be taken as the informative cost of
selection. Let the root probability be equal to 1. For every other node, the conditional probability
for this node starting from its predecessof._ can be defined as :
p (Jl) = eU)
e(L)
L,_U(1)
we can then use the Questionary Theory [3] and define :
- the cost of a question,
- the cost of an l-root questionary,
- the cost of a questionary ;
the weighted sum of these costs upon the time gives a measure of decision load.
IDENTIFICATION
The numerical identification method is a weighted least mean square one, in which the mini-
mized residual is the one between responses of simulated and human pilots.
In order to simplify this problem, various parameters of the numerical model have first been
hand adjusted in order to obtain a rough coincidence between the two responses. An interactive
graphic display has been used for this purpose. Both responses were visually compared and para-
meters interactively adjusted.
As an example let us take lateral piloting responses of numerical and human pilots (fig. 13).
A good coincidence is obtained during the first 15 seconds corresponding to an important
effe :t on parameter y. Responses diverge after this interval of time but both of them are oscilla-
ting a,.>t,nd zero.
A numerical identification of responses has been carried out for the Markovian strategy program.
14).
Following results have been obtained (fig. _'_b
: ' " " .-Ir--./-.J
'_ 1'me(S) Fig. 14 - Responseidentification.
Fig. 13 - Identification of lateral response.
Mathematical model -. - Humanpilot
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Note the non-coincidence in time of human and simulated pilot actions on controls, rqeverthe-
les_, parameter responses dot,m_crgt, after some- time.
Deviations seem important, but this is due to the fact that human and .-,imulated pilots do not
perform the corrections in the same ordcr.
CONCLUSION
A numerical model of a human pilot behavior has been elaborated for the case of a simplified
Lunar Module. In a first approach the pilot's strategy is regarded as a Markovian process, taking
into account preassigned bounds on parameters, in a second approach the pilot'.'-, strategy has been
modelized by the evaluation using the graph of predicted situation,,.
This prozram has been developed using the following basic ideas :
"lhe pilot's behavior is a time-discrete process ; he can perform only one task at a time (ins-
trument reading, decision making, action on one control, etc.); his Olx'rating mode depends on the
considered flight subphase.
The program has fruitfully been checked against results of simulation using human pilots.
Contemplated follow-ons for this study include modeling of other flight subphases and other
vehicles. The final and ambitious objective is to develop a general program, non-specific to a
subphase nor to a vehicle.
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iHb_MAN INTERACTION WITH AN INTELLIGENT COMPUTER
IN MULTI-TASK SITUATIONS*
William B. Rouse
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois at Urban_-Champalgn
Urbane, Illinois 61_01
ABSTRACT
A general formulation of human decision making in multi-task situations
is presented. It includes a description of the state, event, and action
space in which the multi-task supervisor operates. A specific application
to a failure detection and correction situation is discussed and results of
a simulation experiment presented. Issues considered include statis vs.
dynamic allocation of responsibility and competitive vs. cooperative
intelligence.
INTRODUCTION
In many systems, the human decision maker (DM) has responsibility for
the simultaneous completion of several tasks. The DM's involvement in this
multi-task situation may range from direct performance of all tasks to super-
vision of humans and/or machines who actually perform the tasks. In many
cases, the DM's role falls somewhere between thes_ extremes.
Realistic examDles of multi-task situations include piloting an aircraft
where the human can be an integral part of the control loop, yet only a moni-
tor or supervisor of several other loops. Another example is the monitoring
of industrial processes where the DM sits in a control room watching indica-
tors of the states of the various processes being performed.
There are two classes of problems in such multi-task situations that are
especially interesting to researchers in man-machine systems. One class con-
cerns the workload placed on the DM. This workload increases with number f
task_, rate of performance, lack of similarity among tasks, and the DM's i_-
volvement with the individual tasks. If the level of the DM's direct invulve-
ment with individual tasks can be decreased then the number of tasks c_n be
*Partially supported by the United States Air Force Systems Command under
Contract F33615-73-C-1238.
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increased without an increase in workload.
As the DM becomes more of a supervisor, another interesting class of
problems becomes significant. At any given time, the DM must choose whether
to continue monitoring or supervising all tasks or, to divert his attention
to one particular task. Hls motivation for diverting his attention may be
that he feels some malfunction to have occurred or some desired state achieved.
The problem faced by the DM is that, when he diverts his attention to a par-
ticular task, he necessarily must ignore the remaining tasks and therefore may
miss some interesting events. The DM could be aided in this situation if
there were some method for performing his overall duties while his attention
was diverted. If an interesting event was detected, the DM could be notified
or, if the abilities of the method were sufficient, decisions might be made
without having to alert the DM.
Any system that can successfully make decisions that world normally be
made by the DM can be called an "intelligent" system. Any realization of
such a systei_would mo_t likely be in terms of computer hardware and software.
There are several interesting questions that arise when we consider human in-
teractlon wi=h an intelligent computer in multl-task situations.
One especially interesting question concerns how intelligent the com-
puter wculd hav_ to be to yield significant _eneflts in the multi-task situa-
tion. In fact, the computer can utilize r,ther poor decision making proce-
dures and still be of value. The reason is that if the computer were not
performing the tasks the DM is ignoring (because he has diverted his atten-
tion to a particular task), those tasks would not be performed at all. In a
later section of this paper, we will return to this point.
The other interesting questions center around how to interface the DM
with an intelligent computer. How should responsibilities be allocated? What
are the benefits and disadvantages of dynamic allocation? What are the ef-
fects of the DM's confidence in the computer and the feedback he receives
about the computer's decisions? How should conflicts between the DM's deci-
sions and the computer's decisions be resolved? Or, in other words, how can
"competitlvc intelligence" be avoided and "cooperative intelligence" be
promoted?
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the above issues in the context
of some specific examples. We will proceed by first considering related work
appearing in the literature. Next, a s_neral formulation of the multi-task
situation will be proposed. This is followed by an application of this formu-
lation to a failure detection and correction situation. Finally, we comment
on some of the general issues throughout the paper.
RELATED RESEARCH
Licklider has given us a general feeling for task allocation in man-
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computer systems [I] and his discussion of information retrieval systems of
the future illustrates specific applications of the ideas [2]. While Lick-
lider's work has not solved all the problems in designing man-computer systems,
his ideas appear to have motivated and affected ensuing research efforts.
Closely related tc the topic of this pap_,r is the supervisory control
ideas of Sheridan. His paper with Ferrell [3] considers many of the issues
arising when man and computer interact to perform a single, possibly remote,
task. While Sheridan's work on supervisory sampling [4] and allocation of
personal presence [5] is oriented toward single-task situations, the super-
visor paradigm almost necessarily implies multl-task situations once we suffi-
ciently understand slngle-task performance.
Of a more specific nature is Sender's information theory approach to
modeling human multiple-instrument monitoring [6] and Carbonell's qu_ueing
theory approach to the same problem [7]. Carbonell's priority queuelng model
relates to our later discussion. While these authors were dealing with multi-
task situations, neither considered the issues involved when a computer moni-
tors the instruments that the DM is not, at the moment, considering.
While there is a great deal of literature that has implications for the
design of man-computer systems [8], there is very little that considers inter-
actlnn with intelligent computers in the sense that we defined intelligence
earlier. Thomas and Pritsker [9] considered an Instrument-nulling task where
decision making responsibility was transferred between man and computer via a
"manual" light telling the DM to take over the task. Corcoran and his col-
leagues [10] looked at man-computer cooperation in the classification of
sonar signals. In this case the computer displayed its decision which the DM
then incorporated with his own decision to reach a final choice. One espe-
cially interesting result was that, when the computer was very good at this
classification task, the DM's portion of the performance degraded. This would
m_J_ear to have serious implications in an operational system when the com-
puter malfunctions.
Freedy's work [11,12] speaks directly to human interaction with intelli-
gent machines. While he has dealt with single-tasks, these tasks have been
multi-dlmenslonal and the issues he raises are similar to some of those dis-
cussed in this paper. As with Thomas and Pritsker, he transfers responsibil-
ity between the DM and the computer via a single light. His emphasis has
been on intelligent systems that "learn" by watching the DM and then can
successfully perform the task without the DM's assistance.
Rouse [13] considered the DM in data smoothing tasks and suggested that
the resulting model could be used to aid the computer in gaining an under-
standing of the task whereupon it could assume responsibility and, transfer
control back to the human if it lost confidence. The interesting possibility
here is that the computer could perform the task much better than DM because
the computer would attemvt to separate that portion of the DM's output that
is useful from that portion attributable to the DM's suboptimality. However,
this approach has not yet been reduced to practice.
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GENERAL FORMULATION
In this section, we will mathematically describe the multi-task situa-
tion. Such a formulaticn will hopefully allow us to compare the OM's perform-
ance to optimal performance and perhaps study any systematic variations. Also,
discussion of a possible mathematical formulation will ease the transition
from verbal generality to specific examples.
Consider the multi-task situation as involving N processes. Some of
these processes may involve control tasks for the DM while others may involve
mostly monitoring. Each process is characterized by a state vector
_¢i = (Xil' xi2' "''' XiMi ) (1)
and the entire state space is characterized by
x_= (xl, x_2, ..., _). (2)
While we usually think of state variables as quantifiable measures such as
velocity, heading angle, er=., in many circumstances it may be appropriate to
think of a state variable ds indicating the presence or absence of some pat-
tern or some social situation.
We will denote the VM's observation of the state space by Z_. The obser-
vation Z is differentiated from the state X to reflect posslble partlal and/or
noisy observations. Upon obtainin_ an observation Z, the DM must decide
whether he should continue to observe or should divert his attention to proc-
ess i. His motivation for diverting his attention to process i is based on
his perception of the possibility of some event of set
ei = (ell , el2, ...j eiLi) (3)
having occurred that requires an action of set
_i = (all' ai2' "''' aiKi)" (4)
His observation Z leads to estimates of the form
p(_IZ) = P(eil, el2, ..., eiLilZ) (5)
and he must trade off the cost of ignoring this information against the
cost of ignoring N-1 processes while he implements some action of set _.
The costs of not monitoring the N-I processes depends on what events
may occur over the interval of interest. Denoting t as the time until
eij
t',enext occurrence of event elj and --eitas the vector of event times
associated with process i, then fi(telZ) is the Joint probability distribu-
tion of event times for process i conditioned on the observation Z. Then,
!
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is the Joint distribution of event times for all processes. Based on (5),
note there is possibly a significant probability of having event times equal
So zero for events that have already occurred. Also note that this distribu-
tion as others to be mentioned may, in general, have time dependencies, but we
have ignored them in this discussion.
The interval of interest is probabilistic and related to the time requir-
ed to implement the desired action. Denoting t as the time required to
aij
perform aij and t as the vector of action times for process i, then gi(_al_)
-a i
is the Joint probability distribution of action times for process i condi-
rio' _d on the observation Z. And,
g%o' al'""'
is the Joint distribution of action clmes for all processes. In (7),
a 0
denotes the null action or continued monitoring.
Determination of the optiaual allocation of supervisor attention depends
on our choice of cost criterion. There are numerous possibilities and we will
not advocate any particular form. However, we will note several interesting
aspects.
One of these aspects is the planning horizon. Given a choice between
continued monitoring (action a O) for a period t 1 and diverting attention to a
particular process for a period t 2 where tl_<t2, and _ssuming that actions
once initiated cannot be preempted, a cost criterion that does not include
effects of current actions on future costs will result in the optimal choice
being continued monitoring. This results because actions are usually imple-
mented for the purpose of future benefits which might not be realized within
a short horizon.
Another interesting aspect is the cost associated with a false alarm in
the sense that diverting attention to a particular process and finding that
the chosen action was up.warranted results in no benefit yet still incurs costs
due to ignoring th Lher N-1 processes. In this case, a "regrets" type cost
_unctton might be appropriate where the cost of a false alarm is the benefit
that might have been gained if another action had been chosen.
If the DM can continue some form of monitoring even while he has diverted
his attention, he can possibly prematurely terminate one action to implement
another action with greater potential benefits. The possibility of such pre-
emptive strategies would seem to greatly affect any optimal allocation of DM
attention.
To illustrate the range of situations to which this problem formulation
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can he applied, conslder the college senior who is completing his undergradu-
atestudies and must select among several Job _ffers, graduate school opportu-
n_tles, and continued monitoring of the possibilities. His observation _ may
include salary, Job description, geographical locatloll, climate, etc. The
events of lntel_st to him could be enjoyable work, salary £ncrease_, promo-
tions, marriage, a home, etc. The possibility of these events occu:rlng is
characterized by his per, Jtlon of f(.IZ). The time necessary to act with re-
spect to any of the processes is charac_erlzed by g(.lZ). Except for the null
action of continued monitoring, action times are liabl_ to be of the order of
a year. Also, false alarms afford very high penalties. Thus, the above formu-
lation would p::edict a student choosing a 0 almost indefinitely. However, this
does not occur £_,deflnitely since each process may yield another event which
we have not notes. This event is the rescinding of the offer or opportunity.
Combining subjective estimates of X, f(.IZ), g(.IZ) and cost criterion
parameters such as planning horizon and-the co_t of false alarms, the foruvl-
latlon discussed here has interesting possibilities for descrlptlve modeling
of the human decision maker. However, the purpose of this paper is to discuss
human interaction with an intelligent computer in this multi-task situation.
A computer could aid the DM in several ways. It could observe inacces-
sible states or filter _ and yield X. It could make estimates of p{_l_), i =
I, 2, ..., N or calculate expected costs for alternative ictlons. However,
such tasks require considerable knowledge of the processel and probability dis-
tr£butions. Also, such aids would not be considered intelligent in the sense
that decisions normally allocated to the human were belng performed.
The DM's main difficulty in the multi-task situation is the lack of time
to perform all tasks adequately. The computer is much faster than the DM and
can perhaps use this advantage to help make decisions. We will use an example
to illustrars the benefits and difficulties of such an approach to aiding the
DM.
AN EXAMPLE - FAILURE DETECTION AND CORRECTION
The DM's task is to monitor N processes looking for failures. When he
detects a failure, he diverts his attention to the failed process and corrects
the failure unless he feels the cost of ignoring the remaining N-1 processes
exceeds the potential benefits of correcting the failed process. Failures ar-
rive randomly and independently. Thus,
f(.l_ ) = fl(te)f2(te) ... fN(te) (8)
where fi(te) is exponential with mean 9 i. Similarly, the time to correct a
failure is random and independently distributed yielding
g(.l_ ) = gl(ta)g2(ta) ... gN(ta) (9)
where gl(ta) is exponential with mean _i" Assume, for the moment, that
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failures unequivocally present themselves.
This task can be formulated as a queue!ng problem in a manner slmilar to
that of Carbonell [7]. If we further assume that DM can sample, at no cost,
the state of each queue at the end of each sexvlce epoch, then Cox and _mlth
[14] have shown the optimal strategy to be to correct the failure with highest
Ci/_ i where C£ is the cost per unit time of delaying correction of the fallure
and the criterion function is expected cost. More recently, Harrison [l_J has
considered situations where future costs are discounted. In ills case, the
opt_mal pollcy can depend on the e i, i = I, 2, ..., N as well as the holdlng
costs and aversBe action times.
A more realistic example is one where failures do not unequivocally
present thellselves. In queue_ng terms, this is a situation where one is no_
sure a customer is present. The author is not aware of any analytical solu-
tlons to this problem. Thus, we have resorted to simulation for studying
this situation.
The si_ulatlon situation was as follows. The DM was monltorlng N
discrete time series which were generated using
xi(k + 1) - _xi(k) + wi(k + 1), f = 1, 2, ..., N (10)
where _ < 1 and w is a zero-mean Gaussianwhite process. The processes were
completely independent of each other.
Failures arrived randomly with average interarrival time of e and were
uniformly distributed across processes. When a failure occurred, the input to
the failed process was zeroed. Thus, the manifestation of a failed process
was its state asymptotically approaching zero.
One time unit was required to observe the current states of all N proc-
esses and one time unit was required to correct a failure if the DM chose to
do so. _crroction was taken to mean shutting the process off for diagnosis
and repair. Thus, false alarms also resulted in a unit of downtime.
The objective of the task was to minimize average downtime per failure.
The DM was modeled as having a perfect knowledge of the system, ¢. He scanned
his displays in the order 1, 2, ..., N. Upon observing a failed process, he
detected the failure with probability p(e_lZ) = P for all i. He then correct-
ed the perceived failures in the order in-which they w_re detected. Upon cor*
retting these failures, he then returned to monitoring. If he detected no
failures, he continued monitoring.
The DM's unaided performance is summarized in Tables I and II. Unless
otherwise noted, all siuulation results are based on _ 1000 failures and 3
replications.
Note that performance degrades as N increases, e decrease_, and P
decreases. The N _ffect is due to the fact that small N, with e constant, re-
sults in queues of failures forming in processes. However, downtime does not
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Mean Time Probability of Detection, P
BOw. Fatluresj 0 1.0 0.9 0.7
1.58 4.161 4.463 5.043
(0.045) (0.052) (0.122)
2.54 3.466 3.613 4.022
(0.038) (0.019) (0.030)
5.52 3.156 3.300 3.636
(0.010) (0.019) (0.022)
( ) = standard deviation
Average Downtime Per Failure: Unaided Human (N ffi 10)
Table I
Number of Probability of Detection, P ..
Processes, N 1.0 0.9 0.7
2 2.568 2.610 2.791
(0.010) (0.026) (0.035)
5 3.751 3.799 4.099
(0.037) (0.088) (0.066)
10 4.161 4.463 5.043
(0.095) (0.052) (0.122)
i
( ) ffistandard deviation
Average Downtime Per Failure: Unaided Human (8 = I)
Table ZI
accumulate any more rapldly with more than one failure. Also, while correc-
tion time increases wlth multlple failures, detection time decreases because
the DM can detect multlple failures siw_ltaneously.
In designing a computer aid for DM in this s£tuatlon, we wanted to bal-
ance the computer's speed and/or parallel processing advantages over the human
wlth a commensurate decrease in ab£1ity. Thug, the detection criterion employ-
ed by the computer is rather crude. The computer observes xi(k ) and xi(k + I)
for all i. If successlve states of a process satisfy
Ixi(k + l) I - Ixi<k)l<0 (11a)
xl(k + l)xi(k) > 0 (llb)
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K times in a row, a failure is reported. Equations (II) utilize only the idea
that the states of a failed process asymptotically approach zero. The crite-
rion employs no knowledge of the system, _. To compensate for this disadvan-
tage, the computer was able to simultaneously detect and correct failures in
all processes.
The computer's unaided performance is summarized in Table III. Note that
the best value of K strlkA-s a balance between _Isses and false alarms. As B
increases, the computer has increasing difficulty with false alarms and must
increase K to avoid them. However, this results in large delays in detection
and thus performance degrades as B increases.
Now we want to consider the DM and computer performing this task together.
We are combining a fairly knowledgeable but slow human with a computer that is
a rather poor decision maker but is fast and/or a parallel processor. Note
also that B affects their respective performances in opposite ways.
We have considered four levels of man-computer interaction. They will
first be discussed in general and then we will note the performance achieved
with each type of interaction.
Case 1: No Cooperation
In this case, we simply allowed both decision makers to operate inde-
pendently. Neither received any feecback about what the other was doing. In
a sense, they competed to detect and correct failures.
Case 2: Computer Avoids Conflicts Without Feedback
Here the computer avoided becoming involved with the same process with
which the DM was currently involved. However, no feedback was provided to the
DM about what the computer was doing. Thus, they only competed over failures
that DM has not yet started to correct.
Case 3: Computer Avoids Conflicts With Feedback
In this case, the computer avoided current confllcts as in Case 2, but
also notified the DM of any actions taken that might affect the DM's choice
of actions in the future. Thus, there was no competition _n this case.
Case 4: Computer Preempts Human Decisions
Here the computer would preeutpt the human from making any decisions that
it felt confident to make. It then shifted the DM's attention to situations
for which it would not accept responsibility. It was assumed that the com-
puter knew the set of actions planned by the DM and could preempt any of this
set, leavln8 the remainder for the DM.
The performance resulting, with these levels of interaction is summarized
in Table IV. All results are for 5 repllcations with N = 10, _ = i, and
P = 1.0 unless otherwise noted. Multlple values of K are shown when the
average downtime per failure between them was not significantly different at
least at the 0.10 level. Other entries in the table are for the underlined
_ values of K.
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Mean Time BtT_, Detection Crlterlon_ K
Failures. B I 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8i
1.58 6.113 4.074 3.750 3.774 4.064 ...............
(0.044) (0.061) (0.127) (0.053) (0.074)
2.54 ..... 5.539 4.661 4.580 4.698 4.935 ..........
(0.145) (0.059) (0.038) (0.040) (0.056)
5.52 .......... 7.943 6.865 6.547 6.441 6.608 6.832
(0.050) (0.096) (0.104) (0.187) (0.0.59) (0.096)
( ) = standard deviation
Average Dovnt_.me Per Failure: Unaided Computer (N = I0)
Table III
Computer Human
W m
_ 0 _ _ 14
i n
1 5, 6 3.808 0.456 0.374 0.544 0.293
(0.038)
2 4, 5, 6- 3.744 0.297 0.359 0.703 0.164
(0.016)
3 4, 5 3.487 0.391 0.736 0.609 0.000
(0.O45)
4(F "- 1.0) 5, 6 3.345 0.483 0.517 0.517 0.000
(0.026)
4(P = 0.7) 4, _5 3.468 0.559 0.509 0.441 0.000
(0.0o9)
4(P = 0.4) 4 3.586 0.789 0.723 0.211 0.000
(0.076)
4(N = 5) 3, 4 2.716 0.753 0.354 0.247 0.000
, (0. 032)
( ) = standard deviation
Average Performance for Man-Computer System %,
Table IV _
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Case 1 resulted in performance slightly worse than could have been
achieved by the computer alone while Case 2 resulted in significantly improved
performance that was not significantly different than that possible with the
unaided computer. This improvement was mainly due to fewer false alarms on
the DM's part since the computer avoided conflicting with current DM actions.
However, this did not avoid having the current computer actions conflict with
future DM actions. This was avoided in Case 3 by giving feedback te the DM
concerning the computer's actions.
With Cases 2 and 3, th_ computer's avoiding conflict with the DM results
in the DM having to perform more of the corrections. This can be avoided by
having the computer preemp= any DM actions that it feels competent to perform.
We see that this results in improved performance as well as fewer corrections
on the part of the DM.
As the DM's probability of detection P decreases, decreasing the com-
puter's detection criterion results in improved performance. The computer
makes increasingly more corrections as P decreases.
As the number of processes N decreases, the computer's detection crite-
rion is also lowered. However, this is somewhat of an artifact due to main-
taining e constant whlch effectively decreases the mean time between failure
per process. Increasing the mean time between failure per process will dic-
tate an increased K. Decreasing N while maintaining the e per process should
also require an increased K since the DM now has more time to devote to each
process. However, we have not systematically studied any of these effects.
DISCUSS ION AN_D CONCLUS IONS
From these simulation results, we can see that the computer's speed can
significantly aid the DM even though the computer's decision making method was
crude. Not only was system performance improved but the workload of the human,
in ,ms of corrections per failure, was also decreased.
However, these benefits were not achieved with a static allocation of
responsibility. The detection criterion K had to be decreased as the DM's
detection probability decreased. Similarly an increased number of tasks
would seem to indicate a decrease in K implying that more load is placed on
the computer. Of course, to achieve this the computer would have to be able
to monitor the DM's performance and determine what he was doing (i.e., how
many tasks he was involved with).
We also found that the level of interaction in terms of feedback to man
and computer about each other's actions, is important. With no feedback,
competitive intelligence results and performance is inferior to that obtain-
able without the interaction. Increased feedback leads to cooperative
intelligence and improved performance.
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How might such feedback be provided? The simplest way to determine what
the DM is doing is to ask him. However, this presents several problems not
the least of which is the human having difflculty articulating what he is
doing. Also, such communication might become a significant portion of the
VM's workload. Some verbal input by the human might be deslrable and a
limited vocabulary natural language input seems feasible [163.
Another approach is to "watch" the DM and try to Infer what he is doing
and what he is planning to do. A posslbillty Is model matching and using
the parameters to predict perceptions [17]. Then, a kuLowledge of the struc-
ture of the task would be necessary to predict future actions. For example,
someone who perceives a dlfflculty in a particular process is likely to re-
quest information relevant to that process and likely to select actions in
the set associated wlth the process.
A third possibility is to use physiological measures such as the EEG to
pred£ct perceptions of events [18]. This would appear to offer tremendous
advantages with respect to the workload on the DM since he might not have to
overtly communicate with the computer.
Considering glving feedback to the DM about the computer's actions,
there are also several posslbilitles. Visual displays are the most common
forms of feedback, but there is a posslbillty of overloadlng the visual
channel and thus, visual displays may have to be limited to status lights
with low information transmission rates.
Auditory displays and more specifically natural language systems seem
attractive and feasible [163 if noise problems do not make the speech
inaudible.
Some of the above ideas are cu'rently being investigated in terms of
computer-aided decision-making for flight operations [19]. In this situation,
artificial intelligence programs detect and correct failures in the aircraft
fuel supply/engine subsystems. The pilot simultaneously attempts to control
the pi:ch and bank of the aircraft and monitor the aircraft subsystems. In-
formal experiments with this system showed that competitive Intelligence was,
potentially, a serious problem. Some feedback on computer actions was pro-
vided vi3 a series of status lights, but more feedback seemed necessary. One
current effort [173 i8 looking at real time model matching as an approach to
telling the computer what the pilot is doing.
From the results discussed here, it appears that a dynamic allocation
of responsibility between man and computer has potential benefits. However,
this benefit will not be realized if appropriate feedb&ck cannot be provided
to the man and computer without overloading the human with additional infor-
mation. On the other hand, an inappropriately designed interface may be
worse than having no computer aid at all.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models of the human operator have been concerned primarily
with his input/output characteristics and his adaptive behavior to suddenchanges in the
controlled element dynamics. Newer models have examined the ability of the human to
detect failures when acting as a monitor (Reference 1). However, models for simul-
taneous monitoring and control (e.g., an aircraft pilot flying a spilt-axis approach)
are almost non-exlstent. Such mudels are necessaryfor performing pilot task alloca-
tions and for coordinated design of display and control subsystems.
Flight test results of simulated instrument helicopter approaches conducted by
the Langley ResearchCenter (References 2-4) have shown the following:
• Constant speed approaches can be made quite comfortably by the pilots;
• Pilots cannot hover on situation displays alone;
• Pilots can hover with a flight director display, but feel uncomfortable
because they do not have enough 'time' to monitor the situation displays.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The proposed model is based on the above facts and similar results reported
elsewhere. It is a lexogrophic model utilizing the optimal control representation of
the human operator in the following way: The human gives first priority to the control
tasks and tries to control the system to a desirable level of pertormance. Monitoring
is then performed with any remaining attention. Thus, for a given fraction of attention
dedicated to the control task, fc' the pilo_ will adopt a control strategy to minimize
the quadratic performance metric:
_. *Research sponsoredby the NASA Langley Research Center, Contract NAS 1-13653
to Aerospace Systems, Inc., Burlington, Massachusetts.
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where _i is the rms value of the i th performance variable X i (s_te element, control
input, etc.), and ×imax is the maximum desirable value of Xi. The attention is
allocated among the available displays to further minimize the performance metric,
i.e.
(2)
min(J c) wrt fcl
where
t
f = fraction of attention on the ith display element usedfor oontrol.
C
i
Repeating thls processfor several values of control task workload f allows one to
construct a system performance _. w_kl_d curve, m illustra_ for two systems in
Figure 1.
SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE Increming Automation
/
SYSTEM 2
SYSTEM 1
-[ " fM, AVAIL --_i
I
: ! --- fc, REQ .... fM,AVAIL ....
_L r_f
fTOT
_! Figure 1. System Performance vs. Workload for Two Levels of Automation. :_
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A commonperformancelevel ("A" in Figure1) is chosento compareall systems.
Thefraction of attention available for monitoring (fM, AVAIL) is the difference between
the fraction of attention required to control to this performancelevel (f, REQ), and
the total fractionallowed for the task (fTOT).
MON ITORING MODEL CONC EPTS
Thepreviousdiscussionhasspecifiedthe metrics for _onirol taskworkload _nd
performance(f and Jc) and for monitaringworkloa:l (fM). Severalcandida,_esfor a
monitoringperformancemetric andattention allocation criterion have beenconsidered:
• EqualAttention
fMi = fM/ny (3)
whereny is the numberof displaysused for monitoring. Thisis equivalent
to residual monitoring.
• Peak ExcursionMonitoring
fM. a_ PROB[ l yil > ka i] (4)
I
where Yl is thedisplayedquantity, and ka i is the displayedsignal level
which capturesthe pilot's attention.
• Generalized Quadratic Index
m
JM 1 _ (_, )2
= "_ i _e i/ay i (5)i=1
• • • 2 • •
where the Yi are weighting coefficients, ay. is thedisplayed signal
2 is the error variance in thleKalmanestimateof Yi'variance, and_ei
Dependingon the choiceof Yi' the attention allocation strategy
mln(JM) wrt fM. (6)
I
is optimal for
, 146
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• InstrumentFailbre Detection
• Relative EstimationErrors
• PerformanceAssessment
Consequently,the monitoringperformanceindexof Eq. (5) waschmen because
of its generality, as well as its duality with the control task index of Eq. (1).
MATHEMATICALSUMMARY
A brief summaryof the mathematicalaspectsof the m_el is presentedbelow.
A full developmentwill be contained in a late" report io showin detail the duality
betweenmonitoringand control. For the control task, thedyr_micsof the system
state x are expressedby the well knownequation:
= + Ew (7)i_ Ax-_- Buc
with observations
y = Cx. (8)
Theoptimal control cmt can be separatedinto twoparts, one of which dependson the
fractions c,fattention, ft.:I
= jo¢ + tr [L e r L']Jc (9)e
where
Le = dlag (q//2)- LeA_ (10)
L is the re' _ackcontrol gain matrix, _. is thepilot's perceptualtime delay ('0.2 see),
arsd_: (the covarlanceof the KalmanFilter) obeysthe Ri©ottlequation
0 = Z:A' + AZ: + EWE' -Z;C'V-1Cz: (il)
The observationnoisecovariance is related to the contrel fractionsof attention by
Vi - _i cT2/f. NI (12)I
where i_i Ju0.01 and N I is the randominput describingfunction for indifference thrm-
holds. The dependenceof al2 on f iscomplicatedby the Ricatti equotlon constraint,
arid in general
, a i = g(fcl' fc2 "" ") (13)
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The monitoring performance index is almost identical in form to Eq. (9) for the
cc,i l:rol performance index, i.e.,
= JM° + tr [C ez Ce'] (14)JM
where
Yi
Ce = dlag (-_') CeA_" (15)
Yl
and the covariance of estimation errors _ obeys the same Ricatti equation (11). How-
ever, the observation noise variance now includes the monitoring attention:
V i = IO;a2/(fc. + fm.) N i (16)
I I
but a i and fc_.are assumedconstant when minimizing JM with respect to fro."
The iterative minimization of Jc and JM are greatly facilitated by the following
closed-form expressions:
_Jc Vi e_'la ' Le • A°' da G _ '17)_ --- dlag EG' Leffc. c. 0
I I
0 A AJM V. eA a • Aa G_ (18)= ' dlag EG' CeC e
 fMI 0
where
A
G -: _C'V "1 = Kalman filter gain; A = A- GC
A basic gradient optimization technique is used, but the gradients are projected onto
the constraint hyperplanes:
_:/c. = fc (19)i
Z_FM. = fM (2g) _
I
k
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SAMPLERESULTS
Theattention allocation schemehasbeenapplied to the longitudinal control of
a CH-46C helicopter in hover. Table 1 compares;he predict,-,clperformancewith and
without a flight director. Theresultsare very muchin accordwith the actual flight
tests:When the flight directorsare i_,:luded, hoveringperformanceis vastly improved
andalmostthe entire attention capacity is devotedto the pitch andpower1:light
director indicators.
Table 1. HelicopterHoverTask, I.ongitudlnal Axis, PitchCommandControl System,
f =0.3C
f /f
Yi c i c
INSrRUMENT
w/o FD FD w/o FD FD
MAP 25._ ft 16.6 ft .35 .03
ALTIMETER 4.7 ft 4.7 ft .17 .1
PITCH I .O ° .7 ° .03 .03
IVSI 1.4 fps 1.2 fps .45 .13
"D - .13 in - .30
x
- .14 in - .40
FD h
6 .13 in .10 in
e
6 .25 in .22 in
c
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CONCLUSIONS
Performancemeasuresandworkloadmetricshavebeendefinedfor both control
andmonitoringtasksconductedsimultaneously. Systematicprocedureshave beende-
velopedfor allocating attention amongthe available displays; thisavoidsthepreviously
arbitrary choiceof f.. Work iscontinuing to furthervalidate the model, to determi,eI
informationrequirementsfor different disp!a/and contral systems,andto allocate pilot
control andmonitoringtasksbetweenmanual and automaticsystemsfora helicopter.
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DETECTION OF SYSTEM FAILURES IN MULTI-AXES TASKS
by Arye R. Ephrath
Nan-Vehicle Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
SUI_C_Y
The investigation has examined the effects of the pilot's participation
mode in the control task on his workload level and failure-detection perfor-
mance during a low-visibility landing approach. We found that the participa-
tion mode had a strong effect on the pilot's workload, the induced ,_orkload
i
being lowest when the pilot acted as a monitoring element during a coupled
approach and highest when the pilot was an active element in the control loop.
The effects of workload and participation mode on failure detection were
separated. The participation mode was shown to have a dominant effect on the
failure detection performance, with a failure in a monitored (coupled) axis
being detected significantly faster than a comparable failure in a manually-
controlled axis.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, a great deal of thought has been given to Category II1
landings and their implications. One _tea of intensive investigation centers
around the role of the crew during the approach, and current thought is pola-
rized around two extremes:
a. The crew is in the control loop and flies the aircraft in accordance
with instrument-generated steering signals.
b. Steering signals are coupled directly into the autopllot, with the
crew monitorin 8 the system
I$1
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It is axiomatic that a pilot should be capable of detecting and identifying
failures in the automatic landing system accurately, reliably and with minimal
time delay. To this end, extlnsive studies have been conducted in which the
pilot was treated as a controlling element in a one-dimensional task; his
decision processes (Schrenk, 1969) and his adaptive behavior following a sud-
den change in the controlled plant dynamics were investigated (Young e_ aZ,
1964; Phatak and Bekey, 1969). Other studies investigated the failure-detec-
tion performance treating the operator as a pure monitor (Gai and Curry, 1975).
In reality, however, the pilot is faced with multi-axes, not single-axls,
tasks; although models for interference among multiple control tasks have been
derived (Levison, 1970), the interrelatlonships among simultaneous control and
monitoring tasks are not yet well understood (L=vison, 1971).
Young e# aZ (op. cir.) found that in slngle-axis tracking tasks the human
operator's performance as a failure detector was better when he was in the
control loop; simulated Category III landing studies, on the other hand, have
shown that the pilot's failure detection performance deteriorated when he was
faced with manual control task, compared to _he monitoring mode (Vreuls et a_
1968). When faced with spilt-axis tasks, pilots' monitoring and decision
making werelmpalred (Monroe e# a_, 1968) and they sometimes completely over-
looked the occurrence of a failure, presumably because of the increased work-
load associated with split-axis tasks (Gainer e# aZ, 1967).
It has been recognized that when the the role of the human changes from
monitoring to that of an active controller corresponding changes take place in
his workload level (Ekstrom, 1962; Wewerinke). However, in pilot-performance
studies to date these effects were completely confounded. It is the primary
purpose of this investigation to separate these effects and to document pilot
performance during a Category III landing as a function of the particular
control mode at different workload levels. We wished to isolate and identify
the effects on performance due to the variations in the control mode alone -
and hence, variations in the operator's mode of behavior - apart from the
effects on pezformance due to the variations in the workload level.
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METHOD
As stated, the purpose of this research was the study of the pilot's short-
term decisions regarding performance assessment and failure monitoring. We
wished to investigate the relationship between the pilot's ability to detect
failures, his degree of participation in the control task and his over-all
workload level. Also, we wished ou_ findings to be applicable to the general
population of pilots who fly low-vlsibility approaches in commercial jet trans-
port aircraft. To this end, this research consisted of an experimental
investigation which was carried out in a static ground simulator and which
utilized fifteen airline pilots as subjects.
The simulation capability included the ADAGE AGT/30 digital graphics com-
puter and a flxed-base cockpit simulator. A mathematical model has been
developed of a large transport aircraft in the landing approach flight enve-
lope; the actual flight data of a DC-8 were used in the equations of motion,
and the various parameters were later refined following a series of flight
tests by a sen_or airline captain with considerable Boeing 707/123 experience.
Non-linear phenomena such as ground-effect and stalls have also been included.
An integrated-cue flight director system has been designed for this simu-
lator, providing the capability to land the simulated aircraft manually in
zero-zero conditions in a relatively satisfactory manner. Also, a two-axis
autopilot has been incorporated into the simulation which was capable of
intercepting and _racking the Instrument Landing System (ILS), in either axis
or in both axes, to touchdown. We also had the capability to add wind dist-
urbances to the simulation to induce different workload levels. The wind gusts
were modelled as filtered white noise with a cutoff frequency of _/6 rad/sec.
The mathematical model was programmed into the AGT/30 computer which was
linked via multiplexer channe?s and sense lines to the cockpit simulator. The
cockpit was a mock-up of the captain's crew station in a Boeing transport
aircraft (Fig. i). The windows were frosted to eliminate external visual ref-
153
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The controls included an operational, sprlng-centered control column with a
control wheel and rudder pedals, as well as four throttles, flaps, speed-braKe
and landing-gear levers and flight-director and autopilot controls.
Apart from engine instruments and marker-beacon lights the simulator was
equipped with three CRT screens, mounted one each on the main instrument panel
at the captain's and the first officer's stations and one in place of tbe
weather radar screen. The screens were driven simultaneously by the ADAGE
computer and presented the six standard flight instruments (Fig. 2): Airspeed,
attitude-flight director indicator, altimeter, instantaneous vertical speed
indicator, horizontal situation (HSI) and radlo-magnetic (RMI) indicators, as
well as a DME digital readout and glideslope deviation and course deviation
needles. The CRT screens were driven by the computer at a rate of 24 frames
per second which was sufficient to produce fllcker-free images. The informa-
tion was updated at a rate of 5/second.
To aeasure the pilot's workload, a "warning l_ght"-type subsidiary task was
selected for the research. It consisted of two small red lights mounted above
each other outside the subject's peripheral vision field, and a rocker thumb
switch mounted on the left horn of the control yoke.
The lights provi@ed the stimuli. During the run the upper or lower light,
with equal probability, was lit at a random tlme for a maximum of two seconds.
A correct response by the subject consisted of turning the light off by a
proper motion of the rocker thumb switch. The program recorded the number of
times that the subject responded correctly to the warning light ("hits") and
his response time (latency) for each response. Incorrect responses by the
pilot, that is, not responding to an illuminated light or activating the
switch the wrong way, were also counted and labeled as "misses".
A workload index was computed from these data as follows:
a. As each stimulas was presented for a maximum of 2 seconds, the total
response-time ratio RTR for both "hits" and "misses" was computed by
cumulative latency (_ Ti)
RTR = I (1)
Total number of stimuli x _ sec
I$$
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b. A miss-rate MR was computed by
Number of stimuli missed
MR =: (2)Total number of stimuli
c. A workload index WLX was then extracted using the best least-squares
fit weighing coefficients
0.78 RTR + 0.626 MR
WLX = 0.78 + 0.626 x I00 percent (3)
This mp=_ure of workload has been shown (Spyker ct aZ, 1971) to be correlated
with physiological predictors of workload with a correlation coefficient
D = 0.646, significant at the P < 0.005 level.
d. Finally, we wished to eliminate differences between subjects which may
have been caused by different subjects assigning different relative
priorities to the primary tracking task and the subsidiary task. To
this end the workload index of each subject was normalized, that is, a
workload index of zero was assigned to the gpproach which resulted in
the lowest workload measure for each subject and a workload index of
: I00 was assigned to the approach with the highest workload measure for
the subject. The normalized workload index on approach i of subject j
was then computed by
WLX.. - min {WLX..}
Normalized WLX. ij i ij• = x I00 percent (4)
13 max {WLXij} _ min {WLX. }i lj
Experimental Design
The experi_,ental variables to be investigated in this study were the pilot's
participation level in the piloting task, the workload induced by the control
dynamics and by external disturbances, and the pilot's failure detecrion
performance.
The experiment involved four levels of control participation:
158
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a. "Passive mot_itoring", vtth autopilot coupling in all axes, including
autothrottle.
b. "Yaw manual", with autopilot coupling in the pitch axis and auto-
throttle coupled.
c. "Pitch manual", with autopllot coupling in the yaw axis only.
d. "Fully manual".
There were three levels of wind disturbance:
a. No wind.
b. A 45° tailwind of 5 knots, gusting to 15 knots.
c. A 450 tailwind of 10 knots, gusting to 30 knots.
Three failure conditions were used:
a. No failure.
b. Failure in the yaw axis. In this condition the autopilot, if coupled,
or the flight director would steer the airplane away from the locallzer
course to intercept and track a course parallel to the nominal path but
translated by a distance corresponding to one dot deviation (1.25°) at
the point of failure occurrence. This resulted in a one-dot angular
error about I00 seconds after the initiation of the failure. This type
of failure was chosen, rather than a runaway failure, as it was quite
subtle and therefore it provided a good measure of the limits of the
pilot's failure detection capability.
c. Failure in the pitch axis, which resulted in a one-dot deviation (0.35°
of angular error) approximately 30 seconds after the occurrence of the
fdilure.
Failu, e_ were presented only between the altitudes of 1800 and 800 feet; each :i
approach was terminated either at touchdown or when a positive rate of climb
i_ has been established following the initiation of a go-around by the subject.
the selection of the failure altitude was randomized, as was the selection of
the direction of the failure (left-right in a lateral failure mode, up-down in
a pitch failure mode). Workload levels and failure detection performance were
investigated in separate experiments, to avold possible contamination of
failure detection data by the presence of a concomitant subsidiary task; the
d
"no failure" condition was incorporated in the design so that the subjects
I$9
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would not anticipate a failure on each and every approach.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It seems clear from Figures 4 and 5 that the side-task scores were sensi-
tive to variations both in the disturbance level and the pa_ticipatlon mode.
Indeed, analysis of variance under the hypothesis that the effects of the
disturbance and of the participation were additive revealed that the varia-
tions in workload scores as a function of participation mode were significant
at the P << 0.01 level and as a function of the severity of the disturbance
- at the P < 0.05 level.
There was, however, no significant difference between workloads at the two
low disturbance levels, namely, calm air and ._ ouartering wind of five knots,
gusting to fifteen knots. It was assmned, and it was verified by pilots'
comments, that the components of the wind parallel m_d normal to the final
approach path, 3.5 knots gusting to I0.6 knots, were not strong enough to
induce workload significantly higher than that induced by piloting the si_-
ulated aircraft in calm air. Conso.quently, these two disturbance levels were
combined in the analysis and the data were treated _,s if there were _niy two
distinct disturbance levels, "Io_," and "high".
An additive model was used in the regression of workload scores on the
disturbance levels and participation modes, to yield
WLX(P,D) = WI(P) + W2(D) (5)
where WLX is the normalized workload score
r _s the participation mode
V is the disturbance level
18.7 for the fully-automatlc mode
36.6 for spllt-axls, yaw manual mode
Wl(P) = 61.0 for spllt-axls, pitch manual mode
72.9 for the fully manual mode
0 for the "low" disturbance level
and W2(D) = 9.82 for the "high" disturbance level
160
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These values yielded workload-participation _ode correlation significant at
P < 0.001 and workload-disturbance correlation significant at P < 0.05.
Detection performance was analyzed in terms of detection time and accuracy.
Detection time was defined as the elapsed time between the occurrence of a
failure and the verbal report by the subject that the failure has been detec-
ted and identified. Accuracy was measured by the fraction of failures that
were missed altogether. We differentiated between approaches in which a faiiL_e
went unreported but which resulted in a successful touchdown and approaches in
which a failure was missed and which did -o' terminate in a successful landing
because of gross error ih the failed axl The tatter are shown in Tables Im
and 2; the numbers in parentheser -_pre_ent the fraction of all missed
fai2. e_, whether or not tL._yresL'teo in a successful landing.
In all, 90 approaches were flown in which a longitudinal failure occurred;
of t.ese, 8 went unreported, 6 of which did not terminate _n a succ^_sful
landing. Of the 90 lateral failures presented, 9 were missed; of these, 6 did
not terminate in a succe ful landing.
A very intere¢_,,g patter _s obvious from Tables 1 and 2 and frqm Figures
6 and 7: All fallur_ "_ &_ _utomatically-controlled axis we,_ de_ected in
consistently sh_ L _ ,., between 9 and 17 percent of the failures which
occurred in a manually-controlled axis were not detected at all, and the ones
that were required considerably longer detection times. The difference between
t_'_mean detection times in an automatic and manual mode was highly si3nificant
at the P < 0.01 evei.
We hypothesized that this difference in detection performance was due, in
part, to the increased involvement of the pilot in tb_ control task in the
manual mode and, in part, to the increased workload levels associated with
manual control; we set out to separate the individual effects of these factors
on the failure detection performance.
In Figures 6 and 7 the mean detection times of pitch and yaw failures,
re&pectively, are plotted as functions of the corresponding mean workload
m
leve'._for the four part_clpation modes. The _ollowing relationships are
evident:
1 r_;ectlon times in a manually-controlled axis are longer than detection
162
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TABLE ]
Fraction of Missed Longitudinal Failures
in Percent
disturbance Level
Participation Overall
Mode 1 2 3
Monitor 3. 0. 0. 0.
Control Yaw 0. 0. 0. 0.
Control Pitch 12.5 0. 12.5 8.7
(12.5) (14.3) (12.5) (13.0)
Manual Control 0. 14.3 37.5 17.4
(12.5) (14.3) (37.5) (21.7)
Overall 3.3 3.3 13.3 6.1
(6.7) (6.7) (13.3) (8.9)
m --
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TABLE2
Fraction of Missed Lateral Failures
in Percent
|
Disturbance Level
Participation Overall
Mode 1 2 3
i
Monitor 0. 0. 0. 0.
Control Yaw 25.0 14.3 12.5 17.4
(37.5) (14.3) (37.5) (30.4)
Contr_l Pitch 0. 0. 0. 0.
Manual Control 14.3 0. 14.3 9.1
(14.3) (14.3) (9.1)
Overall 10.0 3.3 6.7 6.7
(13.3) (3.3) (13.3) (I0.0)
164
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times in an automatically-controlled axis.
2. Detection times for lateral failures are significantly longer than
detection times for longitudinal failures at comparable workload levels
3. Detection times increase Ln direct relationship to workload (0 = 0.322
for n=163 pairs).
We assumed that the failure detection mechanism of the human operator acts
similarly in both lateral and longitudinal axes; any difference in perforuance
between these axes is due to differences in the plant dynamics and in display
variables only, not to differences in processes internal to the operator. This
assumption of equivalence between the lateral and longitudinal axes has been
made, either explicitly or Implicitly, by many investigators. It is based on
the theory that the human behaves optimally with respect to his task (of.
Smallwood, ]967) in all axes, and that the operator adjusts his describing
function to match the task (Young, 1969).
Longitudinal and lateral failure detection data were thus pooled; detection
times were regressed on the type of failure (longitudinal or lateral) and on
the control mode in the failed axis, with the workload index as a covarlate,
based on the follo_rlns additive model:
Tdetectio n = TO + a(contol mode) + 8(failed axis) + _(workload) (6)
A solution was obtained for the regression coefficients a, 8 and y:
Tdetectio n •20.9 + 16.5 M + 15.4 A + O.IONLX (7)
where I if the failed axis is controlled manually
M=
0 otherwise
1 if the failure occurs in the lateral axis
A=
0 if the failure occurs in the longitudinal axis
WLX = the normalized workload index
and Tdetectio n is measured in seconds.
The relationship is plotted in Figures 8 and 9 for longitudinal and lateral
166
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failures, respectively. Mean detection times at the corresponding mean work-
load levels are also shown for comparison. The model correlates well with the
data, with On=f63 = 0.531, significant at the P << 0.001 level.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our goal in this research was to identify the participation mode and work-
load level which optimize the pilot's failure detection performance; this
subject is treated in considerably more detail elsewhere (Ephrath, 1975).
Our results indicate quite clearly that a coupled, fully-automatic landing
with the lowest possible workload is called for in Category III operations,
with the crew monitoring the progress of the approach vla cockpit displays:
Failure-detection performance in all other control modes was unacceptable for
commercial operations. Performance monitors and fault annunciators may
alleviate the proble= somewhat but they are inadequate at altitudes below I00
feet (Vreuls et a_, 1968); also, they are not infallible, and additional
warning lights and buzzers in the cockpit provide more opport_nitles for
malfunctions and for crew confusion.
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ERIVER DECISION-MAKING RESEARCH IN A IABC_ATGRY SIMULATI(X_
By R. Wade Allen, Stephen H. Schwartz, and Henry R. Jex
Systems Technology, Inc.
Hawthorne, California
St_MARY
This paper reviews a simulation approach to the study of driver risk-taking
behavior in a decision-making context. The objective is to differentiate
between perceptual, psychomotor, and decision-making components of driving
behavior. Tasks are set up in a decision-making context, with rewards and
penalties applied as performance incentives. Expected value theory is used
both to set up task conditions and as a means for data analysis and interpre-
tation.
Simulation tasks were selected that would fit into a decision context and
could be efficiently implemented. Signal light, obstacle avoidance, and curve
negotiation tasks were chosen as representir_ a cross section of driving situa-
tions that would lead to an interesting, motivating driving scenario and cover
a range of decision-making situations. The tasks were programmed to occur
randomly and repeatedly in a simulated continuous drive.
Both performance and risk-taking beha_ior were measured for each of the
tasks. Risk-taking behavior was consistent with an expected _ue decision-
making mod_l interpretation, and both performance and behavior show sensitivity
to alcohol intoxication.
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RECOGNITION OF SFIMI'LUS DISPLAYS - _N ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
By Victor F. Johnston
New Mexico State University
SUMMARY
This s':udyreveals that late compone_Lts of evoked waveformsrecorded from
the frontal areas of the brain are correlated with an observer's interpreta-
tion of a stimulus display. The possible use of such signals as control
inputs is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The human brain is capable cf a rapid but not instantaneous analysis of
a stimulus display; that is_ a finite period of time is required for the pro-
cesses of identification and recognition. These processes impose temporal
limitations on the rate of information flow across the machine-to-man inter-
face and are vulnerable to disruptio_ by a large number of environmental
factors such as toxicants, stress and drugs. A knowledge of the bdslc physi-
ological =_chanism involved in the detection and recognition of a stimulus
display offers a theoretical basis for a model of human performance capable of
(_) predicting the interactive affects of a number of these environmental
variables and (b) identifying possible phy_iologlcal signals which may serve
as reliable control inputs to machines.
Several experiments have suggested that the wave shape of stimu:as-locked
poeentials may reflect a change in an observer's interpretation of a stimulus
display. For example, John et al. demonstrated consx, tent differences in the
late components of visual evoked potentials (VEP's) inguced by two very simi-
lar stimuli, a square and a rotated square (diamond), irrespective of the
stimulus size. However, the
_7 interpretation of such experimentsis difficult because the experi-
mental procedure involves a change
in the physical stimulus as well
I B I- attributes of a stimulus changethe waveform of VEP's (references
2-7) so, in order to avoid con-
founding the meaning change withthe physical stimu]us change, itis necessary to keep the latter
constant.
Fig. I, Stimuli used in exp( imental It is po ible to alter the
procedures. Central stimulus is ambiguc:,s, meaning of a constant stimulus by
|73
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adding a new association using a conditioning procedure, for example, pairing
a visual stimulus with an auditory click (reference 8). However, any change
in the VEP as a result of this may reflect enhanced arousal or attention
rather than the meaning change per se. Modification of VEI"s by such vari-
abl_s as expectancy, affect, uncertainty, or attentional state have been
demonstrated in many situations (references 9-14). The conditioning proae-
dure not only brings about a change in meaning but may also have a quantita-
tive effect on one or more of these state variables. The difficulties
inherent in equating both the physical stimulus and state variables may be
circumvented by the use o= a symbolic stimulus that has two or more distinct
meanings depending on the context in w_,!_h it is presented.
APPARATUS
The central symbol in Fig. I can be interpreted as "B" or "13," depend-
ing on its context. The stimuius-]ocked evoked potential for this symbol was
recorded when it was embedded in the temporal context of other numbers cr
other letters.
The subjects were seven student volunteers with normal visual acuity.
They wer_ seated in an electrically shielded, sound-deadened enclosure look-
ing directly at a translucent Plexiglas screen. A Fodak Carousel projector,
fitted with a strobe l_ght, back-projected stimuli onto the Plexiglas screen
from an adjacent room. All sti_ull subtended a 2° visual angle and were pre-
sented as white figures on a black background. The nonambiguous letter stim-
uli were equated in surface area with the nonambiguous number stimuli. The
projector advance mechanism and strobe were under the control of a PDPS/e
computer. The subject initiated a stimulus presentation by depressing a but-
ton with his left hand and, after a delay of 0.5 second to allow movement
potentials to subsJde, the stimulus slide was projected for i0 _sec_
PROCEDURE
A session consisted of 80 stimulus presentations. The three numerals
shown in the column on Fig. I were presented separately, it,a random temporal
sequence, in oumber sessions. During letter secslons, a similar random
sequence of letters shown in the row of Fig. I was presented. The ambiguous
stimulus occurred 40 times and the nonamblguous stimuli 20 times each within
a session. Each subject participated in eight sessions (four number and four
letter) on the same day. Number and letter sessionB were alternated for each
subject, and the nature of the first session varied among subjects. The
first two were warm--up sessions and served to famillari?e the subjects with
all stimuli.
Subjects were inq_ructed that the task was concer,_ed with the speed witL
which they could name numbers and letters. They initiated a stimulus pre-
sentation by depressing a button with their left hand, and a voice-operated
relay detected the subjects' verbal response so that reaction time was moni-
tored throughout the experiment. Before each session, subjects were informed
174
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of the visual s _amll to be presented in that session. This also served to
enhance the perceptual set for the ambiguous stimulus. Questioning after th_
experiment revealed that only one subject was awar ° that he had been calling
the same stimulus by two different names according to its context. All the
other subjects showed surprise whe,i the relationship was pointed ou' to them.
Subjects were fitted with scalp electrodes located on the midl_ne either
2.5 cm above the inion (occipital) or 2.5 cm above the nasion (frontal). The ?
final subject had electrodes in both locations. Thus, four recordE were
obtained from subjects with o,:cipital ele, odes and four from subjects with
frontal electrodes. Corneoreginal potentials were reduced by providing the
subject with a cross-halt fixatiou point, allowing self-presentatlon of the
stimuli, and referencing the frontal electrode to the central terminal of a
40-kilohm potentiometer connected between a vertical elec:rooculogram elec-
trode and the two earlobes (refurence 15). Before the experiment, the poten-
tlometer was adjusted until vertical eye movements could no longer be detect_ :.
on the electroencephalographic recording. Occipital electrodes were refer-
enced to the two earlobes.
Evoked potentials were amplified by Grass model 6A5 w_de-band a-c ampli-
fiers and, after being digitized %t the ra_e of 500 points per second, they
were stored in the PDP8/e computer. Each w;veform, which contained 240 msec
of data collected irmmediately after stimulus prescntatlun, was averaged with
others for the same stimulus for that subject and _esslon. _our averaged
evoked potentials, each _he average of 20 stimulus presentations, were col-
lected from each subject during each session. These waveforms w,re than
transferred to magnetle ta,pe for subsequant analysis on an IBM 360 computer.
FESULTS
Six sessions, four averaged waveforms per session, yielded a teta _ of 24
averaged wave forms collected from the _ame electrode ±ocation on each sub-
ject. Of these, L2 were recorded follo,,Ing the presentation of the ambiguous
stimulus. The data from each subject was analyzed on an IBM 360 computur by
using the BMD-08M factor analysis program from the UCLA Biomedical package.
fore analysis, all VEP's were adjusted to a zero mean. A principal compo-
nents analysis and varlmax rotation were performed on the 120 5y 120 correla-
tion matri_ formed by the correlations qmong the 120 time points for '_B" and
"13." An excellent theoretical discussion of this proL sre has beexL given
by Donchin (reference 7). In all cas.s it w,s found that five elge_Lvalues
accounted for between 80 and 95 per-ent of the total variance in the data.
The corresponding elgenvectoes were cross-multlplled by the original wave-
forms. In this way we can find which, i_ any, factors show a slgnlfican_ly
different loading when the ambiguous stimulus is Inte-preted as "B" or as
"13." This method has the advantage over cross-correlatlon or peak-to-peak
measurement techniques in that it allows a temporal lorallzatlon of differ-
ences, as well as a quantifiable assessment of s_atistlca] significance.
The analysis revealed that in the _'ase of occipital recording, none of
the four subjects showed any signlficat_t difference "ql.,ted to the context
of the ambiguous stimulus: that is, none ef the rotated eigenvectors w_re
differentially loaded on "B" and "13" waveforeq. In the case of fro_tai
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recordings, three of the four subjects _ i____
showed differential loadings on one or
more facto_. The subject with simul- !/ B
_neous reLccdings for occipital and
_'r_ntal io¢ ions showad _ignificantly
different loadings on recordings from _ I00 msec
th front_l location and no difference VI; the occipital recordings.
Figure 2 shows an example of the _ A Feigenvectors extracted fro frontal re- _A
cordings for one subject, together with 13
the "B" and "13" wave forms averaged
over all experimental sessions. In this
case, four factors accounted for more
than 85 percent of the total variance.
Only factor 2 (f2), which begins 160
msec after stimulus presentation, is
d_fferentially loaded on "B" and "13" fl
(U = 0, P < .002). Frontal recordings
for two other subjects also showed dif-
ferential loading on a similar factor
temporally located on this part of the
wave form (U = 0, P < .002; U = I,
P < .004). This suggests that the most !significant difference between "B" and"13" wave forms occurs in the late com- M_ f2
ponents, starting 160 msec after the _| V_IJ _A%
stimulus. In addition, one frontal re- lY
cording subject had a significantly dlf- I _ A/__//_-v
ferent loading on a second factor which |
accounted for 5.9 percent of the vari-
ance (U = O, P < .002). This factor
(f4) was temporally located between I00 _ A 13
tion. Comparable factors in two other
frontal recordJag subjects also showed
a trend in this direction (U = 8, /I ]__
P < .066; U = 7, P < .047).
There was no significant difference
between the reaction time to a "B" or a
"IY' over all ubjects. This suggests _ I_ f4
that the observed differences in the _ I _ _/ _..,,wave forms cannot be accounted for by
differences in the arousal level or Fig. 2. Average "B" a_d "13" wave
attention of the subjects. Differences forms recorded from a frontal loca-
due to corneoretinal potentials are tion on the same subject. First four
improbable since they were almosu ellm- rotated eigenvectors (fl to f4) are
inated by the procedure described earll- shown for this subject, together with
er, and it appears unlikely that dif- the percentage of the total variance
ferential eye movements would occur in accounted for by each factor. Peaks
response to a lO-_sec flash of the same on vectors show time period wh.:n com-
stimulus in the two different contexts, ponent was most active.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study, and others (references 16-17) suggest that
late components of evoked responses recorded from the frontal areas of the
brain are reliably correlated with an observer's interpretation of a stimu-
lus display. Such electrophysiological signals are a potential source of
control inputs at man-machine interfaces. A more complete knowledge of the
special and tempozal distribution is required for such signals to be rell-
ably identified during a single stimulus presentation. One possible step in
this direction is to make use of the observation that a missing event may be
a,&iguous, and evoked responses at the time of a missing stimulus allows an
examination of the spacial and temporal distribution of mLaning correlated
changes in the absence of concurrent sensory input.
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A TWO-DIMENSIONALTRACKERTO TESTAk,'EVALUATEPATIENTS
AFFLICTEDWITH NERVOUSSYSTE_DISORDERS
Hugh P. Bergeronand James D. Holt
NASA-LangleyResearchCenter
A two-dimensionaltrackingdevicefor testingpatientswith knownor
suspectednervoussystemdisordershas beendesignedand constructed.This
paperexplainsthe operationof the device,presentssome tentativeresults,
and suggestsother potentialuses of the device.
The trackeris a hand-manipulatedevicethat uses two slidingrods to
rotatetwo potentiometers.The outputof the potentiometersare transformed
intothe x and y coordinatesof a two-dimensionalplane. The resultant
transformationerror in the x and y coordinatesis calculatedto be less
than l percent. A measurederror of about 2 to 3 percentwas obtainedfrom
an operatingprototype.
The prototypewas used in initialtestsat Duke Universityon both
patientsand normalsubjects. Trackingtasks withvariousforcingfunctions
were tried. Both the frequencyand shapeof the forcingfunctionwere
varied. A differencein error of greaterthan 3 to l was obtainedbetweena
normalsubjectand a Parkinsonpatient,
The devicehas other potentialapplications.As a two-dimensional
trackerit can performas:
(I) An x/y curve plotter.
(2) A deviceto calculatethe area under a randomcurve.
(3) A deviceto calculatethe area of an arbitrarilyshapedtwo-
dimensionalshape.
(4) In general,any x/y measurementsin a two-dimensionalplane.
The additionof a third potentiometerwill allow the trackerto supply
the x, y, and z coordinatesof any randompoint in spacethat is withinthe
predeterminedconstructionlimitsof the device.
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FREQUENCY MODULATED CUTANEOUS ORIENTATION FEEDBACK FROM ARTIFICIAL ARMS
by Moshe Solomonow, Amos Freedy and John Lyman
Biotechnology Laboratory, UCLA
SUMMARY
A model of the human arm, emphasizing the neuromuscular mechanisms of
feedback control, has been constructed.
The various parameters and functions of physiological receptors in the
feedback section have been classified into an automated category that can be
incorporated in the prosthesis servo loop, and into a sensory category that
should be communicated to the operator if control and dynamic performance
are to be optimized.
A scheme for simultaneous display of two such sensory parameters, i.e.,
fingertip pressure and elbow position, has been developed, implemented and
evaluated. The neurophysiological mechanism of such displays, and the
feasibility of sensory transformation, is discussed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Upper limb rehabilitation can be approached from the systems point of
view. The structural components of such a system consist of bones, nerves,
muscles and sensors. The underlying principles of operation are classified
into two categories: (I) effector (motor) and (2) affector (sensory).
The effector subsystem includes a multifunctional combination of the
humerus, radius and ulnar and the hand phalanges linked and powered by the
various arm and hand muscles and the structures of the shoulder and upper
arm. Such a manipulator possesses 2 degrees of freedom at each joint;
elevation and rotation of the shoulder; elbow flexion-extension and rotation,
and wrist flexion extension and rotation. The basic arm structure serves the
purpose of orienting the hand in any given poinl in three dimensional space.
The muscles powering the arm function as prime movers where agonist and
antagonist elements, acting in dynamic synergy, cause a net deflection of a
joint angle, and supporting agonistic/antagonistics that act in static
synergy cause the fixation of the joint in space.
The hand possesses approximately 32 degrees of freedom, made possible by
the many rotations of which the fingers are capable. In addition to the
obvious motor capabilities of the hand, it serves as a multi-dimensional
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affector channel. Although the sensory modalities of the hand de pot differ
from other somatic modalities, the quantity of the receptors is large, making
the hand sensitive to kinesthetic and tactile stimuli such as temperature,
touch, pressure, position, velocity, etc.
Control of such complex manipulator systems is derived from reflexes and
synergy in the lower motor neurons of the spinal cord, as well as from
coordinated voluntary commands from tne upper motor neurons of the brain.
Such a system is represented in the simplified diagram of Figure I.
In Figure I, _ and _" are prime moving and supporting muscle sets,
respectively. K is the electro-chemical gain provided by the neuromuscular
junction in transferring neura' signals of muscular motion. The golgi and
spindle muscle receptors subserve position and force feedback, providing
local stability. Gamma (y) is the gain adjustment control of the muscle
spindle. The feedback information from the hand is amplified by an arbitrary
constant K_, representing the hand's increased sensitivity to sensory
stimuli.
The feedback information is transmitted to the central nervous system
(CNS), providing enlarged panoramic perception of various modalities as to
the arm's state as well as its environment. Some of this information is also
provided to the lower localized levels, as is obvious in various reflex
activities, e.g., instinctive withdrawal from painful stimuli.
In cases of upper limb amputation, the losses include the associated
elements of the severed arm, i.e., nerve axons, muscles, bones, and
receptors.
Current reconstruction efforts at our laboratory utilize the correla+ion
between the prime mover and supporting muscles at various arm joints, in
conjunction with pattern recognition techniques, to yield an artificial
controller as part of an adaptive aided prosthesis system. The system is
externally energized, and uses myoelectric signals from shoulder muscles as
control inputs.
In order to optimize the performance of such an adaptive aided system,
tileproblem of reconstruction of an artificial sensory feedback information
subsystem has been addressed.
A general description of the system is shown in Figure 2.
Sensory information,as illustrated in the models, subserves two
functions:
I. Localized feedback to the spinal levels for purposes of reflex, and
stability without reaching consciousness.
2. Perceptive type of feedback to the higher co_cal sensory areas on
both conscious and subconscious levels.
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Further narrowing of the problem is in order when the reflexive-
stabilizing type of feedback in a prosthesis system is provided in the servo
loop in the form of position or velocity feedback from the joints.
This report concerns the perceptive type of feedback responsible for the
consciousness of tne operator as to the state of the prosthesis and its
environment, thereby establishing the necessary man-machine dialogue for the
system.
APPROACH
The sensory informationgathering and communication capability of the
human upper lifnbis obviously formidable. Exact reconstruction of such
informationprocessing systems is beyond our reach, due to lack of proper
technology to duplicate the detailed biological processes as well as the
inabilityof the human operator to artificially perceive large quantities of
tactile information in a subconscious manner.
The objective of our investigationwas to attempt to provide an amputee
with a two dimensional feedback system. The choice of parameters to be
displayed was derived from the most useful feedback to an amputee in order to
optimize his control of the prosthesis, namely, fingertip pressure and elbow
position.
The underlying principles in fhe approach to the solution of this
problem are the perceptive response of the human skin to electrical stimula-
tion of variable frequency, as well as two point discrimination orientation
and their relationships to fingertip pressure and elbow position,
respectively.
The paper presented at the 1974 Annual Conference on Manual Control
(Reference I) described the design and implementationof a fingertip pressure
sensory feedback system, using frequency variation from 10 to I00 pps
proportional to pressure exerted by the fingers. The information was
transferred to the amputee via cutaneous electrical stimulation. For
convenience, the diagram of the system is presented in Figure 3.
Studies performed by Bach-y-Rita and Collins (Reference 2), in an effort
to provide the blind with a tactile vision substitution, indicated that
cutaneous receptors and their neural pathways are capable of carrying pic-
torial information to the brain. One of their systems consisted of a
television camera linked to a commutator sys*em activating an n X n matrix
of vibrotactile stimulators mounted against the back of the blind subject.
Experimentationon blind subjects revealed that within a short training
period, the subjects were capable of interpreting such patterned stimuli as
visual rather than cutaneous. The possibility that the central nervous
system is capable of utilizing and modifying existing mechanisms to perceive
such information is considered.
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FIGURE 3
FINGERTIP PRESSURESENSORYFEEDBACKSYSTEM.
Capitalizing on the above, as well as on the already proven frequency
modulated approach, an integrated system was designed incorporating both
fingertip pressure and elbow position. The system utilized electrical
stimulation electrode arrays at the man-machine interface with multiple
possibilities for two point discrimination angles. Such an arrangement
attempted to create the subconscious "learned" neural image of the
corresponding elbow angles.
Figure 4 provides a description of the system.
DESCRIPTIONOF THE SYSTEM
Fingertip pressure was monitored by a Dynacon(T) resistive rubber type
transducer. Fingertip grasp on an object applied pressure on the transducer,
and induced decllne in resistance proportional to the pressure.
The variations in resistance controlled an information transformation
network generating I00 _sec duration pulses at a frequency range of 10 to
200 pps proportlonal to the control resistance.
A DC to DC converter was used to amplify the pulse amplltude up to 200
volts current regulated. The si_n,l was then applled to concentric sl!ver
electrodes that could be cutaneou=iv applied.
Elbow angle was monitored by a distributor subsystem in which 200
increment deflections switched the signal to an adjacent channel connected to
Its corresponding electrode. The distribution network thus monitored elbow
185
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angle changes of 20o increments by switching the FM signal derived from the
fingertips of the hand to different electrode channels at different locations
on the skin.
Two electrode set: were designed for the preliminary experiments: a
circular set and a reclilinear _t.
The circular electrode set consisted of eight electrodes at 200
increments mounted on a disc with a center electrode serving as reference;
and the center electrode was on at all times.
The rectilinear set consisted of an array of eight electrodes mounted on
a flexible plastic strap that was capable of adjusting to skin curvature,
thus insuring reliable contact.
Figure 5 (a) and (b) illustrate the two electrode sets.
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CIRCULARAND RECTIL INEARELECTRODE
INTERFACES.
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Electrode system (a) at no motion drew a pictorial vector between the
reference electrode and the electrode correspondir,= to the given elbow angle.
Upon elbow motion, the adjacent electrode switched on, while the previous one
turned off. Therefore, a new vector of a different angle was sensed by the
skin, and correlated with the appropriate elbow angle.
Electrode system (b) had no reference electrode, and upon elbow motion
upward (flexion), for e×ample, the .ignal was switched to the rostral
electrode corresponding to the given elbow angle.
If flexion of 60° was performed, the third electrode from the bottom
switched on, which corresponded to resolution of 20° flexion per electrode.
In addition, the transient switching of electrodes during gross motion, say
60°, indicated velocity of movement to the operator. The signal at each
electrode was frequency modulated by the fingertip pressure transducer.
Therefere, two _ieces of information were simultaneously relayed to the
amputee.
: Since a certain amount of training is required for optimal perception
and correlation of the coded information with real world sensory modalities,
a training and evaluation apparatus was designed and implemented. The
apparatus consisted of an artificial elbow joint, on which the distributor
was mounted, as well as the pressure transducer and the information trans-
formation network. The stimulus amplitude could be adjusted to a comfortable
level for the amputee.
The system was mounted on one side of the partition (Side I) where the
experimenter could change the control variables. The amputee was positioned
on the other side of the partition (Side II), and was connected to the
electrode system.
The experimenter, therefore, adjusted at will the elbow angles, and
required the amputee to indicate the perceived angle on the partition. The
perceived angle was ther compared with the real angle by means of eight
colored lights mounted on the amputee side of the partition, and switched on
for comparison for each trial. Statistical data were then collected and
analyze d as a measure of performance and utility of the system.
Figure 6 is a diagram of the training and evaluation apparatus.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
Four normal subjects were tested in a preliminary evaluation session.
Each subject was placed initially on Side I of the testing assembly and was
asked not to move his arm. The electrodes were applied to the cutaneous area
of the forearm with elastic stockinette, using ECG paste on each electrode.
The experimenter then adjusted the stimulus level to the comfort of the
subject, and rotated the artificial elbow slowly in 160 degree excursions.
The subject was asked to follow the stimulation pattern and correlate it
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PIGURE 6
TRAINING AND EVALUATION APPARATUS.
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with the observed artificial elbow positions. After 20 minutes or so, the
subject was asked to move to Side II of the partition where he could no
longer see the artificial elbow. The elbow was moved again and the subject
was asked to indicate the position of the elbow by designating the light
nearest the elbow posi?ion he perceived. The experimenter then identified
the actual elbow position by switching on the correct light.
A second session made use of the alternative electrode system for
comparison of perception performance. The preliminary evaluation showed
major differences in perception and discrimination capabil_ty of the two
electrode interfaces. The circular electrode interfaces provided the per-
ception of change, apparently due to switching of the electrodes respective
to elbow angle, but the subjects could not correctly indicate elbow angles,
even if the elbow was returned to the initial reference angle. Also, the
expected vectorial perception could not be realized, and the subjects
indicated That they perceived change of stimulation location which could not
be related to any elbow angle.
Removal of continuous stimulation from the center reference electrode
did not vary the perception appreciably, and the circular electrode
configuration in the form used was considered unsuitable for our application.
Experiments with the rectilinear electrode interface demonstrated
excellent perceptual resolution and discrimination. Subjects training for
30 to 40 minutes were able to correctly iDdicate elbow angle up to the
resolutionlimit of the lest equipment (20u increments).
Predictions were correct for very rapid elbow motions as well as for
slow ones. The transient "on" lime of the electrodes for gross increments
indicated direction of motion as well as velocity to the subjects.
In several instances, the experimenter increased the frequency of
stimulation deliberately in order to evaluate the ability of the subjects
to perceive two information pieces simultaneously. This had the perceived
effect of more intense stimulus, but the discrimination was sharp enough so
that no subject confused it with elbow position change.
This short preliminary evaluation demonstrated the potential of skin
orientation stimulation, in combination with signal frequency modulation, as
a practical means for relaying two useful channels of information to
amputees. Further experiments are planned to incorporate amputee subjects to
provide statistical dala to indicate performance utility of such a
feedback system and the necessary design criteria to make it clinically
applicable. A future state will be to incorporate such a feedback system
into a three degree of freedom above elbow myoelectrically controlled
prosthesis. This prosthesis is now in final stages of development at our
laboratory.
Acknowledqment: Primer,.support for this research was provided by the
Voter, ,s Administration, Contract VA# VIOI-(!34)PI21
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ROLE OF STRETCH REFLEX IN VOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS
By Gerald L. Gottlieb and Gyan C. Agarwal
Department of Biomedical Engineering
Rush Medical College
Chicago, Illinois 60612
and
College of Engineering
Unlverglty of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Chicago _ 111inols 60680
The stretch reflex is often described as a spinal servomechanism, a
device for assisting in the regulation of muscle length. Observation of the
EMG response to mechanical interruption of voluntary movements fails to
demonstrate a significant role for spinal reflexes at 40 msec latency. Two
functional responses with latencles of 120 msec and 200 msec, implying
suprasplnal mediation, are observed.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of a length regulatlng servomechanism elegantly fits the
known neuroanatomy of the stretch reflex (Mertong). It provides a useful
working hypothesis for investigating reflex function and has proved adaptable
to our expanding experimental knowledge of reflex behavior. The demonstrated
linkage of alpha motor and fuslmotor coactivatlon enables the spindle to
remain active durln&shortening and thus play a role in voluntary contraction
(Granlt_, VallboX2a*-b). Nevertheless, the functlonal existence of such a
mechanism has not been demonstrated.
A stretch reflex servomechanism, by virtue of its negative feedback
topography, may perform two functions. It can reduce the sensitivity of
muscle length to changes in external loading. It can also reduce that
sensitivity to changes in intrinsic muscle performance factors. In either
case, one of the key parameters uf the reflex wculd be its "loop gain" or the
amount of tension that it produces in response to a unit change in length.
On the basis of recordings from human peripheral nerves, Vallbo x2c
has argued that the gain of the gamma loop appears to be inadequate to
"cons_It1_te the main mechanism for load compensation with regards to muscle
length". We have made a contrary argument baaed on evidence that the loop
gain of the physiologlcal system is a controlled variable that can be greatly
increased by voluntary movement (Gottlieb, et al_, Gottlieb and Agarwal2).
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Other evidence in favor of a gain controlled servomechanism for regulating
muscle length during voluntary movement has been reported by Marsden,
et al8.
The criterion for Judging the presence and effectiveness of such a
servomechanism in the regulation of voluntary movement may be found by
observing reflex responses tc cxperiment produced "errors" in movement. The
onset of those responses should follow the development of error with
latencles consistent ulth those of known spinal reflex responses.
METHODS
Each subject was seated and the right foot strapped to a plate which
could rotate about a horizontal axis (figure 1). Foot angle was measured
from a potentlometer and foot torqu_ from strain gauges in the arm of the
plate. A VC torque motor was connected by a gearbelt and pu)_ey system to
apply rotational torques to the foot.
Electromyograms were recorded from dlsc surface electrodes placed over
the bellies of the soleus and anterior tlbial muscles. These were amplified,
full-wave rectified and filtered before recording (Gottlieb et a13).
The experiment consisted of asking the subject to make a rapid plantar-
flexion upon perceiving a visual slgnal. The onset of the soleus EMG was
detected and, after a fixed delay specified at the beginning of each
experiment, used to trigger the motor servomechanism. This servo could be
set to provide a specified mechanical impedance to foot rotation or to be a
simple torque device to produce rotation of the ankle. In either case,
interruption of the voluntary movement by activation of the motor would
occur on s random basis in approximately one out of three movements.
Data from interrupted and uninterrupted movements was separated and
: IndlvJdual records were aligned and averaged.
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows individual records. The upper curves are filtered
soleus EMG (increasing downward) and in parts a-c, the associated unfiltered
EMG. The lower curve shows foot angle. In all six cases, a torque step was
applied to the foot Just prior to (a) or immediately after (b-f) the onset
of soleus contraction. This moment is indicated in the figures by an
asterisk. In the first four cases, the motor briefly rotates the foot
: dorsally before being overcome by the voluntary contraction. In the latter
tvo, the movement is transiently and abruptly halted but not reversed.
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Record 2a shows that the stimulus is adequate to produce a strong
reflex response. Only two (b and e) of the five records in which the
stimulus was delivered after the onset of contraction show a similar reflex
response. Records c, d and f show no reflex volley that is dlstlngulshable
from the ongoing voluntary level of activity.
The fact that the reflex response appears to be so labile under those
conditions suggests that we examine ensemble average responses rather than
individuals.
Figure 3 shows two experiments, the first in which the motor
simulated a stiff spring, the second in which increased stiffness was
augmented by a torque step. Figure 4 shows a second sequence of experiments
with a torque step in a different subject. Figure 5 shows a third sequence
in which the subject (same as 4) mada deliberately slow, ramp-llke movement_
of about one seconds duration.
DISCUSSION
The experiment shown in figure 3a,b shows evidence in favor of servo
action of the stretch reflex. We see a divergence in the average EMGs which
lags behind the angular divergence by an interval consistent with spinal
reflex latencies. By contrast, the experiment in figure 3c,d shows a clear
stretch reflex but not servo-like action. That is, there is but a brief and
discrete reflex volley that appears as if superimposed upon the voluntary
_4G with little or no additional alteratlo_ to the recruitment pattern in
the early time interval. The sequence of experiments in figure 4 gives no
evidence o_ either servo-like action or of s_nal stretch reflex a_tivity.
A response in the EHG with a latency of approximately 120 msec is present,
and this is also seen in the previous sequence, Data from two other subjects
more closely resemble figure 4 than figure 3. All subjects had brisk and
easily elictable patellar and achilles reflexes.
The earliest studies of stretch reflex servo behavior by Eamond,
et al 6, examined a problem of postural maintenance. Their subjects were
maintaining a fixed limb (arm) position and instructed to resist a mechanical
disturbance. They showed two responses in the ENG, one with a latenc)
consistent with spinal reflex delays and a second with a latency about three
times longer (15-20 msec and 50-70 msec in the arm bicepa). A similar
experiment by Mp.lville Jones and Watt 7 with the gastrocnemius muscle found
the same paired responses with latencies of 37 msec and 120 msec.
The more recent studies of Narsden et al 8, examined an interrupted
phasic movement. They found an ENro response which began after a spinal
reflex latency and continued for at least 100 msec. The experiments by
Hamnond and Melville Jones and Watt are not directly comparable with
Harsden's because the task given to the subjects was different. Hammond _i
noted the dependence of his late response on the nature of the instructed
194
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task. He observed that the second response could be reduced or abolished by
verbal instruction while the first response could not.
In this light consider the data presented here. We see In one
experiment, a short latency response blending In and continuous wlth the
longer latency response. For the remainder however, we see only a 1on 8
latency response. Reaction times (R.T.), measured from the onset of the
visual conmand to plantarflex to the onset of the EHG and the response
latencles (t) measured from the onset of the interrupting force are
suunarlzed in table i. They show the long latency response to be
approximately three times the spinal reflex latency and about six tenths
of the initial reaction time.
A likely interpretation of this is that the late response is a supra-
spinal "stretch reflex" similar to the late response seen by Ha_nd and to
Melville Jones' Functional Stretch Reflex (FSR). It too is altered by verbal
instructions. An alternative interpretation is that the 120 msec response is
a second reaction time, produced by the same processes that produce the
initial 200 maec reaction time but briefer because of the different, and
presumably more intense, second stimulus. This cannot be refuted by the data
presented here since 120msec is about at the lower limit of possible
reaction times but the hypothesis seems unlikely. For one thing, if the
response is a simple reaction time then we should expect it to be longer than
the initial reaction time because of the "psychological refractoly period"
first described by Telford 11.
Figure 5 shows the effects of interrupting a relatively slow voluntary
movement and displays the foot torque and velocity as well. Activation of
the motor causes a sudden rise in torque (the motor is acting like a spring)
and a halting of the movement. The EHG shows a small burst of activity about
40 msec after activation but it is not visibly greater than the normal
variations in soleus DIG shown in the uninterrupted record.
The halt is only mementary and the movement continues at a slower rate
but with increasing muscle tension according to the force-velocity character-
istics of the muscle. About 120 msec after the interruption there is another
EMG burst which is sustained throughout the recording interval. The
consequences of this are first a slight increase in the rate of tension
development (note curvature in foot torque curve between 400 and 560 msec).
Beyond 560 msec the torque motor saturates and the movement speeds uF.
Looktn$ closely _t the EHG record, there is a third phase of soleus
EMG about 200 msec after the interruption. In figure 5 this can be seen as
a burst at t - 480 msec. Looking back in figure 4 the bursts starting at
120 msec post-stimulus last about 100 msec and are followed by a lover level
of activity which is still higher than in the undisturbed case. Similar
behavior is seen in figure 3. This third phase could well represent a
dtffarent level o£ neural control with adequate time being present for
conscioua cortical influences to be exerted.
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Recognizing the inherent variability of these EHG data it is premature
to make firm statements based on them. In the data seen thus far however it
seems possible to describe three phases in the EHG response to unexpected
errors in a movement. A spinal stretch reflex phase of very variable
intensity starting 40msec post-sti_nulus and lasting up to 80 msec. A
probable suprasplnal reflex phase, the FSR in the 120-200 msec Interval and
a possibly voluntary response phase from 200 maec on.
The question of whether or not there is, in any functional sense, a
stretch-reflex _ervo operating over spinal reflex arcs remains open. There
may well be multiple functional reflex loops, one at the spinal level and
others suprasplnal (Ecclesl). When the motor system is performing a postural
maintenance task only the latter are important. When a rapid movement is
performed, most of the activity is planned in advance or preprogra_ened.
Corrections for errors in movement are handled at 8uprasplnal levels. Slower
(and mora precise) movements are handled differently however (Nave and
Stark I0) by making use of the shorter spinal reflex arcs. Even fast move-
ments may use this pathway if She errors are detected early enough in the
movement.
These remain hypotheses however. We are as yet unable to show that
the spinal stretch-reflex, either monosynaptlc or polysynaptlc, is an
important mechanism in the execution of normal movement. The presence of
sezvo-mechanlsm behavior operating over this pathway cannot be clearly
demonstrated.
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TABLE I
The averase reaction time (R.T.) measured from the visual signal to the onset
of the EMC; and the interruption response time (t) measured from the
activation of the torque motor Co the onset of the response EMG, Standard
deviations are in parentheses.
Exp. . . _.z. (m,,ec) . t (mee_) .
+
GCA016 22 180.7 (26.9) 135.7 (18.2)
GCA019 24 204.8 (32.4) 124.4 (10.2)
GLGOI0 16 214.6 (S4.6) 120.0 (12.6)
GLG011 16 227.4 (34.6) 116.5 (9.4)
GLGOI2 16 229.4 (26.2) 130.0 (10.5)
GLG013 16 215.9 (25.6) 107.8 (12.2)
GLG014 15 208.8 (21.6) 121.4 (18.8)
+
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F£sure 1
Apparatus-Hotor (m) and crt display are under computer control.
Electromyosram amplifiers (a) are Tektronix 2A61s (bandwidth
60-600 Hs), filters (f) are third order averasin 8 (10 msec).
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Figure 2
Typical data records - uppermost trace in each part is filtered
soleus EMGincreasing downward (arbitrary units). Lower trace
in each part is foot angle with plantar-flexlon plotted dovnward
(range 20 de_rees). Intermediate trace (parts a, b & c) is
unfiltered soleus EMC. This EHG is shown on an expandzd scale
at right of those thz_e parts. (a) St_nu),,_ precedes voluntary
movement shoving adequacy of torque stimulus. Left time
abscissa covers one second. Expanded scales at right are 100
msec and 8.0my, Subject GCA. (b) Stimulus triggered by
voluntary EHG. Left time absc" sa covers 0.5 seconds. Expanded
scales at right are I00 msec. and 4.8 my. Subject GCA. (c) Like
b except expanded scales st right are lOOmsec and 1.2 wv.
Subject GCA. (d) Stimulus triggered by voluntary D4G. Left time
abscissa one second. Subject BWF. (e and f) Like d.
: Subject GLG.
?
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Figure 3
A - angle of the foot versus time, during voluntary plantarflexion
of the ankle. The curve marked X is made without opposition by the
motor (average of 64 movements). In the curve marked(_, the motor
resisted movement from its onset by stmulating a stiff spring
(average of 24 movements). The range of the plot is 15 degrees
plantarflexed from neutral at the top of the graph. B - the
average soleus, _(G, full-wave rectified and filtered for the
movements in A. C and D correepond to A and B for an experiment in
which the motor applied a _tep of torque to interrupt and briefly
reverse the movement.
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Figure 4
Average foot angle and soleus EMG records for movements interrupted
at different angles. The T_MG's in part B correspond, from top to
• the bottom, with the angle traces marked X (upper curve),D, X
(lower curve) and_respectively. Averages of interrupted movements
have Ib records, uninterrupted averages have 37. The arrow above
the F_G traces indicates the onset of the disturbing torque.
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Figure 5
Average EHG, foot torque, foot angle and anguZar velocity for a
slower voluntary plantarflexlon. The unlnterrupced record is an
average of 25 movements. The interrupted record is an average
of 10 movementa.
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HEAD-EYE TRACKING IN TW0-DIMENSIONAL PURSUIT TASKS
D. K. Shirachi* and J. H. Black, Jr.
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Aerospace Medical Division
Air Force Systems Command
Wrlght-Patterson AFB, Ohio
SUMMARY
Previous literature [1,2] devoted to head and eye movements has been
primarily restricted to single-degree-of-freedom, horizontal movement
investigations, with researchers possibly assuming that vertical and
horizontal tracking characterlsclcs are nearly identical.
The research presented in this report advances present knowledge of
the neurological control systems for the eye and head by investigating
dynamic eye and head rotations in two-degrees-of-freedom using band-
limited, white noise stimuli, nominally wide fleld-of-vlew stimulus pre-
sentations of +__I0a and power spectral analysis of the data to produce
input-output transfer and coherence functions.
The authors determined the frequency response characteristics of these
systems and investigated the linearity of the transfer functions in both
coupled and decoupied vertical and horizontal stlmulus-response reference
axes and the amount of cross-axls coupling present in the system responses.
A comparative study was also conducted to assess the diffe:ances in response
characteristics between single-axls and dual-axis visual stimulation for
the same subject.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation into eye and head tracking at the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory is to determine the applicability
and dynamic performance of Visually Coupled Systems (VCS), control systems
which are activated by head and/or eye movements wlth relevant feedback
information displayed directly to the operator's visual field-of-vlew.
* National Research Council Resident Research Associate
** Captain, United State_;Air Force
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!Numerous potential applications of VCS to manned and unmanned aircraft
flight control, fire control, target acquisition and reconnaissance have
been proposed. Aside from in-the-loop control of sensors and weapons, head
and eye line-of-sight measurements are being considered for selection and
control of aircraft cockpit informational displays and as a means of up-
dating onboard navigation systems. In addition, if real time knowledge of
the operator's line-of-slght is coupled with information and special pro-
cessing provided by a central data management system (e.g., an airborne
data computer), VCS devices can display cues directly to the operator as to
locations of targets, threats, checkpoints, runways, etc., in the real
world.
The interest in head and eye directed control systems is based on the
following considerations: for conventional manual control, use of the
hands and feet has traditionally been reserved for vehicular attitude con-
trols; the incorporation of head and eye control systems offer numerous
additional control possibilities, including simultaneous secondary tasks
without overloading or severely encumbering the operator; rapid, precise
eye and head movement coordination is a natural physiological activity in
man which is closely coupled to his perception and reaction to the
environment.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus co_isted of a Honeywell Remote Oculometer
which computes the angular line-of-sight associated with dynamic eye
mover ents and a Honeywell Helmet-Mounted Sight (HMS) to compute angular
line-of-sight i_formation for dynamic head movements.
The Honeywell Oculometer is a digital signal processor which extracts
llne-of-slght information from a scanned television vidlcon field and de-
termines pupil diameter and visual fixation angles by means of appropriate
real time signal processing. Merchant, et al. [3] provide a detailed
description of the operation and performance of this instrument.
The Honeywell HMS described in reference [4] computos head line-of-
sight from information generated by scanning infrared light beams tranL-
mitred from flxed-coordlnate "light fans" mounted beside the experimental
subject and received by light sensors mounted on a helmet worn by the sub-
Ject. An electronic computation unit outputs the borizontal and veltical
coordinates associated with the head line-of-sight in accordance with a
pre'iminary calibration operation.
The moving target stimuli for the eye and head pursuit tracking are
generated by projecting a laser beam directed by an X-Y mirror galvano-
meter system onto a vertical viewing screen which subtends a visual angle
of +20 ° for both vertical and horizontal axes. The vertical and horizontal
channels of the galvanometer system have independent input connections and
20S
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the stimuli consist of band-llmited, Gaussian white noise which are un-
correlated between vertical and horizontal channels.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis method chosen for investigation of the head and eye
movement system dynamics was power spectral analysis [5], and the frequency
information of the spectral analysis permitted a comparison of the authors'
data with those in the literature [1,2]. Using power spectral analysis
techniques, one may directly compute the system's linear, input-output
transfer function and the coherence function which is a quantitative
measure of the credibility associated with the computed linear transfer
function.
It is assumed that the measured output response, x(t), is the sum of
an input stimulus, u(t), multiplied by the system transfer function, h,
plus an additive noise source, ,(t), which is uncorrelated with the input.
x(t)= h(t)u(t)+ n(t)
E[n(t) u(t)] = O; 0<_ t <_ T
Performing a Fourier transformation of the input and output variables and
converting to power spectra
Gux - H Guu + Gnx
where u(t) - input time function
h - transfer function (time domain)
x(t) - response time function
n(t) - noise time function
Guu - auto-power spectrum of u(t)
Gux = cross-power spectrum of u(t) and x(t)
Gnx - cross-power spectrum of n(t) and x(t)
E[ ] - expected value operator
Assuming that n(t) is uncorrelated with x(t) and n(t) is zero mean,
Gaussian noise, then the use of ensemble averaging for the auto- and cross-
power spectra for many segments of frequency computations causes Gnx to
approach zero. Therefore,
_ux " H_uu
and H =_uu
where _ deaotes the ensemble average.
2O6
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The coherence function, _ 2 is defined as
y 2 Cux- ; o_<2 1.o
Guu Gxx
where Gx_ = auto-power spectrum of x(t).
The coherence function is the proportion of input power contained by
the output power spectrum and is a quantitative measure of the linear
causal relationship between the input and output of a system.
Input-output cross-correlations were computed to determine the time
delay of the output response relative to a given input stimulus. The lag
time corresponding to the maximu_ value of the cross-correlation function
is considered as the time delay of the measured input-output relationship.
_S_TS
The data presented here were recorded primarily from one subject and
are considered to be a prelimi=ary investigation of two-dimensional head
and eye movement dynamics.
Eye Movement Responses
The eye transfer function for a slngle-axls stimulus is shown in
Figure i. Note that the gains for both vertical and horizontal axes are
less than one for all frequencies investigated and that the horizontal gain
is less than the vertical gain. The phase lag is llnearly correlated wlth
frequency with a correlation coefficient of 0.98, and this type of phase
relationship corresponds to that for a time delay function.
The corresponding eye transfer function for dual-axis stimuli is
shown on Figure 2. The gains are linear with frequency, and the vertical
gain is much greater than the horizontal gain. It should be noted that
the vertical to horizontal gain ratio is greater in the dual-axis case
than the single-axis case. In dual-axis pursuit for this particular
subject, the horizontal gain decreased and the vertical gain increased when
compared to the single-axis case. The phase lag for the dual-axis case is
also linearly related to frequency, but the dual-axis phase lag is
approximately 20 degrees greater than the slngle-axls case for all
frequencies.
The gain data for the dual- and single-axis stimuli do not agree very
well with previously published results. Perhaps the primary source for
disagreement is the fact that previous investigators compute the transfer
function by the amplitude ratio between output response and input stimuli,
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assuming that the output waveform is linearly correlated with the input
waveform. The power spectral analysis assumes linearity between input and
output; however, the coherence function computed in conjunction with the
system transfer function Indicates the validity of this linearity
assumption at each computed frequency and therefore, indicates the frequency
regions in which the linearity assumption is valid.
A typical coherence function is shown on Figure 3. It should be
noted that the coherence is relatively large, indicating that the system
can be approximated as a linear system up to a 1 Hz stimulus frequency.
The mean values of the single-axis coherences are approximately 0.75 for
both vertical and horizontal pursuit tasks, and the dual-axis coherences
are approximately 0.84 for both axes (Table I). These results show a
greater degree of linearity for the dual-axis case than the single-axis
case. The cross-coupling coherence functions show a mean value of
approximately 0.15 so that axis cross-coupling seems to have a minor
effect on dual-axis responses (the cross-correlation function results also
verified this conclusion).
The time delays (Table II) for slngle-axis eye pursuit of ii0 milli-
seconds in the horizontal direction and 140 milliseconds in the vertical
direction. The dual-axis case, on the other hand, shows delays of 180
milliseconds in the horizontal direction and 200 milliseconds in the ver-
tical direction. Clearly, the dual-axis delays are longer than those for
single-axis responses, and the vertical axis delays are slightly longer
than the horizontal axis delays. The difference in delays between dual-
axis and single-axis tracking may imply additional processing time required
by a stimulus trajectory orthogonal component processor operating on the
stimulus trajectory vectors to produce component stimuli in the vertical
and horlzontal directions during dual-axls pursuit tasks.
The equivalent time delays computed from the phase data under the
assumption that the phase lag is produced only by a time delay factor for
the single- and dual-axls cases agree with the time delays computed f_m
the cross-correlation computations.
Head Movement Responses
The transfer function frequency graphs for single-axis head pursuit
are shown in Figure 4. The vertical response gain is greater than the
horizontal response gain; however, the gains for the head system are lower
than those for the eye system for similar single-axis tracking. The phase
lag is a linear function of frequency similar to the eye responses.
The dual-axis frequency response shows a higher gain than the hori-
zontal response, and both the vertical and horizontal gains increase during
the dual-axls task when compared to their slngle-axis counterparts. The
phase lag is also a linear function of frequency Just as in the other
cases.
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The single-axis response has approximately 15 degrees greater phase
lag than the dual-axis response, and this trend is the reverse of that
shown for the eye movement responses.
The dual-axis coherences (Table III) are greater than the single-axis
c_herences, and the horizontal coherence is greater than the vertical
coherence for the dual-axis case.
The time delays associated with dual-axis performance are less than
those for single-axis by approximately 50 milliseconds (Table IV). The
time delays computed from the phase data are approximately 70 milliseconds
less than those computed from the cross-correlation functions. However,
this is not considered a serious discrepancy. The lower coherence values
for head movements when compared to eye movements in similar pursuit
tasks seem to indicate a slightly greater degree of nonlinearity for the
head movement system, and this additional nonlinearity may account for the
discrepancy between time delays as computed from the cross-correlation
and phase lag results.
DISCUSSION
Eye Movement Responses
Prior to performtug the experimental investigation presented here,
the authors expected that much of the two-axis experimental data analysis
would be a verification of previous reports. The eye frequency responses
were expected to be of constant galn up to 1 Hz beyond which the gain would
decrease with a rather steep negative slope. The present data indicate
that the transfer function gain curve is nearly constant up to 1 Hz, and
the coherence functions verify that the system is nearly linear up to a
1.5 Hz frequency (coherence values as low as 0.8 are acceptable for
linearity assumption). The low values of coherence beyond 1.5 Hz cause a
rejection of these transfer function computations; therefore, the authors
feel that a linear transfer function is valid only up to a l o5 Hz frequency.
The phase data seem to agree fairly well with previous reports, but
the linear function of phase -_ith frequency was unexpected since this
result indicates that the phase lag was produced solely by a time delay
factor. An excellent correlation of the CJJne delays computed from the
phase data with the cross-correlation time delays is certainly strong
evidence for believing that the phase lag is only due to a time delay in
the transfer function.
A longer time delay for dual-axis tasks suggests the possibility of
an internal orthogonal axis component processor engaged in ccaputing the
horizontal and vertical axis components of the trajectory vector
associated rich the stimulus. The extremely small values for the coherence
functions associated with cross-coupling nf the vertical and horizontal ',
2O9
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• axis stimuli and responses also suggest this vector processor.
Thus, these experimental results suggest that the vertical and
horizontal eye movement systems operate as independent control systems
with very little cross-coupllng between the orthogonal reference axes.
The coherence function indicates that the dual-axis responses have
greater linearlty than single-axls responses, suggesting that single-axls
responses might have some prediction artifact in the response data due to
the __ knowledge that the stimulus is constrained to move on a single
reference axis. The horizontal and vertical eye movement system responses
for smooth pursuit seem to indicate that the transfer function consists of
a gain term coupled to a time delay. The vertical and horizontal gains have
different values wlth the vertical gala being larger than the horlzontal
gain.
Head Movement Responses
The important results from the head pursuit experhaents are that the
coherence functions and gains for the horizontal and vertical axes differ.
Since the vertical coherence is less than the horizontal coherence,
horizontal head position control is more linear than the vertical axis
control. The coherence functions increase when switching from a single-
axis pursuit mode to a dual-axls mode, and this is certainly a significant
result.
Another unexpected result is that the delays for the dual-axls task
is less than the single-axls task. In vlew of the eye data, cue would
expect the opposite trend to occur.
The fact that the time delays computed from the head pursuit phase
data do not match the correspondink cross-correlatlon computed delays
could be attributed to the slightly smaller coherence functions for the
head as compared to the eye data.
FUTURE RESEARCH
As a result of the intent to specify design criteria for VCS and to
test candidate hardware for suitability as control activators, further
investigations are planned.
The authors intend to investigate the effects of stJmulus fleld-of-vlew_
stimulus bandwidth and, for the head _nrsult system, effects of helmet
weight. The final phase will be the formulation of models for the eye and
head neurologlcal control systems which are derived from both time and
frequency domain analyses. It Is anticipated that thls model will be used
to develop a human operator simulation for VCS controls to perform system
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analysis evaluations of proposed VCS hardware configurations and to
determine parametric changes in the human operator's performance when
subjected to changes in the environment or control task.
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TABLE I. EYE PURSUIT COHERENCE
MEAN STD. DEV. RANGE
Single-Axis:
Horizontal 0.75 0.Ii 0.52 - 0.94
Vertical 0.74 0.15 0.46 - 0.93
Dual-Axis:
Horizontal 0.83 0.12 0.44 - 0.91
Vertical 0.84 0.08 0.67 - 0.94
TABLE II. EYE PURSUIT DELAY
Horizontal Vertical
Single-Axis II0 msec. 140 msec.
Dual-Axis 180 maec. 200 msec.
TABLE Ill. HEAD PURSUIT COHERENCE
MEAN STD. DEV. RANGE
_ingle-Axia:
Horizontal 0.63 0.13 0.45 - 0.87
Vertical 0.53 0.12 0.31 - 0.67
Dual-Axis:
Horizontal 0.82 0.07 0.63 - 0.89
Vertical 0.67 0.13 0.43 - 0.86
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TABLEIV. HEADPURSUIT DELAY
Horizontal Vertical
Single-Axis 280msec. 290 msec.
Dual-Axis 240 msec. 240 msec.
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EFFECTS OF LOW FREQUENCYVIBRATION OF A LIMB
by Gyan C. Agarwal and Gerald L. Gottlieb
Department of Biomedical Engineering
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center
Chicago, illinois 60612
and
College of Engineering
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Chicago, Illinois 60680
SD_4MARY
Low frequency oscillations (3 to 30 Hz) were applied on the ankle
Joint in plantarflexion-dorsiflexion rotation using a torque motor. The
torque, the angular rotation and the evoked electromyogram from the gastro-
cnemius-soleus and the anterior tibial muscles were recorded.
Significant nonlinearities were observed in the angular rotation from
8 - 12 Hz. The following methods are used for data analysls: i) two-cycle
averaged response, 2) Fourier transform and 3) Fourier analysis at the
driving frequency.
Important observations are: i) resonance near 6 - 8 Hz, 2) slowly
increasing amplitudes of oscillation near resonance, 3) self-sustalnlng
oscillations after the motor is turned off, particularly in the fatigued
llmb, 4) distortion of angular rotation durlngwhlch there are spontaneous
recurrences of oscillation at the driving frequency.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing concern in recent years regarding the effects
of vibration upon human operators. Nearly everyone is exposed at one time or
another to some from of vibration and infact, there are several million
individuals (estimated 8 million in U.S. alone (Wasserman and Badger, 1973a)
who throughout their working lives are continuously exposed to vibrational
stresses: truck drivers, heavy construction machine operators, and hand tool
operators, to name a few.
An Indlvldual may be subjected to whole body vibration or the vibra-
tional stresses may be directed to one or more segments of the body. Long
term exposures to vibration in workers produce many pathological and psycho-
logical syndromes (Taylor, 1974, Wasserman and Badger, 1973b).
Most studies on the effects of vibration have been limited to the
effects of long term exposures and their clinical manifestations. Our
knowledge of the direct effects of vibration on the h_nan motor system is
very limited. Vibration is a potent stimulus to the muscle spindles and
th3refore is quite capable of producing significant changes in the control
and coordination of movements.
In this paper we will examine the effects of low frequency oscillation
of a limb; rotation around the ankle Joint. High frequency vibration
(50 - 200 Hz) applled directly to the muscle belly or muscle tendon produces
tonic vibration reflex and significantly alters the Hoffmann and tendon-Jerk
-eflexes (Agarwal and Gottlieb, 1975, Hagbarth, 1973, Lance, Burke and
Andrews, 1973).
METHODS
Experiments were done on six normal human subjects, The subject sat
in a chair w_ch his right foot strapped to a foot-plate which permitted only
dorsiflexion-plantarflexlon about the ankle Joint. A schematic of the equip-
ment used is shown in figure 1.
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The plate is rotated by a D.C. torque motor via a gearbelt and pulley
system for torque amplification. Constant tension springs (not shown in the
figure) are also used to balance the downward gravitational force on the
foot. With the motor off and the subject completely relaxed, the resulting
Joint position is defined as the zero angular position and this reference is
provided as a fixed dot on a dual beam oscilloscope. The second beam is
used to display his angular position.
The subject was instructed to maintain a constant mean force against
the bias torque of the motor so that the oscillation is nearly symmetrical in
plantar-dorsal amplitude of rotation with respect to the reference angular
posXtion®
Sinusoidal signals were superimposed on the mean torque level. Fre-
quencles from 3 to 30 Hz were used. In some experiments, frequencies down
to i Hz were used. The torque, the resulting angular rotation and rectified,
filtered electromyograms from the surface of the gastrocnemlus-soleus and the
anterior tlbfal muscles were contlnuously recorded on a digital tape. The
angle and the torque signals were sampled at a rate of 250 Hz and the
filtered EMGs at a rate of 500 Hz.
The data was continuously recorded for i0 seconds or more at each
frequevry. After i0 seconds, we frequently recorded the data going through
a s_ e, start and stop again of the modulating signal. The bias voltage
w's :onstant throughout the run. This ali._ed us to observe self-generated
=sc_Llatlons as discussed in the results section.
Whereas the applied torque slgnal was nearly a single frequency
slnusold, the angular rotation at certain frequencies had significant
distortion. For this reason the following analyses were done.
I. Fourier c_efflclents at the fundamental frequency were
obtained from the torque, the angular rotation and the
EMG data for the first i0 seconds. The analysis was
done for twenty half-second data records and the
resulting numbers were averaged.
2. A two cycle time average was generated for a I0 second
data record by taking successive intervals equal to
twice the modulation period.
3. An average Fourier Transform was obtained by using
five two-second data records with the incremental re-
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3. (continued)
solution frequency of 0.4883 Hz.
In some experiments, vibration near the resonant frequency was ap-
plied continuously for i00 seconds or more to develop muscle fatigue and to
observe the self-generated oscillations after the modulating signal of the
motor was stopped.
RESULTS
The average wave shapes for the torque, angular rotation and the two
EMG's are shown in figure 2 (A-H). The motor drive is 0.5 + 0.4 sin 2wft
and the frequencies are 4, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 10, 12 and 15 Hz. The corres-
ponding Fourier Transforms are shown in figure 3 (A-H).
The two cycle averages and the fourier transforms indicate that the
angular rotation at certain input frequencies (8 - 12 Hz) contains signifi-
cant subharmonlc and higher harmonic components. Other interesting features
of this data are shown in figures 4 - 6.
Figure 4 shows the slowly increasing amplltudes of oscillation when
modulation is turned on near the resonant frequency of 6.5 Hz. The peak
EMG of the gastocnemlus-soleus muscle also increases in amplitude as the
oscillation builds up.
Figures 5 and 6 show the distortion in the angular rotation. In
figure 5, the drive frequency is ii Hz and the oscillation starts out at the
same frequency with corresponding EMG. Due to the _Ime varying changes in
the muscle stiffness as the muscle contracts during each cycles the nonllnear
behavior becomes progresslvely dom4nant with alternate stretch cycles lees
effective. The EMG pulses are also at half the driving frequency.
In figure 6, the driving frequency is I0 Hz. The spontaneous re-
currences of oscillation at the driving frequency (indicated by underlines)
with corresponding i0 Hz frequency in the soleus EMGs are observed for a
few cycles in between the periods of nonllnear oscillatlon.
Figure 6 also shows the free oscillation of the foot after the modu-
lating signal to the torque motor is turned off as indicated by the arrow.
This free oscillation for the first two seconds after modulation is stopped
is at 6.15 Hz as determined by Fourier transform analysis.
Figures 2 - 6 clearly point out the nonlinear nature of the system.
As a first order approximation, a linear systems analysis is attempted here.
From the data, the Fourier coefficients at the driving frequencies are ob-
tained and compared.
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The compliance of the muscle is defined by taking the ratios of the
angular rotation and the torque coefficients and using the foll¢_ing _ela-
tion:
5_._L _ Compliance of the muscle
_F
- 8 x R 1.9876 x R
57.29 x 0.4667 x
- (8/ T) x 1.8 x 10 -3 meters/newton
The numbers in the expression are the scale factors to convert angu-
lar rotation in radians and torque in newton meters. R is the radius of
action for the mtmcl_. For plantar as well as for dorsal movements, this
radius is roughly 5 cm., although it is a function of the foot angle (Hogin8,
1969).
Figures 7 and 8 show the muscle compliance for six experiments when
the amplitude of modulation is kept constant and the bias voltage is changed
from -0.5 to 0.75 volts. For the relaxed foot with zero bias voltage, the
resonant frequency is at 4 Hz. For tonically active muscle, the resonant
frequency &s around 5.5 to 6.25 Hr.
Figure 9 shows the phase lag of the angular rotation with respect to
the input torque and the phase lag of the EMGwith respect to the angular
rotation for a drive of 0.5 + 0.5 sin 2_ft.
Figure 10 shows the muscle compliance for the case when the bias is
kept constant at 0.5 volts and the amplitude of modulation is varied with
values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 volts. At 0.2 volts modulation, the peaks
in the compliance curve are at 9 and 12 Hz; at 0.4 volts modulation the peaks
are at 6 and 6.5 Hz; at 0.5 volts modulation peak is at 6.25 Hz a_d at 0.6
modulation the peaks are at 6.25 and 9 Hr.
Figure 11 shows the compliance versus frequency of the data in
figures 2 and 3. Also shown is the soleus EMC stretch gain of this data.
It must be emphasized that this gain is defined by taking the ratios of
Fourier coefficien_s at the drive frequency. The rectificatton of the EMG
produces higher harmonics which are not accounted for in defining this
ratio. Figure 12 shows the angle data at this drive of 0.5 + 0.4 sin 2,ft
similar to figure 9 for a different subject.
In figure 6, there is a self-sustaining oscillation of the ankle
Joint after the motor is turned off which lasts for several seconds. Figure
13 shows the fourier transform of 2 seconds of the data after the modulation
is turned off. The torque add the angular rotation at the driving frequency
of 10 Hz are 0.0055 newton meters and 0.13 degrees. The peak amplitude in
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the Fovrier transform is at 6.15 Hz. The nearest drive frequencies tested
were 5.5, 6, 6.25 and 6.5 Hz. The resonant frequencies were 6 and 6.5 Hz.
DISCUSSION
Table I shows the Fourier coefficients of the data of figures 2 and
3. Note that the maximum oscillation is at 6 Hz and the minimum torque is
at 6.5 Hz. Near the resonant frequency, the gastrocnemius-soleus EMG is
also maximum. The nonlinearity of the data is quite pronounced near i0 - 12
Hz as shown in the Fourier transforms of figure 3.
The details for this nonlinear behavior have not yet been investiga-
ted. The generation of subharmonics at these frequencies is most likely
due to time varying changes in the compliance of the contracting muscle.
The c_mplian_e of the human arm as calculated from Wilkie's data is 0.5 x 10-3
co 1.5 X 10-" meter/newton (Wilke, 1950; Gottlieb, etal, 1969). The com-
pliance decreases as the tension increases. For a tendon Jerk in the soleus
muscle the time to peak twitch is also a function of tonic tension and varies
from 180 - 220 _sec being smaller for the plantarflexlon (Agarwal, etal,
1970).
_.e slow _:uild up in the amplitude of oscillation near the resonant
frequenc:, (see figure 4) i_ _ co_mon phenomenon in nonlinear systems. The
'Jump' phenomenon has been reported near the resonant frequenc 7 of the wrist
movement (Walsh, 1973, 1974). Joyce, Rack and Ross (1974) have observed
resonance of the elbow Joint near 8 - 12 Hz.
The self-sustainlng oscillation as seen in figure 6 have been seen
by Joyce et al (1974) in the wrist movement as well. Such oscillations are
due to the regenerative effects of the feedback loop_and imply instability
of the loop.
Welsh (1973) and Joyce, et al (1974) did not study single frequencies
and swept the frequency range in only a few seconds. As seen in figures 5
and 6, the nonlinear movements develop only after a few cycles and there-
fore these effects were not observed.
The phase angle between the soleus EMG and rotation in figures 9 and
12 can be mostly accounted for by the conduction time lag of about 55 maac
around the neural loop. Below the resonant frequency, angular rotation
lags the torque by 150-180 degrees. This phase relationship changes abrupt-
ly near the resonant frequency. Beyond the resonant frequency, this phase
lag between e and t i8 about 30 degrees and approaches zero degrees near 30Hz.
Such sudden changes in phase are characteristic of marginally stable
systems near resonance. This behavior coupled with the existence of self-
sustaining oscillations which are emphasized with fatigue (in one experiment
a subject continued to oscillate for 58 seconds until he finally halted it)
is surprising. Conservative engineering design tends to emphasize stability
and this normally characterizes our view of most physiological regulating
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mechanisms.
An alternative view of many such regulators is that they are inherently
unstable within some of their inner loops. Homeostasis is preserved however
by the existence of outer loops which become active only near the boundaries
of some allowable state space. Thus the inherent instability Is not observed
except in cases of pathology o, perhaps in experiments such as described
here. Certalnly none of our subjects has ever hsd any history of neuro-
muscular 111ness nor have they any present complaints. None show ankle tre-
mor and none have difflculty walklng or driving. But all have experlmentally
demonstrated clonus. This is a _st interesting paradox.
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TABLE I
Fourier coefficients of the data in figure 2. The motor drive was 0.5 + 0.4
sin 2_ft. FC denotes the Fourier coefficient at the drive frequency and DC
is the average value.
FREQ GS-EMG GS-EMG Rotation Torque Torque Compliance
(des) (N.M) (N.M) (M/N)
FC DC FC FC DC x 10-3
4 0.19 0.39 1.6 0.12 0.16 5.3
5 0.51 0.51 2.6 0.13 0.19 8.2
5.5 0.76 0.63 3.5 0.11 0.19 13.5
6 1.0 0.78 4.7 0.04 0.2 47.5
6.25 0.9 0.74 4.0 0.06 0.18 28.7
6.5 0.95 0.77 4.4 0.03 0,18 54.3
6.75 O.95 0.76 3.7 0.06 0.2 26.7
7 1.2 0.95 3.8 0.06 0.19 24.8
8 1.0 0.80 1.7 0.08 0.53 9.0
10 0.5 0.61 1.3 0.12 0.17 4.6
12 0.63 0.66 0.81 0.13 0.18 2.5
15 0.17 0.37 0.53 0.12 0,20 1.8
25 O.19 0.34 0.33 0.13 0.17 I.I
30 0.16 0.34 0.3 0.11 0,16 1.1
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Figure 1
A schematic of the apparatus used for the forced oscillatlons of
the ankle Joint. The components are: D.C. Torque Motor (14)dri-
ven by a Bulova power ampllfler, electromyogram is recorded using
disc surface electrodes placed over the bellies of the soleus and
anterior tlblal muscles, EI4Gamplifiers (A) are Tektronix 2A_1
(bandwldCh 60-600 Hz), filters (F) are chlrd order ever _SivS (i0
msac averaging Lime), display oscilloscope (D) is a dual beam
_ TekCronlx 502, dlglcal computer (C) is S"C-16.
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Figure 2
Two cycle averaged response at input frequencies of 4, 5.5, 6, 6.5,
7, i0, 12, and 15 Kz. The four traces from top to bottom in each
part are torque in newton meters, foot ansle in degrees, rectified
and filtered EHG from the anterior tlblal and the gastrocnemius-
soleus muscles. The averaging was done for a I0 second data record
by taking successive intervals equal to twice the modulation period.
The drive was 0.5 + 0.4 sin _t.
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12 Hz
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Figure 3
The averaged fourier transforms for five 2-second data records at
input frequencies of 4, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7, i0, 12, and 15 Hz. The
four traces from top to bottom in each part are torque in newton
meCers, foot angle in degrees, rectified and filtered EMG from che
anterior tlbtal and the gastrocnemlus-soleus muscles. The drive
was 0.5 + 0.4 sin _t.
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DRIVE=0.5+0.5 Sin r_T
" "'!'_°,' li ._l , _.,_.'1 .i _ ..,GS : .
i
t '
6.5 Hz
.--) I,"_l,,,t_,illq14ti'
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I--.----I
I S£0
Ftsure 4
Slovly increasin8 aNplttude of osctllat£on near the reson4mt fre-
quency of 6.5 Hz, The upper trice Is the ENG of the 8astrocnealus-
soleus e_scle (rectified and filtered)and the lover trace is the
an8ular rotation. The drive vae 0.5 + 0.5 sin _t.
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DRIVE=0.5+0.4 Sin COT
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Figure 5
Forced oscillation of the ankle Joint at 11 Uz. The drive wu
0.5 + 0.4 sin _t. The upper trace ohowe the E_G activity of the
gaetrocne_us-eoleue muscle (rectified and filtered) and the lower
trace shows the angular rotation. The time markars are one second
apart from left to right.
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i
I ' DRIVE:O.5+0.4 SinG)T
10 Hz I_.1 DEG
I SEC
Figure 6
Forced oscillation of the ankle Joint at 10 Hz. The motor drive
yes 0.$ + 0.4 sln _t. The upper trace shows the _4G actlvlty of
the Sastrocne_Lus-soleus muscle (rectified end filtered). The lo-
ver trace shows the angular rotation. The time markers are one
second apart from left to right. The arrow indlcates the tlme
_hen the modulatlon s£gnal of the motor yes turned off. The self-
sueCaining oscilletion of the ankle Joint continued for several
seconds near 6.15 Hz. As the motor was turned on again, the non-
11near vaveform developed rap/dly. _e recurrences of 10 Et
osc111atlons In betveen the nonllneer response are indicated by
11na sesjonts underneath the angle trace.
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90 x F I0/0
I
oF/0.25/0.5
X,,
3_ x/ _ _FI0.510.5--
_" 18 , _ _F/0.75/0.5.
• A 1m 9.0
"-" 3.6 _
z 1.8
.=JQ.
Z O.9O d
° 0.36 _,
0.18
1 2 5 10 20 50 100
FREQUENCY(Hz)
Fi_'__7
Effective compliance (angular rotation/torque sain) in meters/
newton as a function of the input frequency. The amplitude of the
modulation signal to the motor was dept constant at 0.5 volts.
The motor bias voltages for the four cases were: x 0 volts,
[_ 0.25 volts, _ 0.5 volts, and * 0.75 volts. For positive non-
zero bias the gast_ocne_ue-soleus muscle was tonically active to
maintain the zero angular foot position. The resonant frequencies
for these four cases were 4, 5.5, 6.25, and 6.75 Bz, respectively.
(Subject GLG)
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180
90
Fisure 8
Effective compliance (ansular rotation/torque sain) in raters/
newton am a function of the input frequency. The amplitude of the
modulation sisual to the motor wae kept constant at 0.5 volts.
The motor bias voltasee for the three cases were: x 0 volts,
-0.25 voltr, and A -0.5 volts. For negative nonzero bias the
anterior ttbial muscle was tonically active to maintain the zero
ansular foot position. The resonant frequencies for these three
cases were 4, 6, and 6 Hz, respectively. (Subject GLG).
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Figure 9
Phase angle between angular rotation and the applied torque (X)
and between the eoleue EMGand the angular rotation(O) 88 a
function of the drive frequency. The phaae relationship wee
calc.lated from the Fourier analysis. The motor drive was 0.5 +
0.5 sin wr. (Subject GLG).
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Figure 10
Effective compliance (angular rotation/torque gain) in w.ters!
nawtou as a function of the drive frequency. The motor bias
voltase yes kept constant at 0.5 voile. The aapl_tude of the
modulation stsnal for the four cases yes: x 0.2 volts, DO.4
VOltSD_0.5 Volts, and * 0.6 volts. The 8astrocnemtus-soleus
_cle was tonically active asatnst the motor bias to uatntatn
the sero ansular foot position. The resoneut frequencies for
thus cases were: 6.75 and 8 Bz at 0.2 volts modulation, 6 and
6.5 Bz at 0.4 volts modulation, 6.25 Hz at 0.5 volts modulation,
and 6.25 H= and9 Hz at 0.6 volta modulation, (Subject GCA).
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Figure ii
Effective compliance (X) and soleus EMG/stretch gain as a function
of the input frequency. The motor drive was 0.5 + 0.4 sln wt. '
The compllance resonant frequencies are at 6 and 6.5 Hz. The so-
leus EMG/stretch galn peaks are ac 8 and 12 Hz.
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Figure12
Phaseangle betweenangularrotationand the appliedtorque(X)
and betweenthe soleusEMG and the angularrotation(_) as a
•_ functionof the drive frequency, The motor drivewas 0.5 + 0,4
sln _t. (Subject GCA)
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let transform of the data for 2 seconds aftez the modulat!n_
___or slgnal is turned off as shown in Figure 4. The fouu traces
from top to bottom are torque, anEular rotation, EMG of ant(:rlor
tlbSal and EMG of 8astrocnemlue-muscle. The frequency of the aelf-
sustalnln8 oscillation was 6.15 Hz.
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MANUAL CONTROL DISPLAYS
FOR A
FOUR-DIMENSIONAL LANDING APPROACH
James T. Silverthorn, Ist Lt USAF*
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
Dr. Robert L. Swaim**
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
Six instrument rated pilots flew an STOL fixed base simulator to study
the effectiveness of three displays for a four-dimensional approach. The
three examined displays were a digital readout of forward position error, a
digital speed co_and, and an analog display showing forward position error
and error prediction. A flight director was used in all conditions. The
feedback laws were designed using a combination of optimal and manual control
theories. All test runs were for a "typical" four-dimenslonal approach in
moderate turbulence that included a change in commanded ground speed, a
change in flight path angle, and two standard rate sixty degree turns. Use
of the digital forward position error display resulted in large overshoot
in the forward position error. Some type of lead (ra_e or prediction
information) was shown to be needed. The best overall performance was
obtained using the speed comand display. This display also received the
best Cooper-Harper rating. It was demonstrated that curved approaches can
be flown with relative ease. While four-dimensional approaches were
described as difficult, the pilots were able to fly the approaches with
sufficient accuracy to warrant further study.
*PhD Candidate
(Presently with Air Force Avionics Lab, Wright-Patterson AFB)
**Professor and Associate Head
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SYMBOLS
U Forward Speed (m/sec)
y Flight Path Angle (rad)
0 Pitch Angle (rad)
Angle of Attack (tad)
B Sideslip Angle (rad)
Turn Rate (rad/sec)
Heading Angle (tad)
e Forward Position Error (m)
X
e Latera3 Position Error (m)
Y
e Vertical Position Error (m)
z
6 Elevator Deflection (tad)
e
6* Flight Director Pitch Command
e
6 Aileron Deflection (tad)
a
6 * Flight Director Roll Command
a
6t Thrust Input (newtons)
6t* Speed Command
Undamped Natural Frequency (tad/see)
Damping Ratio
I/T (Time Constant) -I (rad/sec)
o Standard Deviation
g Acceleration of Gravity (m/sec2)
Subscripts
r Reference Variable
e Error Variable
p Phugoid Mode
sp Short Period Mode
dr Dutch Roll
hp High Pass Filter
u Forward Gust
g
v Lateral Gust
g
w Vertical Gust
g
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INTRODUCTION
The Microwave Landing System (MLS) will set the stage for three and
four dimensional (4-D) approaches. This guidance system provides the means
for noise abatement, wake avoidance, fuel savings, and increased airport
capacity. This is because the landing approach can be altered from the
present straight in approach to one that includes turns, changes in flight
path angle, and changes in speed. Trajectories can be designed so that
small aircraft can avoid the wake of larger craft; slower aircraft can
"capture the beam" closer to the runway; and an added dimension to safety
minimums can be incorporated.
This study looks at the practicality of a pilot flying a four dimen-
sional approach. It attempts to answer the questions "How well can a pilot
fly a 4-D approach?" and "Which of the displays examined results in the
best performance?" Three-dimensional and 4-D approaches have been examined
by other researchers, but most were concerned with synthesizing a trajectory
and then seeing how well an autopilot could fly it (references 1-4). A
limited number of studies have been directed toward pilot in the loop
simulation. Several researchers have examined pilot tracking performance
using a pictorial map or situation display while flying curved approaches.
Such displays have become increasingly attractive with the development of
computer generated graphics. Baty (reference 5) looked at the effect of
prediction and map orientation on tracking performance during a 3-D
approach. This display concept can also be extended to 4-D approach. The
work by Kreifeldt and Wampe (reference 6) can also provide information
about 4-D tracking performance. Three pilots flying STOL aircraft were
required to merge with two other aircraft and cross an approach point at
30 second intervals. Each pilot was presented aith an Air Traffic Situation
Display showing all aircraft in the terminal area. The curved approaches
and time interval control, while not purely 4-D in formulation, produce
4-D like trajectories. All these e_;periments demonstra_ that a pictorial
map display could be the answer for 4-D guidance. Anderson, Will, and
Grantham (reference 7) performed a 4-D approach simulation where time
(forward position) error and speed error are displayed digitally to the
pilot. They found the pilots performed satisfactorily but their results
were somewhat limited. The intent of Cunningham and Swaim (reference 8)
was to use manual and optimal control concepts to design flight director
gains for 4-D guidance. Pilot models were used to validate the design.
This present study is, conceptually, a continuation of their work. Three
displays are examined in terms of pilot tracking performance and preference
in flying a 4-D approach. One display is a digital readout of forward
position error (situation information only) and represents the lowest level
of sophistication. The second display is a speed com_mnd display and is
conceptually similar to a flight director. The third i an analog display
showing situation and prediction information on a CRT. It would be the
most difficult display to implement on an aircraft.
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FOUR DIMENSIONAL APPROACH
One way to define a four dimensional approach is to specify where the
aircraft should be as a function of time. This establishes a reference
trajectory. Figure i is a four dimensional approach because the aircraft
should be a each particular point on the trajectory at a particular time.
The time function is determined by the reference velocity vector (the
velocity time history the aircraft is desired to follow). This is done by
specifying a reference forward speed (U_), flight path angle (yr), and
turn rate (_r). Error variables are th_n defined as the differenc_ between
the aircraft and the reference variable. That is:
U =U-U
e r
¥e = 7 - Yr = (0 - _) - Yr
-+-+
e r
Three position errors result from this reference trajectory. Forward
position error (e), lateral position error (e.), and vertical position
error (e) are eacah the distance the aircraft {s ahead of, to the right of%
and below where it should be. The differential equations describing these
variables are:
=u -u-u
X e r
= " (_e&y U + 6) " U (_ - _r + 6)
_z = -U • _e = U • (_ - e + yr)
where a, 0, and 6 are the aircraft angle of attack, pitch angle, and side-
slip angle, respectively.
AIRCRAFT
The aircraft modeled in this study is the Breguet 941, a four engine
turboprop, blown flap, STOL aircraft. It has been examined by McDonnell
Douglas and is considered representative of future STOL aircraft.
Linearized aerodynamics _re used to simulate the equations of motion.
Small perturbations about some trimmed condition are assumed. Linear
differential equations for these perturbation variables are then obtained
by neglecting all higher ordel terms in the complete nonlinear equations.
The trimmed condition assumed was a landing approach at 60 knots (I00 ft/sec;
30.5 m/sec) on a -7 1/2 degree flight path with flaps deflected 98 degrees.
This aircraft is characterized by its low damping in the dutch roll and
phugoid modes and an overcrltically damped (two real roots) short period
mode. A yaw dampcr is implemented to improve the dutch roll characteristics.
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The equations used in this simulation, including the yaw damper, produce
the following eigenvalues:
longitudinal lateral
P = .27 rad/sec Wdr = .81 rad/sec
_p = .23 _dr ffi.53
llTsp I = 1.02 I/T1 = .16
I/Tsp 2 = .80 I/T2 = .66
The forward, uormal, and lateral gusts are simulated by gaussian white
noise passed through first order low pass filters. The RMS level for these
gusts is given by:
o = 7.5 ft/sec o = 7.5 ft/sec o = 5.0 ft/sec
u v w
g g g
= 2.28 mlsec = 2.28 m/sec = 1.53 m/sec
The primary inputs available to the pilot are elevator and aileron
deflections using a control stick and power changes using a throttle lever.
Rudder pedals are also present but were not used to any great extent by
the pilots. Because of the multi - airspeed, multi - flight path angle
trajectory that is characteristic of a four dimensional approach (Figure i),
a flap change is required. The Breguet 941 flies the beginning portion of
this approach with flaps deflected 75 degrees and transitions to 98 degrees
flaps at the time of descent. To provide for this change, a two position
flap switch is located in the simulator. Flap actuator dynamics are
represented by a first order lag with a time constant of 3 seconds.
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
A photograph of the simulator is sho_a in Figure 2. The primary
variables displayed are attitude and flight director connnands on an attitude
director indicator (ADI); vertical and lateral posit_on errors on conven-
tional ILS needles; forward position error using a digital readout; speed
co,hands using a digital re_dout; and forward position error with error
prediction on an analog display. These last thlee dlsplays are the
experimental variables for this study. In addition, the instrument panel
includes indicators for airspeed, vertical velocity, compass heading, and
angle of attack, along with an altimeter, tachometer, and needle-ball.
The feedback gains for the flight director were obtained using a
combination of optimal and n_anual control theories. Optimal control waa
first used to find the gains that produced good step response and small
deviations due to gusts. The gains were then adjusted so that the trans-
fer function (6 */6 ) (where _ * is the flight director elevator or pitch
e
command and 6 _s t_e pilot's elevator input) demonstrates the desired
"K/s" behavio_ in the crossover region. This seems to have been an
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effective technique because it resulted in favorable comments concerning
the flight director from several of the pilots. The flight director aileron
(roll) commands were obtained using the same technique. The feedback gains
that resulted are:
e* = -.O046ex - .i00 ex - .0443ez - .082ez + 3"50hp + 4.06
* ffi-.0043e - .0722e - 2.0 _ - 2.46 - 1.7_
a y y e e
where: Ohp = {s/(s + i)} • @; high pass (wash out) filter
= _ - _ = _ - U • _ /g; _ is roll anglee r z
It should be noted that the elevator command includes feedbacks from both
the vertical and forward position errors. The forward position error term
results in a pitch down command when the aircraft is behind where it should
be. Tt,is Js intuitively correct for pitching down will result in less drag
and the a_rcraft will catch up to its desired position.
ILS needles are used to display lateral and vertical position errors.
The task was to keep these needles hulled, just as for a normal ILS approach,
even though *his was a curved approach.
The "Digital Forward Position Error" display, shown in Figure 3, is
positioned directly above the ILS needles. A positive number indicates
that the aircraft is behind where it should be and the pilot should speed
up. The display is incremented in steps of I0 feet (3.05 m) with a maximum
of +2000 feet (_710 m) and is updated once per second.
A digital readout was used for three reasons. First, a DME is
displayed digitally, and while a DME does not give position error, it does
refer to a distance measurement in the forward direction. Secondly,
today it seems that an increasing number of instruments _,rebeing imple-
mented with a digital readout. And finally, a person can detect slow
changes on a digital readout better than on an analog scale. This point
needs explaining. Usually it is assumed that a digital readout is a voor
source of rate information. This is true when the numbers are changing
rapidly. But when the numbers are changing very slowly, as they should be
if the pilot is making gradual changes, then I believe a digital display
is a good source of rate information. For example, the pilot looks at
his display and it says "+250." He scans back and if it says "+260" or
"+270" he knows the approximate rate of change. When a pilot scans an
analog display he can not detect such a small change as readily. It is
difficult for an analog display to have both high sensitivity and a
large dynamic range.
The "Digital Speed Command" display is shown in _'igure 4. It gives
speed commands just as the flight director gives pitch and roll come,ands.
Furthermore, Just as one should try to null the flight director, one
should also try to null the speed command. It too is updated once per
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second. In addition to the three reasons presented above, a "digital"
display of speed command is desirable because it reinforces the correspon-
dence between forward position error and speed command. In both cases a
positive number means "catch up." Furthermore, a digital speed command
avoids a problem that could develop using an analog version. The original
plan was to use a third cue on the flight director, similar to the
collective pitch command for helicopters. One would naturally expect th!_
cue to move upward when additional power is commanded (throttle forward).
The flight director pitch command moves upward for a pitch up command
(stick back). This means the throttle would go forward and the stick back
when the two cues went upward. The problem was avoided by making the speed
command cue a digital command.
The feedback gains for the speed (throttle) command were designed in
conjunction with the flight director pitch command using the same tech-
niques. The transfer function (6 */6 ), where 6t* is the speed commandt ,(throttle command) and 6_ is the pilot s throttle inpuL, was designed to
t, I' 4 U
have a K/s behavior _n its crossover region. Unlike the elevator cross-
over frequency of around 3 tad/set, the throttle command has a crossover
frequency of about .08 rad/sec. This lower crossover frequency is due to
the slow response in the forward direction and results in less need fo
rapid throttle activity. The feedback law for the speed comm-nd is:
6 * = 730.e + 584.e - 175.e - 1985.
t z z x x
The final display is the "Forward Position Error with Prediction."
Shown in Figure 5, it is presented on a CRT dlrectly below the ADI. An
aircraft symbol is fixed in the center with a box showing where the air-
craft should be. That is_ if the box is ahead, then the aircraft is behind
where it should be. Just as with the ILS needles, where the pilot flies
to the needles, the pilot should fly to the box. Prediction (or rate)
information is provided by the llne extending from the aircraft symbol.
The tip of the ilne represents where the aircraft will be with respect to
the box in 30 seconds. If the rate of change of forward position error
(e) is positive then the llne will point forward. If the rate of change isx
negative, then the llne will point backward. The idea is to have the line
Just touching the box. By doing this, the aircraft will catch up (or slow
down) to where it should be in 30 seconds. This was found to be a good
rate of respon_o.
Finally, some description should be made of the autopilot used in
this study. The autopilot provides a baseline for the pilot performance
evaluation. There are many advantages of keeping the pilot in the loop.
The question is, how much do you lose in terms of tracklng accuracy _y '_'-
keeping h_m in the loop. This is answered by ccmparing the pilots' per- _
formance to that of an autopilot.
The autopilot design used for this study included elevator, thrc_t!e
and aileron inputs. Rudder inputs were also provided by an aileron-rudder
interconnect. The feedbacks for these controls were almost identical to
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those of the flight director and speed commands. The autopilot gains were
in fact the gains resulting from the preliminary design stage, prior to
adjusting to obtain a "K/s" behavior.
EXPERIMENT
This study attempts to answer the following questions. _ich of the
three displays examined results in the best pilot performance? What are
the advantages and disadvantages of each display? How well can pilots
perform using these displays compared to an autopilot? How difficult is it
to fly a four dimensional approach?
Tb_ three displays discussed previously were used to answer these
questions. They are:
Display
V1 - Digital Forward Position Error (Figure 3)
D2 - Digital Forward Position Error and
Digital Speed Command (Figure 4)
D3 - Digital Forward Position Error and Forward
Position Error with Error Prediction (Figure 5)
In all cases the flight director provided pitch and roll commands. In
short, dlspJay DI is situation information only and represents a minimum
addition to exis[ing equipment. Display D2 is situation with speed comand
and display D3 is situation with prediction information.
Six instrumen= rated pilots performed in this study. Their experience
varied from private, military, to commercial. The average total flight
hours serpassed 1800 hours. A detailed description of the simulator, each
display, the task, and the purpose of the experiment was first distributed
to each pilot. The task was described as "continuously maintain the three
position errors e , e , e as close to zero as possible.' They were
x
instructed to conslde_ 30_ feet (91.5 m) of forward position erroz to be
of equal severity as two dots (80 feet; 24.4 m) of vertical error.
Each pilot spent from one to two hours getting acquainted with the
simulator. Following this practlce, one hour sessions were conducted
using each of the displays. The order the displays were presented was
_" varied to include each possible combination and is shown in Table i. The
_j_J first twenty minutes of each hour session was spent practicing with the
_=-
particular display being examined. The next fifteen minutes the pilot
flew at least fivo runs oa a typical four dimensional approach. Maximum
: deviations of the three position error _ were recorded a_ a means of
determining his learning curve. When it appeared that the pilots perfor-
/ mance reached a plateau, one additional run was made on the actual test
trajectory (Figure I). Then the six actual data runs were performed.
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The pilot was given about ten seconds to get "in the loop." Data recording
then began when _he pilot had essentially zeroed out all the position
errors that had accumulated. The researcher gave verbal instructions to
the pilo= at ten seconds into the data recording to "slow down to 60 knots"
and sixty s_conds to "start your descent and lower your flaps." At i00
second£ the run was completed.
During the actual test runs the three position errors were sampled
ten times per second and converted to digital words. The root mean square
(RMS) of each of these position errors was then computed off - line.
Because the analysis was done after the session was over, no immediate
results were available to the pilot. But because of the digital readout of
forward position _rror, he was always aware of how well he was doing.
Each pilot was given a questionaire at the completion of the experiment.
It requested he list the advantages and the disadvantages of each display,
any undesirable features of the simulation, and to assign a Cooper - Harper
rating to each display.
RESULTS
The tracking performance in the forward, vertical, and lateral
directions using the three displays is shown in Figure b. Also shown is
the performance with the autopilot engaged. The diamond represents the
mean RMS position error and the dashed lines extend to the one sigma
deviations. Analysis of variance was performed on each channel (forward,
vertical, and lateral) independently and is shown in Table 2. The auto-
pilot performance was not included in these analyses.
The differences in performance among the displays in both the forward
and vertical direction= were statistically significant. Examining the
marginal means (Table 3) indicates that in the forward direction displays
D2 and D3 were each significantly better than D1. In the vertical direc-
tion, Dp was found to be better than D1 or Dq. -While D_ appears to be
better Ehan D1, the difference was not stati§tically significant. The
abovt indicates that the pilots do equally well with displays D2 and
D_ in controlling forward position error, but D2 is superior in con-
trolling vertical position error. In both cases, DI is the worst.
Both V2 and D_ are used primarily to control forward position error.
The fact that no dlffezence was found in the forward direction but a
_ignificant difference was found in the vertical direction is interesting.
There are two possible explanations for this D_ - D_ difference. One is
that the pilots were able to scan and interpreE D2 _aster than they could
D.. As a result the pilots could spend a greater percentage of their time
f_llowing the ADI when D_ was present than when D. was present. The
closer one follows the f_Ight director the smalle_ the excursions in
vertical position error. This explanation is substantiated with pilot
comments. Pilot PI _tated that "... with the prediction display (D3),
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I found myself wanting to return _o it after each scan. By diverting
attention from the attitude indicator it creates a dangerous situation."
Pilot P. mentioned that the position error with predlc=ion display (D3)
promoted "instrument fixation." An_ finally, pilot P. stated that the
digital speed command (D2) required the least amount of _can time. This is
in spite of the fact tha_ display D2 is located far to the left and requires
a conscious effort by the ;!lot to scan. Display Dq is located directly
below the ADT. While D3 i_ located where it should_ D2 is somewhat out of
' the field of view.
This difference _n vertical position error can also be attributed to
the digital speed command (D_) containing terms invol_,ing forward and
vertical p_sltlon errors. Display D_ contains no infcrmation concerning
vertical position £ ror. As a resul_, the pilots using D2 are making
throttle changes based on both vertical and forward position error whereas
with D_ the power changes are probably due to forward position error only.
The actual reason for this difference in performance is quite likely a
combination of these two explanations.
Significant differences were found among the pilots in all three
position errors. This reflects both th i-g proficiency and conscious
effort _f the pilots. That is, some p_ e content with a slight
position error while others tried hard L_ zero oat any error.
A significant interaction between p_lot_ and diRplays occurred i_ the
forward and vertical directions. It was _hown above that D2 is generally
superior to D^. This interaction indicates that this generalization is
not true for _ll the pilots. Two of the six pilots had a lower mean RMS
vertical position error with D3 than with D2.
The pilots were asked to assign to each display a Cooper - Harper
rating for the 4-D landing approach task with moderate turbulenct and the
aircraft as simu]ated. _'_emea_ and standard deviations of these ratings
is shown in Figure 7. Display D2 required minimal to moderate pilo_
compensation; DR required moderate to considerable compensation; and D_
required extensive compensation. This resu£t is consistent with the
tracking performance Just presented, That is, D_ is somewhat better than
D3 which is much better th_u DI.
_nother important criterion for dete_nining the "b_st" d_splay is
the pilots' preferences and crlticism_ about the displays. In response
to the questiov, "Compare the difficulty of flying thia trajectory usin_
the three displays with the difficulty of flying a conventional ILS
approach," the pilots answer_ centered azound:
Using display D1 = more difflcult
Using display D^ = about the same
Using display D3 = slight]y more oifficult
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In addition, the pilots gave the following ratings and comments of the
three displays:
Display 51
' (i) Five pilots liked D1 the least aud thought they tracked worst
_th it.
(2) "Amount of correction required is hard to determine."
Display D2
(I) Five pilots liked _,_ .he best and felt they tracked best with it.
(2) "Very useful"
(3) "Deflni=e ,,, _t, "e - gives good rate information and requires
no i_,_erpre_atio_" (stated by two pilots)
Display D3
(1) Four pilots thought D3 was difficult to learp,
(2) "Provides good rate information but not as east to interpret
and learn."
(3) "Occa "onally confusing"
(4) "F_Jo • figuring out my own corrections fro, vector."
_' : Cering to Figure 6, the _utopilot performed approximately twice
as well ab _:e pilots in tracking the _oam. Furthermore, the variation in
autopilot performance is less than the pilots. This variation is repre-
sented by the small standard deviation or the consistency in performance as
presented in TabOr 4. It should be reiterated that the purpose of this
study was not to show that an autopilot is needed or not neoded. The pur-
pose _Js to see ho,_,well pilots could fly a four dimensional aFproach. The
autopiloh was used to provide a baseline to establish the difficulty of the
task. Tu addiLion, by presenting the performance using an autopilot, one
can observe how much tracking performance is _st by having the pilot in
the loop
While the autopilot performance =eems to overshadow the pilots" per-
formance, close examinatin of the position errors reveals how well they
did. The mean RMS la_erul position error (Table 3) was only 13.7 meters
(45 feet) and the stand_ro deviation only 3.9 meters (12.9 feet,. _ese
numbezs become more tmpressive when considering that the _rJmary difficulty
in the task was controlling f)rward position error. Presumably, if th_s
had been a 3-D approach where the pilot does not control forward position,
the lateral pfrfor_mnce would have been even better. In addition, this
i_ achieved with no map _isplay showing the trajectory nor with any cue
i.aic_.ting the start of a turn. The only l_t¢:al information available was
•ateral pusition or_or d_splayed on the loca!izer needle and roll flight
director tone,ands. This indicates the precision a pilot can _ly a curved
approach. A map display showing the t-a_ectory and the runway is very
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desirable however, to provide the pilot the terminal area situation infor-
mation he needs.
The pilots were also very effective in controlling forward position
error. The mean RMS forward position error was 25.5 meters (83.8 feet)
and the standard devxation was 10.9 meters (35.6 feet). Furthermore, the
maximum forward distance any pilot was off in 108 runs was only 113 meters
(370 feet). With a forward speed of 60 Imots (I00 ft/sec; 30.5 m/sec)
this distance corresponds to a 3.7 second time slot error. The mean time
slot error was le_s than one second. This is much better than the accuracy
required to make four dimensional approaches feasible.
The pilots found that following the flight director commands was
sufficient to maintain small vertical and lateral position errors. As a
result they scanned the ILS needles infrequently. This further substantiates
the possibility for three and four dimensional approaches under manual
control.
CONCLUSIONS
The pilots performed best when they were presented speed cou_nands.
The digital speed cc_nnand display was given the best pilot rating and
highest preference. The forward position error with prediction display was
also effective, but not to the same extent as the speed con_nand display.
Some type of map display showing the trajectory, runway, position error and
prediction is nevertheless desirable because it would provide the pilot
the terminal area information he needs. Both a speed command display and
a map display seem to be the best choice. In this way the pilots would
have the control advantages of speed commands and r _e situation information
of a map.
Curved (3-D) approaches appear to be fairly simple, at least from a
control point of view. The pilots were able to stay very close to the
desired trajectory. This is especially true in the lateral direction.
The pilots agreed that controlling lateral position error was the easiest
part of the task.
When rate information was available, the pilots were also a_le to keep
the forward (time) error small. This supports the concept of four dimen-
sional approaches. Pilot workload, maximum control deflections and state
variable (pitch angle, angle of attack, and airspeed) excursions all need
to be examined before the feasibility of four dimensional approaches can
be fully ascertained.
When rate information was not available (digital forward position
error display only), the pilots' performance deteriorated. There was large
overshoot in forward position erroz because the pilots overcorrected. Their
control actions were too late and too large due to the aircraft slow
response and low damping it the forward direction. Some type of aiding
(r_te or prediction information) is needed.
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Table 1 Order of Presentation of Displays
Session
Pilot i 2 3
P1 D2 D1 D3
P2 D3 D2 D1
P3 D1 D2 D3
P4 D2 D3 D1
P5 D3 D1 D2
P6 D1 D3 D2
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+ SPEEDUP
,,+ 150
-- SLOWDOWN
Figure 3 Digital Forward Position Error Display
showing aircraft 150 feet behind reference trajectory
INCREASEA/S
+ 6
KNOTS
Figure h Digital Speed Command Display
giving a "speed up by 6 knots" command
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Figure 5 Forward Position Error with Prediction Display
showing aircraft 150 feet behind refere _ce trajectory
and closing at the ra_e of 2.5 ft/sec
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SIMULATOR EVALUATION OF _ PERSPECTIVE CLIPPED-POLE DISPLAY
AND A THRUST-VECTOR CONTROLLER FOR VTOL ZERO-ZERO LANDINGS
By M. R. Murphy and R. K. Greif
_aes Rese.rch Center, NASA, Moffett Field, CA 94035
SUMMARY
Five pil_ts participated in a _imulator study to evaluate design features
of a perspective clipped-pole display and a side-arm thrust vector controller
for pote,tial applications to VTOL zero visibility (zero-zero) landings.
The task was flown in a fixed-base, 3-degree-of-free,lom, longitudinal
simulation of a vectored lift-fan VTOL transport aircraft with _,ariable,
linearlzed aerodynamics, and consisted of a straight-in approach on a i0°
approach slope, with optional hover and landing. The five pilots flew data
runs with the basic perspective display, with the basic display plus digital
airspeed, and with this latter combination plus digital altitude, l_e dis-
plays were presented on a CRT using digital vector techniques.
Objective measures were obtained for touchdown velocities and position,
flight time, maximum thrust, and maximum deceleration; pilot opinion was
also obtained. Analyses of objective measures by a t-test for related means
showed significant learning effects, but did not show significant performance
differences among display conditio_,s. A mean longitudinal touchdown velocity
of less than 4 knots, a mean vertical touchdown velocity of less than 1.22m/
sec (4 ft/sec), and a mean longitudinal position error of approximately 15.24 m
(50 ft), was attained during the final i0 trials of the experiment. The
conclusion that adequate airspeed anO altitude cues could be obtained from the
glideslope and runway poles is supported by the absence of significant per-
formance differences among display conditions. Both objective data and
pilot opinion support the conclusion that the perspective cllpped-pole
display and thrust vector controller should be further researched for poten-
tial application to VTOL zero-zero landings.
INTRODUCTION
A future requirement for manual piloting of VTOL (Vertical Takeoff and
Landing) aircraft in zero visibility (zero-zero) landings is assumed for
three reasons: VTOL landing technology is at an early stage of development
(ref. I); the question of the capability to be provided for manual emergency
takeover during potential future automatic landings has not been resolved;
and menual control may result in more flexibility in operations than would
fully automatic systems. Specific constraints for manual, zero-gero landing
technology arise from the inherent absence of out-the-window visual contact
and probable VTOL operational requirements such as: steep and/or curved
approaches at decelerating speeds; highly precise energy management;
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transition to hover; and high density, time-constrained flight environments.
These projected operational requirements, in conjunction with the complex
control requirements of VTOL aircraft, imply potentially high pilot workloads.
Based on the above considerations, a display concept (clipped-pole) and a
control concept (thrust vector) were derived for potential application to
VTOL zero-zero landing technology. The objectives of this study were to
determine whether the display and control concepts should be further researched,
and to evaluate specific design features of an implementation of these
concepts.
DESCRIPTION OF DISPLAY
The display concept is based on the use of vertical poles, stroke-
written on a CRT, to define a commanded approach slope, as is the SAAB pole-
track display for the Viggen aircraft (ref. 2). The concept differs from
that of the pole-track display in two important respects. First, th_ pole-
track display presents a static perspective scene, while elements of the
clipped-pole scene are clipped from view as they reach peripheral vision
limits, as are real-world elements in a VFR flight. Second, the displayed
view remains in true perspective relative to the changing position of the
aircraft, and hence in relation to the pilot's eye-reference-point. Display
elements were purposely kept simple; in addition to approach slope poles,
only a runway outline, a horizon line, and constant-height runway edge poles
were _mplemented in the display. The runway edge poles were added to provide
a hover capability.
Figures I through 9 show views of the display during an approach and
landing sequence. The digital presentation of indicated airspeed and altitude,
shown at the top of the views, occurred only during a particular condition
of the experimental design. The horizon is represented by the line at the
top of the display; zero approach slope error is indicated when this horizon
line and the imaginary line formed by the top of the approach slope poles
are parallel. Figure I is a view of the display prior to approach slope
capture and figures 2 through 5 show various approach slope error conditions
during the approach, as indicated by the titles.
Figure 6 is a view taken Just prior to transitioning to the guidance
offered by the runway edge poles. When the pilots eye is at 15.24 m (50 ft),
the height of the runway edge poles, the horizon line is aligned with the tops
of the poles. Figures 7 through 9, then, show a sequence below this point,
ending near touchdown.
The I0° approach slope selected for this study intersected the runway at
the runway centerpoint. Approach poles were spaced 76.20 m (250 ft) apart.
The runway was 30.48 m (i00 ft) wide and 152.40 m (500 ft) long. The 15.24-m
(50 ft) high runway edge poles were spaced 30.48 m (i00 ft) apart.
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THRUST VECTOR CONTROLLER
A dual-action, left-hand controller was used for controllin_ thrust.
The length of the controller arm commanded thrust magnitude and the arm
angle commanded thrust angle. Controller arm angle and commanded thrust
angle limits were 0v (controller forward to horizontal) to -120 ° (controller
back to 30° past vertical). The controller, then, was llke a miniature analog
of the thrust vector. Figure i0 shows this contzoller in use. The pitch-
attitude controller, shown being manipulated by the right hand, was noL used
in this experiment. Pitch attitude was stabilized at zero degrees for the
neutral stick position, and the pilots were instructed to make all flight
path corrections by the thrust vector controller.
METHOD
Simulation Facility and Task
The experimental task was flown in a fixed-base, 3-degrees-of-freedom,
longitudinal (x, z, and e) digital simulation of a vectored lift-fan VTOL
transport aircraft with pitch attitude stabilization (a_n = 2 rad/sec, _ =
0.7). The aircraft weighed 444,822 N (i00,000 Ib) and had a wing loading of
47788 N/m 2 (i00 psf). The maximum available thrust-to-weight ratio was 1.5.
Aerodynamics were linearized up to a stall angle of 20°. The engines had
high bypass ratio ram drag characteristics and a first-order thrust recponse
lag of 0.2 sec (to 63% steady-state). The pilot's eye--re_erence-point was
6.1 m (20 ft) forward of the center of gravity and 3.05 m (I0 ft) above the
ground at touchdown. Figure ii shows the simulation chair cab and table i
indicates the simplified equations of motion.
The task was to recover the aircraft from an initial idle thrust condi-
tion (decelerating aircraft), capture and fly the I0° approach slope, and
decelerate and land at the center point of the runway pad. Hover was optional.
Initial conditions for the task are indicated in table 2.
Experimental Design
Five pilots (2 commercial and 3 NASA) flew 60 data runs each, 30 during
each of two sessions which were separated by a period of at least one day.
After every block of i0 data runs, the pilots were given a rest period of 2
minutes. The 30 data runs on the first session for each pilot (blocks I,
2, and 3) were flown with the basic perspective display _nd were intended
to produce a plateau on the learning curve. The 30 data runs, comprising
the second sesslcn for each pilot, were flown with the following display
conditions: block 4, basic perspective display (a "refresher" of the first
session); block 5, basic perspective display with a digital airspeed readout
on the CRT; block 6, same as block 5 with the further addition of a digital
altitude readout on the CRT.
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Data were recorded for obtaining the following performance measures:
• Longitudinal velocity at touchdown (UTD)
• Vertical velocity at t_uchdown (WTD)
• Longitudinal position at touchdow_ (XTD)
• Total time to fly the approach (TIME)
• Maximum thrust-to-weight ratio used during t,_ task
• Maximum longitudinal deceleration
all primary performance measurements were made in nonmetric units.
Altitude versus range and airspeed versus range were plotted and 4i_,piayed
to the experimentor by the computer in real-time, as shown for a sample
data run in figure 12. Since Figure 12 represents a completed run; it also
shows a printout of an ID (pilot and run number) and the first f_ur of the
performance measures described above.
Pilot opinion of the display, the overall task, and the controller was
obtained by use of the twelve questlons shown in table 3.
Procedure
Training - The pilots were not trained to any criterion level prior to
starting the 60 data runs. They were, however, permitted from one to three
familiarization runs prior to starting the data runs.
Instructions - The purpose of the experimenta] conditions was explained
to the pilots prior to the first experimental session. The initial conditions,
the aircraft, display, and task descriptive information, and the task per-
formance criteria were reviewed before each session and were available to
the pilots on briefing sheets at all times. The stated task was to "recover
the aircraft from the low thrust condition and capture the approach slope
and to "fly down the approach path, decelerate, and land at the center of
the pad with horizontal and vertical velocities as low as possible."
The stated task performance criteria or guidelines were (i) "low horizon-
tal velocity at touchdown (preferably less than i0 kts)", (2) "low vertical
velocity at touchdown (preferably less than 1.52 m/sec (5 ft/sec))", (3)
"minimum longitudinal position error at touchdown", (4) "low elapsed time
from glideslope capture to touchdown", and (5) "minimum glideslope tzacking
error". Tradeoffs between these criteria, or guidelines, were left to the
individual pilots.
Data Handlin_ - In addition to the data shown in figure 12, which was
recorded on magnetic tape, angle of attack, vertical velocity, vertical
acceleration, thrust angle, thrust, and Lhrottle position in percent were
recorded on a strip chart.
RESULTS
Objective Measures
G-oup means and standard deviations and individual means were computed
and plotted for the six performance measures of interest, as shown in
figures 13 thruugh 18. Performance measures are plotted on the vertlca]
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scale as a function of the 6 sequential trial block (I0 trials per block).
Figures 13 and 14 show that mean performance met preferred criterion
values immediately for longitudinal velocity and at around 30 trials for
horizontal velocity, at touchdo_cn. A mean 1ongitudi..al touchdown velocity
of less than 4 knots, a mean vertical touchdown velocity of less than 1.22 m/
sec (4 ft/sec), and a mean position error of approximately 15.24 m (50 ft)
(see Figure 15) was attained during the final i0 trials of the experimL_l.
Figures 13 and 14 also show that the standard deviations for the two most
important measures, longitudinal and vertical velocities at touchdown,
improved throughout the six trial blocks and reached values of about 1 kt.
and 0.30 m/sec (I ft/sec), respectively.
The trends shown in Figure 16 for flight time (i.e., the apparent
decreases in mean timL and in standard deviation during the first three
blocks and the apparent increase in standard deviation during the latter
three blocks) possibly reflect strategy changes. Figures 17 and 18 show
almost constanc ]evels in maximum thrust-_o-weight ratio used and in maximum
longitudinal deceleration over the six trial blocks.
• T-tests for related means were calculated between particular trial
blocks for group means of these six performance measures to test for effects
due to learning and to experimental conditions. For p < 0.I0, no effects
due to experimental conditions were demonstrated for any--of the six measures.
This was an expected result, under the assumption that adequate airspeed
and altitude cues could be attained from the approach slope and runway edge
poles (i.e., that the addition of the digital readouts would result in
reported strategy changes rather than performance improvement).
Learning effects were tested by comparing the means of combined data
for blocks one and two with that for blocks 5 and 6. Learning was signi-
ficant at p < 0.05 for only longitudinal and vertical velocities at touch-
down. Longitudinal position at touchdown shows a learning trend; however
this trend was significant only for p < 0.25. From figures 13 and 14 it
is obvious that learning is also strongly demonstrated by decreases in
variability for longitudinal and vertical velocities at touchdown.
Figures 13 through 18 also show the individual performance means and
standard deviations for the five pilots. The commercial pilots, number 2
and 4, were airline pilots with considerable experience in conventional
aircraft but with only approximately 40 h experience each in h_ icopters.
Initial touchdown velocities were high for the commercial pilots but
consistent with NASA pilots at the end of the experiment. Apparent tradeoff
strategies of the two commercial pilots in attaining this end performance
are indicated in the flight time and maximum longitudinal deceleration
measurements: each started with fast approaches of about 55 sec; pilot 4
gradually increased his flight time, reaching times of about i00 see at
the end of the experiment; pilot 2 gradually decreased his flight time but
used maximum decelerations throughout the experiment that would almost
certainly be excessive for commercial passengers. Inltially and consistently
excellent performance is shown for pilot l, the NASA pilot having the most
experience with vectored ]ift-fan VTOL concepts. All NASA pilots had
considerably more VTOL experience than the commercial pilots.
Approach slope tracking performance was recorded, as shown in figure 12,
hut has not been analyzed. Approach slope tracking performance was
consistently good and figure 12 shows a typical example.
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Pilot Opinion
general - Pilot opinion of tile display, the overall task, and the control-
let was solicited by the questionnaire shown in table 3. Explanations of
specific comments were also solicited. All pilots indicated that the display
gave a feeling of realism to the task and that the task was easy to learn.
Workload was rated as medium to high, the landing phase generally receiving
a rdting _,f higher workload than the approach phase. One pilot indicated
that lags in the response to commanded thrust changes, especially, when
controlling vertical velocity, contributed to a higher workload; although
power management requirements to accomplish a combined low approach time and
effective transition for landing (deceleration, etc) was most generally
cited as responsible for the high workload. Special strategies that were
used by the pilots generally were devised to cope with this power management
requirement.
Controller - Only three of the five pilots rated the controller as
adequate; all pilots suggested improvements. Vector angle detents were
suggested at 0° for hover and at selected positions for controlling lift
and forward thrust. Vertical movements of the controller for precise changes
in lift were reported to be difficult, and one pilot attributed pilot-induced
oscillations (PIOs) in the vertical plane during landing to this difficulty.
One pilot also suggested inclining the controller forward by approximately
20 °. However all objections to the controller appeared to be correctable
with minor changes in design and technique.
Altitude Cues - Pilots unanimously agreed that the approach slope poles
gave adequate height cues during the approach but that the runway edge poles
did not give adequate height cues during landing. Actually it was the
Inability to see a sufficient number of poIes when over the landing point
that was cited as the reason for this landing problem. Improved runway
surface marking and extension of the poles beyond the end of the runway
were suggested in order to improve landing performance.
The addition of a digital readout of altitude was not thought to alter
either workload or accuracy during .he approach; however, opinion was less
unanimous with respect to the landing phase, Three pilots thought that the
digital readout improved performance during the last few meters of altitude,
enabling reduced vertical velocity at touchdown. The remaining two pilots
did not think that the digital altitude readout affected their landing
performance.
A|rspeed Cues - There was general agreement that useful cues as to
relative airspeed were obtained from the approach slope poles during the
approach, although it was pointed out by two pilots that small changes in
airspeed could not be perceived. Two of the pilots also thought that ade-
quate airspeed cues could be attained from the runway edge poles during
landing. Complaints and suggestions from the rematnlng three pilots indicated
problems essentially identical to those for attaining altitude cues from the
runway poles a:, discussed above.
All pilots thought that some improvement in performance was obtained
by adding a digital readout of airspeed. Some specific reasons suggested
for improved performance were: enabled better control of longitudinal
velocity at touchdown, and enabled more precise planning for reduction of
airspeed during transition to hover. One pilot did indicate, however, that
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attempted use of the readout during the landing phase dggravated his probl-m
with PIOs due to Interrupting his concentration on the visual perspective
scene.
CONCLUDING STATEMENTS
Touchdown performance exceeded the velocity criteria: mean longitudinal
velocity was less than 4 knots, mean vertical velocity was less than 1.22 m/
sec (4 ft/see), and mean position error was about 15.24 m (50 ft) during the
final 10 trials. The standard deviations for these final touchdown veloci-
ties were approximately 1 kt and 0.30 m/see (1 ft/sec). No significant
Improvements in performance were evidenced through adding digital airspeed
and altitude to the display. This finding and pilot opinion support the
conclusion that adequate airspeed and altitude cues for accomplishing the
task are obtained from approach slope and runway edge poles, although design
improvements were recommended for runway _dge poles and surface markings.
The side-arm thrust vector controller was generally rated as adequate,
although minor human engineering improvements were suggested. Power manage-
ment requirements to accomplish a combined low approach time and effective
transition for landing was cited as contributing to medium and high workload
ratings. Further research on the display and controller is recommended.
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TABLE I. -- SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS OF MOTION
I °]_L + M_ 6+ -R q+-- 0= Cm(a)q° W/S I IY Y
" .._ + T
u = -CD(a) cos a + CL(a) sin _ cos - 8 sin 0 + qw
[(-- -- }" -L- _ sln O.Tg + g cos 9 + quw - -CL(a)cos a - CD(a) sin a
where:
Cm
Cm = Cmo + Cm CL' C-- -0.i
L
CLa
CD = CD + _, CD - .i
o o
CL = CL + CL a, CL = o, CL = 0.i AR ,AR = 5
o _ o
Note: brackets in equations of motion enclose =erodynamic forcee and moments;
propulsive, control and stabllizatJon forces and moments; and gravity and
coupling terms, respectively.
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TABLE 2. -- INITIAL CONDITIONS
Airspeed = I00 kts
Altitude = 0.305 km (i000 ft)
X-range = 1.706 km (5600 ft)
Attitude = 0°
Trim = I0° angle-of-attack
Thrust magnitude I minimum
Thrust angle _ 90°
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TABLE 3. --EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Did display give a feeling of realism?
2. Was the task (easy, a little difficult, difficult) to learn?
3. Was workload (high, medium, low) after learning the task?
4. Did you use any special strategy?
5. Did flight path poles give an adequate height cue during approach?
6. Did runway poles give an adequate height cue for landing?
7. Did inclusion of a digital readout of altitude improve performance or
workload?
8. Did flight path poles give an adequate airspeed cue during approach?
9. Did runway poles give an adequate airspeed cue for landing?
I0. Did inclusion of a digital readout of airspeed improve performance or
workload?
ii. Was controller adequate?
12. Additional comments:
I
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INFORMATION AND DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS FOR
AN INDEPENDENT LANDING MONITOR
By J.S. Karmarkar, J.A. Sorensen, and A.V. Phatak
SYSTEM CONTROLS INC.
ABSTRACT
Advanced transport aircraft in a dense, highly autot_ated air traffic con-
trol environment, projected for the 1980's, will necessarily have an automatic
landing capability. This trend towards increased automation, together with
increased equipment and maintenance costs, has motivated a rethinking of the
purpose of automation and the role of the crew. The problem, addressed in this
paper, concerns the conceptual design of an Independent Landing Monitor (ILM),
in terms of information and display requirements.
Functionally, the ILM system is designed to aid the crew in assessing whe-
ther the total system (e.g., autoland, avionics, aircraft, ground navigation
aids, external disturbances) performance is acceptable, and otherwise to pro-
vide adequate information to enable them to select the least unsafe of the
available alternatives. Economically, this concept raises the interesting
possibility of reducing th_ primary autoland system redundancy and associated
equipment and maintenance costs. The required level of safety for the overall
system is maintained by upgrading the backup manual system via the ILM.
This paper presents an ILM design methodology to meet safety requirements,
using the optimal control pilot model and covariance propagation methods. Sys-
tem implementation requirements in terms of displays, computers, sensors and
logic for detecting an abnormal condition are also presented.
Research supported by NASA Langley Contract NASI-13490
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LAGGED LOW ORDER CONTROL SYST_ WITH POWERED CONTROLS
By E.C. Poulton
Medical R_search Council, Applied Psychology Unit, Cambridge, England
SUMMARY
We are all basically position control people because the world we
grow up in is position control. With powered controls, a high order
control system can be changed to a lower order control system with a lag,
which is better suited to our position control skills and strategies.
Separate groups of untrained men were trained on an acceleration control
system, or on a rate control system with an exponential lag of either
•5, 2, or 4 sec. Acquisition time was reliably shorter with all the
lagged rate control systems than with th_ unlagged acceleration control
system.
The advantage of the lagged rate control systems may not be foumd
if skilled operators are used who are highly trained on the acceleration
control system. Also the advantage may not be found if everyone performs
all the conditions in a balanced or random order, because asymmetrical
transfer effects and range effects introduce bias. To obtain an
unbiased comparison, separate groups of untrained people need to be
trained on each condition. Examples are given of 2 range effects, and
of an asymmetrical transfer effect.
INTRODUCTION
Children develop in a world of position control. They reach for
things. They move things about. This is all position control.
Inevitably it is the compatible form of control for everyone, because
they learn it first. It is not until children start steering vehicles
that they meet acceleration control systems. Learning to cope with high
order control systems has to be grafted onto the skills and strategies
acquired in a world of position control. It never becomes fully
compatible with our basic position control skills and strategies.
In simple vehicles, the controls are connected directly to the
control surfaces. _f the control system of the _ehicle is approximately
third order like the control system of an aircraft, the man has to move
the controls in a pattern appropriate to the third order control system.
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Powered controls can relieve the man of the necessity of doing this.
They can provide him with a control system more suited to his basic position
control skills and strategies. Instead of the third order control system
of an aircraft, the Jan can be given a lag&_d rate aided control system
with position and z-_teorders of control. To make such a radical change
worth considering, there has to be a large dif1"erencein the man's
performance with the existing control system and with the proposed new
control system. This presents several difficulties.
One difficulty is that skilled trained operators are pl_tty good
at tracking with their conventional control system. People who are not
good at it get thrown out during training. Skilled operators are not
likely to perform very much better with a lagged rate aieed control system
than with a conventional control system of higher order. They may even
perform worse if they are not used to tracking with a lagged rate aided
control system. An experimenter should not use skilled trained operators
if he wants to demonstrate a large difference between an existing control
system and a new system.
There is still a transfer of training difficulty if the two control
systems are compared using specially trained people. The usual
experimental design is AB-BA. One group practices first with the
conventional control system and then transfers to _he rate aided control
system. Another group performs the two conditions in the reverse order.
The difficulty with the AB-BA design is that transfer between the two
conditions is not likely to be equal in both directions. Asymmetrical
transfer may reduce the size of the difference between the two control
systems. To obtain an unbiased assessment of the difference, it is
necessary to use 2 separate groups of people, each of whom performs
throughout with only a single control system. The late George Briggs
used separate groups, but it is not the usual custom. I shall be
returning to this point later.
A third difficulty is mentioned by Chapanis in reference 1. To
convince engineers, the experimenter has got to use a measure which is
relevant to them. The measure we used was the size of the exponential
lag in the lower order control system which was required to degrade
performance to the level with the conventional higher order control
system. This is a novel approach, but it was accepted by the engineers.
ACCELERATION CONTROL VERSUS LAGGED RATE CONTROL
Figure i illustrates the 2 control systems which we used, a lagged
rate control system on the left, a conventional acceleration control
system on the right. The top section of this figure shows the movements
of the control. Tne middle section shows the corresponding rate of the
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Figure I. The theoretical control movements required to acquire a target
with an acceleration control system and with a rate control
system with a .5 sec. exponential time lag. (Tickner and
Poulton, reference 2, figure 1.)
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response marker. The bottom section snows the position of the response
marker. Time goes from left to right.
With the acceleration control system on the right, 3 control movements
are required to step the response marker from one position to a_other.
With the lagged rate control, 2 control zovements will do if the man is not
in a hurry. This is illustrated by the unbroken 1"anctions on the left of
the figure. If the man is in a hurry, he can use 3 control movements
corresponding to the 3 control movements with the acceleration control
system. This is illustrated by the broken functions. So the lagged rate
control system is the more versatile system, because it offers two
alternative strategie_L.
Table 1 shows the advantage of 4 lagged rate control systems over a
pure acceleration control system. The task simulates gathering a missile
and directing it towards a target. Tracking is in 1 dimension using a
thumb joystick. After a warnir_, a target circle of 3 mm diameter jumps
3 cm to the left. The man has to acquire the target with a dot of 1 ram,
and hold it inside the target for 2 sec. Travel time is the time before
the dot remains within an imaginary outer target circle of 6 mm diameter.
Adjustment time is the additional time before the dot remains within the
target circle of 3 mm diameter. Each condition is performed by a separate
group of from 5 to 15 naval enlisted men. They have lO trials daily for 8
days. The results are the averages of the last 4 days.
Table I. Acceleration control and lagged rate control
Order of Exponential Maximum No. of Average acquisition time
control lag (sec) initial men in (sec)
acceleration group Travel Adjustment
(cm/sec 2)
Acceleration 0 12 12 5.5 6.6
La6 ed rate 2 12 5 5.5 2.7b
•5 15 6 2.8a 2.4b
2 5 II 3.5a 5.4b
4 2.5 15 4.5 5.4 b
Results from Tickner and Poulton, reference 2.
ab
Lagged rate control reliably quicker than acceleration
control (p < .05 or better)
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The top row of table i is for the unlagged acceleI_ticn control
system. The second row is for a lagged rate control system. It has the
same maximum initial acceleration of 12 cm/sec. _, but it has an
exponential time lag as long as 2 sec. Adjustment time is reduced
reliably (_ < .02) with the lagged rate control system by almost 4 sec.,
from 6.6 to 2.7 sec. This is a major advantage ia acquiring a target
with a missile.
The bottom three rows of table 1 give the results for 3 other lagged
rate control systems. The exponential time lags range from .5 to 4 sec.
Compared to the acceleration control system, adjustment time is reliably
shorter with all the lagged rate control systems. This is because the
small adjustments which place the dot in the center of the target circle
require only 2 control movements, instead of the 3 control m_;ements
required with the acceleration control system.
The middle row of the table is for a lagged rate control system with
a maximum initial acceleration of 15 cm/sec.2, which is a little larger
than for the unlagged acceleration control system. The exponential time
lag is .5 sec. Here travel time also is re-iably reduced (p < .001) by
2.5 sec., from 5.3 to 2.8 sec. This is because the man can afford to
move his spot more quickly without risking a large overshoot.
The reduced travel time is not due to the slightly larger maximum
initial acceleration. This is shown by the condition in the row below.
Here the maximum initial acceleration is only 5 cm/sec. 2. The
exponential time lag is 2 sec. Yet travel time is again reliably
(p < .05) shorter than for the acceleration control system, 3.3 sec.
compared with 5.3 sec.
Table 1 shows that the 4 lagged rate control systems all give quicker
acquisition than the unlagged acceleration control system. This is what
we predicted would happen.
A RANGE EFFECT FOR CONTROL SYSTEM D_NAMICS
The results in table I are for separate _-roups of men. We would not
expect to obtain these results if we use the same men for all conditions.
Giving the same men more than one condition produces asymmetrical transfer
effects or range effects which bias the results. We do not waste our
time doing this. So I shall have to use other people's results to
illustrate the point.
The results in figure 2 are from Searle at the Naval Research
Laboratory Washington D.C. in 1951, reference 3. Average error is plotted
against the amoun_ of acceleration aiding X, of a rate aided control with
1975025602-294
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Acceleration aidincj X (1" 4: ×)
Figure 2. The average tracking error when alternating between control
systems with aiding ratios 1:4:0, 1:4:4, 1:4:8 and 1:4:16.
Tracking is compensatoz_, and in one dimension. The track
comprises frequencies of lO, 6.7 and 4 cycles per rain.,of
unspecified amplitudes. There are also 2 easier tracks with the
higher frequencies more attenuated. A block of trials comprises
6 periods of 45 sec. Each of the 8 men has 6 blocks of trials
with each of the 4 control systems, 2 blocks on each of the 3
tracks. The _otal of 24 blocks of trials for each man is
arranged in an order which is balanced over the group of 8 men.
The results for the 2 easier tracks are similar, but the
average errors are smaller. (Results from Searle, reference 3.)
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aiding ratios l:4:X. The same 8 enlisted men perform with all the 4 control
systems in a balanced treatments design which is effectively repeated 6
times. So there is plenty of opportunity for transfer between conditions
to produce a range effect.
Reliably the best performance is given by the acceleration aided
control system with the intermediate aiding ratio of 1:4:8. It is
reliably better than both the aiding ratio of 1:4:4 and the aiding ratio
1:4:16 (p < .O1). This is a range effect, produced by the within subjects
experimental design. It fits a transfer of training model. Transfer is
greatest between the conditions which are most similar, and least between
the conditions which are very different. So the acceleration aiding
condition 1:4:8 benefits most. The man learns to use a strategy in all
conditions which is most appropriate to this middle of the range condition.
Acceleration is analogous to inertia. Reference _ shows that
increasing the proportion of acceleration or inertia always degrades
performance in tracking with a control stick, if the experiment is properly
designed with separate groups of people for each condition.
Searle's experiment shows ey_ctly the opposite effect. On the l_ft
of figure 2 the control is pure rate aid, 1:4:0_ Yet it gives moltoerror
than any of the acceleration aided control systems. This is because the
strategy which is most appropxlate to the acceleration aided control
system with the aiding ratio 1:4:8, is not appropriate for the pure rate
aided control system. The man tends to use this common strategy for all 4
conditions. So he performs best with the acceleration aiding ratio 1:4:8,
and worst with the pure rate aided control _ystem.
To obtain an unbiased comparison between the 4 conditions, it is
necessary to train a separate group of untrained people on each condition.
ASYMMETRICAL TRANSFER BET_ EXPONENTIAL LAGS
Figure 3 shows an asymmetrical transfer of training effect when
tracking with a position control system and exponential lags. The data
come from Marvin Levine at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in 1953,
reference 5. Mean percent time on target is plotted against blocks of 5
trials, e_ch of 60 sec. Each function is from a separate group of l0
students, so you can see the asymmetrical transfer effect developing.
The unfilled points at the top repr_,ent practicsxly no lag, .015 sec.
The filled points at the bottom represent _he longest exponential lag of
3.0 sec. The first 2 points on the left show the initial matching of the
groups of students, either on the unlagged condition or on the 3.0 sec. lag
condition.
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Figure 5. The average time on target when tracking with a position contro!
and exponential lags of .015 ("no lag"), .1, .9, 2.1 and 3.0
sec. Tracking is compensatory and in one dimension. The track
comprises frequencies of ll, 5 and 3 cycles per min of equal
amplitude. A block of trials comprises 5 periods of 60 sec.
Each function represents a separate group of lO students. The
students start with a block of matching trials, on either the
•O15 sec. lag or the 3.0 sec. lag. This is followed by iI
training blocks with one of the 5 lags. Finally for 4 of the
groups there are 4 or 5 transfer blocks with the original
.O15 sec. or 3.0 sec. lag. (Results from Levine, reference 5.)
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The unfilled circles at the top represent a group which tracks through-
out without lag. As you would expect, it has the longest time on target.
The filled diamonds at the bottom represent a group which tracks through-
out with the 3.0 sec. lag. It has the shortest time on target.
The triangles represent a group which has 5 matching trials with the
3 sec. lag, and then trains without lag. It takes 30 trials without lag
before it catches up with the group which always tracks without lag.
The squares represent a group which has 5 matching trials without
lag, and then trains with the 3.0 sec. lag. It catches up almost at once
with the group which always tracks with the 3 sec. lag. But after 50
trials with the lag, it performs relatively badly when the lag is removed.
And it hardly improves during the 25 transfer trials.
The group represented by triangles has 50 trials without lag, and then
transfers to the 3 sec. lag. It does not do very well on the first block
of 5 transfer trials. _at after 20 trials it performs as well as the
group which always tracks with the 3 sec. lag.
Figure 3 shows that after the first few transfer trials, training on
the unlagged control system is as effective on transfer to the lagged
control system as training all the time on the lagged control system.
There. is then 100% positive transfer. Bu_ prior training on the lagged
control system is actually a disadvantage on transfer to the unlagged
control system. The 5 transfer blocks of the group represented by the
unfilled squares lie below the first 5 training blocks of the group
represented by the unfilled circles. This is negative tran[_rer. The
students do better on the unlagged control system when they have had no
prior training.
There is positive transfer from the unlagged condition to the lagged
condition. But there is negative transfer from the lagged condition to the
unlagged condition. If people are given the 2 conditions alternately, they
will perform xmlatively badly without lag, but much as expected with the
lag. So the disadvantage of the lag will be less than it should be.
To show the full true effect of the lag ycu need separate groups of
people for each condition: the circles at the top of the figure on the
left, the diamonds at the bottom. The effect of the lag appears smaller if
you compare simply the unfilled squares on the right of the figtu'e with the
filled triangles on the right. If people change from one value of lag to
another often enough, the effect of the lag may disappear completely.
The small dotted functions sho_, the results of extra groups of I0
students who perform with lags of .l, .9 and 2.1 sec. The longer the lag,
the shorter the time on target. This is in line with the results of other
experiments on exponential control 1._gs (reference 4).
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With sine wave tracks like the one used by Levine, exponential control
lags have 2 disadvantages. One disadvantage is the lag. The other
disadvantage is the reduced transmission or control output at the higher
frequencies. The re_alts in the figure are probably d':e to a combination
of the 2 disadvantages. Unfortunately Levine does n_t 3,iy what his maximum
control output is. So one cannot tell how much of the reduction in time on
target is due to the limit on the control output, and how much is due to
the actual lag.
A RANGE EFFECT FOR CONTROL OUTPUTS
Figure 4 illustrates a range effect produced by giving 4 expon__..ial
lags each combined with 4 control gains, all to the same 8 people. The
data come from Marty Rockway at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in 1954
(reference 6) a year after Levine's experiment. Time on target is plotted
against the exponential time lags. Each function is for a se_=rate
control gain.
The longest time on target is given by the longest exponential time
lag, although the difference between this point and the best performance
with the -5 sec. lag is not statistically reliable. This quite
ridiculous result is produced by the range effect for the control outputs,
which swamps the effect of the actual lag in the confused experimental
design.
Rockway's track comprises 5 equal amplitude sine waves of Ii, 5 and 5
cycles per minute (cpm). In tracking sine waves, exponential time lags
reduce the transmission of the control. The reduced transmission can be
offset by increasing the control gain. Table 2 shows the product of the
transmission at the top track frequgncy of II cpm times the control gain.
The values of control output run from 9.4 at the top on the left to .29
at the bottom on the right. The values which give the longest time on
target with each exponential time lag are underlined. They range between
2.9 and 1.7. They are all close to the mean value of 2.6.
With outputs less than 1.0, the man cannot follow the top track
frequency. So his time on target is bound to be shorter. Wlth very l%rge
outputs the man is also at a dieadvantage, because a small error in the
movement of the control will pat him outside the target area.
There i8 bound to be an optimum output somewhere between these 2
extremes. But where the optimum is found to lie, depends upon the ra_
of outputs selected by the experimenter. The optimum found tends to lie
nearer to the middle of the range of outpats _han it would if separate
groups of people were used for each output. _is is because the man tends
to track in all conditions as if he has a control output of about the
average size. The range effect for control outputs in figttre & swamps the
effect of the lags.
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Figure 4. The average time on target when alternating between exponential
lags nf .3, .6, 1.5 and 3.0 sec. The task is similar to the
task of figure 3, except that tracking is in 2 dimensions. The
16 combinations of 4 lags and 4 control gains are presented in
balanced o_ders to each of 8 practiced people. The experiment
is ropeated the next d_y with the condition_ in the reverse
order. (Reference 4, figure 17.4, showing zesulte from Rockway,
reference 6.)
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Table 2. Control output at II cycles per minute
in Rockway's experiment (reference 6)
Control Exponential lag in seconds
gain .3 .6 1.5 3.0
I0 9.4 8.5 5.1 2.9
5 4.7 4.3 2..._6 1.5
2 1.9 1.7 1.o .Ss
1 .94 .85 .51 .29
Note. Control output = transmission at ii cpm X gain
Again the range effect fits a transfer of training model. Transfer is
greatest between the control outputs which are most similar, and least
between the control outputs which are very different. So the control
outputs of about 2.6 in the middle of the range benefit most.
This is another range effect like Searle's range effect for
acceleration aiding in figure 2. Reference 4 gives numerous examples of
asymmetrical transfer effects and range effects. The biased results which
they produce have to be discarded it.sorting out the contradictions in the
literature.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The example in figure I and table I of changing a powered acceleration
control to a rate control with an exponential lag is only an illustration.
A missile is easier to control if it has a position term in addition to a
rate term, and so is rate aided.
In the future the greatest gains will probably come from changing the
powered control systems of aircraft to make them more compatible with the
pilots. When flying down the glide path Lu cot_mg in to land, the aircraft
may be blown sideways by a sudden gust. The pilot requires a minimum of 4
stick movements to step his aircraft back again to the middle of the
glidepath. This could be reduced to 2. It would greatly reduce the pilot's
workload.
In reference 7 Norman Walker shows that when under stress, even a
pilot is less likely to make large errors if he has a lagged rate control
system than if he has an acceleration control system.
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RESULTS OF A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-DISPLAY INTERACTIONS
FOR VTOL DECELERATING DESCENDING INSTRUMENT
APPROACHES USING THE X-22A AIRCRAFT*
By J. V. Lebacqz and E. W. Aiken
Calspan Corporation
Buffalo, New York 14221
ABSTRACT
The third fllght research program using the variable stability
X-22A aircraft was undertaken to investigate control, display, and guidance
requirements for VTOL instrument transitions. The primary purpose of the
experiment was to provide meaningful data related to the interaction of air-
craft control system and p_lot display characteristics on pilot rating and
performance during a steep decelerating descending transition from a repre-
sentative forward velocity (i00 kt) to the hover under simulated instrument
conditions. Thirty-seven evaluations were performed of combinations of five
generic d_splay presentations, ranging from position-information-only to four-
axis control directors, and five levels of control augmentation systems,
ranging from rate-augmentation-only to decoupled velocity responses and auto-
matic configuration changes. Primary results of the program include the
demonstration of an inverse relationship between control complexity and dis-
play sophistication, as was hypothesized in the experiment design, and the
definition of acceptable and satisfactory control-display combinations.
NOTATION
m¢ ) (t/Z_) (_/_0) dimensional pitch moment derivative,
(rad/sec2)/(
nx Body X-axis acceleration, ft/sec2
2
n_ Body Z-axis acceleration, ft/sec
f_ Body axis roll rate, deg/sec
Body axis pitch rate, deg/sec
F Body axis yaw rate, deg/sec
*Performed under Contract N00019-73-C-0504 for the United States Naval Air
Systems Command and the NASA Langley Research Center.
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Time, seconds
Body X-axis velocity, ft/sec
Body Z-axis velocity, ft/sec
X,Y,Z Components of ground-referenced translation position, ft
*or
X,Y,Z Components of ground-referenced translation rate, ft/sec
X( ) Dimensional body X-force derivative. (ftlsec2)/( )
Z( ) Dimensional body Z-force derivatlre. (ft/sec2)/( )
_( ) Perturbation of ( ) = current value minus initial value. ( )
_f$ Longitudinal stick position, inches
_¢_ Collective stick position, degrees
6a $ Lateral stick position, inches
6gp Rudder pedal position, inches
_C ; Error in ( ) - con,sanded value minus actual value. ( )
Dmnping ratio of second order characteristic roots
• 6 Body pitch attitude, degrees
6_0 Washed-out pitch attitude signal, degrees
A X-22A duct angle, measured from horizontal, degrees
Time constant of first order response, seconds
Body roll attitude, degrees
_n Undamped natural frequency of second order roots, rad/sec
Abbreviations:
AGL Above Ground Level
IFR Instrument Plight Rules
PR Pilot Rating (Cooper-Harper)
VSS Variable Stability System
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INT_ODUCT! N
The development of an instrument landing capability for V/STOL air-
craft is a prerequisite for the extension of VTOL operations into restricted
areas in all weather conditions. To provide this capability, problems must
be solved which are more difficult than the corresponding problems for CTOL
aircraft, because the landing approach now ipvolves not only control of the
spatial position of the aircraft but also precise control of a non-constant
total velocity; this task requires active use of at least one additional con-
troller, and furthermore requires additional information to the pilot concern-
ing the increased dimensions of his task. The pilot's control problem is
exacerbated by the generally degraded flying qualities encountered as the
dependence on powered llft increases, and, in VTOL configurations different
than the helicopter, by an additional control requirement related to the con-
version from forward flight to powered lift (e.g. wing tilt, rotor tilt, jet
thrust vectoring).
It is clear, therefore, that studies of the VTOL instrument landing
approach problem must consider both the definition of required levels of
information presentation for the p_lot and the determination of required de-
grees of stability and/or control augmentation for the aircraft. An excel-
lent summary of thls problem and recommendations for future research are
given in the AGARD Advisory Report on V/STOL display requirements for landing
(Reference i). Tn this discussion of necessary research, the AGARD Working
Group placed a high priority on determining the interplay between display
and control complexities. This interplay is schematically illustrated in
Figure I, taken from Reference i. The hypothes_s is that an inverse rela-
tionship exists for a given piiot rating level between control complexity and
display sophistication; the problem is to quantify to some extent these two
axes and attempt thereby to define satisfactory or adequate combinations.
The general goal of the flight research experiment discussed in
this paper was therefore to examine combinations of gene_ic levels of dis-
played information and types of stability/control augmentation. Since the
scope of the flight program was relatively limited, extensive theoretical
analyses and exploratory ground simulations were conducted during the design
phase. Some of these analyses were discussed at a previous Annual Conference
on Manual Control, and will not be repeated here (Reference 2); Reference 3,
which may be considered a complement to this paper, outlines the relation-
ship of the resulting experiment design to previous work in this area. The
details of this design and the conduct of the evaluation flights are de-
scribed in the next t_o sections of this paper; the following lectlon dis-
cusses the principal pilot rating results, and the final section presents
some of the conclusions drawn from the experiment.
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT
General
The primary purpose ef this p:_periment was to provide meaningful
data related to the interaction of aircraft control system and pilot display
characteristics on pilot rating and performance during a steep decelerating
descending transition from a representative forward velocity (_i00 kt) to
the hover under instrument conditions. Accordingly, the experiment was de-
signed to investigate combinations of several types of control system/
stability augmentation characteristics with display presentations of varying
sophistication, with the obJectiv_ being the definition of satisfactory or
acceptable combinations through the use of Cooper-Harper pilot ratings and
measured performance and workload indices. In order to reduce the scope of
the investigation to a manageable level, it was necessary to select from the
many factors involved in ascertaining guidance, display, and control require-
ments those that were of major importance a= variables (Reference 4). The
characteristics of the resulting selections are sunnn_rized in the succeeding
subsections.
Guidance Characteristics
In the context of this experiment, the term "guidance" is defined
as the processing of raw X,Y,Z position data telemetered to the aircraft from
a tracking radar to obtain information concerning positions and velocities
and to derive the desired co_aand relationships. It is important to recog-
nize that the VTOL terminal area problem generally requires knowledge of, and
commands for, both translational rates and positions, either for display to
the pilot to aid him in the deceleration or for processing by an automatic
control system to perform this operation for him. In the X-22A application,
the derivation of the required status and conaaand information was performed
entirely onboard the aircraft, and was therefore essentially independent of
the equipment used to provide the raw X,Y,Z data. For this experiment,
neither the raw information (e.g. altitude, azimuth, and elevation informa-
ticn instead of X,Y,Z) nor the derived command relationships were considered
as variables to be altered for investigation; the guidance relationships were
designed and verified in extensive ground simulations and held fixed for the
flight experiment.
The first processing of the data is the estimation of smoothed
translational positions and rates relative to a hover point and selectab!e
approach course direction by complementary filtering of the radar position
data and aircraft ]inear accelerometer outputs. This method is similar to
that discussed in Reference 5; the filter is second order and provides signals
for both smoothed position and velocity in an earth-referenced axis system.
A coordinate transformation to provide the positions and rates in an aircraft-
heading-referenced axis system operates on these signals so that the infor-
matlon is available in either axis system for display to the pilot as re-
quired.
3O0
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With the positions and velocities available, the next function of
the guidance system is the generation of command information. For the de-
scending decelerating approach task with a VTOL aircraft, the following types
of conmmnds are required:
• Longitudinal velocity as a function of range
(deceleration profile)
• Lateral velocity as a function of lateral position
• Aircraft configuration change as a function of
commanded velocity
• Vertical position as a function of range (glide slope)
• Vertical velocity as a function of range
A complete discussion of the characteristics of all these commands is beyond
the scope of this paper, and the reader is referred to Reference 4 for de-
tailed information. Since the implementations of the deceleration profile
and configuration change commands in this experiment are significant new
developments, however, they will be qualitatively described here.
A fundamental problem which must be addressed for VTOL decelerating
approaches is the fact that the magnitude of the along-track wind velocity
component can be a significant fraction of the commanded aircraft velocity,
and in fact becomes comparable as the hover point is approached. If the
commanded aircraft velocity is ground-referenced for the entire approach,
then acqui:ition airspeed will vary from approach to approach, which compli-
cates the pilot's task; more importantly, VTOL aircraft generally have rela-
tively narrow corridors of acceptable airspeed/configuration (thrust tilt)/
rate of descent combinations, and forcing differing airspeeds may violate
these boundaries. One solution to the problem, proposed in Reference 6, is
to refer the approach path and decelera=ion profile to the air mass by using
either ground or aircraft measured wind velocity information to compute the
transformation from ground-referenced co air-referenced coordinates. This
technique ensures that both the path and the deceleration are always the
same with respect to the air, thereby maintaining the aircraft within its
allowable transition corridor. As a result, however, the ground track
(approach angle, flare point) varies with different winds; in addition, in
or near the hover it is velocity with respect to the ground, both longitudi-
nally and laterally, which must be controlled, and the commands should there-
fore be ground-referenced at this point.
For the X-22A experiment, therefore, the implementation of the vel-
ocity commands was to divide the approach into two parts, and consisted of
commanding: (I) airspeed and aircraft heading during ]ocallzer and glide
slope acquisition, and (2) ground speed components parallel and perpendicular
to the desired course during deceleration and hover. The airspeed and course
commands are predicated upon the fact that the LORAS airspeed measuring sys-
tem of the X-22A gives longitudinal and lateral components of airspeed
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relative to the aircraft heading axis, which, in conjunction with the ground-
referenced rates from the complementary filters, allows determination of the
wind speed and direction. This information is used to command a constant air-
speed (i00 kt) and to derive an aircraft heading command to achieve the de-
sired course by accounting for along-track and cross-track wind components;
Reference 4 derives the commands, which are summarized in Table I as the re-
sulting ground-speed commands "before switching" referred to the aircraft
axes.
For the "after switching" part of the approach, the ground velocity
parallel to the desired course is commanded based on a constant deceleration
(0.05g) with a linear decrease to zero during the final i00 ft, and the compo-
nent perpendicular to the course as a linear function of lateral position
(see Table I). The parallel component command is implemented as a zero-wind
velocity profile versus range on a function generator in the aircraft; this
implementation serves a dual purpose of providi, g the "after switching" com-
mands and also of defining the point at which the switching in command logic
takes place. If the along-track wind component is a headwind, the ground
speed for a commanded i00 kt airspeed will be less than the zero-wind ground-
speed command until some point after the zero-wlnd deceleration initiation.
The switching logic therefore works by subtracting the measured ground speed
from the zero-wind co_nand: while this difference is positive, the air-
speed/course commands are used; when it first goes to zero, the switch is
made to parallel and perpendicular ground speed commands for the remainder
of the approach. As implemented for the X-22A experiment, this logic is con-
strained to cases in which a headwind is present,but the extension to include
tailwlnds is straightforward.
The other guidance implementatioi_ worth emphasizing is the configur-
ation change co,and, VTOL configurations different than the helicopter re-
quire substantial configuration changes to convert from forward flight to
powered lift in the hover. For Jet-lift aircraft (e.g. Harrier AV-SA,
Dornier DO-31), the conversion process can be quite flexible, since allowable
combinations of thrust inclination md airspeed are relatively unconstrained;
for aircraft types such as tilt-duct, tilt-wing, and tilt-rotor, however, a
fairly narrow corridor of combinations exists to avoid buzz or buffet. It
may be necessary, therefcre, to provide the pilot with director information
to perform the configuration change safely for these types of aircraft. In
a more general sense, the conversion process for any VTOL type may overload
the pilot without some information to help him perform it, and hence a con-
figuration change co=mmnd may be required.
For the X-22A aircraft, the center of the allowable transition cor-
ridor is well approximated by a linear relationship between duct angle and
flight velocity, which simplifies the implementation but is not required.
ihe configuration change command consisted of a commanded duct angle as a
function of commanded ground speed parallel to the course, wbich was imple-
mented with a balance-and-hold circuit to begin functioning at the switch
to ground-speed commands. This implementation means that the conversion from
the forward flight configuration will be initiated at ranges which vary with
the amount of headwind present; since the conversion rate is the same for all
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situations (same deceleration required), the result is that the final duct
angle at hover will vary according to headwind, thereby maintaining air-
speed-configuratlon within the allowable corridor. A more thorough discus-
sion of the implementation is contained in Reference 4.
Display Characteristics
One of the two major variables of this experiment was information
display sophistication, the characteristics of which will be discussed in
this subsection. In the context of this experiment, display "sophistication"
comprises a hierarchy of information levels displayed to the pilot in an
ergonomically acceptable fashion.
Various independent efforts have been made to establish the infor-
mation requirements of the pilot of a VTOL aircraft during an instrument
approach to the hover: for example, a NASA study (Reference 7), a JANAIR-
sponsored program (Reference 8), and the report of an AGARD Working Group
(Reference i). Because u£ the plethora of information required by the pilot
for the stabilization and control of even a hlghly-augmented VTOL aircraft
during a landing approach, conventional electromechanical instruments have
been Judged unsuitable for the task due to the excessively high mental work-
load required for the gathering of information and the subsequent decision-
making process (Reference i). The need for an integrated information display
has been established for the helicopter by NASA Langley Research Center's
VTOL Approach and Landing Technology (VALT) Program (Reference 9) and for
the vectored-thrust VTOL aircraft by the resu]ts of a preliminary X-22A
ground simulator study (Reference i0). The cathode-ray tube (CRT) is the
best existing display device for the high data density requLred in inte-
grated displays and hence was selected as the basis for the X-22A's electro-
nic display system, described in more detail in Reference 4.
A schematic diagram of the evaluation pilot's instrument panel is
given in Figure 2. The prlma_y instrument is the electronic CRT which
presents integrated vertical and horizontal information in formats which may
be varied during flight; major auxiliary information consists of a radar
altimeter with both analog and digital readout, a LORAS longitudinal air-
speed tape instrument, a light for configuration change director informa-
tion, a conventional electromechanica] ADI including three-axis flight dir-
ector elements, a duct angle instrument and conventional RMI, IVSI, and
barometric altimeter instruments.
The major display variable in this experiment was the electronic
display format. Brief investigations of the effects of a separate control
director display on th_ _)I and of the lack of a configuration change direc-
tor w_.re also conducted hl flight. The intent of the variation in the elec-
tronic display format was to present the pilot three generic levels of dis-
played information. They were:
• ED-I: position and co_amanded positi.n
Ja | II
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* ED-2: position, commanded position, velocity and
comnmnded velocity information
• ED-3: position, commanded position and velocity,
with longitudinal (_F_), lateral (_As), and
collective (_c$) control director information
From a practical viewpoint, t_._ hypothesized reduction in pilot workload
caused by the increasing levels of displayed information must be balanced
against the increasing cost of deriving that information from more sophisti-
cated sensors through more complex data processing. The results of this ex-
periment provide a valid basis for the pilot-orlented portion of that _rade-
off. The least sophisticated display format, ED-I, presents the pilot raw
aircraft position in three dimensions; although probably unacceptable for
less complex control systems, this format may be sufficient if the pilot is
provided with augmented control of the aircraft velocity vector. The ED-2
format is of the type espoused by T. Dukes for attitude-stabilized helicop-
ters (References ii and 12)*. The ED-3 format represents an attempt to
achieve the integration of command and status information recommended as a
result of NASA's VALT Program to date.
Very little has been written about the philosophy of integrated
display design. However, it was the intent from the outset to present the
various electronic display formats to the pilot in as favorable a manner as
possible so that any display-related deficiencies would be a result of lack
of information and not of display design problems. Therefore many of the
integrated display principles of Dukes (Reference ii) and Young (Reference
13), based upon experimental results, were applied to the design of the three
basic electronic display formats. In particular, the following guidelines
were adopted:
• Aircraft-referenced display -- The aircraft symbol is
fixed and the other displayed informatlonmoves with
respect to this reference.
• Error display -- The guidance information is presented
in the form of errors rather than as absolute values
where possible.
• Explicit display of rates -- No attempt is made to
have the pilot estimate absolute or error rates
implicitly by the rate of change of a position
symbol on the display. When rates are displayed,
they are displayed explicitly.
*The authors wish to express their appreciation to Messrs. T. Dukes and D.
Carter of Princeton University for the loan of the ICL symbol generator
during the design phase of this experiment and for their technical contri-
butions concerning the ITED format and symbology.
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• Display of lead information -- When rate information
is displayed, its function is to lead the position
symbol to aid the pilot in his predict%on of a
future aircraft state.
• Symbol response to control input -- The location of a
symbol and the sense of its motion are selected to be
compatible wlth the location and motion of its primary
controller.
• Scaling of the displayed parameters -- The scaling of the
various symbol motions is selected so as to be acceptable
to the pilot _,P.le not significantly degrading overall
system performance. A relatively simple display with
fast-movlng symbols may appear "cluttered" to the pilot
while a more complex display with slow-moving symbols may
be acceptable to him but may also result in a relatively
poor total system performance.
The choice of symbology, although not as significant as the pre-
vious considerations, is important insofar as it relates to the ability of
the pilot to decode the information as it is presented to him. He must never
be in doubt about the status of his aircraft because of momentary confusion
about the meaning of a particular symbol. An extensive literature survey,
opinions of Calspan's pilot/englneers, and the results of preliminary ground-
and in-flight simulation were all used to decide upon the final version of
the electronic display symbology (Figure 3). The techniques used to display
the required information were drawn primarily from two sources and modified
as required; for example, the aircraft symbol and horizontal velocity vector
are based upon Dukes' helicopter display work (Reference 12) while the ex-
panding landing pad symbol was used as part of the RAg display format eval-
uated in the CL-84 Trlpa. tite Program (Reference 14).
The design of a display format also involves a careful considera-
tion of the mission of the pilot/aircraft system. In this case the evalua-
tion task was an instrument approach to the hover with no breakout to visual
conditions. Therefore the emphasis of the display design process was placed
upon the most crucial portion of the task, the precision hover.
The synthesis of the logic driving the control director elements
of the ED-3 display format constituted a major portion of the display design
process. The principles which guided rhe control director design were:
• Design condition -- The precision hover was the critical
portion of the task and hence the design condition
for the control director.
• Si_'_liFie_ logic -- An attempt was made to minimize the
need for logic switching, error limlting, and gain
scheduling.
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• Use of manual control theory -- The response of the
director el_e::ts to control inputs must be
acceptable to the pilot and yet not signiflc fly
degrade overall system performance.
• Four-axis director -- Each director element commanded
a s_ngle control input; therefore, 1_ general,
four director elements were required for the task:
longitudinal stick, lateral stick, collective
stick (thrust magnitude), and duct angle (thrust
direction>.
The final version of the control director logi,:was a result of preliminary
analysis, extensJ.ve ground simulation, and in-flight testing. Based upon
"he experience of NASA Langley (Reference 15) it was decided to use the _
'control command" instead of "control demand" version of control directors
(Reference 7) for the loi_gltudinal, lateral, and collective controllers.
Basically, this decision eliminated control position as a possible feedback
variable to the display; therefore the proper airplane response, not control
input, was required to center each control director element. Many techniques
for control director design based upon the theory of manual control were
examined (see, for example, Reference 2). A technique, baeed upon classical
control theory, used by Systems Technology, Inc. (ST1) (Reference 16, for
example) _as finally adopted. The technique involves the fulfillment of
several guidance- and pilot-oriented requirements. The pilot-oriented re-
quirements are b_sed upon the STI "crossover" pilot model; basically, the
director element must be designee so as to respond in a manner proportior_l
to the integral of the pilot's control input in the region of potential cross-
over frequency in order to ensure pilot acceptability and good closed-loop
system characteristics for a wide range of pilot gaL_s.
The three control director elements on electronic display form_c
ED-3 are:
• Horizontal bar (HBAR) -- long_t_Idinal stick (_c$) command
• Vertical bar (VBAR) -- lateral stick (6_s) command
• Vertical tab (VTAB) -- collective stick (6cs) command
HBAR and VBAR are implemented a_ "fly-to" commaLlds while VTAB represents a
"fly-away" co=hand; that is, HBAR down and VBAR right command forward and
right center stick inputs respectively, while VTAB down requires an up col-
lectlve input. In general the HBAR and VBAR control director logic is ex-
pressed as follows:
The one exception to the above logic is that, when the heading hold (HH)
directional mode is selected, the roll angle feedback to VBAR is washed-out
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with a three _econd time constant to avoid standoff errors due to wing-down
approach _. Th_ v_]l,eg fnr _hp d_r_r_nr g_Ing vary _ _ f,,nrtion of gpnpr_r
controlled vehicle characteristics; these gains are presented in Table II.
VTAB is generated as follows:
The VTAB gain Af_ is made an increasing function of duct angle to compensate
for the de(reasfng vertical damping of the basic X-22A with increasing duct
angle. The values for the VTAB gain are also presented in Table II.
The fourth control director element, the configuration change dir-
ector (or ITVlC - Independent Thrust Vector Inclination Command), was devel-
oped in the ground simulator and implemented in the form of a light on the
evaluation pilot's instrument panel to give ON-OFF duct rotation commands.
This type of control director corresponds to the nature of the duct angle
controller, a switch on the collective stick which drives the ducts at a
constant 5 deg/sec rate when activated. During the deceleration portion
of the task, the ITVlC light i_ ON when a commanded duct angle (%=)
exceeds the actual duct angle (%) by three degrees. The co_a_,ded duct
angle is a linear function of the commanded grouDd speed and hence a function
of range to the hover point. When the ducts are rotated to reduce the duct
angle error to 0.5 degree, the light is extinguished. This particular value
of hysteresis in the ITVIC logic was chosen to command a sufficient number
of duct rotations so as to minimize the pitch attitude oscillations required
for vernier velocity control during the deceleration, and yet few enough ro-
tations to minimize the pilot's dwell time on this portion of the display
as well as to reduce the number and magnitude of the pressure transients
in the duct drive hydraul_c system.
Two variations on the basic electronic display formats were also
evaluated. Format ED-2+ was added as a result of preliminary flight testing
which inuicated the need for a collective control director due to the high
pilot workload required in the control of vertical errors. Format ED-I/FD
consisted of the ED-I electronic display and three-axis control director
information displayed on the eiectromechanical ADI; this display configura-
tion corresponded to NASA Langley's CH-46 format (Reference 15) and was in-
cluded both to verify _heir results and to reinforce the requirement for
integrated displays. A brief investigation of the effects resulting from
the absence of a configuration change director was also conducted to verify
the results o_ a preliminary simulator study which indicated an intolerable
pilot workload without it. The final electronic display formats are pre-
sented in Figure 3; a more detailed explanation of the symbology, emphasiz-
ing the generic levels of information, is given in Table III.
Two alterations in the display formats occur at or near the hover
under pilot control. The push-button control which selects the automatic
turn coordination (ATC) or the heading hold (HH) directional modes also
selects the reference frame for the horizontal situation display. When ATC
•s selected, an approach course-referenced system is used for the display
of horizontal position a1_dvelocity; this system is illustrated in Figure 3.
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When HH is selected near the hover, an aircraft heading-referenced system is
used in which the tail of the aircraft symbol is fixed and the landing pad/
approach course symbol both translates and rotates to indicate position and
orientation. The heading-referenced display proved to be more effective in
conveying to the pilot the information required for the precision hover;
however the earth-referenced system was preferable for the approach. A
second format variation for the hover task was a discrete increase in sensi-
tivity of the velocity vector and velocity command diamond selected by the
pilot by voice command to the radar operator; in this "hover mode" the scal-
ing of the vector and diamond was 5 kt/cm while _he approach scaling was 20
kt/cm. Both of the above display variations resulted from preliminary
flight testing of the display formats.
Control System Characteristics
T_,e other major design varlable of this experiment was the degree
of stability and/or control augmentation provided to the aircraft. The in-
tent during the design of the augmentation systems was to examine generic
levels of complexity to aid the design of future augmentation schemes, and so
the characteristics of each were chosen to be "good" in the sense of compli-
ance with MIL-F-83300 (Reference 17) when possible, with verification of the
control forces and sensitivities being made during the preliminary ground
simulations. The baseline system was selected to be an attitude command aug-
mentation system similar in concept and characteristics to that used by NASA-
Langley (Reference 9); systems both less complex and more complex were then
_esigned consistent with past design practice and projected possibilities.
The five resulting control systems are described in the following paragraphs;
salient characteristics of them are listed in Table IV.
Rate Augmentation. This control system represents the minimum con-
trol and stability augmentation system complexity considered feasible for
V/STOL aircraft. In particular, the system was mechanized as rate SAS only,
with pitch, roll, and yaw rate stabilization approximately equal to the basic
X-22A SAS chosen as a representative level. Although the resulting dynamic
characteristics through transition were therefore dependent on the X-22A
aerodynamics and hence not completely general, these characteristics are
representative of this class of V/STOL aircraft, and the results for these
configuration_ therefore provide a suitable base for minimal augmentation
complexity. Duct rotation is manual.
Attitude Command Augmentation. This system ls the baseline con-
figuration_hosen to be similar to that used in the NASA-Langley experi-
ments (Reference 9). The directional axis is dual mode, selectable by the
pilot; oue mode is automatic turn following (zero sideslip) implemented by
feeding back lateral velocity and washed-out yaw rate in the directional
channel, and the other mode is yaw-rate-command-heading-hold, implemented by
closing a heading loop in the directional channel, removing the washout on
yaw rate, and using a proportional-plus-integral filter on the rudder com-
mands. Both the pitch and roll axes provide attitude command responses,
although the implementations were different. In the pitch channel, the
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aircraft was highly attitude augmented (o_n_'4.0 rad/sec at hover) to minimize
turbulence response and coupling inputs from the collective; the pitch stick
commands were then shaped through a second-order pre-fiiter "model"; _i£h
feedforward gains on stick input, model pitch rate, and model pitch attitude
used to ensu_ second-order aircraft response. The prefilter characteristics
(_;, = 2.0 rad/sec, _ = 0.7) were chosen to be consistent with "good" short-
term longitudinal response characteristics as determined in an earlier X-22A
experiment (Reference 18). In the lateral channel, system limitations pre-
cluded a similar implementation, and so attitude augmentation only, of a
lower level, was used (W n _ 2.0, _ _ 0.5 at hover). Again, duct rotation is
manual.
- Pitch Attitude Command/Roll Rate Command. This system is identi-
cal to the attitude command system described above except that an integral-
plus-proportional prefilter is added to the roll stick input to provide a
rate-commatld-attitude-hold roll response. Although the emphasis of this ex-
periment was on localizer and glide slope tracking through deceleration rather
than initial acquisition, it was recognized that roll attitude command is
generally disliked by pilots for gross maneuvering because of the necessity
to hold a constant force while performing a turn. The purpose of this con-
t_ol configuration was therefore to ascertain if tracking and hover perfor-
mance would be the same for roll rate command and attitude command. As with
the baseline control system, duct rotation was manual.
Automatic Duct Rotation. This control system represents an in-
crease in complexity from the baseline attitude co,,,_nd system by making the
duct rotation automatic instead of manual. The pitch, roll, yaw, and collec-
tive stick implementations and response characteristics are identical to those
of the attitude command configuration. The automatic rotation is provided by
feeding the ITVIC director signal to the duct rotation system. It should be
noted that, conceptually, the elimination of the manual configuration change
provides a situation comparable to the helicopter instrument approach studies
of Reference 9.
Dec0upled Velocity Control. This control system was the most com-
plex investigated, and in fact is only one step away from a fully automatic
system. The intent of the design was:
• To provide decoupled responses to collective stick
(vertical velocity with respect to the ground) and
duct angle (longitudinal velocity with respect to
the ground) over the full range of duct angles from
forw_,rd flight to hover.
• To provide augmented damping and hence improved aircraft
responses in vertical and longitudinal velocity.
- • To minimize pitch attitude input requirements through
the transition.
in order to meet the design goals, the vertical and longitudinal velocity
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errors as determined by the guidance system were used in feedback loops in the
control system in addition to the conventional aircraft quantities. Some
degree of decoueii[_ =nd augmentation was sacrificed in an effort to avoid
Lhe necessity of programming all the feedbacks and cro_5-gearii_g_ =_ d fu,_-
tion of duct angle, and in fact in the final design only one programmed cross-
gearing (collective to pitch stick) was used. This system aga_ employs
automatic duct rotation. Details of the design are contained in Reference 4;
a summary of the implementation is given in Table V.
CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT
Equipment
The U. S. Navy X-22A V/STOL aircraft was used as the in-flight
simulator for this experiment (Figure 4). This aircraft has a Calspan-
designed four-axls (pitch, roll, yaw, thrust) VSS which enables _t to repro-
duce a wide variety of aircraft dynamic characteristics; details of the X-22A
and its VSS are covered more fully in Reference 19. For this program, the VSS
capabilities were considerably enhanced by the addition of a Calspan-designed-
and-fabricated on-board analog computer (Reference 20), which performed all
of the guidance and some of the control system functions discussed earlier
in this paper. Both experimental and flight safety data were telemetered to
the Mobile Data Monitoring System and Digital Data Acquisition System devel-
oped expressly for the X-22A by Calspan (Reference 21). In addition, the
X-22A Ground Simulator was used extensively as a design tool during the ini-
tial stages of the experiment (References i0, 22).
To provide a variable display capability, a Calspan-designed-andJ
fabricated analog symbol generator in conjunction with a 5" Kaiser CRT were
added to the aircraft (References 20, 23). The programmable symbol genera-
tor is capable of producing as many as 32 different calligraphic symbols,
and combines the simpllcity and ease of programming available in an analog
computer with an in-flight flexibility exceeding that of more complex digi-
tal devices. Ten combinations of the thlrty-two output channels can be indi-
vidually blanked through the use of switches in the cockpit; additionally, a
display mode switch selects different inputs to the symbols to provide either
an approach-course-up or heading-up reference for the display format. These
capabilitle_ are very important for in-fllght research experiments, as differ-
ent display presentations may be evaluated during flight without landing and
reprogramming the symbol generator.
For this experiment, the raw X,Y,Z position data were provided by
an AN/SPN-42TI precision tracking radar manufactured by the Bell Aerospace
Company. These data were obtained by resolving elevation, azimuth, and
range information from the radar into X,Y,Z components relative to one of five
selectable approach course directions; these components were then telemetered
to the aircraft for processing on-board. As was discussed earlier, the guid-
ance computations performed on the analog computer in the aircraft were essen-
tially independent of the _NISPN-42TI equipment; the only exception was the
necessity to perform a scale chanse to ensure sufficient resolution in the
JlO
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X and Z radar data in hover because of the limited digital word length (and
hence scaling per "bit") of the telemetry uplink in the AN/SPN-42TI. Details
concerning this scale change, and other characteristics of the radar system.
are contained in Reference 4.
Evaluation Task and Procedure
To obtain valid fl}ing qualities data in the form of pilot ratings
and comments, careful attention must be given to defining, for the evaluation
pilot, the mission which the aircraft/dlsplay/pilot combination will perform
and the conditions in which it will be performed. For this experiment, the
simulated aircraft was defined to be a vectored-thrust VTOL transport with
all-weather capability performing terminal area operations; the aircraft was
considered to be a two-pilot operation to the extent that the evaluation
pilot was relieved of secondary duties (e.g. _ommunications) during the per-
formance of the mlssion.
The specific tasks to be accomplished for each evaluation consist-
ed of two fully-hooded instrument approaches from i00 kt to the hover; at the
conclusion of the second approach, vertical airwork and an actual hooded
landing were options available to the pilot. The elements of the approach are
shown iu Figure 5 and summarized below:
• level flight localizer acquisition (1700 ft AGL, i00 kt)
• constant speed glide slope acquisition (7.5 degrees) at
approximately 12,000 ft range
• constant deceleration (.05g) on the glide slope,
commenczng at a range dependent on headwind (zero-wind
range approximately 8000 ft)
• flare to level final approach commencing at approxi-
mately 800 ft range, final altitude I00 ft, deceler-
ation continuing to hover
• hover at i00 ft abov_ simulated pad, vertical airwork
as desired.
It should be noted that this approach task was chosen to provide a repre-
sentative level of difficulty, and was not designed to exploit or to avoid
either capabilities or limitations of the X-22A. In particular, the constant
deceleration profile is a more demanding task for the pilot/aircraft/display
system than one "oFtlmized" to a particular aircraft (e.g. constant attitude
for helicopters), but operational use of VTOL aircraft may require that they
all follow identical deceleration profiles, and constant deceleration is
reasonable from an implementation point of view and provides a realistic
operational task.
Upon completion of the two instrument approaches, the pilot made
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comments with reference to a detailed comment card which directed his atten-
tion to the characteristics of the display, control system, and his perfor-
mance which were of interest. He then assigned a Cooper-Harper pilot rating
(Reference 24) to the aircraft/display configuration as evaluated, although
actual landings were not to be weighted into the rating, and also assigned
a turbulence effect rating, the purpose of which is primarily to give the
analyst a qualitative indication of how much the ambient turbulence affected
the evaluation.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Data obtained in this flight experiment consist of pilot ratings
and commentary for each configuration, measurements of performance indices,
control usage data, and aircraft response calibration records. The calibra-
tion records are used to verify the simulated dynamics by application of a
digital identification technique developed for the X-22A (Reference 25); an
example longitudinal case is shown in Figure 6. This paper will discuss the
pilot rating data and their implications; analyses of performan_e indices
and more detailed discussions of other results are given in Reference 4.
General Reoults
Figure 7 summarizes the bulk of the pilot rating data obtained on
a "plot" of display sophistication versus control complexity. This means of
presenting the data is chosen to facilitate comparison of trends with the
AGARD graph in Figure i; it is emphasized that the axes are ordinal rather
than interval, and that the approximate iso-rating lines refer only to the
data specifically on the figure as a device to emphasize the interactive
effects. The data on this figure represent evaluations performed when cross-
winds were not considered a major influence on the evaluation -- repeat
evaluations chosen to emphasize the important effects of crosswinds will be
discussed separately.
Consider initially those configurations for which the pilot rating
indicates satisfactory system performance (PR_3.5). In a general sense,
the most apparent result is the demonstration of the hypothesized inter-
action between control complexity and display sophistication: as the level
of augmentation and/or automation increases, the required display presenta-
tion decreases from fuJl integrated control director information to velocity
(and velocity conmmnd) information both vertically and horizontally. It is
apparent also that, for a satisfactory system, the display must include vel-
ocity, status information, a result which corresponds to Dukes' findings
(Reference 12); this requirement is primarily hover-oriented, and is a func-
tion o_ the need to know translational drift velocities accurately for
touchdown. In the NASA-Langley experiments, touchdowns were performed with-
out ve]ocity status information, using only control-director and horizontal
position information, but the conclusion was that the system "was not ade-
quate for operational use" (Reference 9); the corresponding configuration in
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this experiment was the ED-I display and control director information on the
ADI neeoles with the attitude command control system, and the pilot rating
Within those configurations considered satisfactory, several im-
portant points should be noted. First, pitch and roll control directors are
not required for satisfactory performance with an attitude command system as
implemented in this experiment; although Dukes' helicopter simulations demon-
strate a similar conclusion for the hover task, until this X-22A experiment
it was thought that full control command information would be required for
satisfactory decelerating instrument approaches (Reference 9). Second, note
that when the pilot is relieved of performing the configuration change
(Auto _ ), the necessity for a collective stick director for vertical con-
trol is removed; pilot comments indiccte that the automatic duct rotation
allowed him to concentrate more thoroughly on the vertical task, and that
vertical position and rate errors then were sufficient for satisfactory con-
trol. If the pilot must perform the configuration change manually, however,
the collective director is necessary to reduce the workload in that axis; in
general, control of vertical velocity is a demanding task in VTOL aircraft
because of the changing effects of thrust magnitude with configuration and
velocity as well as, for the task used in this experiment, the requirement
to arrest the rate of sink at I00 ft AGL while still decelerating. The
tradeoff between display sophistication and level of automaticity is quite
evident in this control axis. Finally, note that, as long as velocity infor-
matlon is given to the pilot on the display, no trend of pilot rating with
display sophistication is evident for the decoupled velocity ccntrol system.
This result indicates the advantage of providing the pilot with augmented
and decoupled control over the two velocity components of major interest
plus eliminating the need for manual configuration changes; if "good" air-
plane response characteristics relative to the task are provided, the details
of the displayed information become less important to satisfactory system
performance.
Turning to those combinations rated adequate but unsatisfactory
(3.5 _ PR _ 6.5), the data are useful primarily for noting trends as either
display sophistication or augmentation complexity is reduced from the level
required for a satisfactory system. First, note that acceptable system
performance is possible with rate augmentation only (when the effects of
crosswinds are not important) if the display includes integrated full control
director information. Such a combination is unsatisfactory primarily because
of attitude control problems in the hover, even with the stabilization com-
mands provided by the pitch and roll dlrcctors; pilot comments indicate a
tendon_y to overcontrol in pitch when attempting to move around the landing
pad, and a preference for force feedback from the controls to help know the
attitude. Roll attitude control problems in hover also account for the de-
gradation in rating when the pitch and roll control directors are removed
from the display for the pitch attltude/roll rate comm_nd control system.
Difficultle_ in maintaining precise control of vertical velocity and glide
slope are responsible for the degradation when the collective stick director
is removed with the attitude command system (going from ED-2+ to ED-2); as
indicated earlier, vertical control is a demanding task which requires
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_,creased display sophistication when the config,_ration change must be per-
formed manually.
Considering finally those comblnations consideLed iiL=dequate for
the task (PR> 6.5), two important results are apparent. First, rate augmen-
tation only is unacceptable if pitch and roll control directors are not pro-
vided; as would be expected, control of pitch and roll attitude during the
deceleration and hover requires an intolerable level of pilot compensation
if stabilization commands are not explicitly provided. Second, the lack of
displayed velocity information (ED-I) is unacceptable even with a high de-
gree of automation and augmented aircraft translational velocity responses.
The requirement for explicit velocity information is hover-oriented, as
pilot coIents indicate that the precision of control necessary for touch-
down must include displayed velocity information for even an acceptable si=u-
ation to exist.
Effects of Crosswlnds
Although acceptable system performance for the rate augmentation/
full control director combination had been predicted by the ground simula-
tions prior to flight and verified in flight when low headwinds were present,
pilot comments in the evaluations noted that control of heading, without the
dual-mode directional system used in the more complex augmentation schemes,
required additional attention in the hover. This problem would be exacer-
bated if the pilot were required to perform large heading changes in the
hover to llne up with the wind, and so selected repeat evaluations were per-
formed with a pure crosswind of approximately i0 kt. The resulting data are
shown in Figure 8. As can be seen, the rate augmentation control system is
now unacceptable even with full control director information. This degrada-
tion is a result of the pilot being unable to point the aircraft into the
wind during the hover and the concomitant drift velocities that are generat-
ed. Note that no degradation was observed for the attitude command system
in crosswinds, because the turn-following (zero sideslip) mode of the direc-
tional control channel pointed the aircraft into the wind automatically.
It is possible that a display of wind direction information to the pilot
could largely allevlate this problem for the rate augmentation control sys-
tem; although this additional information can be derived by the onboard
LORAS airspeed sensors, the inclusion of it was not investigated in this ex-
perlment. Without this information, the control system must perform the
pointing function to achieve a satisfactory or acceptable system.
Effects of ITVIC
The data presented in Figures 7 and 8 and discussed _n the pre-
ceding subsections were all obtained using the Independent Thrust Vector
Inclination Command (ITVIC) director light, either to command the pilot to
perform configuration changes when manual duct rotation was required, or as
status information when the evaluation configuration included automatic
rotation. Although it had originally been planned to devote several repeat
evaluations to investigating the effects of removing the ITVIC signal, in
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fact only two such evaluations were necessary to demonstrate its usefulness,
and further investigation would have been pointless. The two configurations
used for Lhis check both had the baseline attitude command control system, one
with the full control director display (ED-3) and one with the velocity com-
mand display (ED-2). In each case, the configuration was rated marginally
acceptable (PR = 6); for the control director format, this degradation is from
a system that i_ satisfactory with the ITVIC. The pilot comments indicate
that the increased compensation required to derive configuration change com--
mand information from either the control director or the velocity command dia-
mond increased the workload considerably and degraded tracking performance,
particularly in the vertical plane.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The experiment described i_ this paper wa_ performed using the
X-22A variable stability V/STOL aircraft, which is capable of changing both sta-
bility/control characteristics and display presentations in flight. Although
some of the dynamic situations simulated in this flight program are dependent
on the basic aerodynamic characteristics of the X-22A, these characteristics
are representative of this class of vehicle; the guidance and d_splay concep-
tual developments are largely independent of the actual aircraft employed.
General conclusions which may be drawn from the successful comple-
tion of this flight program are:
• Descending decelerating approach transitions from forward
flight to the hover may be performed by VTOL aircraft
under instrument conditions given satisfactory control
and display system characteristics as defined by this
experiment.
• A tradeoff between control augmentation complexity and
display presentation sophistication exists for generic
levels of each.
Specific results pertinent to the effects of the control system and display
variables investigated in this experiment lead to the following conclusions:
• Satisfactory task performance is achieved without
pitch and roll control directors, for manual configura-
tion changes, with the Independent Thrust Vector Inclin-
ation Command (ITVIC), if an attitude command system in
pitch and roll and a dual-mode yaw command system is im- F
plemented. No effect of crosswinds on the ratings for
this combination was observed.
• Pilot comments for all the control systems investigated
express a preference for a control-force-aircraft-atti-
tude relationship in both pitch and roll for instrument
hover. This conclusion might be qualified by the fact
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that the attitude presentation on the electronic display
was difficult to interpret; nonetheless, the comments
indicate a desire to obtain the attitude information
through control forces rather than visual scanning.
• For VTOL aircraft like the X-22A with low natural height
damping in and near the hover, a thrust magnitude direc-
tor is required for satisfactory task performance if
the pilot must also perform configuzation changes. Re-
lieving the pilot of the conflgur_tlon change Job allows
increased attention to the vertical tracking task and
removes the requirement for a control director in that
axis.
• The minimal level of displayed information must include
translational velocity information to obtain acceptable
performance, regardless of the level of control augmenta-
tion to the extent investigated in this experiment.
This requirement is primarily hover-orlented, and re-
flects the pilot's dislike of having to obtain transla-
tional rates implicitly from the movement of symbols on
the display.
Rate augmentation alone is unacceptable for the task
investigated unless full control director information
is provided. Although performance with the rate system
became unacceptable in crocswinds even with full direc-
to_ informaLion, it is possible that an improved atti-
tude presentation and the addition of wind direction
information would provide an acceptable, although still
unsatisfactory, system.
• Decoupling and augmenting the longitudinal and vertical
velocity responses to control inputs considerably en-
hanced task performance, and tends to eliminate the
trends of pilot rating with display sophlstlcetion in the
configurations where ground velocity is explicitly dis-
played.
• The Independent Thrust Vector Inclination Command (ITVIC)
director for manual configuration changes was required
to achieve satisfactory system performance.
• A simple implementation of airspeed-groundspeed command
and tracking switching was shown to be valuable as a
means of maintaining aircraft parameters within the
allowable transition corridor.
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TABLE I
HORIZONTAL VELOCITY GUIDANCE COMMANDS
VELOCITY BEFORE SWITCHING AFTER SWITCHING
COMMANDS (AIRSPEED/COURSETRACKING) (DECELERATIONTO HOVER)
EARTH- ., ., ., . _-f. 13_ , "_e>0
x_c ~
REF.RENCED Xec r 1.7_ , Xe < 0
•t .i .i = -" °_!/eYec Xh¢
A/CHEADING-"" = _h -A_ " = "REFERENCED Xhc _hc xeccos _/+ _ecst,,f_
NOTATION: _ = aircraft heading with respect to approach course
( )e = approach course (earth)-referencedquantity
( )h - aircraft heading referenced quantity
( )c = command quantity
( )' = a "before switching" quantity
l
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TABLE II
CONTROLDIRECTORLOGIC
FULL SCALE SIGNAL
DIRECTOR RATE ATT/RA[E ATTITUDE DECOUPLED
ELEMENT VARIABLE AUGMENTATION AUGMENTATION AUGMENTATION AUTO _ VELOCITY
i , CONTROL
!
HBAR Cx _ 33 (ft/sec) 33 33 33 33
Owo _ 37 (deg) 75 75 75 --
_I_Q (deg/sec) 230 230 230 --
,
VBAR d_ _ 42 (ft/sec) 42 42 42 42
96 _ 20 (deN) 20 II0 II0 110
t 67 (deg/sec) 38 296 296 296
VTAB _} ";100 I00 100 ' I00 iOO
6_(_= O) _ rO (ft/sec) iO i0 iO 2iO 1[ (_= !0o)_ I0 l lO l 50... L.........
TABLE III
GENERICLEVELSOF DISPLAYEDINFORMATION
DISPLK POSITION I VELOCITY
') OIRECToRsCONTROLATTITUDE VERTICAL HORIZONTAL m VERTICAL HORIZONTALFOR_T |
[0-1 Pitch and roll: Altitude error Postt_on of None one Noee
hoetzofl bar and diamond and fixed a/c S_- t
fixed _ndtces fixed indices I)O1 wtth respect)
(I0 0 tncremnt$). (SO foot to translating
Yaw: Katl of increments). Sanding pad I
fixed a/c sylbol Diameter of and aPProach )
with respect to landing pad course.
approach :ourse, Increases with Increas;ngly I
dect_eastng seBsltlve j
altitude scaling with
(2 cm diameterJrange (100 ft/cmi
at 100 feet), in hover).
T_ree range
)markers IndlcateI
lmoortant points I
. _of approach
EO-Z 5a_ Sa_ _a_ ' _FLeft-hand clrcle AIc ground None
ltnd_cates devia- velocity vector
Itlon from command and veloclty I
'ed descent rate, Icommand d_a_nd ;
Increasingly l(2O kt/cm) ,
sensltlve _callng IR_qht-h_nd
with duct arvle jveloclty error i
(t ft/sec/dtv a" Ic)rcle w_th
.... )" OU}. J(t50 ,t/_e,,c,_ _.....
£0-_ _mo ;ame tSa_ rollectlve contro1(Sa_ - :VTA80n}y '
director (VTAB) I
--.+ ......... _ ..........................
i I,,t. no_,io_,t_l_a,er,_.d 'ICOIN_hd diamond. _cc mlec tt ve
| Ic°n_°l i
idtrectvr_
_MBAR, VEAR i
l I lrespect'v'l_)]
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TABLE IV
TRANSFERFUNCTIONSIN FORM K(_)FC;.c.__o]APPROXIMATEATTITUDE
PITCHATTITUDETO_ES ROLLATTITUDETO_AS (TURN-FOLLOW)
A_TITUDECOMMAND:'Fllter-,-Jt---Aircraft
0 kt: [.7;4.0] .40(.17)(.25) .85(.22_(2.63)
i[.7;2.0]( 17)(.29)[.76;4.13] (.36)(2.63)[.30,2.2]
100 kt: [.7;4.0]. .40{.I)(.79) .85[.60;2.72]
[.7,2.0](.09)(.62)[.68;4.5B] [.75;1.90][.50;3.12]
ATT/RTCOMMAND: Filter-o-i--_A}rcraft F11ter_Allcraft
0 kt: [.7;4.0]. .40(.17)(.25) (2) .35(.22)(2.63)
E.7;2.0](.17)(.29)[.76;4.13] (0)(.37)(2.63)[.50;2.18]
100kt: [ 7,4.0] .40(.I)(.79) (2) .35[.60;2.72]
[.7;2.0](.09)(.62)[.68;4.58] (0)[.90,I.90][.55.3.12]
RATEAUGMENT.
0 kt: .40(.17)(.25) .35(.26)(I.6)
(.17)(3.06)[.19;.46] (1.7)(2.5)[.II,.SB]
.406.097)(.77) .35[.86;I.31]
100kt: (.18)(-.15)[.93;2.56] (.22)(3.54)[.79;I.36]
TABLEV
DECOUPLEDVELOCITYCONTROL
SYSTEMDESIGN _ I i_\ /
INCREASINGWORKLOAD
FEEDBACK PITCH COLLECTIVE _ <m •
GAIN o c_ < It\\ \VARIABLES GAIN
(in/unit) (deg/unit) u _ _ _ i \ \z B_
6_ (ft/sec) 0.19 0.52 _ _- u= Lz "_,_)'o,_t_ ,,
_0 (deg) -O.b7 -0.236 _ _-N
{deg/sec) -0.33 -0.037 _- I ........
('_ (deg) 0.2 -0,145 -- INCREASINGCONTROLSOPHISTICATION
FEEDF_RWARD STABILITY AUGMENTATION
VAklABLES AUTOMATIC ALTITUDE AND SPEEDCONTROL
_ES (i n) 5.73 -- COUPLED GUIDANCEAND MULTIPLEX
6cs (deg) 3.84 (_k= O) 2.26
Figurel TRADE-OFFBETWEENDISPLAY
._ 0.0 (_:90°) AND CONTROLSOPHISTICATION
(FROMREF-RENCEl)
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_ LA:(DINGPAD 903 ALT.(Lo_)ERROR OE ALT,(Low)ERROR .,,[.
APPROACH
ALT, RATE I RANGE RATE
__ RANGE _ r- COURSE v (UP) T"_
MARKERSIT VELOCITY ._. (SLow)ERROR"_U
-- T _ C0MMAND"_,%/
A/C SYM_ -- DIAMOND V_I --
-- A/C VELOCITY_-_/"
_G*_ ".o.lzo,,_A.-- ------
-- TAIL
(a_ ED-I (b) ED-?
COMMA;JD
.,..--ALT, ERROR 0
<,_.r_ (LOW) _. "_/__('_-ALT.(LFERROR4)|I T-L
-- --I RANGERATE | " |RANGE RATE
['_6 COMMAND VELOCITY 4- ERROR. -L(_ _ }¢,COP;AND 1 / ERROR___
cl . COVMANr J {3LOW) _ _ (UP) I i I (SLOW) _'_
"_ (UP) DIAMOND_;J _,s COMMAND , I
-- _"_-- VEC_.._(__...._.,.____-- A/C VELOC1TY ,,,_ _Z _-- '
(c) ED-2+ (d) ED-3
Figure3 ELECTRONICDISPLAYFORMATS
Figure4 U.S.NAVY VARIABLESTABILITYX-22A
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Figure 5 EVALUATION TASK RATE ATT/ ATT AUTO DVCRA E
CONTROLSYSTEM ,,
.-'i -_ ..._ Figure 7 PILOT RATING DATA (WITH
! __. ., _ _' _."_:,__.c:.._-- .._::'_" _' ITVIC, NO CROSSWINDEFFErT)
_J _; ..! ._ ,'q4.
' -"] _ ED3 -I • •
7 25
ED2+_ • •
"i l I L,,A.._., _A.. Eu2"1
Jr-_-v-T v-y, _-,;v.7¢ _ 7.s
. .,j ,,,_-_c _ EDI/FD"I •
"-i " mmmommv,,'nvee RATE ATT/ ATT AUTO DVC
v, - *_ _, - • 1" RATE ).
m. - ,e,m,,, % - ,e,u*
% - .lm xe. " "_ CONTROLSYSTEM "
%, "'" Figure 8 EFFECT OF CROSSWIND ON PILOT
RATING DATA (WITH ITVIC)
Figure 6 IDENTIFICATIONRECORD
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A SIMULATOR STUDY ON INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR PRECISION HOVERING
Lt. James L. Lemons, USAF
Aeronautical Systems Die., WPAFB
Theodor A. Dukes
AMS Dept., Princeton University
ABSTRACT
A fixed base simulator study of an advanced helicopter instrument dis-
play utilizing translational acceleratio_ velocity and position information
is reported. The simulation involved piloting a heavy helicopter _sing the
Integrated Trajectory Error Display (ITED) in a precision hover task. The
test series explored two basic areas. The effect on hover accuracy of add-
ing acceleration information was of primary concern. Also of ulterest was
the operators' ability to use degraded information derived from less sophis-
ticated sources. An example of such degraded information is properly
weighted attitude and angular a¢celeration instead of translational accelera-
tion.
Three conclusions were reached in the course of the study. The addi-
tion of translational acceleration to a display containing velocity and posi-
tion information did not appear to improve the hover performance signifi-
cantly. However, displayed acceleratirn information seemed to increase the
damping of the man-machine system. Fin_lly, the pilots could use transla-
tional information synthesized from attitude and angular acceleration as
effectively as perfect acceleration.
INTRODUCTION
The addition of a velocity vector to a display showing position error
in :,mation significantly improves pilot performance in VTOL aircraft pre-
cision tasks (Ref. I). Exploratory tests o? a display utilizing accelera-
tion information, in addition to velocity and position information, elicited
favorable pilot comments. The usefulness of adding acceleration information
to a display was therefore studied. In addition to the choice of the dis-
played variables it is important to consider realistically the sources of
the information to be displayed. If information from relatively inexpensive
sources can be used without a degradation in pilot performance, savings in
system cost and complexity may be possible. This possibility, the use of a
degraded information source, was explored in the simulator experiments des-
cribed in this paper. The degraded translational information was derived
from attitude related quantities. The study involved fixed base simulation
of a heavy helicopter at hover and an experimental display. Below, the
description of the display and its modes is followed by a discussion of the
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derivation of the desired translational quantities. The helicopter control
system and other details of the study are presented next. Finally, the re-
sults of the experiments are shown and discussed. A detailed account can be
found in Reference 2.
SYMBOLS
BI cyclic control input
g acceleration of gravity
M( ) moment derivative
q pitch rate
s Laplace transform variable
u,v,w velocity components along aircraft axes
X( ) force derivative (x-axis)
A( ) perturbation
@ roll angle
O pitch angle
DISPLAY
The Integrated Trajectory Error Display (ITED) developed at Princeton
University* was used as the experim'.ntal display. The ITED xs an abstract
analog display which combines horizontal and vertical flight information for
presentation on a CRT. A description of the ITED superimposed 9n an image
display can be found in Reference 3.
The display is divided into three areas (Figures 1 and 2). The central
area contains information in the horizontal plane: position, velocity, and
acceleration. The vertical information band at the left of this area con-
tains the variables needed for altitude control. In the outer bands an arttf_
cial horizon provides pitch and roll information. The display was used in
two different modes: first, with available gro_d based position information
and second, without such position information.
When used with ground referenced position informatio_in the "Reference
Mode", the display's coordinate system is centered in the aircraft, but has
an earth fixed orientation (Figure 1). As a result,the crosshair representing
*This work was supported by the Avionics Laboratory of USA-ECOMat Ft.
Monmouth, N.J.
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the nominal position moves fore, aft, left, and right across the display only
in response to position changes. The helicopter symbol and the velocity and
acceleration symbology are central in the RefErence Mode. The location of a
circle representing the rotor remains fixed; a straight line attached to the
edge of the circle represents the tail of the aircraft, rotating in response
to yaw changes. The velocity vector (solid line) originates at the center
of the rotor. The acceleration vector (small circle) has as its origin the
end of the velocity vector and its tip is represented by a small circle. In
the airborne format, the display symbology is superimposed on a video image
of the terrain. The simulation of a landing pad and a horizon line were add-
ed to the symbology as a substitute for an image display.
When ground based position information is not available, the "Marker
Star" mode of the display is used, also superimposed on a visual image (Fig-
ure 2). The Marker Star represents a stabilized direction in space. It
moves on the CRT screen, compensating for the aircraft body angles (in the
simulation, the star's motion did not include compensation for roll because,
with the small roll angles encountered in hover, their effect was minimal
because of the small down-looking angle). As a result of the compensation,
the Marker Star can be used as a terrain marker. The pilot can bias the
star as desired to "illuminate" a terrain feature of his choice. The star
moves with respect to the terrain feature only as the aircraft translates,
except for motion along the stabilized beam. The pilot may use this display
mode in approach by keeping the terrain feature illuminated while maintaining
a desired rate of descent or he may use it in hover by holding altitude and
keeping the terrain feature illuminated. The acceleration and velocity vec-
tors are displayed in the same manner as in the Reference Mode.
In both display modes, the vertical information band contains a diamond
that move_ in response to altitude changes. The vertical velocity vector
originates from the center of the diamond. Along the left margin of the ver-
tical band, a small ellipse serves as a torque indicator. T_o lines in the
outer bands serve as an artificial horizon. From hori:ontal to the points
where the roll reference lines meet the vertical field lines represents ±20
degrees of roll. Pitch angle is indicated by the cusp of the roll reference
triangle on a pitch scale with two-degree increments. At the top of the dis-
play is a turn and bank indicator. The display gains for position, velocity,
and acceleration were chosen based on previous tests. The scale factors were:
horizontal position 12.5 ft/in; horizontal velocity S ft/sec/ln; acceleration
2 ft/sec2/in; vertical velocity 10 ft/sec/div; altitude ]0 ft/div.
DISPLAY INFORMATION
Attitude based information, being readily available and simple to derive,
was chosen as an example of a degraded source for translational infor_:t_on.
In hover, the translational accelerations of the aircraft result from the
tilt of the thrust vector (Figure 3). This tilt has two components. The
first, of course, is associated with the aircraft's attitude. The ratio of
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the resulting translational acceleration to the attitude of the body, assum-
ing small attitude changes, is:
_ J--- .562 ft/sec2
= _ = 57.5 = deg
The second component of the tilt of the thrust vector is caused by
control inputs, gust disturbances, and other factors. This additional com-
ponent of the thrust vector tilt is also associated with the moment balance
and therefore with the angular accelerations of the body. The ratio of addi-
tional linear acceleration to the additional component of thrust tilt can be
approximated by the ratio of a given translational acceleration to the cyclic
pitch causing that acceleration with the aircraft attitude unchanged. Re-
ferring to the linearized longitudinal acceleration equation, neglecting gusts,
sAu = XuAU - gAS + XwAW+ XB1AB1
it can be seen that one degree of cyclic input yields a li,,ear acceleration
of XB1/57.3 ft/sec 2. The same cyclic pitch input causes a pitching moment,
hence an angular acceleration. Referring to the lineartzed pitching moment
equation,
sAq = MuAU + MqAq + MAw + MBIAB 1 + M0c ASc
one degree of cyclic yields HBI deg/sec 2 in angular acceleration. The rela-
tionship between longitudinal translational acceleration and angular accelera-
tion caused by control inputs is:
• XB 1 $7.3
= / = 0.13 ft/sec2
MB1 deg/sec a
In the lateral case, if the lateral acceleration caused by the tail rotor is
neglected, the same approximation yields
57.3
- YA1/ = 0.014 ft/sec2
LA1 deg/sec 2
The approximate relationships betwee]L translational and angular accelera-
tions are based on the assumption that moments and forces caused by pertur-
bations in aerodynamic variables are related in a similar ratio as those
caused by cyclic control £nputs. An implied assumption is also that moments
caused by collective input changes are negligible.
The approximate linear accelerations may be derived from a1_ attitude
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gyro and .rom angular accelerometers. They may be integrated to obtain an
approximate short term velocity vector, but the attitudes must be passed
through high-pass filters in order to accomodate variable wind conditions
and slow speed changes near hover. The assumption was made that adequate
averaging time was available so that a low frequency source of velocity such
as doppler radar or differentiated position could be utilized to obtain long
term velocity. Low-pass filtered perfect velocity was used to simulate such
a source. Final adjustments of gains were made to achieve a best match with
perfect velocity. The final circuit for longitudinal and lateral information
processing are shown in Figure 3.
SIMULATION
The VTOL vehicle simulated was the Sikorsky CH53 at hover. It was simu-
lated using a linearized small perturbation model with two alternative con-
trol systems. The ASE control system used attitude and rate feedback while
the HAS system used attitude, rate, and translational velocity feedback. In
addition, altitude and heading hold systems were provided. Gust inputs were
generated from low-pass white noise with a corner frequency of .3 rad/sec, a
mean of zero, and an rms value of 6 ft/sec.
The test subjects were three US Army test pilots, two of them have had
previous experience with the display. There were no significant differences
in performance among the three subjects. Each pilot performed two replica-
tions of each test eel1. The set of test variables was; two displays (the
Reference Mode and the Marker Star mode_, two control systems (ACE and HAS),
and three sources of acceleration and velocity (perfect, attitude augmented
with angular acceleration, and attitude only).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stttdy sought answers to two questions. First: Does the addition of
explicit acceleration information to a velocity and _osition error display
significantly improve pilot performance? Second: Can degraded information
sources be used for acceleration and velocity display without degrading the
hover performance?
The performance measures were RMS position errors and _ attitude rates.
Figure 4 shows the longitudinal and the lateral position errors in the cells
using the Reference mode, indicating also the 90% confidence intervals on the
means. There are no statistically significant differences at the 1% level
among the cells using ASE control or among cells using the HAS, with the ex-
ception of cell 6, displaying position errors only. Especially notable is
the lack of difference between the cells of perfect and of attitude derived
velocity and acceleration (e.g., cells 7 and 16).
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Figure 5 presents the longitudinal and the lateral positioning accuracies
using the Marker Star Mode. The general differences in magnitude between the
longitudinal and lateral errors is caused by the differences in the perceived
translational errors. Because of the forward and down looking angle repze-
sented by the Marker Star, a certair translational error causes a much lar-
ger ar,gular displacement laterally than longitudinally. It can be seen that
the addition of acceleration information or the degradation of information
quality does not have any significant effect on the RMS position accuracy.
Figure 6 shows the RMS pitch and roll rates in the Reference Mode. Cells
Ii and 13 are significantly different at a I% level of significance. They
use the same degraded information sources, but only in cell II is the acceler-
ation vector displayed. The differences between cells 7 and 9 show a simi-
lar trend, though only at a lower significance level. Note that there are
no statistically significant differences in either axis among cells Ii, 16,
15, 10, 7; they all display the acceleration vector but use different infor-
mation sources. When using the ASE control, addition of the acceleration
vector distinctly reduces the attitude rates; the degradation of the infor-
mation quality has no significant effect on the attitude rates.
In the simulated HAS control system, the result is not so unambiguous.
This control system is asymmetric in that it is apparently better damped in
pitch than in roll. As a result, there are no significant differences in
pitch rate among cells I, 3, 5, or 6. (Figure 6). In the lateral case, the
difference between cell 1 and cell 3, while not statistically significant
at the I% level, does indicate a decreased attitude rate with the addition
of acceleration information.
Figure 7 shows the RMS pitch and roll rates using the Marker Star mode
of the display. Comparing the cells with and without acceleration informa-
tion from the same source (2 and 4; 12 and 14; 17 and 18) a consistent trend
can be observed indicating a reduction of attitude rates with the accelera-
tion added, with the exception of the pitch rate using the HAS system with
its tight pitch attitude loop. The amount of the reduction, however, is
only less than 30%.
CONCLUSIONS
Under the test conditions described in the text, addition of accelera-
tion information does not significantly improve a pilot's RMS error perfor-
mance in hover; however, acceleration information does reduce the RMS atti-
tude rates, but not by a large factor. Degrading displayed information
ouality (by deriving approximate velocities from attitudes and position com-
ponents) does not degrade pilot performance significantly with either dis-
play tested.
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Flgure 1. Display, Reference Mode
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,. Figure 2. Dlsplay, Marker Star Mode
LONGITUOINAL, PROCESSING
'
PERFECT VELOCITy [__
' LATERAL PROCESSING
Figure 3. Information Processing
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MOTION-BASESIMULATORTESTS OF LOW FREQUENCYAIRCRAFTMOTION
ON THE PASSENGERRIDE ENVIRONMENT
Hugh P. Bergeronand JamesD. Holt
NASA-LangleyResearchCenter
A _argeamplitudemotion-basesimulator,the NASA/LangleyReal-Time
DynamicSimulator(RDSl,was used to investigatepassengerride quality
acceptanceof low frequencyaircraftmotion. The motionsimulatedhad
been previouslymeasuredduringroutineairlineoperations. Passenger
subjectiveratingsof the simulatedmotionwere obtainedand comparedto
ratingsobtainedfromactualaircraftflights.
Subjectsused in the simulationconsistedof both naivesubjects
(thatis, subjectsthat had never previouslyparticipatedin any ride
qualitytests)and experiencedsubjects(subjectsthat had beenpreviously
testedin variousaircraftrideenvironments).Each subjectwas testedat
leasttwice. Three of the experiencedsubjectswere testedup to 20 times.
The resultsindicatethat:
(1) Simulatormotioncan be used for evaluatinglow frequencyaircraft
motionin passengerride qualitytests.
(2) The aircraftmotionwhich producesmotionsicknesscan be
realisticallysimulated.
(3) A smallnumberof experiencedsubjectscan be used to represent
largernumbersof naive subjects.
(4) Repeatedruns with experiencedsubjectsshow no apparentrvn-to-
ru_ bias.
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A MODEL-BASED ANALYSIS OF A DISPLAY FOR
HELICOPTER LANDING APPROACH
Ronald A. Hens and L. Wllliam Wheat
AbsLract
A control theoretic model of the human pilot was used to analyze a
baseline electronic cockpit display in a helicopter landing approach task.
The head-down display wa_ created on a stroke-written cathode-ray-tube and
the vehicle was a UH-1H helicopter. The landing approach task consisted of
maintaining presc ° Ibed groundspeed and glldeslope in the presence of random
vertical and horizontal turbulence. The pilot model was also used to gene-
rate and evaluate display quickening laws designed to improve pilot-vehlcle
performance. A simple flxed-base simulation provided comparative tracking
data.
Nomenclature
u(t) groundspeed deviation from nominal 60 kt approach speed
ft/sec
@(t) pitch attitude deviation from trim, tad
h(t) deviation from nominal -60 approach glldeslope, ft
8B(t) cyclic control stick motion, ft (measured at pilot's hand)
6c(t) collective control stick motion, ft (measured at pilot's
hand)
Ul(t) , u2(t) optimal control motions before pilot's time delay and
neuromuscular dynamics are encountered, ft
33,_
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I. Introduction
Few, if any, V/STOL aircraft have effective poor weather capability,
particularly as regards landing in restricted sites. Fundamental to this
problem is the fact that existing cockpit displays are inadequate for V/STOL
approach and landing. Electronic displays show potential for improving this
situation. Unfortunately, the full potential of such electronic devices has
seldom been exploited by the use of dynamic models of the pilot-display-
vehicle system.
In this preliminary study, a control theoretic model of the human pilot
was used to analyze lonsitudlnal pilot-vehlcle performance in a helicopter
landing approach when an electronic display was providing control/guidance
information. The pilot model was also used to provide preliminary quickening
laws, and was then called upon to evaluate the effectiveness of these laws
in the landing approach task. The analysis was followed by a brief
fixed-base simulation study which provided comparative root-mean-square
(RMS) tracking data.
If. Control Theoretic Model
The pilot model utilized in this study is nearly identical to that
offered by Kleinman, Baron and Levison [i]. The fundamental hypothesis
behind the control theoretic model is that, subject to his inherent limita-
tions, the well-tralned, well-motlvated pilot behaves in an optimal manner.
The pilot's control characteristics can be modeled by the solution of an
optimal linear control and estimation problem, with certain "modifications".
These modifications are su,_arized as follows:
(i) Time Delay A pure time delay is included in each of the pilot's
control outputs.
(2) Neuromuscular Dynamics Each output neuromuscular system is
modeled as a flrst-order lag, or, equivalently, control rat_._.._eappears in the
quadratic Index of performance.
(3) Observation and Motor Noise Each variable which the pilot observes
from his dinplay is assumed to contain pilot-induced additive white noise
which scales with the variance of the observed variable. Each control
output is assumed to contain pilot-induced additive white noise which scal_s
with the variance of the control.
(4) Rat._.__eePerception If a variable is displayed explicitly, the pilot
also perceives the first derivative of the variable but no higher derivatives.
The first derivative of the displayed variable is also noise contaminated.
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(5) Index of Performance The index of performance for the optimization
procedure is chosen subjectively by the analyst to mirror what he believes to
be the task and control objectives as perceived by the pilot.
The placement of the pilot time delay at the control output constitutes
the only major deviation from the model of Kleinman, et. ai. Here, the
delay is represented by a second-order Pade' approximation and is treated as
part of the plant dynamics. The model of Ill subs_nes the delay into the
observation process. The only advantage which the Pade' approximation
=L_v_uo _= _............. direct use of existing computational algorithms
for the solution of op[Lmal estimation and control problems.
Figure i is a block oiagram representation of the pilot-display-vehicle
system. Table I lists the baseline pilot model parameters chosen for this
analysis. Weighting coefficients for the index of performance were selected
on the basis of subjective _udgment of the allowable deviatlons ot the
variables included in the index I2].
III. Vehicle Model
The UH-IH helicopter was the vehicle chosen for study. This single-
engine, single-rotor utility helicopter weighs approximately 8500 ibs in
the flight condition studied here. The particular vehicle modeled did not
have a stabilizer bar, a device attached to the rotor hub which provides
pitch and roll damping. In the configuration studied, the vehicle's
handling qualities were marginal, with phugoid and short-perlod characteris-
tics of _ = - .15, _ = .41 rad/sec; _s = .85, _ P = 1.05 rad/sec.
Note the r_latively large undampeO natural _requency o_ the unstable phugoid
mode. The reason for choosing an unaugmented vehicle was to determine the
extent to which increased display sophistication alone could improve pilot-
vehicle performance.
The nominal flight path was a -6o glideslope at constant 60 kt
(101.34 ft.sec) groundspeed. The vehicle was exposed to random vertical and
horizontal turbulence whose power spectral densities are given in Table 2.
Only longitudinal motion was considered.
TV. Display
Figure 2 is a representation of the display symbology and baseline gains
for the longitudinal approach task. In the quickened configuration, the
pitch attitude and 81ideslope deviation symbols were quickened in a manner
to be described. The nominal eye-to-display distance was 2.5 ft, The dis-
play itself was 6.5 in wide and 7.5 in high. Display symbology f r lateral-
directional control was not pertinent to the study end was not generated in
the simulation to be described. Due to the nature oi the groundspeed deviation
_40
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symbology, it was assumed in the analysis that groundspeed deviation rate was
not perceived by the pilot.
V. Model for Task Interference
Reference [3] describes the model for task interference used in this
study. In contrast to the situation in which the pilot need only concern
himself with a single task, e.g., control of pitch attitude, task inter-
ference implies the pilot tracking behavior and performance which accompany
shared attention, e.g., control of both pitch attitude and glideslope
deviation. The model for task interference used here does not imply pilot
scanning behavior. The assumptions implicit in the model are:
(i) Multiple tasks are performed in parallel, not in sequence.
(2) The pilot has a relatively large, fixed number, N, of "information
processing channels" to distribute among his various tasks.
(3) Each of these channels is perturbed by a white Gaussian noise
process, uncorrelated with all other noise processes and system variables.
The noise levels are proportional to signal variance.
(4) The noise/signal ratio for any display is inversely proportional to
the percentage of the N channels which the pilot devotes to that display.
(5) The pilot allocates the N channels so as to minimize the index of
performance defined in the modeling procedure.
Just as in [41, the effects of task interference were modeled as an
increase in the nominal noise/signal ratios given in Table i, for each
displayed variable, Thus,
1 1 1
= O " ft fs
where
Di = nolse/slgnal ratio associated with the ith displayed quarttity when
attention is being shared.
0 - noise/slgnal ratio associated with "full attention" to the ith
display
ft = fraction of attention devoted to the control task as a whole.
f - fraction of attention devoted to sub-task s, e.g., longitudinalS
control.
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fl = fraction of attention devoted to the ith displayed quantity in
sub-task s, eog., control of pitch attitude in the longitudinal
s_b-task.
Table 3 summarizes the range of values which the task interference para-
meters assumed in this study.
VI. Performance Measures
The primary perfocmance measures for the pilot-vehicle analysis were
(i) RMS deviations of vehicle motion variables from the nominal approach
values (2) pilot RMS control activity, i.e. RMS values of longitudinal
cyclic and collective control motions (3) probability of a "missed approach."
A missed approach was defined as one in which the groundspeed and glidescope
deviations were not within a "window" defined, somewhat arbitrarily, by
groundspeed excursions of ± i0 ft/sec and glideslope excursions of _ i0 ft
at any time in the landing approach. These values approximate the longitudi-
nal dimensions of the Category II window [5]. Due to the stationary statiS-
tical nature of the problem the amplitude distributions of the vehicle motion
variables are invariant along the approach path. Hence, the introduction of
the minimum decision altitude, normally associated with the Category II
window, is somewhat artificial in this analysis.
Since the variables in the pilot-vehicle analysis are assumed to possess
zero-mean Gaussian amplitude distributions, the probability of the groundspeed
and glideslope deviations being outside the window at any instant of time is
simply
i0 i0
r
!
P = 1.0 - I p(u,h) du dh
-i0 -i0
where p(u,h) is the bivarlate Gaussian probability do_sity function for the
_roundspeed and glideslopc deviations, p(u,h) is uniquely determined once
,he variances of u and h and the covariance of u and h are known.
In addition, the analysis produced pilot "transfer functions" which were
utilized in deriving the quickening laws. The ten transfer functions related
the cyclic and collective pilot outputs to the five vehicle motion variables
which constituted the displayed and perceived quantities.
VII. Results - Analysis
Figure 3 shows the results of the allocation of attention study using
the model for task interference. For the two display configurations studied,
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_oughly a 50-50 allocation of attention between attitude and altitude display
elements was found to be optimum.
Figure 4 indicates the probability of a missed approach, as a function
of f , for the two display configurations. The marginal vehicle handling
qualities make their presence known in the relatively large probability of
a missed approach for full attention to the control task with the baseline
display.
Figure 5 represents the J_-Bode diagrams for three of the ten pilot
transfer f_nctlons. For purposes of clarity, the Bode diagrams were drawn
without the pure time delay and neuromuscular dyn_mlcs. The transfer func-
tions relate the optimal control motions u](t) and up(t) (see Figure i) to
the five vehicle motion quantities which c_nstitute _he displayed and per-
ceived variables. A comparison of the Bode d_agrams for all the transfer
functions reveals that all but two can be app_oxlmated.by pure gains for
< i0 rad/sec. Figure 5 shows the Ul/0 , u_/h and ud/h transfer functions,W . I
the latter of which is typical of the two functions not amenable to pure
gain approximation. Note that, in the case of Ul/@ and u2/h , the magnitude
curves remain reasonably flat for _ < i0 rad/sec while the phase curves re-
main near 0o and -180 °, respectively, in the same frequency range. Had the
time delay and neuromuscular dynamics been included in the diagram, these
simplifying approximations may not have been discovered.
The gain approximations allow one to quickly ascertain the extent to
which the motion yariab_es 0, ® and u effect the cyclic control and the ex-
tent to _hich h, h and e effect the collective control. Figure 6 was
obtained by multiplying the predicted mean square values of the pertinent
motion variables by the square of the respective transfer function gain
approximations and then normalizing with respect to the largest product for
each control, Thus, the bars in Figure 6 can be thought of as representing
the approximate relative power _n each control due to each of the motion
variables shown. The remaining variables (h and h in the cyclic, u and 0 in
the collective) can be shown to make smaller respective power contributions
than u in the cyclic and e in the collective.
VIII Quickening Laws
Figure 6 implies that the cyclic control motion is dominated by 0 and 0
and that the collective control motion is dominated by h and h. This suggests
that driving the pitch and glideslope deviation display elements by a weighted
sum of pitch deviation and deviation rate, and glldeslope deviation and de-
viation rate could result in improved pilot-vehlcle performance. Driving
the display elements in such a manner is referred to as quickening. Note
that, in the baseline configuration, the pilot must perceive the time deri-
vatives of pitch and glideslope deviations from the display element motion
and use the perceived rates along with the display element displacement to
create control motion. In the p_oposed quickened display, the weighted
summing of perceived rate and displayed displacement would be obviated.
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In the quickened display, the pitch attitude and glideslope deviations
symbols were driven according to the laws
where e' an_ h' represent the quickened pitch a=titude ang glideslope devia-
tions, respectively. KI and _. were obtained from the relative magnltudesn
of the pure gain approximations for the uJe, ul/O and the u_/h, u_/h trans-
fer functions respectively. The quickening results indicate_ in T_ble 4 and
Figures 3 and 4 were obtained by implementing the control theoretic pilot
model with the quickened display.
IX. Conclusions - Analysis
As Table 4 indiL_tes, the RMS performance improvements obtained with
the quickening are modest. Figure 4 shows significant but not overwhelming
improvement in terms of the probability of a successful approach. These
results are aralytic _redictions of the limited success one will have in
trying to improve pilot-vehicle performance by display sophistication alone.
In order to achieve better performance, say in terms of the probability of a
successful approach, another avenue must be explored, i.e. artificial
stability augmentation. The stabilizer bar on the standard UH-I helicopter,
of course, serves Just this purpose.
X. Simulation
A simple fixed-base pilot-in-the-loop simulation of the longitudinal
task was conducted on the Naval Postgraduate School's hybrid computer.
The vehicle dynamics were _imulated on the analog computer, the displays
were generated on a stroke-written cathode-ray-tube graphics terminal
with the digital computer driving the display elements.
Two subjects, one a UH-I pilot, another a non-pilot, were used to gene-
rate a complete set of RMS performance measures. The turbulence was
simulated by sums of sinusoids. The amplitudes and frequencies of the
sinusoids were chosen to match the frequency distribution of pcwer in the
appropriate spectra of Table 5. "_,
After considerable informal training, each subject received a formal
training _ession in which he used the baseline and quickened displays for 90
sec runs apiece. In the formal data sessions, each subject used each display
for ten 90 sec runs. The data sessions went as follows:
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The baseline was flown for seven runs, followed by the quickened for seven.
Then the quickened was flown for three runs followed by the babeline for
three. Five of the "best" runs for each display were then selected as follows:
For the ten data runs for each display, mean scores were computed for each of
the RMS performance measures (u, ®, O, h, 6_, 6c). Then, each RM$ score for
each display and run was normalized by divi_ing-it by the respective mean RMS
score. The normalized RMS scores were then summed to provide a single scalar
index of performance for each display and run. The data in Table 5 represents
the means and standard deviations of the RMS scores for the runs with the
five lowest indices of performance for each display. Also shown in the table
are the sinusoids which simulated the atmospheric turbulence. _
Figures 7 and 8 graphically portray the performance data of Table 5 for
subjects 1 (pilot) and 2 (non-pilot). Also indicated are the model predic-
tions which best correlate with the data. These predictions are from the
ft = .25 data in Table 4.
XI. Results and Conclusions - Simulation
As the averaged pe:.ormance data of Figures 7 and 8 indicates, Lii_ li_-
play quickening resulted in lower mean RMS scores for each motion and control
variable for both subjects. The necessity of using the model data for the
largest noise/signal ratio is probably due to the low RMS performance pre-
dictions which the model generated in the absence of indifference thresholds
on the displayed or perceived variables.
XII. Conclusions - General
Based upon the analysis and simulation Just described, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
(i) The quickening laws analytically obtained by the control
theoretic pilot model yield significant improvements in RMS performance for
the vehicle and task studied here.
(2) Even an approximate determination of the relative amount of power i
in each control output which is associated with each displayed or perceived
vehlcle motion variable appears to be a very useful step in the pilot-vehicle
analysis. In this study, the comparison pointed out
(a) the desirability of display quickening
(b) the vehicle's marginal handling qualities by predicting the
extent to which perceived pitch rate and glldeslope rate de_latlons would be
employed in controlling the vehicle.
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(3) For the vehicle and task stud_ed here, increased display sophisti-
cation should give way to improved stability augmentation. Although the
performance increments obtained were significant, performance is probably
still deficient, particularly as regards the probability of a missed
approach.
(4) Analysis using the control theoretic pilot model and simple fixed-
base simulation are complementary tools in the evaluation-design process.
While quite acr'rate a-priori modeling has been accomplished [6], the avail-
ability of simulation data is invaluable, particularly in iterative r_ "ine-
ment of the pilot model.
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Table 1
Pilot Model Parameters
Time Delay • "_s T - 0.2 sees
Neuromuscular System SN_+-----_ TN = 0.2 secs
= _2 (t)Observation Noise V i Vz£ pxE Pi
0 " .0! (full attention)
m
MotO" .oise _J Viii" p'.E[u:(t)]
pt
l - w ,
j /T'uz_t) _2(t_
Index of Performance J j = Lim_ ,--  _2
2 u_(_)"
+ h2(t) + Ul_t) + . _t
2 2
u_! U2M
uM - 10 ft/sec
OH = .04 rad/sec
hM = 10 ft
UlM 0.5 ft
u2M = 0.5 ft
34t
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Table 2
Turbulence Hodels
Vertical _Iu-..u ence
202L- l ft2 rad/sec 2
g g o 1 0<P € 2
0
ow = 5 ft/sec
1_ = ZOO ft
U° 60 knots (101.3 ft/sec)
_ortzontal Turbulence
202L
uu 1 ft 2 rad/sec 2
_ugus(_)" u I,
o 1+(_-_) 2
0
a = 5 ft/sec
U
L _ 600 f c
I1
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JTable 3
Task Interference Parameter Ranges
P .01 observation noise/signal ratio for full attention
ft 1.0  0.25fraction of atten_ion to enti:e control task
,,. , . , ..
f 0.5 fraction of attention to longitudinal sub-tasks
=.m _ • o .
fl 0.25  0.75fraction of attention to attitude-groundspeed
display of longitudinal sub-taskt
L .......
f2 0.75  0.25fraction of attention to glideslope display of
longitudinal sub-task
t
Sincc groundspeed symbology is effectively integrated with the air-
craft s)_bol in the d_splay, no attention sharing is assu_.d betwcen
pitch attirudp and _rot,ndqpeed.
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Table 4
Model Performance Predictions
Baseline Display quickened Display
_ft I I'0 0"5 1 0-25 I-0 I 0.5 0.25
o .881 1.50 2.69 .666 1.23 2.45
U
(fc/sec)
o 2.94 3.7_ 5.11 2.24 3.02 4.39
w
(ftlsec)
o_ .0109 .0147 .0204 .00829 .0118 .0178
(rad/sec)
,L ,
O0 .0104 .G158 .0259 .00795 .0128 .0231
(rad)
ah 1.81 2.55 4.01 1.34 2.01 3.36
J, , , ,,,
.0276 .0300 .0335 .0256 - .0277 .03!I
°6B
(fO
05 .0513 .0569 .0675 .0460 .0511 .0611
C
I
[ .-
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Table 5
Simulation Performance Data
Baseline _uickene-_ Turbulence
, Subj. 1 , 2 1 2
u) = Ai s_na'itou 5.58 t 2.60 3.91 1.86 Vg 4,1(f,:/sec) 1.55 tt .627 .653 .713
o_ .0505 .0269 .0169 .0121 u w
__ _J_
(tad/see) .00482 .00291 .00159 .00134 A1 - 4.472 A1 = 4.472
A2 - 3.536 A2 = 3.536
o0 .0471 .0292 .0182 .0197
A3 = 2.236 A3 - 2.236(tad) .00462 .00403 .00614 .00389
A4 - 2.738 A4 - 2.738
oh 9.31 5.51 6.88 4.79 A5 = 2.236 A5 2.236
(ft) 1.04 .423 .949 .902 _i = .070 wI = .420
_2 = .210 u2 = 1.260
o6B ,0534 .0259 .0247 .0127
_3 = .350 u3 = 2.I00(ft) .00522 .00335 .00269 .0012_
_4 " .768 _4 = 4.608
O6c .0529 .0373 .0401 .0292 _5 _ 1.765 _5 =I0.050
(f_) .00642 .00712 .00514 .0050[
_ean
,, stnndard deviation
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SIMULATION OF MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION *
ON SHUTTLE PAYLOAD MANIPL_ATOR
By R. O. Hookway and R. S. Jackson
Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver, Colorado
SUMMARY
The main objective of this simulation was Lo evaluate the feasibility of
a simplified control system for a remote manipulator for Space Shuttle payloads.
The motion commanded by the operator through the control system to the six-
degree-of-freedem manipulator approximates that of a backhoe. Compatibility
of low arm dampi_Lg, heavy payloads, small clearances in the shuttle cargo bay
and stringent mission timelines were evaluated. The effects of various devices
to enhance visual cues were evaluated.
The simulation was flown both by test pilots and by non-pilot personnel.
Phase I of the simulation was capture of a payload flying free in space rela-
tive to the Shuttle; Phase II was simulation of cargo stowage into a mockup
of the Space Shuttle cargo bay. A Shuttle remote manipulator control station
mockup including TV monitors and hand controllers is used in the simulation.
Results evaluating various parameters of the control system and the task, in-
cluding arm flexibility, are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Teleoperators of varying degrees of complexity are expected to mid future
exploration and activities in space (reference i). Of immediate interest is
the Shuttle-Attached Mani:ulator System (SAMS). Figure 1 shows one concept
of the S_MS. References 2 and 3 discuss other SAMS concepts. Major subsys-
tems of the SAMS are:(1) a mechanical arm articulated at the shoulder, elbow,
and wrist; (2) an end effector and TV camera on the wrist; (3) an arm con-
trol computer; (4) a TV viewing system from which visual cues are obtained
for remote arm operation; and (5) control input devices such as hand control-
lers.
References 2 through 5 present detail_d tradeoff studies on each of these
major subsystems, which can be configured in various ways. If an articulated
arm is used, the optimum configuration might be considered to consist of a
7 DOF arm (see reference 2, page 90) with digital computer-alded control. The
control philosophy for this case would consist of control laws that include
such features ms (I) a zero cross-coupllng Joint command distribution law:
(2) Joint rate saturation avoidance; (3) payload, arm, and shuttle collision
avoidance; (4) command resolution along t}_ appropriate TV coordinate viewing
356
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(6) force beedback calculations for the master arm or hand controllers; (7)
. compensation for arm structural bending; and (8_ mode selection _nd coordin-
ate system indexing of conlnand signals. The distribution law for this type
of control is derived by applying the method of Lagrange multipliers to the
problem of minimizing _ performance index while satisfying the conditionn
for zero cross-coupling. A typical performance index is the sum of an optimi-
zation criterion (e.g., the sum of the squares of the joint rates, weighted
singuiari_y avoidance, joint stop avoidance, and collision avoidance
functions). Reference 6 describes the mathematics of a similar joint command
distribution law.
A preliminary computer timing and sizing estimate was done for the
digital system described above. Memory requirements were found to be 11,611
words and thruput was estimated at 43,650 operations per second.
The digitally controlled 7 DOF SAM offers many oovious operational ad-
vantages, but it is at the high end of the manipulator spectrum in terms of
both performance and cost. Driven by cost requirements, M_rtin Marietta has
. performed detailed design studies on an austere SAM oyst_m consisting of one
6 DOF arm, control laws simple enough to ae impleme_Ited w!:h analog elec-
tronics, and using simple hand controllers. The simplified arm control laws
are illustrated in Figure 2.
Control conmmnds are rate commands proport. _nal to hand controller dis-
placement. These conmmnds are generated from two hand controllers, one for
end effector translational velocity and one for end effector rotation rate.
_le oLtput of the translation hand controller feeds into the control law
which is designed so that a bacPhoe-type motion of the wrist results. (The
simplified sy tom operates in spherical coordinates and the digitally con-
": trolled arm operates in Cartesian coordinates.) Displacement of the rotation
hand controller causes corresponding rotation rates of the wrist pitch, roll,
and yaw Joints.
The backhoe motion makes it convenient to electricallv slave the
_" shoulder pitch, elbow pitch, and wrist pitch Joint commands, thus greatly
simplifying the control laWo The backhoe motion can also be viewed as a
simulated telescopic motion because a translation command in the "X"
direction c-:ros th wrist to extend or retract along a straight line between
che shoulder and wrist. The ccntrol system diagram (Figure 2) shows imple-
mentation of the control law. Switch H holds the pointing direction of the
end effector constant as shoulder yaw and wrist elevation (gamma) change.
This mode, called the Hawk Mode, is used during the payload retrieval task.
The simplified nature of this SAM system raised some questions about its
utility. Could the operator cope with the backhoe type motion Jr, general;
more specifically, could the operator tolerate the mismatch between TV
viewing coordinates and command coordinates that exists in varying degrees
during the payload capture task? A man-in-the-loop simulation, as described
in the next section, was used to evaluate these questions.
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S IMUiATION DESCRIPT'_N
The raan-in-the-ioop simulations were performed in our Space Operations
Simulator, a montage of which is shown in Figure 3. The operator's control
station is shown at the upper left. Although considerable window area is
shown, the operator's only view of the payload and cargo bay area is through
closed circuit TV. The view from a camera mounted near the arm shoulder was
presented on the CRT on the left of the console, and the view from a camera
mounted on the wrist was presented on the CRT to the right of the other CRT.
These two CRTs are more clearly shown in the closeup of the control console.
Also shown in the closeup are the translation and rotation hand control-
lers at the left and right sides of th_ control panels. To the right and
slightly above the rotation controller is the pan and tilt switch which was
used to make occasional adjustments to the shoulder camera line of sight.
Directly above the CRTs is a digital voltmeter on which was displayed the
difference between _s and _W"
The wlist end _f the simulated arm can be seen in the upper right inset
of Figure 3. The yoke, which simulates the wrist, is attached to a carriage
which is computer-driven to translate in three degrees of freedom. Thus,
the carriage motion s_mulates the backhoe type extension/retractlon of the
arm. In addition to the rigid body motion of the arm, the computer which
drove the arm was programmed to simulate arm structural dynamics by placing
bending dynamics quadratics of the form
2
OUT/IN = _2/(s2 -_ 2_6_nS + _n )n
in series in the simulation as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Con0ider that a
hand controller command might be given that would cause the payload cg
positioa to change one foot in X. For the rigid arm, this response would
appear as shown in Figure 6a; for the flexible arm the response would appear
ks shown in Figure 6b. The frequencies involved are well within lhe
operator's bandwidth, although some are _. _ow that the operator must learn
_ wait for one conmmnd to be absorbed before mal._ng another command. Arm
_tructural dy.amico are for an a_, with an equival. It stiffness of 2.65 ib/in.
In tae simulation, the payload center of gravity is offset longitudinally
from the payload/end effector attachment point. Thus, a payload roll
o_cll_ation is generated due to YHC commands. The above structural dynamics
are greatly simp]ified ever the actual case. Actually, for each hand
eontroll,_r displacement there are six degrees of freedom of payload cg
motion (,:hree translation and three rotation) and there are six predominate
structural modes. Thus, in reality there are 63=216 oscillatory motions
that would make up _ complete simulation.
We also performed a large scale, unman_ed d_qltal simulation of the
Shuttle Orbiter with an attached 65,000 Ib payload to verify that the res-
ponse shown in Figure 6b is typical. The digi£al program simulated the L
complete nonlinear large angle dynamics of a cluster of n hln_ed bodies
baseg on Hooker-Mar_ulies equations.
3_8
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The model payload bay and the payload are also shown in Figure 3. A
large shuttle payload was simulated representing a 50-foot long p_ylosd
having a diameter of 15 feet. In the real world, the clearance on each side
of the cargo as it is lowered into the payload bay is only four inches (0.8
inches in the simulation worldl).
The backhoe control laws shown in Figure 2 were programmed in the simu-
lation using the gains shown in Table 1.
TABLE I SAMS CONTROL SYSTEM GAINS
Absolute
Definition Values
Azimuth Rate Couxnand 0.082 (1.43) rad/sec/m/sec
"'l
Gain (deg/sec/ft/sec)
K9 Elevation Rate Command 0.082 (1.43) rad/sec/m/sec
'" Gain (deg/sec/_t/sec)
K3 Extension Rate CoIBand 0.082 (1.43) rad/sec/mlsec
Gain (deg/sec/ft/sec)
K4 Wrist Pitch Rate 0.57 No units (no units)
Command Gain
K5 Wrist Yaw Rate 0.785 No units (no units)Cc_mand Gain
K6 Wrist Roll Rate 1.0 No units (no units)Co_nand Gain
The simulation of payload retrieval was conducted in two phases. Phase
I simulated capture of the free-flying payload. Phase II simulated stowing
the captured payload in the ,argo bay of the Orbiter.
Phase I simulated the payload approaching the Orbiter from the front
with a _elaclve velocity of 0.21 ft/sec. The SAMS operator test subjects
were instructed to do the basic task of inserting the end effector into the
payload receptacle. This task was done by watching the T_ monltors--showing
views from the wrist and shoulder TV c_meras. Hand controllers were used to
guide the end effector to payload capture.
Based on the coordinate system of Figure 2, the initial pos:tlon of the
pnyload attachment point zelative to the shoulder was X = 9.0 it, Y - 31.4 it,
and Z = -18.0 ft. The initial position of the end effector was X = 0.0 ft,
Y = -27.3 ft, and Z - -21.0 ft. Initial arm angles were _s = -90 deE,
- = -II.6 dog, |deg, and _ = 40 dog.6 s = +90 deg, 8_ -106 deg, Pw = w
That is, the payload was approaching on a trajectory parallel to the Orbiter
X-axis and nine _eet outboard and ten feet above the end of the manipulator.
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Overall Orbiter mission timelines required that capture of the payload
be completed in 170 seconds. To aid the operator in pacing the task, warning
ligLts wet uilt into the console. A yellow light came on at ii0 seconds,
followed by a red light at 170 seconds.
Phas_ II was divided into two functional parts. The first part, Phase
ilA, consisted of translating the payload from a position above the payload
bay to partial insertion into the ba7. The second part, Phase liB, was trans-
lation through the remaining 2 or 3 feet down into the bay to final pin
seating. When these simulations were performeu, the location of the pin
seats and the design of the pins were still very preliminary. Therefore, it
was assumed that there would be two suuh seats located on the :enterlJne ot
the floor of the cargo bay. It wa_ also assumed that the psyload would be
equipped with a pair of tapered pins. The initial conditions made the pay-
load appear to be pitched down and yawed right roughly 42 degrees relative
to the cargo bay.
One TV camera was the forward payload bay camera aild the c'her camera
pointed along the cargo bay floor at the seats and pinE. The wrist tamera
was not used in Phase II since its view .n th_s mode is completely obscured
by the payload.
To improve depth perception, a cal_ted mirror was added to show the
- relative force and aft displacement of the pln relative _o the hole. In
addition, two sets of flexible whiskers were Installed. A short set was
installed forward of the aft seat and a set of taller whiskers was installed
aft of the aft seat as shown in Figu'e 7. £hus, if the pin obscured the
whiskers, the payload was toc far forward; as the pin passed tbzough the
whiskers they deflected and clearly indicated the direction in which the pay-
load mu_ _ ' -?red.
SIMjLATION RESULTS
Phase I - P_vload Retrieval - Three test up rators were used in this
phase of the evaluation of the feasibilit_ of the control laws. Operator I
was the engineer who conceived the control laws; operators 2 and 3 had ne
prex,ious exposure to the control law concepts. Each operator was given
identical 30-minute training and familiarization periods. It was anticipated
that two factors, (i) relative velocity between payload a_d orbiter, and (_)
the arm structural dynamics, would strongly affect the results. Therefore,
each operator made runs with the fu!lowing config Itions:
Subtask Relative Velocity Arm Structural
Designation Feet per Second _ Dynamics
A 0 rigid
B 0 per Figure 5
C 0._5 rigid
3O0
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Subtask Relative Velocity Arm Structural
Designation Feet per Second Dynamics
CA 0.25 rigid, without Hawk
D 0.25 per Figure 5
E 0.125 rigid
A run was graded as a success if the end effector was inserted in the payload
in the allowable time wlthou bumping the payload on the way in. A run was
graded as a failure when the payload was bumped by the end effector before
i_ was inserted or when 170 seconds had passed wlthaut insertion.
Phase I results are given in Tables 2, 3, and 4. For the rigid arm, the
effect of relative velocity can be evaluated by comparing runs A, C, and E.
For the flexible arm, the effect of relative velocity can be evaluated by
comparing runs B and D. For two values of relative velocity, the effect of
unloaded arm structural dynamics can be evaluated by comparing runs A and
B with each other and by comparing runs C and D with each other. The most
positive result ol this phase of the feasibility simulation is that the
capture task was easily learned and readily performed in much less than the
allowable time. The allowable time was 170 seconds whereas the overall
avera&e (all operators, all test conditions) required time was only 93.8
seconds.
It was found that two other factors (other than the 170 second opera-
tional limit) made it desirable to do the capture task rapdily. First, if
the capture task was _ot cvmpleted in a reasonable amount of time, the axes
of the wrist TV system become mlsallgned with the hand controller axes as
shown in Figure 8. Once the TV axes become too misaligned (more than about
45 degrees) with respect to the hand controller axes, the task was lost to
the test operators. To help circumvent this difficulty, the H_wk Mode was
implemented via switch H in Figure 2. This mode of operation proved to be
very helpful, but only limited test data were taken with it.
The second factor affecting time is the necessity to allow some braking
distance. That is, if the capture task was not completed before the arm
became nearly fully extended, little or no braking distance remained.
Phase II - Payload Stowage - The data of Tables 5, 6, and 7 showed the
extreme difficulty of successfully stowing the large payload without
exceeding the mission time constraint of five minutes. For the :igid arm,
the average stowage time for the three test operators was 6.83 mittutes.
When the _rm flexible modes were added to the simulation, the avora_e
stowage time was increased to 9.42 minutes. These ere total times for both
phase IIA and IIB.
Furthermore, Tables 5, 6 and 7 made it apparent that, unless the wrist
yaw axis was parallel to the payload bay yaw axis, the payload could not be
stowed without many collisions with the orbiter structure. Therefore, a
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black stripe was painted on the payload to indicate the wrist yaw angle.
This visual cue was very effective and was used throughout the ensuring data-
taking runs. The experimental data implies that with adequate timing and
with greatly increased arm structural damping, Phase IIA could be completed
within five minutes; but because of the arm structural dynamics and because
of the sumll structural clearances, additional time is required for final pin
seating. With the rigid arm, the complete task can be done in five minutes
or less.
The relationship between task time and arm damping and frequency is
plotted in Figure 9. The frequency multiplication factor, K, multiplied all
of the structural frequencies. Figure 9 shows that the structural frequency
needs to be increased by roughly a factor of 4 to meet a five-mlnute task
time constraint. The structural frequencies are proportional to_r_,
_-k-and 4_ i_, so a four-fold increase in frequency requires that the
n n
arm stiffness be increased 16 times. An arm stiffness of approximately
(2.65 Ib ) (16) = 42.4 Ib/in. is difficult to realize within practicalin.
structural design.
On the basis of these preliminary tests, it seems that several steps
must be taken to successfully carry out stowage of the largest Orbiter pay-
loads. The arm stiffness and damping must be increased as much as possible
over the values used in these simulations. Since there is a practical upper
limit to damping and stiffness, the design of the cargo bay stowage system
should include energy absorbing devices which allow bumping between toe
cargo and the stowage system. Furthermore, the cargo stowage system should
be d_signed to assist in drawing the cargo down to the final seated position.
CONCLUSIONS
Capture Task
i. The backhoe control laws of SAMS are easily mastered (both for the
capture task and the stowage task).
2. The Hawk Mode greatly aided capturing a free-flying payload within
the time con_traints of the mission timeline.
Stowage Task
i. Added visual cues from a stripe painted on the end of the payload made
it possible for operator to minimize collisions between the payload and
the Orbiter cargo bay.
2. Shock absorbers are desirable to minimize effect of payload-orbiter
collision during final stages of the stowage task.
3, Depth perception aids; e.g., whiskers and mirrors, are desirable.
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4. Cooperative pin receptacles which assist in drawing payload down to
final seated position are desirable.
5. For the length of arm _sed in this study, successful stowage of the
largest payload requires a much stiffer arm than it may be practical
to obtain,
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TABLE 2 FREE-FLYING PAYLOAD CAPTURE TASK - OPERATOR 1
R Time
Arm Condition at Capture S*
Run U Req. Degrees Feet or COMMENTS
Description N Min: '
*s 8s 8E X Y Z F**S Sec
No relative IC - - 90 90 -106 0 -27.3 -21.0 -
velocity 1 1:50 - 72 80 - 99 9.0 -31 5 -18.0 S No depth
2 1:25 ,, _ _ _ d 4_ S perception
i
A No arm 3 1:22 _ S
s truc rural l4 1:29 S
dynamics [
5 1:28 i s
i iAV i:31 i
I
No relative 6 1:45 S Structural
dynamic seem-
velocity 7 1:22 i i S ed to be af-
8 1:31 l iI S fectlng con-trol when
B Unloaded 9 1:25 S
large hand
arm
dynamics I0 1:22 ,, , ,, S controllerI, _ _ dispersions
AV 1:29 - 72 80 - 99 9.0 -31.5 -18.0 -
were used,
Ii 1:37 -115 77 - 92 -15.0 -31.5 -18.0 S
Relative
velocity 12 1:05 -I01 71 -i00 - 6.6 _ t S No comments
13 1:15 -102 71 -i01 - 8.4 F
C No arm 14 0:45 -I02 85 -i02 2.4 S
structural 15 1:05 -102 80 - 99 - 8.4 S
dynamics
AV 1:09 -104 77 - 99 -88.2
Relative 16 1:07 -102 80 -102 - 8.4 S Operator does
nor seem as
velocity 17 0:55 - 95 81 -102 - 3.6 I F confident,
Unloaded 18 0:61 -i00 80 -i01 - 6.3 S although he
did have bet-
D arm struc- 19 1:22 -110 79 - 99 -12.0 F
tural ter entries
dynamics 20 1:02 -100 81 -101 - 6.6 S when he was
successful
AV 1:05 -101 80 -101 - 7.4
ii
Relative 21 1:08 - 88 85 -106 + 0.6 I S Operator said
velocity re- ,22 0:59 - 85 81 -i02 + 0.6 1 S that this
duced by _. l task was very
23 1:12 - 90 82 -_ - 0.3 l S easy
No arm 24 0:59 - 86 81 -I0, + 0.3 i S
E structural
dynamics 25 0:60 - 89 82 -106 + 0.3 '_ S
AV i:04 - 88 82 -104 + 0.3 -31.5 -18.0, -
*S = Success; **F = Failure 371
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TABLE 3 FREE-FLYrNG PAYLOAD CAPTURE TASK - OPERATOR 2
R Time
Run U Req. Arm Condition at.Capture _ S*
Description N Min: Degrees Feet or COMMENTS
*s @s OE X Y Z F**S Sec
i
No relative IC - 90 90 -106 0 -27.3 -21.0 - Approximately
..=
velocity, i 2:13 - 72 80 - 99 9.0 -31.5 -18.0 S 14 degrees
wrist yaw.
A No arm 2 1:27 _ _ ,L JL ,_ " S
structural
3 1:37 i S
dynamics I [
4 2:05 S
I i
5 1:20 ! I S]
AV 1:45
No relative 6 1:45 S No
I connents.
velocity. 7 1:35 ' S
I
Unloaded arm 8 1:15 S
B structural
9 1:53 S
dynamics
i0 1:24 ,r _r ,, ,, _ I S
AV 1:34 - ?2 80 - 99 9.0 "31.5 -18.0 -
Relative 11 3:00 -135 70 - 86 -30.0 -25.8 -19.8 F Too much
velocity. 12 1:05 - 99 82 -100 ,- 6.0 -31.2 -18.0 F time.
No arm 13 2:34 -130 62 - 76 -27.3 -31.5 -18.0 S Gently hit
( structural 14 1:17 -105 80 - 98 - 9.0 a a S left edge of
dynamics, target.
15 0:45 -90 82 -i00 - 0.6 S
AV 1:44 -i12 75 - 92 -14.6 "
Relative 16 2:25 -110 80 - 99 -10.5 F Hit target.
velocity. 17 0:47 - 91 81 -i00 - 3.0 S
Unloaded arm 18 2:40 -120 75 - 92 -18.0 F Hit target.
D structural 19 3:00 -120 75 - 90 -21.0 F Too much time
dynamics.
20 1:40 NA NA NA NA F Nit target.
AV 2:06 -II0 78 - 95 -13.1 ""
li
Relative 21 I:13 - 90 81 -I00 0 S _11 very
velocity re- 22 1:35 - 91 80 -I00 - 3.0 S smooth.
duced by _.
23 I:02 - 86 81,- 99 0.6 S
E No a1_ 24 2:18 -i01 80 - 99 - 8.7 S
structural
dynar_ics. 25 0:55 = 82 82 -100 3.0 _v _V S
AV 1:25 - 90 81 -100 - 1.6 -31.5 -18.0 -
*S - Success; **F " Failure 372
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TABLE 4 FREE'FLYING PAYLOAD CAPTURE TASK - OPERATOR 3
R Time Arm Condition at Capture S*
Run U Req. De_rees Feet orDescription N Min:
S Sec _s @s eE X Y Z F** COMMENTS
No relative IC - -gu 90 -iJ6 0 -27.3 -21.0 -
velocity. I 0:50 -72 80 - 99 9.0 -31.5 -18.0 S Got too
No arm 2 0:38 IL ,_ _t ,_ _ _t S close to
i target. NoA structural
3 0:43 ! S depth per-
dynamics, i cept ion.4 0:39 S
5 0:50 F _---_
AV 0:44
6 0:56 S NoNo relative
comments.
velocity. 7 0:57 S
[
8 0:41 Si
Uploaded arm i SB structural 9 0:34
dynamics.
i0 0:36 _r ,_ _r I'
S
AV 0:45 -72 80 - 99 9.0 -31.5 -18.0 -
Relative ii 0:59 -95 81 -I00 - 4.8 _ _ S No
velocity. 12 0:53 -92 81 -LO0 - 3.0 ! F comments.
13 0:44 -90 81 -I00 - 0.9 S
No _rm
C structural 14 0:48 -90 82 -I00 - 3.0 _ S
dynamics. 15 0:36 -86 84 -100 0.3 [
AV 0:48 -_i 82 -i00 - 2.3 1 "
I
S.:me as C, IIA 0:50 -90 82 -i00 - 3.0 1 F 2° Mlsalign
but without [ 0° "
12A 0:34 -89 82 -100 0.3 S A.45 o ,,Hawk mode.
13A 0:39 -90 84 -I00 0.0 S# 1.2 ° "
'1.50 ,,
CA 14A 0:50 -91 83 NA - 3.0 i S f/
15A 0:49 -91 82 -i00 - 3.0 S#
AV 0:44 -90 83 -I00 - 1.7
Relative 16 0:38 -90 81 -I00 - 0.3 S No
velocity. 17 0:38 -90 82 -I00 - 0.3 i S comments.
Unloaded 18 0 51 -92 80 -100 - 3.0 t SI
V arm strut- 19 0:34 -85 81 -i00 0.6 1 S
rural dyna-ales. 20 0:34 -85 82 -I00 0.6 'V S
AV 0:39 -88 81 -I00 - 0.5 -31.5 -18.0 l
*S = Success; **F = Failure 373
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m_BLE 5
CARGO STOWAGE TASK -
OPERATOR I, NO ADDED VISUAL AID
_ ARM'" Tree
RUN U S_UCT.MI_: c_Nrs
DESCRIPTION N DAMPING SEC.
S RATIO
Operator Jsed forward bay camera for depth cues
1 - 6:40 (X), in runs 1 through 4. Bumped 1 side, 3
back probe, 2 front probe.
. . , .., m
-- 2 - 4:20 Bumped 2 on side, 4 back probe, 4 front probe.Touched left side and stayed there for a long
time,
Rigid 3 - 4:42 Bumped 3 on left side, 1 front probe.Arm
Bumped 1 left side, I right side, I front probe,
4 - 4:04 i back probe. Touched right side and stayed
along it for approximately 20 seconds.
,s ,. "
Cargo bay pin camera is being used for depth cues
5 - 4:43 alor_ bay X. Bumped 5 back probe, 1 left side,
3 front probe.
q =,,. ,
Bumped a number of times. Hit hard and had to
6 .3 12:51 hald simulation.
Loaded Arm Phase IIA time 5 minutes. Bumped 2 rear probe,
Structural 7 .7 8:00 I left front,
Dyr _mics
Phase IIA time 4 minutes. Bumped 4 rear probe,
2 front probe, 3 right front. Seemed to lose
8 .7 8:26
partial control after he was almost in, Hit
hard once on right front.
, , ...... i| , i
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TABLE 6
CARGO STOWAGE TASK -
OPERATOR 2, NO ADDED VISUAL AIDS
R ARM
RUN U STRUCT. TIME
DESCRIPTION N DAMPING MIN : COMMENTS
S RATIO SEC
Rigid 1 - 5:30 Phase IIA time - 3:15. No bumps, very good
Arm run.
Phase IIA time 3:30. Bumped 6 back probe,
2 - 13:00 6 right side, 2 left side. 3 front probe.
Got very confused due to lack of depth percep-
tion.
.,. .
3 .3 10:25 Bumped 5 left side.
Loaded Arm
.3 10:35 Bumped 4 left, i back probe.Structural
Dynamics
5 .7 9:38 Phase IIA time 8:00. Bumped 4 left.
6 .7 8:37 Phase IIA time 6:30. Bumped 4 left.
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TABLE 7
CARGO STOWAGE TASK -
OPERATOR 3, NO ,^_DDEDVISUAL AIDS
R ARM
RUN U STRUCT. TIME
DESCRIPTION N DAMPING MIN : COMMENTS
S RATIO SEC
I - 8:00 Bumped i right, 1 back probe.
Rigid
Arm
Phase IIA time - 3:00. Touched rear of cargo
2 - 4:43
bay.
Phase IIA time - 7:00. Bumped I rear
3 .3 10:51
probe, 2 left, 6 right.
Loaded Arm 4 .3 8 14 Phase IIA time - 7:00. Bumped 2 left, 3 right,
Structural touched rear of bay with probe.
Dynamics
Phabe IIA time - 6:15. Bumped 3 left, 2 right,
5 .7 8:15 touched rear of bay with probe.
I Phase IIA time - 5:00. Bumped 2 left,6 .7 7:25 I back probe, i front probe.
I
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Unique Wide Field of View
Visual Simulation
John Niemela
U.S. Army Avionics Laboratory
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
SUMMARY
Visual simulations are required to _opport investigations of the man-
machine aspects of helicopter nap-of-_ne-earth flight. The visual simulation
zequirements are discussed vis-_-v_ available technology. A wide field of
view of the world outside the cockpit is necessary to provide adequate
visual cues to the pilot. A ,mique design is described employing three TV
monitors, collimating lenses, and electronics to selectively display a wide
field of view without the use of a costly wide angle optical probe.
INTRODUCTION
Systems which will enable a helicopter to be effectively operated in
nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight are of current interest to the Army. NOE
flight is helicopter operation as close to the earth's surface as vegetation,
obstacles, and terrain will safely allow. During this type of flight the
rotor tip-path plane is usually below treetop level as portrayed in Figure i.
Figure I. Helicopter Nap-of-the-Earth Fllght.
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Mean altitudes ip these missions are typically between 5 and 15 meters,
depending on terrain. It is anticipated that battlefield vulnerability will
necessitate extensive NOE flight in future combat operations.
Effective NOE operation requires that the aircrew, particularly the
navigator, be geographically oriented at all times in the course of a mission.
To improve man-machine navigation system performance in both day and night
operations, several navigation display concepts have beet_ considered.
The elements of the man-machine navigation system are shown in Figure 2.
DEBIR_ FLIGHTPATti
m OUT1"HEWIND_I.E,.ELDVI_ /
b'l'3T_ "
Figure 2. Man-Machine Navigation System.
The navigator compares the desired nominal flight path as indicated on a
hand held map or navigation display with the actual course as indicated on
the navigation display. These flight paths are compared with the observed
out-the-helicopter-windshield scene and corrective commands are Introduced
to the system.
The element that is of current interest for NOE flight is the navigation
display. Several general categories have been considered including the
direct view map display, tbe projected map display, and several types of
electronic map displays. A simulation of the navigation aspects of NOE
flight was configured to investigate the suitability of thes_ devices in a
controlled environment.
SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS
The first general requirement for this simulation is for a wide field of
view. Pilots with extensive experience in NOE flight state that the
navigator detects and recognizes natural and man-made features by continually
scanning left and right as the helicopter proceeds on a NOE flight. The
378
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navigato[ utilizes a field of view of nearly 180° though only a limited
portion at one time. It is apparent, therefore, that a field of view close
to 180° is required for this simulation.
The second requirement is for a large and unrestricted geographical area
of coverage. To measure the performance of the man-machine navigation system,
the simulation must afford the opportunity for the navigator to become
geographically disoriented or "lost". The simulation must, therefore,
represent a reasonably large geographical area and be essentially unrestricted
in movement over this area.
The final general requirement for this particular simulation is that it
be compatible with night vision goggles. One of the more difficult NOE
missions is -!ght operations. During these flights it is expected that the
navigator will operate with night vision goggles. The visual simulation
must be, therefore, compatible with night vision goggles.
CANDIDATE APPROACHES
Several general categories of visual simulation exist including film,
computer generated, and scale model techniques. Several previous navigation
L simulations have employed motion pictures to simulate the outside of the
cockpit visual world. The flight path is, of course, severely constrained
by this approach. Another film technique involves the use of a variable
anamorphic lens. Though this technique allows some freedom, the flight path
is not unrestricted.
Current computer generated visual simulations have been successful for
terminal area applications. These simulations ace geographically small and
geometrically regular. However, the NOE navigation simulation requires that
a relatively large geographical are of cery irregular geometry including
hills, streams, and ponds, be portrayed.
A third category of visual simulations is the scale model. One type of
scale model employs a point light source which projects through a translucent
model onto a screen. Point light source visual systems are effective for
flat terrain but are not useful in simulating rough terrain. Since terrain
contour is an important navigation cue in NOE flight, the point light source
technique cannot be used.
The terrain model with servo-driven optical probe, orthicon tube, and TV
monitor with collimating lens is the remaining alternative. The current
simulation employed these conveutional elements in an unconventional manner
as shown in Figure 3. In this system, a wide field of view visual simulation
is achieved without the expense of a wide angle optical probe.*
*The system concept for this simulation was suggested by W.J. Kenneally
of the U.S. Army Electronics Command.
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Figure 3. Visual Simulation Conflguratlc',.
SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
Examining the system simulated and referring to the block diagram of the
man-machine navigation system in Figure 2, a wide field of _iew simulation
provides the outside the cockpit visual cues. The map display is driven by
the optical probe's servo follow-up on the terrain belt through the
simulated navigation system. The navigator compares the outside of the
windshield scene with the navigation display to generate corrective commands.
These co_anands are entered through an audio link to the pilot who controls
the helicopter, or directly if the navigator also performs the pilotage
functions. These commands reach the optical probe servo through the model
of the aircraft dynamics.
The visual simulation can be understood by proceeding step by step
upstream from the navigator's eye. The outside world is viewed through
three Farrand "pancake" windows which provide a collimated image of three
TV monitors positioned behind the lenses. The monitors display that portion
of the terrain belt corresponding to the helicopter's heading biased by the
navigator's head orientation with respect to the helicopter. This is
accomplished by the "Frame Division Circuit" which displays the optical
probe's 50° by 40° image on the TV monitor or portion of each monitor faced
by the navigator. A head tracker mounted on the navigator's helmet drives
380
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the frame division circuit. A model of the. _u_tic,_l pr,,bv'> ,;,.im_til._t_r,:.
drive dynamics is inserted between tile head tr,lcker ,rod Ir.i_:_vdivi_i,Lu
circuit to prevent the orientation L,! the scene dis'_invt.d Ir_,7:]+Jdi_l'_,tl_,.
scene viewed by the optical probe.
The result of this simulation is that as the m_vi_,_,it,_r_L.:n._._r,,._s thL"
180 ° field of view, a 50° scene correspondin_ to his lw,ld _ricnt<iti_u_ s
continouslv moved across the three lens-monitor sVSLem.s, i'ht, phy._iL,ll
layout of the lenses is shown in Figure 4. Fhe <ipp,irent c!._,lstr,,im,,bi
Fi,_ure 4. Layout ,_f C_,llim, itin,; l,_,ns_,s.
3_1
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effect of having the lenses in proximity to the subject is eliminated by the
collimated image. The TV images were adjusted in size and position such
that they slightly overlapped from adjacent TV-lens systems. The only
obstructions were the lens frames. It is difficult to appreciate the
effect of the selective wide field of view simulation without a demonstration.
This configuration, though by no means the final word in visual simulations,
is the first d_veloped to meet helicopter NOE navigation requirements.
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TEST FROCEDURES AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES SENSITIVE
TO AUTOMOBILE STEERING DYNAMICS
By Richard Klein, Duane McRuer, and David Weir
Systems Technology, Inc. I
Hawthorne, California
SI_4MARY
A maneuver complex and related performance measures used to evaluate
driver/vehicle system responses as effected by variations in the directional
response characteristics of passenger cars are described. The complex con-
sists of normal and emergency maneuvers (including random and discrete distur-
bances) which, taken as a whole, represent all classes of steering functions
and all modes of driver response behavior. Measures of driver/vehicle system
response and performance in regulation tasks included direct describing func-
tion measurements and rms yaw velocity. In transient maneuvers, measures _uch
as steering activity and cone strikes were used.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an introduction to a major two-year research program
(Ref. I) conducted for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to
evaluate closed-loop driver/vehicle response relationships and to identify
optimum vehicle directional dynamic characteristics in normal and emergency
driving situations. We will describe here the vehicle dynsznic variables, the
test procedures utilized, and the performance measures found to be sensitive to
the changes in vehicle directional mode Ii.e., _teering) dynamics. Companion
papers deal with more specific results and comparisons.
The primary objectives of the program were to identiDj optimum driver:
vehicle systems and the sensitivity of these optima with respect to vehicle
parameter changes 9 to identify significant maneuvers which exhibit sensitivity
to changes in the vehicle dynamic variables; to -orrelate subjective driver
opinion ratings and objective performance measures; and to establish an archi-
val data base so that other researchers might be able to further analyze the
data for these or other purposes. Besides these major p'_rposes there were peri-
pheral objectives, such as the assessment of effects due t_ iong-ter_, driving
duration, and comparison of'the results obt:Lined with production vehicles, _tc.
To _ccomplish these objectives '_three-pronged approach of ,_nalysis simula-
tion, and Cull-scale field tests was adopted. The analys's applied manq_chi._
system thco_r to guide the experiments and to interpret, rationalize, and
generalize the experimental findings. The fixed-base simulation served a_ -_
pilot-experimental prelude to the field tests and also permitted the '.'overage
_,fa broader spectrum of vehicle dynamics than could be accommodated _hl! -" _
383
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The full-scale field tests expanded on and further verified the h3_otheses
developed analytically and on the simulator about the nature of driver/vehicle
system interactions. The full-scale tests were divided into an exploratory
and a validation series. These were, respectively, an examination of many
configurations with one driver and an examination of a few configurations with
many drivers.
VEI-IICLE DYNAMICS
The dynamic properties of interest in this program were restricted to
steering control of the directional motions at constant speed. For these con-
ditions the rolling and yawing motions of an automobile in response to steer
angle and side load aerodyns_mic disturbances may be represented in matrix form
by:
_se s2- Y$ Uo - Yr v Is- Yv -_- Y5w Yvg
s _2__s-% _zs% +_e4Uo _ - 0 Lvg (I)
Vg
-N v _ s2 - N_ s - Nr r I NSw Nv6
L
The meaning of the symbols, the axis s_'stem used, and the complete derivation
of these equations is given in Ref. 2. The eigenvalues of the matrix of Eq. I
ordinarily consist of a very lightly damped quadratic pair which represents
primarily rolling motions, and a pair of roots, which may or may not be coupled
into a quadratic, primarily associated with heading and lateral path changes.
Reference 2 shows that the roll quadratic pair is almost always nearly can-
celled by similar numerator quadratics in the transfer function_ which relate
side velocity and yawing veloelty to steer inputs, in other words, the dyna-
mic roll mode is only very slightly excited in steering maneuvers in ordinary
cars, although a certain amount of steady-state roll will be present, in turn-
ing maneuvers. This implies a dyrmmic decoupling of roll from the other
lateral-directlonal degrees of freedom. If it is assumed that the yawing and
side velocity modes are uncot'pled from the rolling mode or, alternatively, that
the rolling degree of freedom la suppressed or negligible, then Eq.. reduces
to a two-degree-of-freedom set shown by Eq. 2:
[ ][]s - Yv (Uo - Yr) v Y_w Yvg 5w-- (:_I-_v (s-Nr) r _w _VgJ[Vg
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When the stability derivative values in this equation arc adjusted to a twc
degree-of-freedom context, i.e., considered as effective values, then the
directional dynamics are reasonably well approxim%._d by the Eq. 2 relstion-
ships. They are excellent for the primary situati>,c investigated in the
present program, not only for the reasons cited above but also because the
roll degree of freedom was mechanically suppressed to the extent possible prac-
tically. This was in accordance with the project objective to study the vehicle
dynamic behavior for essentially non-rolling directional control.
An elemental directional response variable of primary interest in driver
vehicle system control is the yawing velocity, r. A convenient way to describe
they awing velocity response to nominal steering inputs is via t' system trans-
fer function, r/Ssw. Th_s can be obtained by manipulation of Eq. 2,
[( vw)lGsN5w s + -Yv -- Nvr NSw
_--- : Gs_ = _SO_w- _ .......5sw [s2 (Yv + Nr)s * (Uo - Yr)Nv + YvNr]
GsNSw (s + ]/Tr)
s2+ 2(_;_)1s + _
GsN6w(I/Tr) t
[_1' _1 ] 13_
where
Gs = Steering system gain
Nbw = Yawing acceleration steering coefficient
Tr = Lead time constant of yaw velocity response to
steer input; yaw time constant for short
_I = Damping ratio of directional mode
a_% = Undamped natural frequency of directional mode
s = Laplace operator
The frequency and damping ratio of the denominator roots can be plotted on
the complex plane in polar coordinates (o, '_)where o = u'1 and 9 = cos-1_i or
in rectangular coordinates (x, y) where x = -_i,_,iand y -c_,I_/I-_V_. Figure I
l_ an example of the complex plane representatlon of four different yaw velo-
city to steering wheel transfer functions. For vehicles which do not depar_
too far from a neutral steering condition the directional damping _i,_i is just
385
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Figure I. Complex Plane Representation of Vehicle Configurations
slightly leJs than the inverse yaw time constant, I/Tr. Normalized yawing
velocity time responses to a step wheel input have been computed for these con-
ditions and are shown alongside the respective transfer function poles (X).
Notice that the higher frequency configurations respcnd more rapidly, and the
amount of overshoot depends on both the damping ratio and the value of the
numerator yaw time constant Tr. I,ower frequency configurations rise more
slowly and may be thought of as having a compressed time scale. A third
dimension, not shown in Pig. I, is the magnitude of the response; this is
scaled by the steering system gain. These four variables of the directional
response, i.e., yaw time constant (Tr), steering ratio (I/Gs) , directional
damping ratio (_i), and directional frequency (o>I) were the vehicle variables
of the test program.
The directional dynamics tested are summarized in Table I. In all cases
the vehicle itself was a 197h Chevrolet Nova _tchback, with the dyz_mics
adjusted by a wrlety of mechanical and servomechanical means.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF VEHICLE DIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AT [0 MPH
CONDITIONS TESTED VEHICLE DYNAMICS GAINS
INVERSE STEADY-
EXPLORA- VALIDA- YAW TIME DAMPING NATURAL STATE STEER STEERING
RATIO FREQUENCY RAT IOTORY TION CONSTANT ANGLE GAIN
SERIES SERIES I/Tr _I a'1 r/Swl ss I/Gs
i
2.29 0.83 2.6 5-3 19, 15, 10
J 2.29 1.0 2.29 8.1 25, 19, 15
J J 3.0 0.62 5.9 3.0 19, i_, 12,
9
J 5.0 O.71 3.4 h.O 25, '9, 15,
IO
J J 5.O O.79 5.5 4.5 25, 19, 17,
15, I0
,/ 5.29 0.8o 3.7 5.2 29, 19, 15,
IO
J 4.0 0.97 4.1 7.4 29, 19, 15
J J 4.0 0.77 4.5 4.7 29, 19, 14,
12
J J 5.0 O,57 5.8 2.6 19, 17, 15,
11
J 5.0 O.81 5.4 5.0 50, 19, 15,
I0
J 5.0 0.91 5.2 7.4 25, 19, 15
COMPLEX
In setting up the maneuver complex and driving scenario to be used in the
Lest series, three criteria were paramount. These were:
• Representative maneuvers. The maneuver complex should con-
tain _ufficient elements to pzovide a representative cross
section of steering functions and maneuvers. The total should
be inclusive of fair weather, sub-llmit performance steering
operations.
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• Driver behavior. The maneuver complex should contain tasks
which evoke all modes of driver control. These are to
include:
- Compensatory -- regulatior and command following.
- Dual_mode (pursuit or precognitive combined with
compensatory behavior) -- course segments with
sufficient preview to permit pursuit behavior and
course segments with a distinct starting point which
can be accomplished at a high level of skill.
• Tie-ln maneuvers. Some maneuvers in the sequence should
permit tie-lns with steering tests used by other investi-
gators.
A final criterion was that the maneuver complex be such that it could be set
up within the physical confines of the test area.
Table 2 lists the initial series of test maneuvers for the nominal driving
scenario used in the test program. Listed alongside each maneuver is the asso-
ciated steering function _nd the most likely driver control mode evoked.
TABLE 2. NORMAL DRIVING MANEUVER COMPLEX
DRIVER NOMINAL
NAME OF MANEUVER STEERING FUNCTION
CONTROL MODE SPEED
i ,
Precision Lane Tracking Precision course control Compensatory 50
Highway Lane Regulation Routine lane following Compensatory 50
Random Disturbance Steady-state regulation Compensatory 50
Regulation (external input )
Step Disturbance Transient regulation Compensatory 50
Regulation (exterr.al input )
Double Lane Change Normal command change Dual Mode 30 and
(Precognitive ) 50
Emergency Lane Change Evasive command change Dual Mode 30
(Precognitive )
Unexpected Obstacle Unexpected command change Dual Mode 30
(Precognitive )
A second set of maneuvers was used to represent a high workload level and
to exacerbate differences in driver skill levels. These maneuvers included a
high-speed (50+ mph) slalom and high-speed (h_-60 mph) double lane change such
as used by driving schools, manufacturers, and the automotive press. A low-
speed (30 mph) random slalom was also included and is a variation of the
388
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conventional low-speed slalom used by other researchers. The random slalom
consisted of randomly spaced pylons at 60, 120, 180, and 240 ft intervals.
When run at a constant speed this maneuver exercised the vehicle's directional
response capability at various lateral g levels.
Four of the maneuvers shown in Table 2 were particularly sensitive to the
changes in vehicle dynamics varied in the test program or to driver behavioral
differences. These four maneuvers were highway lane regulation, the double
lane change, the emergency lane change, and the unexpected obstacle. These
will be described in more detail below, first outlining the procedures involved
in each and then the types of performance measures obtained.
KEY MANEUVERS
The regulation task, or compensatory tracking task, is a maneuver that
requires the driver to maintain position within a lane on a straight stretch
of highway, in the presence of a simulated gusting crosswind. The simulation
of the crosswind was accomplished as one function of the special steering appa-
ratus shown in Fig. 2. This was a linear electrohydraulic serve £nserted in
the front suspension between the driver's steering wheel and the tie rod that
actually moves the front tires. In effect, it acted as an extensible link to
the Pitman arm of the steering system. With no external input to the steering
serve, the front steer angle is moved via the conventional steering linkage,
composed of the power steering box, Pitman arm, relay rod, and tie rods. Because
of the series connection the extensible link acts as a summing junction for the
mechanical input applied via the steering wheel and the electrical[ input applied
from the instrumentation system.
The serve performed three function_ in the tests introduced here. First,
by moving the tires as functions of vehicle motion quantities, such as lateral
acceleration or yaw rate, different levels of oversteer or understeer could be
achieved. Second, the steering wheel position could be fed forward to change
the steering ratio. Both of these functions are similar to those available !n
other variable stability (Refs. 3 and 4) and variable characteristic (Refs. _
and f_)automobiles. The third function was to insert disturbance inputs. These
were either a step steer, which appeared to the driver as a blown tire or run-
ning off the edge of a lane, or a random-appearing signal which was the basis
for the regulation task itself. The random input is composed of the sum of five
sine waves at different amplitudes and frequencies such that it appears to the
driver as if the car is in a gusting crosswind condition. The regular power
steering box provided sufficient isolation between the serve and the driver so
that this disturbance was not reflected into ti_esteering wheel.
The second sensitive maneuver was a double lane change in which the driver
had to switch from one 9 ft lane to another 9 ft lane at 50 mph through a ' ft
ent_j gate. He then had to repeat the maneuver in reverse to return to the
original lane.
The third maneuver, an emergency lane change, incorporated so_e unexpected
0vent aspects. It was based on three conventional traffic lights suspended
389
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• Lateral Acceleration
• Yaw Rate
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• Steering Wheel
DISTURBANCE INPUTS
• Step
• Random
Figure 2. Functional Schematic of Variable
Front Steering Serve
across three adjacent l P ft lanes. Entry wa:_ at 50 mph, in the center lane,
_Jith all three traffic lights green. Upon tripping a pressure-sensitive road-
way switch with the front tires, two of the three green lights were switched
to red, at which point the driver had to determine which lane remained green,
maneuver the car through that lane, and then back to the original lane. There
were approximately ;_seconds from the time the car tripped the switch until the
car was directly underneath the lights.
The fourth key maneuver was the unexpected obstacle. This utilized a full-
size side view photograph of a car mounted on a movable styrofoam sheet. The
subjects were all unaware that the "obstacle," prepositloned off the side of
the road, would in fact come out into their lane.
39O
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In esch of the above maneuvers, performance measures were obtained that
were sensitive to the changes in vehicle dynamics. These measures can be c]%ssi-
fie_ under four general categories. First were driver response measures, such
as describing functions. Second were vehicle motlon perfozmance measures, such
as mean square values, peak values, and exceedences of key variables. Thirl
were track scores, such as cone hits, timing throughout the test circuit, and
speed deviations in specific maneuvers; and last were subjective driver ratings
of each different vehicle which were to be correlated with the three previous
objectives measures.
For the driver describing function measures, veT/ repeatable driver/vehicle
describing functions such as shown in Fig. _ _ere obtained. These results were
usually based on two or three runs per drive_ %t '0 mph. The plot in Fig.
shows the combined open-loop drive_ vehicle describing function denoted by
YDG{_.. The driver and vehicle dynamics were not separated since changes in
s_ch_ey Darameters as crossover frequency, phase m rgin, and effective time
delay could, in themselves, be correlated with tilechanges in vehicle dynamics.
Associated with the describing functxon measures were rms yaw velocity excur-
sions and driver opinion ratings of the regulation task.
For the emergency lane change and double lane change maneuvers, steering
activity measures and safety-relevant lane exceedences (as measured by cone
strikes) were sensitive indicators of vehicle dynamic differences. An example
of the steering activity measure is shown in Fig. _. This shows steering wheel
_.ctivity, steering wheel rate, lateral acceleration, and yaw velocity for each
one of three different vehicle dynamic configurations. On the lefthand side is
a very slo_;lyresponding car having ]/Tr = 2._ see-I . On the righthand side
is a more rapidly respondi_ car with ]!Tr _ sec-I . Comparing the steering
wheel angle trace on the left to the one on the right it can be seen that there
is much more steering activity and a much less repeatable signature for the
slowly responding car t_mn for Lhe rapidly responding car. This characteristic
is apparent in the other three traces also. Prom these traces it was possible
,_
to determine steering wheel reversals, peak steering wheel rates, and ._ns
steering wheel activity as a function of vehicle dynamic response given by _ 'Tr.
The cone strike measures are shown in Fig. 5. These data are for the emer-
gency lane change maneuver at 50 mph and show the percent of runs in which the
driver exceeded the lane boundary. Exceeding the ]ane boundary was noted by
either hitting or knocking over cones that delineated the maneuver lanes, this
plot shows the changes in cone strikes as a function of four different vehicle
qonfi_rations (noted along the bottom as A, B, C, and D) and by subject sex
since this turned out to be an important v_riable. _om this plot it can be
seen that the cone strike measures are sensitive to changes in vehicle dyna-
mics. A side result was that the female subjects, in all cases, exhibited a
higher percentage of lane exceedences than male subjects.
}"orthe last maneuver, the unexpected obstacle, we were not able to corre-
late any performance measures with the changes in ve_icle dynamics since onl_;
the first exposure to the obstacle is representative of the unexpected or
391
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emergency actions of tae driver. This maneuver, however, showed large qu li-
tative differences among the drivers.
A_ulyses and conclusions derived from the tests using these maneuvers
a]]owed uz to derive tentative boundaries for vehicle dynamic characteristics
that required the least amount of driver load equalization, produced the best
_losed-loop driver performance in all tasks, _=ndwere rated good from the
standpoint of re(_ired workload. A summary of the primary conclusions (docu-
mented in Ref. I) are as follows.
I. Measurements o£ clo_ed-loop driver response characteristics in
flull-sc_le road tests showed r:rossover frequency, phase margin,
response latency, and ('losed-loop damped natural frequency to
be important driver response parameters. These results were
compatible with previous driver/vehicle theory and models in
terms of driver steering gain adjustments and the generation
of lead equalization.
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2. The key vehicle parameters were the overall steerin_ gain of
the car, i.e., the gain between the steering angle and the
resulting yaw velocity response of the car and the closed-
loop path mode time constant which is reflected by the yaw
time constant, Tr. Of less importance were the directional
mode frequency, _01, and damping ratio, _I"
3. The key maneuvers were the regulation task (for measurement
of closed-loop driver response characteristics), the double
lane chaz_e (for meast_rement of the transient driver charac-
teristics), and the emergency lane change (which was repre-
sentative of an unexpected or emergency-type situation).
h. Key measures for these tasks were driver dynamic performance
(describing functions), steering wheel activity, lane exceed-
ences (as measured by cone strikes), yaw velocity dispersion.
and driver opinion ratings.
In companion papers, these general conclusions are described more quantitatively.
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AN INTERACTIVE DRIVING SIMY.ATIONFORDRIVER
CONTROL AHDDECISION-MAKINGRESEARCH
By R. Wade Allen, Jeffrey R. Hogge,
and Stephen H. Schwartz
Systems Technology, Inc.
Hawthorne, California
mac@my
Simulation is becoming an increasingly important tool in driving research.
This paper describes display techniques and equations of motion for a rela-
tively simple flxed-base car simulation. The vehicle dynamics include simpli-
fied lateral (steering) and longitudinal (speed) degrees of freedom. Several
simulator tasks are described which require a combination of operator control
and decision .making,including response to wind gust inputs, curved roads,
traffic signal lights, and obstacles. Logic circuit_ are used to detect
speeding, running red lights, and crashes. A variety of visual and auditory
cues are used to give the da'iverappropriate performance feedback.
The simulated equations of motion are reviewed and the technique for gene-
rating the line drawing CRT roadway display is discussed. On-line measurement
capabilities and experimenter control features are presented, along with pre-
vious and current research results demonstrating simulation capabilities and
applications.
BACEDROUND
Simulation of manual control tasks is desirable for a number of reasons.
It is often less expensive than working with the real system, more variables
are available for manipulation, and critical real-world situations (e.g.,
emergencies, performance limits, etc.) can be simulated in relative safety.
Dynamic simulations of aircraft arc common and quite sophisticated (Ref. I),
and can be justified because of the high oost and relative danger inherent in
aircraft operations. Although the automobile represents a relatively inexpen-
sive system, accidents are a major and expensive problem which justifies simu-
lation for research and training purposes.
The simulation described in this paper is an inexpensive fixed-base system,
with a fully interactive dynamic display that responds appropriately to driver
stee''ng and speed control actions (as opposed to camped film simulators,
Ref. ?). Simulator capability requirements were evolved out of past research
on ',utomobiledynamics (Ref. _jj and ,irivercontrol theory (Refs. _,and' ).
Application of simple automobile dynamics in a simulation were origlr'_lly
d_veloped in collaboration with the UCLA Institute for Traffic and Transporta-
tion Engineering (Ref. 6).
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Based on the above work, a more elaborate simulation was develo_d fo{ ;se t'"
i. ;_:;t,ld:/,_f the effectz _f alcohol on ,/river control spnnsored by the National
il]vh,,;o.:/Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) (Ref. 7). This simulation has
rer.ently been further modified, includi,:g the addition of a relatively sophis-
ticated roadway display, to accommoaate h._FfSA-sponsored research on alcohol
effects on driver decision making. The present simulator configuration has a
rich variety of visual and auditory cues, and readily modifiable lateral and
longitudinal equations of motion, which should prove valuable in a wide range
of applications including driver control and decision-making research, and
driver training in normal and emergency situations.
SXM;U_XON
A block diagram of the major simulation elements is shown in Fig. I. An
actual car cab and controls are used along with an electronically generated
Overhead 35rnm $hde ProJectors
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CRT roadway display. Additiona_ displays include slide-projectedroad signs
and adjacent traffic, a variety of auditory cues (speed, lane marker bumps,
crashes), and a siren _nd flashing red light for traffic violations.
Car equations of ,notionare programmed on an analog computer. Forward
speed is controlled by accelerator and brake inputs to a longittdinai speed
equation. Dashed lane markers on the display move proportional tc speed, wh_zn
is also displayed on a circular 4 in. speedometer and as an auditory cue with
frequency proportional to speed. Apparent car translation and heading display
motions are controlled by steering inputs to a two-degree-of-freedomset of
speed variable equations, and provision is made for simulating disturbances
due to wind or road roughness.
A variety of tasks as described below can be controlled through task logic
from either a punched paper tape programmer or experimenter's console which
also allows performance monitoring and measurement.
Disp_J_y
The roadway display is generated with special purpose electronic circuits,
which are controlled by car motion variables generated on the analog computer,
and displayed at 2/5 scale on a I0" × 12" CRT. The circuitry generates line
drawings of up to eight symbols at a repetition rate of 125 times ,er second
which provides a smooth responding and flicker free image.
The display format basically consists of two 12 ft lanes bounded bj 2.t ft
shoulders as shown in Fig. I. Display computations are initla_, done in the
horizontal plane where lines are straight and parallel, an obstacle is circu-
lar, and all points on the ground plane mo,'eat the same apparent speed. All
symbols are then multiplexed and the correct geometric transformation applied
to give the proper apparent road perspective in the display plane as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. At this point a horizontal display deflection proportional
to the square of distance down the road can also be applied to give apparent
roadway curvature.
The dashed lines are achieved by modulating the CRT intensity input with
the square wave output of a multl-vibrator circuit. The circ,_itis configured
to move the dashed lines one dash length at the car speed, tbe_ reset rapidly
to give the illusion of apparent das_,edline motion. Intensity of the display
elements is also reduced as a function of distance down the road to give the
illusion of distance. This electronic display concept provides a simple means
for generating clean sharp images that respond instantly and smoothly to driver
control actions, thus avoiding the djnamic problems and expense associated with
computer-generatedand terrain model display approaches (Refs. / and g ).
]_e_o_on Tuke
The above simulation capabilities are comblned to present driving situations
requiring the driver to decide among a_ternate control actions. These driving
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Figure 2. Roadway Ground Plane Transformation to Display Coordinates
situations are controlled by the paper tape programmer with presentation rate
proportional to speed in a typical driving scenario as described below:
I. Traffic Signal -- This task combines a model signal light
and displayed intersection as shown in Fig. 3a. The in_er-
section moves as a function of forward speed. The intef-
se:t_on initially appears at a distance of 300 ft (the
maximum length of the displayed roedway) accompanied by
the green (lower) light. The amber light is turned on for
3 sec at an inter_ection distance computed from car speed
to give a commanded time interval for "making" the light
(i.e., for higher speeds the intersection is triggered at
larger distances from the car).
2. Unerpected Obstacle -- In this task a stationary circular
object at the right side of the road moves into the right
lane as shown _n Fig. 3b. In this situation the subject
can either stop or drive around the obstacle. The task is
further complicated by the possible presence of an inter-
fering car in the left lane as projected on a rear screen
and observed through the side view mirror. The obstacle
road entry distances and adjacent cars are arranged to give
a variety of conditions reqairlng either stopping or steering.
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=. Curved Road--This task is preceded by a projected curve
warning sign followed in a short distance by the curved
road as shown in Fig. _c. The curvature increases to a
peak value then recedes back to a straight road. Due to
a limit placed on the car's tire slip angle, the maxim_m
point of curvature ca,mot be negotiated any faster than
30 mph or else the car will skid off the road. This task
thus requires combined steering and speed control for
successful completion.
4. Overall Drive Scenario --The above tasks ar_ presented
to the subject in random order during a I_-20 minute drive
controlled by the paper tape programmer. Various amber
light and obstacle distances are included to induce a range
of stopping, accelerating, and steering behavior. A viola-
tion circuit can also be activated by the programmer to
detect speeding and red light violations at certain defined
points in the scenario.
Crashes and violations during the drive scenario are determined automati-
cally by logic circuits and logged on a pen recorder, and immediate feedback
can be given to the subject via buzzers for crashes and a flashing red light/
siren combination for violations. A variety of other performance measures is
available as pen recordings including car variables such as speed and lane
position and driver variables such as steering, accelerator, and brake acti-
vity. Additional instrumentation also allows the measurement of eye movements,
heart rate, and other objective driver performance parameters including
describing functions of steering control.
The experimenter's console shown in Fig. ;_is provided to give immediate
feedback on task configuration and subject behavior. The console also allows
the experimenter to independently initiate the various tasks described above
during indoctrination and training sessions.
Control Tasks
A block diagram of the steering and speed control tasks is shown in Fig. .
The driver's steering actions are processed by lateral vehicle steering _na-
mics and kinematic equations to give vehicle heading and position relative to
the roadway (which may be curved). These variables then proviae inputs to the
roadway display. Similarly, throttle inputs to the longitudinal dynamics deter-
mine vehicle speed which is displayed to the driver visually via the roadway
display and speedometer and aurally from the audio system.
Disturbance or inputs can be applied to the lateral and speed control loops
in order to increase the driver's workload and provide stimuli for driver
response measurements. A disturbance combined with the driver's steering sig-
nal acts much l_ke wind gusts and provides a simple means for measuring the
driver's compensatory steering response dynamics under constant speed condi-
tions (Ref. 9). In an analogous fashion a disturbance can be cc_nbined with
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the driver's throttle signal to measure his compensatory speed control response
dynamics. Path commands can also be provided to the steering control task.
However, here the driver receives some preview of the input fr_a th_ displayed
road curvature, so thab measurements of driver response in this case relate to
his pursuit and precognitive behavior (Ref. 10).
The lateral steering dynamics _re basically linear two-degree-of-freedom
equations (no roll axis), derived from tire and _ind forces and moments.acting
on the car (Ref. 3). Small angle approximations are used _e.g., sin ,i= ';_,
and speed variations are assumed to be slow compared to rele_%nt lateral car
motions. The equations are speed variable in that the lateral response 'e.g.,
steering gain and time constants) changes correctly with speed, and also a
hold circuit is provided so that the car can be brought to a complete stop.
The lateral equations do contain one ponlinearity which is a limit on the side
force capability of the tires. A_ mentioned previously, this characteristic
limits the speed at which curves can be negotiated as is the case in actual
practice. Finally, various vehicle characteristics (weight, e.g. location,
etc.) can be easily varied in order to study vehi-le steering control handling
qualities (Ref. 11).
The speed dynamics are given by a nonlinear first-order equation with a
feedback term to account for wind resistance, tire friction, etc. The
acceleration/deceleration capability for throttle inputs has finite limits to
correspond to real car characteristics. In order to simplify the longitudinal
kinematics, braking is set _p to give a constant deceleration level correspon-
ding to a maximum brakir_ capability under ideal conditions (i.e., approxi-
mately 0.6 g). Subjects have reported the speed dynamics to be quite realistic
and are typically not aware of the idealized braking characteristics.
The road curvature kinematics shown in Fig. _ are an approximation which
assumes that the rate of change of road curvature with respect to distance
traveled is small. The path curvature develops as a function of distance do_n
the road (x = _ u dt), and the curvature command is used both as an input for
the visually displayed curvature (which is unidirectional only) and the path
heading rate command. The curvature command can be generated by an event pro-
grammer actuated circuit that generates a left-right or "S" curve command, or
by a continuous command function. The circuitry is such that the driver can
come to a complete stop on a curve with the display correctly showing no
roadway motion.
APPLICATIONS
The simulation has been used for both control and decision-making studies.
One of the original applications involved the effect of alcohol on steering
control and has been reported in detail elsewhere fRef. "). More recently
we have conducted e:_loratory studies on the effect of degraded preview (i.e.,
_bg) on driver control. In Fig. _ a driwr's ability to regulate against a
S.luare pulse wind gust is illustrated. W h a clear full view down the road
the driver damps out the disturbance quite well, while with limited preview
steering control is quite oscillatory.
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Using a random steering disturbance, the effect of preview on the driver's
dynamic response and noise (remnant) output has also been measured as illus-
trated in Fig. y. Measurements were obtained according to the technique given
in Ref. 9. Then, parameters were fitted to the driver's describing function,
and the root locus for the driver/vehicle heading mode was computed. This
analysis (Fig. 7a) shows that the damping decreases under degraded preview,
which is consistent with the transient response results of Fig. 6. The driver's
remnant also increases significantly under degraded preview as shown in Fig. To.
Preliminary tests of the effect of alcohol on driver decision making have
also been conducted using thc driving scenario _nd decision tasks discussed
previously. Durir_ the scenario the number of crashes and traffic tickets and
the _:ompletion times were recorded. The subjects were offered a stake for com-
pleting a drive, and were rewarded for completion times less than 90 minutes
to encouragc timely progress past sigm%led intersections and obstacles. The
subjects were also penalized for tickets (running red lights and exceeding the
I,, mph speed limit) and "crashes" (running off the road and hitting adjacent
_,ars and the obstPcle). The results for three subjects are shown in i"ig. c.
The results show ,he number of crashes to be quite sensitive to Blood Alcohol
Concentration (BAC), and the large increase in crashes under alcohol was due
primarily to excessive speed on curves and failure to look for ad.iace_t cars
b_fore cha_Lging lanes.
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COI_I_ I_4_KB
In both the applications described above the subjects have adapted readily
to the simulation with a minimum of training, thus allowing the studies to be
condu_ted efficiently. The simulation is also easily reconfigured to allow
v_riety of research studies. The lateral equations of motion can be simply
varied to glve a wide range of steering characteristics. The speed equation
...._ ':]so be set up slightly unstable in order to require a given level of
p_r_odi_, monitoring by the driver to hold constant speed. In this way the
driver's workload can be set to a given level in a plausible driving context
in order to place controlled attcntional demands on the driver (Ref. :2).
Simple modification of the equations of motion will also allow the simulation
of emergency conditions su,:has blowouts _,,ndwet or Icy roads.
In addition to the research applications discussed here, this class of
simulation should also be appropriate for driver training. The interactive
display allows the subject to experience control "md timing requirements in a
variety of driving situations, and critical traffic situations can be simulated
safely.
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EFFECTS OF AUTOMOBILE STEERING CHARACTERISTICS ON
DRIVERV_CLE SYST_ DYNAMICSIN RmGULA.TIONTASKS
By Duane McRuer and Richard Klein
Systems Technology, Inc.
Hawthorne, California
SUMMARY
A regulation task which subjected the automobile to a random gust distur-
bance which is countered by driver control action is used to study th_ _ffects
of various automobile steering c_aracteristics on the driver vehicle system.
The experiments used a variable stability automobile specially configured to
permit insertion of the simulated gust disturbance and the measurement of the
driver/vehicle system characteristics. The tests were conducted in two phases:
a broad coverage of w.hicle dynamics in which over 40 configurations of vehicle
steer-r_ _ynamics and steering gains were tested with an expert test driver;
and a validation phase which covered 6 sets of vehicle dynamics with I_ sub-
jects.
In both phases driver/vehicle system dynamics were measured and interpreted
as an effective open-loop system describing function. Objective measures of
system bandwidth, stability, and time delays were deduced and compared. These
objective measures were supplemented by driver ratings.
A tentative optimum range of vehicle dynamics for the directional regula-
tion task was established.
INTRODUCTION
The experiments described in this paper _vere accomplished as part of a
_,a.]ortwo-year research program (Ref. I) conducted for the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration to explore, in part, the relationships between
driver and vehicle dynami_,s in closed-loop c,ontrol tasks. Reference I dqc_ents
t_c entire program. Reference _ is an introduction to the overall program,
including the key maneuvers and performance measures developed. This paper pre-
sents experimental data relating to the effects of automobile steering dyr_mi, z
nn driver behavior in the continuous tracking or reg_Alation _asks. The regu-
lation task used was a maneuver that required a driver t,_ maintr_in p_si_i_n
within _,lane on a straight stretch of highway in the presence ,,fa z_mulat,;d
g,_sting crosswind. The sir_:lation of tbs crosswind was acc. mplished as ,_ne
_Jnction of the special steering :_pparatus desc,ribed in Refs. I and [. The
crosswind simulated comprised five slnusoids at different amplitudes "_nd fr_.-
_uencics _o arranged and adjusted that the disturbance appeared random to the
driver and a reasonable facsimile of a gusting crosswind condition.
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Any analy+.ical treatment or experimental measurements which intend to rhpref_
sent the facts of this type of task must recognize as fundamental the closed-
loop feedback control char_cter c2 driver/vehicle system operations. Feedback
control is concerned with the maintenance of stability and the achievement of
driver p,Ja'posesin the face of varying time relationships. In the closed-loop
context the vehicle-alone dyrmmics are subordinated to those of the driver
vehicle system. Nonetheless, because the driver adapts his dynamic character-
istics so as to achieve a more or less fixed set of closed-loop system proper-
ties, the vehicle-alone dynamics compel the driver to adopt responses peculiar
to a specific vehic__e. To the extent that these are easily accomplished by
almost all drivers with large margins for intermittent, indifferent, and inat-
tentive operation, the vehicle dynamics would be "good." On the other hand,
vehicle-alone dynamics which require full-attention, highly precise driver
responses to maintain system stability or which overextend the driver to the
point that driver/vehicle system performance becomes inadequate will be '%ad."
In the feedback control system context, the objective measures which character-
ize these features of the driver and driver/vehicle system include such things
as: system bandwidth and phase margin, driver effective time delays and lead
equalization, etc. Subjective indicators in the same context are driver ratings
of workload and controllability.
A complete quantitative description of the interactions between the driver
and vehicle in the driver/vehicle system requires that these elements be replaced
by mathematical attorneys. The vehicle dynamics are readily defined usin_ non-
linear differential equations _f mntion which can be simplified and/or linear-
ized for the constant speed directional regulation task of interest here. For-
tunately, enough is also known about the physical "laws" of human operator
dynamic behavior in control of vehicles to permit the construction of quanti-
tative mathematical models for steering situations. A comprehensive up-to-date
status of the empirical and analytical bases for mathematical models of human
operators in an enormous variety of tasks is given in Ref. 37. Application of
operator behavior laws derived from these empirical bases to the analysis of
driver/vehicle problems has become very fruitful in the last decade (Refs. _-
2_). Specific validation in b_th full-scale and driving s_mulation has given
them further status as effective prediction tools (Refs. 22, 26, 97). These
&river 'vehicle model concepts permit the development of a cause-effect struc-
ture which allows a change in any of the elements of the system to be traced
through to i_s logical effects on driver ;vehicle system performance and objec-
tive measures.
The dynamics of the driver/vehicle system in the constant speed regulation
t:_z_..an be considered as a quasi-linear system which incorporates driver
.:e_cribing functions and driver-induced noise to characterize the driver and
tran."fer functions to describe the vehicle. The interaction of these entit'es
in the driver vehicle system is summarized briefly in the first section below.
This provides a structure for the measurement of effective open-loop describ-
ing functions to quantify the dynamic_ of the dr:_er/vehicle system. Special,
but key, dynamic entities ere the system crossover frequency, phase margin, and
effective latency. These are used as the main s_mmaries of objective experi-
mental data given here. In the feedback control sF:-t-- contex:, these stmt_a:."
fe._tures characterize or _nply the driver vehicle system stability, response,
and precision of control or accuracy.
4O9
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Although the dynamic characteristics of contemporary production automobiles
range over a broad spectrum, the highly adaptable characteristics of drivers
permit millions of driver/vehicle systems to be operated with great precisicn.
Yet this precision comes only at some cost in driver concentration and mental
and physical workload. To provide an indication of these features, a driver
rating scale for continuous control operations is introduced in the second
section.
With these introductory and background aspects covered, we next turn to the
full-scale experiments. These were divided into an initial or exploratory
series in which many vehicle dynamic configurations were examined using an
expert test driver, and a validation series which examined six sets of vehicle
dynamics with 16 (eight male, eight female) subjects. The regulation test
results from these two experimental series are treated in sequence in the
third and fourth sections below.
DYNAMICMODEL FOR MEA_ OF
IATERALPOSITIONREGULATION
References 12 and 19, which will be followed here, use manual control system
theo_j and data to structure models which describe driver steering control and
the driver/vehicle closed-loop system. These models permit driver/vehicle per-
rormance to be predicted analytically for various conditions but, more impor-
tant here, they provide a basis for measuring and assessing the effects on the
system of changing the vehicle handling and response factors.
The model to be reviewed is for steering control of vehicle lateral posi-
tion, with the driver actions regulating against disturbances while following
a more or less straight or gently curving roadway. For this position regula-
tion driver task, the theory (Refs. 12 and 15) and simulation experiments
(Refs. 26-28) indicate that the driver's steering wheel output is predominantly
a function of the lateral position error, Ye, and the vehicle heading, _,. This
is shown in the block diagram of Fig. I and is described in equation form by:
5sw = YyY%Ye - Y¢* + Y_n (I)
The feedback to the steering wheel of position error via the driver, denoted
by the quantity YyY_Yc, is needed to satisfy the basic guidance and control
requirement for precision path following. That is, this component of steering
wheel motio** results in a front wheel steer angle which will tend to reduce any
lateral position error the car may have. The inner loop feedback of vehicle
heading, represented by Y_% in Eq. I, provides the path damping needed for a
stable, well-behaved, closed-loop system. Without a term to provide this Dmc-
tion the driver/vehicle system would tend to oscillate. The final quantity,
Y_n, in Eq. I gives the cfifect of the driver-induced noise (or remnant) which
always accompanies human operators.
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Figure I. Block Diagram of Driver/Vehicle System for Lateral
Steering Control with Simulated Gust Disturbances
To model the driver in Eq. I a nonlinear approach is taken in which the
input-dependent descrioing functions, Y_rand Yy, and a random noise (remnant)
process, n, are used to characterize the driver's control and regulation
actions. Because the describing functions are input-dependent elements within
feedback loops, they are in principle functions of the forcing function and
dist'irbancesacting on the system and of the dynamics of the vehicle which the
driver controls. Once the vehicle dyuamics and system fo_clng functions ar._
specified, the describing functions are as well, and the system can thence-
forth be treated as a quasi-linear system contmninated with driver-induced
noise.
The presumed drlver response structure represented by Eq. I and the block _
diagram of Fig. I in no way _mplies that either lateral position or he_ding
angle are directl[ perceived by the dri_-eras such, bat only that _he i_iver
responds in part to some fuaction of these v_rlab]=s as picked up from the
available visual displa.v. Other possibilities which are entirely similar in
their effect are described in Ref. 28, which is the basis for the developments
ir*medi_te!ybelow.
The equations which describe the heading and lateral position outputs in
terzg of the driver describing f_nctions, vehicle dynamics system inputs, _nd
driver remnant can be derived from Eq. I and the block diagram of Pig. I. The
system inputs which requiro consideration include a lateral positioaal command,
Yc, external disturbances, T_,_nd the test disturbance, _d. As shown in i'ig.I,
the position command is actually present in the driver c_.mponentof the closed-
loop system. In other words, the eff_ctive position command is to some extent
driver induced. The general character of this co_._nd is, however, determined
by the roadway, lane pattern, obstacle_ to be avoided, etc. The external dis-
turbances, r_,can arise from gusts, a side _elocity from roadway-lnduced
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disturbances# or from specially contrived force and/or moment generators
attached to the vehicle. The test input, 5d, is readily applied in actual or
simulated cars by the addition of an extensible link or other differential
device into _he steering system. The system dynamic elements involved are the
vehzcle transfer functions G_w , G_w , and G_, _ which relate vehicle heading,
f, and lateral position, y, to steer angle, 5w, and exte2nal disturbances,
respectively; the steering linkage transfer characteristic, Gs; and the driver
describing functions, Y_ and Yy, already mentioned.
The equations of motion for lateral position and heading with these for-
cing functions, disturbances, and system dynamics are given by:
. Y_ (2)
The front wheel steer angle is provided by the auxiliary equation:
5w = 5d +YyY_Gs(Yc- y) + M_Gs(n- $) (3)
The closed-loop _ystem response functions for heading, lateral position,
and front wheel steer angle are given as functions of the forcing func-
tion and disturbances in Table I_ The multiloovp character of this system
is indicated by the sum of YsGsG_w and YyY%_sG_w in She denominator
and the presence of the coupling numerator terms, Gn_M and G_w , shown
in the _ranl y numerator expressions (Ref. 29). Th_ _wo pri_es on the
denominator 3 D_ indicate that two loops are closed.
In a single-loop system the denominator of the closed-loop system
transfer functions will have a form in which the open-loop system transfer
function is added to unity, i.e., I + G. If we define an effective driver@
describing function, Yp, in the fashion shown b_low this form can be achleved:
D" : I * Y_Gs(G_W + YyG_w) -- I + Yp_sG_w (h)
where
Yp : Y$ + Yy G_Sw N_w
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TABLE I
CLOSED-LOOP SYST_ DYNAMICS
Der_minator:
D" = I + Y_Gs(G _ +YyGYw) = 1 +YsGsG_[m +U°-2_ +_wIs s
y Numerator:
D"y Y
Numerator:
5 Numerator:
In Eqs 4 and D he _tf_ctive single-loop, open-loow transfer characteristic is
Y.pG_GE.._v,or the equivalent, Y_G_..._ow The effective driver describing function
ms seen to depend on the heaaing loop driver describing function, Y@, and that
for the lateral position loop, Yy, as well as on the vehicle y and $ transfer
function numerators. This latter point is emphasized by the ratio N_w/N_. , a
notation which represents the vehicle transfer function numerators specifically.
This effective single-loop, open-loop characteristic is especially simple
to measure with the use of the test disturbance, 5d. The front wheel steer
response with _d and remnaut as the system forcing characteristics is given by:
_' = [_)d+Y_/Gsn] ..... [Sd+Y¢Gsn] (6)
I+ YpG s G_w+ YyGY w I+ YpGsG _
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At frequencies where remnant effects can be considered negligible, an effec-
tive open-loop system can be formed by considering bd as the input and 5 the
error. Then the quantity bd/_.-I parallels the quantity [(input/error)-I]
in a slngle-loop system. Performing this operation gives:
5
<I: Y¢ I +YyG< ]
= _p_s_Sw
Here the quantity Y_ is seen to be obtained by taking the closed-loop response
measurement s 5/5d, inverting it, subtracting I, then dividing the knowm transfer
function of "he steering linkage and vehicle, GsG_w. Y" is particularly simpleP
in form in that the driver's heading describing functions Y¢, ..:sa multipli-
cative factor, while Yy enters into the bracketed expression in a relatively
simple way.
The driver/vehicle system dynamics measurements taken in the experiments
reported here are based on Eq. 7. Th9 data (Ref. I) are presented in the
effective open-loop system form Y_GsG_w because this directly reveals band-
width, crossover frequency, phase-margin s and other key system dynamic data.
The driver-alone characteristics can be deduced from the data, if desired, by
the techniques described in Ref. 28.
INTRODUCTION TO DRIVER RATINGSANDTHEIR
CONNECTIONS WITH DRIVERDYNAMICS
Some facetr of driver/vehicle control can be measured objectively. These
include the cehicle's and the driver's dynamic characteristics and the asso-
(slated driver/vehicle system dynamics and performance. Other features of the
driver control task s such as mental workload, ecncentration, and attention
demands on the driver, as well as the driver's subjective impression of the
ease with which the car is controlled, can only be assessed by asking the
driver. The factors listed above are like those which in the analogous case
of aircraft handling are taken into _ecount by a skilled test pilot in pro-
viding a pilot commentary and an associated pilot rating. For these, the
Cooper-Harper Scale (Ref. 50) is used. From the part of this scale repro-
duced in Fig. 9 we see that pilot compensation (equalization) and effort
(workload) are key factors in the ratings. It is, therefore, no surprise
that the scale has proved to be especially useful as an index when comparing
competing vehicles on a workload, pilot compensation s basis.
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AIRCRAFT 0EMANOS ON THE PILOT PILOT
CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECTED TASK OR REOUIRED OPERATION e RATING
I IExr...ellent Pdol COmpensation not a factor Ior
Highly d_.l.irlble desired perfotmlhce [1]
Good Pdot compensation not a f.l¢to¢ for
NeOllO,bll defic, f_c,. des,,e0 p_r formal_ce [2]
Fair -- Some mildly Min,mal t)tlot compcrlsatlon required for mr,,,l_
unp_esanl deficienc_l des,red performance
Mino¢ but _lnno_n 9 0el.ed perlormance requires moderate It10,o,co.peo.,,oo .,.4j
Moderately oblecllonable Adequale perlormance requ*ree
def_,enc.s consl(.le, able p,,o, compen.,,o¢l [5]
Very oble(:lm_llble I_1 Adequate performance fequ-es esten_ve Ir_l
I(qerable dehcRnc_ll pilot compensat*on
Adequlle performance r_t Itlaln_a_h.l__with m_ _m_
MilOr deficiencies maximum tolerable pilot compenslllOn. _7
Controllability hOI In queShOh
Col_llderable pilot compensation is required
Idllor dlhcql, ncms for ¢onlrol
IIl|enle pilot COmpenSitlon asrequ.'ed to
Major del_c_.:0e-, reta.n control
klllOl' dlh¢lencles Irequlrl_ OI)erltlO#l
• I_fiml;oh o| requited operation _nvolv_ ClClkG,'UihCl,s OI II*Gh| pha_ andloG
will1 acco_panyl_ ¢Witlons.
Figure 2. Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale
Because closed-loop tasks are often critical from the standpoint of opera-
tor compensation or skill required, and because such tasks are often crucial
in high worICLoad phases of operations, one would expect some connections
between subjective ratings _on a scale like the Cooper-Harper) and the opera-
tor and op,rator/vehicle system dynamics and performance. In fact, in control
tasks involving the tracking of commands (e.g., curving roads) or regulation
in the presence of disturbances (e.g., crosswinds), the operator adjusts his
dynamic characteristics to the vehicle, forcing function, and disturbance
characteristics in order to achieve some desired level (e.g., staying in a
lane) of overall operator/vehicle system performance. To do this the opera-
tot's adapted dynamics must offset or make up for vehicle dynamic deficien-
cies. In other words, by virtue of the closed-loop feedback system nature of
the op_rator/vehlcle system and the adaptive characteristics of the operator,
a duality exists between the vehicle dynamics and those the driver adapts in
order to maintain overall system characteristics essentially constant. For
this reason, the subjective ratings can be treated as being dependent on the
vehicle dynamics directly. This permits an immense simplification in prac-
tice, because the operator dynamic characteristics do not always have to be
415
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_.casured. Instead, the changes in vehicle dynamic prope_rties can be used u
independent variables which induce changes in the operator characteristics
and, in turn, changes in the rating. ="4- +_er_ be_, !ct .... no mistake -- th_
subjective ratings are indicative of operator behavior (in terms of workload,
equalization, attention and concentration demands, etc. ) as compelled by the
vehicle dynamics in order to meet system necessities.
Essentially all that has been said above has been based on pilot aircraft
systems rather than driver/vehicle systems, with the implication that a high
degree of parallel_sm exists. Driver rating techniques have been employed
with automobile scenarios (e.g., Refs. 51 and 52), although not to the degree
that the techniques have been used in aircraft.
The scale we have adapted for reEalation or compensato_, tracking situa-
tions (shown in Fig. _) is very similar to _h_ Cooper-Harper ocale in that it
emp.hasizes driver workload, compensation, and attentional demands. The scale
is i_ind_mentally open ended and intended to be interval. _$on_r..bersare shown.
When using the scale the subject shows his assessment by simply marking a loca-
tion along the lefthand side. These are later converted to n_merical "_lues
by the analyst using a range from 0 to 10 corresponding to the ticks on the
icfthand side. Because the scale is open ended, a rating greater than 10 is
possible.
CONTROL DEMANDS ON DRIVE_
DURING REGULATION TASKS
-- E_SLENT- minim_l compensation (effnrt,
anticipation) required to maintain
desired (attainable) perfcrmance
- GOOD---mild compensation required
- - FAiR--moderate compensation required
- POOR-- significantcompensationrequired
-- NEARLY UNCONTROLLABLE-- excessivecontrol
demands,cannotmaintainadequatecontrol
Figure 5. Driver Rating Scale for Regulation Tasks
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Ad_ecti '',_-... and descriptive _..r_,__:',rei,-,c*.ted" +'".......richt ,:_ tko scale
i'_.se.._<{renot _t ,_qu_l inter'¢-_l:.._n_-...._,__,_ t!:eir .....loca_i,;- alc_ the _u_±;_."""
;pa'>:.ls.'=lei._ nonlinearl:' "_djusted in a':c-,rda:.cewiti: th,:techniques cut!ined
in Rt.f'."" This is _ relative location ri'these words and p..r__',_s ",n an an'_er-
<in C int<.rv:_lpsychr,logl<<d crn_.inuum. T< tbc extent that this procedure is
s_'.-'cessgal,rating daS_ b<.sed on the adjectives c._nthen b_ treated as being on
•_n inter,Fal scale, just zs m:_rki.ngson the ]eft are. Mean: and -.-_riances<f
tilen'mnerical ratings are then legitimate operations (Refs. =..and ;' ).
TEST DRIVER VEHICLE REGULATIO_ TASK RESULTS
in %he re_alation task the system block diagram is essentially that shown
in Fig. _ In the test series a random-appearing disturbance :.;asapplied to
tilevariable stability and steering _ar by moving the front tires with the
extensible ].ink servomechanism. This serves to move the tires but not the
s<eering whee] because the serve is installed in series wirh the _triver znd
backed up by the power steering unit. To the driver the car's motions appezr
-:e_° similar te %hose present in a strongly _tlsting crosswind. The driver's
regulation task is simply to keep the car centered in the lane by applying
c:_rrcctive steering inputs.
The regulation task at [,0mph wzs performed two or three tiz.Lesfor each
vchit'!e config_Aration (see Refs. ] and 2) tested. The measurement inter,._l
".'%s ' sec. A representative sample of the prima_-j driver vehicle system
,l"namic response data, g_ven in terms of the effective single-loop, open-loop
"'" ' is shown in Fig !, In this t_iczl exa_.ple _,_des"ribing function, _pG-s.:, • • _ ....
_mpli<u,le r':ti is very, close_ to the iZea] crossover model i',._,.,oo-'_....cf th_
describing f_nction dnta (docr.nented in Ref. ], Vol. II) show amplitude ratio
slopes somewhat more or less than -PO ctB'decade, although they are still :.:ell
approximated by a straight line.
Tc es_ab!ish some elementary data trends _onsider the nearly neutral steer
='-nfi_aration. The crossover frequency, _.c, and phase margin, "_[,data fcr
these _hre¢ .]vnamic situations are shown in Fig. [ as f_mctions of the car's
inverse ya-ztime constant, I Tr. Note that crossover freluency is nearly c<n-
scant znd phase margin decreases slightly as I Tr decreases. The steering
6-_in is indicated beside the range marks on the crossover frequency _nd phase
:<'_r_-in]ata. These indicate that part of the differences in crossover frc-
:,_en.v<nd phase _rgin may be associated w_th steering gain. However, suet.
[iffercn(.es, if they do exist, are not ordered the same way for any given c-n-
fiC rat[_,n _a_though I Gs 2' is generally the lowest _c].
The phase margin data can bc converted to total system effective latency,
[ ,?, wit:
_: ;'-"M
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(rod/sec)
I Z 5 I0
" l I i I i i I , i "| i i v v I
" - _-"_. Crossover
:- _"_-,. hr"Frequency
,o ....
0 :-4--OdB : T_"_,,_
-I00 -
. ,, -200- _///. P,osegog% -
/(deg)
-3_ _ I I I I --| /
-400_i ,_zo
0 Lop 2
E_ Lop 5
Lop 8
YowVelocity to Steer Angle r 18 (3.0)
Tronsfer Functionot 50mph _ = [.75;::315]
SteeringRotio 25:1
Figure _. Typical Effective Open-Loop Describing
Function for Test Driver Series
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Figure ._. Closed-Loop System Characteristics for Test Dri--
Near-Neutral _I 4 I) Configurations
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This fundamental measare is shown in Fig. 5c. It appears to be reasonably con-
stant at re = O.21 sec for the full-scale data over the range of 2.f....I Tr. '
When contrasted with fixed-base simulator data for the same driver and
vehicle dynamic configurations (see Refs. I and 36) the data trends are gener-
ally similar over the I/Tr range tested here, but there are major quantitative
differences. The crossover frequency and phase margin for the full-scale tests
are greater than those achieved in the fixed-base simulator, and the total
system effective latency is less.
The regulation data for nine of the vehicle dynamic configurations driven
by the test driver are summarized in Table 2 and shown in Figs. 6, _, and 9.
Table 2 data are averages for all steering gains, whereas the figures show the
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF DESCRIBING FUNCTION PARAMETER FOR
TEST DRIVER REGULATION SERIES
YAW INVERSE DIRECTIONAL DIRECTIONAL MODE CROSSOVER] PHASE :EFFECTIVE
TTME CONSTAhVf MODE DAMPING UNDAMPED NATURAL i SYSTEMRAT IO FR QUE CY FREQUENCY MARG IN LAT LNCY
I/Tr _I cL'1 CUc I _'M re
--I
sec rad/sec rad/see deg see
- i
,=. ,_., 1.0 L_.k' J .-5.7 41 O. _'
_.2_ 0._3 2.6 _._ 'I O. _,_
0.75 3.[ 4.0 :_ 0.27
_ 0.71 3.4 _..1 _,F 0._:i
l,
: 0._,_' _9.. 7,.2 _.,. 0..'
",. :" 0._ _.7 :_.0 ,'.:' O. _
' 0 97 L,1 _ (, :._: 0 1
', O.77 I..L, i..0 "7 O.20
0.91 ',.,' 3.[, ' _ o.;o
Mean _.82 43.7 0 22
Standard Deviation O. _,' ,'.9 O.O'
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Figure 6. System Crossover Frequency as a Function of Inverse
Yaw Time Constant for Test Driver Series
razvge. Consider first the crossover frequency data shown in Fig. /. These
indicate at least two basic trends which correspond to high and medium damping
ratios, respectively. In general, "thevehicle dynamics with O.y i _] < 0._
permit _ crossover frequency of about _,rad sec; whereas the dynamics with
_I "-I have (A,c'Swhich are about 1% rad sec less. This is an expected result
since the effective phase lags due to the vehicle are less for the lower damp-
ing ratio cases than for the near neutral steer I_ " I) configurations. Accord-
ingl_J,the driver can attain a higher system crossover frequency for these c,n-
fi_irations for the same amount of driver lead generation. The big surprise
is that this same characteristic is not present with the low damping ratio car
i, ' O./) The reasons for the low crossover frequency exhibited bv the test
driver here may be idiosyncratic; in any event, they are obscure.
The [.rcssoverfrequency d_ta shown in Fig. , show not only the average
for all steering gains but alzo the :.-ange.The steering gains are indicated
l_c.,_.._the range marks. Just as wit}:the partial data net shown in Fig. a,
these sh ".:differences in crossover ..re]uencyassociated with the various
gains. }{oreagain, the _c differences have no consistent order. That is,
the crossover frequencies for ratios of I0, I', 19, and 2' are not generally
421
ordered the same way when warious (including repeat) configurations are coa-
sidered. A weak case could be made for higher crossover frequencies with the
"faster steering" ratios of IO and IL.and lower crossover frequencies with the
"slower" 25. The _'Jcdifferences, in any event, are s_ll.
The genera] consistency of the crossover frequency for the several steer-
ing gainc and configurations again implies that the driver tends to compensate
i'._rchanges in the steering ratio by adjusting his gain. This can be appre-
ciated visually by comparing the steering wheel and steering wheel rate time
histories at different steering ratios. Typical results for three regulation
runs are shown in Fig. 7. All three parts of this figure show comparable yaw-
ing velocity and side acceleration tr_ces. To achieve these nearly constant
vehicle motions, the steering wheel and steering wheel rate activity have to
increase markedly as the steering ratio is reduced from 10:1 to _..:I.
Unlike the crossover frequency data, the phase margin results given in
Fig. _ dc not separate well as _nctions of the vehicle damping ratio. The
mean phase margin would be _d$deg shown by the dashed line, with a standard
deviation of 7 deg. Considering the overall accuracy of measurement, the
variability of describing _unetion data, and the fact that this includes the
maverick datum at I/Tr = 3, this res_dt is quite re_rkable.
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The phase margin data are converted to total system effective latency and
shown in Fig. 9. The points are closely clustered and support an average
effective system latency of Te = 0.22 se_,with a standard deviation of about
0.03 sec. These data as a whole tie in very well with the _I " I subset pre-
viously describ,_.d.
The driver ratings obtained for the regulation tasks were reasonably con-
sistent and orderly. They clearly differentiated between configurations
requiring low or moderate and high driver compcnsation/attention demands and
other driver workload-related aspects. Iso-rating plots of whicle gain vs.
the yaw time constant are shown in Fig. 10. The lines are for nedlum and high
damping ratios, i.e., _I > 0.7. The general trends are similar to those
obtained on the flxed-base simulator (Ref. I), although the good r_glon is
narrower in the gain dimension and the right boundary is more definitively
closed. The region within the "3" b_u,_ary represents an acceptable and satis-
factory vehicle, whereas configu-atlons outside the 6 boundary are both unac-
ceptable from a workload and concentration standpoint and unsatisfactory in a
closed-loop system performance context. The region between the 3 and 6 boun-
darles is for configurations which are marginal in some respect or other.
0 i
,-- _u" 43.7dog
O_
0
-% 4o-
%
L-
.[,
O
o_*' 30- / DampingRatio
(_) High .9 • _, <- 1.0 I rongelndicateSfort°talF'! Medium .7< i .9 all ai s
20 - & Low .5s (;,<.7
Io- i I I I 1 1
o I 2 3 4 5 6
liT r (sec"a)
Figure 8. Phase Margin Data as a Function of Inverse Yaw
Time Constant for Test Driver Series
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TYPICAL DP_-VER/V_{ICLE REGULATION TASK RESULTS
The initial full-scale te_tirg series ;_ith an expert test driver provides
a core of results which potcntially could fully describe the compensatory
system characteristics of the driver, the vehicle, and the driver/vehicle
system and their interrelationships for a wide range of two-C _e-of-freedom
vehicle directional dynamics. A question that remains is how well will this
structure generalize to typical drivers. To answer this question a series of
validation experiments were run using six (including gain changes) vehicle
dynamic configurations and sixteen subjects.
Vehicle Configurations and Subjects
The six laboratory vehicle configurations selected for valldation testing
are summarized in Table 5. Configuration A is typical of near-optimum vehicle
dynamic characteristics found from _he initial series with the test driver.
The indiclal response dynamics exhibit such "good" features as:
@ Rapid initial rise time to the nominal steady-state
level.
@ Little overshoot following initial rise,
$ No residual oscillation.
The superior features of this configuration from a driver/vehicle standpoint
follow from these step response properties. Because the response is both rapid
and lacks a significant overshoot, the driver ,hasvery little requirement to
generate lead equalization in regulation tasks. When the vehicle's steering
gain is in the be_t-rated rtgion the driver's natural gain adjustment is also
just right, i.e., the veh_cle is neither too sluggish nor too sensitive in the
amplitude of its response. The test driver ratings also indicated that atten-
tion demands, _orkload, and ease of imposing control (vehicle respcnsiveness)
factors were all excellent.
To explore the sensitivity of the optimum dynamics to steering ratio varia-
tions, the A vehicle was used as the basis for three configurations, i.e., one
in the previously determined optimum regions of steering gain and the other two
near the upper and lower limits of acceptable steering ratios_ respectively.
Thus :
• A I -- 19:1 (the optimum)
• A2 _ _,:I
• A3 -- 12:1
The other configurations were selected to similarly bound the "good" region
of vehicle dynamics. Configuration B represents a lo_er frequency, m_._dium
425
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TAB-_']5
LZ_ARY 01,'YAI,IDATION SERIEf] VEHICLE CONFIGURATIONS
YAW VF,LOCITY
NATURAL DAMPING STEADY-STATE
TO STEER ANGLE
V_ICLE STEERING FREQUENCY RATIO TRANSFER FUNCTION STEERING GAIN
CONFIG- r Gr . REMARKS
RATIO Ksw( I/Tr) _190
RATION ml _I [_I; _I") (deg/sec)ideg
i
Near optimum,
A I 19:I h.9 0.77 0.25 medium damping
A_ 29:I h.9 0.77 . 24(h.0) O.19 Near optimum,
- [.77; 4.5] but low gain
Near optimum, i
A3 12:I 4.9 0.77 0.39 but high gain
18.4(_.0) 0.27 Medium frequency,
B 17:1 3.9 0.75 [.79; 3.5] medium damping
C 9:I 3._ 0.62 _.0) 0.33 Medium frequency,
[.62; _.9] low damping
I 17.9(9.0) High frequency,D 11:1 9.8 0.97 [.97; 9.8] O.24 low damplr_
I
damping configuration. Configuration C provides a low damping ratio case.
Based on the initial tests, B and C should be near the boundary of allcwable
deviation from the optimum in terms of yaw time constant, undamped natural fre-
quency, and damping ratio. Configuration D, which represents high frequency
and low damping, was included because it exhibited excellent characteristics
in discrete maneuvers. Its I/T r and gain characteristics are near optimum.
Eight male and _ight f_ma]c drivers _ere used for the validation testing.
All subjects were in the :_,-hO age group (average age 50), b_d average driving
ex]>_rience (15 years), good driving records, and _veraged PO,(_O driving miles
per year. The subjects, their ,,_x, age, occupation and personal car _re li_ted
in Table I_.
Effectsof VehicleDynamics
Representat_ ve examples of the effective single-loop, open-loop describing
9unction Y_G_ _ _re shown in Figs. II and I:'. These serve several p_rposes
's
P'irst, they i_icate that the ampl_tude ratio is close to the ideal crossover
model form. Second, they show that three typical subjects, one male and two
426
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TABLE 4
SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS -- VALIDATION TESTING
SUBJECT INITIALS
SEX AGE OCCUPATION PERSONAL CAR
AND LETTER CODE
Group I
DS -- "C'" F 37 Housewife '73 Chev. Impala
JR- "D" F 37 Model '71 Datsun 1600
RW _ "E" M 29 Production Supervisor '66 Ford Truck with
Camper
Group II
KD -- "F" M 26 Mechanic '54 Chev. Pickup
Track
LT _ "G" F 40 Housewife '73 Datsun 240Z
SG -- '_{" M 29 Truck Driver '72 Dodge Challenger
Group III
RB -- 'T' F 28 Artist, Counselor '63 Buick
JC _ "J" M 54 Photographer '69 Ford T-Bird t
RC _ '_(" F 37 Production Planner I '70 Gremlin
urou_ ./
_Z -- "M" F 2_) Housewife '74 Fiat 12h
KH -- "N" M 40 instructor '6_ Chev. Wagon
JE- "0" F 27 Housewife '70 Datsun 510
_v
SH -- "o" M _ Teacher '72 Mazda Wagon ,
SS- "Q" F _ Teacher '73 Chev. Vega
RB- "R" M 29 Student '7P Ford Pinto
Group Vz
GE -- "L" M 2{3 R and D Technician '65 Ford Falcon
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Subjects for Configuration A I
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Figure 12. Comparison of Test Driver and Three Typical
Subjects for Configuration B
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females, and the expert test driver have very similar characteristics in this
task. This is a general conclusion and not confined to the three drivers whose
data are zhown.
That these results are typical can be appreciated from Figs. 13 and II_
which show the crossover frequency and phase margin for the 16 subjects on
Configurations A_,, B, C, and D. The test driver's data points for these same
configurations are shown with ticks. In the crossover frequency plot the test
driver and all 16 subjects' data are remarkably similar. Configuration D is
not included in this concensus because the test driver data for this configu-
ration were incomplete.
-j
a;
D
U
3
u 4-
C
A2Q
O 3-
U
2- Q High Domping J
E] Medium Domping!L_ Low Dompin9jl
I - Test driver doto noted
by ticks
Bor Denotes ±1o.
o- J , = i io I 2 3 4 5
I/Tr (set,")
Figure 13. System Crossover 9?equencies for All Subjects
on Configurations A , B, C, D
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Figure lb. System E'_aseMargins for All Subjects on
ConfigurationsA2; B, C, D
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The phase margin data in Fig. 14 _re considerably lower for the i_ subjects
t_-_n for the test driver except for the test driver's one maverick point at
I/T r 5.0 sec -I, which is in line with the phase margins for the 16 subjects.
These results are interpreted in terms of the effective system latency in
}_ig. 15. It appears that the total system latency for the test drifter is
about O.1 sec i_ than the mean of all subjects. Consequently, we can con-
elude that the t_st driver was unusually skilled in the regallation maneuvers
and that this skill is made manifest in his lower effective tire delay.
A summary of driver/vehicle response data for male and female subjects is
shown in Table 5. The phase margins are clearly sex-independent, while the
males exhibit a slightly higher crossover frequency. The only statistically
significant difference between male and female in the entire table is cross-
over frequency for the medium-frequency, low-damping Configuration C.
"G B
W
th
_, .3 - Az
u C¢-
o
E .2-
U'0
(_) High Damping
._>
Q Medium Oampir_:j D
,,- L_ Low Damping
Test dr=verdata noted
by ticks
Bar Denotes .*lo-
O0 I I I I I_I 2 3 4 5
I/Tr (sec")
Figure 15. Effective S_jstem Latency for All Subjects on
Configurations A2, B, C, D
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF DRI\qER/_!CLE RESPONSE DATA
FOR MALE AND F_ALE SUBJECTS
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY PHASE MARGIN
CONFIGURATION _c (rad/sec) _M (deg)
MALE F_4ALE MALE FEMALE
A2
3.86-+0.59 3.65-+0.55 28-+12 31 -+8.7
(optimum)
B
(Medium frequency 3.85 -+O.55 3.65 -+O.24 20 -+12 19 -+8.7
and damping)
C
(Medium frequency, 4.1 -+0.2* _._ -+0.23 32-+9.9 37-+14
low damping)
D
(High frequency, 5 .2-+1.0 4.9-+1.2 62-+16 63-+16
low damping)
*Significantly different from females at a < 0.01.
Effects of Steering Ge_n Changes
in Regulation Task
The effects of steering gain were evaluated between Configurations A], A2,
and A5. }'brmost of the subjects these configurations were set up in three
separate test cars. Consequently, the regulation task (which used the vari-
able stability and steering, VSS, car) was not able to be done at each steering
ratio. For the three initial subjects, however, the VSS car was used as a test
vehicle for all of the variable gain results. For these three we have, there-
fore, a relatively complete stc_y.
433
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The remaining subjects tested the normal steering ratio (],):l)using a
standard 1974 Nova and the high steering ratio (]2:1) on anot._,_er19"'..i_o-_
laborato_" vehicle which had shortened steering knuckle lengths. For al! sub-
jects the effects of steering gain were evaluated through subjective ratings.
Most subjects preferred the 19:] steering ratio, although three _ales and thxee
females showed a preference for other values. The test driver preferred a
higher gain (14 •] steering ratio).
Differences were also obtained between the objective driver measures for
the tkree "typical" drivers and the test driver. It will be recalled that the
test driver readily modified his own gain to adapt to changes in steering gain,
thereby keeping his crossover frequency and closed-loop characteristics rela-
tively constant over the range of steering gains tested. This result was also
anticipated because it constitutes a fundamental male in man,'machine system
theory which, in turn, is based upon a large number of experiments with well-
trained operators in a great variety of controlled elements. This background
is recalled because the three typical drivers in this series did not be_ve in
this fashion. Instead, as shown in Fig. 16, the subjects were not increasing
their own internal gain to compensate for the reduction in that of the car. As
a consequence of the reduced system crossover frequency, the system performance
degraded. This is indicated by the increase in yawing velocity dispersion, ar,
also shown in Fig. 16.
As a further comment on the Fig. 16 results it should be noted that two of
the three subjects were female, in all of the previous man nmchine system
experiments in which controlled element gain variations have oeen made, con-
ducted by many different investigators, the subjects have been exclusively
male (Ref. 37). Because about a third of the driving population is female,
"this is an important consideration in driver vehicle systems and this effect
should be investigated further.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The results of these experiments provide a _arge nmmber of 9._ndamental
conslusions. Thes ; are presented below under appropriate headings.
Driver and Drivc.r Vehicle D_namic Performance
I. In adjusting to difi'erent vehicle dyn<%mies the t_,_picaland
expert drivers adopted equali"ati(m which is well accounted
for by the crossover model of manual control theory.
2. The t._pical driver adjustment t,, c_'_nges in steeriug gain
did not always exhibit the expected vchic!e gain offset by
gain changes. This is at variance with test driver and
general man machine system res_Jts; however, it is based
on results of only three of the I,'t,vpica] drivers.
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•_ Average:5Ss
e (CDE)
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"0
3
2- Q Crossover Frequency, wc
X Yow Velocity Dispersion,o'r
Phase margin approximately
constant at 39 ° +- 15°
for oll rotios
I-
o I I I I I I5:1 I0:1 15:1 20:1 25:1 30:1
Steering Ratio
Vigure I,_. Driver/Vehicle System Crossover P'requeneyand Yaw
Velocity Dispersion as s Function of Steering Ratio for
Configuration A, Three Subjects (C, D, E)
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3. System crossover frequency is:
• The same as tP_t of the test driver for three
of the four vehicle dynamic confi_iratio_s
compared.
• About constant at 3.7 rad sec for three con-
figurations, but hzgher for the medium fre-
quency, low damping configurations.
• Decreased as the steering sensitivity is
decreased (based on three subjects).
4. System phase margin for the typical drivers:
• Showed two distinct levels dependent on vehicle
damping ratio; increasing with decreasing damp-
ing ratio.
• Increased as I/Tr increased.
• Were about 15 deg lower than the test driver
for the medium damping ratio configt,rations.
5. The effective system latency, We, for the higher damping
ratio configurations was about 0.3 sec. Th_s is about
0.I sec slower than that measured for the test driver.
Comparisons Between Subjects
]. Male drivers had slightly higher crossover frequencies
than the feN_les although this difference was statisti-
cally significant for only one configuration.
2. Phase margin data for male and female drivers are very
close.
Driver Ratings
I. Driver opinion ratings appear highly consistent and
clearly differentiate between regions of low, moderate,
and high driver compensation and attention demands.
2. The rating space (of gain vs. yaw time constant) for
_I _ I is suitable for lower damping ratio data as well,
i.e., _I _ 0.7.
". The subjective evaluations appear to be more sensitive,
in general, to vehicle configurations than the detailed
objective factors. Consequently, it can be expected
that more subtle differences in driver workload ana
attentional demands can be detected in this fashion
than can be demonstrated objectively.
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A KINESTHETIC-TACTUAL D'SPLAY FOR STALL DETERRENCE¢c
Richard D. Gilson, Rora]d W. Vento]a,
and Robert E. "enton
The Ohio State Uriversity
Columbus, Ohio
ABSTRACT
A kinesthetic-tactual display may be effectively used as a control aid
per previous flight tests. Angle-of-attack (AOA) information would be con-
tinuously presented to a pilot, via this display, during those critical operr-
tiona| phases--approaches to landing, takeoff and departures, and accelerated
maneuve:s--where stalls are probable. He would then have a continuous indica-
tion of aerodynamic state, and thus perform the necessary control before a
stall condition was reached.
A two-phase plan for evaluating this concept is presented. A first
development phase would ePcompass:
a) Display fabrication for a conventional control yoke;
b) Its installation, together with other necessary instrumentation,
in an experimental aircraft; and
c) Preliminary flight testing by experienced pilots.
Upon completion of sucll a six-month effort, a I2-month evaluation phase,
which would be designed to detern,lne the efficacy of the display aid when a
p!lot is both distracted and under stress in critical f_;ght situations,
would be conducted.
INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic stall/spin accidents are particularly lethal, accounting for
23.5_ of the fatal general aviation accidents from 1967 through 1969 (l).
Despite NTSB efforts in delineating the problem and suggesting various cura-
tives, a substantial reduction in the number of such accidents remains an
elusive goal. Thus, this problem, which is faced by an ever-increasln9
number of sma]l aircraft users, remains among the most urgen_ in jeneral
aviation.
Stall-warning devices :.ave generally involved the presentation of only
"out-of-llmlt" information, and necessitdte unexpected, yet immediate and
The efforts reported here were sponsored by the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration (FAA), Contract No DOT-FA74WA-351S. The contents :ontained herein
do not necessarily reflect FAA pollcy in all respects and it does not, in
itself, constitute a standard specification or regulation.
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appropriate action by the pilot. Inappropriate action can well resu!t in
times of heavy Lask loading and/or stress because of a missed, misinterpreted,
or disregarded warning. The latter would be especially probable when the
presentation were made via display lights and the pilot were looking etse-
where. If an auditory warning were employed, it may be in competition with
other intermittently presented auditory signals; e.g., a landing-gear warning
or voice transmissions (2).
Signals conveyed via the sense of touch, (i.e., with a factual signal)
such as with a "stick shaker", are more difficult to ignore and appear more
effective (1). However, here again the s!gnal is either "off" corresponding
to a non--stall condition, or it is "on" (i.e., causing the control column to
shake) when the aircraft is en the "ragged edge" oF stalling. The warning is
unexpectedly presented, and the pilot must respond immediately with the
required corrective control action. There is at !east the possibility that
an incorrect and hazardous response could result.
If information pertaining to the aerodynamic state of an aircraft were
continuously available in a form that was non-competitive with other vital
visual and auditory information, this problem may be substantially reduced.
In view of the viability of the tactual stick-shaker approach, continuous
information transmission via the cutaneous modality would appear worthy of
further exploration.
An effective kinesthetic-tactual display has been described (3), that
involves the natural manipulation of a control handle with an embedded
dynamic display to determine vehicular state information (e.g., angle of
attack (AOA) of an aircraft). It consists of a rectangular metal slide
mounted in the head of a control stick (see Figure l), which is used to pre-
sent continuous AOA (or more accurately, lift informotion. A fo_.ard pro-
trusic_ of the servo-controlled s!ide corresponds to a larger°_han-desired
AOA, and the corrective respomse is movement of the yoke forward so as to
decrease the error and retur, the slide to its neutral or flush position.
The latter corresponds to acl.ieving the desired AOA. Analogously, an aft
orotrusion such as is shown in Figure l, (next page) corresponds to a less-
than-desired A0A and necessitates an aft corrective control yoke motion. In
essence, the pilot would receive information by feeling the displayed tactua]
signal ano respond by "follo_,ing" with the control so as to maintain the
desired AOA.
During a preliminary inflight study, novice pill is, using either this
tactual display or a visual display of AgA, were instructed to maintain both
constant airspeed and altitude while flying tight turns about a point (4).
Dramatic improvements in control of AOA, airspeed and altitude were obtalned--
both in terms of variance end maximum deviation-- for the tactual versus the
visua, display condition.
_his display appears to combine a number of advantages:
(a) The A0A information is continuously available and the
problems associated with a suddenly displayed warning
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Figure 1. Prototype kinesthetic-tactua] display
installed in an experi_ental Cessna !72.
are essential ly overcome.
(b) Pilot reactions are less ambiguous because the display motion
is both located at the p :i,,t in space where the c_rrecting
action must be applied a,_.J i" _ consistent w!th thu '/_._ke
mot ion;
(c) The 'compelling" nature _t the display ";aLes it di£flcu_t
to ignore--ever, in times of stress;
(d) Timely and correct responses are promoted, al_.,_st wlthou"
conscious thouqht; and
(e) A pilot car_ exercise ]udgment with respect to its use.
For these reasons, this display would appear to !_u a p,-i_'_ , candldat, .._r
prnvidlng pilots with su£ficient, easv-to-interpre: i,_'c_,-'"at i,m ',,r h!a_!
aw, idance.
OPERATIONAL I MPLEMENTATION
The functional _.spects pertaininq to an op_.,r_l', i ,n,-_l i"plt ' _,.nt;_t i, n ,,'
t_iS dlsDla_ are shown in the !,l_ck diaqra_, of ni,_-:,-_. 2. T,,_ r,. ,_r-, ' _,_ '_, .
_'eat_r'es ,-_' thi._ implementat i,_n:
1 C,_ntr'o} ',oLd, and tact.,_.;l Jispln\ !..',;,_n;
?. Availaf:illtv t_t AQA;
1. :':,,,_'at i_nal _,nvelop,.,;
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4. Stall warning; and
5. Display system failure consideratinns.
Control yoke ana tactual display. Any practical embodiment must involve
mounting the display into existing control yokes. A drawing of a moclified
control yoke is shown in Figure 3 along _ith all the display components
which must be installed in the hand grip. Note that the size of the install-
ation is such that it can be drilled and fitted into the "hand-sized" control
yokes used by most of the major aircraft manufacturers.
i/_
t.f,
a
t _
q
Figure 3. Modified yoke with component orientation.
l The Icfthand grip is "he )bvious choice for the display since "side-by-
side" aircraft are designed to have virtually all aircraft control with the
left hand and levers and switches controlled by a pilot's right hand.
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Availability of AOA. The aerodynamic information to be displayed could
be provided by various devices ranging from airspeed-pressure probes to
angle-of-attack vanes. Airspeed-pressure probes, although curruntly
installed in small airplanes, are not readily available for additional use
b_cause (a) such usage is precluded by Federal Air Regulations and, (b) the
cost of the required differential pressure - to voltage transducer would
exceed $I00 plus installation. Moreover, an airspeed measurement contains
an inherent lag, and the desired airspeed depends upon both aircraft config-
uration (e.g., flap setting and landing-gear state) and aircraft gross
weight.
Relative wind vane, AOA devices usually require special installation,
have different desired valves for various aircraft configurations and are
often insufficiently rugged for common usage.
The design proposed here utilizes a "lift" transducer2--a component of
the Safe Flight, Inc., SCI50 visual speed-control display system--which can
be approved (under a technical standard order) for use as a stall-warning
device. It is rugged, characterized by a negligible dynamic lag, and a low
cost. It can be installed in the same cutout in the wing as the stall reed,
which it can replace. Finally, the desired value of its output, unlike that
from an airspeed pressure probe or an AOA vane, is epproximately constant
with respect to both aircraft configuration and aircraft gross weight.
Operational envelope. There are two situations when a tactual display
of AOA would be inappropriate--during ground operations and while in cruise
flight. In the forme,, the display would be protruding _ully fo:_ard cor-
responding to a stall condition, while in the latter i( would be fully aft
corresponding to cruise at high speed. To prevent false tracking and learn-
ing as well as hand irritaticn, the display should be deactivated and main-
tained in its "flush" or neutral position during such operations.
Consider tlleoperational envelope presented in _le I, which is based
on flight data obtained from an OSI'experimenta] Ces_.,a 172, the display
would be enabled up to 95 mph, and it would be disabled for speeds greeter
than 95 mph as these encompass the general cruise range for this aircraft.
From data obtained during an approach, flare, touchdown and rollout the
obvious choice would be to disable the _isp;ay at the flare, at about 55 mph;
however, the display would re-enable wher, the brakes were applied. This
possibility can be eliminated by employing a landing-gear, weight sensor to
provide a disabling signal. With this means for disabling the display, a
pilot may touchdown or rotate the aircraft at whatever speed the environ-
mental situation may warrant. (Table l next page)
In essence, the display would be enabled durinq the critical phases _f
takeoff, in the landing pattern and in the subsequent approach to landinq.
This should deter frequently encountered takeoff and departure stalls, as
In this report, the measurement from such a transducer is referred _o as
,_ AOA for convenience; however, it is noL precisely the same as the measure-
ment from a relative wind vane.
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well as both accelerated and approach-to-landing stalls.
Stall warning. Per Federal Aviation Regulations, a clear and distinct
stall-warning is required for small airplanes. This would be automatically
incorporated in the concept advocated here, as the SCI50 transducer includes
a prestall switching circuit capable of energizing a stall-warning display.
This circuit could be used to actuate the currently employed audio and
visual stall-warning displays without modification. Alternatively, other
display concepts could be employed, including the most effective prestall
warning yet employed--the stick shaker (1). This works well as it, by analogy
"previ(_s' an aircraft's aerodynamic response--a shaking and buffeting motion-
in a stall. However, the addition of a stick shaker is costly and could be
an unnecessary expense when a tactual-stall deterrent was employed. The
desired AOA, as well as the magnitude and direction of any error, are contin-
uously presented via such a deterrent system. Thus, a pilot would be aware
of any AOA deviations. In this context, it would seen sufficient to continue
to employ an audio signal for stall warning. It should be clear, however,
that a stick shaker could be provided on an optional basis.
OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE
Display A/,S range
Condition Enabled tmph_
Taxi- Roll No O- 55
Rotation Yes 55-65
Climb Yes 65-95
: Cruise No 95-
Approach Yes 72
, Rare No 55
Table I
Failure modes. S:nce an installed tactual display w_uld not alter c)r
affect an aircraft's manual contr,_ls or its c,_ntrol systems, a display fail-
ure would no_ affect lhe basic pe,'formanc,, to be expected from the aircraft.
Further. since the display would provide information in addition to that
._hich is presently available, (('.,-]., airspeed from a visual display and the
req_ired stall warning), its failure would simply leave a pilnt with the
446
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information presently available. 3 Thus, a display failure should lead to no
serious consequences.
If, after the evaluation testing, it were considered desirable to have an
absolutely positive failure indication, one could employ a configuration such
as that sketch in Figure 4. This configuration would be designed to meet two
Tactual Device
Failure Indication
Figure 4. Failure indication concept.
criteria:
(a) To indlcate system failure positively; and
(b) To prevent false control action arising from a
potentially misinterpreted displayed signal.
In the event of a fa!lure, a section of the grip would be moved out as shown
so as to block a pilot's manipulation of the display slide, aml prevent him
from following any inappropriately displayod signal. Unfortunately, this or
similar configurations would result in addi_iunol display/control yoke com-
plexity and a substantially higher cost.
In any event, a display failure would not interfere with any of a pilot's
normal control actions, and it would avoid thu potential hazards associated
with any system integrated into or overriding ti_eaircraft's flight controls.
3 Note that neither the airspeed indicator nor the stall warning have built-
in failure indications,
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FLIGHT TESTING
A two-phase inf]ight study of the tactual stall-deterrent concept is
planned. Hereafter, these phases will be referred to as tne development phase
and the evaluation phase.
Development phase. After, the mechanical and electronic portions of the
display are fabricated, and installed in an experimental a_rcraft, preliminary
flight testing will be conducted to:
(1) Insure that the designed display is satisfactory under
flight conditions;
(2) Adjust the display parameters for both effective
tracking and general pilot satisfaction; and
(3) Adjust threshold circaits for stall warning and display
enablement and disablement.
The flight tests will be conducted by certified flight instructors to eval-
uate display performance in both normal and abnormal flight situations; gust
loading, accelerated and out-of-coordination maneuvers, and flight regimes
wherein it will be necessary for a pilot to use both power and yoke control to
correct A0A errors. Human factors considerations will also be assessed, such
as minimum factual display displacement thresholds required for detection and
control, the effects of cold and perspiring hands, the effects of gloves worn
while flying with the tactual display, and the effects of vibration and con-
trol pressures induced by the aircraft.
Evaluation phase--psychological aspects. The evaluation phase is de-
signed to obtain answers to certain critical questions relating to the in-
flight effectiveness of the tactual stall deterrent. For example, it is
generally believed that a stall/spin results from a pilot either being dis-
tracted from hls primary task of flying or being under such ctress that he
doesn't notice a developing critical flight situation. In ad6ition, the pos-
sibility of a display dependency faust be considered; i.e., would a p!lot
become so dependent on this aid that effective flight control would be
degraded if it failed.
Distractions. In order to dete,'mine the effects of disLraction, the
pilot subject will be "tasg<-loaded''with additional duties. For the inflight
situation, an auditory ,he,c,'y task would be both effective and valid for
the following reasons: first, if ,aemory performance were degraded while the
pilot was flying with either display condition, then it is probable that one
display condition was more demanding than the other; second, as increased
loading on the pilot would be posed by the auditory task, one wojld expect
that control would be more degraded _ith the more difficult of the two _is-
play c nditions. Fir.ally, an auditory task requiring memory is analogous t_,
an inflight situation--operation in the traffic pattc_'n. At t_er-zont_olled
airports, pilots are required to both listen, remember and do some simple
problem solving while flyinq in the patt_,rn. Many pilots refer to such flyinq
with trepidation callinq _t highly taxinq _f their skills as well as intr()-
dueing considerable stres._.
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Two important measures of pilot Performance can be obtained. First, an
objectiw measure of AOA varianc_--a clear indi_atiun uf a pilut's ¢ontrul.
Second, an objective measure of "residual" attention can be obtained via an
analysis of the auditory task.
Stress. Elements of stress (strain) can be introduced in "l_i-time"
pilots by their just being in a touch-and-go pattern. However, this level of
stress would probably not be as great as that which is hypothetically present
during some periods of excessive control errors. The "desired" level could
be reached by unexpectedly instructing a pilot planning a touch-an-go to
terminate the approach with a "go-around."
In practice, the latter results in a number of stall/spin accidents each
year, and it is widely believed to be a high-stress event. Thus, its inclu-
sion in the experimental protocol has the advantage of both inducing stress
and face validity with actual events. Since performance of the auditory
memory task would also be required, s,Jfficient di,_rac, ions and stress effects
should be present.
Dependency. The final aspect of the evaluation would be concerned with
the potential dependency of a pil, t on the tactual display--especially if it
were to result in superior control. Since t e goal is to provide effective
_d to a pilot, in a manner somewhat analogous to that of a fliqht director,
ic is highly undesirable that a pilot become exclusively dependent on the
aid for control information. _
One potentially effective test for such dependency would be as follows:
A pilot would be instructed to execute a sequence of approaches
to landing, first using only visual and then only tactual (or
vice-versa) AOA information. He would be told apriori that a
failure wculd be instigated at some unannounccd time with each
display condition. He would be required to respond by first
requesting the use of indicated airspeed and, then with air-
speed cues only, to continue the approach to landing.
There are two critical aspects to such a failure--these are
detection by the pilot and his subsequent control. One
measure of the former would be _he delay time for detection,
Addl ionally, if detection time were excessive, one would
expect that substantial control errors would resu!t and that
a positive failure indicatnr, such as is shown in Figure 4
would be required.
If degraded performance were obtained after detection with the
This is, no doubt, a low probability circumstance in view of th_ varied
visual, auditory and kinesthetic cues that a oilot al_o uses to tense speed
and attitude information. Nevertheless, this possibility must be considered
during the evaluation phase.
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use of airspeed, as compared to that obt&ined in prior
"normal" tests with air6peed alone, one would suspect [hal
a dependency problem may exist. One solution would be
improved performance from additional training in which
failures were induced and subsequent aircraft control
depended on airspeed indications only.
The major portion of the evaluation effort will be devoted to testing
"low-time" pilots during takeoffs and departurcs, approaches to landings, and
"go-arounds" A detailed proto=ol is included iv,Reference (5). Some test
subjects, however, will also include flight instructors. The goal will be to
obtain a measure of an experienced pilot's need for a stall deterrent. This
would be especially helpful if it were related both to an aircraft with which
a pilot was familiar and one with which he was unfamiliar.
CONCLUSIONS
Per previous effo_t_, (4) it appears that the effective use of a tactual
display will result in more precise control of an aircraft--particularily
when a pilot's visual attention is req,;,red outside the cockpit. When a
kinesthetic-tactual display, such as that discussed here, is employed as a
stall deterrent, it is ant;cipate4 that an increased level of safety would be
achieved due to enhanced pilot awareness of his aircr&Ft's state--especia!]y
che development of near-stall conditions. With the experimental protocol that
has been developed (5), abundant evidence, either positive nr negative _nould
be obtained to test the validity of this conjecture.
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ABSTRACT
Three different simulated ATC distributed-management systems were
presented to three groups of three pilots and two controllers per group in
order to investigate the effects of alternative traffic management possibil-
ities on task performance und pilot-controller verbal workloads. The ba-
sic task required three piloted simulated STOL craft to merge between two
computer-generated CTOL separated by approximately 5nrn on a final run-
way approach.
Two new rule structures - sequencing and advisory - in addition to
vectoring were studied in conjunction with CRT pilot displays incorporating
Traffic Situation Displays with and without aircraft flight path predictors.
The sequencing and advisory systems gave increasing control responsibility
to the pilots.
Flight performance data, subjective evaluations and verbal data were
analyzed in terms of four planned comparisons. In general, the nonvector-
lug alternatives were superior to vectoring, particularly in terms of re-
duced verbal workload. The verbal data were analyzed under several for-
mats of successive detail ranging from raw word counts to message type
categorizations. The influence of flight path predictors on verbal workload
was also studied.
It was concluded that distributed-management systems could in pl ac-
rice significantly reduce controller verbal workload without reducing system
performance. Implications of this conclusion suggest that distributed-man-
agement would allow controllers to handle a larger volume of traffic safely
either as a normal operating procedure or as a failure mode alternative in
a highly automated ground centered system.
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INTRODUCTION
A series of experiments have been performed in the Man-Machine In-
tegration Branch at NASA-Ames Research Center comparing distributed pi-
lot-controllermanagement systems to the more traditionalground-based
vectoring philosophy of trafficmanagement. These studies were made as
part of a general program evaluating the possible impact and potentialities
of various existin_ and state-of-the-art equipments and information available
to controllers and pilotson air trafficmanagement.
The experimental context was the degree of trafficmanagement dis-
tributionbetween pilotsand controllers made possible primarily by traffic
situationdisplays in each aircraft. The experimental simulations incor-
porated as much realism as possible by using professional pilotsand con-
trollers, _round-based piloted_imulators, air-air and air-ground informa-
tionexchange. The experiments explored three differentalternativesof
trafficmanagement distributionfor simulated terminal approach control and
tiledata were analyzed to determine the relative standing of each alternative
on a number of measure_ such as safety, orderliness, efficiency,manual
and verbal workloads, etc.
Analyses of flightperformance measures, subjective evaluations and
(1),(2)
limited verbal data have been made and reported previously It is
the purpose of this pap_-r to report the results of the verbal communication
data analyses in order to examine and compare the verbal workloads of pi-
lots and controllers in the distributed management systems. It was a maj-
or hypothesis that distributed management could reduce the necessary ver-
bal communication between pilots and controllers thereby reducing a major
part of the controller workload (3) without an equivalent increase in pilot ver-
bal workload. A more extensive analysis of the verbal data can be found in
Reference 4. The verbal data were also analyzed in a manner that could
determine the zmpact of tactical flight path predictors on the verbal work-
load of pilots and controllers. Fine grained analyses were performed in an
attempt to uncover traffic information verbally communicated in the experi-
ments which could be instrumented and furnished to the pilots to reduce ver-
bal workload.
The basic question of this paper is the extent to which alternative ATC
traffic management configurations (sequencing and advisory) differ from the
traditional vectoring one in terms of the verbal workload of pilots and
controllers.
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Previous analyses of flight performance measures and subjective eval-
uations indicated the nonvectoring conditions were generally at least as good
as w-ctoring if not superior (1)'(2)
METtlOD
Both the three divisions of responsibihty and the task used in the ex-
periments were evolved from discussions with pilots and controllers in the
San Francisco area in order to provide realistic simulations within the con-
fines of the equipment and the experimental nature of the investigations.
1. Distributed Management _._lternatives
Three divisions of responsibility - Vectoring (v), Sequencing (s) and
Advisory (A) and four different pilot CRT traffic situation map displays
were combined to produce the seven experimental conditions shown in
Figure 1.
1 "'-..
_12"_1v l i ,.><C'-.. .,_,
_1| , f"._ I ._. ">'C'_ i / I /Assuronce
l,'i/xur(' I. l)ivisions of l{(:sp()n:_ibility and Pilot Map lJisplays
I/s¢:¢I in The Traffic Management Simulations,
Th(' thrv¢, divisic)ns of rvst)orsibility ('orrespond to ground centralized (Vec-
toring), air centralized (Advisory) and a moderate division (Sequencing) in
which v.c)ntrolter..; were responsible only for issuing sequencing (order of
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landing) commands. Thus two extreme versions of management distributlon
and a more balanced version (sequencing) were studied. Pilot traffic situa-
tion displays (a map type) either showed only their own A/C (used only for
vectoring) or all A/C in the problem. 30 second tactical path predictors of
the A/C were displayed as ground track predictions on the pilots' traffic dis-
play in some conditions. The display effects of no predictors, predictor on
own A/C only and predictors on all A/C were studied as part of the experi-
mental paradigm. The Vectoring mode required controllers to vector each
A/C as usual while in the Advisory mode, controllers were to refrain from
anything interpretable as a command allowing the three pilots full control re-
sponsibility for solving the traffic problem.
2. Task
The basic task required that the three piloted A/C simulators consid-
ered to be of the STOL variety be inserted 'between" two scheduled com-
puter generated CTOL A/C which were on a final 3° approach. The STOLS
started at 3000' with instructions to fly a 6 ° descent on the ILS with the task
termlnated for each A/C as it crossed the middle marker. Figure 2 shows
a map like projection of the A/C at the problem start and a view of a pilot's
CRT display during a test with an all A/C traffic situation display beneath
the CRT vertical situation display. Each A/C has a predictor displayed al-
though itis not apparent in this figure.
Meod,_g
I X rt,ro,,_ 89 109 2677 A_,,,_,,CAsh,. 177 + 300 s,.* .o,, ,,/..,.
' I II Turn role • -3 [-----I "3• .(Lw,_41
A/C Po.ition -__ ' -(LOM) > ---J.
I
I
1
I
Figure 2. Ground Projection of the Task and a Pilot's CRT
Display in a Non Vectoring Condition During a Trial.
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A minimum of 30 sec. spacing crossing the middle marker (or 1 nm
depending on the problem conditions) and a crossing speed of 120 KTS were
sz, ecified as basic conditions [n addition to other instructions. Initial head-
rag, speeds and positions for the STOLS were r_ndomized within constraints
to allow a problem solution. A complete description of the task, instruc-
tions, displays etc. has been described previously (l' 4)
3. Verbal Measures
The verbal intercommunications between pilots and between pilots and
controllers were tape recorded for each experimental run. Each run lasted
approximately 5 minutes. There were tile seven conditions shown _n Figure
I with four trials per run (not including practice runs) and three independent
groups of pilots and controllers. Thus, approximately seven hours of ver-
bal data were recorded and analyzed.
The verbal data were first transcribed verbatim on to hard copy with
the speaker(s) identified in every case and this copy was the basis for"fur-
ther reduction. Two basic types of analyses were made, a dynamic analy-
sis of undifferentiated total word count per unit time which is useful in fol-
lowing the temporal pattern of verbal workload and a static analysis of the
undifferentiated and categorized verbal data. Each analysis will be discus-
sod tn the appropriate section, Rc.ference 4, can be consulted for a compre-
hensive discussion of the development and details of the verbal analysts
methodology, com#arisons with preexisting methods and the formulation of
the basic task as a small group p,'oblem. This paper presents selected re-
•ults from that reference.
RESULTS
The results of the w_rbal data analyses are presented in this section
in tw,, major categories displaying selected dynamic and static features.
l vr.amie Analyses of the Verbal l)ata
dynamic analyses of the verbal (lata are straightforward compila-
tions ,,f the number of words spoken per 30 second interval as determined
by word counts madt: from the transcriptions which also had temporal mar'-
kers where indicated from the origlna] tape recordlngs, l)ata from all 3
groups are averaged and plotted against eumulatlve word count. The
graphs permit the inltlal word rate and final word count to l)e seen dlrectly.
The ordering of each condition is indLcated along the approprLate axes.
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Consecutive points on a curve represent dat_ from consecutive 30 second In-
tervals.
Figure 3 shows the undifferentiated w_rd rate for the pilots and con-
trollers as well as the both combined ("system"}. In comparing the graphs,
the differences in abscissa scaling should be noted.
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I,'igure 3. Word Hate - vs - Cumulative Worct Count For the
Sew.'n I.,'xp,'rimental Conditions. Pilots, Controllers
and Total toystem) Data are Shown Separately.
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The most obvtous feature of the graphs is tile iarge difl'ercncc in con
troller word rates re:" the vectormg condition as oppose(i to the sequencing
and advisory conditions. I,_or example, the sin_ controller began the vec-
toring runs speaking at a rate of nearly one and one-half words per second
for the first half minute to vector the three simulators and finished the run
with a total of nearly 250 words. Both the mitlal word rate and cumulative
word count decrease sharply for the controllers as their responsibility de-
creases m the system from vectoring to sequencing to advis_,ry modes of
distributed management. There zs an indication that the sequencing condL-
tlon in which no path predictors were displayed for the pilots had an initial
controller verbal workload which was comparable to the vectoring condition.
The pilot data show that the imtial word rates for the pilots as a
were essentially the same for vectoring and sequencing but slightly higher
for the advisory conditions. The pilot cumulative word rate is highest for
the advisory and vectoring condition and lowest for the sequencing conditmn.
Thus, while the controller workload decreases as pilot responslbilLty m-
creases, the pilots' workload increases as the responsibility moves away'
from a balanced distribution of management (sequencing). tIowever, it
should be remembered that the pilot verbal data shown is the sum total of
each single pilot's dp_.a. The per pilot data could be considered as 1/3 of
that shown. Thus, even in the highest verbal workload condition, any given
pilot had approximately a 15 word per 30 see. rate at the beginning of the
advisory condition and would have spoken about 50 words over the total 5
minute period of the run. This should be compared to the tangle controller
speaking at a rate of 50 words per 30 seconds at the beginning of the vector-
ing condition and speaking nearly 250 words ov : the permd of the run.
The total system word rah- shown in l,'igure 3 indicates the large dif-
ference between the vectoring and nonvectoring conditions, parttcularly in
terms of ille total words spoken. The similarity of the initial word rates
indicates that a certain amount of initial information must be communicated
while the spread in final word count between vectoring and nonvectorlng con-
dltions indicates that the veetormg condition is not conducive to the most ef-
ficient transfer of this informatmn. Ct'rtainly it would seem that thr initial
word rate ts limited in the vectoring condltmn since 45 words per 30 seconds
is a w._ry t'apld speech rat,,. The tendency of the controller word rat(: to
remain high whereas It falls rapidly for nonvectormg condition ts a :'eflec-
hen of th(' fact that the gr()und ('entrallzt,d system ('an not take adwmtage of
tht, strong st'll'-ot'ganlzing ability inherent in the pilot system with traffic
situation displays and mllst, tht, ref()t't', ('()ntinut, (:lose communicatl(-i for
t',Jrr_,ctl_n an,I dt1'_,t'tion of the' individual A/C,
S_'veral srcondar_ features of the data c: n be notlct, d which may b(
task specific. The wor_l rates invarmbly dro 0 from thetr initial value prior
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to rlsmg again for all seven conditions except for an isolated ua_e of Se(luen-
crag-own predictor (SO) pilot communication. This initialdecrease must
reflect the ablllty of the system to proceed "open-loop" for a short tlme fol-
lowing initialcommunication of plans and intents. The final word rates are
relatively constant regardless of condition which again suggests some nec-
essary amount of final information or st_ ,ard communication. The sequen-i
"! cing-no predictor (SN) condition produced me same average initialword rate
from the controllers as did vectoring. In principle, the three sequencing
conditions should have produced the same word rate from the controllers
since no predictors were visible to them although they knew of their pres-
ence or absence from the pilots' displays. This higher than necessary
word rate for SN might be attributable to lack of controller "assurance"
that pilots had sufficient traffic information resulting in more volunteered
controller information. It is Likely that more extended operation in this
condition would Froduce similar contrc.t'tr results for all the three sequen-
cing conditions as itdid fo:":be three ,,dvisory conditions.
Alt_ gh pilot initlalword rates were the same for vectoring and se-
quencing litlons, the final word count for vecto,-ing was higher than for
sequencm aich Is clearly attributable to the fairly constant rate of pilot
replies in x _ctorlng during the course of the run.
},'iRure4 shows the previous data "iveraged across conditions elimin-
at.,ngthe predictor variable to compare the th:-eeATC systems, and aver-
aged across sequencing-advisory condition_ to compare vectoring-nonve_.-
toting conditions. This figure may be regarded as a summary of the pre-
ceeding one with any possible predictor display effects suppressed.
\
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Figure 4. Word l{atc - v:, - ('umulatiw _ Word Count l.'or the llasic
AT(" Systems. 1 ilot and Contioller lJata al',* 'qhown
separately.
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The presence of path predictors on the pilots' displays did not appear
to have any strong consistent effect,. However, the data in Figure 3 sug-
gests that the all predictor conditions (SA,AA) require less total pilot words
and this was a consistent effect for all three groups except in one instance
(Group I, Advisory). No such consistent effect was found for controllers
group-by-group even though the effect averaged over groups in Figure 3
suggests that total controller word count decreases in the order of addition-
al traffic information made available through path predictors on the pilot
displays. This is a reasonable but not statistically defendable result at this
point.
Since the task was successfully accomplished under all condLtmns, it
appears that vectoring requires nearly twice as many words as necessary in
the total system and from 3 to 5 times as many controller words based upon
the minimum word counts among the seven conditions. Pilot total words
are not increased ,_ignificantly in nonvectoring conditions being slightly htgh-
er in the advisory conditions for which their higher initial group word rate
could be an objection. However, on a per pilot basis, the indivtdua! word
count and word rate is approximately 1]3 of that indicated.
Since total pilot word rate curves are about the same for the seven
conditions, the composition (content) of the communication must be changing
and this is detailed in the following sections.
2. StaticAnalyses of the Verbal Data w
Analyses of the totalword count and of the totalmessage cot.ntswere
also made. Although these suppress the dynamic features of communica-
tion they provide reasonable comparisons of the totalverbal workloads.
The simplest analyses of the message types are based on the mutually
exclusive identificationof each message as a directed initiation(1),a dir-
ected response (R) in reply to a directed message and finallya nondirected
gcnerai (G) announcement (e.g. "rumber 3 is reducing to 160"). Figure 5
shows the average number of messages in each category per 5 minute run
to compare their absolute values and also shows the same data categories
as a percentage of the totalmessage to compare their volumetric size.
Clearly vectoring was nearly twict,as message intensive as the non-
vectoring conditions with a 50-50 splitbetween pilotand controller mess-
age which ts reasonable consldering the pLLotacknowledgment of controller
commands in w._(,toring, it should be rt, membered that message_ are the
basic units of analyses here anti not words as In the prcwous section.
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F_gure 5. Average Number of Messages per Run and _
Their Fercentage D'stribution for Each of
the Seven Experimental Conditions.
As the controller initiations decreased, their share in the total com-
munication decreased along with the pilot's replies to controllers, which
would be expected. On the other hand, the pilot-to-controller reply de-
crease was approximately balanced by an increase in the pilot-general an-
nouncement (usually an announcement of intent or action). Furthermore,
the more air-centralized the distribution of management, the greater the
percentage of pilot general messages. The analysis could not reveal for
whom general announcements were indicated• However, the specific
amount of pilot-to-pilot initiations (Pip) is fairly small on both an absolute
and relative basis although directed ai'r-to-air initiations and replies togeth-
_.r consLtitute approximately 25% of the pilots: total messages in the nonvec-
toting c()nclitions.
I,'iRurc (i presents the message data relative to total pilot messages
and total -ontrollcr messages to assess the changing nature of the total mes-
sage v,orkload content for air and ground separately as the distribution of
management shifts•
Controller initiation content decreases as th(,ir responsibility de(,ruu_s,
This decrease in initiation content is opposed by an increase Ln the percen-
tage of general announcements. The _,mtrollers' contributmn to the total
system messages is approximately 25_/,. "o 40% for advisory and sequencing
conditions.
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Figure 6. Average Number of Pilot and Controller Messages
Per Run in Each of the Seven Experimental Conditions.
Message Type Expressed as Percentage of All
Messages.
Figure 5 suggests that although no clear distinction exists between
predictor-no predictor conditions, the total number of pilot me3sages and
total system messages was least in the all predictor conditions (SA, AA).
This was a consistent effect for each group as well as for the average data
shown. These differences appear to be attributable to the smaller control-
ler-to-pilot initiations and pilot-to-controller replies in the all predictor
cases. As mentioned previously, controllers were aware of the predictor
element condition (none, own, all) of the pilots' displays during each run and
therefore they may have felt more "assured" by the all predictors condition
that the pilots had information of other A/C flight intentions.
l,'i&ure 7 is presented to compare the general structures of air-air
and air-ground communication patterns in the vectoring and nonvectoring
conditions. Data from all six nonvectoring conditions were averaged for
the single nonvectoring structure. Comparisons are made on the basis of
total word rate for air-ground, ground-air and air-air exchanges.
The individual A/C are arranged clockwise in the order of their actual
final landing sequence without respect to their starting configurations.
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Figure 7. Schematic Reprt.Jentation of the Communication
Patterns in the Vectoring and Six Averaged Non-
vectoring Conditmns. Numbers 2._ 'icate Total :.
Word Count Per Run for Each of the c Groups
and Their Grand Average.
Thus, each successive A/C in sequence could communicat," longer than the
preceeding one. The numbers adjacent to the arrows represent average
word counts for that hnk for the three groups. Values m parentheses indi-
cate the individual group values. The width of the arrows is proportional
to the associated mean word count. This figure reinforces previous state-
ments that inter air-ground commumcation was less m the nonvectoring
case but was somewhat compensated by the nonvectoring increase in air-air
and pilot-general communication. The vectoring pattern shows quite clear-
ly that the longer the A/C is in the problem the greater are the number oz
total air-ground words exchanged. On the other hand, this was not true
for the nonvectoring case on the average even t,_,_ugh, as in the vectoring
case, the third A/C could communicate with controller an average of 71sec-
ond,,i longer than the first A/C in final sequence. The pilot-general an-
nouncements decreased as their final sequence position d,_creased as well.
This may be a type of "follow-the-leader" behavior m which suce,_sstve
A/C In the final sequence, have respectively less "broadcast" announcements
to make.
It was also observ,:d that communicalion was greater between A/C In
direct sequence than between A/C separated by a thtrd A/C. A corollary
of this observatton for A/C in sequ,.nce is that the "ct:ntcr" A/C would t_.n_i
to communicate more than those on the ends. Anecdotal obserw_t_ons _!ur-
mg the course of experiments indicated that sequence order in the non_.'-
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toling conditions was established early in the problem.
As a finalobservation itshould be noted that there appear to be con-
siderable difference between the individualgroup data in some instance_ in-
dicatin_ differentstyles of interactiveproblem solving. "he analyses to
follow which treat the data under 4 planned comparisons and categorize the
verbal data at a finer level will also present individualgroup data.
3. Planned Comparisons of the Verbal Data
The verbal data flightmeasures and s, _jectiveevaluations were ana-
lyzed followingthe 4 planned comparisons of vectoring-nonvectoring(VE,NV),
Sequencing-Advisory, (SE, AD), no predictors-predictors, (NP, PR), and
own predictors-allpredictors (OP, AP). Portions of the verbal data analy-
ses only willbe given here. More complete results for allthe analyses
can be found Ln references 2 and 4.
Figure 8 compare_ the mean word count for pilotsand controllers sep-
arately and together under the planned comparisons. The mutually exclu-
sive categories of statements, questions and replies are also given.
4C#4,I immmmm tro_a_ l
t i
tliiJ)JJ,J + +,
I1
. ._I ,_l"I:+l,_'Ir +_li il, ',H'lh . (Ir¢lllqllll,L_' IlIIN (IIMt,Ik%II_tlH_ PZI&_rTY 'I_T+I_. (,2_l,411_h,_lb¢_
•l_* i *,r+..
Figure 8. Mean Word i.'rcquencles Associated with Four
Planned Comparisons. Group Differenc_:s
are Shown.
WhiLe the volume of total communication decreased in the nonve(:toring
conditions an average of 47% across the three groups (p¢.05) the different,,
was mainly due to the 71% decrease in controller verbal workload(p<• 05).
Pilot verbal workload did not differ signi,,cantly between the two conditions•
Previous analyses showed that although total pilot communication remained
the same, the pattern shifted such that pilot-cuntroller communication ave-
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raged 77% less in the nonvectorir, g condition (pC05) while interpilot and pil-
ot-general communication increased.
The controller verbal workload decreased 57% in the advisory condi-
tion compared to the sequencing condition (p(. 02) while pilot workload in-
creased 33% (p<. 05) in going from the sequencing to advisory mode of man-
agement. This increase in pilot communication in the advisory condition
was duc to an increase in inter pilot communication (p(. 05} and pilot-gen-
eral announcements (p<. re;).
The presence or absence of predictor elements on the pilots' displays
did act appear to make any statistically significant difference in word count
although in two of the groups both the pilot and the controller workloads de-
creased somewhat when predictors were used. Similarly, there was little
difference between the own predictor-all predictor displays although the
same two groups again showed a decrease when pilots saw predictors on all
AIC rather than on their own A/C only.
Figure 9 presents the volume of communication according to selected
message contents. The planned comparison format is used as before.
zoo ]
N*.ussti* Grou_ *_
-- I _iI
0
_,1 % ill' AI' VI J'g ",%' % N"* Vl ql, _,1 '_
,l'llli ',l'iil, IUJtll- <,II_IINII _,1>1111 <,Ptlli llli_'qllll- t411111'I ill
i*_1, 4 ', i J] li)_ till ',N_I,I
l,'igure9. Planned Comparisons of Communication Associated
With Several Information Content Categories.
There was less uommuni_:ation related to speed of the pilotedA/C,
identifilations and message acknowledgments in the 6 nonvectoring eases on
thu average. Similarly, the presence of predictors on allthe AIC (AP)
rather than on own A/C only (OP) reduced the communications related to
SliCed. The nonveetoring conditions produced communications directly re-
latud to sequt:nce, and the speeds of the computer generated A/C (4 and 5).
Overall, more consistency among the three groups was observed for
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pilotsthan for controllers.
DISCUSSION
The effectof decentralizing the controller component of ATC and pro-
viding pilotswith more visual information on local trafficresulted in sub-
stantiallyreducing controller verbal workloads without increasing pLlotver-
bal workload or decreasing task performance measures. The sequencing
conditionwhich was the most balanced air-ground distributionresulted in
the lowest pilotworkload and lowest totalsystem workload. Allowing pilds
fullresponsibilityfor the trafficmanagement resulted in an increase in
the:r verbal workload over the sequencing condition. Pilot display differ-
ences associated with the three predictor conditions had littleoverall influ-
ence on verbal communication although previous analyses indicated an over-
whelming preference by pilotsand controllers for predictor element display.
Although the pilots'verbal workload was similar in the _,ectoringand
nonvectoring conditions, important differences in the pattern of communica-
tionwere observed. For example, the information exchange between con-
secutivc A/C in landing sequence was greater than thatbetween two A/C not
in d!rect sequence as would be expected. Such a result suggests the use of
somewhat differentpilotdisplay information depending on the landing sequen-
ce configuration. Neither the sequencing-advisory conditions nor the vari-
ous nonvectoring map displays notably affectedthe type of information com-
mun.;cated. Large differences were observed, however, between the vec-
toring and nonvectoring conditions where both the largest change in decen-
tralizationand map displayed information occurred. The low frequency of
questions and replies in all conditions indicates thatthe information provid-
ed to the pilotsand controllers in terms of statements, and on the displays
was largely sufficientfor the task. Itwas observed thatmuch communica-
tionwas devoted to identificationsand acknowledgments of receipt of a mes-
sage particularly in the vectoring condition. The reduction in communica-
tionconcerning speed in the all-predictor condi*Jon compared to own-predic-
tor suggests that incorporating predictors on other visibleA/C is helpfnl.
IlowPver, judging by the large amount of speed related communication, the
use of predictor for speed determination was not very efficientby itself.
Other methods for thLs purpose, such as direct numerical readings on the
pilots'displays should bc studied.
While the use of only three groups was not sufficientfor a proper ana -
lys_s of intergroup differences, itis suggested thatgroup style may bc an
important factor in alternativeATC configurations. Intergroup pilotva_.La-
tions were comparable in the vectoring and no vectoring conditions suggest-
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ing that tl-,eywere similarly constrained by all conditions. Since control-
lers gave few commands in the nonvectoring conditions, their large rater-
group variation mostly in terms of advisory messages suggests some ambl-
guity concerning their role in those conditions.
Overall, the sequencing condition appears to be most preferable in
terms of verbal wor:{load for the following reasons. The pilot initialword
rate was no higher in sequencing than in vectoring but clefirately higher in
advisory. Controller initialword rate for sequencing was appreciably low-
er than for vectoring. Pilot and controller total word counts, separately
and together, were also appreciably lower in sequencing than in vectoring.
(Pilot total word count was slightly higher in advisory than vectoring. Al-
though pilot initialword rate was twice as high in advisory than in vector-
ing the task was stillaccomplished with littleapparent performance differ-
ence from vectoring(l, 2, 4). The advisory condition naturally required the
lowest initialword rate and final total word count of the controllers. )
From an operational viewpoint, sequencing would also seem preferable
to advisory since the controllers issue and, therefore, know the order of
landing. Their assurance that this order can be safely and expeditious'.y
obtained without their direct intervention keeps their verbal workload low
which could result in their handling a larger volume of traffic without over-
load. The dynamic analysis of word rate showed a sizable dip in word rate
particularly for controllers in the nonvectoring conditions which suggests
that the controllers need not keep a constant communication rate with a
group of A/C once sequenced but could instead turn their attention to suc-
cessive groups in order. This might have the effect of smoothing out thelr
word rate.
Sequencing produced less directed pilot-oilot communications and pi-
lot-general announcements than did advisory which again suggests that se-
quencing was a better balanced system.
Pilot traffic displays should incorporate own A/C path predictors only.
'Fherc was some slight evidence that prudictors on all A/C reduced verbal
workload in some in.tanccs particularly in speed related communlcation.
|lowcver, the cffect though _tgnificant was sllght. Overwhelming support
for own predictor incorporatlon came from pilot (_'valuationsbased on their
subjective estimates after each run of safety, orderliness, e×pedLtlousne._s
and workl¢md(4), l_ven controllers who were aware of the predlctor dis-
l_laycondltions without actually seeing them on thelr display were ow, r -
wh¢,Imingly in support of predictor elements for the pilot displays although
th,_controllurs supported the all predictor condition. The preference for
own l),'edic,torather than all predictor wus reinforced by 13 out of 14 fliP..ht
pcrformanuc measures being favorable to the own predictor condition (') j Z_")
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Therefore, in summary it is concluded that the sequencing mode of
distributed management is a reahstLc alternative to vectoring (i.e. ground
based centralized management). Sequencing with pilot CRT traffic displass
incorporating a path predictor on their own A/C reduced controller and pdot
verbal workloads, elicited positive support from pilots and controllers and
did not compromise the performance of the basic task•
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EFFECTS OF AUTOMOBILE STEERING CHARACTERISTICS
ON DRIVER/VEHICLE SYST_4 PERFORMANCE
IN DISCRETE MANEUVERS
By Richard H. Klein and Duane T. McRuer
Systems Technology, Inc.
Hawthorne, California
SUMMARY
A series ct" discrete maneuver tasks were used to evaluate the ef1"ects
of steering gain and directional mode dynamic parameters on driver/vehicle
responses. The importance and ranking of these parameters were evaluated
through changes in subjective driver ratings and performance measures obtained
from transient maneuvers such as a double lane change, an emergency lane charge,
and an unexpected obstacle. The unexpected obstacle maneuver proved more sensi-
tive to individual driver differences than to vehicle differences. Results
were based on full-scale tests with an experienced test driver evaluating many
different dynamic configurations plus seventeen ordinary drivers evaluating
six key configurations.
INTRODUCTION
The test program described in this paper is intended to quanti_, desirable
vehicle dynamic characteristics from a closed-loop driver/vehicle response
standpoint. In Ref. I the overall program was reviewed and the key maneuvers
_nd performance measures described. This paper presents, in particular, the
effects of automobile steering dynamics on the results of transient maneuvers,
_.e., vehicle control tasks which could be terme_ discrete in t_me (as opposed
to continuous tracking or regulation tasks), in the experimental series,
these tasks were primarily a double lane change au _0 and '0 mph, where a
driver can behave in a dual-mode fashion in his control actions; an emergency
lane change at 50 mph, where the driver is faced with an unknown lane selec-
tion situation dictated by the switching of green-red traffic lights; and an
unexpected obstacle avoidance maneuver evoked by an obstacle appearing from
_he side of the road forcing the driver to take evasive action. The double
lane change was the maneuver most sensitive to vehicle <ynamic differences
since it was run at a higher speed where given differences in vehicle over-
steer and understeer properties appear more distinctly. At lower speeds these
vehicle characteristics are not as clearly differentiated.
The program variables were the vehicle directional _vnamics, as defined by
the yaw velocity to steer :_ngle transfer _nction, and the steering wheel to
front steer angle gain (commonly referred to as "steering ratio"). For the
expert test driver, eight different vehicle directional dynamic configurations°
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::h_,wnin _,iE. I, were tcstcd extensively. A subset was used in the va!idatlon
testc, with I( ordinary drivers. The configurations tested were chosen from a
matrix of over 6) identified configurations, all using 1974 Chevrolet Nova
hatchback sedans. The dynamic properties of the configurations shown in Fig. ]
were obtained by varying tire sizes, e.g., from a small B78-]A tire mounted on
a l, in. rim, to a large 11:30-U[, tire mounted on an 8 in. rim; by adding lead
weight to the rear bumper of the car such as in Configurations 58 and 60 shown
on the righthand side; and by adding lateral acceleration feedback to the steer-
ing serve, such as shown on the six configurations o:t the left, where the level
of latersl acceleration feedback ranged from 2.5 deg/g in an understeer direc-
tion to -2.D deg/g in an oversteer direction. Steering ratio was varied for
any one of these configurations by feeding forward an electrical signal propor-
tional to steering wheel position. With this method it was possible to chaz_e
from a very low ratio of approximately _2:I to a very high ra io of _:]. Several
workers (Refs. 2-8) have previously shown that these directional-dynamic an_
vehicle-response scaling variables affect vehicle steering perlormance in _rious
driving situations. The performance measures found most _ensitive here to these
changes in vehicle dynamics were the driver's steering activity, cone scores in
specific maneuvers, and subjective driver ratings. With this introduction we
can now turn to pertleular results.
r . 17.5(5.0') 11:30- i5_ r • 1_,2(3.0) 8-78 - 14/4
I0_ _te _ Oy'2.SdtQ/g _,e _6213.9"-'--'_ °'':)'Sd*o_
! ( Cohf,g. 5]) I0 - ( Config. 45 )
Rote S- -- _ NOT
Rote('),o
t (see) I.O ,(tec) 2.0
r 24(4.0) G- 50- 15/6 _ • _ £-7e-1"415 _ • ,6(2.25) E-T8- 1415
$_"_77;4._] (Conf,g.40, 8. [8;B.?] (C0flfeQ.42) S. _ 400IbsRe@r
o,_ 50) _- _1
Yaw ICI/_I Yaw Yaw
Rote Rote Rote
. O' " I . I 0 I !0 LO t(sec) 20 0 LO t(_) ZO 0 e.O t(_) Z.O
r _ Ih30-15/8 r 18.4(&O; 8-78-14/4
8, [.ge;S.Z] or"L3_/e 8, [75;&5] e,.-Z._,;/_( Conflg. 52 ) ( Conf,g. 4 ? ) iS -
/ 400lbsl ReOr
15- _ / 0,,-2._,_0/@
°- ,oi. /Yaw Yow
RoteItt_ete - -- : • .r
I ., I
_[t.O t(_,_) 2,o-Z" _'_/ 0 - _0 t_e_1 2.0 t.O t(tK) 20
Figure i. Yaw Velocity to ote(.r Angle Indicial Responses
for Original Test Configurations
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EX_PERT DRIVER RESULTS
Figure shows the average steering reversals used to accomplish the double
lane change as a function of the yaw time constant, Tr, for the expert test
driver. As the vehicle response slows down (Tr increases), more steering acti-
vity is required. For the lane change maneuvers the expert driver did not hzve
any cone strikes. Performance for the unexpected obstacle was not obtained
since he was aware of the unexpected obstacle and therefore could not be sur-
prised by it. This test driver did, however, provide driver ratir_s which
showed the effects of steering gain and vehicle responsiveness.
JO -"
Average
Steering
Reversals
5 - (_ 50 mph
30 mph
0 1 1 I I
0.1 .2 .3 .4 .5
Tr(sec)
Figure 2. Steering Reversals to Accomplish Double Lane Chang_
as l_nction of Yaw Time Constant
As described in Ref. 9 at least three different categories of driver rating
scales are needed to properly differentiate the effects of vehicle parameter
changes on driver bchavior (response, workload, et:.) and on driver/vehicle
system response and perfo_nance. That is, a separate scale is re:_uire4 f_r
um_ttended operation, continuous tracking _nd/or regulation, _nd discrete c_n-
mand and vehicle response situations. The l_ttez scale is the one u:;ed here.
It is fund:_mentally non-adjectival and intended %o be interwd. It ranges
between vehicle response characteristics which are excellent in that the tran-
sient maneuver is "very easy to accomplish," to characteristics which are
"ir%possible to accomplish at task speed." When using the scale, the subject
makes his assessment by simply marking a location along the lefthand side. Ten
points are then allocated for the total interval, and n_bers assigned by the
_ulalyst accordingly. The objective features included in the subjective assess
ment given by the driver rating include such factors as:
474
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@ Task performance
@ Concentration and attentional demands
• Driver mental workload
• Effects of vehicle d_rmmics
These are the same kinds of factors which, in the analogous case of aircraft
handling, are taken into account by a skilled test pi]ot in providing a pilot
commentary and an associated pilot rati_4 (Ref. I0). It has been demonstrated
many times tnat the Cooper-Harper Scale subjective ratings are related to the
pilot and pilot/vehicle system dynamics and performance (e.g., Ref. 11). Simi-
lar rating techniques have been employed with automobiles (e.g., Refs. 12 _nd
]_) although not to the degree that the techniques have been used in aircraft.
In fact, the large-scale study upon which this paper is based (Ref. 9) is one
of the first comprehensive treatments in which automobile dynamics are related
to driver ratings.
The test driver ratings for vehicle responsiveness and steering gain are
shown in Fig. 5. The top portion of Fig. 5 shows the overall yaw velocity to
steering wheel gain at _O mph versus the yaw time constant, Tr. The driver
ratings are reduced to iso-opinion lines corresponding to Levels 3 and (.
Ratings of 3 or better indicate the vehicle is very good; between 5 and 6,
marginal; and above _, poor. From the left figure we can see that a steady-
state yaw response greater than 0._ appears too responsive to the test driver
Steering Ratio Rotings
1.0 - Too LO -
Responsive Too
.75 Sensitive /
ooG G3$$ Is
50 mph .25
3 Not Not Sensitive •
6 Responsive Enough
I0 - Enough .10 -
1 , , 1 , , , II .050.1. l , , 1 , , , ll_'050.1 ,; 5 1.0 2 .5 IO
T, (sec) T, (see)
Figure _. Driver Opinion Ratings of Vehicle Responsiveness
and Steering Gain From the Expert Test Driver
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and is relatively insensitive to the yaw time constant. However, on the lower
righthand side, the driver ratings appear more sensitive to the change in yaw
time constant than they do to the change in steering gain.
The right portion of i,ig. _ shows the driver ratings for steering ratio.
In this figure it can be seen that there is very little sensitivity to the
_hange in time constant and much more sensitivity to the change in overall
steady-state yaw velocity gain. In particular, at 50 mph, steady-state yawing-
velocity/zteering-wheel-deflection v_lues greater than 0.5 appear too sensitive,
and yawing velocity gains below 0.2 appear not sensitive enough. By combining
the results of the left and right portions of Fig. 3 a potential region of opti-
mum vehicle characteristics, such as shown in Fig. h, can be identified. This
has boundaries on top and bottom dictated by the overall yaw velocity to steer-
ing wheel gain, and on the righthand side a sensitivity to yaw time constant
based on the responsiveness ratings. This gives a tentative optimum vehicle
region of vehicle dynamics.
5o
40
Grs=:]_, .30 - Optimum/
at 50 mph
.20 - ,
.10 --
l 1 1 J 1 I 1 _1
0.1 .2 ..4 .6 .8 1.0
T, (sec)
Figure 4. Tentative Boundaries of Optimum Vehicle
Response at 50 mph as Determined from Subjective
Ratings of Experienced Test Driver
_SENTATIVE D_ _SULT8
To validate the expert driver results we then proceeded to test 17 subjects,
eight females and nine males, selected from the ordinary driver population. Four
of the original eight vehicle dynamic configurations, one with three different
steering gains, were used. These final test configurations are shown in Fig. t.
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Figure 5. Yaw Velocity Response of Final Vehicle
Test Configurations at 50 mph to
I deg Step Steer Input
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Configuration A at the tcp represents an ideel vehic]p _onfj ration, with
characteristics within the tentative optimum region shown i; ;. ;.. It has
very good yaw damping, rapid response time, and very little _, rshoot to the
step steer input. Configuration B is closer to a neutral steering configura-
tion, with concomitant slower response times. Configurations C and D repre-
sent understeering configurations at low and high frequencies, respectively.
Utilizing these four vehicle configurations for the 17 ordinary subjects, cone
scores and steering activity were found to be sensitive measures. The latter
also followed the test driver results.
The sensitl_ity of cone scores to both the vehicle dynamics and steering
gain are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In Fig. 6 the effects of
vehicle dynamics on lane exceedences in both the emergency lane change maneuver
and the double lane change maneuver are given. At the left side are plotted
the percentage of runs in which the driver exceeded the lane boundary, and the
right side shows the percentage of subjects who actually exceeded the lane (in
other vords, those who produced the data in the lefthand plot). As an example,
for the emergency lane change maneuver, _-5 percent of the runs exceeded the
lane boundaries for Configurations D, A, and C. However, the righthand side
indicates that only 20-25 percent of the subjects tested actually exceeded the
lane. _rom &n overall standpoint the top portion of Fig. _ shows that Configu-
ration B resulted in a much higher percentage of lane exceedences than the other
tk_ee configurations and also a much higher percentage of the fubjects exceeding
the lane. This implies Cor.figuration B is less safe than the other three in
such maneuvers. It might also be noted that female subjects on the average
showed a much higher tendency to exceed the lane than males.
The same trends are exhlbl .... for the double lane change maneuver sho_ on
the bottom portion of Fig. 6. However, in this figure it can be seen that Con-
figuration A, the more likely optimum dynamic configuration, produced the fewest
number of lane exceedences and also had the lowest percent of subjects _xc_r,,_dlng
th_ lane. Configuration B again showed up its more undesirable characteristics.
The effects of steering gain on lane exceedences are shown in Fig. _. The
....erlng gains tested were all installed on the ideal vehicle configuration :A),
_nd the three steering ratios are denoted by A], A2, and A 5 where A] is the
nominal 19:] ratio, A; is a lower ratio of f_:], and A 5 is _ higher r%tio of
' :]. The top portion of Fig. 7 gives the results for the emergency lane change
maneuver. It shows that females ex, iblt a very large numb,_r of lane exeeedences
at the [' :I ratio. On the average, only about 20-;L percent of the s_bjects
exceeded the lane for all three steering ratios. },'orthe double lane change
_aneuver shown in 9_ig. 7b the ;5:1 steering ratio rcsu/ts in the fewest p<rcen-
tage f lane exceedences for both male and female subjects _nd also r<s_]ted i_:
the fewest number of overall subjects exceedin_ the lane. Taking Fig. : in
total it appears that one ratio is not optimum for all _ubjects for different
_:_neuvers %t different speeds and for different vehicle steer angle gains.
However, if an average had to be chosen, the ]9:I steering ratio appe:_rs t_
b,_ a go<)d intem_edlate compromis, _. These results also show tilat the females
_,'_yn:t b,_ as adaptabl{_ to rhanges in steering gain as males. This is defl-
._it_ly :_ subjeot that should be looked into further.
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The average results of the driver ratings are shown in Fig. 8. These driver
rutings are for the _0 mph double lane change and are plotted versus the change
in inverse vehicle time constant, I/Tr. This figure shows that the most desir-
able vehicle configuration is the rapidly responding Configuration D with I/Tr
of'b. Next rated is Configuration A with a I/Tr of _ tad/see. To show the
consistency of tne data, the average of three repeat runs is shown alongside
Configuration A. Least desirable were Configurations C and B with ratings of
and 7, respectively. It is interesting to see that Configuration D, which
had a low damping ratio (indicative of an understeering vehicle) combined with
a rapid response, is classed better than one with higher damping and hence less
yaw velocity overshoot. This indicates that drivers appear more sensitive to
response time than to the overshoot, and therefore Configurations A and D were
rated better than Configurations B and C.
Also shown on Fig. 8 as incidental information are the average ratings of
the subjects for their own personal cars. These fell conveniently into two
categories corresponding to "small" and "larger" person_l cars. It is interest-
ing to note that the small personal cars were rated as good as the ideal vehicle
configuration, A I. This may be due in part to the smaller overall size of these
cars, which gave them more room to negotiate the 9 ft wide lane chang_ corridor.
IO
8
o ®
6
E AverageRating
¢_ 1,-. of LargePersonal
c Cars; 5.3 -+4.4
'_ Averse Rohng
of SmallPersonal
"_ _" Cars; 1.9z 1.6
(lOSs)
3 4 5
lIT r (tool/see)
Figure 8. Average Driver Ratings of 1"( Test Subjects
for Double Lane Change Maneuver
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In termz o£ m]bject preference for an ideal steering gain, the results
_upport the t,:ntativo optn.,_m boundaries of _ig. h and were more consistent
Cot male than for female subjects. These results are shown in Fig. 9- For
the male subjects shown on the lefth_na side, six of nine preferred the 19:I
ratio [which produced an overall yaw velocity to steering wheel gain of
0._9 (deg/sec)/deg]; two preferred the 25:1 ratio; and only one preferred
the 12:1 (since he equally liked 25:1 this subject's data appear inconsis-
tent). The female subjects, shown on the righthand side, show five out of
eight preferred the 19:I; two preferred 2_:I (one only barely); and again
one preferred the 12:1 ratio. There is, however, a much wider spread in the
females' ratings of the optinLum vehicle gain (from I to 5.5) than the males,
who rated the best in a range of O.9 to 2.0.
MALES FEMALES /oI0 - I0 -
9- 9- /
"I' ° / °
- 8- 8-
Rating ¢. Rating
7- 7- oi
6 - G,s 6 -
c5- 5- o ,z
4- L_ 4- o
3- G p
P
2- r 2- x
J,fl M
I- I- ,x
A3 AI A= A_ A, Az
I;):1 19:1 25:1 12"1 19:1 ;)5:1
Figure 9- Ratings for Various Steering Gains on Configuration A
in ',0mph Double Lane Change Maneuver
In rcgard to the unexpected obstacle results for the 17 drivers, the
results were not conclusive with regard to vehicle dynamics. This occurred
since all subjects were not able to drive each configuration and still encoun-
ter the obstacle with the same degree of unexpectedness. For example, on repeat
runs with five subjects using a good vehicle, Configuration A, and a poorer
vehicle, Configuration B:
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@ Two of the five missed the obstacle with the A car but
hit it with the B car (a positive result).
• Two of the five missed it with both ears (a neutral
result ).
• One of the five hit it the first time with the good car
and missed the obstacle the next three times with both
the good and bad configurations (a neutral to negative
result ).
More interesting results were obtained from general driver response character-
istics and when differences between drivers were compared. These are listed
below.
• The reactions of the subject drivers to the unexpected
obstacle demonstrated almost all possibilities. For
example:
-- Seven steered around it
- Eight hit it
- Two stopped in front
• The peak steering wheel deflection was about 100 ± 40 dog.
There was no significant difference between configurations
in this connection; however, all drivers did not experience
each configuration.
• In braking, the average effort was about 30 lb, creating
about 0.5 g for stopping.
• Reaction times were quite slow. Approximately I.2 -+0._ sec
elapsed before any steering or braking action was taken. (The
stopping distance at O._ g deceleration from 30 mph is 60 ft;
1OO ft was available. )
• Heart rate was an excellent measure of unexpectedness. It
typically went to greater than 160 beats/minute.
This brings us to the point of general summary and conclusions based on
the results of the transient maneuver tasks. In general, the key vehicle para-
meters are (in order of "importance): steering gain, yaw velocity numerator
(which dictates the dominant path mode Li_e constant, Tr) , directior_l fre-
quency, and, of least importance, the directional damping ratio. In more
quantitative terms, it appears that:
• The range of desirable stea_¥-state yaw velocity to steering
wheel gains is between O.f_ and O.h (deg/sec)/deg at _0 mph
for standard size vehicles and is dependent on the value of
Tr for slower responding vehicles.
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@ The yaw velocity time constant, Tr, should be less than
0.3 sec for speeds up to 50 mph.
• There is a lowe.-bound on acceptable directional response
frequency and damping ratio. These are about 3 rad/sec
and a ratio of 0.5, respectively, although not enough
vehicles were tested with values less than these to be
certain the results are definitive.
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THE EFFECTS OF STABILITY AUGMENTATION ON
THE GUST RESPONSE OF A STOL AIRCRAFT
DURING A CURVED MANUAL APPROACH
By Milton B. Porter, Jr.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
and
Robert L. Swaim
Purdue University
SUMMARv
The MLS approach path tracking of manually piloted STOL aircraft will
be affected by severe atmcsphe,_r turbulence, and the system gust response
can be significantly altered by Stability Augmentation Systems (SAS). In
this study, the task of investigating the effect of SAS was formulated as
two optimal control problems for stochastic systems: (1) to compute SAS
gains with a rate-model-in-the-performance-indexalgorithm, and (2) to
calculate the pilot gains and system gust response using an optimal pilot
model.
Both problems were solved to yield reasonable low gains for the pilot
and SAS, and the lateral-directionalmode poles and the longitudinal short
period poles could be placed accurately by the model matching algorithm.
Of the longitudinal (SAS) poles achieved, the vertical rms path error was
least for the unaugmented poles. The lateral rms path error was an order
of magnitude larger than the vertical error and showed a plus or minus 50
percent variation with SAS. It increased with dutch roll frequency and
damping, and it decreased most significantly with increased roll stability.
The variation in lateral error with bank angle for curved flight was also
j a significant function of the augmented poles. There was a trade-off
between minimum lateral end directional coupling and minimum lateral path
error.
INTRODUCTION
Advanced air terminal navigation systems, such as MLS, provide the
potential for increased landing rates by allowing multiple simultaneous
curved approach paths. STOL aircraft are particularly suited for steep
approaches and short radius turns feeding into the sides of the MLS sector.
These curved trajectories have problems associated with manual path track-
ing, especially in severe turbulence. The pilot can be provided with an
advanced display to reduce his workload, but feedback through the flight
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directoralonecannotadequatelycompensatefor the gust responseof the
basicairframe. StabilityAugmentationSystems(SAS)have the potentialto
improvepath trackingin turbulence,but theyare usuallydesignedto com-
pensatefor other problems. It was desirable,then, to investigatethe
effectof SAS upongust responsein order to determinedesignt_adeoffsand
potentialimprovements.This paper is a summaryof the author'sdoctoral
thesis,referenceI. Three airspeed/flapconfigurationsfor the Breguet941
STOLaircraftwereinvestigatedin reference], and the resultsfor one
of these are shownhere.
ProblemDefinition
A parametricanalysisof the effectof SAS upon gustresponsewas
accomplished.This analysiswas separatedintotwo taskswhichwere
formulatedas quadraticoptimalcontrolproblemsfor stochasticsystems:
(l) to calculatethe SAS gains for specifiedaugmentedpoles usinga
rate-model-in-the-performance-indexalgorithm, and (2) to calculatethe
pilotmodel gainsand systemresponsefor each set of SAS gains using a
quadraticoptimalpilotmodel.
SYMBOLS
( )b bankedflightv_riable
CO, Cl observationmatrices
I identitymatrix
Kdz flightdirectorgain on verticalflightpath error
Kp pilotgain
p body axis perturbationroll rate
r body axis perturbationyaw rate
s Laplacedomainvariable
TL pilotLead
Y2 observationvectorfor flightdirectordesignproblem
_g equivalentgust angle of attack
_ sideslipangle
.g equivalentgust sideslipangle
4N7
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_a'_r aileronand rudderactuatorstates
6 SAS controlvariables
as' rs
nn unit varianceGaussianwhite noisedrivingthe remnantstate
equation
_0 trimbank attitudeangle
¢ perturbationrollattitudeangle
OPTIMALCONTROLPROBLEMFORMULATION
The followingformulationwas used to describeboth optimalcontrol
problemsin thisstudy. The problemis to calculatethe optimalsystem
feedbacksin the gains matrixH such that the control
u = - Hy (1)
minimizesthe performanceindex
l limfa z,J = g t_ (t,_)Qz(t,_)d_ (2)
where the systemresponsevectoris
z = Dx + Tu (3)
the state stochasticdifferentialequationis
x = Ax + Bu + Gn (4)
the observationvectoris
y = Cx (5)
is the domainof ,,in the associatedprobabilityspace,q is a vectorof
stochastic(Gaussianwhite noise)disturbance_A,B, C, D, G, and T are
matricesof constantcoefficientsand Q is a symmetricpositivesemi-
definitematrixof quadraticweights. This formulationprovidedfor partial
state feedbackthroughthe observationequation(5).
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An algorithmfor a gradientsolutionto this problem was derivedin
reference2. The systemmatricesin thatalgorithmwere partitionedto pro-
vide an efficientnumericalsolution. Computerprogramsimplementingthat
algorithmwere used for this study.
STABILITYAUGMENTATIONDESIGN
Parametricvariationof the augmentedopen loop systempoleswas
accomplishedby SAS designedfor the wings leveldecoupledlongitudinaland
lateral-directionalmodes. The designtechniqueusedwas a variationof
the rate-model-in-the-performanceindexmethoddescribedin reference3.
Complete,pure state feedbackwas providedto the elevatorand throttlecon-
trolsfor the longitudinalmode and the aileronand ruddercontrolsfor the
lateral-directional.The servo-actuatorstateswere retainedin this design
method•
For the lateral-directionalSAS design,the state and observation
vectorsof equations(4)and (5)were definedto be
x' =y' = [p, r, _' ¢' _a' _r' _ac, 6rc] (6)
where the firstsix statesdescribethe aircraftand actuatorsand the last
two were the randomvariablesdrivingthe aircraftand model. The stochastic
actuatordisturbanceswere firstorder filteredGaussianwhite noise
processes. The controlvectorwas
u' = [aas, ars] (7)
The rate-modelstochasticdifferentialequationwas
xm = AmXm + Gm_ (8)
where the model had no actuatorsor controls.
The responsevectorwas derivedby subtractingthe model and aircraft
equationsassumingapproximateequalityof the modeland aircraftstatesand
identicalstochasticdisturbancecoefficients
z = x - xm = (A - Am)X + Bu (9)
Then, the D and T matricesof equation(3)were obtainedby eliminatingzero
rows fromequation(9). The responsevectorfor the lateral-directional
mode became
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z : Lp, 6a' ] (11)
Selected elements of the upper left 4x4 partition of the model matrix,
A , were calculated to vary the poles parametrically. This matrix partition
all a12 a13 0
a21 a22 a23 0
: (12)
ALD 0 1 a33 a34
1 a42 0 0
Two alternateexpressionsfor the model characteristicequationwere as
foI1ows
det(sl- ALD) : (s2 + 2 _d_ds + _d2)(s+ I/TR) (s + I/Ts) : 0
(13)
where the secondexpressioncontainedthe dutch roll frequencyand damping
and the roll and spiralpoles. In order for both expressionsto be identi-
cal, the coefficientsof like powersof s had to be equal.
Subtractingthesecoefficients,we obtaineda set of fourequations
F'(x) : [fl' f2' f3' f4] : [0]' (14)
where
x' = Jail,al3, a22, a23] (15)
These elementsof ALD were chosensince the stabilityderivativesCl , Cl ,
P
Cnr, Cn_ in theseelementscausedmost significantvariationin the lateral-
directionalpoles. These poleswere specifiedin equation(14),which was
solvedfor the variablematrixelementsby a Newton-Raphsoniteration.
These lementswere thenused in equation(9) to computethe SAS gains.
The longitudinalmode was handledin a similarmanner. However,
althoughthe rate-modelSAS de%ignmethod placedall four lateral-directional
490
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poles quiteaccurately,the longitudinalphugoidpole locationscould not be
controlled;only the longitudinalshortperiodpolescould be placed
arbitrarily.This problemwas most probablydue to the specialaerodynamic
and thrustcharacteristicsof the blown flapSTOL and the increasedcoupling
of the longitudinalshortperiodand phugoidpoles.
The augmentedpoleswere variedover the acceptableflyingquality
regionas determinedfrommilitaryand NASA specificationsin references
4, 5, and 6. The pertinentregionboundariesand augmentedpolesare shown
in figuresI and 2. The unaugmentedshort periodpoleswere overdampedand
are shownon the realaxis in fiqureI. Three other short periodpole
locationswere investigatedas shown.
= 0.35
CSPmin
(StablePhugoid)
®
e
e ,-- N
ws = 1.03Pmin
[
-3.0 -2.0 -I.0 0
REAL PART (RAD/SEC)
Figure1
LongitudinalSAS Design
The specifiedmodel dutch roll polesare representedby the inter-
sectionsof the linesin figure2. The pointsare the SAS designpoles,and
they illustratethe accuracyof the pole placementalgorithm. The roll and
spiralpoleswere also variedparametrically.For reference,the unaug-
nmntedpoleswere as follows: dutch roll frequencyand damping(I.33rad/
sec, .290),roll pol_ (-i.74rad/sec),spiralpole (-.016rad/sec),and
both servopoles (-I0 rad/sec).
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Figure2
Lateral-DirectionalSAS Design
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PILOTGAINSAND SYSTEMRESPONSE
The completepilotedsystemdiagramis shown in figure3. The equations
for thissystemfor bothwings leveland horizontalbankedflightwere
derivedin referenceI. Resultsfor one airspeed,194 kilometers/hour(IQ5
knots),and inboardflapsetting,45 degrees,are shown here. The elevator,
aileron,and rudderactuatorswere representedby firstorder lagswith
O.l sec timeconstantsand the enginethrottleresponseby a firstorder lag
with l.O _ec timeconstant. The MLS signaland sensorerrorswere neglected.
The flightdirector,pilotmodel,and g_istmodelare discussedin the
followingsections.
Pilot
FlightDirector Remnant GustDisturbances
coo 7 I
, z P_otL_°_o2 II
I I Input, II
l FLIGHT l /_ STAB!L!TY
I DIRECTORL / '--_ AUGMENTATION
I_o.PUT,__ )_ / __ST_._,,_
.LL')II
MLS Signal
Figure3
PilotedAircraftSystemDiagram
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Flight Director
The pilot was given a two-axis compensatory tracking task to control
vertical and lateral path errors. The flight director commands were
assumed to be presented on _ cross-pointer display, and the pilot was
assumed to be providing control inputs through the elevator and aileron.
This control strategy was found to be inadequate for the longitudinal track-
ing task at the Ill kilometer/hour (60 knots) 98-degree flaps trim point
even with stability augmentation feedbacks to both elevator and throttle.
However, the strategy was adequate for the higher speed trim data used in
this paper.
In the application of an overall optimal control system design concept,
the flight director configuration and gains might be adjusted for each SAS
gain set. However, for the purposes of this study, a simple configuration
was chosen and the gains were fixed. The longitudinal mode command con-
sisted of pitch attitude and vertical path tracking error feedbacks, and the
lateral-directional command consisted of roll attitude, yaw attitude, and
lateral tracking error feedbacks.
Since the pilot observed both tracking command pointer displacement and
rate, the system observation vector contained both displacements and rates.
This was represented by the system control equation for the longitudinal
mode:
u =- Hy =- H[yly (16)
To select the flight director gains, the problem was reformulated to intro-
duce the gains into the control matrix as follows
u = - Hy = - HCx = -(HCI) (COX) = - HlY2 (17)
where the new control matrix is the product of the pilot gains matrix and
the flight director gains
- Ill: " HCl : [Kp(KpTL)] F l Kdz 0 O ]
L J0 0 l Kdz
= [Kp (KpKdz) (KpTL ) (KpT,Kdz)] (18)
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This optimalcontrolprobiemwas solvedfor the unaugmentedsystem. As can
be seen fromequation(18),thereare fourexpressionsfor the threeunknown
gains;so, the solutionwas only approximate,thoughsatisfactoryfor this
study.
Pilot Model
The mathematicalpilotmodel was formulatedin a mannersimilarto
"paperpilot,"reference7. Two independentmodelsconsistingof gain, lead,
delay,and remnantwere introducedfor the longitudinaland lateral-
directionalmodes. Eachmodelwas representedby the followingdiagram,
y _ Kp (TLS+ I) e"Ts -
The pure timedelaywas approximatedby a firstorder Pad_ expression,
and the equivalentpilotstatevectorequationsfor each mode became
Xp = - (2/T) Xp + (4/T) (Kpy+ KpTLY)"
(19)
= - (2/ T) Xp + (4/ T) Up
where the pilot controlwas
ap = Xp - (Kpy+ KpTLY)
= Xp - Up (20)
and the system control was
u = Up = Kpy + KpTLY (21)
The time delaywas selectedto be T= 0.3 sec assuminga similarityof track-
ing tasks to thatof reference8. The rer,mant was representedas a first
order filteredGaussianwhite noiseprocesswith gain proportionalto the
varianceof the systemcontrol
n6 = -,_Rn6+OUp _ nn (22)
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The remnant parameters were selected assuming scanning statistics similar to
those of refere,ce 8. Since the variance of the _ystem control _ was
present in equation (22), an iteration was required to achieve Up the
final remnant level.
The final element of the pilot model was the quadratic performance
index. A simple function, including the pilot state, the system control, and
the flight director colmnandwas chosen
1 lim_ 2+q 2J = 2 t-_ ( qxXp yY + quu )d_ (23)
This form assumed that the pilot was attempting to minimize the command
tracking error while limiting his own control activity. The system control
was required by the gradient algorithm.
The quadratic weights were chosen arbitrarily (in the absence of actual
tracking data) to be qx = qu = l, and qy = lO0.
The validity of this pilot model was partially verified by checking the
pilot flight-director command open loop transfer function. The slope of the
magnitude curve was found to be minus 20 dB/decade at a system cross over
frequency between 3 and _ radians/second. This agreed with the verbal rules
for the model of reference g. The ohase marqin was also amole.
i
Gust Model
The atmospheric turbulence model was taken from reference 4. The Dryden
model for severe clear air turbulence was selected• The gust intensities
were calculated at 30.48 meters (lO0 ft) altitude to be _,,,=1.98 mlsec
(6.5 fps), ou = _v = 3.G3 m/sec (lO fps), and Op .074 rad/sec The hori-
zontal intensity magnitudes were reduced _rom 4.88 m/sec (16 fps) as in
reference 8. The statistically correlated equivalent pitch and yaw gust
velocities were replaced as follows
qg : -_g,rg : Bg (24)
Since the model was anisotropic, it was necessary to transform the
intensities for the banked flight cases by the following bank angle trans-
formation
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2
cos2:0
Vb w- v
(25)
2 = _cos24,o _ n2¢o
,_Wb _J + n_si
System Response
The results of the system response calculations are presented in this
section. The ms vertial path tracking error is plotted versus longitudinal
short period frequency in figure 4. The isolated point represents the
unaugmented system where the short period freluency equivalent of the two
real roots is plotted. The three augmented points have approximately the
same damping (.7). There was little change in response due to damping, but
there was a significant increase in vertical error due to increased short
period frequency.
°
o G
0 1.0 2.0 3.0
SHORT PERIOD FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC)
Figure 4
RMS Vertical Path Error
The ms lateral path trackinq error is shown in figure 5. It can be
observed immediately that the lateral error is an order of magnitude larger
than the vertical erroF. For this reason, more attention was devoted to
this mode. The circled point represents the unaugmented lateral-directional
response. For the curves shown in figure 5, the roll and spiral poles were
specified as -2.5 rad/sec, and -.07 rad/sec, respectively. Three Jamping
ratios were specified (.290, .5, .707). For the family of three curves, the
servo poles achieved were -43 rad/sec and -7 rad/sec. As more facility was
gained in using the quadratic weights in the SAS design algorithm, the
actuator state feedback gains were successfull',reduced and the servo poles
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Servo Poles: -12.6, -8.9
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"'0.50 1.00 t,SO 2,00 2.SO 3.00
OUTCH ROLL FREQ. (RRO/SEC)
Figure 5
RMS Lateral Path Error versus Dutch Roll Frequency,
I05 Knots, I/TR = 2.5, I/TS = .07
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restored nearer the unaugmented values. The fourth curve with crossed
squares shows the response for poles of -12.6 rad/sec and -8.9 rad/sec. As
shown in this figure, the ms lateral path tracking error increased slightly
as damping was increased, but the increase was most significant as dutch
roll frequency was increased above the unaugmented frequency. Below the
unaugmented frequency there is a minimum point in each curve near a fre-
quency of 1.2 rad/sec. There was also a small variation with servo poles.
The most significant reduction in tracking error was achieved by increasing
roll and spiral stability. The spiral stability was constrained for good
turning perfomance, but the roll stability was increased until no further
response improvement resulted, or until roll and servo pole coupling
occurred. The lateral error response versus the roll pole is shown in figure
6.
_5.00 -4.00 -3.00 -2.00 -I.O0
ROLL MODE POLE [RAO/$EC]
Figure 6
RMS Lateral Path Error versus Roll Mode Pole, I05 Knots,
:Jd= 1.2 rad/sec, cd = .29, I/TS = .07
The Breguet 941 has a disturbing cross coupling between the lateral and
directional modes. The amount of sideslip error due to aileron activity is
a measure of this coupling. Figure 7 shows that the ms sideslip error
decreased as the dutch roll frequency was increased. Unfortunately, this
conflicts with the requirements for optimum lateral path tracking response
which had the opposite trend with frequency.
Figure 8 shows the rms lateral path error versus bank angle for two
dutch roll frequencies for the aircraft trimmed on a curved approach path.
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O4
c;- a
O _ Damping, Cd[] .29-_ _ .5
C3 _ .707CK .29(Servo Poles:
rw_ -12.6,-8.9)
OOc=
Q:
c:_
('90 i 1 I | 'l.50 t.O0 t.50 2.00 2.50 3.00
DUTCH ROLL FREQ. (RRD/SEC)
Figure7
RMS SideslipError versusDutch Roll Frequency,I05 Knots,
I/TR = 2.5, I/TS = .07
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For reference, for this trim airspeed of 194 kilometers/hour (105 knots) a
horizontal turn with a radius of 762 meters (2500 feet) would correspond to
a 21-degree bank angle. This figure shows that there is a smaller but signi-
ficant variation in tracking error with bank angle, and this variation is
also a function of the specific augmented poles.
0
0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0
BANK ANGLE (DEGREES)
Figure 8
RMS Lateral Path Error versus Bank Angle
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the SAS design algorithm worked efficiently to provide
accurate pole placement, except for the phugoid poles, while yielding low
feedback gains. The quadratic optimal pilot model compared well with pre-
vious frequency domain models and proved to be an efficient tool for
calculating the system gust response. The gust response results showed that
the lateral path tracking error was an order of magnitude greater than the
vertical error. There was a plus and minus 50 percent variation in the
lateral error for the augmented poles achieved in this study, a1.d the lateral
error was reduced most significantly by increasing roll stability. The
conflict between optimum lateral path error and lateral and directional
response decoupling implied a design trade-off. The lateral response error
for banked flight was also dependent upon the specific augmented poles.
Finally, one must bear in mind that the variation in gust response noted in
this study was for augmented poles which all lay within the region of
acceptable flying qualities as defined by existing specifications.
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ABSTRACT
Decisions on modifications of the present ATC system are to be based
at least partially on the FAA's global requirements for a safe, orderly and
expeditious system. The diffic2lties in objectivLzing measures for con-
cepts such as orderliness in recent experimental simulations of dLstrtbuted
management alternatives to vectoring have led to studies of perceLved order-
lLness in the ground tracks of five A/C during their simulated flights.
Dynamically developing ground tracks of the five A/C from 21 separ-
ate runs (7 conditions x 3 runs/condltion) were reproduced from computer
storage and displayed on CRTS to professLonal pLlots and controllers for
theLr evaluations and preferences under several criteria. The gro,md
tracks were developed Ln 20 seconds as opposed to the 5 mlnutes ef sLrnu-
Lated flightUSLng speed-up technLques for display.
Metric and nonmetrLc multlclum_.nslonal scaiLng techniques :irebeln_
used to analyze the sub lectlve responses Ln an effort to (I) determlne the
meanmgfulness of b_iskng dec[sLons on su(,h _.omplex subjectnv,: cruterla.(2)
compare pilot/controller perceptual spa_.(.s,(3) determLne the dL.mensLonal-
Lty of the subjects' per'ceptuaL spaces and thereby (4) (letermlne to the ex_'nt
l)osslble objective measures sULtabie for comparing alternatLve traffL'.'man-
agz,ment simulatlons based upon concepts such as "orderllness"
l'hework in pr'ogress wLIl be dlscusscd as to; the evldence for ('OnSLS-
t,'ntability to make these complex judgments; LndLcations of differences
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bet_een pLlots and co.rollers; and the dlrnenslonalLty or' per('(._v(.d "ord(.r-
[[ne_" und other" criteri
INTRODUCTION
Three alternative ATC systems for managing term±_al air traffic wert
simulated and studied dur±ng 1973 at NASA-Ames Research Center. The three
_iternatives could be characterized as ground-centered (vectoring), alr-
centered (advisory), and _ _ore moderate divlsion of control responsiblllty
(sequencing). Of the thr_ systemu, sequencing proved superior on the bas_s
vr a
of flight performance measu_,(2Y,_3_ workload for pllots and controllers,
and subjective evaluations." "' However, the FAA criteria for ATC
systems are that they be safe, orderly, and expeditiou_ and of these three
crlterla, orderliness _s the most difficuJt to objectlvize in a meanlngful
fashlon. The relative safety and expeditiousness of the three simulated sys-
tems were determined from the flight performance measures in the context of
tne experlment with the result that sequencing was at least no less safe nor
less expeditious than vectoring. Because it is apparently necessary to accel,t
the criteria of "orderliness" as well _n evaluating the three systems, and
because, as mentioned above, no clear objective measures exist for this purpc,se,
a multidimensional scaling approach uslng subjective evaluations of reconstruc-
ted ground projection movements of the 5 A/C in the problem was tried. Thls
paper describes the initial work and results obtained to date.
Experimentally, it is necessary to demonstrate whether or not the alter-
natlve ATC systems differed in "orderliness" and _f so, whlch system was most
orderly. Since human observers serve as the evaluators, it is more to the
point to determine if any of the systems is _erceived as more orderly than the
others. While it is not a priori clear that it is meanlngful to ask humans to
assess such vague qualities, the work of Plckett (4) in particular suggests
that in fact they can do so reliably and objectively in certaln situatlons.
Actually, two features of the simulatlons were important in evaluatlng
the results in additlon to nhe previously reported comparison_--the relative
orderliness of the systems just mentioned and any bias toward establishing
starting configurations for the 5 A/C which were more favorable to accomplish-
Ing the 2_oblem under some conditions than others. Fo_ example, although
starting posltions for the A/C were randomized (from a [inite set) among the
c3ndltlons, it is possible that the generally inferlor standing of vectoring
could be due to less favorably situated startlng posltions. Favorableness of
starting position, like orderliness, is difflcult to objectivi e in an a prlorl
non-clrcular fashion and therefore estimates of "favorableness of starting
_Josltlon" were also obtained from human observers from reconstructed plctur_ .q
_,f the starting positlons.
Elew_n professional pi£ots anc_ eleven _rofesslonal controllers s_rv..,_ ,s
,,x;)_,rtwltnesses ±n maklnq the evaluation_ of fa__v<_rabl,_nessof star__tlng pos[-
ti_n_ and ordcrl_ness of the flights. As _ precaution, none of the sub3ects
took part in the orlglnal experlments whlch produced tht data, although I_ _
dnl_kely that thu original subjects could r_.<all whlch of the dlsplay,,d qr(u_d
pro]ect_ons and/or starting positions and ATC alternatlw, s were associated.
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Because pilots and controllers may be predisposed to "see things differently"
because of their selective profes3ions, this possibility was investigated as
well.
In summary then, two major aspects were examined:
i. To what extent can human observers make reliable judgments of
complex features? In particular, can "orderliness" of a system
and any predisposition toward a favorable solution of the flight
problem be subjectively evaluated?
: 2. Do the perceptions of the above features differ between pilots
and controllers?
The purposes of these studies were:
i. To determine if any of the simulated ATC a.ternative systems
was more orderly than the others following the FAA requirements
for a safe, orderly, expeditious system.
2. To evaluate.multidimensional scaling as a means for obtaining
reliable estimates of similar subjective criteria in lieu of
: available objective measures.
3. To obtain if possible objective measures from the subjective
scaling results to provide guidelines for directed design of
other alternative ATC systems which when evaluated would possess
a higher degree of orderliness.
METHODOLOGY
Although three different ATC systems (vecboring, sequencing, advisory)
were evaluated in the original experiments, the sequencing and advisory condi-
tio..s each had three levels of predictor information displayed on the pilots'
trazflc situation displays: no groun _ path flight predictors; a 30 zec. path
p_edictor on own A/C only; 30 sec. pat, predictor on all 5 A/C. Thus, there
were 7 different conditions. Sufficient data was stored from the original
experiments to reconstruct the ground projected movements of all 5 A/C in
dynamic fashion. Three runs of each of the 7 conditions (from one of the
three original groups of pilots and controllers) were selected and presented
to the human observers in paired comparison fashion on CRTS. The subject
observers were not aware of the number of conditions nor the multiple runs
precondition. The basic format for eliciting the subject responses was:
I. A pair of runs was presented slmu]taneously on a CRT. Each zun
showed 5 triangular A/C symbols. The originel 5 minute run was
speeued up to 29 sec. Fach run was framed in a box so that the
two boxes appeared slde by side on the CHT.
2. The starting configurations remained stationary for 5 sec.
during 4hich the subject marked on a precoded sheet in effect:
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(I) "regarding the favorableness of the two starting configura-
tions, if the two appear identically similar, write "9"; if they
did not appear similar at all, write "0". Write any integer
between (0,9) to express the degree of similarity of the favor-
ableness of starting position."
(2) "which one of the pair is more favorably situated (left or
right)?"
3. After the 5 sec. allowed to record the above, the run commenced.
The two runs were normalized to start and stop together in
exactly 20 sec. Subjects saw the 5 A/U symbols move from their
starting positions to their final positions for eac,_ run of the
pair simultaneously, i0 seconds were allowed before the next
run during which the subject marked on a precoded sheet in
effect: (i) "regarding the orderliness of the two runs, if the
two appeared identically similar write "9", if they did not
appear similar at all, write "0". Write any integer between
(0,9) to express the degree of similarity of the orderliness of
the two runs.
(2) "which one of the pai _ was more orderly (left or right)?
Presentation of all 210 pairs of the 21 runs required about 3 hours with
rest perlods every 70 presentations. Subjects were familiarized with the
notion of judging similarity within each pair on a scale of 0 to 9 and
received trial runs outside the selected set for practice. Subjects saw a]l
21 runs individually prior to making the 210 pair comparison runs in order to
establish the range of the presentations.
The results of the scaling were analyzed by INDSCAL computer programs
developed by Carroll and Chang (5) . The INDSCAL acronym stands for Individual
Differences in Scaling and assumes basically that there is a common perceptual
space which all the subjects share but that each subject differs by the
amount of importance or weighting attached to each dimension of this co_on
space.
This multidimensional scaling approach seeks _o present a literal picture
of the subjective space in which the (21) alternatives in question are
arranged in a geometric configuration such that the metric distance between
alternatives measures their perceive3 similarity. The closer together any
two objects are, the more similar they are. INDSCAL also produces a literal
picture of the subjects themselves arranged in the same dimensional space
such that their relative position along each axis represents the relative
weighting each attaches to that dimension. It is thus possible to make
simultaneous comparlsons among the alternatives as well as among the "per-
ceivers" frcm a single program. Other programs are being used to determine
the relative ordering by each subject of the 21 runs on "orderliness" and
"favorableness of starting position."
It should be remarked here that it would have been impossible for a
subject to _ank order each run on a single scale of orderliness for example
because the dynamic method of presenting the ground projections precluded
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the usual "juggling" of the set of alternatives by the subject to an accep-
table order. Also, although each single run could presumably be scaled from
(0,9) and rank order then determined, little information is obtainable from
this regarding the dlmensions of orderliness. The paired .omparison format
is an easy and fairly natural method for evaluation and the analysis by
INDSCAL can provide insightful information.
Because it is unwise to depend entirely on the results of any single
scaling program, a nonmetric program (6) was also used to analyze the data in
a slightly different fashion for supporting purposes to establish whether or
not the subjects were responding randomly or not.
DATA ANALYSIS
The similarities data were analyzed using both nonmetric and metric
multidimensional scaling algorithms on the DEC SYSTEM l0 at Tufts University.
These programs are described below.
Nonmetric Algorithm
The nonmetric algorithm used in our analysis was written by Prof. _. E.
Curry of M.I.T. This program accepts a triangular input matrix containing
the proximities data from one subject. The order of the input matrix is equal
to the number of stimuli[_)and the rank order of a matrix element _K is
assumed to be a measure of the amount of similarity between stimulus j and
stimulus k. Thus, the algorithm requires only that the data be at least
ordinal scaled.
The objective of the analysis is to represent the stimuli as polnts in
an r dimensional euclidean space such that r is the minimum number of dimen-
sions for which the rank order of the interstimulus distances djk can be made
equal to, or closely match, the rank order of the corresponding data element
_K. Bennet and Hays (7) have shown that a configuration whose distances are
monotone with even the most complex set of data on n stimuli exists in a
space of no more than n-I dimensions.
The process of nonmetric multidimensional scaling upgrades the data from
an ordinal scale toward a ratio scale in the sense that it applies a set of
n(n-l)/2 rank order constraints to the euclidean distances between n points
represented as nr coordinates. As the number of constraints increases rela-
tivu to the number of coordinates, the allowable values of the coordinates
become increasingly restricted. By finding the lowest solution dimensionallty
r which permits a satisfactorily monotone fit to the data, one maximizes the
ratio of constraints to coordinates and therefore maximally upgrades the data
tgward a ratio scale.
Since the existence of a satisfactory configuration for n stimuli Js
guaranteed in n-i or fewer dimensions, the problem is to find the configura-
tion. The nonmetric program first reads and stores the observed proximities
data. The rank of each proximity datum pair is determined. If a group of
elements have equal numerical value, each of the tied elements is asslgned the
same median rank. For example, if five elements have the value of zero and
SOS
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no elements are in the set of lower value, then each of the five elements zs
assigned the median rank value of 3.
The program then obtains an r dimensional initial stimulus configuration
of coordinates xjt, where the first subscript denotes the stimulus and the
second subscript denotes the dimension. This may be accomplished by one of
three available techniques. The initial coordinates may be read in as data;
they may be produced by a random number generator; or they may be gener@_d
from the proximities data by a procedure devised by Guttman and Lingoes
%oj
The Guttman Lingoes procedure was used in our analysis.
The initial configuration serves as a starting point for an iterative
process which hunts for the best fitting stimulus configuration. The first
step translates the origin of the coordinate system to the centroid of the
assumed stimulus configuration. The coordinates are then scaled by dividing
each coordinate by the mean of the distances from the origin to the stimulus
points. The distances d:k between stimulus points are calculated an,3 ranked.
At this point, the optio_ of reassigning ranks within groups of tied elements
in the set of observed data _, was used to produce maximum agreement between
the rank values of the observ_ data and the correc[:onding calculated dis-
tances. If this option is not elected, each element with&n a tied group
retains the group's median rank value, implying that the calculated distances
corresponding to these elements ought to have equal values. The rank values
of the elements in the observed data R(_., ) are then compared with the rankK
values of the corresponding calculated i_terstimulus distances R(djk) to
determine the rank discrepance ejk.
The rank stress s for the stimulus configuration may now be ca!c'l_aced
r
by the formula
K
This is a measure of the goodness of fit between the observed data and
the model. The rank stress is related to the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient r by the formula
s
) (3)
The final step in an iteratzve cycle is to determine a better fitting
stimulus configuration. An error gradient qjt is calculated for each
coordinate x.
3t
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The new coor3inatc X_tj is calculated from the old coordinate xjt by the
equation
= "
The value of c, the step size at each iterative cycle, is a function of the
rate of convergence of the solution as indicated by the history of the rank
stress in previous iterative cycles.
The iterative process may be terminated upon completing a preselected
number of iterations or upon reaching a preselected value of rank stress,
whichever occurs first. The final configuration is then rotated to a princl-
pal components solution, with the dimensions ordered by the proportion of
variance accounted for by the dimension.
Fifty-five sets of proximities data were analyzed in 10,8,6,4 and 2
dimensions by the nonmetric program. Each solution was obtained by performing
30 iterations of the algorithm. There were elevcn sets of observations for
each of the following four categories: pilots' judgments on the degree of
similarity of difficulty of the starting conflguration of the landi..g simu-
lation, controllers' judgments on the same; pilots' judgments on the similarity
of orderliness of the dynamically displayed movements; and controllers'
judgments on the same. In addition, eleven sets of data were produced by a
random number generator such that the random sets contained the required
number of elements, uniformly distributed in the same range as the data from
the pilots and controllers. These eleven random sets were also processed by
the algorithm for comparison with the real data.
The results of the nonmetric analysis are presented in Figure i. The
figure shows the means of the rank stress and corresponding Spearman rank
correlation coefficients for the five classes of data as a function of tb_
number of dimensions in the solution. The ordinates are measures of the
degree to which the nonmetric models agree with the data.
The standard deviations about the plotted means are not shown. However,
_hey were quite uniform at each solution dimensionality, varying from about
_J, for the i0 dimensional solutions to about 40, for the 2-dimensional
solutions.
The most striking feature of F_gure 1 is that the stresses for solutlons
resulting from the four classes of data from real subjects group closely
together, whereas the stress for the solutions resulting from data in which
the ranks were randomly assigned are much higher. The difference between the
random sets and each of the other sets was significant beyond the .1% level.
Although there was no statistical difference (at the .1% level) between
p_lots and controllers, at each dimension;the curves do suggest a sllght
d_fference such that controllers were uniformly slightly less consistent in
making their judgments Lnan were the pilots. (An Analysis of Variance would
probably confirm this observation.)
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Figure 1 Rank Stress and Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
Resulting from Nonmetric Scaling of Similarities Data.
These curves show the typical result that the "fit" becomes better as
more dimensions are permitted even for the random data. However, it is
possible to conclude flom this limited normetrlc analysis that in fact the
subjects were respondlng with a fair degree of consistency in making their
paired comparison judgments of similarity. The minimum dimensionality of
their perceptual spaces for a satisfactory fit (each was analyzed separately)
appears to be on the order of 5-8 dimensions. (Actually the Guttman-Lingoes
portion of the program indicated conservatively i0 dimensions as an adequate
number.)
Metric Algorit_un
The metrlc algorithm used for analysis is the INDSCAL program wrltten by
Carroll and Chang of Bell Laboratorles. This algorithm is described in detail
in referer_ces 5, 9 and I0. However, a brief description is given below.
INDSCAL is a metric algorithm slnce one of zts underlying assumptions is
that the data are interval scaled. Figure 2 is a representation of the input
data.
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Figure 2 The Three-Way Input Data Matrix of Similarities fur INDSCAL.
Subjects are Numbered (l-m). Stimuli Numbered (l-n).
The input is in._e form of a three-way matrix (n by n by m) of proximi-
ties data elements _ .() The value of an element is assumed to be an estimate7_
of the amount of similarity between stimulus j and stimulus k as judged by
observer i.
The INDSCAL model is described by the following equations.
where L,Z[ _ is a linear operator and the distances ujk in the st_Jnulus
space are given by
= - (7)
This model gives a representation of observed data as stimulus coordinates
x in a stimulus space which is common to all observers. In addition, a set
't
o2 individua_ subject weights _Lt are determined which scale dimension t in
the stimulus space according to subject i's perception. The common stimulus
space x. and the subject weights may be used to generate a stimulus space
(}) _ich is appropriate to subject i.
The output from the INDSCAL program is, therefore, a rectangular array of
stimulus coordinates xit and a second rectangle array of subject weights wit
as reFresented in Figure 3.
The analysis begins by adding a constant c to each element _[ of
512
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Figure 3 The Two Output Matrices from INDSCAL. A Group Stimulus Space
Matrix and the Individual Subject Weights on each Dimension are
Produced Simultaneously.
The constant c is given by1
and has the effect of insuring that the triangular inequalities are satisfied.
, d>
A three-wayscal_r,:_productsmatrix b_'_. is th_l_onstructed from the
observed distances 0;"_ using Torgerson's equation
¢+ "-'+> +++_t- +_++_)]_,+>
The scalar products matrix is now used to obtain t.e stimulus coordinates
and subject weights by canonical decomposition. This process attempts to
express the elements of the scalar products matrix as the sum (over dimen-
sions) of a three factor product:
l.i) r
(.L_ Cm3
An initial stimulus configuration is either input by the analyst or
generated by a random number generator. The decomposition is accomplished
by repetition of a three step iteration cycle until a preselected number of
cycles have been performed or until successlve cycles fail to increase
significantly the variance in the scalar products matrix which is accounted
for by the model.
The first step in a cycle is described by rew£iting equation (12) as:
b(L) r
where: t
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This may be wrltten in matrix form as:
The least squares solution W_f_r the wezght matrix W zs:
= (l_)¢
• _.
In the second step, W and (_)kt are held constant and improved values for
/ :_ are sought, it The scalar products matrix is expressed as:
where : $.
This may be expressed in matrix notation as:
The least squares solutzon _* for _ is given by:
t'-') ( L_
The estimate of i improved in the third step, whlch follows the argu-
ments of the first two steps.
Although no explicit constraint is applied to insure that _L) equal_)
durinq the decomposition process, the symmetry of the scalar prodhcts matrix
_K _K_ insures that the two matrices of stimulus coordinates will be
equivalent in the sense that:
(r<) (L_
where C is an r by r matrix with nonzero diagonal elements.
INDSCAL runs were made on the observed proximities da_a to produce soiu-
tions in dimensionalities from 2 through 5. Both the observations on
starting configurations and those on orderlines._ were studied by examlnzng
solutzons resulting from three separate subject groupings: the eleven pzlots
as a group; the eleven controllers as a group; and all twenty-two sub3ects
comblned.
Table 1 summarizes the percentage of variance in the data accounted for
by each dlmension of the INDSCAL runs done by g£oupzng both pilots and con-
trollers together. Results from both "favorableness of starting pos_tzon"
and "orderliness of the flights" are presented. S_mllar data was obtained
for pilots and controllers as two distinct groups and in general appears
quite szmllar to that shown.
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Table i
PER CHNT el: TOTAL VARIANCE
ACCOUNTED FOH B_ iNDSCAL SOLUTIONS
ORDER DATA
dimensions
1 2 3 4 5 total
i .............
"_ 5 3.1 10.4 7.1 6.5 6.0 -4_.0c
r- .- l
o _ 4 4.0 10.9 8.6 5.9 39.4
I
= E 3 2.4 8.2 35 0 I
0 .'_ ............. 1
2[17.5 i3.0_ 30.a I
START DATA dimensLons
>_ I 2 3 4 5 tota[
= 5 15.2 13.2 7.2 5.3 5.1 46.0 !
= _ 4 13 5 I13 4 9 1 8 0 44.0 :
"£ = " _ " - .... " ...... ' -- t
=. _ 3 16.1 12.9 9.9 40.0
0 ...... t
2 17.4 _15.1 32.5 j
....... L .........
The total percentage of variance accounted fer by a solution is computed
as the sq_re of the correlation between the elements of the scalar products
. _J
matrlx 5_K (equatlon ii) and the corresponding element (right side of
equation 12) resulting from the INDSCAL solution. The variance accounted for
by each dimension t is computed by multlplylng the total varlance percentage
by the fraction ft of the total sum of squares of sub]ect welghts w whlch
orlg_nates from d_mension t. zt
Increasing the number of dimensions increases the variance accounted for
which is typical. The dimensions themselves are ordered in descending
fashion on the amount of variance accounted for so that dimension 1 of the
4 and 5 dimensional solution, for example, is not necessarlly the same.
Further analyses are required in order to identify the meaning of each
dimension.
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A great virtue of INDSCAL is its ability to provide a subject conflgur-
at_on which Is interpretable in several ways. Distance from the origin
corresponds to the degree of fit between the subject's original data and that
derlved from applylng hls set ot we]ghts on each axis to the general soiutlon.
A subject at the (I,I) coordinate in a 2 dimensional space, for example,
indlcates perfect agreement between data and its reconstruction, whzle a
subject at the orlgin indicates no agreement.
To test for the amount of "randomness" in the subject data a subject
similarity matrix made of randomly assigned integers was included in the
total group analysis as a check similar to the check procedure used in the
nonmetric analysis.
Figure 4 shows the plots of the subject spaces w:. for two d_menslonal
INDSCAL models of starting configuration data and orderliness data, respec-
tively. Each of these runs included all twenty-two pilots and controllers
as well as one random "subject."
It is clear that the subjects are in fact considerably removed from the
random subject, indicating that they appear able to make internally consistent
judgments to a significant extent on orderliness of the flights, for example.
In this 2 dimensional solution, the correlation between data and the model
was approximately 0.12 for the random subject, while the actual sub3ects had
a median correlation of about .58.
There is a suggestion (not yet tested) that pilots attached more _mpor-
tance to the second dzmension of the start data than did the controllers in
this two dimensional analyszs, indicating a possible difference in pilots'
and controllers' perception of a favorable starting position. No clear dls-
tinction is present between the pilot and controller perceptions of orderll-
heSS.
Figure 5a shows the stimulus space x for a two dimensional model of
starting configuration data taken from th_televen pilots. Figure 5b zs the
equlvalent plot resulting from the controllers' data. Figure 6 is the two
dimensional stimulus space resulting from combining the starting conflgura-
tlon data from all twenty-two subjects in one run.
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fhe same four stimulus items appear an the box in the upper right
quads'ant of each oroup plot. Since each analysis was independently derived,
this indicates that the data generated by each group results in very similar
_cr.=eptu_ models demonstrating that _he complex stimuli w_re very similar]v
perceived by the subjects. It the pilots' c_nfiguration were rotated about
the dotted ]ine, the pilot and controller plots would b_ almost identical.
F_aure 6 shows the analysis of the combined pilot-controller data and is
quite similar to the irdividual group plots.
Two aspects of the plots are important. The firsh is that there does
not seem to be any strong pattern of the stimuli within each plot. For
example, the vectoring runs were not perceived as being similarly situated
for favorableness of starting position as shown by t'eir spzeao on each plot.
The "scctter shot" pattern is in fact an indication tha_ the favorableness of
starting posit_ons was more or less evenly distributed among the conditions
as intended. This is important since there uere no a priori measures avail-
abl_ for evaluating tLis possibility. The second aspect is that t_re was in
fact so_.e sgrt of difference in perceived starting position favoreuleness as
shown by the similarity of the two independent plots and by _he individual
_ suDject correlation coefficients differing from that obtained from random
subjects.
Figures 7a, 7b and 8 correspond to Figures 5a, 5b and 6 respectively
except that the orderliness data plots are presented instead of starting
configuration data. -.
As in the previous figures, these _'lots show considerable consistenc_
among themselves. The mann in which some of the stimu]i are grouped
together constitutes another notable feature of these plots. The three
advisory-own predictor runs (rectangles 01, 02, 03) group closely together in
the lower right quadrant cf these figu£es. Lzkewise tne sequencing-own
predictor runs (hexagons 0 _, 02, 03) and the sequencing-all predlc*ers runs
(hexagons AI, A2, A31 seem to be grouped together, suggesting some coms_s-
tency in the degree of ordezliness of these similar condltions. This mlght
be further evidence that predictors tend to reduce variability, in this case,
of orderliness. Again, the 3 vectoring runs (circles) are well separated
evidencing their low inter-similarity of orderliness. It is not possible at
this stage to say which conditions were perceived as more orderly, although
thls _nalysis is in progress.
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O VECTORING H NO PREDICTOR
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Figure _{ Two Dimensional Group Sti:nulus Space for Pilots and Controllers
Combined. A lligh Degree of Similarity between Runs of the Same
Predictor Conditions is Evident. similarity of the Three
Vuctoring Runs is Low.
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DISCUSSION
The most immediate conclusion to be drawn from these analyses Is that
subjects can perceive orderliness and favorabi_,less uf stdr_ posit±ons consls-
tently even though no objective measures or delinitions were specified fur
these complex criteria This strengthens the concept of including human
observers as system me_suring devices along witi. more traditional "objectlve"
measures. Furthermore, there did not seem to be any great amount of differ-
ence between the perceptual spaces of pilots and controllers in either of the
two types of judgments, suggesting that perception was not strongly colored by
occupation.
It is probaLly safe to conclude that the lack of any strong patterns
among the conditions in the start data implies a more or less equally distrl-
buted a prlorl difficulty of performing the task as intended. The opinion of
the expert witnesses must be taken as "truth" in place of any noncircular
objective measures. Thus more confidence can be placed in the comparison_
based on objective measures reported in previous papers, e.g., the generally
inferlor performance of vectoring was not attributable to any predisposition
toward a more difficult problem based upon the starting configurations.
On the other hand, the evidence of some clusters of the three runs from
the same nonvectoring conditions in plots of pezceived orderliness does seem
to indicate that these conditions produced similarly "orderly" flights. (The
subjects were not aware of the conditions generating the runs or that there
were even multiple runs (3) under the same condition.) It is not expected
that all runs from a given condition be perceived identlcally because of the
natural variability in such realistic stimuli. However, again in spite of
what might appear to be an impossible task, subjects did perceive differences
in orderliness in a fairly consistent fashion among the 21 flights.
The size of the triangular clusters obtained by connecting the 3 rt
from the same conditions is a rough measure of variability of the percel
_timuli. The triangular clusters are about the same size for the start _
Indicating, as mentioned above, approximately equally distributed difficult/
of start positions as desired. However, the size of the triangu]ar clusters
for orderliness are much smaller when predictors are used, indlcatlng agaln
the reduced variability typically associated with predictors. Further
analysis will reveal the relative ordering of the conditlons on the two
judgments to determine whlch of the conditions is 3udged most orderly, for
.:xample.
The percentage of the total variance in the data accounted for by the
nonmetric solution (Figure I) is generally high_.r than in the mettle solutlon
((INDSCAL). The 5 dimenslonal metric solution produced a correlatlon of
about 0.68 between model and data, while the nonmetrlc solution of the same
dlmensionality produced a Spearman coefficient of 0.93. It should be
remembered that the nonme_ric solution operates on a slngle subject's data at
one tlme and is thus able to "tailor" a fit better, whereas INDSCAL produces
a slmultdneous solution common to an entire group. The correlations between
the orderliness data and model for the pilots (as derived from INDSCAL)
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ranged from .447 to .634 for tht two dlmenslonal solutlon wlti_ sxmllar rt-_..i,s
for controllers and _,imilar results for the start data. (The random "suefeut"
had a correlatlon of only 0.II approxxmately by comparlson.)
The dominance data, gathered concurrently wlth the proximity data, will
be analyzed externally In the stlmulus solution to determine each suh]ect'_
preference order using a program such as PREFMAP by Carroll and Chang of 5uil
L_bordtorxes. In addition, the origlnal 15 ob]ective measures are als_ belng
used wlth INDSCAL to produce an "objective" conflguratlon of the 21 stlmuil
runs for comparison with the subjective perceptual spaces a_ well as proeuce
indxcatlons of similarity among the meabures themselves. An Important goal
of thls project is to identify if possible the dimensions of the perceptual
space as a means of objectivizing complex crlteria such as orderliness for
future use.
SUMMARY
Analyses of the similarities data on f_orabieness of starting posltlcn
and orderliness of the flights (two complex criteria for which objective
measures do not exist yet) indicate that this data gathered from subject
observers was generated by an internally consistent, nonrandom process.
Comparisons of the separately derived pilot and controller perceytual spaces
indicate a high degree of perceptual similarity between the two groups in
spite of their different professions.
The three runs of each of the seven conditions were judged about the
same In terms of favorableness of starting configurations (as originally
intended) so that differences in the objective analyses among the condltlons
do not depend upon any preferential bias toward easler solution because of
startlng configurations. On the other hand, marked differences appear in the
judged orderliness of the flights in the seven conditions. The three runs
of any of the four predictor conditions were 3udged more similar in orderli-
ness than the runs from any non-predictor condition (vectoring, sequencing-
no predictor, advisory-no predictor), which adds further evidence that pre-
dictors tend to reduce variability. The run slmllarity in orderliness
between the own predictor and all predictor conditions was about the same.
It is concluded that human observers can be u_ed for obta_nlng fairly
consistent evaluations of complex stimuli uslng ill defined though co._uacn_y
used im_,ortant crlterla. Analysls is ti_e_efore continuing to determlne the
relc,tlvc ordering of tl_e stlmuil under t_,, two c_Iter!a to suFplement com-
par_s()n results of the ATC systems uslng ob]_ctive measures and to xaentlf_"
ti_e dlmenslons of the perceptual spaces obtained.
524
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SLUSltY WEIGtITINGS I'OR THE OPTIMAL
PILOT MODEÂ,
James D. Dillow, l)ouglas G. Picha, Ronald O. Anderson
ABSTRACT
A pilot mod-1 is described which accounts for the effect
of motion cues in a well defined visual tracking task. The
effect of visua! and motion cues are accounted for in the model
in two ways. First, the observation matrix in the pilot model
is structured to account for the visual and motion inputs
presented to the pilot. Secondly, the weightings in the
quadratic cost function associated with the pilot model are
modified to account for the pilot's perception of the variables
he considers important in the task. Analytic results obtained
using the pitot model are compared to experimental results and
in general good agreement is demonstrated. The analytic model
yields small improvements in tracking performance with the
addition of motion cues for easily controlled task dynamics
j and large improvements in tracking performance with the addi-tion of motion cues for difficult task dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
The fact that motion cues can have a significant effect
on tracking performance has been demonstrated (Refs 1 and 2).
In fact, in Ref 2 a set of plant dynamics is given for which
it was found that tracking was only possible when motion was
present. Thus it is clear that in certain cases, the effect
of motion cues must be accounted for in a realistic pilot-
vehicle analysis.
An approach is suggested in Ref 3 In Ref 3, experimental
results are used to develop a relation between the lead time
constant and the time delay in the pilot model for the case
where no motion is present. A separate relation between the
_ead time constant and the time delay is developed for the
case where the motion is present. The basic idea is that as
/,,_ the lead time constant decreases, the ti:ne delay decrease_.
With motion, a further decrease in the time delay results.
The idea of a reduced time delay in the presence of correct
t motion cues is substantiated by the data of Ref 1. Reference
1 contains experimentally derived pilot transfer functions
with and without motion cues. A comparison of the pilot
2 transfer functions show that the high frequency phase droop
is decreased with motion cues• Yet the shape of the amplitude
curve is not much different with or without motion cues• This
change in pha_e without a corresponding change in amt) litude
for the pilot transfer function suggests that the time delay
is decreased when motion cues are present• This conclusion
is consistent with the approach of Ref 3.
tlnfortunately the approach of Ref 3 does not easily extend
to those cases where the level of the motion cues are on the
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order of the pilot's perceptual thresholds. Furthermore, the
problem where the motion is not precisely correct can not be
analyzed. This is the case in flight simulation where the
motion often has to be "washed out" due to the physical
constraints of the simulation facility. Nor does the approach
of Ref 3 apply to the case where motion cues are contradictory
to visual cues. An example of this possibility is flying a
remotely piloted vehicle from a separate aircraft.
A model which accounts for the effects of motion cues in
a direct and natural way is described in this paper. Further-
more it is relatively simple to extend the model to the case
where "washed out" motion is present or to account for dis-
orientation due to contradictory motion and visual cues. The
model described here is based on the optimal pilot model
described in Refs 4 through 9. The effects of different visual
and motion cues (as well as peripheral cues and proprioceptive
cues) are accounteu tot in the model in two ways. (1} First
the observation matrix in the optimal pilot model is structured
to account for the visual and motion inputs presented to the
pilot. (2) Secondly, the weightings in the quadratic cost
function associated with the optimal pilot model are modified
to account for the pilot's perception of the variables he
considers important in the task.
The procedure for modifying the quadratic cost function
is described next. The approach is then demonstrated for a
roll tracking task and results predicted by the model are
compared to experimental results from Refs 1 and 2.
SLUSHY WEIGIITINGS
In the use of an optimal pilot model, a quadratic cost
function of the form
m o 2
a = X w o " + Ro8
i=l Yi Yi
is minimized using linear, quadratic, g:.ssian optimization
theory. In .l, o denotes the rms value, Yi is the ith observed
variable, _ i_ the control input, and W and R are weightings
Yi
in the cost function. It is not clear how to physically
interpret the term
e
in vhe cost function. The procedure that is followed ,s to
pick R so that the neuromuscalar lag in the pilot model is
.1 sec. So, despite the lack of physical interpretation, the
weighting R poses no difficulty in the determination of the
optimal pilot model.
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The term
m
i:l Yi Yi
poses a different problem. The values of W may be difficultV .
• 1
to pick a priori. This is one of the main arguments put forth
against the optimal pilot model by its critics. Advocates of
the optimal pilot model claitn the values of the weightings,
W , can be determined judiciously based on the pilot's inter-
V.
• l
pretation of what he considers to be acceptable limits for the
observed variables, Yi" Furthermore, it is claimed that the
values of the weightil:gs are constant for a given task,
independent of plant dynamics, disturbances or commanded inputs.
The idea of fixed or invariant weightings is consistent with
the pilot modeling approach suggested by the paper pilot model
(Refs 10 and 11). In the paper pilot model the cost function
is the pilot's evaluation of the aircraft's handlinp qualities
and by minimizing the cost function, the pilot has oFtimized
the closed loop handling qualities.
The approach taken here is that the term
m 2
w o
i=l Yi v.• I
does represent the pilot's concept of what is "good" for a
given task, and the pilot will adapt his control strategy
to minimize this quantity--w_th one exception. The pilot can
not minimize what he doesn't perceive• For example, it is
possible for instrument thresholds to effect the pilot's
perception of the magnitude of a given variable. Thresholds
have in the past been considered in computing performance;
however, their effect on the cost function has not previously
been considered. Furthermore, accelerations would not be
perceived if there is no motion; however, in the presepce of
motion, acceleration may well be a factor in the pilot'_ assess-
ment of "goodness" Thus it seems more reasonable in the
optimal pilot model to minimize
m _
,Ip i=l "vl YPi c
where )' is the perceived value or" the ith observed varzable
P. 1
and the values of W are fixed for a given task, independent
v.
• 1
of the observed variables, plant d>'nam_cs, disturbances and
commanded inputs.
._2H
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The cost function with perceived variables can be written
as
2
O
m YPi 2 2
JP i=l Yi o Yi e
Yi
m 2 2 2
: Z w K o .Ro
i=l Yi Yi Yi e
where K is the describing function gain corresponding to
Yi
the ith observed variable, Yi' due to the threshold. In this
form, the usual linear, quadratic, guassian minimization theory
can be used to compute the optimal pilot model gains. The
weightings in the quadratic cost function are W K 2 and depend
Yi Yi
on thresholds and which variables are observed--hence the term
slushy weightings. Since the describing function gains can not
be computed a priori, the solution to the optimal pilot model
is computed iteratively, where the values of W K 2 are
Yi Yi
_omputed each iteration until convergence is achieved.
A ROLL TRACKING TASK
The optimal pilot model with slushy weightings was
tested against experimental results from Ref 1. In Ref 1
Shirley describes the results of a roll tracking task with
and without motion cues for a large variety of controlled
element dynamics, different input levels, and different input
band widths. The task consisted of tracking a commanded roll
input that was made up of a sum of sine waves. The tracking
error was displayed on an oscilloscope in the cockpit. When
the motion was included in the experiment, the error was also
used to drive the roll motion of the cockpit. The dynamics
of the motion system (a pure time delay} was accounted for
in the visual system by passing the roll error through the
simulated motion system dynamics. Thus the visual cues and
motion cue were consistent. A block diagram of the experiment _ .:is shown in Fig. 1. ,i:.,
in_ t_
The input, ¢i' was the sum of ten sine waves at fixed
frequencies. The break frequency was defined t_s follows. At
frequencies below the break frequency, the amplitudes of the
sine waves were t 1. At frequencies above the break frequency,
the amplitude of the sine waves were +. .1.
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For the analytic results using the pilot model, the input
was modelled by four cascaded first order filters driven by
gaussian white noise. The break frequency of the gaussian
input was set so the integral of the power spectral density
of the gaussian inr.at matched as closely as possible the integral
of the power spectral density of the sum of sine waves input.
The break frequencies used are as follows:
_b' radians/sec
........ ..... . --"
sum of _ gausslan
sine waves t (matched)
I
.7 ' 1.1
2.5 l 2.05.0 4.0
The input could be scaled by a gain, K', to vary the input
power as shown in Fig. 1.
Dynamics
The dynamics of the roll motion system (no other axis
was driven) was that of a pure time delay of .1 sec, good to
10 rad/sec. Thus in the analysis a .1 sec time delay was
lumped into the .2 sec pure time delay for the pilot model,
for a total of a .3 sec time delay.
The dynamics of the controlled element consisted of
3 types
KC1)
s(xs + 1)
K
(2) 2 2
_p
S + L%_n + _n
K
(3) 2
+ _ _)
s(s + 2_mn n
Unfortunately, numerator terms usually associ, ated with
aircraft dynamics were not considered.
Control Stick Sensitivit(
The control stick sensitivities were set for a given
controlled element dynamics so that full stick motion was not
used and so that the stick activity was not minute. The ex-
perimental results clearly indicate that the trackCng per-
formance is dependent on control stick sensitivity. For
example, the tracking performance as a function of control
sensitivity for a given se" of controlled element dy_amic_
d are shown in Fig. 2. It clear that there is an optimal
stick sensitivity and an experiment run with non-optimal stick
sensitivity will result in poorer tracking scores.
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The optimal pilot model in its present form doesn't account
for stick sensitivity. Thus it is assumed that the m-_el a'e-
sults correspond to those obtained witL optimal stick sensi-
tivity. Ira tilosu cases where a number of stick sensitivities
were used experimentally, the case with the best tracking score
was used to compare with tt, e analytic results.
Motion Cues
The roll motion was driven by the roll error about an
axis through the operator's oily button. Only roll motion
was used and the motion was not washed out. The angle of
rotation was proportional to the roll error delayed by .1 sec.
This constant of proportionality, K , was chesen for each set
of controlled _lement dynamics so t_at the roll motion was
neither so small as to be useless or so /argo as to. exceed
± 45* during a -un. Once the constant was chosen for one set
of dynamics, it was ma,ntained throughout the experiment.
Visual Cues
The visual display was a dot on an oscilloscope with
lateral displacement proportional to the roll error. %he cock-
pit was covered so that external visual cues could not be used
when the motion was on. The oscil_osc ne Rain, K was chosen
so that the dot did not reach the edge o_c v'xlloscope during
the run, ann yet, did not make just min eerturbations. The
ratio Kv/K m was constant throughout the entire experiment.
................. _ ...._. o visual only ......
.... ; ......... _ I_- visual and motion .....
1.2_-, - ........ _........ "*""--_ ....... -_ ............
........
t, . : ..... -or ......_ , _ : ',"
/o. _ ........
1
e .t5 .......................... : '"-'_-- ;--;..; 2.:2 ;. ; ....._
y , , ,1l
c 2
.' .... _b(._ine waves_= 2.5 ...........
r
f._:;ure 2. Tracking Performance as a luncti(- of
Control Stick Sensitivity, F.
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PILOT MODEL
; In order to compute analytic results, certain parameters
and structural properties of the optimal pilot model must be
fixed. To the extent possible the parameters used were taken
from previous applications of the optimal pilot model so that
the analytic resul.ts could be considered as a prediction of
experimental revalts.
Time Delay
A pure time delay of .2 see was used in the pilot model.
This value is consistent with Refs 4 through 9. The .1 sec
pure time delay of the motion dynamics _as added to the pilot
time delay to gJ-e an effective time delay _f .3 see.
Neurmauscu I ar
L neu._:omuscular lag of .1 scc was used in the pilot model.
This valae is consistent "th Ref._ 4 through 9.
Observation Noise
The-_6i._e zo signal ratio for the observation noise was
"aken to be .017, again consistent with Eefs 4 through 9.
Neuromuscu 1or Nnise
The n_i__e to signal ratie for the remnant or the neuro-
mus_:ular noise wa_ taken to be .003, consistent with Refs 4
through 7 _-._ 9. (I r 8 blcw it on this 6he.)
_ Observca vavi_ I_s
The -;,._-_-:_d--vuriables depend upon whether or not motion
cues _re used. _ithcut out motion cues, the roll error, ce'
w:.s observed. In applying the optimal pilot model, the f'_rst
derivative any visual observation is assumed to be observed
conc_trrently, hence the observation vector for visual cues is
_vith the addition of motion, rotationa, acceleration is
also sens,-d -_ia the vestibular system. _ was assumed that
the first derivative of the roll acceleration was al_o sensed.
A more detailed mo6el of the vistibuiar dynamics might be more
aPl)r_-priate for more i,vol,,ed motion. Roll error could also
be sensed proprJoceptively and in fact tracking scores were
gxven in Ref 1 for tracklr, g, without visual cues.
Roll error sensed proprioceptivel-y was not con._dered iv.
the observation vector since .t is redundant tn that sensed
,,isually, and the visual cues are suppused to b_. well above the
visual threshold=. Thus with motion, the observation vector is
..e
¢
e
e
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Cost Function Wei_htings
The weightings used in the cost function were taken from
Ref 9. In Ref 9, the weightings were picked so that pilot
model results matched experimental results from Ref 12. The
experimental roll task in Ref 12 was to maintain wings level
in the presence of turbulence. The weightings are
W_p = 2.7
We = 1.5
P
"" = .02
WCp
where Cp is the perceived roll error, Cp is perceived error
rate, and Cp is the perceived rotational acceleration (and
error acceleration in this case), o,
It should be noted that for the case without motion, ep = 0,
which is equivalent to letting W_p = 0.
Thresholds
The thresholds could not be precisely determined from
the experimental description in Ref 1. This is because the
values of K and K are not given in Ref 1. Furthermore, K
m v m
and K were different for different controlled element dynamics.v
The ratio Km/K v was held constant, however.
The approach taken was to fix the thresholds for all
caser. The input was varied for different controled element
dynamics. This correspon/s to varying K and K , but with a
fixed ratio, m v
The thresholds used were as follows
Observed Variable I Threshold
ee "89°
3.38°/sec
e
2
.S°/sec
e
3
lO.°/sec
e
and ¢ correspond to a linear display 1 meterThe thresholds for ee e
from the operator' eyes scaled .1 cm/deg roll assuming .05 °
arc and .18 ° arc/see visual thresholds. The threshold for
$34
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rotational acceleration was taken from Ref 13. The threshold
on Ye was a WAG (Wild Beast-of-Burden Guess).
The inputs used are as follows
Controlled Element rms Input, o. 1
Dynamics (degrees)
--_/S(TS + 1) 5.
2 2
K/(s + 2_n + _n ) 3.
K/s(s 2 + 2_n + _ 2) 2.n
2
The exceptions to the above inputs are four cases for K/s
dynamics where the relative changes in the input are documented
in Ref I.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
A tabulated comparison of the experimental results and the
analytic results are given in Fig. 3. The cases are referred
to by the "data" number of Ref I. Experimental results and
analytic results are compared by comparing normalized tracking
scores, o /o.. The results are also displayed in the scatter
ee i
diagram of Fig. 4.
Thg agreement between the analytic scores and the experi-
mental scores are generally good. The analytic results were
particularly interesting in the case of data 17, 20, and 23.
Note that in data 20 and 23 the only change from data 17 is
the level of the input. As the input increased, the scores
improved (decreased) and visa versa. The an:_l:'tic scores
not only followed the same trend, but accurately match the
experimental results. The mechanism in the optimal pilot model
that cause the scores to improve with increased input is the
decreased effect of the visual threshold.
In three cases the analytic results did not compare well
with the experimental results. For data 8 and 43, the optimal
model predicts virtually no improvement in the tracking score
due to motion, yet the experimental results show a significant
improvement in tracking score. The analytic results agree _ith
the conclusions of Refs 2 and 14; that is, for easily controlled
dynamics, motion cues are not particularly heIFful. It is
possible that in these cases, the additional proprioceptive
cue for roll error was of significant value since the motion
was relatively small and the visual thresholds may have been
of significance.
The analytic results for data 55 show a significant im-
provement with motion cues, yet experimentally, no impcovement
was mearured. Again the analytic results agree with the con-
clusions of Refs 2 and 14. These references both concluded
that for marginally unstable dynamics, the motion cues would
535
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Cues Scores o. /G.
V=Visual Controlled w b O.ln _e l
Datal hi=Motion Element (sine) Ref I Analytic
i
8 _ V K 2.5 S .45 .47
: s .34 .45
I
17 V K 2.5 3 .90 .84
V and M 2 .74 .63
S
I
20 V K 2.5 1.5 1.22 1.15
V and M 2 .98 .80
S
i
23 V K 2.S , 6.0 .72 .72
V and M 2 .SS .52
S
24 V K .7 1.9 .87 .74
V and M 2 , .78 .50
S
27 V K S.O I 3.74 1.04 1.23
V and M 2 .82 1.12
S
i ii
29 V K 2.5 S .63 ,58
V and M s(s+l) .S6 ._IS
i , i
32 V K 2.5 ' S .S7 .54
V and M s(s+2) .48 .44
33 ' V K 2.5 5 .58 .52
_ and M s(s+4) .48 .43
40 V K _ 5 , 3 .90 .70
V and M 2 .72 .60
s $p
; 41 V K 2.5 : 3 .74 .67
V and M 2 _ .62 .54
s +I0
J
43 V K 2.5 3 .60 .58
V and M 2 .48 i .58
s +Ss ä)J I
55 V K 2.S 2 1.75 l .SS
V and M 2 1.75 .92
s (s Ì.Fig. 3. Comparison of Experimental and
Analytic Tracking Scores.
i
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Figure 4. Scatter Diagram Comparison of Experimental
and Analytic Results.
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be helpful and should improve performance It is possible that
non-optimum stick sensitivity was a factor in the e×perimental
regultg. It i_ alan pn_ible th'lt there wa_ auf{icient hiah
frequency oscillation to impair the reading of the oscilloscope
and to cause undesirable vibration feedthrough to the stick.
These effects can be acco,_nted for in the optimal pilot model
(Ref IS) but were not in this study.
CONCLtJS I ONS
The pilot model results generally agree well with the
experimental results . Experimental improvements _n tracking
scores due to motion cues are matched by corresponding improve-
ments in tracking scores by tne cptimal pilot model in all but
three cases. Even in those cases it may be possible to account
for the experimental results by including the proprioceptive
cues and effects of vibration in the optimal pilot model.
The comparison of tracking scores is not a conclusive
demonstration of the model. A comparison ... experimentally
derived and analytic pilot transfer functions is in order.
It is possible that the apparent change in time delay' seen in
the phase data of the pilot transfer function (Ref 1) might be
accounted for in the optimal model by the fact that the predictor
in the optimal pilot model would be improved with the additional
observations. The rest, It would be that the effective time
delay due to the combination of pure time delay and the predictor
would be decreased with addition of motion inputs.
The experimental results sho_' that control stick sensitivity
will effect tracking scores and illustrates the need to extend
the optimal pilot model so that the effect of stick sensitivity
can be accounted for.
It would be possible to refine the model by" including
v_stibular dynamics in the model based on existing models.
Nodelling l, eripheral cues or propriocet)tive cues in the optlmal
model is conceptually no problem; however, threshold values and
the structure of the observation matrix are now known.
The model described in this paper accounts for the motion
cues in a straight forward way. The addition of the motion is
accounted for by including sensed motion variables in the ip.put
to tqe pilot model. The _,eighting in the quadratic cost function
are altered su that only' the perceived state of the system to
be controlled is u:.ed in the cost function.
The change in the weightines involves computing describing
function gains; so once the threshclds are defined, the appro-
priate weightings are easily computed iterattvely.
The model can be used to account for washed out motion in
aircraft simulation. This would be done by including the simu-
lator motion equations in the system equations used to structuYe
the optimal pilot model. Performance with full motion could
then be compared to that with washed out mot ion.
The effects of contradictor.v motion or confusing motion
cues can also be modeled. "lhe al_proach would be to struct_rt,
1975025602-541
the pilot model based on correct motion cues and then une the
contradictory r,_otion as an input to the model. Ohviousl.v the
optimal filter performance _ould degrade and thc re_id_:als
_ould be a measure of the disorientation created by the incorrect
motion cues.
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A TIIEORETICAL i;TUDY OF THE PILOT Ao A SYSTEM ,,I,I,_lOP,
by i'.H. Weweril_e
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
the Nether]andu
SUMY_Y
The ever increasing complexity of aerospace vehicles, is associated
with a greater emphasis on the monitor and decision making f_uctions of the
pilot. This paper deals with the perceptual load imposed on the pilet mor_i-
toring his system. A theoretical model of this load is tested against expe-
rimental data. This model is based on a system stat_ estimation model tu be
associated with the internal representation of the task enviror_ent.
INTRODUCTION
It may be expected that the hum_un's role in pilot/vehicle systems will
be more and more characterized by monitoring and decision making. Therefore,
thes_ f1_mtions have to be incorporated when describing human operator's
participation in manned vehicl_ systems.
As indicatei in figure i, a centra± aspect of the pi!ct's p_rticipati_:.
is th_ internal representation of the task ehviro:_ent, it enabi_s the h_man
operator to determine whether the present situation is i,_tongruous with what
should happen, in case of incongruity the required action pattern (t_ rem_v,: _
the incongruity) can be "known", implying that the corresponding response is
merely "provoked" (control). Otherwise, the pros ariacons of possible actio:_.s
are weighed to solve the problem. According to _ certain set of staadards the:
"optimum" action is selected (decisior, making).
i_.ecommon conceptual framework would be desirable t-_formulate th?
[mpcrtant pilot's functions and th,._r mutual in'erference. It is bel[._ve_
that modern optimal contro.L, ,_timallon ,_nd ,]ee_slon theory provide this
fru2_ewor". [z:the next, _:hapter, the human <,perator's monitor beh._vi'r :,.
_iscu'zscd, pr[mariiy im terms of the perc,,ptual i._,'c]involved, fhe m_"ie.'is
bat_cd <_n the internal r._,de±of the task environment as incorporated in th,z
,primal control model (Rt-f.l).
541
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INTERNAL REPRESENTAT! ON
A submodel of the optimal control model consists of a Kalman fi_ter-
predictor. This state estimation submodel which is also involved in the h'mm_c.
<:ecision making models of Refs. 2 and 3, can be associated with :3 internal
representation of the task environment.
The dynamic process describing tl_etask environment is represented by
the vehicle's equations of motion (Fig. 2)
where x is the system state, u is the pilot's control input, a_;dw represents
the external disturbances and the displayed information
y = Cx + Du (L)
it is assumed that this information is converted into an internal
representation which is based on a noisy, delay,.d version of y
Vy(t ,,yp(¢) = y(*- _ ) + -T) 3'
where y represents the perceived information, %" is an equivalent time delay,
and v _epresents an equivalent "observation" noise process.Y
This internal representatio.. (_) is expressed as
i
x=A _+r 4;
cAV
c
with £ (T) = e _ (0) given
where A is the closed loop control matrix (Ref. 4), and r is a zero-mean,
_ausslan white noise process with covariance Rb(t-_).
It,case the pilot only moritors the dynamic process given by eq (i_
(L_=e), ,_ ....... _- A :- eq(l_).
C
Thu l'or_going model of" t,h,:i[L,,t'._internal represcntat:,._n_f "h_
vehicle's state is used [r,the next chapter to operationalize i,]]_ work:;a,:
invuivcd in h.'.'-monitor task.
PERCEPTUAL LoAf
Theoret ica_ a_u_lysis
i_.rccpt.uai load is hYl,othctica]iy c,,nstructed as the etTect ,'1' tn,,
542
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_erceJved ":,formation on tile hu_.lanopcr_t.or. It is hyp,-ti_csized that tile
aiscrepa_;cy between the internal representation (iR) of x, based on in,-
displayed information, and the prudicted (or expected) IR of x, is a m_asurt.
for perceptual load imposed on the human operator. This difference, _, i::
described by
_=A _+r (5
C
with _ (_) = O
The c variance of _,Z_, is given by
A=A _ +_ A' +P (6
C C
with _ (I_) : 0
Basically, R reflects the rate at which information enters the system.
i.u the steady state situation (_=0), this is just bala_nced by the system
damping (as expressed in A ).
C
Experimental validation
In case of simple stimulus-response relationships, it is a_=_med that
the tcta] ..ffect of the task situation on the human operator (workload) is
predomin_',tly reflected by his perceptual load, W , as defineu in the
Drevlous p_ragraph. In terms of the optimal contr@l model, this implies
that motor noise is absent and response execution is represented by simple
feedback gains (Ref. h).
Essentially, the control model reduces to the "?e_ceptual" model give: by
_. (3).
Ir rel er_nce 5 an exploratory e;;perimental progr m is descrited ".
stu,_y pilot's control effort and its relationship with the optimal cc:.tr
mo,lel parameters. The dependent variables were subjective ratings (ccncerni:.g
:ask dif_']culty) and model f_ramcters. The contro I task was varied by means
f t.,c coht" oiled element dyn_nies.
i",_r:_[_ thc config_u'ation,; for w_ich motor _oi.{_was ne_,iigibiy sma..,
_L, l_erc,:I_tua.tload, W), w:_s computed . The r_:suit is compared with the s,,_-
.],.ctiv,:ratings for thl,_ controlled t,lements shown in figure 3. 'i%e compute:
,_oC,_rithm of the) perceptual load, Wp, is shown to be in excellent
_gr<.ement with the subjective d_ta.
_A=th, _gh cq (C) can be rels*--_t to _uJ _[variat,1,-' situ_tJ,,r,s ,rely tn,. ,1_..; ;':y, :
stc.m ,_utput, m, w_s invoivu_, so W = _
543
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FExtension to multi-input situations
h, oraer to derive an absolute measure of perceptual loau, it is 2r ;<_-
sed to w_igh the foregoing perceptual load index with a qua_itit.¢ whi,_.n
ruYlects how alarming the perceived information is, or what its const.quenc,=s
:_rc. This is mandatory when the effect of" one source oi" information is
c_mpar_d ._r combined with another one (of different quality).
[u_ absolute measure oY perc_._ptaal load is hy_otn_:si.ed to t_,:cbtaine:
• "+ 7"when W is expressed in units of pertinent _m g_t ,oundaries" (in cast of
::.')nito._img),or in units of criterion levels (in case o_' continuous contr -_
w=th a z_ro reference). Furzhermore, when n variables, representing ncn-
:-<dundant informatior,, are perceived simultaneously, the total perceptua_
load is proposed to be given by
[I
W - ]-[_ (7• . , /
P _=i 11
where _h.. is the diagon_l element of zg_
ii
ExperJ .entation will be necesssmy to validate this multi-variable model.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
'fbe state estimation submodel cf the optimal control model can be
•issocl:ited with an internal representatior, of the task en¢iror_ment, hasec ",:.
this coz:ct:pt, a perceptual load index has been derived expressing the pilot's
workioaa involved in his monitoring task.
The model is partly validated using experimental data (_ubjectiv,
ratings) of trucking tasks /or which the effort involved ir response
selection _d execution was "_ssumea to " e negigible compared ,;itn tin:
perceptual load. An extension to multiv_riable task situations is suggt_steu.
i{AFi<h!.]:_('}<'
_, ,<_,.]n:'_an,D.L. and }':_r_,::,.;.: ,4_:m,.'dV Q.i:ic [;y:_te:ns;u::_iysi_;y _.:,_._:.:
,I":.I.,<i,:rnC{,ntroL Th<ory. NA[_A CR-]7 _, _,,J'_u.e L97!.
i,v]_:,,,_,W.I{. ;_,_dT.,Im,,r, }.:.I'.:fl ",_r,tr i-Th,,,,:'yM_ ,_,.ii'_r f{tc,,'_:.
_,.,'_:,i_,,_-Ma_',im'.i'_A2A('h-i _'._',,:_(ctmlbcr i_._.
<. ,_:_t,,_,,A.V. :u_d :.b:[nr'l:n_,l_.1,: _k_r:',nt [:'',tu:,,i',_,9,<_L',.':',r '-L,'}{_c_.'.,
L'.',':.t,'ms.A(]AR[;('! ].i_ ',_ml,. ._r,Aut,,m'_t£,n in M:,nn,,d A,'r,,:'i'v_',• sy:"_ "v,,
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PERFOg'._IO_ EVALUATIONIN IIIAL-AXIS
CRITICALTASKTRACKING
Dr. Malcolm L. Ritchie N.S. Natarai
Wright State University Sinclair Community College
Dayton, Ohio 45431 Dayton, Ohio 45402
Sb'NMARY
A dual-axis tracking using Jex's critical task (Reference I) was set
up to evaluate human performance. The effects of corLtrol stick variation
and display formats are evaluated. A secondary loading was used to measure
the degradation in tracking performance.
IN'rI_)DUCFION
Jex, Mien and Jewell developed the multiloop critical tasks making
some exploratory applications to control and display problems. The save
autopacing principle and paramenters as used for single axis critical
instability tasks (Reference 2) were used. In this work, performance
measures of critical divergence frequency (_) i.e.: divergence frequency
when the subject loses control, total run time (T) i.e.: the time from the
on set of tracking until one of the errors exceeds the display and the
switching time (t) i.e. : the time of rate shift on autopaced task, are
evaluated for a nmber of controls and displays. The stress sensitivity
of critical tracking tasks was investigated by using an auditory task.
METHOD
Apparatus
Using analog computer components, a dual-axis critical tracking task
was instrumented. Figure 1 shows the block diagram and Figure 2 shows the
analog mechanization of the task. Two EAI-TR-20 10 volt analog computers
were used in a slaved configuration. The control sticks _re identical
U S A F type number C-I Formation sticks with + 10.0 wlts output.
548
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Testing_
Six male students were used as subjects. ..The subjects reported 20/20
vision and were free from any auditory and psychomotor deficiencies. The
subjects were briefed concerning the experiment and the task prior to
training. The task was to stabilize simultaneously two identical,
increasingly instable, cont.-oiled elements (one in each axis). Both line
displays and point displays with corresponding stick motion as shown in
Table 1 were used. The secondary cognitive task used is a modification
of Baddeley Telephone test reported by Ouignard (Reference 3). The sub-
ordinate hypothesis is that the operator performance is not affected by the
work ioad or by the interactions with any other stresses as different dis-
play fomats or different stick motions.
Procedure
The subjects were given either a line or a point display on one or
two oscilloscopes. They were also given one or two joy stick controls.
The primary task was to keep the display on the oscilloscope centered for
as long as possible by manipulating the joy stick motion forward and back-
ward o._ sideward depenedng on the display motion. The trial w:_s completed
when the subject lost control of the display. The criterion was tile
duration for which the subject held the display within the range. A
telephone test was given simultmeously with the trackxng task for some
trials. The subject's task was to listen carefully to each statement and
decide promptly whether it is right (),es) or wrong (no), then call out the
decision.
Seco _da_ _Task
"[he subject was given a series of purportedly logical statements, some
of which were in fact logically absurd. The task was paced at one statement
every five seconds and the number of errors committed were recorded.
Omiss;.ons of answers were considered as errors.
The tracking performance measures recorded for each tracking run were
critical divergence frequency (_), total run time (T) and switching time
(t). These voltages were recorded on a Fluke 8000 A digital multimeter.
RESULTS
The detailed statist._cs are shown in an integrated tabular and
graphic form (Tables 2a, 2b, 3 and 4 and Figures 3, 4 and 5).
The critical divergence frequency showed a small degradation due to
loading conditions. Condition 6 showed the largest variability. Th_ mean
" value did not vary much.
V
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TABLE2a - F VALUES:CELLTOCELLANALYSISBYROHS
(wtthout load1rig)
o,
CELL F VALUES
i iii iPOSITZON
CRIT. DIV. FREQ. TOTALTZHE SHZTCHZNGTIHE
l u i i ,
11-12 0.000 0.0732 0.1734
11-13 3.8787 4. 0922 6. 3822
11-14 4.4285 4.8378 12.1479
11-15 1. 0624 1.4899 1. 2860
11-16 7.4151 7.7492 3. 5238
11-17 1.0481 O.7196 O.1344
11-18 1.8939 2•0711 O.5387
12-13 3.5496 4.1894 4.6193
12-14 3.9044 4.7966 8.7741
12-1S O.9918 1.6841 O.5545
12-16 7.1871 7.9091 2.5902
12-17 1.0233 O.9004 O.1576
12-18 1.5189 2.1542 0.0187
13-14 O.0069 O.0055 O.1491
13-15 0.8657 0.6594 1.9473
13-16 1.8724 1. 9272 O.0212
13-17 O.2880 O.5039 3. 2496
13-18 1.0756 0.9739 4.7905
14-15 0.8155 O.5447 3. 9914
14-16 2.2003 2.2111 0.2382
14-17 0.2288 0.4705 5.4395
14-18 1.0742 1.0151 8.8348
15-16 4.2248 3.9734 1.0638
15-17 0.0638 0.0014 0.4274
15-18 0.0000 0.0081 0.6892
16-17 2.8889 3.3964 2.08_0
16-18 4.6395 4.5833 2.7532
17-18 0.0698 O.0008 O.0009
.... n ml
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TABLE2b - F VALUES:CELLTOCELLANALYSISBYROWS
(w]th loadtng)
CELL F _/ALUES
POSITION .....
CRIT. DIV. FREQ. TOTALTIHE Skl]TCHZNGTIHE
• imll
21-22 O.2214 O.0510 O.0145
21-23 O.0358 O.0551 O.0115
21-24 O.6922 O.7156 1.3000
21-25 O.1494 O.0055 2.0083
21-26 6.8257 7.1861 1.5481
21-27 5.3764 6.4881 17.6465
21-28 O.1008 6. 0484 2. 6958
22-23 0.4259 0.2110 0.0498
22-24 0.2479 0.4606 1.4299
22-25 0.4901 0.1438 1.6136
22-26 5.4596 6.4859 1.6724
22-27 7.8685 7. (_0 13.6066
22-28 O.5673 O.0738 2;1070
23-24 O.9554 1.0317 1.1348
23-25 O.0672 O.0079 2.2807
23-26 7.4094 7. 9181 1.4005
23-27 4.3134 5. 2546 1g.4613
23-28 O.0288 O.0150 3. 0805
24-25 O.9527 O.7045 4. 6541
24-26 3.0031 3.2244 0.0845
24-27 5. 5733 6.4243 17.3016
24-28 1.0807 0.7032 5.6711
25-26 6.1912 5.7914 4.4860
25-27 0.7961 1.3108 1.7789
25...28 0.0020 0.0281 0.0002
26-27 14.5597 15.9681 12.5341
26-28 7.4264 6.7553 5.1329
27-28 2. 5223 3.8301 2.8412
SS4
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TABLE3 - F VALUES:CELLTOCELLANALYSISBYCOLUHN
; u |1 _ ..,
i CELL
POSITION ......
CRIT. DIV. FREQ. TOTALTIHE SitlTCHINGTIHE
11-12 0.0096 0.2099 0.0415
21-22 O.00('7 O.0045 O.0757
31-32 4.77_:7 5.4985 4.5306
41-42 O.8963 1.1465 2. 0678
51-52 2.2544 1.5110 3. 9853
61-62 O.2488 O.2544 O.1202
71-72 5.1948 6.2675 6.8435
81-82 2.7331 2.1998 2.8019
TABLE4 - F VALUE: ROHTOROHANALYSIS
i ,,__
F VALUES
ii m
. . CRIT. DIV. FREQ. TOTALTIHE SIIITCHINGT|HEi i
Row I - Row2 9.4$N 9.6113 12.1304
ii i
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'lhe total time had the highest mean and the variability for condition
6. Except conditions 1 and 2, all the other conditions showed a general
degradation under the effects of secondary loading.
Conditions 3, 4 and 6 yielded the highest mean for the switching
time but condition 6 has the highest variability. All the conditions
except 1 and 2 showed a deterioration in perfomance with loading.
Mean correctresponseshowedthe largestvariabilityin conditions
I, 4 and 6 in which the motionsof two displayswere on the same axis.
Two way analysisof varianceyieldedthese results. For a rejection
at the S% level,an P valueof 3.92 is used. Basedon this,therewas a
significantdifferencefor all the threeperformancemeasuresbetweenthe
two linedisplays(conditionI) and the two dot displays(condition6) with
loadingand withoutloading. The dot displayshave a greatermean value.
Among similardisplays,the sidemotionof the sticks (condition4) yielded
greatermean comparedto forward-backwardmotion (conditionI). Bet_-en
conditionsI and 4, it showeda significantdifferencewithoutsecondary
loading. Under loadingconditionstherewas a significantdifference
betweentwo dot displayand one dot displayconditionscomparingthe
loadingand unloadingconditions.A significantdifferencewas observed
in condition7 only (Table3).
CONCLUSIONS
The secondaryloadingdid not affectthe criticaldivergence
frequencybut deterioratedthe performancemeasuresof total trackingtime
and switchingtime (exceptin condition2). The high correctresponse
percentageunderloadingconditionsindicatedthzt the subjectswere well
motivatedfor the task. A largevariabilitywas exhibitedin condition6
and the subjectsratedthisconditionto be the most comfortableone. The
two dot displaysand the sidewardmotionof the sticksshowedhighermean
valuesfor the performancemeasures.
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CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
IN FLIGHT SYSTEMS
By Edward M. Connetly, Nicholas A. Sloan,
and Robert M. Zeskind
Omnemii, Inc.
ABSTRACT
The desired response of many man-machine control systems
can be formulated as a solution to an optimal control synthesis problem
where the cost index is given and the resulting optimal trajectories
correspond to the desired trajectories of the man-machine system.
Optimal control synthesis provides the reference criteria and the sig-
nificance-of-error information required for performance measurement.
]he synthesis procedure described in this paper provides a continuous
performance measure (CPM) 'which is independent of the mechanism
generating the control action. Therefore_ the technique provides a
meaningful method fop on-line evaluation of man's control capability in
terms of total man-machine performance.
The synthesis procedure converts a cost index such as
/I = F(X j t) dt
o
which is doubly dependent on system state (present state and initial state)
into a function 0(X) of the state variable vectoP X. The 0(X) function is
termed "cost-to-go" si0ce its value is the cost to the objective if the
desired (optimal) performance is utilized. The function is part of the
CPM and has several interesting properties. First_ its partial derivatives
with respect to the state variables can be identified with the auxiliary
variables generated by the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin. Second,
the function is a Lyapunov function fop the system if optimal performance
is achieved. As a result_ it acts as a convenient stability indicator fop
operation with man-in-the-loop.
The paper includes a description of the CPM, and a
_ theoretical development of the synthesis procedure and its applications. :
$61
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CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Every performance measure consists of two parts:
1. The reference or criteria portion, and
2. The measurement of the significance (importcnce)
of deviations from that criteria.
Conttr_Jous performance measurement (CPM) is a measurement technique
whereby the desired reference control is known and the significance of
any control errors is evaluated at each point in the problem space.
Evaluation of control errors is based on the effect of those errors on
total system summary performance. For example, if conservation of
fuel is deemed most important in a particular control problem, the CPM
continuously (instantaneously) evaluates the effect of any ,control errors
on excessive use of fue[ for the total task. Finally, the CFM is state
determined so that, whatever path the controlled element raises, whether
due to correct or incorrect controls_ the CPM provides the reference
and control error sensitivity information at the new state.
, CLASSICAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
It should be recognized that this method of performance
measurement differs significantly from classical methods which are
generally summary, or at least averaged_ measurements and do not
include the desirable instantaneous reference and error sensitivity
characteristics just described, Such summary measures provide a
single r_Jmentcal evaluation for the total PUn and thus, do not provide
specific information about performance along the run. Summary measures
do not reveal important information about how superior performance was
achieved or what factors cause difficulties leading to poor performance.
In training problems, the use of summary measure information results
tn non-specific feedback so that part of the trainee's learning task is to
sort out what he did wrong from what he did right from the summary
measure information. This_ of course_ requires additional Puns ju3t to
accommodate the sorting process.
Butj summary measures do provide usefu[ {nformatton_
particularly in providing the basis for computing tt:e continuous per-
£ormance n_easure (CPM). In order to understand this rPlationshipj
_, corlstder a problem where the controlled element_ the vehicle, is supposed
Lo move along an isolated reference path and the error (deviation) from
$62
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that path is presented to the operator in some way so that he can control
the vehicle. Total system performance is scored in a standard way,
such as, with the integral of the error squared. A summary measurement
value is provided at the end of each run. As discussed previously, the
summary performance measure has som_ serious limitations as follows:
1. The performance information is not specific as to
what the operator is doing when he performs poorly
or" performs welt,
2. There is no absolute reference,
3. The measure value is a function of initial problem
conditions so that the operator, does not know how
to interpret the numerical summary score values, and
4. There is no direct measure of control error
significance.
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
AND OPTIMAL CONTROL
Consider- how a summary me_sure can be converted into an
instantaneous measure. Suppose that the vehicle under control is at
point A; it is displaced from the isolated reference path by amount A.
Corresponding to each summary performance measure is a best incre-
mental motion for the vehicle from point A. The best, as used here,
means the incremental motion which is the portion of the total solution
trajectory from point A to the terminal point that minimizes the summary
measure selected. Since the vehicle will move from point A to another"
point B, and so forth, the use of the best control results in motion of
the vehicle along the best solution path starting from A. The resulting
summary measure value will be the lowest possible given the system
started at point A. This solution path is a new reference path which
may or may not intersect with the original isolated reference path.
The new reference path is the optimal vehicle trajectory from point A
and every point along that optimal path. If the optimal control rule and
!" vehicle trajectory are determined everywhere in the problem space of
interest, instead of just from point A, a reference control rule and
i corresponding vehicle trajectory are available at each point in the prob--
i_ |era space.
=
{
The CPM is an instantaneous measure developed from
i the selected summary measure, which continuously determines the
difference between best incremental control and the operator- control.
In addition, and very importa_tp the CPM provides error" sensitivity _
$63
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weighting and with it, it is possible to evaluate the seriousness of any
control operator error. Considering the CPM, it is easy to visualize
that the reference system is no lor_jerreprese:_ted by an isolated ref-
erence trajectory, 1:utthat problem space is actually filledwith reference
trajectories. It may seem, at first, that a set of reference trajectorles
which fillthe problem space may require a lot of storage, however, the
reference functions and performance evaiuation are used incrementally
and, therefore, may be stored conveniently in their differential equation
FOPm o
CONSTRUCTION OF THE CPM
Reference Equations
Construction of the CPM begins with a mathematical model
of the aircraft vehicle dynamics. The vehicle equations in this develop-
ment are a set of differential equations which may or may not be linear.
These equations are given by
= f (x,u), i = 1,2,...,n, (I)
where x is the vehicle state vector
x = (xl, x2, ..., xn)
and u is the vehicle control vector (controller's inputs)
u = (u1, u2, ..., urn).
The control vector wilt probably be constrained in some
way by the physical limitations of the equipment. For many problemsj
the constraints may take the form
where ] = 1_ ..., m.
Cost Funct ton
The cost function (CF) is of the form
t
_ I (u_t)=L F (x,u)d, (3)
P
$O4
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If a fixed upper limit tf is understood, then the CF is of the form
I (u;tf) = I (u). It is required either that F ix,u) ) 0 or tha,, in special
cases F ix,u) > 0. Functions of this type ape termed positive definite
or positive semt-definite_ respectively.
If the cost to be measured is "time to accomplish the task,"
then F ix,u)---- 1. Other quantities may be used to measure the operator's
control cost_ for instance "fuel used to accomplish the task" or "energy
expended to accomplish the task."
Control Equation
]n man-machine systems, the operator's control actions are
the funct_.ona[ "analog" of the control equations. FoP this development_
a fixed control policy is assumed for the purpose of computing the best
policy. Once that is accomplished, the evaluation of any control including
a human operEorts control can be evaluated. The fixed policy is given
in the form
or in vector form by
U = g (X), C4)
The Free S_/stem
Let u = g(x) be a fixed control policy; then the free system
is defined as the system with feedback control
= ? (x,g(x)). (5)
This system represents the behavior of the vehicle given a certain con-
" trot policy.
The free system is .=_id to be convergent if it satisfies the
t
control task and the cost function takes on a finite value. This last
condition means that for the fixed control policy u = g ix) we have that
1 (u) = I (u;t_ has a finite value where tf is the time required to achievethe control t_ask.
. i, 565 _'
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Generating the Cost-to-Go C,CTO) Fu._r_.ti0ns
In this section the CTO function for the free system is
constructed. For a particular control policy, u = g(x), and a fixed
time interval, (0,tf), the definition of the CF (3) yields
tft
I (g(x))_- J0 F (x,g(x))d f (6)
Let x (t)be a solution of the free system and introduce a function 8(x)
defined along x (t) by
"
0(xCt)) -- )t F (x(,) ; g (x(,))) d, (7)
Thus, at the point x(t) on the solution_ 0(x(t)) is the cost (resources)
to be expended before x(t) reaches its terminal value x(t_. Thisjustifiesthe terminology "Cost-to-Objective." Notice theft,as con-
stPucted_ that #(x) can be defined independently of solutions as a function
of the stats variable x so that along any solution x(t)
dj. I + F (x (t),g(x (t))) = 0 (8)
cltI x(t)
For e(x) defined along a particular solution by (7)_ equation (8) follows
easily. The claim above means that, given a control policy u = g(x),
then there is a function 8(x) associated with it so that along any solution
x(t) of the free sy3tem equation (8) is true.
For a two-dimensional state variable x = (x 1 _ x2) , Figure 1
indicates the behavior of convergent paths with respect to risEr'easing
levels of 8(x). The follow',ng is a list of properties of the 0 function:
a. Q(x) decreases as I (g(x);t) increases along a solution
path.
b. The CTO to the objective is zero, given that the oresent
state ts the objective, t.e., Q(0) = 0.
c. The CTO function Q(x) is positive for all points in the
state space except the origin; i,e,, Q(x) is positive definite. This is a
result of the restriction F (x,u) _ 0.
566
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FIGURE 1 CTO FUNCTION 00<)
d. The fu,_ction 0(x) is a convenient state space repre-
sentation of the level of cost. The CTO fiJnction can be used as an
indicator of system convergence in the special case where the origin is
an equilibrium point of the system. 0(x) is a Lyapunov function for the
free system with respect to the origin.
e. If the function F is F(x,u)----- 1 Ci.e., the index I measures
time), then 0(x) is the "time-to-objective."
f. For every free convergent system that yields a finite
value of the cost function (t.e., a meaningful cost function), there exists
a corresponding CTO function.
g. If tf is the solution time, 0(x(t_)) = 0, since x(tf) = 0.
If x(t o) is the initial-state, then 0(X(to) ) = I(tF).-
h. The partial derivatives of 8(x) with respect to the
state variables can be identified with the auxiliary variables generated
by the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin.
" Constr_ctin9 the Performance Measure
The optimal control function u* = g* (x) is defined as the
control policy that minimizes the cost to reach the objective; i.e., if ;
any other control policy is applied, the cost is either equal or greater
than those needed by the optimal policy. Represent this by the relation
l (u*)< x (u) (9)
Figure 2 shows two paths from the initialstate to the terminal state,
Each path is associated with a different control policy. If u* is the
1975025602-570
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FIGURE 2 TWO POSSIBLE PATHS
optimal policy, then the cost incurred along its resulting path must be
less than or equal to the resources depleted along any other path.
If the 0ptlmal control function u* can be found, then the
corresponding function 0" can be computed. This function, #*(x), can
be referred to as the "minimum CTO" or the "CTO" if the optimum control
policy is used. Since 8" (x) is a function of the state variables, its
rate of change along paths produced by any control policy can be com-
puted. That is, given any control policy g(x), the free system can be
solved with this control policy. Denoting this process by dO___*I ' a new
dt Ig
function _ can be defined by
d#* I + F
= Ig (x,g(x)) (10)
where g (x) represents any control policy subject to the boundedness
conditions of (2). If the optimal control policy is used, then, due to
the construction of 8" by (8)
dO* I g*(x)) = -_-- g* + F(x, (x)) = 0 (11)
Now it is asserted that a necessar'y and sufficient condition for u* = g*(x)
t_ be the optimum control policy is that
)= rain _(x,u) = O. (12)U
Condition (12) tmmediat_.iy implies that for any allowable control
588
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$(x,u)>_o. (13)
The function _ is the desired continuous performance measure which is
tP_ sum of the rate of reduction of least cost (0") and the rate of
cost incurred. Thus the instantaneous value of the instantaneous
effect ,_f the control error on summary performance - thus allowing
' continuous evaluation of the operator control (u).
_-.
Constructing e (x)
Q(x) has been constructed along solutions of the plant by
defining
tf
0(x(t))= [ F (x(_), g (x(T)))d_ (14)
vE
l, From this equation one must have
d(l  F(x(t),)g(x(t)))=0
_" x(t)
and one derives
aQ (x(t))'dxdt+ F (x(t);g (x(t)))=0 (15)x
along a solution
_x xCt)) f CxCt),g(xCt)))+ F (x(t),g(x(t))= 0 (16)
i Now let Q (x) be the solution of the first order partial
' differential equations
. i(L(x)f (x,gCx))+ F (x,9(x))= o 07)ax
: with the condition Q(O) = O, where x = 0 is the desired terminal state. ;
Then Q tsj only state-dependent and is free of any particular solutions.
=
i
1 A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR A POLICY TO BE OPTIMAL
In the previous section, it wm#mltated that a necessary and
sufficient condition for a policy u $ to be optimal is that
_9
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 Ä u*)= min _(x, u) = 0
U
The purpose of this section is to make this result rno_ e precise by
indicating a proof. In order to establish the nece_sity_ a proof by
contradiction can be used. Let u* = g(x) be an optimal policy and
suppose that there is another policy u = go (x) such thatO
Ð(x))<  (x,g* (x))= 0 (IS)
Then
d#* I + F (x,g0 (x))< 0
(19)
go
and thus
40
d"t'--(Xo(t))< -F (Xo(t), go(Xo(t))) (20)
where x,, (t) is a trajectory of the vehicte under the control pottcy
ffigo "(x). IntegratingU O
_o.tf ftf as*F (Xo(,), go (Xo(')))d, _ -'/0 _ (x°('))d, (21)
Therefore
I (Uo) (_- [0" (Xo(tf))- 0* (Xo(O))] = #* (Xo(O))= 101*) (22)
since x (t=) ffi 0, the terminal state. This contradicts the fact that u*O T
is optimal.
To show the sufficiency, assume that the solution time
using the control policy u* is t I . (23"
/, ,/,° .(,¢(x, g'(x)) d, = _ d, + FCx, g*(x)) d, = 0
O O 0
/' °'"i '" '"t _ g, d, = (tl)- (to) (241
U
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"_ whe re
• &
e* (t 1) = o (25)
Also
/,:: F (x, g* (x)) dv = I (u*; tl,) - I (u*i to) (26)
o
where
: i
I (u*;to) = 0 (27)
Thus the cost of using the control policy u*, represented by I (u*) = I(u*;tl),
is
I (u*)= 8" (to) (28)
One can integrate (1&)in a similar manner assuming that
+ the solution time for another control policy u = g (x) is t2 . Thus
/2 ¤¨d" = t'_o2 d#" _0
_- d, + t2 F(x, g(x)) d,
o
= #* (t2) - 0* (to) + I (U; t21 - I (u; to) (291
but
I (u_to)= o (30)
and #* (t 2) --" 0 since the desired state is the origin where 0* is zero.
Thus, the cost of using the control policy u represented by I (u) is
t 2
I (u) = I (ui t2) = _ (to) + f _&(x, g(x)) d, (Sl)O
One has ¢(x, g(x)) >_ 0 and clearly the integral of this function must
be greater than or (_e_i'Jalto zero. Thus one concludes that
I (u*) _< I (u) (32)
: which is what was set out to be proven. 'i_
ST= +
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DEVELOPING THE PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR A
LINEAR PLANT W[FH QUADRATIC COST FUNCTION
T T their respective vectorLet x.and u be vectors, x and u
transposes. LJonstoer the plane
= Ax + Bu (88)
with the cost index
[ = xT Qx + _ Ru dT (84)
Assume that u is not constrained and that Q and R are positive definite
symmetric matriGes. Then the optimal control for this system becomes
u* = - R -1 BT Kx (85)
where K is the constant positive definite symmetric matrix solution of
the nonlinear matrix algebraic equation
KA + A T K - KBR -1 S T K + Q = 0 (.-36)
The continuous performance measure is given by:
1 T 1 T
_ Ax +_ Bu + _ x Qx + _u Ru (87)
Then, to minimize _, one must have
aa_u=_lx_ B + u T R = 0 (38)
This implies that the optimal controller" is of the form
u" =- R -1 BT (a_l_x0)T (39)
Equations (85) and (89) indicate that this is ind_ed true, i.e.,
T
= x K (4O)ax
which means
1 T
@ = -- X K_' (41)
572
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Take
u : u* -I-&u : - R -I B T ( =I#_x + Au.
Introduce this into (37) and, using (40), it can be shown that
!" 1 )T
_ : _--(&u R (&u) (42)
4
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PROBLEMS, QUESTIONS AND RESULTS TN THE USE OF THE BBN-HODEL
By Dieter Dey
VFW-Fokker • Bremen• Germany
SUMMARY
The work reported in this paper was done within the Human-Engineerln8 Group of
the Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the Technical University of
Berlin and is documented in detall in reference 1.
Starting with the human-englneerlng background a short but systematic review
of the structure and the eleme_:ts of the BBN-model is given to look at the
inherent problems of the model. Numerical results of a simple example using
the BBN-model are taken to demonstrate the influence of the variation of
different parameters of the model on the covarlance matrices of the state and
cbservatlon vector.
It is shown that the parameters of the model could not be identified with
measured mean squared values from a test.
SYMBOLS
_A system matrix
B control matrix
C observation m_trlx
CS transponsed observation matrix
E { I estimate
e control error
G_ weighting matrix
G weighting factor
L optimal gain matrix
Pyi observation noise ratio of the state xi
P motor noise ratio of the control function u
u
I P covarlance matrix of the estimation error _
]975025602-578
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weighting matrix
weighting matrix
t time
T observation time
TN neuromuscular lag time constant
_(t) optimal control vector at time t
6 derivative of the control vector
u commanded control vector
-'c
v motor noisp vector with zero mean gaussian white noise elements
-u
V power density matrix of the motor noise vector
-11
v observation noise vector with zero mean gaussiau white noise elements
--y
V power density matrix of the observation noise vector
--y
V-1 inverse power density matrix
-y
w disturbance vector with zero mean gaussian white noise elements
power density matrix of the disturbance vector
x state vector
_(t o) initial value of the state vector
derivative of the state vector
x extended state vector
--e
_(t-_) estimate of the delayed state
X covariance matrix of the state vector
_p or _ delayed and noisy observation vector
Y covarlance matrix of the observation vector
_u system output due to control input
6 (t-t') delta function at time t-t'
delay time
. 578
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INTRODUCTION
We studied the guidance and control of a VTOL-aircraft and looked at this task
as a hierarchical structured control problem, reference 2. We could not find
a tested model describing the human operator in such tasks and so we decided
to take the BBN-model developed by Baron, Klelnman and Levison to describe
the human operator dealing with a multi variable control problem, references
3 and 4.
The model is based on the assumption, that a well trained operator optimizes
a quadratic optimization criterion. It could be used for stabilization tasks
of linear, time-invariant systems. The model considers some special character-
istics of the haman operator as time delay, neuromuscular time lag, observa-
tion and motor noise and the ability to extract the first derivative of a
displayed value.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the model. The human operator perceives _p,
the delayed and noisy information about the state of the system and its
first derivatives. The optimal filter derives x(t-_), an estimate of the
delayed state and the predictor gives _(t), the actual estimate of the statL:.
The optimal controller generates u(t), the optimal control vector. Without
the introduction of motor noise and the neuromuscular lag time, we have a
problem well known to control specialist.
In the state space the system to be controlled including the filter of the
disturbance input is described by
x_"(tl = Ax_.(t)+ Bu it) +wit)
with the covariance matrix of the disturbance vector
E {.wit} w,t') T} : __W,(t-t')
The delayed and noisy observation vector is defined as
yp(t) = y_(t-r)+ V_y(t-z')
with the covariance matrix of the observation noise vector
E{ v.y{t, Vy(_)}--- Vy,,t-,')
Acquired is the controller which minimizes the optimization criterion
' }Jlu) : E _-- 1_ Ox  Ru)dt
At this point we believed, that the optimal control model was not documented
for the use of human engineering specialists in a way, giving on one side
enough lnstght in the problems and limitations of the model and on the other
make it ready to use. So we decided to derive the equat,ons for the optimal :,
control model step by step, writing a guide book for its use.
_ 579 ::
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CALCULATION OF ThE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF THE STATE AND
OBSERVATION VECTOR
Figure 2 shows the optimal control of the described system with the cascade
combination of an optimal filter, an optimal predictor and an optimal con-
troller. Herein M_=pcrv_I- is the steady state optimal observer gain matrix,
weighting the difference between the estimated delayed state and the actual
delayed state.
_P turns out to be the covariance matrix of the estimation error minimized by
the Kalman filter.
Nith the analogy between optimal control and optimal filtering it can be
shown, that P is calculated with the Riccati differential equation.
• A" cT "l+P = AP+P -P CP+W
For the covariance matrix of the estimated state X we get with the optimal
feedback law
u (t)- - _LxA_(t)
and
--_"sJ z_.
and K being the stationary solution of the matrix Riccati equation
-t(ffi ATK+KA-KBR "IBIK1 -Q
e m _m
0 r
x - xs_zz+ xP + XD
AC
Zn this equation e- = __(i) is the transition matrix of the system to be
controlled and A(t-n) = _(t-o) with _A = A- BL is the transition matrix of
the closed loop system. Instead of the integral equations it is possible to
derive differential equations. So XP is the solution of
_P
= AXP+xPAT+w at time T
580
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and X__DDis the stationary solution of
x'o=_x_o_+x_o_T+,A__pc_'V_y-'C_P,_T_
AT
e-- can be calculated from
"- A _ at time T
The covariance matrix of the observation vector _ is given by
" { tE yltlyT(t| = Y = _C_(_T
INTRODUCTION OF A WEIGHTED CONTROL RATE
Now we have to introduce a weighting of the control rate, which results in the
introduction of a first order lag element in the optimal controller. The
performance criterion is now
- (x (Ix y..TR_u_+ 61"G6 )dtJ (u)=E I T
There is to be defined an extended state vector
_xe (t) = Ix(t) , _u(t)]
T
s_ that we can use the former equations. For this extended state the differ-
ential equation we look at, has the form:
_xe (t) = A o x e (t) + _Bo u_"(t) + wo(t)
wlth the matrices
I 0 I , T
Ao= "_ Bo = --- Wo= (t) : 0
II , I
, L_:_J
T.he optimal control law is now
__(t) - -_ __o(t)
with the optimal gain matrix
, __=G" eo'_Ko o
! 581
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and K being the solution of the equation
--o
KoA o+A TK__o -K oBoG "I BI...... -_oKo+_Oo=O
p__o1°- I
The optimal control law can be written in the form
_6(t) = -._L1 __(t) "_L2 u(t)
in which LI is the part of the optimal gain matrix weighting the old estimated
state vector _(t) and L9 is the part which weights the old control vector
u(t). A comparison of--_his equation for u(t)
IN u_"(t) +u (t)=-._L3 _ (t) _ uc
gives L 2 = and L 3 - i " _N LI' So instead of the new control vector
6(t) an internal control vector (commanded control vector) _(t) is defined.
Figure 3 shows what has been done. In the model G and _N are connected, the
election of a special G results after calculating L_o in some T_N.
INTRODUCTION OF MOTOR NOISE
The motor noise is introduced by setting
TN _ (t) + u(t) = ._c (t) + _.u _t)
" _ Vu T }u c (t) = -L 3 x_(t) and E v u = V u _ (t-t') • At this point
the model leaves the theoretical basis of optimal control theory, but it is
said, that as long as
{ } { '}E u tltl.uTlt) .N_ E v ult)..v ultl
this could be tolerated and results in a suboptimal control. It is assumed,
that the optimal control gain matrix L is unaffected by the it_troduction of
- --0
, the motor noise.
Putting the neuromuscular lag time elements to the system to be controlled,
the motor noise can be handled together with the disturbance vector of the
; system. This results in the differential equation
' x-e (t] = AI x_tt)+3_1 uc (t)+w l(t)
582
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_' with
_ _ 9 __
= _Wl=
_: _1 .-1 B_ = T "1
!i '-" j -" _-_
[ and
ffi ---- --4 - d'(t-t')- W Id'lt-t')
_o',z;]__oz;_"
_- I
To get the covariance matrix of the extended state vector we have to calculate
x_, - oalr_, . _ • e +
0
+/t._,(,.,) ealr £, qt__, c, £, •_'tr .gztc'-_r)a6"
with
b
The power density of the motor noise V and the elements of the power density
- -=U
matrix V (i,i) are calculated with noise ratios from the associated measured
! mean squared values
i Vy|ili) • 1_ pyi E {Yi'}
! and " Pu _ }• x elu¢2 • p_ xI+%K El'Z}
t $83
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CALCULATION OF AN EXAMPLE
To use the model you must have a computer program. We wrote a Fortran pro-
gram, called KOVAR, which computes the covarlance matrices X and Y and which
allows a variation of the model parameters ' _N' Pyl and Pu" The program t
; together with flow charts is documented in detall In reference I.
The program is built in three levels. The first level is the main program,
the second level consists of a group of programs solving the five differential
equations and a third level consists of a program solving differential
equations with a method from Runge-Kutta (reference 5) and a matrix library.
The library is introduced to run the program KOVAR on dlfferen_ computers.
The P.unge-Kutta method is More time taking than the iteratlve method proposed
by Klelnman in reference 6, but has the advantage that it can be used for
stationary and none stationary solutions and needs no proper chosen starting
point. The Runge-Kutta me_hod is steering its step width in accordance to a
chosen accuracy limit. The computing time is very much depending on thls
accuracy value and the numerical range of the weighting factors of the
_o matrix.
Wc now look at a very simple example given by the inveutors of the model in
references 3 and 4. Figure 4 shows the simulated system. The dlfferential
equations are
_1 (t) = -2x| (t) + w (t)
x2(t) = x l(t) + u(t)
They can be written in the form
:]I::l.I:][:1.[0]
-- 1 0 and control matrix B_= l
The extended system to introduce the weighted control rate is
[°!1[!II!lr°TJ]; 0 0 LoJ L0
_ _0:' ._ _ [o0,]'0
584
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The power density matrix is
_o o o
For the observation vector we have
I lI°°lIil'V Lo ::, y2-" 1 O1Y3 0 0 0
0 1 0
Cn= ; 0 1with
0 0 0
For the discussed example the optimization criterion i8
which gives with e--x2 a coat welghtings matrix of
[oo1_% 0 0 0
The weisht_n8 of the control rate was chosen to G-O.O0017, resulting in a
neuromuscular lag time constant of TN-O.08. In accordance to the references
the noise ratios were py1=Py2=O.Ol and Pu=O.O03. Subsequently the power
density matrix of the observation noise has the form
XY= 0,09739 0
_r 0
585
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The element 33 has to be greater than zero because the matrix has to be
inverted. The element has no influence on the calculation due to the structure
of the V matrix and the observation matrix C.
-y
Now the gainmatrix of the optimal controller L_ can be calculated giving the
neuromuscular time constant __N" Having thls we define the extended system of
differential equations to calculate the covariance matricesXand Y. We get
-2 0 0 0
A1 = 1 0 1 _BI= 0
0 0 -1/0,0[ 1/0,08
8,8 0 0
W__I= 0 0 0 J
0 0 0,03921/(0,08)2I
The results of our program are shown in Table 1. They are in a good agreement
with the reported data from references 3 and 4. The computing time for this
example with an accuracy limit of the Runge-Kutta method of 10-5 was 11
minutes on a CDC 6600.
VARIATIONOF THE PARAMETERS
We now started to varlate the parameters TN, Pyl' Py2' Pu and T and looked at
their influence on the covariances. It can be shown, that only the crosscovar-
^ 2
tances_2 X12 and X23 give in addition to the diagonal elements X22=Yll-_
X33=u and Y22 information about the systems performance. The complete nominal
covariance matrices are:
"2,19781 0,35498 -1,48691
"- O, 35498 O, 11670 -0, 34920
-1,48691 -0,34920 3,74796
; [0,11671 O,00578 0/
._Y= jO, 00578 2, 97195 0
Lo 0 0
586
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Little numerical differences to the results in Table I came up with the use of
a PDP 11/20 and mixed accuracy values for the Runge-Kutta method in this part
of the work.
Figure 5 shows the influence of T. or G on the elements of the covarlanceN
matrices. In addition to our calculations you see some values taken from
reference 3.
Figure 6 shows the influence of the noise ratio Pyl on the covarlances. The
little influence of great noise ratios can be explained with the character-
istics of the Kalman filter, which in these cases estimates the state vector
on the basis of his internal model.
Figure 7 shows the effect of a variation of the noise ratio Py2"
Figure 8 shows how a variation of the motor noise ratio Pu influences the
covariances. We get a linear dependence and no effect on the crosscovariances.
Figure 9 shows the influence of _ on the covarlances.
Table 2 shows the investigated range of parameters and the deviation of the
covariances from their nominal values within that range expressed as percent-
age. Now we changed one parameter so far, that we could compensate its
influence on the covariances with a variation of the other parameters. With
this procedure we get the parameter range of Table 3.
Within this parameter range we can find an unlimited number of parameter
combinations giving all the same covariance matrices. We can also come as
close as we want to the measured data from reference 3. In the investigated
range for Py2 we find no upper value which we could not compensate with other
parameters.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We can say, that the measured mean squared values are not enough to identify
the parameters of the BBN-model. To do the identification one has additionally
to adapt the describing function and the power density spectrum of the
remnant. For this purpose the adapted state has to be defined more accurately.
We have to prove, that with the adaptation of the describing function and the
power density spectrum reliable model parameters can be identified. If this
is practicable the BBN-model has the performance of the well known quasi-
linear model.
Only if we can prove, that also for complex multl-input and multi-output
systems exact parameter values can be found, the model brings great advantages
compared with the quasi-lin=_ model.
The BBN-model presumes, that the human operator is capable of generating some
exact inner models of the system to be controlled. The question is, how the
model will work when the system and the control matrix of the filter and the
predictor do not be the same as in the controlled system.
_7
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If these questions are answered, we can start to use the model to describe
scanning behaviour, learning effects, workload and the effect of different
information input and output systems on the performance of the human operator.
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_, valuesfromreference3 valuesfrom KOVAR
i: measured calculated
x1 2,2 2,2 2,2
= = 0,13 0,12 0,118
"2
x3 = u 4,2 3,83 3,787
Y2 3,10 3,06 3,008
Tob.I Me_ured andcalculated meansquaredvalues
Znvertigated Covarlances
r.an.ge X22 X33 I Y22 ,, X12 X23
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| m,
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n
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+14 tl +20 t +26 11 O O
0 IO"5 - IO"1 -30 I1 +50 I1 -24 t +24 lb
TN 0.04 - O.48ec +470 11 -65 t -24 1t k120 t -124 11
Tab.2 Deviationsof the eavaricmcmfromtheir nominalva;uls exprcmedas
percentage
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m,
_-0.05 Py2-O. I +5 0 -5 -I0 +6
Pu -0.0045
' Py2-O. 001'c-O. 25
P71_O.O01 +I 0 +2 +2 +I
PY2"O" 001 +1 0 +2 +2 +1
pyl_O.O01 _ =o. 25
pyl_O.06 Py2.0.004 +8 -3 -8 -8 +8
Pyl "0"001 +1 0 +2 +2 +1
PY2"O'O01 qr toO.25
Py2,,,O. 1 Pu -,0.0045T , 5 +5 0 -5 -10 +6
pu,,O.O001 T ,,0.17 +5 -6 -6 +6 -6
pu,,O.O07 py2,,O. OOS -8 +9 +6 -8 +8
Pu ,,0. O(X)IG,,0.0001 0 +2 0 -4 +4
Pyl,,O. O3
Py2,,O. OO70-0.0004 +9 -9 -9 +5 -5
• Pu --0.0043
Tab.3 Muxlmumrangeof parammengiving nearly the nominalcovarlancm
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PERFORMANCEEVALUATION OF TRACKING BASED
ON A LOW PASS FILTER MODEL
By Daniel W. Rapperger
and Andrew M. Junker
Aerospace Medical R_search Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433
SUMMARY
The performance of a human in a closed loop tracking task can be deter-
mined by using a simple low pass filter model with a least squares identifi-
cation algorithm. The crossover model and the extended crossover model can
be shown to be special cases of the low pass filter model presented here.
Performance in tracking can be easily determined by mean square tracking
error (e_s) which can be written in terms of the parameters of the low pass ,_
filter model. A closed form expression for the effective time delay (Teq) is
also obtained. The model presented here may have applicability in the analy-
sis of non-llnear or time varying closed loop systems. Experimental data
from a roll axis tracking simulation is presented and simple prediction rules
Involving eRMS and Teq are determined. A comparison is made b.atween this
model and the crossover model with respect to t/_elrdifferences and similar-
ities.
INTRODUCTION
The study of methods to evaluate tracking performance in the classical
closed loop tracking problem has been a subject of great interest. Probably
the best known and most credible approach to determining tracking performance
and pilot parameters is the czossover model _i]. A second approach to this
problem is to relate the pilot parameters during the tracking task to quali-
tative ratings of pilots in the evaluation of flying capability. This is
accomplished by the use of the paper pilot [2,3]. The paper pilot utilizes
the Cooper Harper Ratings [4,5] to evaluate a pilot's opinion of the response
characteristics of the aircraft. The optimal control model [6,7] has also
been used to develop methodb to predict pilot performance in the tracking
tasK.
This paper is concerned with the relatxonshlp between performance in
tracking and parameters of the man or man-macbine in the closed loop. A
performance model (termed the u model) Is ivtroduced here to more acc_ rately
= illustrate a dependence between model parameters and tracking performance.
The tracking problem of interest will first be defined.
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THE TRACKING PROBLEM
Figure (1) illustrates the man in the loop problem considered here. The
forcin8 f,mction f(t) consists of a low pass filtered white Gaussian noise
source of a specified bandwidth. The human is presented the displayed signal
e(t) and his task is to aline the system to be controlled with the forcing
function input signal such that the error signal is as small (in magnitude)
as possible. The only information given on the error signal was its display
on a cathode ray oscilloscope. This type of tracking run is for the fixed
base or static mode of operation (figure 2).
In the motion mode of operation (figure 2), the plant dynamics were
identical as in the static case; however, stick control movements caused
rotation of the simulator about the roll axis with the same knowledge of the
visual display signal. T,._sin the second mode of operation, the subject
received information about the error through the visual display (as in the
_tatic mode) and, in addition, gained information about the plant's response
from his motion sensors and vestibular system.
Three different plants were considered in this study of motion effects
on performance:
101
Plant 1: G(._) = b_l + s/.b} (1 t- s/G.0) (1 _)
]C),O.
Plant 2: t:C,_ = ,_'z(1 + -_/._f (1 + ,_-76-.b_" (1':)
10'
Plant 3: _4'i) - _,2(1 + s/.2,)(l + u/.5) (1 + s/6.0) (lr)
For" the different plants considered here, the effect of motion informa-
tion on performance was str ,ngly dependent on which plant was being con-
trolled. Usin 8 as a measure of performance Root Mean Square error (eR/_)
defined as :
: 2 l !
eP@4S& _ /O el(t)dt
Where T was chosen to be 120 seconds, Table I illustrates the effect of mo-
tion information on perZormance in tracking (eRMs values are in degrees):
TABLE I
Forcing Function = Fcrcin& Function =
Mode of Operation 0.25 radlans 0.25 radlans
Plant Ie Static Mode eRMS = 5.70 e_ = 12.45
Plant I_ Motion Mode _RMS - 6.57 eRMS - 13.73
Plant 2 e S,tatlc Mode eP_S = 26'867 eRMS = 46.99
Plant 2_ Motion Mode eRl_ ffi10.87 eRl_= 20.46
Plant 3e Static Mode eRMS = 79.43 eRHS = 90.30
Plant 3, Motion"Node eRMS = 27.'01 eRHS = 38.25
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The above error scores represented mean eRMS scores averaged over 8
different subjects, who participated in 4 different (2 minute) tracking tasks
held twice each day. The subjects were trained for 3B days prio_ to the data
(six days of tracking) presentud in Table I.
It is noted that for plant I, the effect on performance of motion infor-
mation was not significant; in fact in the motion case, performance was some-
what degraded. For plant 2, the presence of motion information aided in the
tracking task. For the third plant, the presence of motion information
resulted in a significant improvement in performance. An identification
algorithm was used to determine the model parameters.
A LEAST SQUARES IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE MODEL PARAMETERS _
In the analysis of data from the roll axis tracking experiment, the _'--
method of _btaining model parameters was based on a least squares identifi-
cation algorithm. Figure (3) illustrates this output error - least squares
algorithm in which model parameters are identified using the displayed error
as the input signal and the plant's position as the output signal.
In order for the identification problem to b_ well posed, the input-
output parameters were assumed to be characterized by the following transfer
function (second order structure):
K(s+a)
' ' • "_.q' (I)G(s)= s2 + bs+ c
The unknown parameters (K,a,b,c) are iterated upon until the following
performance index is minimized:
N
where e(t) is the output error
In order to identify the delay Teq, the input-output signals were shifted an
integral multiple of the sampling rate until the performance index reached
its lowest value. The value of time lag which gave J its lowest value was
selected as the value of effective lag.
In using the identification algorithm with equation (I), state variables
are chosen and the following canonical form results for the state equations
and measurement equations:
, - bI
_I _ 0 I xI +
_01
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The system eluationa (3a-b) represent a completely controllab)e and com-
pletely observable system. The identifiability conditions [II] are now
satisfied and the modeling problem is well posed with a unique solution for
the model parameters.
The best second order linear model obtained from the identification
algorithm represents the best linear fit of the data despite its nonlinear
or noisy nature. A credibility study on the identification algorithm was
performed to compare answers obtained from this approach to other methods
•Lsed to model man-machine systems.
A CREDIBILIT_ STUDY - IDENTIFY A KNOWN PLANT
In order to establish how answers obtained from the identification
algorithm compare with other methods to model physical systems, various
tests were made. To illustrate some of the results of these tests Plant li
is used as an example.
The credibility of the algorithm was examined with respect to three
variables of interest (sampling rate, real time duration of data, and en-
semble averaging of data). Using as an input the stick voltage and as the
output the position of the plant, the system being controlled was identified
using input-output signals of different amplitudes and frequency content.
The source of the different input-output signals was the response of the
different subjects involved in the tracking experiment. Figure (4) illus-
trates the effect of ensemble averaging. For the ,6 seconds of tracking
data presented here the lower limit of credibility was .42 radians. It is
noted that as the number of ensemble averages increase, the algorithm gives
answers closer and closer to the lower limit. The upper limit of credibi-
lity was dependent on the sampling rate (50 Hz used here) and also on the
signal to noise ratio in the data. For the plant identified here, the
signal to noise ratio of about i0/i restricted the upper frequency limit of
credibility to about i0 radians (20 db below the highest identified signal
strength).
A further study of credibility included an investigation of the system
order assumption. The plant was first assumed to be second order and the
identification was performed. The same data was then assumed to be from a
third order plant and the identification was redone as a comparison. After
ensemble averaging the answers for each assumed system order, the results
are displayed in Figure (5). Between the upper and lower frequencies of
credibility, the identified transfer functions appear approximately the
same. Finally, the different methods of modeling were compared in Figure
(6). The best second order model (12 ensemble averages) is compared to the
best third order model (i0 ensemble averages) displayed by the solid and
dashed line, respectively. It is noted that the third order guess on the
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system structure differed from the second order guess due to its flexibility
in choosing the shape of the transfer function. Also, the data from this
plant was corrupted with noise above 5 raolans. Below 0.5 radians (where the
other credibility limit occurs) it is noted that all the plots also become
inconsistent. The thick solid line is the actual bode plot of the plant
simulated and is drawn here as a comparison to the modeling approaches. It
is noted that the upper credibility limit of only 5 radians occured mainly
because the plant's characteristics are down 40 db (and therefore are in the
noise) from the peak signal strength at 5 radians. Most of the data to be
presented here had an acceptable credibility range from 0.8 radians to over
10 radians.
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA FROM THE ROLL AXIS TRACKINC, SIMULATOR
It is of interest in the development of a model to predict performance
to look at parameters for the man-roach=the. Figures (7), (8), and (9) illus-
trate the transfer function across the man-machine for plants I, II, and III
respectively. It is observed that for plants where motion helps tracking,
the man-machine parameters show more and more lead characteristics as the
effect of motion improved performance. Figure (10) was obtained by using
Fourier coefficients to demonstrate the increase in pilot lead due to motion
information for the second plant.
Figure (9) illustrates an interesting effect due to the statistics of
the answers obtained from the identification algorithm° In order to deter-
mine variance in the estimates of the parameters obtained here, it was
decided to characterize the answers obtained here in terms of the natural
frequencies (poles and zeros) and the d.c. gain. These parameters completely
characterize the free and forced response solution of any differential equa-
tion and hence are an accurate representatior, of the time series. A mean and
variance of these quantities was obtained and their values are displayed in
Table II :
TABLE II
IDENTIFIED PARAMETERS-MEANS AND VARIANCES
Mode of P2
Operation Kave Kvar Zer°ave Zer°var Plave Plvar ave P2vaz
Plant 1
Static 1.85 .46 4.24 .88 .25 .15 2.8 .32
Plant I
N_)tion 2.93 1.33 4.1 1.3 .123 .049 12.9 7.3
m
Plant 2
Static 1.68 .53 1.16 .075 .35 0.2 2.9 0.4
Plant 2 "
Motion 3.32 1.13 1.72 .15 .141 .03 6.94 1.34
P'lant 3
Static 3.12 1.2 1.27 0.5 .452 .19 3.7 0.8
' _lant 3
_ Motion 3.38 1.6 .478 .29 .131 .08 4.66 0.96 "
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It is noted that as the plant becomes mo:e difficult to control (and motion
aids in tracking), the variance in the identified parameters generally
increased. This was due to an increase in remnant generated by the hmnan.
It was also noted that more remnant occurred for motion tracking compared to
static tracking. When comparing plants in order of their difficulty to track_
the more difficult the plant, the more remnant signal appeared. The method
of estimating re_ant was a ratio of linear power accounted for by the model
to the total output power.
Figure (9) illustrates the Bode plot obtained b.Y one standard deviation
in parameters plotted in a worst case manner. The highest plot had the
largest d.c. gain, closest zero and furthest poles. The lowest worst case
plot is also illustrated. It is interesting that the mlnim_ variation
OCCURS near crossover.
Figures (7,8,9) show agreement with the results of Shlrly and Young [8]
in their extensive study of systems in _ich motion cues may help performance.
It is now of interest to consider a simple model to relate parameters ob-
tained from the identification algorithm to performance in tracking.
AN = MODEL TO RELATE PAEAMETERS TO PERFORMANCE IN TRACKING
With reference to Figure (Ii), a possible model to relate performance to
parameters is displayed, a is chosen as the frequenc_ at_which the man-
machine gain characteristics are down by a factor of £/_from the (low fre-
quencies) d.c. value. Although the characteristics of this model appear
analogous to the crossover model, certain distinct differences of this per-
formance mode] are apparent:
(1) _ is independent of system order, system stability, and may have
some use for non-llnear or nonstatlonary systems.
(2) a is a value of frequency where the man-machlne characr_.rlstics
start to deteriorate (1/2 power point).
(3) The slope of the man-machlne system need not be 20 db/decade to
analyze data and to compare performance.
(4) The crossover model and extended crossover models can all be con-
sidered a models under the stationary, Gaussian, linearly assumptions.
It is of interest to now relate eRMS and zeq to parameters obtained from the
tracking problem.
A DEPENDENCE BETWEEN PERFORMANCE PARAMETE_ AND IDENTIFIED PARAMETE_
With reference to Appendices (A_B) the following two approximations are
derived:
eL_5 = K' o/a (4a)
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Teq = K" a/a (4b)
Equation (4a) closely resembles the 1/3 power lau of [l] which is derived
unde_- the crossover model considerations. Since sufficient data was avail-
able co evaluate this model in terms of eRMS and the ratio a/a, values of K'
were computed for aLl 3 plants and forcing functions. Table TII illustrates
the ensembled averaged values of the _ values over the different a and a
values (usln8 K' = eRMS/(ala) ).
TABLE III
Forcis8 Function = Forcing Function =
Mode of Operation 0.25 radians 0.5 radians
Plant It Static Mode K' = 59.5 K' = 64.9
Plant II Motion Mode K' - 65.7 K' = 68.65
Plant 2_ Static Mode K' - 137.0 K' - 121.0
Plant 2m Motion Mode K' - 98.5 K' - 93.5
Plant 31 Static Mode K' - 505. K' = 290.
Plant 3, Motion Mode K' = 715. K' = 519.
Figures (12,13) display plots of eRMS versus ala for the three plants used in
the analysis here. It is noted that as the rer_nt power increases (motion
tracktn 8 versus static tracking and as the plants become more difficult), the
linear prediction rules become less accurate. This result is due to the
liuear model not accurately representin 8 the input-output characteristics un-
de. atsh noise levels. It is worthwhile to now compare tD.e ability of this
model to predict performance to the crossover model.
A COMPARISON OF THE a MODEL TO THE CROSSOVER MODEL
IN TE_ OF PERPOI_L_NCE PREDICTABILITY
In Appendix A it is shown that the relationship of eRMS specified by
equation (4a) depends on the approximation:
a, "ceq << 1 (5)
For the correspondin 8 derivation in the crossover model, the 1/3 p_.er law
utilizes the approximation:
W
: Teq << 1 (6)
whets _c corresponds to the crossover frequency.
A comparison of the prediction law of equation (4a) with the 1/3 power law is
mainly dependent on the constant linear relationship between eRMS and the
ratio u/a. These linear relationships, however, are a consequence of the
approximations equations (5) and (6). If we were to corn-are the approxima-
tions (5) and (6), the following result is of most i_terest:
a<_c (7) :
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this follows since a is the freq.Lency of the man-machlne transfer function
when its phase angle is -45o; mc, however, is the frequency of the man-
machine transfer function when its phase angle is -90 °. Since the total
transfer function is generally monotonic decreasing, it follows that:
a Teq <_c zeq << I (8)
is always satisfied and thus the approximation of eRMS specified by equation
(4a) is at least as accurate as the crossover model.
• One can observe that if a is defined as a smaller and smaller frequency,
the prediction rule should be more accurate based on the approximation of
equation (8). The difficulty in this case, however, is in the resolution
problem or the ability to measure a accurately becomes more and _ore diffl-
cult. The definition of a chosen here (a half power point) is a compromise
between the crossover frequency and a value which is too small to be measured
accurately (due to a resolution problem).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The use of modern identification methods can be combined with a simple
low pass filter model to predict mean square tracking error. The performance
model presented here has some application where direct use of the crossover
model is not appllcable.
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_P_f_ A
To derive an explicit dependence between elMS (error scores) and the
parameters describing the man-machine interaction, some approximations are
made. First it is assui_d that the Forcing Function is of a low pass nature
with malnitude K1 extending from 0.0 to a _ radlans. If the man-lachine
transfer function is described by the low pass filter model, then the follow-
ing first order approximation is valld (Figure 14):
K2x. _ 1+.,_' "i''reqll , " (A.i)
where a is the same parameter as in the low pass filter model. (correspondinl
to a -3 db reduction in magnitude of the transfer function GO_)H(s) from th,_.
d.c. or low frequency values). It is noted that the delay term e-Teq s is
included in the analysis since the calculatlon of elms requires the exact
time relationships of the variables x(t) and e(t). The magnitude plots were
sufficient for the previous analysis but now the phase relationship between
x(t) and e(t) must be known to accurately compute elms. Using the stationary,
Gausslan assumptions, eRKS can be obtained from the autocorrelation function,
defined as follows [9]:
Ree(T) " E {e(t)e(t + r)} (A.2)
L
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where E{ • } devotes the expectation operation. Therefore, e210_ can be
obtained from k_ee(O). To evaluate Ree(0), the Fourier transform of the
energy spectrum is used. The transfer function between e(t) and f(t) is
first derived.
F(s) = 1 + s/a + c-L''I _ (A.3)
Therefore under _he approximatinn of equation (A.I), the following integral
expression for ezR_ follows from the Fourier transform:
e2pj_ = _ g _ _ e-?UXeq d cl (A.4)'.
The integral term of equation (A.4) can be written:
o i_l ..,_y + ,i d
e2Rl_ = "-_,_" a acos('t_)+ j(_- astn(T_) ) u (A.5)
It is desired to approximate the integral in the region a/a < 1 and _ Teq <<1.
Taking into account the fact that _ is only evaluated in the region from 0 to
o radians, the integral of equation (A.5) is approximated by the following
integral:
KIO 2a 2
"---2_i =,z _ 2 =a sin (req=) + 4 aZ d= (A.6)
replaclng sin(x) by x for [_eq _] small yields:
(Y
r2R''i "t,'_ a [ Tan-1 [__ eq)l/_ ]i_aweriU Forcing Func'_ton- _2" (1-2¢1i,
<,
7: 0
' (A.7)
$ Evaluating the integration limits and expanding the inverse tangent function
i to Wo terms [1], [10] yields:
608
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e2p_q _ ,,K n2
F-_-w_-_,7-i_or:J.g--F_._t_on -,i_- (A.e)
For constant power in the forcing function, el_s, can be approximated by:
(;
eR_ _ K' _ (A.9)
It is noted that the above derivation for eRNS closely parallels the deriva-
tion of the 1/3 power law obtained in [1] and [10].
APPENDIX B
Derivation of an Effective Delay
With reference to Fisure (14), it is desired to obtain an expression
for effective ttme delay Teq as a function of the parameters identified in
the c_osed loop.. S!nce: .......
a(t) - f(t) -z(t) (B.I)
One possible definition of effective delay would be the effective, t4me La S
in the system's output x(t) to a sudden change in the input f(t). This type
of definition would require (at least approximately) the follo_rlng relation-
ship to hold for incremental chanses (or rapid input chan.s_es):
x(s) = F(s) e-srcq (..2):
If (B.2) is satisfied, then the error can be written as:
S(8) " r(8) iX - c-_cqa] (..3):
For small values of effective delay, the error signal is essentially zero;
for large values of effective delay, the error signal becomes equal to the
forcing function. This type of definition of effective delay has physical
meaning in the _escrtption of man-machine performance. First, the real power
in the error [e_s] viii be evaluated usin S complex conjugate notation:
Real power in error = 1/2 E(J_) E_(J_) (B.4)
•" 1/2 F(J )F(-J ) [2 -e-J_xeq J_¢eq] (B.5)
Therefore (co first order):
e2 _' FF2(J_) [L - Cos _ _eq] (B 6)IOIS '_,
_lus I - Cos _ _oq _" e?,x, I{,_1:;
vr.'(j-:; ("._)
But o2R_S
#2 (j_) = K6"2/u2 From Appendix (A)
7_
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It then follows that:
Cos w _eq _, 1 - K' _-2/_2 (B.8)
Expanding Cos (X) to two terms ylelds:
•req _ K" o/_ (B.9)
Where K" accounts for a mean value of _ in the frequencies of interest in the
analysis. The relationship equation (B.9) illustrates the dependence between
xeq and the parameters of interest. The physical interpretation of equation
: (B.9) is that for man-machlne systems with large a values, the effective
i delay is small. This is consistent with larger crossover frequencle_ and
i better performance. Also, if the forcing function bandwidth o J_sIn.reased,
the effective delay will also increase. This result is consistent with a
larger eRMS score and poorer performance.
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A STUDY OF PILOT BEHAVIOR DURING CONTROLLING THE
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL MOTION OF AIRPLANES IN TURBULENT AIR
By Goro Beppu
National Aerospace Laboratory in Japan
SUMMA R Y
The vilot behaviors controlling the lateral directional motion of air-
planes in 'urbulent air have been investigated by using the pilot transfer
function which has been obtained by the analysis of flight test data. The
pilot uses the gains for the aileron manipulation proportion,.lly to b_nk
angle so as to minimize r.m.s, of bank angle. The pilot rudder manipula-
tions are dote proportionally *o rolling velocity, yawing velocity, and yaw
angle. Namely, the pilo* cart he cross control for the rudder.
INTRODUCTION
Aircraft controllability studies are frequently based upon the opinion
of the pilots of simulator tests or flight tes's, and relating this c_.inioR_ and
the dynamic characteristics of the airplane. In addition to thi_ method, we
have an analysis in which the pilot behavior is expressed in the transfer
function form. The pilot's transfer it,.nction is then used to determine the
closed loop motions of the airplane with xespect to stability and to gust re-
sponse. It is considered that this analyst, is of use in making _ more
thorough examination '_nto the reasons for cor, irol problems. Thus far,
this analysis has been used by several pe,'sons ,,,_d its suitability has been
proven, t{owever, there is a problem in the use cf "_i_ analysis for air-
plane design because it is necessary to accurately rel_:'_ ._e:ut the compli-
cated pilot behavior in the transfer function formula. After +his problerr
is solved, th,_ control problems in turbLlent air are investigated fo. an air-
plare having large coupling between late#al and directional motionq.
At first, the controllability li,nns ol various roll-yaw couplingr have
been investigated in fl_gt't tests. Next, the pilot transfer functions, u, nich
describe the pilot behavior, have been found by analyzing the flight re.or
data. Then, using this pilot transfer functiun, the gust response_ of the
airplane equation of motion, including pil._t control, have been calculated
625
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and r.m.s, of bank angle, yawing velocity, amount of aileron control and
rudder control have been obtained, By calculatinR these r. ran. s. for the
case when the pilot ga" , are altered, it is examined why the pilc,t uses
,: those gains that we have obtained by the analysis of the flight test data.
Furthermore, the reasons fox control problems are considered.
SYMBOLS
G gain f',_" b '_ rudder manipulation proportional to p
P
G _,aiv £or the aileron manipulation proportional to r
r
G gain for the rudder manipulation proportiov..l Lo bank angle
G b gain for the aileion manipulation proportional to yaw angle
I moment o£ inertia about X axis
x
l moment of inertia about Z axis
z
K gain for the aileron man. ,ulat_on proportional to p
P
K gain for the 1.:flder manipulation proportional to rr
K gain for the aileron manipulation proportional to bank angle
K¢ gain for the rudder naanipulatxon proportional to yaw angle
:,._ rolling moment
L G (roiling moment ,lu_= to gust)/I
m remnav.t of pilot control or mass of airplane
N v,twir:g moment
N G (yaw ng moment due to gust)/I
n noise
p _oiling velc_city
r yawing ve:ocil y
626
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s Laplace operator
Y side force
r pilot reaction time delay of aileron controla
r pilot reaction time delay of rudder control
r
]3 sideslip
]3G {side gust velocity)/{velocity of airplane}
6 aileron deflection anglea
6 rudder deflection angler
damping ratio of the quadratic of the numerator of p/6© a
Cd damping ratio of the Dutch roll mode of p/6 a
bank angle
yaw angle
angular frequency
w._ angular frequency of the quadratic -_ the numerator of p/6 a
_d angular frequency of the Dutch roll mode of p/6 a
Stability Derivatives
Yfl = ('-,.V/_ )/m
Y = (_Y/_c_)/m
N = ('_NI_p)l !
p z
N : (-.NI br)l I
r _.
N_ : (._N/',_)/I z
N6a : (:,N/_.6a)/Iz
N 6 : (_N/_6r)/Ir z
627
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N 5a = N6a/L5• d
L = (?L/:p)/I
p x
L : ('L/3r)/I
r x
Lfl = (}LI }fl)lIx
L 6 = (3L1"6)lla a x
Power Spectrum or Cross Spectrum
cross spectrum between n and p
np
cross spectrum between n and r
nr
On_ a cross spectrum between n and g. a
_n5 cross spectrum between n and 5r r
OGG power spectrum of gust
Root Mean Square (r. m. s.)
r.m.s, of r
r
O' r.m.s, of_
(/6a r.m.s, of 6 a
(75 r.m.s, of 5r r
THE AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATED
The small perturbation equat;ons of lateral and d,recti ,al motion are
written as follows:
(s - Y/3)/3+ r .- Y.:,_,: 0 (1)
-Nflfl + (s - Nr)r - NpS:._ = Nsr6r + Nsa _a (Z)
-L/3fl - Lr r + s(s - l,p), L§a5 a (3)
628
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The transfer function of rolling velocity response to an aileron input is:
L_ s(s_ + Z_ w s +w _)
-2_= a co6 (4)
a (s + Is)(S + IR)(S2+ Z_d_ d s + Wd2)
When the vector aifferences between the roots of the quadratic element in
the numerator and those of the quadratic element in the denominator are
large, the roll-yaw coupling becomes significant, and the aileron manipula-
tion excites the Dutch roll mode to a large extent. Therefore, in order to
realize a large roll-yaw coupling, the configuration of the airplane has been
chosen in this work svch that the roots of the numerator in equation (4) are
greatly different from those of the Dutch roll mode. Namely, we chose a
configuration whose N_a is large positively or negatively. For such a con-
figuration, the relative positions of the roots of the numerator and those of
the Dutch roll mode are shown in Figure 1. The response to an aileron step
input is shown in Figure Z. In Figure 1, we can see that the roll response
is oscillatory for the case of Nsa =-0. Z, for which the distance between the
numerator roots and those of the Dutch roll mode roots is large as shown in
Figure 1.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Fligbt tests were ,:a"r_.d out in simulated turbulent air conditions,
using a variable stab_'ity li.l=Iane (Beechcraft B6_). The pilot was required
to maintain the airplane in a steady level flight condition in simulated turbu-
lent air. The tests were done at the altitude of 6000 ft and at the speed of
11_ naph with the test run length of two _ainutes. During the tests, /_, r, p,
5 a, 6r, and the amount of turbulence were measured. An example of the
measurements is shown in Figure 3.
The turbulent air conditions were simulated as follows: The airplane
was disturbed by the movements of aileron and rudder actuated by servo
motors proportionally to the noise signals recorded in a tape recorder. An
r×ample of the power spectral density of the noise is shown in Figure 4.
R.m.s. of the noise was 0.9 ° when converted to the aileron deflection angle.
The deflection of the rudder due to the noise signals was proportional to the
aileron deflection because only the side gust was considered. The ratio o:
the rolling moment to the yawing moment due to the noise signal was as fol-
lows:
LG: N G : 1 : =0.18 (5)
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The sign of L G is opposite to that of N G because when the airplane _s upset
by the side gust producing a p, Jsil_v,_ r(,lllng moment, the :::rplane ha-c nega-
tive yawing n,oment. The ratio in equation (5) is not equal t_ the ra , L/j
to N_. Because if equal, the pilot complains that the yawing motio..s too
large if compared with the rolling motion and he will not feel suet, turb_l-
lence as a real gust. The reason for the vaiu,, of N G being small, _s that we
neglect the effect of the difference of gust velocity along the body. The ratio,
in equation (5) is determined by the pilotts opinion.
The results of the experiment are as follows: When N6a was changed
in sign to .'-:ave positive value, N 6a = +0.2 was the controllability limit, and
the pilot commented that the yawing motion was large. When N6a ,.eas nega-
tive, N*Sa = -0.2 was the controllability limit. According to the p_lot's
comments, his control response was as follows: When the airplane is upset
by the side gust from the left, a positive roiling motion ensues. Then the
pilot manipulates the aileron control wheel to alleviate this rolling motion
and at the same time he deflects the right pedal, expecting the yawing mo-
tion due to the gust. But the aileron control generates positive yawmg mo-
ment due to N6a. Therefore, it follows that the first deflection of the pedal
becomes too large and a positive yawing motion results. The pilot must add
left pedal immediately after adding right pedal. So the p_:dal manipulation
is troublesome in this case.
In Figure 1 the preceding controllability limits are described. In the
same figure, the limit line which is defined in MIL F 8785B is als , de-
picted. The differences between these experimental results and that of
MIL F 8785B are noticeable. The reasons are now considered. MIL F
8785B is defined for the pilot who does not use the rudder to alleviate the
yawing motion due to the gust. But our pilot used the rudder effectively to
alleviate the yawing motion. As a result, the controllability limits ,_f this
experiment become wider than that of MIL F 8785B, excel_t the case of
positiveNsa. The positive Nsa case has a control difficulty which cannot be an
attribute of the distance between the roots of the numerator quadratic term
and those of the Dutch roll mode in equation (4).
PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS OBTAINED FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA
First of all, the pilot transier function for the aileron control is con-
sidered. When the airplane is upset by some disturbance, the pilot who gets
sor_e motion and visual cues, manipulates the ailer,n t(, alleviate the air-
plane motion due to the disturbance. In the fr('qu('ncy range 0.05-1.0 llz.
the pilot attempts to make the bank anglt displacen_cnt as small as possJble.
However, _t ib not clear how llt llse,_ motion and/ ,)r v_su:_l cues. St,, the
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_ following method is used in this work in order to determine the pilot transfer
function. It is assumed that the pilt_t manipulates the aileron proporlionally
to the bank angle, the rolling velocity, the yaw angle, the yawing velocity
with some reaction time delay Ta. And the pilot also manipulates the aileron
by the amount re(t) which has no correlation with the external disturbance
n(t). The 6a{t) is thus written as follows:
5 (t):-K -p(t -T )- K -¢(t- T )-G¢'_(t-T )-G -r(t-T )+re(t) (6)a p a _o a a r a
where K , K , G.j., and G are con4tants. Calculating the cross correla-
_ r
tions of _he disturbance n(t) with 8a(t ), =_(t), pCt), _b(t}, r(t), and re(t), the
cross spectrum can be obtained as follows:
-jr 0_
r
¢_n_a(j_ ) = I -(Kp +K_/jW)_np(JU_) - (Gr +G¢b/J_)_nr (j_)j e (7)
where _nm(j_0) - 0, because re(t) has no correlation with n(t). Using the
measured quantities n, 5a, p, and r; _nSa(j_), ¢_np(JW), and _nr(JW) are cal-
culated. Then the constants Kp, K_, G_, G r, and 1"a are determined by a
matching technique such that equation (7) is sat_sfmd for several o_ values.
The degree of accuracy of the final matching between @nSa(jCv) and the right
hand side of equation (7) is as shown in Figure 5. Kp, K r, G_, G r, and l"a,
which are obtained by the above method, are shown in Table 1. In Table 1
it is seen that C_ and G r are small. Thus it is concluded that 6a(S) can be
, written as follows:
-T s
a
(s) = -(K s + K )e ,'_ (8)
a p
For the rudder, the same method of calculation is used and the follow-
ing equation is obtained,
-jT _,
r
_n_r(jW) : t-(Gp+G_o/j_)_nF (jw) - (Kr + K_b/JuV_nr (jw)}e (9)
Using the same matching technique as for the aileron control ca_e, Gp, G....,
Kr, K!b, and _'r are determined. In this case, G.jis small. 6r(S) can be
written as follows:
-T s -1" s
r r
(s) : -G se ,'_- (K + K Is)e r (I0)
r P r
6_1
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In this case, the term Gp has a peculiar feature. The reason for having the
term Gp is as follows: When the airplane is upset by a side gust, the air-
plane begins a rolling motion at first and after some time delay the yawing
motion develops, because of the larger moment of inertia about the yaw axis
than that about the roll axis. Therefore, the pilot expects a yaw motion
when the airplane begins a rolling motion due to the side gust, and he uses
the rudder in order to suppress the yaw motion which follows the roll re-
sponse. This behavior is represented by the term Gp. In this case, the
degree of accuracy of the final matching is as shown in Figure 6. The con-
stants Gp, G_0, K r, K_, and T r are shown in Table 1.
EFFECTS OF THE PILOT GAIN ON THE WORKI,OAD
AND PERFORMANCE LNDEX
Using the pilot transfer function (8) and (10), the equations of airplane
lateraland directional motiov inturbu,ent air, including the pilot control,
are written as follows:
(s - Yo)]3 + r - Y = 0 (II)
P
-N_/3 + (s - Nr)r - N s_ = N 6 _ + Nsa6 - N G (12)p _ r a
-L_ Lrr * s(s - Lp)_ = L_a _a + L G (13)
-T s
a
6 = -(K s + K )e © (14)a p
-T s -T s
r r
6 = -G se _ - (K + K.,.Isje r (15)
r p r
where N G and L G are the y/wing and rolling moment due to the turbulent air.
Using the time series of noise (which wele used in flight tests) as the
input of the above equations, the above equations of motion have been solved
by means of digital computer. The time series of the gust response r, :',
6 a and _r are obtained. By integrating these time series and extracting the
square root of the integrated values, r.m.s, gr, g;', gS.t, and gSr of r, "_,
6 a, and 5r are obtained. Applying this method of ,-alc..lation the following
analysis has been carried out.
As K._ changes, it is first examined how g.. and 0'_a change. As K r
changes, it is next examined how gr and g_r change.
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(1) K._. change: Curves ofQ.., andO6a versus _ are shown in Figure 7.
For all cascs, as K_ increases, _Sa increases; however, 0:2 decreases for
a small _ range to reach a minimum value but increases for a large K,O
range. When K._ is small, the root of the spiral mode is small. Due to the
smallness of the spiral mode root, tl:e gain of the bank angle response to the
gust is large in the low frequency range. As Ke._ becomes larger, the gain of
, the bank angle becomes smaller. When K._ is large, the stability of the sys-
tem deteriorates due to pilot reaction time delay and the gain of the bank
angle is large at large K_. These are seen in Figure 8, which is the linear
scale Bode diagram. For all cases, we have the nearly smallest O._at the
gains wl-.ich are obtained from the analysis of the flight test data, It is con-
sidered that the pilot controls the system, adjusting K_ so as to minimize
{7_. Namely, we have obtained large K_ for N::_a = -0.Z and small K..: for
N:::Sa : +0. Z.
(2) K r change: Curves ofO r and gSr versus Kr are shown in Figure 9.
When Kr increases, Or continues to decrease until Kr= +l.Z. So for the
original case, the pilot chooses such gain Kr that gr becomes smaller than
some value. For *the cases N*Sa = +0.2 and N*6a = °0.2, Or is larger than
the original case, due to the fact that the aileron control causes the yawing
moment for these cases. For the case N':"6a = +0.2, the pzlot chooses a
large gain K r than the original case to make O r as small as Or of the origi-
nal case, and this causes the control difficulties due to large rudder excur-
sion. For the case N'6a -0. Z, the pilot cannot make Or as small as gr of
the origin,_! case due to the complicated rudder m: nipulation mentioned pre-
viously. Therefore, the control difficulties of this case are due to the com-
plicated rudder manipulation.
CONC LUSIONS
The pilot behaviors during controlling the lateral directional airplane
motion having large adverse or proverse yaw in turbulent air have been in-
vestigated b_ obtaining the pilot transfer function through the analysis of the
flight test data and ana:yzing the airplane gust response including pilut con-
trols. The conclusions of this investigation are as follows,
(1) The pilot aileron manipulations are performed proportionally to
rolling velocity and bank angle with some reaction time delay. The gains
for the aileron manipulation pzoportionally to bank angle are chosen by the
pilot so as to minimize r.m.s, of bank angle.
(Z) The pilot rudder manipulations are done proportionally to rolling
velocity, yawing velocity, and yaw angle with some reaction time' delay.
_| Namely, as shown by the fact that the rudder i_ manipulated proportionally
633
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to rolling velocity, the pilot carries out the cross control for the rudder.
The pilot uses such _ains for the rudder manipulatlon pr,,},ortionally to yaw-
ing velocity that r.m.s, of yawing velocity becomes smaller than s_,me _alue
instead of getting the minimum _.llue.
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Table I. Pilot Gain & Time D_oy
( I ) Aile r on
K_ Kf, G_ Gy T;
II ' '
Original 0.8 5 O. 25 O. 0 7 O. 03 O.3
Confi¢_
ii i II •
N_, 0.2 0.75 0.25 O.0 0.06 0.3
i
"_ N:=- 0.2 1.05 0.25 0.08 O. 0 0.3
I iiii
( 2 ) Rudder
IIII II i i
G$ Gp K,I, Kr _r
i I
Orioinol . O. 0 - 0.15 O. 0 0.7 0.2
Confio.
,, i i ,
N_= 0.2 - 0.04 - 0.27 0.15 1.2 0.15
I i i
N:a,.02 " -0.02 - 0.19 0.4_ 0.6 0.15
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A MULTILOOP APPROACH TO MODELING
MOTION SENSOR RESPONSES
By Andrew M. Junker,
Daniel W. Repperger and *John A. Neff
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
*Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Arlington, Virginia 22209
S_
By using a .east squares identification algorithm, a multiloop approach
_s taken to effectively model the response characteristics of the motion
sensors. The inputs to the model include the possible sources of information
provided to _he human via his motion sensing system. One input models the
response of the angular acceleration sensors (second derivative of position)
and the second input models the response of the linear sensors (sine of
position). The third input is the visual display error provided to the human
in the closed loop tracking experiment. Data from a roll axis tracking
simulation was analyzed. The major source of pilot lead under the motion
mode of operation is discussed for control of plants in which motion informa-
tion improved performance and in which there was no improvement in perform-
&nce.
INTRODUCTION
Roll axis compensatory tracking with and without the presence of motion
was performed by three groups of four subjects each. Each group of subjects
tracked with a different pla_t. The results were similar to those reported
by other researchers [1,2,3], namely that as more lead was required by the
human operator for successful control, tracking performance was improved with
the presence of motion.
Because of the nature of the task, large amplitude roll motion was
experienced by the human operator during tracking. Thus the motion that
improved performance was due to linear and/or angular acceleration. In an
effort to determine what effect each of these components of acceleration had
on the human operator, a llnear triple input single output model of the human
operator was formulated. Then from the roll axis tracking data for three
different plants, a least square_ identification algorithm was used to find
_' par_eter values for the hypothesized model that would give the best linear
_ fit to the input output data. It was hoped that the parameter values would
i give some insight into how man makes use of the motion information available
645
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to him. The results of this work are preseeted in this paper.
METHOD
b.. Experimental Setu_
A closed loop roll axis motion simulator, capable of complete 360 degree
roll, consisting of a drive system, seat, visual display and force stick
control was used to generate human tracking data. The control task was to
follow another aircraft in the roll axis. The alrcraft to be followed was
represented by a zero mean band limited Gaussian noise signal; one standard
deviation wss equivalent to a 120 degree roll angle. Two forcing function
bandwldths were used, 0.25 and 0.5 radians per second. For the data usL__ in
this paper only the 0.5 radian/second input was considered.
The difference between the operator's position and the forcing function
roll angle was presented to the human operator on an inside-out visual
display. The human operator was told to minim/ze the error signal. With a
zero error, the operator's position would exactly follow the input forcing
function.
A side mounted force stick was used for the operator's output. A
comfortable stick gain was selected and maintained throughout the entire
experiment. The simulator could be operated in two modes; motion and static.
In the motion mode the inputs to the human operator were simulator motion and
visual display. For the static mode, the force stick output drove simulated
plant dynamics. Thus, in the static mode, the human operator was deprived of
motion information. In this way it was possible to isolate the effects of
motion on tracking.
Three different plants were used for tracking. The plant transfer
functions are listed in Table I. The results in terms of root mean squared
(RMS) error scores are presented in Table 2 and discussed in more detail in
[4]. The resulting man-machlne transfer functions are discussed in [5]. The
important results are that for plant numbers 2 and 3 motion helped by giving
the human operator the information needed to generate additional lead for
improved system control.
For each of the three plants, three sets of four subjects each were used.
They performed tracking runs until improvements in RMS error scores nc longer
occurred. At that point, time history data of upto ten tracklvg runs per
subject was collected. Each tracking run for each subject lasted 120 seconds.
The time history data was collected for subsequent system identification.
B. Hypothesized Model
For the tracking tasks considered, large amplitude mo':ion made up of
angular and linear acceleration components was experienced by the human
operator. To account for these inputs, a linear triple input, single output
model of the human operator was hypot _.sized. Tbe form of this model
646
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incorporated into the closed loop tracking task is shown in Figure I. The
three inputs are: displayed error (visual Input), linear acceleration or
lateral acceleration, and angular acceleration. The linear or lateral
acceleration is defined as the force of gravity, which we normalized to one,
times the sIne of the simulator or plant angular position. The angular
acceleration is simply the second derivative of the plant angular position.
The output of the human operator model is the control stick voltage.
The linear model was defined as a second order system with dlfferen_
gains and zeros associated with each of the three inputs. This is expressed,
in Laplace notation, in the following equation (i). "----
y(s) = c(s+d) u(s) + e(s+f____ v(s) + a(s+h) w(s)
(s+a)(s+b) (s+a)(s+b) (s+a) (s+b)
Hl(S) H2(s) s3(s) (1)
Where: y(t) = stick voltage
u(t) = displayed error
v(t) I" ]_ear acceleration sin Op
w(t) " angular acce!eratlon _p
and Hl(S), H2(s) s-.dH3(s) correspond to the transfer functions shown
in Figure I.
C. Parameter Identification
The three _put single output system Js rewritten in state variable
notation in equations 2 and 3.
r ill' I_°'lab l[Xll ICc+ , e , g [i
[ i 2 , -(a+b x 2 (d-a-b) , e(f-a-b) , 8(h-a-bl
x B (2)
y = x 1 (3)
By ,,sing a least squares identification algorithm as discussed in [5], the
values for the A and B matrices were found for all the three input single
output time histories. From thes_ vcl,._s the transfer function values of
equation (1) were computed. These values were computed for each subject,
upto ten runs per subject for each of the three plants controlled.
RESULTS AND DISt,OSSION
_: For each of the three plants we averaged parameter values across the
four subjects. These values gave us average transfer functions HI, H2 and H3
for each plant. As we went from plant number I to numbers 2 _d 3 we _.
_ measured a marked improvement in tracking performance due to additional lead _
647 _;
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information provided by the human operator. Because of this we anticipated
some change in the transfer functions between the three plants to acco_,nt for
the additional lead.
The first transfer function considered is Hl(S) , associated with the
displayed error input. The average values for the parameters for the three
plants are presented in Table 3. Included with each mean value is the
standard deviation for that value. For plant number 1, for which motion
information did not improve performance, the human operator model is
generating lead information from the display for control. But looking =_ the
changes in gain and relative pole-zero placement for pl_ts 2 and 3 as com-
pared with pl_mt l, we see that the model is not generating any more lead
information. This can also be seen in the magnitude Bode plot of the three
transfer functions presented in Figure 2. From these results we conclude
that our hypothesized model does not derive additional information from the
displayed error for plants 2 and 3 in order to generate more lead.
Considering the linear or lateral acceleration next, the average values
for the parameters for the three plants for transfer function H2(s) are
presented along with standard deviations in Table 4. Keeping in mind that
motion did not improve tracking for plant number 1, we would expect a change
in the gain and/or pole zero placement that would indicate generation of lead
information when going to plants 2 and 3. Looking at the parameter values
across the three plants we see that the gain dropped and the zero moved
further out relative to the movement of pole a. The net effect on the
transfer function H2(s) can be seen in the magnitude Bode plot of Figure 3.
Additional lead information is not being generated. The transfer function
has a low pass filter structure which is cutting off sooner for plants 2 and
3. Thus we conclude that our hypothesized model does not generate additionel
lead for control from this input.
Finally listed in Table 5 are those values for transfer function H3(s)
with angular acceleration as the input. Looking across plants we can see an
increase in gain and a change in the pole zero placement such that for plant 1
the transfer function is low pass, for plant 2 flat and high pass for plant 3.
This can be seen in the magnitude Bode plot of Figure 4. Therefore, comparing
plant no. i, where motion did not help tracking, to plants 2 dnd 3 where it
did, the results suggest that the transfer function has been altered to make
better use of the angular acceleration information for plants 2 and 3.
CONCLUSI ON
By comparing the three transfer £uncttons for the model across the three
plants we conclude that the least squares identification algorithm has
selected parameter values in such a way as to make greater use of the angular
acceleration input and not the linear acceleration input for control of the
more difficult plants 2 and 3. Thus, for our hypothesized model we conclude
that the improvement in tracking performance in the motion environment is due
to the angular acceleration input. This suggests that man will use angular
acceleration as the primary source of input when lead generation beyond that
648
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which can be obtained from a display is required for system control in roll
motion tracking.
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TABLE1 - Plant Dynamics Used
Plant No Transfer Function Dynamics
1 K
s(2s+l)
2 K
,2(2s¥1)
3 K
J(4e+l)(2s+i)
TABI_ 2 - _ Error Scores
Forcin 8 Function Forcing Function
Mode of Operation = 0.25 radians = 0.5 radtans
Plant I
Static Mode ePiCS= 5.70 e_s = 12.45
Pratt f'
Motion Mode eR_S = 6.57 eRH5 = 13.73
Plant 2 .....
Sta¢,£¢ Mode eRMS = 26.867 eR_ = 46.99
Plant 2
Motion Node eRRS = 10.87 e_E = 20.46
Plant 3
Static Mode eRKS = 79.43 eRHS = 90.30
Plant 3
! Motion Mode el_S = 27.01 eR_ = 38.25
TABLE 3 - Ident£fied Parameter Values for R1
......................... i .............
.. PARANKI_ER PLANTNO. 1 PLANTNO. 2 PLANTNO. 3
c (saln) mean 6.99 7.51 7.12
s.d. .74 .91 .21
' ...... !
d (zero) mean .70 .54 .89
s.d. .52 .21 .83
• (pole 1) mean 10.22 12.42 15.38
8. d. 2.21 4.35 14.19
b (pole 2) mean 115.78 113.37 112.28
s.d. 6.29 5.22 17.76
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TABLE 4 - Identified Parameter Values for H2
PARAHETER PLANT NO. 1 PL&NT NO. 2 PLANT NO. 3
e(gain) mean 6.08 4.86 3.61
s.d. 2.97 1.93 1.56
f(zero) mean 15.59 34.06 33.53
s.d. 12.02 28.65 16.79
a(pole 1) mean 10.22 12.42 15.38
s.d. 2.21 4.35 14.19
b(pole 2) mean 115.78 113.37 112.28
s .d. 6.29 5.22 17.76
TABLE 5 - Identlfled Parameter Values for H_
PARAMETE. PLANT NO. I PLANT N0. 2__ PI_I_T NO. 3
g(galn) mean .745 1.209 1.568
s.d. .56 .83 .83
h(zero) mean 18.22 12.24 6.52
s.d. 8.40 5.28 3.60
a(pole 1) mean 10.22 12.42 15.38
s.d. 2.21 4.35 14.19
b(pole 2) mean 115.78 113.37 112.28
s.d. 6.29 5.22 17.76
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EFFECTS OF CONTROL-STICK PARAMETERb ON TRACKING
PERFORMANCEIN A VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT*
"_ William H. Levison
Cambridge, elassachusetts
ABSTraCT
A set of manual control experiments was conducted to determine the
effects of control-stick parameters on tracking performance in a vibration
environment. Primary experimental variables were stick design parameters,
stick location, and presence or absence of vibration. Stick parameters
had little effect on rms tracking error under vibration conditions for the
particular aircraft dynamics that were used in this study. Considerable
effect on control activity was observed, however, which suggests that stick
design parameters will significantly influence overall perfornance in
systems that respond at vibration frequencies. Stick location had no
significant effect on either tracking or biodynamlc performance measures.
The vibration-correlated component of tracking error was relatively small;
vibration effects were accounted for largely by changes in pilot model
parameters related to visual resolution, tim delay, and motor-related
remmant.
A model-based guide for the design of control sticks in a vibration
environment is described. This model is based on the state-variable model
for pilot/vehicle systems. Effects of vibration are represented as
additional model elements and by changes in pilot-related parameters
of the tracking model.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years aircraft have been constructed such that they can
perform in environments that severely tax or exceed the limits of human
tolerance. Severe vibration is one such environment.
Nhole-body vibration acts in a number of ways to cause performance
degradation of manned vehicle systems. Vibration is transmitted to the
seat of the pilot by the aircraft and propagates through the pilot's torso
and arm to the control stick to produce control inputs that are linearly
*This work was sponsored by the Aerospace Medlcal Research Laboratory,
Wrlght-Patterson Air Force Base, under Contract No. F33615-74-C-4041.
Lt. Philip D. Houck was the Technlcal Monitor for this contract and
Project Engineer for the ANRL experlmental program.
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correlated with the vlbrat_on Input. Vibration also increases the stochastic
portion of the pilot's control activity (i.e., "remnant") due partly to
visual interference effects (e.g., blurring due to relative eye-display
motion) and, to a greater extent, to motor interference e_fects such as
noJse _Jected into proprioceptlve feedback paths.
The effects of vibration on control performance are to some extent
influenced by the design of the control stick. Accordingly, the Aerospace
Medical Research Laboratory recently conducted a series of manual tracking
experiments to determine mathematically the relation between control-stlck
design parameters and tracking performance in a vibration environment.
Experimental data were provided co Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., whose
tasks were to (I) reduce the data to obtain engineering descriptions of
tracking and biomechanical response behavior, (2) develop a m_thematlcal
model to account for the interaction between stick design parameters,
vibration, and tracking performance, and (3) develop guidelines for the
design of control sticks in a vibration envlrotment.
The cbJective of this paper is to summarize brlefly the results of
this study. Extensive documentation of this effort is provided in [1].
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A single-axis compensatory tracking task was performed using a simple
integrator as the controlled element. The tracking input consisted of the
sum of five sinusoids designed to approximate a first-order noise process
with a break frequency of 2 rad/sec. The input was added to the subject's
control response, the sum of these signals then being processed by the
integrator to produce the tracking error displayed on a CRT. Fore-aft
movement of the control stick produced vertical movement of the error
indicator.
Half of the data trials were performed with the subject, control, and
display subjected to vertical (i.e., z-axis) vibration. The spectrum of
the platform vibration consisted of the sum of five sinusoids at frequencies
of 2, 3.3, 5, 7, and 10 Hz. The sinuscids had random phase relationships
and equal accelerations; the rme platform acceleration was approximately
0.38.
Primary variables were (1) presence or absence of vibration, (2) stick
location (center or side), and (3) control stick design. Six control sticks
were used, with spring gradients ranging from 2 lb/in to 600 lb/in. For
convenience, the three sticks with the weakest spring gradients are
classified as "spring sticks"; the remaining three are classified as
"stiff sticks".
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A total of seven _xperimental subjects participated in all pha3es of
this program; all results shown in this paper are the average response
characteristics of these subjects. Accelerometers located on the shoulder,
elbow, and on a bitebar held between the teeth allowed the computation of
body, head, and limb response to vibration.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Blodynamic Response
Analysis of variance of rms accelerations of shoulder, body, and head
indicated that neither stick locatlon nor stick design had a significant
effect on these varlables. Consequently, describing functions relatlng
body and head motion to platform vibration were computed from data averaged
across the six sticks and averaged across side and center location. In
addition, Inter-subject varlabillty was no greater than that observed for
tracking performance (about IOZ to 20% of the subject mean); hence,
averaging blody_amlc response measures across subjects was considered
Justified.
"Stick feedthrough" is defined as the portion of control motion that
is linearly related to the platform vibration due to biomechanical coupling.
Feedthrough describing functions were computed for all six control configu-
rations. Average results for the three stiff sticks are shown in Figure 1;
data for side and center locations (where available) are shown separately.
In order to be able to extrapolate these results t? stick configurations
not tested in these experiments, the impedance model of Figure 2 was postu-
lated to isolate portions of the feedthrough mechanism that are related to
the man and his coupling.
The impedance model of Figure 2 was postulated so that these results
could be extrapolated to control configurations not explored in this
experimental program. "Transfer impedance" ZT and "output impedance" ZO
_re assumed to reflect biodynamic properties of the pilot and of the bio-
mechanical configuration and are assumed to be independent of control-stick
characteristics. ZS is the impedance of the stick. Theoretically, once
ZT and ZO have been determined empirically in a given biodynamic environment,
the feedthrough describing function can be determined for any set of stick
characteristics by the equation:
C - ZT • a (1)
v ZO + ZS p
Regression analysls (described in [1]) was performed to yield the
transfer and output impedances shown in Figure 3. To test the validlty
of this type of analysls, these impedance functions were then used, along
with the stick impedances, to "predict" the variance of stick feedthrough
658
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for each control configurations. Comparisons of these predictions with
corresponding experimental measures is shown in Figure 4. Except for one
or two cases, predictions were reasonably accurate. Thus, we are Justified
in using the impedance model of Figure 2 to extrapolate experimental results
to new stick configurations,
Average describing functions relating head translation _h/_p
and head rotation a0/a p to platfo_vibration are shown in Figure 5. By
appropriate geometric analysis, one can compute the relative motion between
head point-of-regard (HPR) and the display [1-2]; making assumptions
concerning the ability of the occulomotor system to compensate for relative
display movement, one can then estimate relative movement between the eye
point-of-regard (EPR) and the display [1-3]. Average estimated relative
displacement was approximately .083 inches; average relative velocity was
about 2.9 inches/second [1].
Tracking Performance
Analysis of variance revealed that stick locatlon had no slgnlflcan_
effect on either ras error cr rms control scores. Consequently, furthez
analysls of tracking results was performed on averages of data obtained
from side and center locations.
A statlstlcally significant interaction between stick design parameters
and vibratlon was found. That is, the presence of _Tibration conslstently
increased both error and control scores, but the amount of these increases
differed for the various stick configurations. This concluslon is
demonstrated graphically by the performance scores shown in Figure 6.
Rms control scores are shown in terms of both volts and pounds of
force in Figure 6. The change of control force with stick configuration
(Figure 6c) resulted from the requirement of the pilot to adapt to
varying control gains (measured as volts/pound). The increase in rms
co_trol activity with vibration was partlcularly great for the stiff
sticks due to stick feedthrough.
Although feedthrough components of the oon_o_ inputs were slzeable for
certain stick configurations, the v_hlcle dynamics filtered out much of this
input so that feedthrough had a relatlvely small effect on system or_or.
The increase in tracking error due to vibration was, instead, dlrectly
traced to an increase in _ilot remmnt, as was found to be the case in a
previous study [2].
Frequency-doumln measures are shown for the static and vibration
environments for one of the stick configurations in Figure 7. kaplltude
ratio and phase shift refer to _he pilot describing function; "rem/cor"
is the ratio of remnant-related stick power to Input-correlated stick power
at each input frequency. Remnant measures are "closed-loop"; i.e., re_mant
has not been reflected to an equivalent injected noise process.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Predicted and Measured Vlbratlon-Correlated
Control Variances
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Figure 6. Effects of Vibration on Rms Error and Control Scores
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All six stick configurations showed the trends revealed in Figure 7.
The imposition of whole-body vibration caused the amplitude ratio to decrease
at gain-crossover (about 3 rad/sec) and lower frequencies, but to increase
at the highest measurement frequency of 10.5 rad/sec; hlgh-frequency phase
shift increased; and the ratio of remnant to correlated control power
increased at all measurement frequencies.
Model analysis using the optlmal-control pilot/vehlcle model [4-5]
was performed so that these performance changes could be interpreted in
terms of changes in the pilot's basic informatlon-processing capabilities.
Details of the analysis _rocedure are given in [1]. The important results
are reviewed here.
Analysis was first performed on the average static response measures
with the aim of finding a slngle set of pilot-related parameter values to
account for performance with all six stick configurations. (To account
for differences due to stick design, a second-order representation of the
pilot/stlck interface was included in the representation of system
dynamics.) Parameter values that reproduced the data satisfactorily
were 0.15 seconds time delay, 0.I seconds "motor lag" time constant, -21
dB observation nolse/slgnal ratio, and 0,004 (about -30 dB) motor noise/
signal ratio. These values are typlcal of those found in earller studies
of slngle-axis tracking [4-7],
Vibration data were then analyzed to find a slngle set of parameter
values to account for performance with all six configurations. Further-
mo-e, an attempt was made to find the least number of parameter changes
t' .t would provide a good match to experimental results. The following
parameter changes were required to account for the effects of vibration:
(i) time delay increased to 0.2 seconds, (2) motor noise/slgnal ratio
increased tenfold to about 0.04, and (3) a "residual" observation noise
variance equal to the estimated variance of relative motion between EPR
and dlsplay was included. No changes were needed for motor lag or
observation nolse/slgnal ratio. Figure 6 shows that frequency-domain
measures were matched well by the model (smooth curves).
DESIGN GUIDE
Having been "calibrated" for the effects of vibration, the pilot/
vehicle model may be employed in the design of control-stlcks in a
vibration environment. Until further data have been obtained, however,
application must be restricted to z-a:_isvibration and to the specific
blomechanical configuration explored in this study.
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An outline of the model structure is diagrammed in Figure 8. This
model consists of the optlmal-control pilot/vehlcle model referred to
above, plus an element (labeled "vibration feedthrough") to account for
control inputs linearly related to platform vibration. For simplicity
of exposition we consider a single-variable tracking task; extension of
the model to multi-lnput, multl-control systems is straightforward.
Input variables shown in Figure 8 are the tracking input, i, assumed
to be a zero-mean Gaussian random process; the platform vlbration, ap;
the pilot's observation noise process, ve; and the pilot's motor noise
process, v u. Response variables include tracking error, _, the pilot's
control force, u, the electrical control input provided by the control
device, _t, the control input due to vibration feedthrough, 6v, and the
total control input, 6, given as the sum of the tracking and feedthrough
control components. (We assume that platform vibration is at frequencies
beyond the bandpass of the man/machine system so that the pilot cannot
effectively track out the feedthrough-related inputs.) Error and
observation noise are shown as vector quantities, since the pilot will
generally obtain and use both displacement and velocity information from
a single error indicator [7, 8].
The procedure for using this model to predict the effects of stick
parameters on tracking performance is diagrammed in Figure 9 and is
summarized below:
1. System dynamics are represented in state-variable format.
Control-stick and display dynamics, as well as frequency-
shaping of the tracking input, are included in this
formulation.
2. Pilot-related model parameters not affected by vibration
are assigned values from well-documented studies of
pilot/vehicle performance in non-vibration environments.
Parameters that appear to fall into this category are
motor lag and observation noise/signal ratio.
3. Pilot parameters of time delay and motor noise/signal
ratio are assigned values to reflect the effectr of
vibration.*
*Results of a current study [Air Force Contract No. F33615-75-C-5043]
indicate that both time delay and motor nolse/signal ratio increase
linearly with rms shoulder acceleration. To predict these model
parameters, _e use existing empirical models of shoulder feedthrough
to predict shoulder motion in a specific vibration environment.
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I
Compute tracking performance 1
I
m
Compute effects of feedthrough I!
Combine tracking and feedthrough-
related performance scores
Figure 9. Procedure for Predicting Tracking Performance
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4. Describing functions relatlng head motion to platform accelera-
tlon are used to estimate relatlve motion between the eye
point-of-regard and the dlsplay. This motion varlable
determines the value of a model parameter related to vlsual
resolution llmitatlons.
5. All parameters of the pilot/vehicle model having now been
defined, predictions of tracking performance (excluding
stick feedthrough) are obtained.
6. The impedance model of Figure 2 is analyzed to predict the
feedthrough describing function for the partlcular stick
configuration of interest. Appropriate integrations are
performed to obtain predicted error and control variances
due to feedthrough.
7. Error variance related to feedthrough is added to the
variance score predicted from the optlmal-control model
to yleld total error variance.
8. Since s change in stick parameters will generally affect
both tracking performance as well as feedthrough, the
entire procedure is repeated to explore the effects of
changing one or more parameters of the control stlck.
This model was applled to the slx control configurations explored in
this study in order to determine whether or not the rules stated above
would allow a conslstently good match to the data obtained from all
experimental conditions. The major experimental variable was spring
gradient, although electrical gain had to be changed as well [1].
Model analysis was performed in the manner described in the pre-
ceding section. Figure 10 compares measured and model performance scores
for the six conffguratlons. (Scores include the effects of vibration
feedthrough.) All scores are matched to within one standard deviation.
Model results are not true "predictions", of course, since the data
were used to determine the relation between pilot parameters and
vibration. The abillty to match ail conditions with a single set of
parameters, however, tends to validate the design procedure outllned
above. Use of the model to predict the effects of control gain and
stick damping is demonstrated in [1].
Although this paper has emphasized the relation between vibration
effects and control stick design, the design guide suggested here can be
used to explore a number of additional aspects of the manual control
system. The pilot/vehicle model chat forms the baeis for this guide
has been shown to account for the relation between pilot and system
performance and such system parameters as vehicle dynamics [4, 5],
t
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tracking input spectrum [4, 5], display gain [7], and attention sharing
[6]. In addition, the model has been applied to multi-variable tasks in
non-vibration environments [9, 10].
Results of a current study indicate that biodynamic response
mechanisms are essentially linear for rms vibration inputs up to 0.3 g
and that results can be extrapolated across single-sinusoid, sum-of-
sinusoids, and random vibration spectra. Thus, it appears that the
design guide can be applied to a variety of z-axis vibration environments.
Application of the design guide must be restricted, however, to
z-axis vibration and to the specific biomechanical configuration explored
in the AMRL experiments. This restriction is imposed because the bio-
mechanical response patterns reported herein, as well as the relation
between vibration and pilot parameter changes, are strictly empirical
findings, not theoreticai results. In order to apply the model to
other axes of vibration and to other biodynamic environments, "calibration"
experiments will be needed to determine the effects of vibration on pilot
parameters and to quantify relevant biodynamic response mechanisms. Once
reliable and useable theoretical models become available for predicting
these relationships from a knowledge of the biomechanical configuration,
these restrictions may be relaxed.
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EVALUATIONOF OPTI_t!_LCONTROLTYPEMODELSFOR
HY_4ANGUNI_e.RIN AN ANti'I-AIRCRAFTR ILLERY(AAA)SYSTI_I*
8), Anil V. Phatak and Kenneth M. Kessler
Syste_Ls Control, Inc. (Vt)
1801 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California 94304
SUbf4ARY
The selection of the structure of optimal control type
models for the human gunner in an anti-aircraft artillery (AAA)
system is considered. Several structures within the LQG frame-
work may be formulated. Two basic types are considered: (1) kLh
derivative controllers, and (2) proportional-integral-derivative
(P-I-D) controllers. It is shown that a suitable criterion for
modei structure determination can be based on the ensemble statis-
tics of the tracking error. In the case when the ensemble track-
ing steady state error is zero, it is suggested that a P-I-D con-
troller formulation be used in preference to the kth derivative
controller.
INTRODUCTION
The standard optimal control model (SOCM) for the human
operator has been extensively used in the past [1-3] for modeling
and predicting human performance in complex manned aircraft and
weapon systems. The usual approach towards validating the stand-
ard optimal control model (SOCM) is well Jocumented in the liter-
ature, and may be summarized in terms of the following two steps:
(1) the model structure corresponding to the standard optimal
control model is arbitrarily chosen. In particu!a,, the human is
assumed to behave as an optimal controller/estimator with a quad-
ratic cost functional
J = ES {(x,Qx) + q_2}dt
where _x,Qx) represents the quadratic cost due to the tracking
error and {_)2 reflects the penalty for the deviations in rate of
change of control input from zero; and (2) the parameters of the
standard optimal control model are chosen using empirical "rules
of thumb" and iterated upon until a close fit (usually an "eye
ball" fit) of the model predictions to actual data is obtained.
dh
Thi.¢ work was supported by Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio, under Contract F 33615-75-C-0016.
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that a more general kth derivative controller structure or pos-
sibly a proportional-integral-dcrivative (P-I-D) controller rep- ___
resentation may be required for accurate modeling of the human
gunner in an anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) tracking task. An
overview of the analytical results follows.
THE ANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY TRACKING TASK
The general configuration of a manned anti-aircraft artil-
lery task (AAA) is as shown in figure 1. The human gunner's task
is to apply the proper azimuth and elevation control inputs via i-
crank handles such that the gunsight tracks the target aircraft
with minimum error. The objective of this paper is to evaluate
the analytical and practical implications of optimal control type
models for the human gunner in predicting overall weapon system
effectiveness. The analysis of the tracking task assumes no
coupling between azimuth and elevation axes, in order to illus-
trate the general methodology for selecting an optimal control
model structure using available experimental or field test data.
The analysis is further restricted to modeling the deter-
ministic component of the gunner tracking response to quasi-
deterministic target trajectories. Consequently, only the deter-
ministic opti_.l controller model for the human gunner need be
considered. ' basic idea is to choose the optimal control
TARGET
6T
WEAPO',q Og e
SYSTr_M DISPLAY(GUNSIGHT) i i
i," GUNNER .....V,
F_gure 1: Configuration of a Manned AAA System
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model structure that is mo_t consistent with the .haracter_stics
of the steady state ensemble mean of the tracking error.
i-
k TM DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER FORMULATION
As in the standard optimal control model formulation, tte
development of the kth derivative controller model requires
state variable models for the target trajectory, the gunsight
dynamics and perceived displays. The gunsight dynamics can
be modeled by a single input/single output transfer function and
can be put in the state variable form
Xg = AgXg + bgU (1)
Og = CgXg
Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that the targetLmotion in
line-of-sight coordinates can be represented by an Ztn order poly-
normal in time with added colored noise describing the difference
between the polynomial trajectory and the actual trajectory.
Figure 2 shows the transfer function model for the target trajectory.
w d 1 I OT=(C°+Clt+"'+Czt } + COLORED NOISE
? lNiIITI! s TARGET TRAJECTORYGAUSSi AN
NOISE
Figure 2: Target rlajectory Model
In state-variable form, the model is
i T = ATXT * Fw
(z)
0T = CTXT
]'he gunner observes the tracking error
e = 0 T - 0g (31
The kth derivative controller model assumes that the human mini-
mizes a cost functional of the form
677
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Tj le2.(,uCk )2}= dt, k=0,1,2,...,_ i (4)O
The solution to the above linear, quadratic cost, Gaussian
(LQG) ovtimal control problem is of the form
u [i]op_ = [_T'_g'Xu ]" XTXgX
[_,_,..u(k-_)]" (_where x u - . .
XT, _g and _u are the optimal feedback gain vectors on the
target, gun sight and control state vectors, respectively. These
can be computed explicitly by solving appropriate matrix Riccati
equations.
Solving for the transfer function relating tracking error e
to target motion, OT, gives
sk-l+aksk + k+nE(s) ao+als+"'''+ak-i "'''+ak+nS
_= D(s) (7)
where {ai} are functions of the optimal control gains _T,Xg, _u
and the g_,n sight and target trajectory models, rnd D(s) is some
polynomial in s. An interesting result is that the (ai, i=0,I,
...,k-l} can be shown to be identically zero. This result has a
direct impact on the steady state properties of the tracking
error response to the deterministic polynomial target trajectory
input. Thus, if
= + Clt + + C_t _e_(t) CO ...
and
j = I, 2, ..., _+I, then
e(£'J+l)=ss lira e(£-J+1)(t): lira s[s(£'J+l)E(s_ =
t_ S_O
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0 +_k°l sk sk+n]
S+...
= lim s£-j+2 - "'"
Dis)
S •  _è°S
' = o (8)
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the steady state track-
ing error for various values of k and _.
Table 1: Implications of k Values on
Steady State Tracking Error
CASE STEADY STATE TRACKING ERROR
k=l e(£)ss = 0 _ess = polynomial in t of degree (£-1)
k=2 e(£'l)ss = 0 _ess = polynomial i_1 t of degree (£-2)
k=j e(£'j+l)=0 _ e = polynomial in t of degree (£-j)SS SS
k=£ 1 ess = 0 _ ess = ramp
= 0 _ e = constantk=£ Sss ss
k=£+] ess = 0
The above results in Table 1 can be used as the criterion in the
selection of a specific integer value of k I as fellows:
(1) Compute the ensemble statistics of the tracking error
using a sufficiently large number of experimental runs.
That is, determine the ensemble mean steady state
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error and its ensemble variance.
(2) Fit the ensemble mean tracking error with a minimal
degree polynomial in time. Determine the degree of the
polynomial using stepwise regression and statistical
hypothesis testing, taking into consideration the en-
semble variance information in estimating the level of
significance. Let m be the degree of this polynomial.
(3) Then according to Table 1, (_-j) must be equal to m.
Therefore, a kt_hh derivative controller with k=£-m must
be selected to fit the tracking data under considera-
tion.
However, it must be emphasized that the results given in
Table 1 are met only as long as the modeling assumptions are
accurate. In other words, the k tb derivative controller model is
not robust. For the case when e = o, a value of k=_+l is te-ss
quired in the formulation. For this case, a proportional-
integral-derivative (P-I-D) controller model for the gunner is
recommended over a k TM derivative controller representation in
view of the robustness of the former and the lack of robustness
in the latter model. Details of the P-I-D controller formulation
are discussed next.
PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER (P-I-D) FORMULATION
A second type of human operator model that may be formulated
within the LQG framework is the P-I-D controller [4]. In this
case, the formulation requires the dynamic equations be written
in terms of the tracking error.
For example, if
e(t) = OT(t)-0g(t)
and the gun model can be represented by
0.,(s)
= N(s)
while the target model is
OT(S) 1
= s_+l ; _=0,1,2,...
i 680
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The P-I-D formulation requires the system equations be written
in terms of the tracking error and its higher derivatives as
follows:
e=A e+B 5+F
- e - e e
where
e = [e, _, ..., e_+n+l]"
6+1
= s N(s) u
= D(s) w
This implies that the target trajectory can be modeled as shown
in Figure 3. Note that for a P-I-D controller, the fit error
between the actual target motion and the _th degree polynomial
function is assumed to be colored noise that is obtained by
passing white noise through 1/D(s) sTM where D(s) represents
the denominator of the gunsight transfer function.
If one computes the transfer function E(s)/eT(S) using the
P-I-D controller structure, it can be shown that the steady-state
tracking error ess m O. This is true even if the parameters of
the assumed gunsight/target model are different from their true
values. Thus, tbe P-I-D controller is insensitive to modeling
assumptions and is, therefore, robust.
The transfer function for the human operator may be obtained
by computing u(s) For the P-I-D controller this is shown inE(s)"
figure 4.
' t I °T
_ 1 w 1L
WIll TI!, _ D_-s-) s _+l TAR(;iiT TI_A.JII(:'I'ORY
GAUSSlAN
NOISE
•, Figure 3: Block Diagram Showing OT (Target) Model
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Figure 4: Block Diagram Showing P-I-D Controller as Pilot Model
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The ensemble mean of the tracking error provides a suitable
criterion to select an appropriate structure of an optimal con-
trol pilot model, all within the framework of the LQG problem.
The structure of the kth derivative controllers allows the design-
er to appropriately match model predictions to the steady-state
tracking error. For the case when the steady-state tracking
error is zero, the selection of a P-I-D controller adds robust-
ness to the design, and is recommended.
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COMPARISON OF HUYAN DRIVER DYI_ICS IN SIMULATORS
WITH COMPLEX AND SIMPLE VISUAL DISPIAYS
_JD IN AN AUTOMOBILE ON THE ROAD
By Duane T. McRuer and Richard H. Klein
Systems Technology, Inc.
Hawthorne, California
As part of a comprehensive program exploring driver/vehicle system response
in lateral steering tasks, driver/vehicle system describing functions and other
dynamic data have been gathered in several milieu. These include a simple
fixed-base simulator with an elementary roadway delineation-only display; a
fixed-base statically operating automobile with a terrain-model-based, wide
angle projection system display; and a full-scale moving-base automobile opera-
ting on the road.
Dynamic data with the two fixed-base simulators compared favorably, imply-
ing that the impoverished visual scene, lack of engine noise, and simplified
steering wheel feel characteristics in the simple simulator did not induce
significant driver dynamic bel.aviorvariations. The fixed-base vs. moving-
base comparisons showed substantially greater crossover frequencies and phase
margins on the road course, which can be ascribed primarily to a decrease in
the driver's effective latency for the moving base. When considered with pze-
vious data, the moving-base full-sc_le vs. fixed-base simulator differences
are ascribed primarily to the motion cues present on the road course rather
than to any visual field differences.
INTRODUCTION
Over a period of several years, STI has conducted a variety of programs to
explore driver/vehicle system behavior in directional control tasks. These
programs have been conducted to satisfy different and, in general, unconnected
ptu_poses;yet similar techniques and procedures have been applied. As a conse-
quence, and incidental to the individual program purposes, we have gathered
driver/vehicle system describing function and other dynamic data in several
different milieu. Comparison of data from three el these gives some interest-
ing insights about visual cue needs in driving and about the effects of motion
and visual cues when contrasted with visual cues alone. We, unfortunateiy,
have to be satisfied with the "interesting insights" rather than more concrete
significant differences because we have no common pJpulatlons of subjects in
the three situations.
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The driver's visual field, in general, is extremely complicated and defies
description. On the other hand, what is important in the visual field fr_n the
standpoint of _idance and control may be ve_' simple to describe in principle
and to determine in practice. To explore this with a "thought experiment,"
imagine an experimental series in which the visual field content is succes-
sively modified by removing texture and objects in the surround, adjusting
delineation features, etc. Only the driver's visual field would be varied,
and the factors to be held constant would include the vehicle dynamics, the
driver subjects, and the excitation against which the car is to be regulated.
For each treatment in this imaginary experimental series, a set of lane regu-
lation tasks would be run and measurements made of the driver's dynamics and
the driver/vehicle system performance. For those visual field variations in
which there is no change indicated in the basic driver characteristics, the
differences between the more complex and the simpler visual scenes would be
redundant to the development of appropriate guidance and control feedback sig-
nals by the driver. On the other hand, if drivel' dynamic differences show up,
the visual differences in the car.parative scenes are important in terms of the
particular driver functions modified. If this experiment were performed for a
sufficient variety of visual scenes, we would have a complete story on the
driver's guidance requirements in general.
This thought experiment can be expanded further to include the effects of
motion cues by contrasting driver behavior measurements taken in a fixed-base
situation with its full-scale automobile equivalent.
\
REVI_ OF EXPERIMENTS
We can now fill in the outline of this thought experiment with data taken
from three experimental series. The first is the fbll-scale roadway experi-'
merits reported in Ref. I. There the physical scen_ was that of a complete ,
roadway, well marked, viewed through the windshie d of a 197h Chevrolet Nova.
The automobile was fitted with a disturbance generator and Describing Function
Analyzer, so that describing function and other driver/vehicle system measure-
ments could be made. The general character and nature of the measurements in
this and the other two experiments to be considered below were accomplished as
described in Ref. 2. The driver's task was lane regulation in the presence of
a simulated strongly gusting crosswind disturbance. The disturbance was applied
by moving the front wheels with an extensible llnk servomechanism. This moves
the tires but not the steering wheel, because the serve is installed in series
with the driver, backed up by the power steering unit, which serves to isolate
the serve motions from the steering wheel. The driver's regulation task is
simply to keep the ear centered in the lane by applying corrective steering
inputs. In the Ref. I experiments this task was performed at '0 mph by all
18 subjects many times. The measurement interval was _ seconds, and the prl-
mar%" driver/vehicle system dynamic response data are give_ in terms c the
. ¥
effective slngle-loop, open-loop describing function, Y-G_ • This measure-P )SW
ment was taken with the STI/NASA Describing Function Armlyzer (Ref. _) per the
measurement scheme outlined in Ref. 2. A representative ssa_le is shown in
Fig. 1. In this t>'@ical exm_ple the amplitude ratio is very close to an ideal
crossover model form.
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The second experimental series (Refs. h and _) was conducted on a fixed-
base simulation using the UCLA Driving Simulator. In this series the driver
was seated in a 19['_Chevrolet sedan which was mounted on a chassis dynamometer.
The dyno_mometer drum speed, controlled by the driver via the car's accelerator
and brakes, determined the landscape velocity of a moving model landscape rela-
tive to a black and white TV camera. This was projected on a large screen to
provide the driver's visual cues. The driver's steer angle output was fed to
an analog computer containing the vehicle eqtu_tions of motion, and thence to
the TV camera serves which moved the "car" c_'erthe model terrain. The net
motions of cmmera and model landscape provided the displa_ed motion presented
to the driver. Because the included horizontal angle of the visual field was
about 40 deg, the relative motion and geometric cues used for directional con-
trol were adequate for reveal and parafoveal vision. The visual field resolu-
tion was such that an object the size of an oncoming vehicle could be distin-
guished at an equivalent 9ull-scale distance of about a quarter of a mile,
_;hich was the length of the moving belt landscape. The overall impression
with the UCLA simulator is of a highly realistic driving situation in desert
terrain under a dark overcast.
The third series was fixed-base operation in the STI simulator. Data from
two experiments (Refs. I, 6, and 7) in which this simulator was used are appro-
priate. In these experiments the visual scene was made as simple as possible,
i.e., it consisted of two lane edges only, drawn in perspective on the CRT with
decreasing intenslty in the distance. Heading and lane deviations of the car
resulted in motions of the road relative to a fixed mask of a car hood, left
fen_er, and windshield outline. The simulator itself consisted of a modified
19/8 Mustang cab with the steering wheel adjusted to approximate the force
feel characteristics of a power steering unit.
DATA INTERPR_ATION AND CONCLUSXONS
By comparing the driver/vehicle system performance data from these three
experiments we can deduce the relative importance of features in the three
visual scenes presented. The data most readily at hand are for the system
crossover fr,._quencyand phase margin. These reflect primarily the driver lead
equalization and heading gain properties.
The first and most direct comparison is between the STI simulator and the
full-scale, moving-base results. Here the subject and the task are the same.
The crossover frequency and phase margins for comparable vehicle dynamics are
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the vehicle yaw time constant, Tr. Note that
the trends of fUll-scale and moving-base results are parallel but that the full-
scale has a higher crossover frequency and a higher phase margin. Previous
experiments (Refs. S and O) in which separate describing fUnction measurements
were made for motion and visual cues indicate that this difference can be attri-
buted to motion (vestibular) feedback effects (due primarily to the semlclrc_-
far canals) which are active in the moving-base ease and not in fixed base.
When this effect is removed, the phase margin data essentially overlay one
another and the crossover frequency curves are almost the same.
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When the results from the UCLA simulation are compared with the STI fixed-
base results, as _hown in Fig. 5, it is seen that the crossover frequency and
phase margin are very similar. The data points represent the mean and stanaard
deviation for five drivers in the UCLA series, and the mean and standard devia-
tion of repeat F,-ansusing one test driver in the STI series. Because the cross-
over frequency and phase margin data for the two simulation series compare favor-
ably, the imp]i,atien is that the impoverished visual scene, lack of engine noise,
and simplified steering wheel feel characteristics present in the STI s_mulator
did not induce significant driver dynamic behavior variations.
Shown _n Fig. 4 is an associated comparison, this time in describing func-
tion form, contrasting the test driver and nine other subjects run in the STI
_imulator. These serve to indicate that the test driver used for both simula-
tor and f_ll-scale results is representative of a much larger randomly selected
sample ¢f the driving population.
In sumnary, the data for similar vehicle dynamics, moving base and fixed
_ase, are compared, the differences between an impoverished visual field and
the out-the-windshleld actual field are seen to be unimportant to the develop-
ment of the visual guidance cues. A key conclusion therefore is that a two-
llne roadway delineation only is sufficient to permit the develo_nent of appro-
priate driver feedback properties. These exporiment_' therefore indicate very
strongly that a visual field which has only two hlgh-contrast lane markings
presented to the driver with appropriate motion perspective is a sufficient
_._sual scene from which to develop the requisite guidance and contr01 informa-
tion. Texture, other objects in the surround, etc., may provide usefUl but
redundant information which is not essential to the driver's steering opera-
tions in the regulation task.
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MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS °
By Warren F. Clement, John J. Shanahan, and R. Wade Allen
Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California
A recent investigation of crew performance in the motion environment of a
large g_neric high speed surface effect ship by means of a motion base simula-
tion addressed some of the helmsman's control tasks with an external forward
visual field of the seascape and navigation and steering displays in the pilot
house. In addition to the primary steering control task, a sub-critical speed
tracking task provided a secondary surrogate for trimming the water speed of
the craft. The results of helmsmen's steering describing function measure-
ments are presented, and some suggestions for their interpretation are offered.
IT,e likely steering loop "losures comprise heading and lateral displacement
for the course-keeping tasa investigated. Also discussed is the manner in
which these loop closures were implemented for automatic steering of the sur-
face effect ship. Regardless of the influence of workload, steering technique,
water speed and sea state, the helmsmen apparently adopted a disturbance regu-
lation bandwidth of about 0.2 rad/sec for lateral displacement. Suggestions
for reducing the variability in future helmsmen's measurements are offered.
The Surface Effect Ship (SES) is an ocean-going vessel employing a self-
generated aerostatic cushion in contact with the water surface for vertical
support (Ref. I). The SES has rigid shallow-draft side walls with flexible
fore and aft skirts or seals to contain the pressurized air cushion while per-
mitting the passage of surface wa,res through the cushion plenum. The side
walls serve as keels to provide lateral stability in the manner of a catamaran.
Because the SES rides on a cushion of air, it is less subject to the drag penal-
ties which limit the speed of displacement-hull vessels. Consequently, the SES
is capable of sustained higher speeds, and requires precision in course- and
sea-keeping, especially in aggravated sea conditions.
The ability of crewmen to perform shipboard duties without undue fatigue
or decreased proficiency has been the subject of recent investigations with
"This research was sponsored by the Surface Effect Ship Project Office of
the Naval Ship Systems Command under Contract NOOOeh-V3-C-091_.
The authors also gratefully acknowledge significant contributions by their
colleagues, Messrs. L. G. Hofmann, H. R. Jex, R. E. Magdaleno, and R. A. Peters
of Systems Technology, Inc.
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_anned motion base simulation using motion predictions from a 2000-ton SES
mathematical model (Ref. 2). A simulated mission profile with assigned crew
tasks provided a disciplined scer_rio for measuring crew performance in the
simulated 3hip motion environment. Various tasks involving facsimile ship-
board operations at four duty stations were performed. One of the duty sta-
tions in the pilot house is that of helmsman. In the simulation the helms_mn's
assignment included a division of attention among steering, speed regulation,
obstacle avoidance and communication tasks. Participating helmsmen were among
SES cre_,len with concurrent operational experience from the Surface Effect Ship
Test Facility, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland.
Our purpose here will be to report and interpret some measurements of
heLmsmen's describing fUnctions during a precision straight-course-keeping
task at high cruising speeds in a disturbed sea and involving the use of a
compensatory electronic horizontal situation display of heading and lateral
displacement errors not specific to any surface effect ship.
APPARATUS Ja_
A complement of 3 in. diameter rotary dial instruments provided the helms-
man with compass heading, turn rate, rudder angle and water speed. A visual
field simulator provided a collimated external view of the moving seascape and
horizon properly correlated with the ship's motions experienced in the cab orL
the moving base. In addition, an optional automatic helm was provided for
relief of manual steering duties w,hile subjective rating analyses were being
written and while the helmsman kept watch during four-hour missions.
l
The random-like steering disturbance was a sum of five non-harmonically
related and randomly phased sinusoids whose relative amplitudes were approxi-
mately inversely proportional to frequency. This disturbance was generated i
within the NASA-STI Mark II Describing Function Analyzer (DFA) (Refs. 3 and _)
and applied to the mathematical model of the ship's rudder in linear combina-
tion with the helmsman's rudder command signal as shown in Fig. I. The dis-
turbance did not move the helmsman's wheel nor was it directly visible on the
helmsman's rudder angle indicator, but its effects on turn rate, heading devia-
tion and lateral displacement from the desired course were observable. The
helmsman was instructed to minimize his lateral displacement error during each
100 sec interval when the DFA was used for cybernetic performance measurement.
The DFA computes on-llne the finite Fourier transform, mean-square and mean
of a signal in the control loop- in this case, the rudder error 5e in F_g. _
at each of the five input frequencies. The final describing function and error !
variance are computed off-line with a digital computer program based on some of
the techniques in Ref. h. The principles of the measurement of helmsman/'SES
zultiloop response properties with a single disturbance input as used in these
experiments are described in Refs. 5 and 6 where the principles are applied to
pilot control of hovering vehicles and driver control of highway vehicles. The
SES with its broad beam and side wall keels exhibits little rolling and side-
slipping in commor with catamarans and highway vehicles.
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Task as Configured for the Describing Function Analyzer
The helm itself was a I_ in. diameter marine steering wheel. An artificial
feel zpring was provided, and the wheel breakout torque and the kinetic Coulomb
firietion damping torque were adjusted to be less than those values currently
used in order to examine more critically the possibilities for neuromuscular
coupling: biodynamic amplification thereof and closed-loop steering stability
limitations. The steering wheel rotation from stop to stop was 270 deg and
the corresponding rudder travel, 30 deg, thereby giving a 9:1 steering ratio
as in current practice.
The helmsman was asked to perform the steering-only task with both hands on
the wheel to min_ize the possibility of biodynamic coupling. In addition to
• • * , @
the prlmary steerlng control task, a sub-crltlcal speed regulation task pro-
vided a secondary surrogate for trin_nlng the water speed of the craft. Speed
_:acregulated with the helmsman's left hand on a friction-restrained quadrant
throttle ]ever with c'Ddeg of fore-aft travel, so that when the helmsman was
instructed to perform both steering and zpeed control tasks, he maintained
cn]y his right hand on the steering wheel.
The ship's lateral-directlonal dynamic motions in response to the helm
and 4isturbance were reprosented by linear constant coefficient differential
*"Sub-critical" is used in the manual control context here and must not
be confused with the critical speed for the _;S. A sub-critical task in the
manual control context means that the rate of divergence of the open-loop r:on-
trolled element as characterized by ? is below the critical level which is at
| the limit of human manual control capability.
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!perturbation equations in body axes with respect to a trimmed condition &t
constant speed. The ship's cab was assumed to be located at the center of
gravity in developing the lateral-directional transfer functions given in
Table I for a trimmed cruising ccndition.
The differential equation reprssenting the divergent (unstable) controlled
element for speed regulation, which was independent of the equations of lateral-
directional craft motion, is given by Eq. I:
d = ku + Ks5 t (I)
The inverse time constant X was chosen as O.1 rad/sec for the simulation to
approximate a slow sub-critical divergence which would require consistent but
not overwhelming attention to the side task of speed regulation. Comments by
TABLE I
TYPICAL LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL OPEN-LOOP CONTROL RESPONSE TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS FOR A 2OOOT SES AT CRUISING SPEED
Denominator:
_(s) = Is2 + 2(O.898)(0.469)s + (0.4®) 2]
× Is2 + 2(0.198)(1.55)s + (I .55)2]
-4
re(O) = 0.528 sec
Numerator for yaw rate response to rudder angle:
N_r(S) = 0.999(s + 0.493)[s 2 + 2(O.191)(1.55)s + (1.55) 2]
N_F_r(0) = 1.185 sec-_
Ntm_erator for lateral acceleration response to rudder angle:
r(S) = -52.0(s + 0.983)(s- 1.03)
x [s2 + 2(0.191)( I._I)s + (1.51)2]
r(O) = 120 ft/sec6-rad
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the helmsman attested that the speed regulation task and the steering task
together saturated the helmsman's workload. Yet there was only one out of
four runs with both tasks where performance on the steering task appeared to
degrade.
The helmsman's tasks are summarized in Fig. 2. Approximations to the
lateral dynamics of Table I are shown to illustrate the low-frequency (i.e.,
long time constant) nature of the SES dynamics. Also, there is a non-minimum
phase term in the lateral displacement dynamics such that the shlp initially
moves in a direction opposite to its final direction for a given rudder co_-
mand. The lags and non-minimum phase characteristics combine to give apparer_t
ship response dele.ys in lateral displacement on the order of several seconds,
which makes for a challenging dynamic control task. The various displays
available to the helmsman help by allowing him to control intermediate states
or derivatives of the final lateral displacement. In Fig. I the Yy, Y_, and
F_ terms account for the helmsman's operation on the variety of displayed
information.
Path
Head,ng
Turn Rate
i
I Rudder
_ HELMSMAN
Tur,{.j'.__ * f_.Cs.,)C,-,Ij
..... --ILl "l I\_.ompas_:_---_"
_/"_ Represented _ YS, • -52 O ft/seJ-rod
by
] F,,Y, ondYy 8L__Sd__.eI Rudder chs'urIoapce f'
_ _ 8d Rudder d,sturDance for
...... _ in _descrebmg funchon measurement
IA_h,_ Figure I
Figure 2. Helm Control Tasks
t
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AUTOMATIC HELM
The automatic helm was provided for relief of manual steering duties at
the option of the helmsman. The control law which provided for automatic
steering of the simulated SES was:
_r = -G¢(_- GyYe) (2)
The steering loop closures consisted of an inner heading loop to provide
necessary damping for the outer lateral displacement loop. The manner in which
these closures were implemented for automatic steering can be represented by
the block diagram form in Fig. I, if we specialize Yy = Gy, Y_ = I, F_ = G%,
and neglect the effect of rudder actuator dynamics within G_.
The open-loop transfer function for lateral displacement with the heading
loop closed is provided in Eq. 5.
y G_/GyNYr
-- : (3)
Ye s(s_ + G_N_r )
The closed-loop representation of the lateral displacement response to lateral
displacement command is obtained directly from Eq. _ and is given by Eq. 2.
___ G_GyN_ r _i)
r
Yc s2A + G_NSrS + G_GyN_r
The heading and lateral displacement gains for the simulated SES automatic
helm were designed so as to provide a 0.3 rad/sec bandwidth for the inner loop
and a O.1 rad/sec bandwidth for the outer loop. Tne open-loop frequency
response is plotted in Fig. 3 for a typical cruising speed. The design values
of gains G% and Gy employed in the simulation are equal to 0.15 and O.O01 rad/
ft, respectively. The unit step response of the closed-loop lateral displace-
ment control system is shown in Fig. 3. Performance of the automatic helm was
quite satisfactory for the intended purpose.
DESCRIBING FUNCTION MEA_S WITH MANUAL COIEROL
: The forcing function provided by the DFA is labeled "I" in Fig. I, where
_ it is injected into the common path of the control loops as a disturbance by
;:,/ 69_
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b) Bode Diagram for Lateral Displacement Loop
with Heading Loop Closed
Figure 5. Automatic Helm Used in 2000 Ton SES Simulation
at Cruising Speed
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summation with 5r, the helm's steering signal to the rudder. If the distur-
bance I is viewed as a "command" input and the helmsman's rudder signal
5r ---M, the negative motion feedback, the rud4er error _ --E(- .T_ :i) acts
to disturb heading and to displace the ship laterally from the desired course.
Thus, for our purpose, E represents an acceptable measure of closed-loop per-
fo_nance, the finite Fourier transform of which is computed by the DFA, and
[E/I](jel represents the closed-loop error-to-input describing function.
The open-loop describing function of the helmsman's ]ateral displacement
_:ontrol technique in combination with the known mathematical model of the tEE
can be represented by [M/E](j_,),which may be obtained from the relationship:
I- ,,)
= "
After identifying that portion of [M/E](j_) which represents the known 3ES
dynamics, the remaining portion will represent the ecmbined equivalent of the
loops, gains, frequency-dependent equal_zation and steering dynamics involved
in the helmsman's control technique. A digital computer program based on
Ref. 4 is used for identifying [M/E](j_) and partitioning the result between
the machine and the man.
Some of the results of applying that program to the SES simulation have
been analyzed. We have found no significant differencc_ in M/E which corre-
late with the different sea motion conditions tested. The only significant
difference between helmsmen is in the average amplitLidc of M/E at the thirl
measurement frequency, which is about _,_f15higher for th,_helmsman i,_Crew A
than in Crew B.
An attempt was made to determine the influence, if any, of performing 'he
subcritical speed control task on the measurements of M/E for the steering
tasks. No influence is evident in the two runs for the helmsman in Crew B.
However, for the helmsman in Crew A only one run with both tasks is avail:_ble;
its measurements appear mere noisy with evidence of increased time delay in
the steering task, and the phase crossover frequency apparently decreases from
a value in excess of O.D tad/see to about 0.2 rad/sec as a result of the divi-
sion of attention. Yet, there is no evidence of a corresponding gain reduction
by the helmsman in Crew A to provide more than 2.[,dB gain margin of stability
when both tasks are being performed. There also was the possibility of bic-
dynamic coupling from heaving motions to steering motions when the helmsman
had only his right hand on the wheel while performing the speed control ta_h
with his left hand. Although we shall identif>' neuromuscular dynamic amplifi-
cation in the results at the third measurement frequency, there is _o evidence
for biodynamic causation.
The mean values and standard deviation of M'E for six selected runs by the
helmsman in Crew B are presented in Fig. I,. Pour are runs for which the helms-
man performed only the atecring task, and two are runs for which he perfom:ed
both the steering and speed control tasks simultaneously. The amplitudes _-_d
7_
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Measurements represent the ensemble average and plus or minus one stan-
dard deviation of six runs by the helmsman in Cr_w B. The theoretical
fitted describing function is based on Eq. (iand represents the combina-
tion of the SES, the helmsman, displays and steering control.
Figure I$. Example of Open-Loop Describing ._unction Measurement_ at
the Rudder Control Point for Manually Controlled Course-Keeping
with a Simulated _000 Ton SES
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phase angles for M/E are presented only at the three ]owcst ,_easurement fre-
quencies corresponding to 0.188h, 0._0115, and 1.2"_6rad/scc, because M/E at the
two higher measurement frequencies had very low signal-to-noise ratios and was
dominated by noise. The average unit gain crossover frequency of the lateral
displacement loop closure by each he] %n is slightly below 0.2 rad/sec, and
the average phase crossover frequen,-- r in the vicinity of 0._ rad/sec.
The excessively variable and noisy measurements obtained here are, in part,
the result of deliberately violating a caveat in using the DFA, viz., main-
taining input magnitude sufficient to yield reasonable displayed error devia-
tions (Ref. 7). This caveat was regretfully sacrificed in favor of crew moti-
vation, because the helmsmen complained that higher input amplitudes produced
abnormally great activity in turn rate and rudder displacement based on their f
experience, even though the input disturbance was applied to the innermost
loop available at the rudder control point and not directly displayed on the
rudder angle indicator. This resulted in a K/_o2 power spectrum in displayed
turn rate, whereas one should in future tests employ a sum of approximately
equal amplitude sinusoids for the input at the rudder. This will allow the
SES controlled element to shape the power spectra of the displayed signals and
will yield better s_gnal-to-noise ratios in the ,neasurements. In retrospect
we placed too much weight on crew experience, because at that point in time
neither helmsman had had experience steering an SES in aggravated seas at
cruising speeds by reference to instruments.
_e shall now describe the rationale for partitioning M/E between the
(kno_m) controlled element and the helmsman in such a way as to infer forms
for his describing functions. The results of applying these inferred forms
within a theoretical model for M/E and fittiz_ the same to the measurements
are plotted in Fig. h.
MANUAL CLOSURE OF HF_ADING A_D LATERAL DISPIACD_E_T LOOPS LEADING
TO AN EKPIANA210N OF THE MEASURED DESCRIBING _TIONS
The topology of the helmsman's control technique represented in £ig. I is
founded on foreknowledge of the K/s $ form of the SES controlled element and
acludes the necessary heading and lateral displacement loops _.,'itnprovision
for lead equalization in the heading loop. The helmsman is represented by
partitioned describing functions F$, Y$ and Yy. The describing function, M/E,
of the open-loop lateral displacement control-technique from rudder error to
helmsman's output is obtained from inspection o£ Fig. I.
•, Nr YyN_rM z_,s"r +
Substitution in Eq. ( of the typical numerical values for t_ ,;hip's l:,teral-
directional transfer functions in Table I will reveal the following key points:
7O2
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• M/E is of the form K/s g at low frequency as we wouli expect.
• 1Y, I >> ry I in order that sN_ may provide the requisiteV, _ Y 'r
low-frequency lead equalization to convert M,E ' , the form
K/s in the region of unit gain crossover.
• The characteristic directional oscillatory mode of the ship
is quite low in frequency (approximately 0._,rad,"oc) but
well damped.
• Y_ (or F_) should adopt lead equalization in the vicinity
of 0.5 rad/sec to maintain a well dmnped closed-loop direc-
tional mode.
• Tbe characteristic rolling oscillator7 mode is high,r in
frequency (approximately 1.5 rad/sec), lightly damped, but
suppressed in amplitude by the zeros of the lateral and
directional numerators.
We shall next discuss the procedure employed to establish FW, Y_, and Y,,
which will provide plausible head" _,and lateral displacement control techl
niques to interpret the response measured by the DFA. We shall illustrate the
procedure by adopting pure gain equalization within Y_ and deferring the mid-
frequency lead equalization to F,, although equivalent results can be cbtained
by adopting the converse equaliz&tion technique because IY_,I>> IYyl. In
either case pure gain equalization will suffice for Yy.
It was first necessary to determine the behavior of the numerator zeros of
Eq. 6 _s a function of Y%/Yy and to select an appropriately large va; for
the gain ratio Y_,/Yy which would fix the location of the zeros for the overall
lateral displacement control so as to provide the low-frequency lead equaliza-
tion apparent in the measured response. The Bode root locus of the numerator
zeros was therefore generated as depicted in Fig. *,. The gain ratio of 791
was selected for Y,/Yy to provide M/E w.!th a reasonable frequency interval
having the form appro_chJng K/s in the neighborhood of the unit zain cross-
over frequency, 0.19 rad/sec estimated from the DFA.
With the gain ratio of Y_/Y_ thus established, M/E is now represented par-
tially in numerical form in Eq. 7, by allowing Y% to covary with Yy in accord
with the constant ratio selected above.
M = Y}9..Y.Z , (7)E
It now remains to determine the product F_Yy so that M/E in Eq. 7 _ill fit the
set of three measurements in Fig. 3. Realizing that the helm itself was a
relatively lightly d_mped spring-restrained steering wheel with a very low
undamped natural frequency uN on the order of I rad/sec, we shall hypothesize
that the important features of F$ can be represented by:
7O3
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;+ l_.gure _. Bode Root Locus of the Zeros of [YssN_r + Yy4r.1 as
a Fcnction of the Pure Gain l_,_io Y /Y for Y,
: (Refer to the Numer_tor_ofYEq. 61 5] >> !YY]
. j
: K_(I + TLS)e"_ds
+ I +--_+
,+ Numerical estimates for the parameters in F_,Yy_,ere based on the following
observations and conditions:
a) TL is approximately 2 or 3 sec to provide a phase cross-
over frequency in the neighborhood of the second DFA
+, measurement frequency, O.5 rad/sec, with the 5 or 6 dB
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gain margin measured and to.maintain a well-damped non-
oscillatory characteristic directional mode of the ship
emanating from _%.
b) a_ is slightly in excess of ] rad/sec and approximately
equal to the third DFA measurement frequency, I.2_9rad/
sec.
c) _N is either 0.08 (Crew A) or 0.1_ (Crew B) to fit the
describing function amplitude at the third DFA measure-
ment frequency. Thes,Jrelatively low values of _N are
due in part to the lower-than-recommendedvalues of
Coulomb friction provided in the simulated artificial
feel for the steering wheel. However, they also repre-
sent the fact that the helmsman will reduce the,inherent
steering wheel damping ratio anyway, because a portion
of his time delay exists within his perceived rudder
angle feedback loop or his proprioceptive steering angle
feedback loop.
d) _d is between 2 and 3 sec to fit the describing function
phase angle at the third DFA measurement frequency.
e) Yoyis a pure gain and the gain product Yv_ is adjustedthat the amplitude of M/E matches tha_ at the lowest
DFA measurement frequency.
The quite satisfactory results of the fitting procedure for the helmsman in
Crew B are displayed in Fig. 3 and tabulated in Table 2 for both helmsmen, and
a summary block diagram equivalent is shown in Fig. 6.
Deviation
_" Error _J +j_ K,t,(s+.4)e_Z.5, RudderAngl
.. __ Ky [_i_=,&; WN=I ] i
| I
Heading
Angle ..
q,
Figure 6. Summary Block Diagram of Helmsman's
Control Response
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TABLE 2
,NUMERICALVAI;JESREPRESENTING THE KEIM._IF/_
Crew A Crew B
Y,/Yy(_) 791. 79,.
Yy_ (rad/ft) 0.OOOO927 O.OOOO981
Y_K_ 0.O733 O.O776
_N (racl/sec) 1.29 1.29
TL (sec) 5- 2.5
_N o.o8 o.i9
_d (sec) 2.9 2.4
_c (rad/sec) 0.18 0.19
Phase margin (deg) 29. 28.
ah (rad/sec) 0.5 O._2:j
Gain margin (dB) 7. 8.
CONCLUSIONS
An examination of the open-loop steering describing function measurements
in the SES simulation has shown that, regardless of sea motion condition, both
helmsmen adopted average heading and displacement gains so as to maintain the
• closed-loop displacement bandwidth in the neighborhood of 0.2 ra_sec with
acceptable margins of stability in phase and gain. This is an adequate band-
width for course-keeping at SES cruising speeds. Additional adopted first-
order lead equalization appears within the heading loop between 0.3 and
0.2 rad/sec to maintain a well-damped characteristic directional mode of the
ship. This lead equalization may be generated by perceiving the turn rate
indicator. Additional adopted r'irst-orderlead equalization appears within
the heading loop between 0.3 and 0.5 rad/see to maintain a well-damped char-
acteristic directional mode of the ship. This lead equalization may be
generated by perceiving the turn rate indicator.
Although no evidence for biodynamic amplification appears in these results,
relatively lightly damped and amplified steering wheel dynamics appear at about
1.29 rad/sec as an intended artifact of the simulation. The relatively low
. _ damping is due in part to the lower-than-recommendedv_lues of Coulomb fric-
, : tion provided in the simulated artificial feel for the steering wheel to reduce
7O6
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breakout tnrque. However, the spring i,rad_cnt in the steering wheel was also
too low. Consequently, the natural frequency of neuromuscular actuation :_s
too low, and the helmsman reduced the inherent steering wheel d_nping rati_
even more, bccau_e a portion of his t_'ne _] :y exists _,ithin !:_ per ...._v....
mldder angle feedback loop.
That tho helmsmen were scanning the rudder angle indicator is corroborated
by their commentary. This is presumably a part of the transfer of training
for steering low :peed displacement-hull ships. However, with a stiffer and
more linearly damped artificial feel system with a lower breakout force, the
preprioceptive feedback available from the steering wheel will provide a
superior equivalent to visual rudder angle feedback from the panel instrt_nent.
As a result, the neuromuscular dynamics will be desirably higher in frequency
and suppressed in amplitude. This will yield a better margin of stability and
improved course-following performance in aggra'_ated seas.
The overall effective time delay of the helmsmen estimated from the open-
loop describing function measurements is between 2 and _ sec. This is about
2 sec larger than would be expected to accompany the adopted equalization when
using the electronic horizontal situation display. Such a relatively large
time delay may be caused by scanning delays among the helmsman's instruments
and visual field and by a division of attention among his other tasks during
the measurement interval. We therefore recon_nend training in the more effec-
tive use of integrated horizontal situation displays for steering.
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S_MBOL8
e Naperian Base, 2.71828...
E Error signal output to DFA (I -M)
E/I FA error-to-input describing function
F¢ Helmsman's heading feedforward describing function including neuro-
muscular steering actuation dynamics (dimensionless)
Gy Lateral displacement gain of automatic helm (rad/ft)
G% Heading gain of automatic helm (dimensionless)
I DFA disturbance input to rudder steering axis
j jw
Ks Throttle control-to-speed response gain (ft/sec-rad)
E,_ Gain equalization _n F$ (dimensionless)
?,i Closed-loop motion output with respect to DFA input
M/E Open-loop output to error describing function as measured by DFA
N{r Controlled element transfer function numerator polynomial repre-
senting yaw rate response to rudder displacement (I/sec)
_r Controlled element transfer function numerator polynomial repre-
senting lateral acceleration response to rudder displacement
(ft/sec2-rad)
s Laplace operator, _ -_ju_
TI, Time constant of lead equalization in Y$ or F¢ (sec)
u rorturbed longitudinal water sp_ed of craft with respect to trimmed
speed (ft/se_)
r
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y Lateral displacement of craft (ft)
Ye Lateral displacement error (Yc -Y)
- Yy Helmsman's lateral displacement describing function (rad/ft)
Y$ Helmsman' s heading feedback des cribing funct ion (dimensionle ss)
5e Rudder angle error (tad)
5r Perturbed rudder deflection angle with respect to trimmed angle (rad)
5t Throttle displacement (tad)
Ch_racteristlc determinant, transfer function denominator
_N Damping ratio of second-order lag in F_ representing effective neuro-
muscular actuation d_mlcs modified by proprioceptive or visual
feedback (dlmensionless)
Inverse time constant of the first-order sub-critical tracking task
(rad/sec)
a Real part of the complex variable s (rad/sec)
Td Effective helmsman's time delay# including transport, equalization and
scanning contributions (sec)
, Heading of craft (tad)
_c Heading comm_nd (Yyye) (rad)
Ce Heading error (_c - _) (rad)
Circular frequency; imaginary part of the complex variable s (rad/sec)
a% Unit gain crossover frequency (rad/sec)
_N Una_d natural frequency of second-order lag in F$ representing
effective neuromuscular actuation dynamics modified by proprioceptive
or visual feedback (rad/sec)
a_ Unstable phase crossover frequency (rad/sec)
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Abbreviations
dB Decibel
deg Degree
DFA Describing Function Analyzer
ft Foot
in. Inch
rad Radian
sec Second
SES _urface effect ship
(') (raised period) Time Derivative Operator d/dt (I/sec)
J
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2_E EFFECTS OF BEDBEST ON CREW PERFORMANCE
DUILI_G SIMULATED E_KrFrI,_.REENTRY
By Henry R. Jex, Richard A. Peters,
Richard J. DiM,_-co, and R. WaJe Allen
Systems Technoloo,, Inc.
}{awthor_,e,Californ_ a
_2adARY
This paper describes a simplified space shuttle reentry simulation perf._rme_
on the NASA Ames Research Center Centrifuge. Anticipating pot-ntiall2: _elete-
rious effects of physiological deconditioning from orbital living (s_mulatei
here by 10 days of enforced bedrest) upon a shuttle pilot's ability to manually
control his aircraft (should that be necessary in an emergency) a compreSs.ensUre
battery of measurements was made roughly every I/2 minute on eight military
pilot subjects, over two 20-minute reentry Gz vs. time profiles, one peakir._
at 2 Gz and the other at 3 Gz. Alternate runs were made without and with g-
suits to test the help or interference offered by such protective device_ to
manual control performance. A very demanding two-axis control task was employed,
with a "subcritical instability" in the pitch axis to force a high atteutiou_
demand and a severe loss-of-control penalty. The results s:_awthat p_lotz
experienced in high Gz flying can easily handle the shuttle ma:,u_ulcontrol task
during 2 Gz or 3 Gz reentry profiles, provided t e degree of p}_ys_olo%cal _e-
conditioning is no more than induced by these 10 days of enforced bedreJ_t.
(Details ar, publishe_ in- Jex, Henry R; Peters, Ric_ard A; [_Mar.'o,
Richard J.; and Allen, R. Wade: The Effects of Bedrest ou Crew Performo_:,,,?
During Simulated Shuttle Reentry. Volume II: Control Task Performance. :::..Y.
CR-2367, October 197h.)
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